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THE TWELVE MINOR TROPHETS.

INTEODUCTIOK

Feom very early days twelve smaller writings are found

nnited, just because of their smallness {Baba Bathra, 14&), in

one collection under the name of " The Twelve," *i^y D^.^

(Massoret. "i?"'"?.^ from loy
'''^J^) ; Greek ol SwBeKU Trpo^fjrac

(so already in Ecclus. xlix. 10), or to hwheKairpo^rjTov. But

in the Latin Church the title " The Minor Prophets " {Prophetce

M'inorcs) arose, which predicate, as Jerome {Procem. in Esaiam)

and Augustine {Dc Civit. Dei, xviii. 29) point out, only refers

to the outward extent of these writings, their contents being

scarcely second in importance to those of the great prophetical

books ; cf. e.g. the Advent-tidings of Zechariah, the Christmas-

gospel of Micah, the Easter-sign of Jonah, the Pentecost-

promise of Joel ! Judged from this outward point of view,

then, writings, lying far apart in time, were brought together

iu this group, which embraces some, both of the oldest and the

latest, of the prophetic writings that have come down to us.

How old this combination is, is shown by Ecclus. xlix. 10 (cf.

Eritzsche there), where the " twelve prophets " appear, after

Jeremiah and Ezekiel out of regard to their position in the

canon, as a completed whole. They were therefore collected

soon after Malachi's days ; nay, it is probable that the majority

of them were found together in a special collection even before

the Exile. In the following times, also, the twelve were
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always regarded as one canouical book, whether the number

of the canonical books be put at twenty-two, after the Hellen-

istic custom (so Joseph, contra Ajnon, i. 8 ; Origen, et al.), or

twenty-four, after the Talmudic.

The order of the writing's in LXX is not the same as in theO

Hebrew canon.

Hebrew: 1. Hosea ; 2. Joel; 3. Amos; 4. Obadiah

;

5. Jonah ; 6. Micah.

LXX: 1. Hosea; 2. Amos ; 3. Micah ; 4. Joel ; 5. Obadiah;

6. Jonah.

Both : 7. Xahum ; 8. Habakkuk ; 9. Zephaniah ; 10. Haggai;

11. Zechariah ; 12. Malachi.

The first arrangement seems more original
;
yet neither tlie

one nor the other is of importance for determining the date of

these writings, as in both, while the chronological element

plainly appears towards the end (Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi),

the (juestion of time in the other books does not seem to have

been so present to the mind of the collectors, so that here

other considerations had influence ; thus Hosea stands first,

as the largest of the pre-exilic minor prophets (cf. the Epistle

to the llomans at the head of the Pauline Epistles). Cf. an

attempt to exhibit the genesis of the whole book in detail in

H. Ewald, Proph. of Old Test. vol. i. 91, 98 f. Delitzsch

{lludelh. and Gucriclx's Zeitschr. 1851, p. 92 f.) tries to con-

struct an arrangement by mottoes and association of ideas
;

lie is followed by Keil, Introd. to 0. T. i. 3G5. With chron-

ology as our rule, we should get (in our opinion) the follow-

insx order, in which we recommend the books to be read

:

1. Obadiah; 2. Joel; [3. Jonah ;] 4. Amos ; 5. Hosea, (Zech.

ix.-xi.) ; G. Micah ; 7. Nahum ; 8. Zephaniah ; 9. Habakkuk,

(Zech. xii.-xiv.); 10. Haggai; 11. Zechariah (i.-viii.)

;

12. Malachi.

The text of the wliole book is generally in a good state of

preservation, as is seen by comparison with the LXX, who

present substantially the same material, although showing
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little insight into Hebrew syntax and the force of words, and

often reading the text wrongly. Cases in which the Hebrew

wording should be corrected after the LXX are therefore rare,

although not altogether wanting.

Literature.—Expositions of the entire book of the Minor

Prophets : Patristic commentaries by Jerome, Theodore of

Mopsuestia, Cyril of Alex., Theodoret ; Eabbinical, by Kashi

(Rabbi Solomon ben Isaac, fHOS), Ibn Ezra (fllGT).

D. Kimchi (fl230); in the Eeformation period; Oecolam-

padius (1555), Calvin (1559). See post - Reformation

exposition in Kleinert on Obad. to Zephaniah. Of modern

expositors may be mentioned: F. Hitzig (1838, 4 Aufl., set-

ting aside untenable positions ; revised by H. Steiner, 1881) ;

H. Ewald, Prophets of 0. T. (5 vols., Williams & Norgate)

;

P. Schegg (Catholic) ; E. B. Pusey, The Minor Prophets ; Keil,

ditto, 2 vols. (Clark) ; Speaker's Comm. vol. vi. ; Farrar, The

Minor Prophets (Nisbet) ; Lange's Commentary, by Schmoller,

Kleinert, and J. P. Lange ; J. Wolfendale, Homild. Comm.

on Mmor Prophets, 1880. I have a college course on Hosea

to Jonah by Fr. Delitzsch, which I took down in the winter

of 1868-69, which has constantly been of special value to

me in the exposition of these prophets. The influence of

this exposition on my own reaches, however, beyond the

citations, extending often to the translation. The best edition

of the text is by S. Baer, Liber XII. Proph. 1878. Com-

parison of the Massoret. text with LXX in K. A. Vollers,

Das Dodekapropheton der Alexandriner, i. (Nahum to Malachi),

Berlin 1880; see the continuation in Zeitschr. filr altt.

Wissensch. 1883, p. 219 ff. ; 1884, p. 1 ff. Comparison of the

Massoret. text with the Syrian version in M. Sebok (Schon-

berger), Pie syrische Uebersetzung der zwolf kleinen Propheten,

Breslau 1887. For expositions of the several writings, see

in toe.

An asterisk (*) signifies that the text is uncertain.



HOSEA.

Introduction.

The name Hosea (V^^^, inf. not imperat.), meaning "help,

deliverance," belongs to this prophet in common with the son

of Nun, who, however, received the fuller name, Joshua, from

Moses (Num. xiii. 26). The heading, i. 1, calls his father

Beeri, which name occurs again in Gen. xxvi. 34. Kespecting

Hosea's personal relations and course of life, if we set aside

worthless traditions (see such in Knobel, Proplidismus dcr

Hcbrikr, ii. 154, and Nowack, Dcr Prophet Hosca, p. ix. f.),

nothing further is known than what his own book tells us.

Respecting the time of his appearance first of all, the same

heading says. The word of Yahveh came to him " in the days

of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah, kings of Judah, and in

the days of Jeroboam the son of Joash, king of Israel."

This indication of date, however, which as to its first part

agrees verbatim with Isa. i. l-(cf. also Micah i. 1), is not to be

regarded as originating in this form with Hosea himself.

Although the naming of the Judiii-an kings may perhaps be

explained by the circumstance that the prophet regarded

them as the heirs of the legitimate government and of the

promises made to David's house (cf. Amos i. 1, where, however,

it should be noted that Amos was a Judtean), it is strange

that only Jeroboam II. is mentioned of the Israelitish kings,

whilst the list of Judtean rulers descends much lower. More-

over, the dating by the latter list is not confirmed by the

contents of the book. Indeed, the first appearance of Hosea
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is to be placed iu the last years of Jeroboam II., and his work

continued a number of years later beyond the disorderly times

of Zechariah, the son of Jeroboam, and his murderer, Shallum,

on towards the end of the ten years' reign of Menahem (2

Kings XV. 8-22). Cf. on the whole question of chronology,

Klostermann, Comm. on Booli of Kings, p. 493 ff. On the

other hand, Hosea scarcely continued to prophesy under the

Juda?an kings Ahaz and Hezekiah, as no notice is taken of

the eventful war of Pekah against Ahaz of Judah. As, on the

other hand, the omission of a heading with indication of date

would look strange, the most likely supposition is that of

Hitzig, Delitzsch, Nowack, to the effect that the heading

originally ran : The word of Yaliveh, which came to H., the

son of B., in the days of Jeroboam the son of Joash, king of

Israel, It would then, in the first instance, take only the

beginning of Hosea's prophetic work into view (as in

Amos i. 1).

Thus Hosea follows closely on Amos. He took up the

latter's work in the northern kingdom, of which he was

perhaps a native (in distinction from Amos) ; he speaks of

its king as "our king" (ch. vii. 5), shows himself well

acquainted with its circumstances, and addresses his dis-

courses in the first instance to its inhabitants, whereas he

refers in a more cursory way to Judah, for which certainly he

has a deeper-rooted affection. That he afterwards migrated to

Judah, when all was lost in the Ephraimite kingdom, and

gathered his prophecies together there (so Ewald), is mere

conjecture. The picture which he sketches of the state of

Israel is, from beginning to end, a very gloomy one. Princes

and people have not been reformed by the powerful appeals

of an Amos. On the contrary, whilst offensive image-worship

and wanton hill-worship continue, the nation thus persisting

in its ingratitude and infidelity to Yahveh, gross violence and

cunning have gained the upper hand ; one rebellion follows

on another, and the entire kingdom marches with rapid
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strides towards the ruin long since tlireatened by the prophetic

message. No alliance with Assyria or Egypt can avail

;

foolish dalliance with foreign powers will only hasten the

catastrophe. The very lands, whose friendship the nation

courts, will be its prison, where it will spend the long period

of its banishment. Of Judah, Hosea still hopes better things

(ch. i. 7, iv. 15), and yet will soon have to foretell its exile

also, though not without hope of return (ch. v. 6, vi. 11);

for in Hosea promise always has the last word.

Chs. i.-iii. are plainly distinct from the rest of the book,

narrating the prophet's domestic experiences, in which the

real gist of his message finds symbolic expression. "We here

get a glimpse of his married life, which was an unhappy one,

because in his personal life the divine life was to be reflected,

and in the unfaithfulness of his wife that of the community

of Yahveh. See on this point p. 21. In chs. iv.-xiv.

the discourses proper follow. They are certainly neither

revised and dated, nor written out with detailed fulness and

finish, on which account it is not always possible to divide

them with certainty. They are oracles belonging to different

dates, written down in the freshness of inspiration, and after-

wards collected by the prophet himself, and in all probability

arranged chronologically ; in matter, the individual discourses,

as well as their aggregate, show no strictly logical progress

;

the same fundamental thoughts recur again and again with

inexhaustible freshness of form ; sharp antitheses follow each

other abruptly. Nevertheless, the whole exhibits a growing

tension and depth of feeling in harmony with the course of

events, and, where outward forms of conjunction are wanting

in the several discourses, the inner connection is discernible

from the fundamental ideas inspiring the prophet.

The moral individuality of Hosea is everywhere con-

spicuous in his book. The more he was absorbed in his

calling, the more his life and teachings, his person and

activity, were penetrated with the prophetic spirit, so much
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the more plainly liis personality stamped itself on his written

communications. Although a witness of the same God as

Amos, whose sayings he not seldom recalls (cf. especially

ch. viii. 14), he still has another way of making known the

divine message. Whereas Amos, as a fearless, inflexible

preacher of repentance, makes men hear the majestic thunder

of God's word to terrify sinners, Hosea employs all the

eloquence of love to lead his people to repentance. It is

true he also rebukes without mercy ; but even his passages of

rebuke tremble with the tenderest sympathy, with the keenest

pain, with ineffable sorrow for his nation. Hosea has the

same mournful mission as Jeremiah had afterwards in the

southern kingdom, to pronounce sentence of death on his

nation, and sing its elegy ; he shows also the same gentleness

and sensitive, affectionate heart as that prophet. The form of

address, on the other hand, is essentially different. Whereas

in Jeremiah, wdien he writes, high excitement has already

given way to calm resignation, Hosea's book places us amid

the inner excitement, in which, seized by the furor divinus,

he fought a hopeless fight for his people's salvation. The

deep emotion of his heart expresses itself in the fervour and

rush of his language ; it leaps from one thought to another,

from figure to figure, from antithesis to antithesis ; and when

passion has become so strong that he can no longer find words,

he hints in broken sentences the ideas rending his breast.

To this overpowering enthusiasm, which breathes in his

discourses, and which gained for him—the sorely beset one

(ch. ix. 8)—the derisive name of a j?3L"o (ch. ix. 7), is due

the obscurity of his discourses, often making explanation

very difficult; cf. Ewald's delineation. Prophets, vol. i. p. 218.

The prophet's conflict of feeling has a deeper ground in the

glaring contradictions in which he found himself placed.

Profound revelations of the divine nature have been given to

him more than to any of his contemporaries. Whilst Amos pro-

claims the greatness and incorruptible righteousness of God
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with irresistible power, Hosea is the herald of the divine love.

This is the fundamental relation which God assumed to His

people when He led it out of Egypt ; by His decree of

wondrous grace it was to be His elect possession, in which

He would take delight, as a husband in his wife. The more

delicate and intimate this relation of mutual love ought to be

by its very nature, the more revolting its rude violation by the

highly-favoured people. This it is which drives the prophet

beside himself, that the God of grace, instead of grateful love,

meets only with obstinacy ; instead of reverential constancy,

only wantonness and adultery. Therefore His wrath, per-

force, pours itself out on the unworthy object of His love

;

the nation is doomed. Yet, strange to say, out of cheerless

condemnation shines again at last the light of grace. God's

compassion cannot finally leave His people to misery. He

will at last, of free mercy, restore the gracious state which

He had in mind from the first, and will bring back the

repentant nation as His bride to its own land, to enjoy the

closest and most blessed fellowship with Himself

Even apart from the irregular construction of sentences

already touched on, Hosea's style shows certain peculiarities

;

in part, novel forms of syntax and favourite terms of expres-

sion, to which Delitzsch has called attention (see on ch. v. G,

X. 9, ii. 12, viii. 9) ; in part, peculiar formations of words and

phrases, which may have belonged to the vernacular of north

Palestine, or may certainly, in isolated cases (like ch. iv. 18),

rest on corrupt readings. The text is otherwise in a good

state of preservation, and appears far superior to the LXX,

whose readings deserve the preference, if at all, only in

exceptional instances (as in ch. vi. 5, xiv. 9). Of. on the

Massoretic text, H. L. Strack, Ilosea d Joel Proph. ad Jidcm

Codicis Babijlonici PctropolUani, 1875. The genuineness of

the book, as a whole and in detail, is not seriously contested.

Of the special literature on Hosea still to be mentioned,

there are commentaries by Aug. Simson (1851), still worthy
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of notice; Aug. Wiinsche (18GS), rich in material from

Targnni and rabbinical exegesis; Totterman (1879), W.

Xowack (1880), written with research and care, useful in

guiding inquiry ; Ant. Scholz (Cath. 1882). Cf. also the article

(by Fr. Delitzsch), " Hosea und sein Weissagungsbuch," in the

Zeitschr. filr Protest, u. Kivchc, 1854, p. 98ff. Also Cheyne,

Hosca (Cambridge Bible for Schools) ; Davidson, Uxj^ositor,

1879, p. 241 ff.

1. 1. The word of Yahveh which came to Hosea the son

of Beeri, in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah,

kings of Judah, and in the days of Jeroboam the son of

Joash, king of Israel.

Opening: The Maekiage-covenant of Yahveh with His

People, Chs. i.-iir.

2. At first when Yahveh spoke with Hosea, Yahveh said

to Hosea, Go, take to thee a wife of whoredom, and children

of whoredom : for truly the land inlays the harlot instead of

Chapter I.

Yer. 1. On the heading, see Introd. p. 4. Ver. 2. To the

stat. constr. nbnn (accus. defining time) a verbum fin. is added
in the genitive.

—

2 in j;::"ira is neither to be explained instru-

mentally, nor of speaking into the prophet, but introduces the

remoter object, or tbe person addressed : to speak with or to

one, as in Zech. i. 13, etc. Num. xii. 8 is decisive for this.

Cf. Konig, Offcnharungsbcginff, ii. 178 f.— D'JlJT, plur. of abstract-

ness, like CDIDXJ in ii. 4, from niT, used of an unmarried harlot

or unchaste wife, and often applied to Israel's conduct to God.
—Children of u'lwrcdom (cf. on ch. v. 7). The reference is to

those enumerated in ver. 3 ff., whom she will bear to the

prophet in wedlock, therefore not to any she already has

(Kurtz, Keil). This object is subjoined by np, as the verb is

general : make thee such,—which may embrace marriage and
begetting. Although born to the prophet, these children are

so named because their mother was unfaithful in wedlock, and
they possess her nature ; the father therefore need not acknow-
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following Yahveh ! 3. And he went and took Gomer,

Diblaini's daughter ; and she conceived, and bare him a son.

4. Then said Yahveh to him, Call his name Jczreel ; for yet

a little while, and I will visit the bloodguiltiness of Israel on

the house of Jehu, and make an end of the kingdom of the

house of Israel. 5. And it shall come to pass on that day,

ledge them. Ver. 3. The name Gomer, daughter of Diblaim,

introduced by ns as that of a well-known person, does not seem
to be formed with an allegorical meaning, as it is too obscure

for this, nor is it explained. Unsatisfactory interpretations

:

"utter ruin" (Hengsteuberg), " consummata atquc perfecta sc.

in fornicationc" (Jerome), "consummation" (in vice, Keil),
" daughter of double fig-cake," which epithet is said to charac-

terise her lustfulness (as in iii. 1), etc. Ver. 4. The first son is

called, with an ominous play on Israel, Jezrcel, dispcrget Dens

;

interpreted auspiciously in ii. 24 f. : sjmrget, i.e. scminahit

(Delitzsch). This name is chosen with reference to the city

where Jehu (instead of the name Judah, LXX) made his way
to the throne through a great massacre, and before which also

stretches a broad battlefield on which destiny was decided.

That massacre is to be avenged on Jehu's dynasty, and so an
end is to be made of the entire northern kingdom, which, unlike

Judah (ver. 7), has no future. Tliat sanguinary judgment Jehu
had executed on Ahab's house (2 Kings ix. 14 if'.), at a prophet's

instigation it is true (2 Kings ix. 1 ff.), and his act is therefore

also expressly commended (2 Kings x. 30). But Jehu had so

acted, as the rest of his conduct showed, not from obedience to

God, but from ambition ; and so his act was wicked. And as

this spirit was transmitted to his descendants in heightened

degree, that blood is reckoned to them. In Amos vii. 9 this

dynasty is already threatened with death ; Hosea announces

its approaching destruction. Thus the same historical fact

which, if it had proceeded from high motives, would have been

praiseworthy as pleasing to God, may, if arising from other

motives, be unpardonalJe sin in God's sight. "With Ilitzig we
may also recall the fact, that on that occasion Jehu showed
needless cruelty, not stopping at the slaughter of a Joram and a

Jezebel, but slaying at Jezreel, in cold blood and without special

order, Ahaziah and his brethren, and therefore members of the

Davidic royal family (2 Kings ix. 27, x. 13 f.). Cf. also in

2 Kino's X. 11 the extension of the massacre to all the friends

of the ruling house. In any case tliere is no need, with Steiner,

to ascribe to Hosea any other judgment on that act than to

the author of the Book of Kinss. Yer. 5. Nemesis overtakes
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1

that I will break in pieces the bow of Israel in the valley of

Jezreel. 6. Then she conceived again, and bare a daughter.

Then he said nnto him, Call her name Unpitied; for I will no

longer continue to have pity on the house of Israel, that I

should forgive them always. 7. But on the house of Judah

I will have pity, and will save them through Yahveh their

God ; but not through bow and sword and battle, through

horses and horsemen will I give them help. 8. And when

she had weaned the " Unpitied," she conceived, and bare a

son. 9. And he said, Call his name JVot tuy people ; for you

are not my people, and I will not be yours.

Jehu and his army at the place where he sinned (cf. a striking

example of such local retribution at the same Jezreel, 1 Kings
xxi. 19). The reference is to a decisive battle on the great

theatre (Judg. vi. 33 ; 1 Sam. xxix. 1), where Israel's bow, i.e.

its martial power (the bow was the dreaded weapon by which
also Jehu arrived at power, 2 Kings ix. 24) is broken in pieces.

Yet the emphasis lies here, not on the locality, but on the

ominous sound of its name. Ver. 6. The Uniyitieel One; yet

nom vh is not to be taken as part. Pual (p being dropped).

The accentuation and the connection with N7 (which is very

rare with participles and infinitives) show that it is 3 sing,

fern, perf , therefore strictly, " She who is not pitied." Accord-

ing to Hitzig, women as such would be objects of compassion

(Isa. ix. 17). Yet this does not sufficiently explain why the

second child in particular is a daughter—which rather points

to an actual occurrence.— ^I'DIX 'n 'y, Gesen. § 142, 3&.

—

Compassion would consist in continued forgiveness. Xl"3 with

p cannot have a hostile sense (contrary to LXX). Ver. 7.

Judah also needs forgiving compassion and help in the

approaching peril (Assyria) ; and will experience it when it

seeks it in the right place.— Through Jalweh their God

;

whereas Israel can no longer call Him its God, according to

ver. 9, He will save them, not, as they are inclined to think,

by outward defensive warfare (the general nnnSo has the latter

meaning, as in ii. 20, Ps. Ixxvi. 4). This was incessantly

emphasised afterwards by Isaiah; and the defeat of Sennacherib

before Jerusalem brought a glorious fulfilment of this saying

of Hosea. Cf. Isa. xxxi. 8f., xxxvii. 21 ff., vii. 9, xxii. 8 ff.,

XXX., xxxi., etc. Ver. 9. The high privilege conferred by God
on Israel in entering into a relation of mutual possession with
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II. 1. And the number of the chiklren of Israel shall be

like the sand of the sea, which cannot be measured or

numbered. And it shall come to pass, instead of its being

said to them, " You are not my people," they shall be called

" Sons of the living God." 2. And the sons of Judah and

the sons of Israel shall gather together, and shall appoint

themselves one head, and go up out of the land ;
for—great

is the day of Jezrcel ! 3. Say ye to your brethren, " My
people ;

" and to your sisters, " Pitied One !
"

it (Ex. vi. 7 ; Jer. xxxi. 33 ; Ezek. xvi. 8), it has made light of;

God no longer calls it ""ay, and so it can no longer say ''n^s

(ii. 25).— n\"i with h, to belong to some one.

Chapter II.

Ver. 1. Despite all sin and punishment, the patriarchal

promise remains in force, pointing to a countless progeny

which Jacob is to have. Gen. xxxii. 13 ; cf. Abraham, Gen.

XV. 5, xxii. 17, etc. The second n'^ni, verb of fore-ordination in

the prophetic perfect, as in Joel iii. 1, and often in important

moments of prophecy.—DpD3, not in local sense (in allusion

to Canaan, cf. Jer. vii. 3), but in logical sense, like the more

moral nnri by which Kimchi here paraphrases it.

—

ids includes

the objective state of things acknowledged by every one. As
they are now known and recognised as aliens from God, so then

they will be acknowledged as children of the true God who
reveals Himself as living. The pentateuchal relation, accord-

ing to which the nation as a whole is God's son (Ex. iv. 22,

cf. Hos. xi. 1), is here transferred individually to its several

members, who are called sons of this God. Ver. 2. That

happy future brings reunion of the divided nation by spon-

taneous subjection under one head, of course a Davidic King

(iii. 5). Cf. Amos ix. 11 f. ; and later, Isa. xi. 1 ff., 13 ; Jer.

xxiii. 5 f. ; Ezek. xxxi v. 23, xxxvii. 15 ff.

—

^h]}\ to go up,

advance to battle, as the sequel shows: a decisive battle of

happy issue is at hand, when the Lord will acknowledge His

people. This scene also is assigned to the plain of Jezreel,

that this name may be again a good omen. Ver. 3. In the

same way the second and third names are turned round into

a good sense. The suHix in ^DJ? can only, according to ch. i.

and ii. 1, apply to God (against Hitzig). They are to greet

and acknowledge one another, not merely as fellow-countrymen,
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4. Contend with your mother, contend ! For she is not

my wife, and I am not her husband ; and let her remove her

harlotry from her face, and her adultery from her breasts ; 5.

lest I strip her naked, and set her as in the day when she

was born ; and I will make her like the wilderness, and set

her like a parched land, and kill her with thirst. G. And
on her children I will have no pity ; for they are children of

whoredom. 7. For their mother has played the harlot ; she

that bare them has done shamefully : for she said, I will run

but as members of God's people (whom God calls ''oy), and
forgiven by God. Ver. 4 glances back at the actual state,

which is still so far removed from that ideal aim. In order to

escape from the present corruption, the children of such a

marriage, who yet stand nearer to the father than the mother
does, must reject the latter (certainly a new anomaly) ; i.e. the
individual members of the nation, who are here appealed to,

as reformation must proceed from them, have to exert a
corrective, reforming influence on the corrupt aggregate by
convincing it first of all of its unfaithfulness to God. In
keeping with the personification underlying the passage, the
matter is put thus : the mother must remove unchaste glances

from her face and adulterous tokens from her breast.— D''S"ias3,

here only, from tiX3, cf. on i. 2. Perhaps the allusion is to

amulets worn on the breast in honour of the gods, and as a
protection ; as a lover wears her pledge as token of affection

(Cant. i. 13). Ver. 5. If she does not reform, her rightful

lord and husband will abandon her to shame and misery. In
this threat the ideas of an adulteress punished with infamy,
and of a land exposed by God to shame, merge into one, the
intention being to hold up before the land the fate of such a

woman. See similar descriptions later in Jer. xiii. 26 ; Ezek.
xvi. 35 if., xxiii. 45 ff. To the disgraceful stripping off the

clothes corresponds, in the case of the land, the fearful drought,
spoken of already by Joel and Amos, by which God strips it of

all beauty and strength, all glory and delight. When the
Lord withdraws His blessing from the most fruitful of lands,

remitting it to its ])ura naturalia, it becomes like a desert.

Ver. 6. The judgment, they are children of whoredom, refers to

the spirit which they show ; unless they seek to bring their

mother into better ways, she will involve them in her mis-
fortune. Ver. 7. The new ''3 confirms the corruption of the

mother inherited by them ; the third ''3 states in what it con-

sists.—C^Uin, as if from ^'1^, Hipliil of *J''i3, to practise shameful
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after my paramours, who give me my bread and my water,

my wool and my tlax, my oil and my spiced drinks.

8. Therefore, behold, I will hedge up thy way with thorns,

and build a wall for her, that she shall not find her paths.

9. And she shall pursue her paramours, and shall uot over-

take them ; and shall seek them, and shall not find them : and

she shall say, I will arise and return to my former husband
;

for then it was better with me than now. 10. Yet she

knew not that I gave her the wheat, and the wine, and the

things, like C'"'3n, Prov. x. 5.—min, properly act. part. fern.

:

mulier conci]jiens, a not unworthy phrase for mother; see

Cant. iii. 4. She ascribed the Lord's gifts to false gods,

especially nature deities, and courted their favour. These
are called her paramours, as in Ezek. xvi. 33 and elsewhere,

because she was drawn away by them from her rightful

husband. She thought she received from them tlie most neces-

sary means of support (bread and wine), as well as clothing

material (wool and flax), and the finest luxuries (oil and

spiced drinks). Ver. 8. \2b introduces the penal sentence,

which is also a gracious counsel : God will hem in her steps

by a hedge, yea a wall, and so render impossible her activity

in serving the gods. The vivid language passes into the

second person, but at once returns to the third.

—

'-[\^, to hedge
round (Job i. 10), in meaning like 130, Hiphil, Job iii. 23.—rrnj

has n raphatum p)ro mappiqat., i.e. suff. combined with "ins, so

properly build her wall, i.e. a wall for her (dat. incomni.),

around or before her. nmj is the reading of the Cod. Ijabylon.,

Complutens. text, and many editions. Hitzig, Delitzsch,

Nowack interpret in harmony with this reading. How God
will restrain her walk, ver. 11 ff. show. Ver. 9. Her zealous

following of the false gods (cf. ch. v. 6 as to its method) will

be fruitless ; but her sad outward condition will drive her to

reflection and repentance, as his wretchedness did the prodigal

son, Luke xv. 17. Ver. 10 emphasises once more the gross

error which led her astray. It was lack of deeper knowledge
of the Giver, and of thankful recognition of the divine benefits.

According to Eom. i. 21 this is the root of all heatlienism.

Which (silver and gold) they nsed for Baal, according to

2 Chron. xxiv. 7, i.e. in his honour, to adorn his worship.

The reference is not merely to actual images of this god,

which Jehu rooted out (2 Kings x. 2G f.), but also to the golden

calves, in which the prophet can only see Baal images, not
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oil, and multiplied to her the silver and the gold, which they

used for Baal. 11. Therefore I will take away again my
wheat in its time, and my new wine in its season, and will

withdraw my wool and my flax, (which was) for the covering

of her nakedness. 12. Yea, now will I discover her filthiness

before the eyes of her paramours, and none shall pluck her

out of my hand. 13. And I make an end of all her merri-

ment, her yearly feasts, her new moons, her Sabbaths, and all

her solemnities. 14. And I will lay waste her vine and her

fig-tree, of which she said. They are my present which my
paramours gave me ; and will make them a forest, and the

Yahveil. But we must not translate :
" which they made with

Baal" (Hitz., Now.), which is forbidden by the sing, with

article. Ver. 11. pb, parallel with the same word in ver. 8,

cf. ver. 16. His gifts, to which man thinks he has a per-

manent right, because of their regular recurrence, the Lord
will take back (Gesen. § 142, 3a), in order to prove that He is

the sole Giver. In its time, i.e. at the time wdien it should

appear.—moD?, subordinate to the two preceding substantives.

Ver. 12. Cf. on ver. 5.
—

" The frequent use of nriy to announce

punishment following immediately, as here and iv. 16, v. 7,

viii. 10, 13, X. 2 f., cf. viii. 8, or even to indicate that the

measure of sin is filled up (v. 3, vii. 2), is part of Hosea's
idiomatic distinctiveness " (Delitzsch). mb^J (here only) from

P33, spurcities, obscenitas, synon. with nny. In the case of the

2KiTcimours, the idea of foreign gods suggests that of foreign

nations. Before their eyes the hatefulness of the unfaithful

one is discovered, so that they lose the desire for her company

;

and none of those, to whom she has clung, will help her.

—

"Worldly, impure desire always comes to such a shameful end
when it is stripped of the fair dress stolen from God. Ver. 13.

The first hj belongs to all the following substantives, and is

repeated with the last one, because the most general. In the

religious feasts the dallying with heathenism found its fullest

exercise and its most splendid expression (ver. 15).—Jn, a yearly

recurring feast like the Passover, Pentecost, etc. nyio sums up
the preceding. Ver. 14. Vine and fig-tree, along with the

olive (ver. 10), the noblest growths of the land, often named
together as in Joel i. 7. These two, or their produce, she

regards as a gift of those gods ; and indeed it is called a

paramour's gift (njns here only, from njn, ch. viii. 9, like the

more frequent pnx from pn), because she regards it as a
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wild hcast of the field shall devour them. In. Thus I visit

on her the days of the Baals, when she burnt incense to them,

and put on her nose-ring and her necklet, and ran after her

paramours, but me she forgot, is Yahveh's oracle. IG. There-

fore, behold, I will allure her, and cause her to go into the

wilderness, and Avill speak to her heart ; 1 7. and I will give

her her vineyards from thence, and the valley of Achor for a

return for that forbidden love. Ver. 15. The f7av/s=: feast-days

of the Baals. Although ]>aal was originally one being, it

readily divided into different forms, partly by the moral
qualities which were distinguished in this general deity, and
expressed by epithets like Baal Bcrith, etc.

;
partly by the

different localities where this deity was worshipped, and not

least by the images under which it was worshipped. (Cf. the

varieties of j\Iary-cultus, in which miracles are ascribed to the

Mary of a particular place.)
—

"iDp, Hiphil, same in meaning here

as Piel in iv. 13 ; see Jer. i. 16.—She, i.e. still the personified

community, has decked herself out coquettishly to show all

honour to the gods, and therewith to indulge the lust of the

eyes and the lust of the flesh. Nose-ring, see Isa. iii. 21.

—

Tvhn

here only, formed from 'hn. Ver. 16. The third ph introduces

a mere hint of the punishment to be looked for ; and, on the

other hand, a full-toned promise of the salvation to which the

suffering will be a mere stage of transition. God allures the

apostate one into the ivildcrncss, and she goes there half-

willingly (the parallel of the exit from Egypt influences the

mode of expression). The vnlderncss is here the place of

poverty, sorrow, and helplessness, where God can again draw
nigh to and comfort her ; the land of punishment, where she

comes to her senses, corresponding to the far country in the

parable of the Prodigal, the exile.—nns, riel,in meaning =t£/^w,
persuade. God brings her into misfortune—for her salvation.

—2b bv ^3T (like Syriac mid hlchd), cf Gen. xxxiv. 3 (in a

love affair), Judg. xix. 3 (of friendly representations to a

runaway wife), to speak in a winning, encouraging way.

Ver. 17. When in the wilderness she has come to herself,

all will be forgiven and forgotten. As formerly under Moses,

she receives back her land as the fruit of the new covenant of

love, coming out of the M-ilderness into the possession of vine-

yards. The vallci/ of Avlior (vale of tribulation), from which
formerly Israel penetrated, after Achan's sin was expiated,

without hindrance into Canaan (Josh. vii. 25 f), becomes
again an entrance-gate disclosing joyous prospects.— nnjj?^
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door of hope. And there she shall answer as in the days of

her youth, and as at the time when she went up out of the

land of Egypt. 18. And it shall come to pass on that day,

is Yahveh's oracle, that thou shalt call me " My husband,"

and thou shalt no longer call me "My Baal." 19. And I

take away the names of the Baals out of her mouth, and they

shall be no more mentioned by their name. 20. And I

make a covenant for them on that day with the wild beast of

the field, and the birds of the heavens, and whatever creeps on

the earth ; and bow and sword and battle I will destroy out of

the land, and so I make them rest in safety. 21. And I will

neither from ruy, to be bowed down (LXX, ra-zumdriGiTai), nor
from njy, to feign (?) ; but in the sense : to ansiver, of the

corresponding response which the challenge of Yahveh receives

on her part. A more easy reading would be nnpyi, but far

less expressive and less in keeping with Hosea's style, who is

constantly emphasising the reciprocal nature of love.—nac*, see

Ezek. xlviii. 35. Yer, (43< She is anxious then to avoid all

ambiguity in speech, so as not to annoy her God. This bears

on the hitherto common use of bv^ as an appellative (E. Konig,
Hauptproblcmc, p. 35 f.) to designate Yahveh, from which may
be explained the use of the word in Israelitish proper names,
like Eshbaal, 1 Chron. viii. 33. This mode of speech is hateful

to Yahveh, because it has contributed to pervert the worship
of Yahveh and cloak that of Baal, bringing Yahveh into

connection with the deity which the heathen so named. In
every age ambiguous language has helped to distort religion.

Ver. 19. But as the nation shall no longer call Yahveh its

Baal, so shall it no longer take the names of the heathen Baals

into its lips ; cf. Zepli. i. 4 ; Zech. xiii. 2. Ver. 20. Next, God
on His part provides complete safety from evil beasts and
hostile men. With the former,—beasts and birds of prey, and
deadly reptiles like serpents, etc.,—God, in a sense, makes an
agreement that they injure not His people, imposing it as an
obligation on them ; an instructive transference of the notion

to the irrational creation, which shows that such a " covenant

"

does not imply equality of the parties.—In a similar way the

nations must perforce leave Israel in peace.

—

Frangam c terra

pregnantly for frangam et cjiciam c terra. Cf. Lev. xxvi. 3-6,

and Isaiah's prophecies of a peace of creation (xi. 6 ff.) and of

nations, ii. 2 ff., ix. 4, etc. Ver. 21 f. The inner ground of

such blessedness is disclosed, consisting in a pure, inviolable
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betrotli thee to me for ever, and will Letrotli tliee to me in

righteousness and judgment, and in love and compassion

;

22. and will betroth thee to me in constancy; and thou

shalt know Yahveli ! 23. And it shall come to pass on that

day, that I will answer, is Yahveh's oracle, I will answer the

covenant of love with the Lord.—bnx, Piel (thrice solemnly

repeated), used of the man who hetroths to himself a virgin

(Deut. XX. 7, xxviii. 30) ; here of union in an eternal, intimate

covenant of love. This union is consummated by the attributes

introduced by 2, whicli become the possession of the community.

Eighteousness, etc., are not merely gifts of the divine suitor, by
which he secures a right in his bride, but just as much her

future adornment, through which such a complete and lasting

union is brought about, whereas hitherto these were the

virtues lacking to her (iv. If., v. 11, vi. 4 f., x. 4, 12, xii, 7)

:

righteousness (P^>*) and love ("iDn), of which the former is

expressed and exercised in judgment (DSti'D), right utterance,

and normal action ; the latter in 'proofs of compassion ('•Dn'').

Certainly \>'n does not refer merely to judicial righteousness,

but to that faultless divine spirit which aims at what is good,

and which man will inherit from Him. He desires man's

welfare ; but certainly, as this word in distinction from non

suggests, in inviolable harmony with His holy, perfect nature.

See more fully Orelli's 0. T. Fropliccy, p. 234. Ver. 22. njiDX,

see on Hal), ii. 4. Constancy, the golden ring holding God's

attributes together, will also maintain this covenant, so that it

will continue without change.—The climax of fellowship with

God is the knouicdgc of Yahveh, intimate, of course not merely

intellectual, apprehension of the divine nature, by which alone

that nature becomes the possession of men. As God has long

known Israel (xiii. 5), so Israel will know Him, i.e. through

love see into the very ground of His nature. This state of

spiritual oneness is tlie supreme fruit of restored harmony with

God's will and authority ; and also the strongest, most fruitful

root from which a holy life can grow. Yer. 23 ff. The reaction

of this harmonious unity on nature is described : disorders will

all cease. Everything in creation is knit together in loving

service, with a view to making His people happy ; one thing

answo's another, hears its petition. Neither does God restrain

the clouds, nor these the rain, nor the earth its plants, nor

these their fruit, liain appears here as the essential con-

dition of growth ; for it in the East all creation often sighs,

and its absence means unrest and discomfort to all creatures.
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heavens, and they shall answer the earth; 24. and the earth

shall answer the wheat and the new wine and the oil ; and

they shall answer " Jezreel ;" 25. and I will sow her to me
in the land, and will pity the " Unpiticd One" and to " Not

my people " will say, " Thou art my people
;

" and it shall say,

" My God !

"

III. 1. And Yahveh said to me, Go once more, love a

woman beloved of her husband, yet an adulteress, even as

Yahveh loves the children of Israel, but they lean to other

gods and love raisin-cakes ! 2. And I bought her to me for

fifteen shekels of silver, and a homer and a half of barley.

Ver. 24. Israel is here again called Jczred, because the name
will yield a good omen in this finale, where even the two other

evil names are once more, and finally, changed into blessing.

Chapter III.

Ver. 1. liy introduces an action analogous to the one related

in ch. i. Again a marriage bond is to be formed with an
unworthy person, who represents Israel. The view that this

woman is the Gomer of ch, i. 3 (Ewald, v. Hofmann, Kurtz,

ISTowack), is precluded by the general expression. It is also

inexplicable why the prophet should buy his own wife,

ver. 2.

—

T}_ does not refer to an illegal paramour (so most

expositors), but, as in Jer. iii. 20, to the husband, answering

to " as Yahveh loves the children of Israel." Although beloved

of her husband, she follows forbidden courses.

—

Raisin-cakcs

plainly played a part in the heathen worship of Israel

;

cf. Jer. vii. 18. Dainties, such as are to be found there,

have bewitched her, and for them she gives up—wiiat spiritual

blessings ! Ver. 2. mssi {dagesh dirimcns, Gesen. § 20, 2&).

The expression is ignoble (elsewhere the suitor gives a "inb)

;

the price low, such as was paid for slaves; the name of the

woman, who is treated like a thing, is not so much as men-
tioned; / hovglit 7i6T=such an one. The unworthiness of the

person was therefore, in any case, know^u to him beforehand.

On the measures, cf. Ezek. xlv. 11 ff. The average price of a

slave, not put high, was thirty silver shekels, Ex. xxi. 32.

If an ephah of barley (the cheapest grain) cost one shekel,

which according to 2 Kings vii. 1, 16 (where two-thirds of an
ephah cost one shekel) was not impossible, the entire value

was exactly thirty shekels ; for in? (here only) is corns dimidius,
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3. And I said to her, Many days thou shalt sit still for

nie without playing the harlot, and without belonging to a

husband ; and so (will) I also (bear myself) toward thee.

4. For many days shall the children of Israel sit without

king, and without prince, and without sacrifice, and without

carved pillar, and without ephod and teraphim. 5. After-

rifj.i-/.opoQ (half a chor or homer=:5 ephahs), according to Jerome
and the Greek versions except LXX, in whom the text is

corrupt. Ver. 3 gives the distinctive feature of this chapter

as supplementing the former ones ; the prophet is to take

measures to prevent the unfaithful one from following her

inclinations, therefore compel her to abstain from vice. She
must be shut up, must sit under guard, not be allowed to

have anything to do with any man.— 'x ''3S D31, difficult.

The positive interpretation, " and I also will hold myself for

thee," which seems the most obvious, does not suit the case,

for it cannot apply to a later time (ver. 5). Maurer hits the

meaning: neque etiam ego tecum rem habebo. But the

borrowing of the X? would be very harsh. It is best co-

ordinated with ::>''i6 HMn i6, thou shalt have to do with no
man, and I also will so bear myself toward thee, i.e. refrain

from intercourse with thee. Similarly Hitzig, Nowack.
Ver. 4. Justification of the symbolic action by God's future

dealing with Israel, which in exile for a long time will have

no opportunity for Avorship and divine intercourse, unlawful as

well as lawful, so far as worship is bound to outward means
and acts.

—

Sit still, namely as captives, as the context shows.

The sons of Israel are the northern tribes.—ps, properly sub-

stantive in the accus. = pxa.— Without king, the chief personage

in the matter of worship also, and in the northern kingdom
only too influential from the time of Jeroboam I. All the

means and instruments of their God-olfending worship shall

be taken from them.—na\'», pillar ; here, as often, statue of

a god.—n^SN, the priestly shoulder-cloth, which was used in

uttering oracles like the teraphim (Ezek. xxi. 26) ; according

to others a clothed idol (cf. n"=iDS, Isa. xxx. 22, and the

ffToXKTTTig in the Egyptian priesthood), as in some passages

niDS seems to have this meaning. Of., however, E. Konig,

Hauptprohlemc, pp. 59 If., 69 f. When all this pomp
vanishes, delight in foreign religions will pass away of itself.

Ver. 5. Fruit of this forced detention : they will return with

eager longing to Yahveh and to David, their rightful king,

cf. ii. 2.
' The reference is to the king of this house reign-
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ward the children of Israel shall return and seek Yahveh

their God, and David their king; and they shall come

trembling to Yahveh and to his goodness at the end of the

days.

ExrosiTiON.

Contents of chs. i.-iii. Opening : Yahveh's Marriage-

covenant with His People. 1. The Curse turned into

Blessing, chs. i., ii. : a. The existing Discord represented by

the Prophet in person, ch. i. ; &. The Lord's Plan for a blessed

union with His people, ch. ii. 2. The Eeform of the

Adulteress by force, represented by the Prophet, ch. iii.

Despite much discussion, no agreement has been arrived

at as to whether the marriage of the prophet Hosea, related

in ch. i. 3, more accurately the two marriage connections

which he contracted at Yahveh's bidding, in order to

exhibit symbolically the relation between God and Israel,

belong to concrete reality or not. At present, as from early

days, there are, with certain variations, two opposing views.

1. What is related is nothing that occurred outwardly, but

an allegorical dress. So D. Kimchi, Calvin, and most of the

Eeformed Church ; among moderns, Maurer, Hitzig, Heugsten-

berg, Hiivernick, Simson, Iveil, Wlinsche, Pteuss, d at., of

whom, however, several suppose an inner experience of the

ing in the last days. That he will be a king of extraordinary

gifts and power like David, is implied in the nature of the

case and in the phraseology. Passages like Jer. xxx. 9,

Ezek. xxxiv. 23, xxxvii. 24, are similar in tenor.—The scriitio

plena n^n is surprising in so old a writing. Yet the Cod.

Babyl. reads nn^.—56 beautifully describes the mingled feel-

ings with which they return ; impelled by joyous desire, they

yet feel a trembling anxiety at the remembrance of their

unworthiness ; cf. xi. 10 and Ps. ii. 11.—nVL:, concretely : the

good he bestows, salvation, fulness of blessing ; cf. Jer. xxxi.

12, 14 ; Ps. xxxi. 19 ; Neh. ix. 25.

—

At the end of the days, an

idea relating to things rather than time, marking the limit of

the horizon, the conclusion of the period which the seer has in

view ; cf. Orelli, 0. T. Prophecy, p. 33.
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prophet in vision ; so Kimchi, Calvin, and Hengstenberg, who

enters into elaborate argument. It is no proof of this alle-

gorical interpretation to say that the concrete carrying out of

such a marriage by the prophet would have been repulsive,

that the actions involved in ch. i. would have covered a

series of years, and therefore their significance would not

have been really apprehended by the people ; that the forming

of a new relation of the same kind, iii. 1, without regard to

the previous one, would have been doubly incompreliensible

on moral grounds. None of these reasons are tenable. If

the acts described are morally wrong, God could not have

suggested them to the prophet, even in vision ; nay, the

prophet could not have invented them for didactic ends.

His narrative could only make any impression at all, if the

hearers regarded its contents as real. But it is quite incon-

ceivable that the prophet should have related such things if

his married life was happy, if his partner was a thoroughly

honourable housewife. If, on the contrary, his domestic

peace was sorely disturbed by his wife's unfaithfulness,

Hosea had painful experience in his own person of what

Israel had done to Yahveh ; and, at the same time, he could

always hold that scandal in his house up before the people,

who doubtless watched it only too carefully, as a sign, the

deeper reason of which lay in the ominous unfaithfulness of

the community to Yahveh. As in Isaiah's case (see Orelli's

Commentary on Isaiah, p. 2), along with his wife and his

children, who are named by prophetic inspiration, he was a

living mirror, in which the nation could always read the

character of its relation to God.

2. In harmony with the connection elsewhere observable

between the experiences of the prophets and their predictions,

the preference is due altogether to the realistic explanation,

which sees in the events narrated by Hosea actual experi-

ences from his domestic life. So most of the Fathers

(Theodoret, Cyril of Alex., Augustine, ct al), the early
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Lutherans ; among moderns, J. H. Kurtz {Die Elie cles proph.

ffosea, Dorpat 1859), v. Hofmann (Weiss, u. Erf. i. 206 ff.),

Nowack, Delitzsch, et at. It is not impossible that a certain

freedom obtains in the delineation, a supposition which

makes some details more intelligible ; e.g. Ewald may be right

in thinking; that Hosea first learned that his marriacje was

originally designed to represent the discord in question when

his wife, whom he perhaps took by prophetic suggestion,

proved unfaithful (ch. i.), so that an unfortunate marriage

was not in his mind from the first. As, according to several

defenders of the realistic explanation, ch. iii. cannot refer to

the same wife as ch. i. (see on iii. 1), we might here, most

probably, conjecture that the picture has been spontaneously

sketched by the prophet, who was familiarised with that

prophetic form of representation by the experiences of ch. i.,

in order to illustrate another special feature. But even the

formation of this second relation is by no means inconceiv-

able, as Gomer, after the way in which she was spoken of in

ch. i. 3, had probably died, and the relation described in

ch. iii. has, from the first, a pasdagogic or corrective purpose

;

and therefore, to the prophet, a repulsive, yet not unworthy,

act is suggested. At all events, Ewald goes too far in

explaining away the historical kernel, and Umbreit still

further. Not only the name of the woman, i. 3 (see there),

but also the order of the children (see on i. 6), is plainly

historical, and the circumstances in iii. 2 may be so. The

objection that the second wife (iii. 2) is disturbing, because

in the application only one can be referred to, affects the

theory of allegorical invention still more than that of an

actual occurrence.

Chs. i. and ii. are closely connected. Abrupt as is the

appearance of the promise in ii. 1 f., it still supplies the

indispensable counterpart to ch. i. ; and this second chapter,

as its transformation of the evil names, Jezreel, Lo Euhama,

etc. (ii. 1 ff., 25), shows, forms the completion of the prophecy
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of ch. i. The peculiar form of the symbolic acts in eh. i, is

explained, as in the kindred ch. iii., by two presuppositions.

1. The covenant between Yahveh and Israel is a covenant

of love, corresponding to the most intimate and tender cove-

nant on earth, that between married persons, which rests not

merely on an instinct of nature (like the relation of father

and son), or a legal state (like that of master and servant),

but on spontaneous, reciprocal inclination. Hosea is not the

first to present the covenant of God with Israel in this way

;

on the contrary, the conception belongs to the Mosaic age ; it

underlies the saying in the Decalogue about the "jealous

God " (Ex. XX. 5 ; Deut. v. 9), and the ancient phrase " to

play the harlot with strange gods" (Ex. xxxiv. 15 f., and

often in Pentat.). But Hosea, "the minnesinger among the

prophets " (Delitzsch), has worked out the analogy most

completely and profoundly. It is true that in this com-

parison in the Old Testament the element of spontaneous

affection is subordinate to the emphasis laid on the wife's

legal dependence on the husband, to whom she owes perfect

fidelity, in correspondence both with the ancient theory of

marriage and also with the more legal character, compared

with the new covenant, of the Old Testament relation between

Yahveh and Israel. But in this very respect Hosea did not

a little towards spiritualising the relation, and opened a

glimpse into tlie depth of the gospel purpose of love. He is

never weary of insisting that the covenant relation, to be true

and pure, nuist also be tender and intimate, a relation of

mutual love and cordial inclination springing from internal

fellowship and aftinity (cf. ii. 17, 18, 21 f, 25). Xow the

purer and tenderer this divine covenant is seen to be, the more

dreadful appears the present alliance with heathen forms

:

hateful treason, nay adultery ! How can Israel be brouglit

to see that it has sinned against its God ? This is done on

the basis of a second presupposition.

2. Over against the community the prophet represents
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the Lord Himself, whose spokesman he is. What is to be

seen in him is therefore significant, an image of God's doing.

It is thus easily explained that the prophet's sad experiences

with his wife and children present themselves to himself

through divine intimation, and to his community through his

preaching, as experiences of God with His people. Only

when they are confronted with such a scandal in the life of

the prophet, will they believe and understand how blame-

worthy is their conduct to the holy God. The nation must

recognise itself in that " wife of whoredom ;

" the several

members of the nation, who, as such share in the universal

guilt and sinfulness, must see their counterpart in those

children whose very names proclaim their severance from

God.

The fact that in ch. ii. 1 f. the happy goal of God's deal-

ings with His people is set forth so abruptly, has its inner

ground in this, that the cause of the transformation is to be

sought in the Lord's incomprehensible mercy, which won-

drously carries out its purpose despite all the hindrances

caused by sin (Ilom. xi. 29). In keeping with the line of

thought in Isa. ii.—iv., the agency to be used follows in

ii. 3 ff. The goal is the restoration of the people of God,

who, united again under the Lord's anointed one, will triumph

over the hostile world-power. The intimation that here, also,

the decisive victory is won on the battle-plain of Jezreel

(ii. 2), shows that the name is used typically, and that in

ch. i. 5 also it must not be pressed to mean that the prophet

definitely expects a victory of the Assyrians over Israel on

that plain, as Hitzig thinks. Next, in ch. ii. 3 ff., the way is

described in which the Lord will bring about the subjective

condition of the curse being turned into blessing. The faith-

less nation will only be brought to repentance under the

pressure of bitter suffering, in which it will find itself

deserted by its supposed benefactors, the foreign nature-gods

;

the suffering will drive it back to its true benefactor, its
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rightful God ; or, as the same leading thought is put in

another form, God will bring it again into the wilderness, and

will there '»voo and win its heart (which wonderful condescen-

sion on His part is expressed in the renew^ed soliciting of the

love of the unworthy adulteress). Then He will be able to

bring it again into the promised land. A new springtime of

love will burst forth, the Lord uniting Himself for ever with

His holy bride in a new covenant of closest fellowship. To the

perfect understanding between the Lord of heaven and earth

and His people will then correspond the unruffled harmony of

all creation, which will tend to His people's good.

In ch. iii. 1 ff. the state of constraint, in which God places

Israel for its correction, is further illustrated by a second

series of symbolic acts, setting forth still more plainly the

exile, when the people will be deprived of the opportunity of

carrying on their previous idolatrous practices. Then they

will reflect on their former wellbeing, and return to their

rightful king, David, and their God, full of contrition and of

longing for His salvation. This will be the end.

As regards the fulfilment, Hosea shows himself a true

prophet, seeing that the house of Jehu fell after a few years,

and after a few decades the inhabitants of the northern land

went into exile ; whereas Judah was spared for a time, thanks

to God's wondrous help (ch. i. 7), in order finally, in like

manner, to take the course sketched by the prophet, and, in

exile, to be purged from its idolatry. But all this forms

merely the foreground of the Hosean prediction, its climax

lies in the promise that God will yet fully and completely

realise His purpose of love in His covenant people. The

national limitation of God's people is, no doubt, left behind

by the New Testament fulfilment referred to in Eom,

ix. 25 f,, 1 Pet. ii. 10,—a fulfilment worthy of the mysteri-

ously bold words in ii. 2 1 f. ; the heathen come into the

foreground, the Lo Ammi, etc., applying to them in the fullest

sense. But the end of the days, in regard to Israel's history,
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has not yet come, and an ultimate national turning of this

people to its Lord and Messiah is not excluded by the

admission of the heathen. On the contrary, such an event is

suggested even to Christian thought by prophecies like Hos.

ii., iii. 5 ; and Eom. xi. expressly demands that this shall be

the end of Israel's wanderincrs.

Hosea's Discourses : Israel Accused and Threatened,

Ch. IV.

IV. 1. Hear the word of Yahveh, ye sons of Israel : for

Yahveh has a contention with the inhabitants of the land

;

for there is no truthfulness, or love, or knowledge of God in

the land. 2. They swear and deceive, they murder and

steal and commit adultery ; they deal violently, and blood-

shed touches bloodshed. 3. Therefore shall the land wither,

Chapter IY.

Yer. 1. Solemn summons to listen, the accuser, speaking by
the prophet's mouth, being no less than Yahveh Himself, who
appears against the sons of Israel, i.e. the inhabitants of the

northern kingdom, which is meant by the land. The reason

of the accusation is introduced by the second ""S.—The accusa-

tion advances from without inward : n»X^ trustworthiness, up-

rightness, truthfulness in intercourse. The complete absence

of this virtue is the consequence of universal icant of love.

Ipn^ love, especially to the weak and poor, such as belongs to

God (ch. ii. 21), here humanity. But the final reason why all

true virtue is lacking, is the want of hiouicdge of God, which,

of course, is to be understood here not merely in the theoretical

sense, but in the sense of inner ethical participation in the

divine nature ; cf. ii. 22 ; Isa. xi. 9. Yer. 2. Instead of this, the

vice which is the opposite of ri»X and ion grows apace, which
is expressed by infin. absolutes ; cf. Jer. vii. 9.—L"nDi nba are

closely related = to take and break oaths lightly. "i!i."i3, not to

be joined with the preceding verbs (so LXX, Yulg.), but to

be taken by itself ; cf. pna (differently in ver. 10). Pools of

blood, testifying of violent deeds, lie not here and there, but

close together. Yer. 3. b^a, said of the land, has a similar
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and everything dwelling therein languish, with the beasts

of the field and the birds of the heaven
;

yea, even the

fishes of the sea shall be swept away. 4. But let none

chide, nor any one remonstrate ; as thy people is like those

who chide with the priest ! 5. So wilt thou stumble on

tliat day, and the prophet also shall fall with thee in the

night, and I will destroy thy mother. 6. My people is

destroyed, because knowledge fails it ; for thou hast scorned

knowledge, and I will scorn thee from being a priest to me

;

meaning to the related 70S, and refers to the drought, which
may have already set in, but must still further increase.—3 in

riTin, etc., specifying in detail as in Gen. vii. 21, or still better

indicating the accompaniment, as 2^'' ^D must yet above all

refer to men (Delitzsch). Ver. 4. Bad as things are, the

people accept no correction, which is yet a duty in itself

(ii. 4), and a necessity for the prophet (cf. as to the matter,

Amos vii. 10 ff.). So passionately does the nation refuse all

reproof, whilst on the other hand it cavils at everything and
recognises no authoiity. The latter is expressed in a similar

way to the injustice of the princes of Judah, ch. v. 10, namely,

by putting the people in the category of those guilty of a

notorious crime. Such a crime, according to Deut. xvii.

9-12, is the disregarding the torah of the priest. In the

quite general " those who chide with the priest " (senit. obj.)

there is no allusion to the inadequacy of the Ephraimite
priesthood. The correct explanation of the verse is held and
defended at length by Nowack, who rightly rejects the emen-
dations of Hermann, Beck, Wellhausen. Ver. 5. Israel is

addressed as in ver. 4 (lOJ?). So thou art hastening, paying

no heed to instruction and warning, to meet thy sudden fall,

which will take place on that day (of judgment, cf. Amos viii.

9), which is a gloomy niylit, so that even thy jxrophcts, to whom
everything is clear, and in whom thou trustest, fall helplessly

in the darkness.

—

And I destroy (nm, properly to adjust, wipe
out, used of destroying a nation's separate existence) thy mother,

i.e. the root-stock of thy people, in distinction from the present

generation. Where are the ten tribes to be found ? Ver. 6.

IP in "hyci in causal sense. Just Nemesis falls on the nation

trained for the priesthood by divine revelation, which it should

have acknowledged and accepted (Ex. xix. C).—ISDSONl ; the

third N has crept in by mistake, and hence is not noticed in

the vocalisation.—miD, cf. on viii. 12. The view that the
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and as thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I also will

forget thy children. 7. As they were multiplied, they sinned

against me ; their glory will I change into unsightliness.

8. They feast on the sin of my people, and their desire is for

its transgression. 9. And it has become, like people, like

priest; so will I visit on it its ways, and requite to it its

works. 10. And they eat, and shall not be satisfied : they play

the harlot, and shall not increase ; for they have neglected to

pay heed to Yahveh. 11. Whoredom, and wine, and new wine,

priest is addressed in nnx ""a (so even Nowack) is impossible

;

ver. 7 also plainly refers to the entire people. But history

wonderfully confirms the nation's deposition from its priestly

office. Ver. 7. According to the size of tJieir multitude they
sinned, i.e. the more there were of them, the more, etc. Now
God will turn this wealth of people, which was Ephraim's
glory, into the opposite. Ver. 8 refers, as the sense shows, to

the priests first expressly mentioned in ver. 9, to whom the

sin-offerings (which therefore at this time formed already a

considerable portion of the sacrifices) of the nation are only
a welcome carousal, so that they longed for instead of mourn-
ing its transgressions. Thus the nation's sin forms their sup-

port, its guilt their gladness. nsDn signifies as well sin as

sin-offering, so that the prophet might speak thus without
explanation. See Nowack in opposition to Wellhausen, who
would find the sin-offering and guilt-offering first in Ezekiel's

days, and on this account explains this verse in the most
forced manner. Ver. 9. nTil, not future :

" Both shall fare

equally ill " (Gen. xviii. 25), but = they are both equally bad.

The double 3 is explained by the nature of this preposition,

which is properly like a noun (cf. Latin instar) : nature of one
is nature of the other. The emphasis here lying on the second

member, the suffixes in V^y and "b may refer to the priests.

According to Delitzsch they rather referred to the corrupt

mass, consisting of priests and community. Ver. 10. In any
case the plural verb refers, not merely to the priests (Hitzig,

Nowack), but to the entire lustful mass. Blessing is with-

drawn from their enjoyment. IJin (Del. : the Hiphil intensive

of the Kal, related to the latter as sy.-ircfvvjsiv to 'rropn'on)), to be
understood of literal unchastity as in ver. 11, which easily

associated itself, according to ver. 14, with sensuous nature-

worship.—pS as in Ex. i. 12. Ver. 11. Such sensual lust

darkens the rational intelligence, of which the heart is re-
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take away the heart. 12. My people inquires of its stock,

and its staff must divine for it. For the spirit of whoredom

leads astray, and they went a whoring from their God. 13.

On the top of the mountains they offered sacrifice, and on

the hills they burnt incense, beneath oaks, and poplars, and

terebinths, because their shadow was so fair : therefore shall

your daughters play the harlot, and your daughters-in-law

commit adultery. 14. I will not punish your daughters

because they play the harlot, or your daughters-in-law be-

garded as the seat ; cf. Joel i. 5. It makes dull and stupid,

so that a nation addicted to it is capable of any folly, of which

an example is forthwith given in ver. 12. Ver. 12. 2 7NC,

standing expression for inquiring of Yahveh, Judg. i. 1, etc.

My people (with painful emphasis) inquires of its stock, may
apply, according to Hab. ii. 19, Jer. x. 3, to idolatrous images

(cf. the teraphim, Ezek. xxi. 26) ; on the other hand, the second

clause is in any case to be referred to rabdomancy. Divina-

tion by means of staves was an art much in vogue among the

Babylonians and many ancient peoples, and according to the

present passage was also at the time current in Israel (cf.

Eiehm, Handivorterh. p. 1728), For the sj)irit ofwliorcdom (here

again meant in a spiritual sense) leads astray, takes into wrong
paths of all sorts. Cf. the consequences of unfaithfulness to

God in Itom. ii. 21 ff. So they 2)laycd the whore au-ay from
their God, see Ezek. xvi. 32. Ver. 13. This practice of idolatry

in conjunction with Yahveh's worship was carried out on the

hills, wliich in imitation of the Canaanites they wilfully chose

as places of worship ; and, indeed, on hills beautifully clothed

with umbrageous trees, symbolic of vital energy, and so invit-

ing to such nature-worship ; cf. viii. 11; Jer. ii. 20. However,
such a prohibition as Deut. xii. 2 is presupposed.

—
"iDp, Jer.

i. IG.

—

Oaks, terebinths, Isa. i. 29.—n337 again in Gen. xxx. 37

;

there in any case the low, sweet gum-tree (styrax officinalis), so

LXX ; in tlie present passage perhaps rather the lofty ichite

poplar (so LXX).—p hv, often misunderstood ; to be joined

with the next sentence, introducing the punishment which

God inflicts on the men, as ver. 14 proves. Cf. similarly

Amos vii. 17, M'here certainly misfortune drives to vice, not

lust, as here. The men who are carried beyond the bounds of

morality, while still expecting honourable conduct from their

young women, are overtaken by just judgment in suffering

gross shame through these, ^'er. 14. The unchaste harlots
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cause they commit adultery ; for they themselves go aside

with whores, and with consecrated harlots they offer sacrifice

:

and a people which takes no notice shall fall headlong. 15.

If thou playest the harlot, Israel, yet let not Judali trans-

gress ! So come not to Gilgal, and go not up to Beth-aven,

and swear not, " As Yahveh lives
!

" 16. For, like an

obstinate cow, Israel resists: now will Yahveh feed them

are afterwards called more definitely n1t^^p (cf. C't'"]?, male

hierodouloi), the female servants of the temple, " consecrated
'

in the bad sense, who gave themselves up to all men in honour
of the goddess Astarte. ITiD"', cf ch. v. 6, 'mn l6-yabin yillabet

an axiomatic sentence like ver. 11. The unusual \2lh chosen
for the sake of the rhythm, Ver. 15. Judali docs not sin (Q'tTX,

differently in ch. x. 2, xiv. 1) by participating in the seductive
idolatries taking place close to its borders. Gilgal, according

to Amos iv. 4, a chief seat of such worship, resorted to by
Ephraimites, but probably also situated on Judtean territory,

if it was really the Juda?an or Benjamite Gilgal (Josh. iv.

19 ff.) in the vicinity of Jericho towards the Jordan, for the
rest nearer that city (to-day, Tel Jeljul) ; its memorable past
made it seem appropriate for a holy place ; cf. xii. 12.

—

Beth-
Avcn, derisive nickname for Bethel, used since Amos (v. 5);
Bethel—the well-known boundary city of Ephraim towards
Judah, sacred since patriarchal days— these prophets call

"house of worthlessness " instead of "house of God."

—

And
swear oiot, etc. This exhortation is not easily intelligible,

especially as spoken to the Jud^eans who were not so wicked,
as they have a right to call Yahveh their God (ch. i. 7), and
therefore also to swear by Him (Deut. vi. 13, x. 20 ; Jer. iv. 2).

Addressed to Israel, they would mean that it must not mis-
lead Judah by this oath by its God. But ver. 16 does not
favour such an address. Hitzig sees in the last clause an
allusion to the worship of the oath-well, Beersheba, which in

Amos V. 5 (cf. viii. 14) stands alongside Gilgal and Bethel. But
the expression would be too enigmatic without mention of

the place. Yet Amos viii. 14 should be especially considered,

suggesting that in the present passage a local oath is meant,
namely, by the Yahveh imaged and revealing Himself in
Bethel and Gilgal. Cf. also Nowack. Ver. 16. Nothing can
be made of Israel ; it must go into exile.

—
"iiD, after the ana-

logy of the strong verb for ~ip, which is stronger than "i^D (to

go back), to rear.—nny, see on ii. 12. "Yahveh will find

means to make the obstinate heifer, M'hich will not wear the
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like a lamb on a wide plain. 17. Epliraim is weJiled to

idols: lot him alone! 18. Their drinking is at an end,

then they commit whoredom ; her shields are in love with

shame. 19. The wind wraps her up in its train, and they

shall be put to shame by their sacrifices.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. iv. : Israel Accused and Threatened.

What the opening (chs. i.-iii.), a " preface in large letters
"

(Ewald), has introduced, is expanded in the discourses proper

which now follow. This first discourse sums up the accusa-

tion to be brought against Israel : profligacy, universal

corruption, having its ground in estrangement from its Lord
;

gross sensuality, finding its food especially in the impure

yoke, quiet as a lamb ; and the heifer, that will not plough the

lields of its own country, shall roam like a tame lamb the wide
plains of strangers" (Del.). Ver. 17. Cf. Isa. xliv. 11. "Israel

is allied to idols, is their "i^n ; and this friendship is so close

that there is no breaking it" (Del.).
—

"i^ nan (Ex. xxxii. 10),

let it alone! is said to Judah: Thou canst not mend Israel,

thou wilt only be worse for its society. Ver. 18. When they
have finished their carousing, they do still worse. We should
expect the \ of the apodosis before nJTn. But the clauses are

thrown out disconnectedly in anger. Ewald, Keil, Del.,

Nowack, appealing to Jer. ii. 21 :
" Their revelling has grown

worse." Ikit the verb is too weak for this.—nn, erased by
many as a repetition (Ges. § 55, Anm. 3) ; it is rather to be
combined with uns, erasing the i : lananx^ as Pe'alal form,

unless a division of the word is intended, so that the second
word ^3n would be a derisive popular abbreviation (from ir}"^

or 2r\^), to set forth their foolisli fondness.—The shields are

the princes, as those who should guard the nation, watcliing

over and representing its honour. Ver. 19. Hosea makes free

with the sultixes, his course of thought being so rapid. Here
(and end of ver. 18) lie is thinking of the Churcli or nation,

which is hurried into exile with the violence of a tempest.

—

"lis, to tie together, here to pack in the edges.—Tliey shall he

put to shame in their sacrificial seasons (ninar here only for

D'nar), see the uselessness of their entire sacrificial cultus.
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rites of idol-worship, where priests and people indulge the

flesh. Moreover, the judgment, which must follow on this

account, is at once announced : the land must be desolate

(ver. 3), the people go into exile (vers, 16, 19). If this

applies in the first instance only to Israel-Ephraim, which the

prophet can no longer hope to reform by his preaching, he

also shows himself anxious about Judah, which is only too

open to the impure worship, which is the root of all the evil,

and is already deeply infected by it (ver. 15). As concerns

the date of this address, it falls somewhat later than ch. i., but

still perhaps in the last years of Jeroboam II. Most writers

place its origin, as in those which follow, in the confusions

which ensued on his death.

Peinces and People beckoned with, Chs. v.-vii.

V. 1. Hear this, ye priests; and take note, house of

Israel ; and ye of the king's house, give heed ; for to you

judgment belongs ! For ye have been a snare at Mizpah, and

Chapter V.

Ver. 1. Beginning of new discourse, like ch. iv. 1. The
address is to the heads of the nation who are most responsible,

especially the rulers of the royal house, to whom the judicial

power belongs. The latter is the meaning of 'n D3^ ''3, not " the

judgment concerns you " (LXX and many expositors). See on
the contrary, ]\Iicah iii. 1 ; cf. Ezek. xxi. 32 ; Dent. i. 17 ; Jer.

xxxii. 7.—But what a mischievous use they have made of

their power ! Instead of maintaining right, they have craftily

brought the nation to ruin. The second "'3 states the ground

of the Lord's complaint about them.—ns, see Amos iii. 5

;

riK^n also refers to bird-catching. Alongside Tahor, the com-
manding mountain in the western country, Mizpah (a high

place even in name) is perhaps the one situated in the

country east of the Jordan (Gilead), Judg. x. 17. The two
heights, however, are scarcely mentioned as simply representing

the entire country ; but in allusion to recent occurrences no
longer known to us, perhaps national assemblies which gave
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a net spread out on Tabor. 2. And revolters are sunk deep

in corrupt ways ; but I am a rebuke to them all ! 3. I know

Ephraim, and Israel is not hid from me : for now thou hast

played the harlot, Ephraim, thou hast defiled thyself, Israel.

4. They will not give up their manner of life to return to

their God : for a spirit of whoredom is within them, and

Yahveh they have not known. 5. And the pride of Israel

testifies to his face, and Israel and Ephraim shall stumble by

their transgression ; Judah also falls with them. 6. They

shall go with their sheep and with their oxen to seek Yahveh,

but shall not find him ; he has departed from them. 7. They

rise to the judgment of ver. ?jh. Ver. 2. To be explained

according to ch. ix. 9, Isa. xxvi. 6, so that onC' is only

another mode of writing for T\rvy
; this, however, is not " pit,"

but infin. Pi. " to act wickedly." D^DC' (cf. D^tpD, Ps. ci. 3),

apostates. I am a punishment to them all, tempters as well as

tempted. Their punisliment is as sure as God's existence.

Ver. 3. For He sees through the nets so finely woven (cf. vii. 2).

—nny in ver. 1 and ch. ii. 12. Ver. 4. Either " they give not up
their deeds," or " their deeds do not allow them to turn : " the

last accounts are so doubtful that conversion is no longer to be

thought of. The former is preferable, because otherwise we
should expect D^:n'' (Judg. xv, 1) ; ^3 also would not easily fit

in. The persistence in their ungodly course has its ground in

the spirit (ch. iv. 12) which makes repentance impossible.

Yahveh they hnow not, see ch. iv. 1. Ver. 5. CJEn nijy, to act

hostilely against any one ; to bear witness against him, as in

Job xvi. 8.
—

'"• |1S3, as in vii. 10, the pride of Israel, according to

Amos vi. 8 ; Nah. ii. 3 ; i.e. its wealth, grand buildings, military

power, idols, etc. Injustice and sin cleave to all this, so that

it comes forward as a hostile witness. According to others, the
" pride of Israel " would be Yaliveh Himself, and they appeal

to Amos viii. 7 in support. But such an idiom cannot be

certainly confirmed. For the first time Jitdah also is warned
of the same fate as Epliraim ; cf. ver. 10. Ver. 6. When they

see the futility of other deities, they will seek to changei

Yahveh's mind too late and by too outward means. )*^n. He
has got quit of them, liroken off, vanished from them.

I

Delitzsch :
" The frequent use of the simple active (Xal)

instead of Niphal, in a niidtUe sense is characteristic ojj

Hosea's style ; cf. also the Piel (ch. iv, 14) ms'" for NiphaL'

Ver. 7. ? nj3, as in Jer. iii. 20, of wedded unfaithfulness
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liave committed treachery against Yaliveh ; for they have

begotten foreign children : now a new moon shall swallow

them up along with their portions.

8. Blow ye the horn in Gibeah, the trumpet in Eamah !

Sound an alarm at Beth-Aven ! Behind thee, Benjamin

!

9. Ephraim shall become a desolation on the day of chastise-

ment : respecting Israel's tribes I have made known what is

certain. 10. Judah's princes have become like landmark-

shifters : upon them will I pour out my fury like a flood

!

having for its consequence that the indignant husband sets

himself completely free. They have begotten strange children,

whom Yahveh acknowledges not, namely, in the spirit of

whoredom, in idolatrous lusting, so that " heathenism is the

dower of the new generation from the day of its birth " (Del.).

The passage is a commentary on D''J13T ""IT, ch. i. 2. A neiu moon
suffices to sweep them away ; one month to the next brings

them and their old inheritance to an end. Ver. 8. The prophet

even beholds the catastrophe as already present, and calls for

alarm-signals, such as were sounded on high watch-towers at

the invasion of foes ; cf. ch. viii. 1.

—

Gibeah in Benjamin,

Isa. X. 29 ; Ramah also in the neighbourhood of Gibeah,

Josh, xviii. 25, to-day Er-Kam.

—

Bcth-Aven is mentioned,

indeed, in Josh. vii. 2, xviii. 12, as a locality on the northern

limit of Benjamin ; but a better explanation according to

Hosea's usage (ch. iv. 15), is Bethel.—The fourth cry '2 T'lnx,

Behind thee, Benjamin ! = the danger is at thy heels! The
phrase had perhaps become proverbial from Judg. v. 14, where
it is certainly used in another sense. When the alarm-signals

issue from these places, the foe expected from the north has

long ago burst into Ephraim and is already threatening

Benjamin-Judah, which also has reason to fear the avenger.

Why, ver. 10 says. Ver. 10. Cf. with ch. iv. 4. The secret or

violent removal of the Tjoundaries (from JiD, Ges. § 72, Anm. 9)

fixed by God is threatened in the law with God's curse, Deut.

xix, 14, xxvii. 17, which the prophet applies also to politics.

The princes of Judah, who, if any one, were called to maintain

legality, have gone over to the side of unprincipled annexa-

tionists ! According to ver. 115, the allusion is to a deed of

violence against Ephraim, which was weakened after the death

of Jeroboam II. by internal disorder (Hitzig suggests the

seizure of Jericho). It is instructive to note that Hosea, much
as he desires the reunion of the kingdoms under David's
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11. Epiiraim is oppressed, crushed in his right, because it

pleased him to walk according to orders, 12. But I am
like a moth to Ephraim, and like worm-eating to the house

of Judah. 13. And Ephraim saw his hurt, and Judah his

wound ; then went Ephraim to Asshur, and sent to king

" Combatant
:

" but he is not able to heal you, nor shall the

wound depart from you. 14. For I am like a lion to Ephraim,

and like a young lion to the house of Judah : I, I will tear and

go away, will carry off and none shall deliver. 15. I will

sceptre, severely condemns any attack on the northern kingdom
in its weakness. The evil-doers will be overwhelmed with

God's wrath. Ver. 11. Broken in right (cf. Amos iv. 1) is

Ephraim, because it chose to walk according to human direc-

tion.—IV, statutum, order, but different from p'n, with the

suggestion of what is arbitrary, crafty. Because it preferred to

submit to the wilful ordering of human authorities (thus, after

rejecting true authority all the more devoted to the false), it

lost its right. George Dandin, "tu Fas roulu!" Ver. 12. Not a

petty, but a fearful image of an invisible, uncanny, and irresist-

ible power is the incessantly gnawing moth or worm. Ephraim
and Judah carry their real foe about with them, he does not

come from without : it is the slowly but surely annihilating

God. Ver, 13. All efforts to help and heal are therefore in

vain. They saw, indeed, their bad condition, l)ut did not discern

the author ; they therefore do not seek help in the right place.

—ilTO (from "iiT, comprimerc), properly compress, bandage, then

the ivound itself.—King Combatant (ch. x. 6) plainly refers to

the Assyrian monarch, although the designation has not been

shown to be Assyrian. What king is meant ? Schrader

suggests {Inscrip. vol. ii, 136) Asurdan, B.C. 755, V54 ; most
moderns I'ul, whom ]\Ienahem wished to win (2 Kings xv. 19),

and to whom also Azariah (Uzziah) of Judah paid tribute

(according to Schrader on 2 Kings xv, 1), as he is identical with

Tiglathpileser II. So Nowack ; cf. also Sayce, Ancient Monu-
ments, p. 127 f. In this case the act of homage falls, according

to Assyrian chronology, only into the year 738. See, however,

Klostermann on 2 Kings xv, 19, and also p. 496, The great

king cannot heal where a mightier one makes sick. Ver. 15. To
my place : the heavenly, inaccessible place is meant, whither

God retires after revealing Himself, so that He is no longer

approachable ; cf, Isa, xviii, 4,
—

"in^', Piel, select phrase for ::''i^3

(Eashi) ; cf, Ges, § 60, Anm, 3,
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depart, will return to my place until they sufier and seek my
face : in their distress they will seek after me.

VI. 1. " Come, let us return to Yahveh ! For he has torn,

and he will also heal us ; he has smitten, and he will also

bind us up. 2. Within two days he will revive us ; on the

third day he will raise us up, that we may live before his

face. 3. And let us know, let us follow on to know Yahveh :

his going forth is sure as daybreak ; and he will come to us

like the rain, like the latter rain which sprinkles the land."

Chapter VL

Ver. 1 ff. joins closely on to what precedes, as shown by the

references to the wounding and rending in ch. v. 13 f., and the

reference in the penitent return to ch. v. 15. Yet the LXX
are without warrant in inserting a Xiyovng before the summons
IDA Yv. 1-3 are more than an address put into the lips of

the Israelites of the future (so the majority of expositors).

They contain an exhortation of Hosea, seriously meant, to his

countrymen to turn at once, as in this case they would be sure

of mercy ; whereas, of course, if they remain obstinate (as ch.

xi. 5 complains), this gift of mercy and new life will be reserved

for a later generation ; cf. Isa. ii. 5.—So certainly is it He, who
has torn, that will heal us.—T without copula, in order not to

dim the clearness of the sentence. Ver. 2. As we are as good

as dead (cf. ch. xiii. 1), He will perform on us the miracle of

resurrection, and that in the briefest time.—In W12'^12 is |o

partitive : out of the period of two days, therefore within

;

cf. Ezek. xxxviii. 8. Parallel therewith stands the third day,

essentially the same period ; but the quickening of course

precedes the raising up.

—

Before him, no longer behind His

back, but like children before their father as the object of his

goodwill. Ver. 3. To nynji the two following words are at once

an explanation and climax. The knowledge of God lies not in

the power of man ; he can only pursue it (cf. diuf/.iiv, Eom.
ix. 30 f., and elsewhere). But this assumed, His gracious reve-

lation, properly His rising (cf. t^V of the sun), is as sure as the

occurrence of any ordinary phenomenon. The exhortations

have therefore also the worth of a hypothetical clause. Useful

phenomena, which are hailed with joy, such as the break of

day and the coming of the latter rain, are chosen by way of

comparison.—IIDJ, part. Niphal, from ;i3, tirm, unmoved ; cf. Ps.

Ixxxix. 38.—The Lord prospers the upright ; when man draws
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4. What shall I do to thee, Ephraim ? What shall I do

to thee, Judah, as your love is like a morning cloud, and

like the dew which is early up and away ? 5. Therefore

have I hewn by the prophets ; I have slain them by the words

of my mouth : and my law shall go forth like the light.

6. For I delight in love, and not in sacrifice ; and in know-

ledge of God more than in burnt-offerings. 7. But they

have transgressed the covenant like Adam ; there they dealt

nigh to Him longing for salvation. He draws nigh to man eager

to save. Whoever sincerely strives to know Him is certain of

an answer. Ver. 4. What can God do to bring them to better

ways when, despite every attestation of His truth, their love

(here a thoroughly right disposition toward God and man) is

just as inconstant as, according to ver. 3, God's faithfulness is

constant ? Their better moods are gone in a moment. Ver. 5.

God has already sufficiently shown His determination to punish

in making His word committed to the prophets a destroying

sword. The menacing prophets are Amos and Hosea; the

first especially is pointed at ; cf. ch. xi. 2, 7, xii. 11. On the

slaying, cf. ver. 2. Others, after the LXX, make the prophets

the object of the hewing down ; but the prophets of Baal and
Astarte, whom Elijah and Jehu slew, rather fell by the sword
than by the prophets' word.—Ver. 5& read, after LXX, "liss

-tps'J'bl wX>'; (not N\*^, Hitzig). Clear and unhaltiug, like the

light of dawn, shall God's righteousness hold on its way ; cf. Ps.

xxxvii. 6. Ver. 6 states the rule according to which God acts.

He requires a loving disposition, not outward sacrilicings. The
stress always laid by Hosea (as in ver. 4) on love {iXiog, LXX,
somewliat too narrow, as the feeling toward God is also

included), as the inward quality that answers to God's holy

will, is characteristic of his teaching and quite in the N. T.

spirit (cf. Matt. ix. 13, xii. 7). INot mere philanthropy is

meant, as the following 'n nyi shows, but the love which is the

fruit of fellowship with (!od.— JO, comparative, shows, like

1 Sara. XV. 22, how N?l, which is absolute in form, is to be

understood. See Jer. vii. 22 f. A^er. 7. By gross transgression

of tlie primary law of love they have become covenant-brenkers

like Adam (cf. Job xxxi. 33), who by his disobedience trilled

away his fellowship with God. Gen. ii. 16 f. may be described

as nna. Others :
" like men "

(?) they have, etc., in which case

one would at least expect ms ''J33 (Ps. Ixxxii. 7 belongs to

another class because of the contrast there). ISTowack :
" like
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treacherously with me. 8. Gilead is a stronghold of trans-

gressors, spotted with blood. 9. And like as a brigand lies in

wait, a troop of priests murders in the way to Shechem : for

they have done horribly. 10. In the house of Israel I have

seen startling things ; there Ephraim gave himself up to

whoredom, Israel was polluted. 11. Judali also^a harvest

is appointed thee, when I bring again the captivity of my
people.

men who transgress a covenant
;

" but even then the phrase

would be strange.—D'^ points convincingly to a demonstration
of their godlessness, as in ver. 8 f. allusion is made to several

such. Ver. 8. G-ilcad, not a town of this name, although Euseb.
Onomast. kuow^s of such an one, but, as elsewhere, a district

like a nest of robbers, bearing everywhere traces of blood.

Indeed the country east of the Jordan seems to have been
specially implicated in the disorders which accompanied the

fall of the house of Jehu. The regicide Shallum was perhaps

a Gileadite, judging by the name of his father Jabesh (2 Kings
XV. 10). The factious divisions led to civil war and wasting
brigandage.—3py, here spotted, smeared (denominative of 2pV)

with blood. Ver. 9. ''3n, infin. = "an, for nbn, here in hostile

sense.

—

'i K'^X, conspirator (StrOtcr, comhatant, Luther). Delitzsch

takes C^N as object. :
" as bands fall on men."

—

Shechem was a

Levite (Josh. xxi. 21) and also an asylum (Josh. xx. 7) town, in

which no one could be slain in vengeance. But, in a reckless

way, the priests caused the fugitives fleeing thither to be taken
and slain in ambush. Vv. 8 and 9 are allusions to recent

occurrences no longer known to us.—noT, in the language of

the Torah, the worst form of outrage, refined wantonness or

cruelty, etc. (from nnr, to contrive). Ver. 11. DK', impersonally

:

one has appointed for thee, is best explained by Hosea's custom
of using transitive forms intransitively ; see on ch. v. 6, there-

fore : it is appointed thee, lies before thee. The harvest is to

be understood, not of judgment, but of deliverance, as ver. 11&

shows. Here, therefore, Hosea has passed over to the language

of promise so imperceptibly, that he does not even mention the

judgment upon Judah which we look for after DJ, and wdiich

he has in mind. The meaning is : Judah also is in no
better position, therefore it also is doomed to captivity ; but

a gracious regathering lies before it, '^ 2Vt^', with transitive

Kal, since Joel iv. 1, Amos ix, 14, a common phrase for

deliverance.
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VII. 1. As I would heal Israel, the transgression of Ephraim
is discovered, and the iniquities of Samaria. For they have

practised deceit ; and the thief breaks in, the band of robbers

raids without. 2. And they never say in their heart, I

remember all their evil doing. Now have their misdeeds

encompassed them ; they are before my face. 3. By their

evil doing they gladden the king, and by their tricks the

princes. 4. They are all adulterers together, like an oven

heated by the baker—he ceases stirring up, from the kneading

of the dough till it is leavened. 5. On the day of our king

Chapter VII.

Ver. 1 joins on to the foregoing. The more God heals and
improves, the more incorrigible and reckless this disorganised

peoiDle appear, deceit, robbery, and murder being the order of

the day ; cf. ch. vi. 8 f.

—

d:;'3, properly, to spread over the land.

Ver. 2. They consider not, that ... (as usually in Hebrew,
oratio direda for oUiiiua).—nny, see on ch. ii. 12. Their

shameful deeds gird them round as threatening witnesses.

Ver. 3. Instead of wickedness standing in fear of the arm of

authority, it is the best means for winning favour with the

king and his ministers. These rejoice in open violence and
secret intrigue (D'^cnD). Ver. 4. They all, princes and people,

are adulterers, i.e. here filled with forbidden tlames, as the com-
parison with an oven shows. ]\Iore precisely : they resemble

an oven, which indeed is already heated, but whose flame is

still kept down until the baker has finished kneading and
leavening the dough. That is, evil passion (here revolutionary

lust of power) is already kindled, although they still outwardly

preserve a calm bearing, until the opportunity occurs to commit
the most terrible deeds. Cf. with this the stages of sin in

Jas. i. 14 f. (Del.).
—

"ilJD, elsewhere masc, is here fem., as

rny3 shows ; the Massoretic text, by pushing back the tone, has

wrongly changed it into masc, with paragog. n— .—nsx, with

iP of the author.

—

^VO, partic. of T'yn, to kindle a fire. Ver. 5.

Such a day, when evil passions burst forth in wild flames, is

the day of our king, whether his birthday or coronation day,

when all is revelry ; the princes drink themselves sick, and in

judicial blindness he makes common cause with those who
deride him.—l^nn, they become sick, is essentially transitive,

make themselves sick. Hitzig, et al, differently, after the old
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the princes make themselves sick with the heat of wine : he

shakes hands with mockers. 6. For they have laid their

cunning to their heart as to an oven ; the whole night their

baker sleeps, in the morning he makes it burn brightly.

7. They all glow together like an oven, and consume their

judges : all their kings fall, none among them crying to me.

8. Ephraim, he is kneaded among the nations ; he is a cake

that has not been turned. 9. Foreigners have consumed his

strength, but he has not come to discretion ; already grey hair

is sprinkled upon him, yet he has not come to discretion.

10. And the pride of Israel accuses him to his face ; but they

versions : i^nn, they began to be heated.—The causal Ip in pvo

is thrust between the stat. constr. and its genitive.
—

''•
lt:'0,

properly, to draw the hand ; here, to draw familiarly to oneself.

Mockers, who look on him as a fool, and would rob him of his

dignity. Ver. 6. The figure of the oven is taken up again, for

on this feast-day it becomes a horrid reality. The festive night

exactly corresponds to that of the baker, who does not make
the flames break forth till morning. That which is to be baked
is their deep-laid scheme to murder the king, with whom they

yet jest and play all the night.—In vv. 4, 7 they themselves

are likened to the oven ; in ver. 6 their heart is so likened. In
this case 3jp, with accus. of the oven, must be the usual phrase

for applying the fuel (with 3).

—

Their laker, who gives the

signal for the riskful deed, "iy3, to kindle, as in Isa. xxx. 33.

Ver. 7. The figure used for the third time is here worked out

as to its ruinous effect. "Where such a rebellious spirit burns in

men's hearts, no government can keep together.—Several kings

have already fallen by rebellion and assassination, Zechariah,

Shallum. This brings to the beginning of Menahem's reign.

—

Dn3 refers to the princes. Ver. 8. Two further images from
baking to depict the nation's fate : Ephraim is kneaded among
the nations, i.e. its independent existence is lost in the disper-

sion ; it is, secondly, a burnt cake. n3]7 is a round cake, baked

on hot stones or ashes, which ought to be turned so as not to

be burnt on one side. For Israel it is already too late. It is

too deeply implicated in heathen customs to be able to shake

them off. Ver. 9. Foolishly it has let itself be infected and
consumed by foreign ways (cf. the tribute, ch. v. 13), although

it was old enough to understand.—npiT, transitive form, see on
ch. V. 6 . Ver. 10, see on ch. v. 5. Judgment would befall

Israel by means of that of which it was proud, so that this
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have not turned to Yahveh their God, or sought him for all

this. 11. And Ephraim was like a silly dove which is with-

out understanding : they cried to Egypt, they went to Asshur.

12. As they go, I will spread my net over them, will bring

them down like birds of the heaven ; I will chastise them, as

their congregation has heard. 13. Woe to them, for they

have flown away from me ! Destruction to them, for they

have become sinners against me ! And I would fain deliver

them, but they have spoken lies against me. 14. And they

cried not to me in their heart, but howled on their beds

;

they banded themselves together for wheat and new wine

;

they rebelled against me. 15. But I trained and strengthened

pomp would accuse it
;
yet in these humbling circumstances

(nsT ^33) it turned not to its God. Ver. 11. As a sim2)le dove,

listening to every call, flies uncertainly hither and thither,

so they wavered in their acts of submission between Egypt
and Assyria, according as the one or the other party had the

upper hand at court; cf. ch. xii. 2. Ver. 12. a'T'D\s, irregular

Hiphil of no^ (Ges. § 70, 2), unless, with Delitzsch, from IDK,

with which "iD* interchanged :
" I will put them in fetters."

—

In accordance with what was heard in their coyigregation,

i.e. the preaching heard by it. Amos ix. 2 is especially in

the prophet's thoughts. A^er. 13. iTtJ, to be rendered accord-

ing to the usual meaning : they have Jloivn away from me,
the flgure of birds still continuing. / was ready to

deliver them (not an interrogative sentence) ; but they
speak lies about me, as if I could not or would not do
it, as if I were a powerless God, or one doing them hurt.

Ver. 14. Their crying was not to me, and came not from

penitent hearts, but was mere holding (for ^'h';,, Ges. § 70,

Anm. 2) on their heds, where, in hours of calm reflection, they
weakly bemoaned their condition. Their gnthcrings togctlicr,

which suggest sacred pilgrimages after tlie manner of Joel

i. 13 ff., ii. IG ff. (but cf. ii. 13 !), are of the same kind. "ilJ,

llithpol., to gather together, after the meaning of the Kal, Isa. liv.

15, etc. Their selfish assembling, which is not for God but for

private enjoyment, is a gathering offensive to God.
—

"ilD, here

construed with 3, after the analogy of V^^, ^33, etc. Ver. 15.

1D\ Piel, He has taught them to use their powers as a father

his sons ! Hosea is never weary of emphasising their in-

gratitude.
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their arms, yet they meditated evil against me. 16. They

turn ; but not upward ; they are like a deceitful bow : their

princes shall fall by the sword for the raging of their tongue,

—this is their derision in the laud of Egypt.

Exposition.

Contents of chs. v.-vii. Princes and People reckoned with.

1. First Stage : why judgment comes on Israel and Judah,

ch. V. ; 2. Second Stage : what is the way to salvation, which,

however, is despised until after the judgment, ch. vi. ; 3.

Third Stage : how rebellious Israel fares, ch. vii.

Various circumstances intimate that this discourse, or series

of prophecies, belongs to the beginning of the reign of

Menahem. The revolutions, which prevented any durable

government after the death of Jeroboam II., are, in part,

already over (vii. 7). In comparison with ch. iv., the situa-

tion is materially advanced. If Hos. i. 7 had spoken only

comfort to Judah, and, still later, ch. iv. 15 had hoped it

would be warned, although appearances were not promising,

this hope has now proved vain ; it must suffer the same fate

as Ephraim, according to ch. v. 5, vi. 11, after it has been

guilty of grave offences, ch. v. 10. There is no uniform

progress of thought from stage to stage. The same charges

and threats run through the whole. First, a bright prospect

opens (ch. vi.), giving an insight into the happy issues of

God's dealings, especially for Judah, after the judgment.

Many see the beginning of a new discourse in ch. vi. 4. But

Ver. 16. They him round indeed ; but that it is in no saving

conversion {iMsrdma), but a fruitless reaction, is affirmed in the

clause hv ^b (pausal for hv, as in xi. 7), not upward, where their

God is. Piather, their turning is like that of a malignant,

treacherous how, which hurls the arrow back at him who holds

it.—Their poisonous, embittered speech against God brings

them destruction, at which their false friends in Egypt will

laugh in derision.
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these words are better taken as the Lord's reply, which the

nation receives from Him, because it draws near to Him, not

sincerely, as in vv. 1—3, but with impenitent, vacillating

heart. In the entire rebuke, the political point of view

predominates ; it is addressed mainly to the princes. The

leaders of the nation in Israel and Judah are reproached

because they insult God by courting foreign favour and

assistance, seeking it now in Egypt and now in Assyria, as

in somewhat later times Isaiah specially rebukes the same

sin (Hos. V. 13, vii. 9, 11 If.). The princes of Judah,

besides serious violations of ricfht, have sinned against

Ephraim (ch. v. 10). Moreover, sanguinary excesses, coun-

tenanced by the authorities, take place throughout the land,

especially in Gilead and Ephraim (Shechem), ch. v. 1 f.,

vii. i. 3 ; finally, a rebellious spirit, fatal to all order and

authority, makes Ephraim a volcano,—in the prophet's figure,

an oven (ch. vii.)

Thus the nation is already in the power of death, and will

be deprived, by exile, of its independent existence. Its

deliverance will resemble a resurrection, which will take

place directly that the nation shall turn from its sins and

mere outward rites to God, and manifest the spirit of love

which He approves, but is not to be looked for until the

headstrong nation has been brought to reflection by severe

judgments. It is true, ch. vi. 2 does not refer to the physical

resurrection of individuals, but to the revival of the nation

that has fallen into a state of inward and outward death,—

a

thought which is elaborated in Ezek. ch. xxxvii. But the

fact that Hosea believes in the power of God to raise His

Church in three days from this state, is a proof that he credits

divine omnipotence with victory over death absolutely ; and,

in so far, his testimony is not immaterial in reference to the

literal resurrection of the dead.
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Alarm Again ! Ch. yiii.

YIII. 1. The trumpet to thy mouth ! Like an eagle (it

rushes) on Yahveh's house ! Because they have transgressed

my covenant, and offended against my law. 2. They cry to

me, " My God, we know thee, Israel
!

" 3. Israel detested

that which is good : the foe shall hunt it. 4. They chose

kings, but it came not from me ; they made princes, but I

knew nothing of it. Their silver and their gold they made
into carved pillars for themselves, that it may be rooted out.

5. Abominable is thy calf, Samaria, my anger is kindled

against them ; how long yet will they be unable to keep

Chapter YIII.

Yer. 1. Cf. ch. v. 8. The prophet is to sound an alarm,

because, like an eagle darting on its prey, it (the destroying

power, cf. ver. 3) descends upon YaJiveJis house, by which is

not to be understood the temple in Jerusalem (Jerome,

Theodoret, Cyril), or that in Samaria, like Bethel (Ewald, cf.

ch. ix. 4 ; Amos ix. 1) ; but the dwelling of Yahveh is the

nation set up in Canaan (cf. ch. ix. 8, 15 ; Num. xii. 7 ; Jer.

xii. 7 ; Zech, ix. 8), not, indeed, the bare land in itself, but the

divine abode established therein.—Transgression of tJw laiv is

charged against them, as in ch. iv. 6. See on ch. viii. 12.

Ver. 2. They fancy that, as God's peculiar people, they have a

right to His help. But it fares with them as with those

described in INIatt. vii. 22 f., because in their case there is no
question of real " knowledge " in Hosea's deep sense. Yer. 3.

The two chief complaints : Their kings, chosen against the

Lord's will, and their manufactured idols. The verbs intimate

something unworthy, arbitrary; they elect kings and princes

at random, not from me, not at my bidding, without my know-

ledge and approval. '"•

"{Hrh, the subject is Israel. The particle

of purpose indicates the inevitable effect. They acted as if

they intended their own destruction. Yer. 5. n:T, here intrans-

itively (see on ch. v. 6) : to be abhorrent, abhorred of God

;

they are as offensive to Him with their idols as His law is to

them, according to ver. 3.

—

Thy calf, perhaps a derisive

designation of the images of oxen set up by Jeroboam I. on a

reduced scale at Bethel and Dan (respecting their origin see

E. Konig, HauptproUeme, p. 53 ff ), which fall to the account
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themselves pure ? G. For it springs from Israel, a smith has

prepared it ; and it is no God, for the calf of Samaria shall

be shattered. 7. For they sow wind, and they shall reap

tempest : it comes to no growth ; stalk bears no fruit :

perchance it bears, foreigners shall swallow it up. 8. Israel

is swallowed up : now are they among the heathen like a

despised vessel. 9. For they are gone up to Asshur, a

wild ass that goes stubbornly by itself : Ephraim has bought

lovers. 10. Even if they hire among the heathen, I will

of Samaria, altliough there was none in that city ; cf. ch. x. 5.

—How long vnJl inirity (innocence) he hivpossihle to them, i.e.

will they be without the moral strength to clear themselves of

the guilt of idolatry ? Even the best princes of the northern

kingdom, like Jehu, did not extirpate image-worship, but

walked in the sins of Jeroboam, 2 Kings x. 29. Ver. 6. Nini,

taken by tlie Massoretes as subj. to ^N"1t^•^0 (cf. Eccles. v. 6),

which is a better course than to join it to what follows, and to

suppose an ellipsis. Ver. 7. The figurative saying of sowing

and harvest (they sow by vain, useless action, and reap futility

and ruin) pictures the actual harvest, which fails, even if it

begins to grow and, even if it becomes ripe, falls a prey to

enemies. Ver. 8. Israel has let the heathen steal its most
precious possession ; now it is thrown by them to the refuse,

like a despised vessel. Ver, 9. Cf. ch. v. 13, vii. 11. riDn,

Delitzsch reckons among the peculiarities of Hosea's style the

use of the separate pronoun without special emphasis. That

Hosea uses this form very often is certain
;
yet this is scarcely

done in cases like the present, and vv. 4, 13, ix. 10, xiii. 2,

without emphasis.—A wild ass (described in Job. xxxix. 5 fC),

going stuhhornbj, wilfully, hj itself its own ways. This stubborn

animal cannot be tamed, follows no rational counsel or dis-

suasion.—n^n, Iliphil and Kal, to hire (cf. n^ns, ch. ii. 14).

Their headstrong way consists in acquiring friendships which

cost much and bring them at last to ruin. Ver. 10. In no case

is the reading of some moderns to be accepted, 'b'ry^ ;
" and

they shall soon (oypa !) tremhlc at the tribute to the King of

princes." If we retain the usual reading, S-'n, Hiphil, is to be

understood in the sense release, relieve ; the nations collected by

God against Israel release them a little from tribute,—an

ironical intimation of the end of their state, with which the

payment of tribute also ceases. But perhaps we should read

lHn'"i (cf. LXX), they will cease a while from it, for the same
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now gather them together, and they shall give a little relief

from the tribute of the king of princes. 11. For Ephraim

made many altars to itself for atonement"^ ; they became to

him altars to sin. 12. Though I wrote for him a vast

number of my laws, they were esteemed like those of a

foreigner. 13. As my " roast-saciifices " they slew flesh and

ate I Yahveh takes no pleasure in them ; now he will

remember their transgression and punish their sins : they

reason. Ver. 11. The tautology, incomprehensible in Hosea,

vanishes if we read the first NOnb in the Piel form, Ntsnb. The
infin. abs., perhaps, is perhaps used for the sake of the rhythm.
Ver. 12. Kethib in"), myriad ; Keri ""in, plur. of an, masses.

" Masses of my revealed will " refers not to many copies, but
to utterances of the divine will, commands. It is not
necessary to read '•nhin (Hitz.).—Although 2)^2^ is half hypo-

thetical, in keeping with the hyperbole im, it assumes, at any
rate, the existence of many laws in writing. Hosea therefore

is acquainted with a comprehensive legal code, consisting of

numerous divine commands (for min cannot here refer to

prophetic oracles), whose existence in written form was traced

back to divine inspiration (Moses). As to the contents of this

law, it is mere prejudice to assert that it contained only ethical,

no ceremonial, precepts. This contradicts the analogy of other

Semitic religions, where the ceremonial appears from the first

in close connection with the ethical ; it contradicts altogether

the fundamental importance belonging to the symbolism of

ceremony in ancient religions, the occurrence of ceremonial

ordinances in the Decalogue and covenant-book, as well as the

presupposition of an extensive priestly law in Deuteronomy

;

and, not least, it contradicts, finally, the context in Hosea.

Already, in ch. iv. 13, the arbitrary choice of places of worship
was plainly enough disapproved, and so just j^reviously (ch.

viii. 11) the croivd of altars erected. See also ch. x. If We
quite expect, in ver. 12, to be reminded that such choice,

etc., is against God's express law, not merely not required in it.

In ver. 13, also, the want of religious feeling is scarcely the

07ili/ ground of the fault found with the sacrifices ; the cere-

monial consecration required in the law is also wanting. The
legal code known to Hosea is thus not essentially different in

contents from that found in our Pentateuch, although it differed

from the latter in extent and arrangement. Ver. 13. Under
the name ''"''

''2r\2r\ they slew Jlcsh. . . . The word is not to be
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shall return to Ei^'Vpt. 14. And Israel has forgotten his

Creator, and built palaces ; and Judah (has built) a multitude

of fenced cities. So will I send fire into his cities, that it

may devour her strongholds.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. viii. : Another Alarm because of the

grievous offences of the land !

This new rebuke, in which the grievous offences of the

disobedient people of Samaria are again recounted, assumes

(tribute to Assyria to procure its favour, vv. 9, 10) essentially

the same political situation as the former discourse (v. 13,

vii. 11), and was therefore uttered somewhat later. The

independent setting up of thrones and governments, the

artificial images, the self-willed dallying with the great

powers, the insolent setting up of sacrificial rites with

illegal Yahveh-worsliip, are just so many denials of their

God and Maker, calling down upon them His judgment,

which will be executed on the objects of their sinful love

and through them. If the discourse applies primarily to

Samaria, which was especially boastful of its royal house

derived from nn'' (sacrifices of my gifts ?), but, according to

Delitzsch (cf. Levy, Chald. WortcrT). p. 191), to be connected

with the Aramaic '2r\ir\ (to burn, roast), as a North Pales-

tinian phrase for burnt-sacrifices. Their sacrificing amounts to

profane fiesh- eating, partly because the right disposition is

wanting (as in Jer. vii. 21), partly because their disobedience

moves loftily above all formal commands of the Mosaic law,

so that their " roast-sacrifices," which are neither burnt-offer-

ings nor sin-offerings, have a distinctly heathen flavour.—nny

on ch. ii. 12.—As they have shown themselves unworthy of the

law of Sinai, they must go back to Egypt. Ver. 14. Unmind-
ful of their Creator and Preserver, they make palaces their

pride, and fortresses their trust. The last reproach against

Judah suits the days of Uzziah (2 Cliron. xxvi. 9 f.), and was
soon urged also by Isaiah and Micah. Ver. 146 according to

Amos ii. 5.
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and its worship, still it is quietly intimated (ver. 14) that

Judah also is far from seeking its salvation in the right place.

The State of Punishment, Ch. ix. 1-9.

IX. 1. Eejoice not, Israel, with singing like the nations !

For thou hast gone a whoring from thy God, hast loved

harlot's hire on every wheat-floor. 2. Threshing-floor and

winepress shall not refresh them, and the new wine shall

play her false, 3. They shall not remain in the land of

Yahveh ; but Ephraim shall return to Egypt, and in Asshur

they shall eat that which is unclean. 4. They shall not

pour out wine to Yahveh, and their sacrifices shall not please

him : they are to them like mourning food ; all they, who
eat thereof, shall render themselves unclean : for their food

serves (only) their appetite ; it comes not into Yahveh's

Chapter IX.

Ver. 1. bx as in Job iii. 22. The conscience of Israel

should be worse than that of all other nations, as it has
fallen away from its God; hence festive song should never
be heard in its land.—On every threshing-floor sheaves were
set up in honour of the nature-deities ; these gifts of nature
thus became a harlot's reward, which a false god was supposed
to have given them, according to ch. ii. 7, 14. Ver. 2. In sub-
stance like ch. ii. 11.—n3, caused by the suggestion in ver. 1

that Israel is a njir. Ver. 3. Egy^jt (ch. viii. 13, ix. G) and
Assyria, the old and the new land of bondage are put together
(ch. xi. 5); the two share the exiles between them, as the
people dallied with both. In fact, in the Assyrian, as later after

the Babylonian, deportation a multitude of Israelites fled to

Egypt.— Unclean (cf. Ezek. iv. 13 f.), as in a foreign land the
observance of the laws of food will be very difficult, and
really, for the reason given in ver. 4, all food will be unclean.

Ver. 4. The last illusion will vanish, that they brought
offerings pleasing to God, as they cannot bring such outside

the holy land. The food will have the effect of polluting

them like mourning-feasts (Jer. xvi. 7), according to Deut.
xxvi. 14 ; the reason : their food is only for themselves, serves
merely to satisfy their desires, comes not into the temple.
How closely the heart of the Israelite, even of the prophet, is
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house. 5. What will ye do on the day of the feast, and on

the festal day of Yahveh ? G. For, behold, they go away

from the desolation : Egypt shall gather them, Memphis
bury them. Their precious silver vaults, nettles shall possess

them : thorn bushes are in their tents. 7. The days of

reckoning are come, the days of recompense come ; Israel

shall experience it ! The prophet is become a fool, the man
of the spirit a madman for the multitude of thy transgression,

and because the enmity is so great. 8. Ephraim is a spy

toward my God : the prophet—a snare of fowlers is in all

his paths, enmity in the house of his God ! 9. They are sunk

seen here to be bound up with the sacrificial cult ! Bread,

ministering only to human desire, when the first-fruits, etc.,

have not been consecrated to the Lord, makes unclean

!

Ver. 6. Ti^'Q isbn points rather to migration, in consequence

of the devastation of the land, than to deportation. Assyria

is the destroyer.—fjb here only, elsewhere f)b ; see Jer. ii. 16.

—nono, elsewhere precious things, jewels ; here perhaps a

costly shrine or state-room for keeping the silver. Read
bisip, according to Baer, ad loc. Ver. 7. The judgment being

so near, the prophet, who alone sees it, seems a fool, and
bears himself like a madman. Both epithets were applied

to the propliet in an unfriendly sense. Cf. the latter, which
was easily applied by the popular voice to those seized by
God's Spirit, especially to a seer of su-ch deep emotion as

Hosea, 2 Kings ix. 11. Both are wrongly referred by others

to false prophets. The excitement of the true prophet is

heightened by the ojijyosition (DDB' = |t2K') which he has con-

stantly and everywhere to endure, as ver. 8 explains. Ver.

8. Dy (Deut. ix. 7), in intercourse with the Lord or His

prophet. Delitzsch :
" The God, who speaks by the prophet,

has in Ephraim a malignant spy instead of a hum])le observer."

Cf. the scribes in the N. T.—The prophet is outlawed, and
attacked in the house of his God ; this is best understood in

harmony with ch. viii. 1, ix. 15. If we interpret it by ch. ix. 4,

the attacks on Jeremiah in the temple (chs. xix., xxvi.) must
be comi)ared. Ver. 9. Cf. ch. v. 2. See the shameful deed

of Giheah in Judg. xix. That narrative, wliich is contested

by the newest criticism, is supported by this passage and
ch. x. 9. In opposition to Wellliausen, see Bredenkamp,
Gesetz v. Prophctcn, p. 154 ff. That crime was the first foul

stain with which the land was defiled ; hence it was full of
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in corruption as in the days of Gibeali ; he will remember

their guilt, will punish their sins.

Exposition.

Contents of ix. 1-9 : The State of Punishment.

In thorough keeping, as to thought, with the previous

oracle, the state of future exile is here pictured. Away with

joy from the land, cries the prophet to his countrymen, prob-

ably at a joyous religious festival, for such pretexts of

doing service to God by enjoying one's self will soon no

longer exist. How will they be able to do it in the lands of

exile, Egypt and Assyria being mentioned as such, where

there will be no opportunity for sacrifices ? Cf. iii. 4.

Judgment is already at the door ; on this account the

prophet, who loves his people and fails to bring them to

repentance, is beside himself; his only reward is scoffing and

dangerous plotting.

First Series of angry Eetrospects, ix. 10-xi. 11.

IX. 10. Like grapes in the wilderness I found Israel;

like an early fruit • on the fig-tree in its first season I saw

your fathers : but they came to Baal-peor, and consecrated

themselves to the god of shame, and became abominable

peril also ; it almost cost the existence of a whole tribe before

it was expiated. God will judge analogously now. Ver. 10.

There follows a series of historical retrospects suggested by
ver. 9. Grapes in the wilderness are not an image of isolation

and desertion (Hitz.), but of something seized with eagerness.

To the loving eye of the Lord, Israel appeared in the midst of

the nations as such a fruit, which is most welcome. At the

same time the figure alludes to the desert march, the second

(the early fig) to Israel's hopeful youth. Cf., besides,

Isa. xxviii. 4; and on the matter, Jer. ii. 2. But how have

they repaid the grace which exalted them ? This is told in

Num. XXV. (cf. ver. 3), xxxi. 16.—sn, meant as in ch. iv. 15,

without 'd ?V^ being on this account the name of a place (for
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like their beloved one. 11. Ephraim—their glory shall flee

away like birds from the birth, yea frotn tlie womb, yea from

the conception. 12. For, although they should bring up their

sons, I will make them childless, that there shall be no man
left ; for woe also to themselves when I depart from them.

13. Ephraim, as I look toward Tyre, is a planting in a

meadow ; but Ephraim shall bring out his children to the

slayer. 1 4. Give them, Yaliveh : what wilt thou give ?

give them a miscarrying womb and dry breasts! 15. Their

wickedness was filled up at Gilgal ; for there they became

'd '2 n'3). It is the Moabite god worshipped by obscene lust.

—n'J'a, nickname for bv2; the shame-god, cf. ch. ii. 19.—Idols

are usually called D"'i*lpC'; the people have become just as

abominable as these. As his god is, so the man is !—3nk

,

amour, then the paramour himself. Ver. 11. Word-play on
Ephraim.—From the first beginnings of human existence its

glory will flee away, i.e. its multitude of people (Isa. xvii. 4),

in which its importance lay.—Ip, therefore not negative in

sense, but according to Job iii. 11. The three points of

departure form a climax. Ver. 12 follows those who have
somehow slipped through in the opposite direction ; cf. ch,

\aii. 7, ix. 12.—DISD with negative fo. The land is emptied

of men, for even they themselves, the parents (on^), fare

badly, "iv^ for niD, substantially like ch, v, 6.—Ewald,
Nowack read ''")15J'3, " when I look away from them," which,

however, would be less like Hosea (Del.). Ver. 13, like

ver. 12, expands ver. 11. Here, too, Yahveh speaks: Charm-
ingly as I see Ephraim's planting extend toward Tyre, it

must surrender its people from this fertile, pleasant dwell-

ing-place (ni3) to the field of death. Its youth will fall

in battle.—The fem. rh)r\\l^, certainly with some uncertainty,=
planting ? But Hitzig and Nowack no lietter :

" Ephraim,

as I see it, is planted like (S?) a palm" . . , The Arabic

saivr, small palm, is scarcely here to be transplanted into

the Hebrew.—x^vin^, Ges. § 132, Anm, 1. Ver. 14, The
prophet would fain request some blessing for his people,

but bethinks himself that he cannot ask the blessing of

children, but the opposite, that few may fall victims to its

terrible fate. Whoever seeks the people's good now wishes

it scanty offspring, so that the intercession certainly takes

the form of an imprecation. Ver. 15. b^, sum, aggregate.
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hateful to me for the evil of their doing ; I will drive them

from my house, will love them no more : all their leaders are

rebels. 16. Ephraim is worm-eaten, their root dried up, they

shall bear no fruit; though they should bring forth, I will

kill the darlings of their womb. 17. My God shall reject

them, because they listened not to him ; and they shall

wander about among the heathen.

X. 1. Israel is a luxuriant vine, which formed fruit for

itself. The more fruit he received, the more altars he made

;

the better it was with his land, the better carved pillars they

set up. 2. Their heart is divided ; now they shall suffer for

it : he will utterly destroy their altars, lay waste their carved

pillars. 3. For now shall they say, " We have no king, for

Yahveh we have not feared ; and the king—what should he do

Their wickedness culminated at Gilgal, the place where,

according to ch. iv. 15, Judah also let itself be misled. The
precise events alluded to are unknown to us.

—

From my house,

see ch. viii. 1, not only from the land (ch. ix. 3), but also from
my household.

—

Thcii^ leaders ... in Isa. i. 23 said of the

princes of Judah. A^'er. 16. From ver. 10 the figure of the

vine is kept in mind (in ch. x. 1 expressly resumed); for

nan means struck as by a destructive insect, Jonah iv. 7.

—

'b'2, Kethib to be retained ; cf. ch. viii. 7 and ix. 12. Ver. 17.

"rh^, my God, no longer theirs ; similarly ch. ix. 8.—1*73 applies

here (differently ch. vii. 18) to the unsteady wandering of

those dispersed among the nations.

Chapter X.

Ver. 1. The figure of the vine (cf. on ch. ix. 16) glances back

at the course of outward prosperity, with which most unnatur-

ally the growth of sin and internal corruption kept equal step.

The more the nation advanced, the more idolatrous practices

flourished.—PP3, to overflow, to spread, grow rankly.—The
passage proves irrefutably that the multiplying of altars (cf,

ch. viii. 11), in the prophet's eyes, involves just as culpable

unfaithfulness to Yahveh as the making of idols. Cf. on

ch. viii. 12, xii. 12. Ver. 2. pbn on ch. v. 6—nny on ch. ii. 12.

—Pl"iy, properly to break the neck, to give the fatal stroke ; here

of overturning the altars. Ver. 3 describes the wretched state

M^hen they will find themselves without king, and therefore

without protection. —The king (with open contempt), what can
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for US ?
" 4. They talk proudly, swear falsely, make a treaty

;

so that judr^ment shoots up like weeds in the furrows of the

field. 5. The inhabitants of Samaria are afraid for the calf-

piece of Beth-aven : for his people are sorry for it, and his

priests cry aloud for it on account of its glory, because it has

departed from it. 6. It also shall be taken to Asshur as a

present to king " Combatant ;
" Ephraini shall procure shame to

himself, Israel shall be ashamed of his counsel. 7. Samaria's

king vanishes like a chip on the water. 8. And the heights

of wickedness shall be destroyed, the sin of Israel. Thorns

and briars shall grow upon their altars ; and they shall say to

the mountains. Cover us ; and to the hills. Fall on us !

9. From the days of Gibeah thou hast sinned, Israel.

he do to help us ? Cf. vv. 7, 15, xiii. 10. Ver. 4, on the other

hand, continues the description of the present moral corrup-

tion : They are wordy heroes (see Isa. Iviii. 13), ready enough
to take oath, and also for covenant of any kind with strange

peoples. From such eowrses, judgment everywhere springs up,

like tares from every furrow of the field, 'c 'n hv belongs to

ti'X'iD. Ver. 5. ni7jy, plur. of abstractness.
—

"i^3 as in Job xix. 29,

with 7.—Beth-Aven, see ch. iv. 15.

—

Its jJf^ojylc, i.e. the con-

gregation of the idol.—Dnos from "lOb (properly, the blacks ?),

Aramaic word, only used of priests of illegal cults ; differently

Syr. kumra = priests.—^''3, elsewhere in joyous dance, here

to encircle with vehement lamentings.—The fflonj, which has

departed from the calf, is the entire costly apparatus of its

worship. Ver. G. Also it itself (nx, accus. as often in the

passive, Gesen. § 143, la), will follow the rich tri])ute as an act

of homage. Will they really in their straits also voluntarily

surrender their god ? Kather the idol itself is carried off in

the conquest as an unwilling gift, following the earlier gifts

which were sent first, in order to spare the idol ; hence the

disappointment. The language is ironical. King Combatant, see

on ch. v. 13. Ver. 7. nron: on ch. iv. 5 ; cf. x. 15. According

to the accents, n2^o belongs strictly to plOt^', and is subject to

the participle Samaria, its king is like a chip driving along on
broad waters, soon to vanish from the surface ; cf HDi'p, Joel i. 7.

Ver. 8. Tlie seats of the godless hill-cult are called Israel's sin.

Such shame and despair overwhelm the guilty tliat they would
fain be covered by the mountains ; similarly Luke xxiii. 30

;

Eev. vi. 16. Ver. 9. See on ch. ix. 9. There they stand defiant
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There they stand—should not war against the reprobates

overtake them at Gibeah ? 10. In my desire I will chastise

them ; and nations shall be gathered against them, when they

are yoked to their two trangressions. 11. But Ephraim is a

young cow, accustomed to thresh with pleasure ; I drive, not-

withstanding, over her neck's beauty : I will yoke Ephraim
;

Judah shall plough, Jacob shall harrow. 12. Sow to your-

selves for righteousness, reap after the rule of kindness ; break

up for yourselves fresh soil, as it is time to seek Yahveh,

until he come and teach vou ri^ht courses. 13. You have

like the old Benjamites, who took the criminals of Gibeah
under their wing ; hence the war of vengeance must perforce

reach them.

—

iih for N^n
, as also in ch. xi. 15, Hosea indicating

a question merely by the tone. Otherwise we should have to

take 'n~iih as the thoughts of the insolent and secure standers-

by.

—

At Gibeah, where they again took their stand.—nw, vowel-

transposition (differences of dialect ?) for nhy. Ver. 10. DiDXI,

imperf. Kal of "ID'', elsewhere Piel; here, for the sake of the

word-play, with DiDsa (7 "iDX, Gen. xlix. 11). The two trans-

gressions are the two calves. Kethib Dnyy yields no sense.

Delitzsch alludes to the humour of the retribution : They, who
deified a beast of burden, are themselves yoked in its place

;

under the blows of the nations they draw the carriage to

Assyria. Ver. 11. New figure suggested by ver. 10 : Ephraim
is a young pampered heifer, hitherto only used in threshing in

sport (c^n? belong also to mobo) ; now the Lord lays on it and
Judah the yoke to plough and harrow : there is now hard
work.—Tiiiix, Ges. § 90, oa.—33"i, Hiphil, to cause to ride, here
= to yoke to. Ver. 12. Further figures from tillage: To soiu

for righteousness, i.e. to do good which may be accepted as

righteousness ; to reap, according to the measure of kindness,

gentleness, i.e. secure his own gain while showing such con-

sideration to others as love commands ; to break up new soil

(Jer. iv. 3 similarly), i.e. begin a new life, the opposite of the

one hitherto sufficiently described (see ver. 13).—riyi, as the

right time is often the normal time ; ny generally signifies not

time indefinitely abstract, but point or space of time definite

in contents.
—

'v m"i\ as little as in Joel ii. 23, "to rain

righteousness " (see there), but to give direction how you may
attain plV, which man cannot bring about of himself, nor even
attain by divine grace, until he strives after the knowledge of

God ; cf. ch. vi. 3. Ver. 13. Up to now they have always done
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ploughed wickedness, reaped knavery, eaten fruit of swindling

;

for thou trusteJst in thy chariots,*" in the multitude of thy

mighty men. 14. Thus tumult of war rises among thy

peoples, and all thy fortresses are stormed, as Shalmau

stormed Beth-arbel in the day of battle : the mother was cut

down on her sons. 15. Such things he does to you, O
Bethel, for the wickedness of your wickedness : at daybreak

the king of Israel shall have vanished away.

XI. 1. When Israel was a stripling, then I loved him

;

and out of Egypt I called my sou. 2. They called to them,

the opposite in private and political life.—Instead of 13"n3, the

LXX have better in several codices iv apfiaal gov, "I33ia, which
was then corrupted into a/j,apT7i/xaai sov (Cod. Vat.). Ver. 14. DNp
with the N of augment common in Arabic, but very rare in

Hebrew.—n^'V with Dagesh as in Aramaic, Gesen. § G7, Anm. 8.

—lb', infin. Kal = 1in^'.

—

Shalman is most easily taken as an

abbreviation of Shalmanassar (Assyr. Salmanu-ussir). This is

probably Shalmanassar III., who reigned 783-773 B.C., and
undertook a campaign to the " Cedar-land," i.e. Lebanon, in

775 B.C., against Damascus 773. Beth-Arbel is then either

Arbela on the Tigris near Nineveh, now Irbil (famous for

Alexander's battle), or Arbela, near Bella in the east Jordan
country (Euseb. Onomast.), which is preferable because of the

great distance of the former. Schrader (vol. ii, p. 138 ff.) and
Nowack, on the contrary, hold the reference to be to the

destruction of the latter place by a Moahitc king Shalman
(Assyr. Salamanu), who is mentioned by Tiglathpileser as pay-

ing tribute, therefore a contemporary of Hosea. In this case

the Moabites must have taken advantage of Israel's weakness
after the death of Jeroboam II. and conquered that district.

In either case, the history needs to be supplemented by con-

jecture, as nothing is otherwise known of a destruction of that

place.—Euthless enemies cut down tlie mother on the sons,

whom she is mourning. Ver. 15. The people of Bdlid corre-

spond to those of Beth-Arbel ; the Israelites are addressed as

the former, because Bethel was their central place of worship.

—

—"in:r3 = in the night.

Chapter XI.

Ver. 1. Cf. ch. ix. 10. Ver. 2. The subj. of ixnp is, as cn^jD'3

and ver. 7 show, the true prophets, who were the medium of
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foitliwitli they went away from their sight : they sacrificed to

the Baals, and burnt incense to carved images. 3. And yet

it was I tliat taught Ephraim to walk, I took* him in my"*

arms ; but they knew not that I healed them. 4. With

cords of a man I drew them, with bands of love ; and was to

them like those who take away the yoke on their cheeks, and

stooped down to him to give him to eat. 5. Should he not

return to the land of Egypt, and Asshur

—

he is his king

—

because they refused to turn ? 6. And the sword shall

revolve in his cities, and shall destroy his bars, and shall

consume (them) because of their plottings. 7. My people is

God's call to others ; they had the audacity to sacrifice to the

Baals before the eyes of these monitors. Ver. 3. This took place

despite the fatherly love and care which God showed them.

—

bin (Tiphel), to teach to go.—onp, explained by Kinichi and

others as aph?eresis for ^^\h; better read "Tii'nT 'v Dn|5X, after

LXX (ISTowack). Certainly LXX has sing. ai/To'i/ inexactly.

The healing then refers to the father, who took up the child

that had fallen. Ver. 4. Even his means of chastisement were

chosen in love, not those of mere violence, such as are used to

beasts : cords of a man, hands of love, such as one draws men
with in love (2 Sam. vii. 14). The figure of the cord, which
rules in the next words, is already present in thought here.

Kindhearted peasants, after the work is done, take the heavy
yoke off the animal and spread food before it. "'D''"iDD, in form
as in ch, iv. 4, v. 10.—£3S1 for ntssi from nD3 (imperf. of a

continuous, often repeated action) : I stooped and gave to eat,

i.e. put the food low that the animal might eat in comfort.

^•aix, Gesen. § 68, 2, Anm, 1. Ver. 5. In view of such heaven-

defying ingratitude must they not return into the exile, from
which the Lord once delivers them. As Hosea regularly

names Egypt and Assyria as the lands of exile (ch. ix. 3), N7

cannot negative, but is = N^n as in ch. x. 9. LXX read 1^,

joining it with what goes before. Ver. 6. n^ni, perf. cons.,

elsewhere milel, perf. sing. fem. of ?=in.—Ephraim's hars are its

strong defences, which are destroyed in w^ar.—Their 2^lottings

are their perfidious schemes, projects. Ver. 7. Is2Jrone, properly

is devoted (of irresistible, incorrigible inclination) to turning

away from me (genit. obj.). ^a1k^'Q always in malam partem,

like 3Vl;', ch. vii. 16; there also hv, adv. siirsum. The callers, see
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prone to backslide from me ; and though they call it upward,

it rises not up together. 8. How shall I give thee up,

Ephraim ; how surrender thee, Israel ! How shall I make
thee like Admah, how set thee like Zeboim ! My heart is

turned within me, my compassions are stirred together

!

9. I will not let loose my fierce wrath, nor destroy Ephraim

again : for I am God, and not a man; a holy one in thy midst:

and will not come in fierce anger. 10. They shall go after

Yahveh as after a roaring lion ; for he shall roar, and the sons

on ver. 2.—Does not arise (ch. v. 6), pays no attention to the

call upward.

Ver. 8 presents another sudden transition from wrath to pity.

God cannot bring Himself to make an end of His people as He
did of those towns of the foretime. Admah and Zeboim, towns
in the Siddim valley destroyed with Sodom ; cf. Gen. xix. 24 f.

with ch. X. 19. Admah and Zeboim are expressly mentioned
as destroyed only in Deut. xxix. 22. God's compassionate

heart struggles against the execution of strict justice. Cf., as

the ground of the work of atonement, to rro'/.u avrou iXioc, 1 Pet.

i. 3 ; TO -irXoZrog Tr,g ^dpirog avrod, Eph. i. 7.
—"IM, to grow hot,

Niph. : to be excited (according to others : to be contracted)

;

cf. the Piel in Talmudic Hebr.: to cause to glow. D''Din3 as

com, the most tender and delicate emotions of love, such
as a father or mother feels on seeing a child suffer. On
the antliropopathy see at the close.— Ver. 8 f . is spoken
already, not ver. 10 merely, on the supposition of the

judgment always threatened by the prophet. In view of

the judgment on Ephraim the Lord is moved with compas-
sion, and will not again (ait'X, ver. 9) make it feel His power
to punish, and therefore the full M-eight of His wrath. Ver.

9. For I am God. Only divine love and holiness can

here forgive everything and avoid wratli.—K'inp, a holy One,

therefore free from human vengeance. See at close.
—

"i^y, here

not town, but agitation, boiling heat (cf. ch. vii. 4, Tyn, to heat),

i.e. wrath boiling over. Ver. 10 speaks plainly of the time

when tlie captivity shall be at an end. Then will God power-

fully (as with lion-voice), yet lovingly, give the sign to gather

together in every quarter where they have been scattered

;

and altliough trembling at His majesty, they will not flee from
but draw nigh to that majesty, eagerly longing for salvation.

Cf. the mixture of feelings in ch. iii. 5.

—

From the sea, i.e. from
tlie west, where many exiles have long lived; cf. Joel iii. 6.
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shall come trembling from the sea. 11. They shall flutter

like birds from Egypt, and like doves from the land of Asshur :

and I will set them at home in their dwelling-places, is the

oracle of Yahveh,

Exposition.

Contents of ix. 10-xi. 11. First Series of Angry Eetro-

spects. 1. Israel once Lovely in God's sight, now Unhappy

through its own fault, ix. 10-17 ; 2, Israel once Flourishing

through God's goodness, now doomed to Destruction, x. i.—8
;

3. Israel, shameless as in the worst days of its history, must

feel the sharpness of penal severity, x. 9—15 ; 4. God's Love

from of old will at last triumph over all unfaithfulness, ch. xi.

AVith ix. 10 (cf already ix. 9) begins a series of oracles

treating in common of the issue of a historical retrospect.

The prophet directs his gaze to the divine mercy once shown

to his people, which only enhances indignation at its treachery

and ingratitude, and confirms the certainty of approaching

retribution. While it has always, looked at closely, repaid

God's benefits in this base way, its corruption has reached its

climax at the present. Thus, these oracles are essentially

condemnatory in tone. But, as everywhere in Hosea, grace

at last gains the mastery, when sin has exhibited all its

power. Comforting himself by God's bottomless mercy

revealed to Israel from the first, the prophet comes in ch. xi.

to promise its triumph over all the sin of his nation.—As to

the date of these oracles, they are to be assigned to the same

period as the foregoing ones, and so to the reign of Menahem.

The relation to Assyria is still the same, x. 6. Nothing

compels us to come down to the time of Pekah or Hosea, the

last king ; and this is indeed forbidden by the consideration,

that the entirely different phase of things under Pekah, who

Ver. 11. Birds fly at first timidly to their old home, then they

get courage and soon feel at home again.
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made war on Judali in league with the Syrians, considering

the attitude which Hosea assumed to that neighbour-kingdom,

must have had very great influence on his discourses.

The first oracle, ix. 10 ff., recalls to mind how the Lord in

the fulness of His love once in the wilderness made this

nation of Israel His own, and how it then so early turned its

back on Him. Ephraini inherited this bias from ancient

Israel ; and hence in ver, 11, where the menace of punishment

begins, this people of to-day without more ado takes the place

of the old one.—Ch. x. 1 ff. reminds of Israel-Ephraim's

splendid expansion and wonderful growth, whicli, alas ! had for

its result just as great an expansion in sacrilegious worship

and growth in the spirit of self-glorification, so that now the

idolatrous kingdom nmst perish.— Ch. x. 9 ff. adduces a

parallel from the time of the judges, when the godless

character of the nation was revealed in most terrible fashion.

Now the whole nation has adopted the evil ways of the

Benjamites, who defied the divine judgment and placed them-

selves on the side of the criminals of Gibeah, Therefore a

reckoning must now overtake Israel, and hard times come also

on Judah.—Ch. xi. 1 ff. emphasises how God cared for His

people from tender infancy with fatherly love, and never

omitted to send gracious warning and chastening—without

success. The land must therefore be given over to vengeful

foes. But beyond this judgment the prophet sees divine love

triumphant. That love cannot persuade itself to utterly

abandon and destroy the beloved people. Because the Lord

is God, lifted far above human passion, He can forgive even

here ; and He does so, because His deepest essence is love.

He will bring back the scattered ones from the lands of

banishment (parallel to iii. 5). The angry retrospect thus

turns into a penetrating glance into God's wondrous nature

and a glorious outlook over a radiant future.—Ch. xi. 8

contains a strikinsj transference of human feelings to God.

How sucli anthropopathic passages, so frequent in the prophets,
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are to be regarded, is well stated by H. Schultz, Altt. Thcol.,

2 Ausg. p. 464 f. (Eng. transl. ii. 108): " No personally con-

scious life can be pictured without such designations (as love,

hate, jealousy, etc.). When they are taken away, nothing is

left but the cheerless frost of an ideal system, at which piety

is unable to warm itself. The expressions supply something,

certainly in inadequate form and yet in the only form possible in

popular speech, which is more important than all philosophical

speculations about God ; they give a glimpse into the fulness

of an inner divine life,—the same life which serves to explain

the ways of divine revelation to us. They show us the

personal God, whose heart overflows with love to His own,

love which cannot see itself rejected with cold indifference,

—

whose fidelity and truth appear even in opposition against

evil—^just the God whom the entire sacred history preaches

to us, and whose most perfect revelation is the sacred and

loving death of Jesus." Were God indeed incapable of the

deepest emotions of love, He would be poorer than man ; and

were He incapable of wrath, the events of history could not

be traced back to Him. For the rest, the inner, positive right

of anthropomorphic and anthropopathic expressions lies in the

affinity between God and man affirmed in Gen. i. 2 6 f. On

the other hand, whatever unfree, impure, sinful elements adhere

to such feelings in human experience, passion proper, must

not, as the instructive passage Hos. xi. 9 emphasises, be

applied to the God who, as holy, is raised above such feelings.

Further Retrospects, and Prospect of a Time of Grace,

Chs. XII.-XIV.

XII. 1. They of Ephraim have compassed me about with

hypocrisy, and they of the house of Israel with deceit : whilst

Chapter XII.

Ver. lb contains no praise of Israel, as Luther and many
of the older expositors think, but certainly a qualified con-
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Judah is still always unstable with God, yea with the Most
Holy, the Unchangeable One. 2. Ephraim feeds on wind,

and follows after east wind : the whole day he multiplies

lies and violence ; and they make alliance with Asshur,

whilst oil is carried away to Egypt. 3. And Yahveh has

a contention with Judah, and will reckon with Jacob accord-

ing to his ways ; according to his deeds he will requite him.

4. In the womb he took hold of his brother's heel, and in

his manhood he strove with God. 5. Yea, he strove with

the angel and overcame ; he wept, and besought him with

tears,—at Bethel he met with us, yea there he spoke with

demnation, which does not preclude such a repentance as took
place under Hezekiah. 11") (cf. Jer. ii. 31), to wander about
unsteadily, without restraint, applies here to the inconstancy

of their obedience. They would serve Yahveh, but unite there-

with heathen laxity.

—

ny as in ch. ix. 8.—This vacillating

policy consists in flagrant opposition to the All-holy, faithful

God. The plural D'^^np (formed after DM^S) as in Josh. xxiv.

19 (Kimchi). The LXX is different but not better; Breden-
kauip partially agrees with LXX, Gcs. u. ProijJi. p. 154. Yet
another reading by Cornill, see Zeitsch. f. die alt. Wiss. 1887,

p. 285 ft: Ver. 2. Cf. ch. viii. 7. They feed, live thereon,

delight therein, Uast ivind in Ezek. xxvii. 26, Assyr. and
Egypt as in ch. vii. 11. Oil, a valuable product, was exported;

here sent as tribute.—?3\ Hophal, as in ch. x. 6, to be brought
in stately pomp. Ver. 3. 3n as in ch. iv. 1.—Is about to visit,

in form like ch. ix. 13. The name Jacoh is not seldom used
in regard to Judah, in contrast with the use of " Israel " for

Ephraim. Yet vv. 8, 13 f. show that here it is by no means
merely Judah, but the entire nation of that day, that is opposed
to the progenitor named. Ver. 4. The latter, the self-under-

stood subject, took hold, as his name affirms, of liis brother's

heel at birth (Gen. xxv. 2G), to indicate that he would not

yield to, but contend with him in spiritual rank. He then in

the vigour of manhood (px) strove with God Himself for the

highest blessing (Gen. xxxii. 25 ff.), as his name Israel affirms,

in allusion to wdiich the rare word mb is used here, as in the

primary passage Gen. xxxii. 29. Ver. 5. The divine ai:)pear-

ance, in which God presented Himself to sight and touch

(Gen. xxxii. 31), is called angel, as in Gen. xvi. 7, as such a

becoming visible in human f(jrm on God's part cannot have
been without a medium, but God must have availed Himself
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lis. 6. And Yahveli, the God of hosts, Yahveh is his name
of renown. 7. But do thou turn to thy God : keep mercy
and right, and wait on thy God continually ! 8. Canaan—

•

in his hand is a deceitful balance ; he loves to exact, 9. And
Ephraim says, I have surely become rich, wealth has come
to me ; all my acquisitions shall cause me no transgression

of an organ of revelation. Israel prevailed in the struggle

according to the witness of Gen. xxxii. 29, certainly according

to Hosea's supplementary explanation, only by tears of repent-
ance and suppliant petition for unmerited grace.—At Bethel,

which bears here its title of honour as the renowned scene of

patriarchal revelation, He met us (according to the parallelism

not him, therefore suffixes as in Job xxxi. 15). The imperfects
are not futures of promise, l)ut under the influence of what
precedes may allude to the frequent appearances of God at

Bethel
;
yet Gen. xxviii. is less pointed to than xxxv. 1 ff. as

the order shows (after the scene at Jabbok). In Gen. xxxv.
Jacob brought also his household, the root-stock of the later

nation, before God at Bethel, which better explains the first

person. Del. compares Ps. Ixvi. 6. To read iisy instead of

13»y, after Syr., Aq., Symm., Theod., is unadvisable. In the

translation :
" They wept and cried to me, in the house of On

(the Egyptian? cf. Isa. xix. 18) they found me, and there word
was spoken to them," the LXX perhaps had in view, quite

inadmissibly, the people complaining in Egypt. Ver. 6. It

cannot be the Lord's fault that events took an nnhappy turn.

He is the unchangeably Exalted One made known in His
lofty titles. " God of hosts" see Isa. i. 9.—nsr, His title of

honour, at whose mention one should bow in deepest rever-

ence ; cf. Ex. iii. 15. The divine name Yahveh expresses most
perfectly the absoluteness of the divine being and rule, whose
unconditioned trustworthiness excludes all thought of incon-

stancy. Ver. 7, introduced with antithetical nnxi, indicates the

course of conduct due to such a God. Ver. 8. The actual con-

duct of the existing nation is denoted by the reproachful name
Canaan. Instead of seeking high gifts of heaven like its pro-

genitor, it strives only after money and goods, like the huck-
stering nation of the Canaanites, whose land it has taken and
whose evil ways it has adopted. Ver. 9. With this debasing

selfishness the nation, here mentioned by its true name, unites

arrant self-righteousness and self-conceit (Eev. iii. 17). "^x

opposes to the reproach of wealth unjustly acquired the

result boasted of: I have acquired wealth without being
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that were an offence. 10. But I am Yuhveh, thy God from

the land of Egypt ; I will make thee again dwell in tents, as

in the days of the feast. 11. And I have spoken to the

prophets ; and I have given visions abundantly, and spoken

in parables by the prophets. 12. If Gilead is wickedness,

they shall be mere vanity. If they slay bullocks at Gilgal,

their altars shall lie like stoneheaps in the furrows of the

field. 13. But Joseph fled to the pasture of Aram; and

Israel served for a wife, and for a wife he kept (sheep).

14. On the other hand, by a prophet Yahveh brought up

judicially liable to the charge of the dishonesty usually

mixed witli the process. SDH is an offence falling under
legal penalty.—ISVID"', in similar sense to NVa above, to reach,

turn to something.—Thus, even in the use of evil means they

have laboured to preserve a certain appearance of legality, by
which, however, the holy God, whom they knew from the

time of Egypt and Sinai, cannot be deceived. On the con-

trary, He will punish them again with the loss of home : they

shall again dwell in tents as at the feast of Tabernacles (Lev.

xxiii. 42 f.), of course, really less comfortably, as in the days

of the wandering, of which that feast was a memorial. Ver.

11. God has not omitted to give gracious revelations and loving

instruction ; cf. ch. xi. 2, 7 (ch. vi. 5).—nm, Piel, here : to form

parables, speak in oracles adapted to the power of comprehen-
sion. Ver. 12. Gilead, ch. vi. 8.—]1X, here moral and religious,

^'\'^, physical and outward, feebleness, vn, according to the

parallelism following, not to be apphed to something that has

already happened (the invasion of Tiglathpileser).

—

Gilrjal, see

ch. iv. 15. Also the apodosis, introduced by D3, must neces-

sarily contain a Nemesis for what is spoken of in the protasis

;

consequently the sacrificing of bullocks at Gilgal must have
seemed to the prophet wrong in itself, not merely on account

of unnamed secondary circumstances ; see on ch. viii. 12, x. 1.

—The righteous retribution is intimated by the word-play in

bjbn—n''^J3, "innr—'niniTO.

—

In the furrows, etc., as in ch. x. 4.

Ver. 13. And how many more evidences of divine grace had
Israel enjoyed than its progenitor! Vv. 13, 14 state this

contrast in order to confirm the reproach wliich accuses Israel

of unfaithfulness, whilst that progenitor did not desert his

Lord. The contrast consists in this, that Jacob had to flee

to a strange country, whereas God restored His people from

a strange country ; that Jacob's comfort and reward for his
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Israel out of Egypt, and by a prophet it was kept. 15.

Ejihraim has provoked to wrath most bitterly ; and his Lord

will force upon him his bloodguiltiness, and requite hira his

abuse.

XIII. 1. When Epliraim only spoke, men trembled ; he

towered high in Israel. Then he transgressed in Baal,

and died. 2. And now they transgressed anew, and made

themselves a molten image of their silver, carved pillars

according to"^ their skilfulness, work of smiths all and

sundry : to such they speak ; slayers of men, they kiss

pastoral service in the strange land was merely a v:ifc, whereas

Israel had a irrophd for a shepherd ; Jacob tended, Israel was
tended ; there it was for a wife, here by a p'^vphct. Ver. 15.

All the more the apostasy of the ungrateful nation of necessity

provoked God's wrath; cf. D"'j;3n, Deut. xxxii. 16. The subject

to C^'10'' comes at the close
;

properly, will thrust upon him,

push with violence (opposite of xt:^:).—In IDDirrj the suff. is

objective : the despite done to the Lord He causes to recoil on
the nation.

Chapter XIII.

Ver. 1. In this retrospect Ephraim is more particularly

taken into view. In ancient days, before the monarchy, he
only needed to speak and all trembled (as to the construction,

cf . Gen. iv. 7), men were filled with fear and respect for his power
(cf. e.g. Judg. viii. 1 K). Lofty, eminent, he was S''L*'J among the

tribes (Gen. xlix. 26). As to the Kal, see on ch. v. 6. But
even at that time the strength of this most powerful tribe was
broken by Baal-worship : he died; cf. Gen. ii. 17. Ver. 2

glances at the later time after Jeroboam. Instead of D3Ura
(with suppressed n fem.. Job xi. 9), read with many codices

and editions (LXX, etc.) DJUnj : they applied their whole
talent thereto.—Dn^ ch. viii. 9.—i»X, cf. 2 Chron. i. 2, xxxii,

24. Their perversity goes still further: slayers of men kiss

calves, instead of slaying calves and kissing men, as nature
dictates. The hiss of homage is meant (Ps. ii. 12 and often),

and the slaying of human sacrifices, the offering of children to

Baal-Moloch, which w\as soon current in the southern king-

dom (since Ahaz, 2 Kings xvi. 3), and according to this passage
had already stained the history of the northern kingdom also

;

an easily credible event, considering how near the example of

the Phcenicians was. In the days of Hosea himself it can
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calves ! 3. Therefore shall they perish like a morning

cloud, and like the dew which is soon up and away, like

the chaff which flies from tiie threshing-floor, and like smoke

from the lattice. 4. But I am Yahveh, thy God from the

land of Egypt ; and thou knowest no God beside me, nor

is there any Saviour apart from me. 5. I knew thee in the

^vilderness, in the land of burning wastes. 6. As they had

their pasture, they were satisfied ; when they were filled,

their heart was lifted up ; therefore have they forgotten me.

7. Then I became like a lion to them ; like a panther I lurk

only have occurred at most in single instances, as he does not
elsewhere denounce it. The blood-sheddings of ch. xii. 15 are

otherwise explained, and there is no reference to it in ch. xii.

12.—The explanation recently come into favour, "sacrificial

men" (sacrilicers of the genus man, Wellhausen), is to be
rejected, as it offends greatly and equally against the usnge
and the logic of language ; the participle of this verb is always
united in the genitive with the object of sacrifice only, and
the examples of genitival connection cited by Nowack are of

another class (]\Iicah v. 4 ; Prov. xv. 20), as there the emphasis
of the qualification lies on the narrower category, here on Dls.

Ver. 3. Then the end quickly comes. Beside the figures of

transiency repeated from ch. vi. 4, those of the chaff scattered

(Poel: to drive away, intrans. here only) from the thresliing-

Hoor, and the smoke mounting to the lattice, which also serves

as chimney, and at once dissipated, are used. Yer. 4. All this

is the consequence of their falling away from the old and
proved God (cf. ch. xii. 10), the only One whom, in dis-

tinction from useless images, they have known (i'T') as true

God. The antithesis recalls Deutero-Isaiah. Yer. 5. In those

days of first love tlie Inoichdgc was mutual, on God's part

gracious adoption of tliis people (ch. ix. 10, xi. 1), whom He
made His ward in the desert, and to whom He there showed
His loving care in a specially striking M'ay, as in the land of

glowing heat (root 3X7, to burn, glow
; cf. 3n^) they were

cast entirely on His mercy. Yer. 6. In Drr^i'iOD the 3 need

not be taken in the temporal sense as in ver. 1, but = in

accordance with their pasture, i.e. in correspondence to their

good pasture, which I vouchsafed to them in their land.

Prosperity led to arrogance, and this to the forgetting of

their benefactor. So Moses foretold according to Deut. xxxii.

10 ff. Yer. 7. As they have despised the good shepherd, he
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in the way. 8. I will fall upon them like a bear that is

robbed of her young ; and will rend the caul of their heart,

and consume them there like a lioness : the wild beast of the

field shall rip them up. 9. It is thy destruction, Israel, that

thou against me, against thy help. ... 10. Where now is

thy king, that he may deliver thee in all thy cities ; and thy

judges, of whom thou saidst, "Give me a king and rulers" ?

11. I will give thee a king in my wrath, and take him away
in my fury, 12. Ephraim's guilt is bound up, his sin well-

preserved. 13. Pangs of a travailing woman shall come on

becomes to them a beast of prey. "i"it^X, verbally, as in Jer. v.

26 ; most of the old versions incorrectly :
" in the way to

Asshur ;

" so still Hitzig. Ver. 8. Rolled of her young, and
therefore excited with passion.

—

Caul of their heart, peri-

cardium, irrmcordia. The end of the verse suggests a battle-

field, where beasts of prey attack the corpses as the last

avengers of God. Ver. 9 does not give a complete thought.

Probably the language is interrupted by the extreme feeling

of pain :
" It has destroyed thee, that thou against me, thy

help," hast sinned
;
yet the word in question might also be

omitted by a copyist who understood the following MX as in

ver. 7. Ver. 10. The latter w^ord is here not a shortened

imperf. of n\n, but as in ver. 14 (only, however, in Hosea),

interrogative particle = n»x, as confirmed by the following

X13N', which stands after interrogative words. On the thought
cf. ch. X. 3.

—

In cdl thy cities his help was needed, but he was
nowhere to be found in the time of need. Now it is plainly

seen how futile the kingdom is in which they set their con-

fidence, and which they besought of God so fervently in

Jeroboam's days and since. Ver. 11. God humoured them;
but these kings who were wrung from Him (ch. viii. 4) He
gave to them in anger; they were not kings by God's grace,

but by His displeasure ; and when He took tliem away again,

things became still worse ; there was wild anarchy and coer-

cion. Ver. 12. Bound up, as tied together and p)rcscrved in a

bundle ; i.e. the case is closed, the guilt well preserved, so that

nothing is forgotten on the day of vengeance. Ver. 13 speaks

of the last crisis, which has still to come to the kingdom of

Ephraim. It might lead to a happy regeneration, if Ephraim
were not so foolish. Ephraim is first compared to a mother,

on whom pangs come, then to a child which does not present

itself in birth at the right time {t\V, cf. with Nowack, Job xxii.
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him : he is a son without understanding ; for when it is time,

he presents not himself at the place of breaking out of chil-

dren. 14. From the hand of the underworld I will redeem

them, from death ransom them. Where are thy plagues,

Death ? Where is thy sting, Underworld ? IJepentance

shall be hid from my eyes! 15. For although he is a fruit-

tree among brethren, an east wind shall come ; Yahveh's

wind rises up from the wilderness, so that his fountain is

16, and Orelli, Synon. der Zeit, pp. 18 ff., 47 ff.), so sacrificing

the mother's life and its own, on which account it is called

unwise, in the figure improperly, in the application all the

more pertinently.—With noy, cf e.g. Ezek. xxii. 30 (Nowack).

Ver. 14. Difticult and very differently explained. Some take

the first double clause as a question :
" Should I deliver them,"

etc. (so the Eabbins and Simson, Schnioller, Wiinsche) ; thus

the saying would be only a threat ; but the interrogative sense

is not probable. If, on the other hand, an ultimate deliver-

ance from the power of death is promised, it seems natural

to take the following ^'^^{, as in ver. 10, as a sign of disdain

(Nowack also). But this is opposed by the conclusion DTO

and ver. 15. BejJejitance is hid from my cjjes {cL the opposite

in Gen. vi. 13), means, according to what follows: My sentence

of death is irrevocable (Jer. iv. 28). The explanation, " In

repentance he (death) shall be hid from my eyes," is more
forced. We therefore take ^"1N in the sense, that God sum-
mons up the plagues (13"^) and every deadly power (SDp, pro-

perly, " sting " ; also in Ts. xci. G along with plague, almost

synonymous) of Hades, because He has for once irrevocably

decided to surrender the nation into the hand of death, and
will only redeem them from the entire state of death in the

future (cf ch. vi. 1 f ). After the advent of redemption from

death by Christ's resurrection, the terrifying \"ij< changes of

itself into a cry of triumph, 1 Cor. xv, 55. Ver. 15. Perhaps
D^ns (from inx, reed-grass) should be read, with IJashi, Del,

ct al., intimating abundance of water in tlie place (cf Isa.

xliv. 4). At all events, Ephraim is compared to a fruitful

tree, with a play on its name, and a reminiscence of Gen.

xlix. 22.— Wind of Yahveh, by its violence making known
its author—the Assyrian.—Its fountain, from which the tree

drew its strength.—The last clause speaks without figure (like

ch. xiv. 1, which should be joined with this verse) of wanton
cruelty on the part of the victors (cf ch. x. 14; Isa. xiii. 16;
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dried, and liis spring dried up : he shall carry away the

treasure of all precious things.

XIV. 1. Samaria must suffer punishment, because she has

rebelled against her God ; by the sword shall they fall, their

children shall be dashed in pieces, their women with child

ripped up,

2. Turn again, Israel, to Yahveh, thy God ; for thou

hast fallen by thy evil doing. 3. Take with you—words, and

turn again to Yahveh ! Say ye to him, " Do thou forgive all

guilt, and be gracious again ; so will we render bullocks—our

lips ! 4. Asshur cannot save us ; we will not ride on horses

;

and will no longer say ' Our God ' to the work of our own
hands, as in thee the orphan finds mercy." 5. I will heal

their backsliding, will love them freely : for my wrath is

Amos i. 13), such as was witnessed even among Israelites under
Menahem, 2 Kings xv. 16.

Chapter XIV.

Ver. 2. Of. ch. vi. 1. ^y, as in Joel ii. 12, interchanges with

bx, properly stronger than the latter. Ver. 3. Take with you,

not great gifts, but words of sincere penitence like the follow-

ing.—^3, boldly before the verb: utterly and completely do

thou forgive sin.

—

Put on kindness as thy manner toward us (cf.

ch. X. 6); so rightly Hitz., Del.—Elsewhere often incorrectly:
" Accept a gift," namely from us, or, " Take it well."

—

Bullocks,

our lips, mentioned as object of thank-offering, i.e. the praise

and confession of our lips instead of bullocks. The LXX,
stumbling at the somewhat harsh mode of expression, trans-

lated as if it said '•"is. In this way the prophet wishes to

express, as already by D''"im inp, a contrast to material offerings,

and the higher value of spiritual, as in Ps. xl. 6 ff., Ixix. 30 f.,

and elsewhere. Ver. 4, spoken by the nation now grown wise,

no longer expecting its help from the world or from false gods,

but only from the God who can and will help the most help-

less. Ver. 5. The desire to be reconciled to God is anticipated

by His loving purpose. He promises beforehand to heal their

backsliding, which is here regarded as an injury they have

sustained.—nn"i3, properly = spontaneously, i.e. without their

needing to buy my love by their gifts.
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turned away from him. 6. I will be like the dew to Israel

;

that it may blossom like the lily, and strike its roots like

Lebanon. 7. Let its shoots spread, and its stateliness be like

that of an olive-tree, and let it have a scent like Lebanon.

8. They that dwell in its shadow shall again call corn to life,

and shoot forth like the vine ; its fame shall be like that of

wine of Lebanon. 9. Ephraim, what has he '* still to do with

idols ? I have answered him, and I look upon him. I am like

a green cypress ; in me shall thy fruit be found. 1 0. AVho is

wise to understand this ? Who is intelligent to know it ? For

Ver. G. This divine love pours itself out so richly and fruit-

fully on Israel, like the dew, that Israel blooms with the

splendour and wealth of the lily, which, as was early pointed

out by Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxi. 5, belongs to the noble and most
rapidly multiplying plants, and was the finest ornament of the

land. "With this God's people combines the immovableness of

Lebanon, having in a sense as firm roots as the latter. Ver. 7.

While the trunk is so firm, the shoots from the root strike out

on all sides (Ps. Ixxx. 11). The scent of Lebanon, with its

wealth of wood and plant; also in Cant. iv. 11. Ver. 8. ^'^^\,

best connected with vn\ The latter rarely, to call wheat into

life, i.e. to cultivate. The desolated land is again brought

under tillage.—1i2T, the suff., refers to its growth, which is as

famous as the Lclanon wine ; cf. Ezek. xxvii. 18. Ver. 9. 'iiD,

construction as in Jer. ii. 18. " What more have I to do with
idols ? " means : I will no longer ask after them, no lonsier

dispute with thee about them (opposite in ch. xiii. 12). LXX
translate more easily, as if it said v instead of 7 ; Ewald and

Nowack rightly prefer this, as the emphasised I then stands

in fine contrast to the idols. Ephraim will have in its God all

the refuge it can desire and an inexhaustible spring of bless-

ings, so that it can no longer be tempted to cast a sidelong

glance at dead idols. Pead D^3>*yp after codices (Baer, ad loc.)

and Complutensian.—ivj', of a look of loving care, cf. Job
xxxv. 13.—The cypress, with its perpetual green, is an image of

God's unchangeable fidelity ; the image is heightened by the

statement that this tree bears enjoyable fruit.

—

Thy fruit =
fruit for thee. All fruit which Israel delights in grows thereon.

Ver. 10. n^S refers to tlie revelations contained in the fore-

going oracles. This way of divine grace is not intelligible to

every one. Only the intelligent and docile, who inquire for

God's ways, find them straight, perfect in themselves and full
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the ways of Yahveli are straight, aud the just sliall walk

therein ; but sinners shall fall therein.

Exposition.

Contents of chs. xii.-xiv. : Further Eetrospects and Final

Prospect of a Time of Grace. 1. The humbling Example of

the patriarch Jacob, ch. xii. ; 2. Ephraim's Misfortune, xiii. 1-

xiv. 1 ; 3. the Crisis of Grace as a last Exhortation, xiv. 2-10.

What was said of the previous oracles on p. 59 applies to

these as to the time of their origin. Cf. the similarity of the

political situation, xii. 2, xiv. 4 with vii. 11, etc. Further

illustrations of the present time by the past follow. And

first of all, in ch. xii. (in the fifth of these historical retro-

spects) the patriarch Jacob is considered under the ideal

aspect of his conflict ; the present spirit of his posterity is so

widely different that they do not deserve to be called Jacob,

but Canaan, because of their low huckstering ways. Here

also the purpose is to condemn the whole nation, Ephraim

especially (xii. 14). The description of xii. 8, 9 finds its

best illustration and evidence in modern Judaism, which is

so utterly faithless to its great past and religious mission, and

absorbed in the reckless pursuit of material profit, not without

preserving a certain show of legality.—The last form, taken

by the accusation of Ephraim-Tsrael, xiii. 1 ff., transports us

(as the sixth retrospect) to the time before the monarchy,

when this tribe had the hegemony, and recalls how even

then Baal-worship was its ruin. Since that time it has not

improved. The new rise of Ephraim. under Jeroboam I. and

its history so far are marked by image-worship, which is no

better than idolatry ; hence no blessing rested on its rule,

which hastens to a sudden end. Now the kingdom is ripe

of healing to man ; they shall walk therein, act according

thereto. The unfaithful stumble at God's leadings, and so

come to harm.
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for destruction, which it will not escape, as God will only

again redeem it when it has fallen a prey to Hades.

Yet the comforting exhortation to repent is even now not

suppressed, but forms the hopeful conclusion, xiv. 2 ff. The

condition of return to a state of favour is, and remains, nothing

])ut a penitent spirit, that turns with sorrow from its former

wanderings and draws nigh with earnest desire to its God,

who requires not outward gifts, but regards the heart and

delights in a sacrifice of the lips which flows from the heart.

When once Israel enters on this path, it shall enjoy the Lord's

unfailing kindness in the richest measure. Thus here also, as

everywhere in Hosea, grace has the last word. Although the

entire existing Church and community may succumb to the

fatal judgment, the redemption of His people, and the restora-

tion of untroubled, glorious fellowship between the Lord and

them will yet be the end of the ways, now so dark, in which

He is leadiu" them.



JOEL.

Introductiox.

Joel (bsv from in^.= mn^ and bii-. Yaliveh is God) is called

son of Pctliud (ch. i. 1), to distinguish him from other bearers

of this common name. Of father and son nothing is said

elsewhere. But it is clear from the latter's prophetic writing

that he lived in Jerusalem, appearing there as a prophet on

occasion of a plague of locusts, and tliat his preaching of

repentance was attended with success. That Joel belonged

to the priestly tribe of Levi has been inferred, without

sufficient ground, from the lively interest he manifests in

divine worshi]?.

The date of this prophet has been very differently defined.

While many regard his booklet as the oldest prophetic

writing preserved to us (about the middle of the ninth century),

others see in it one of the latest in the canon (fifth century ?).

In our opinion there are plain signs that Joel's oracles belong

generally to the same period as Obadiah's, but somewhat

later. The political horizon, which appears in Joel iv., is

the same as in Obadiah. Jerusalem has been taken and

plundered by heathen peoples. The rude conquerors practised

wild orgies on the sacred mount. Many Judceans were sold

into slavery. But the temple still stands ; the land is still

well peopled, and in Joel's days had already fairly recovered

from the conquest when the new calamity of drought and the

locust-plague fell upon it. The peoples, to whose appetite

for plunder Jerusalem fell victim, are not openly mentioned;
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save that, in agreement with Obadiah, Joel states how Edora

gladly joined in the attack and fell on the Judreans settled in

its territory. Besides Edom, they make both Phoinicians

and Philistines take part in injuring Judah. These were

especially prominent in carrying on the slave-trade, which

brought the captive Jews to the farther west (to the Javanese).

There is also mention of the old hereditary foe, Egypt (Joel

iv. 19). That allied nations of different kinds had assaulted

Jerusalem, is probable from the assembling of the Goyira in

the valley of Jehoshaphat (iv, 2). On the other hand, there is

no trace in Obadiah or Joel of a suggestion that the Baby-

lonians, or the Assyrians, or the Syrians were the properly

conquering and deporting enemy, or that the bulk of the

captives were carried to the east. This tells against any

reference to the Babylonian captivity or the Assyrian deporta-

tion. At most Joel iv, 2 might compel us to come so far

down. But these expressions rather intimate that different

peoples took part in the deportation and annexation, and may

yet, unless they apply prophetically to the future, be hyper-

bolical. Putting everything together, the most likely sup-

position seems to us to be, that Obadiah and Joel iv. refer to

the catastrophe that happened under Jehoram announced in

2 Chron. xxi. 16 f. So v. Hofmann, Delitzsch, Kleinert, Keil,

Konig (Herzog's Encykl. xiv. 142 ff,), d ciL; as to Joel iv,, also

Credner, Hitzig, Steiner, ct al.

At that time Philistines and tribes of South Arabia fell on

Judah and plundered Jerusalem, especially the royal palace,

but also, without doubt, the temple treasures (Joel iv, 5) ; in the

twenty-third year of Jehoash the temple seems to have been

still without golden and silver vessels (cf. 2 Chron. xxiv. 14 with

2 Kings xii. 7, 14). The Phoenicians bought these precious

things from the plundering hordes of Philistines and Arabians,

and carried them off, as well as children of the inhabitants
;

and according to 2 Chron. xxi. 1 7, even the wives and children

of the king were carried awny. The Edomites took advantage
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of the momentary weakness of Judali to become independent

;

cf. 2 Kings viii. 20 ; 2 Chron. xxi. 8. That great bloodshed took

place, and the Judneans were slaughtered in great numbers, is

seen at once from the fearful revenge taken by Amaziah,

2 Kings xiv. 7 ; 2 Chron. xxv. 1 1 f. The Edomites without

doubt seized on territory hitherto reckoned as Judrean, so

with the Philistines; 2 Chron. viii. 22, xxi. 10, expressly

announce the loss of Libnah. Joel iv. 2 is thus explained.

The rebuke of Egypt in Joel iv. 19 may have originated in

remembrance of the campaign in 1 Kings xiv. 25 f.

But whereas Obadiah has the catastrophe, that happened

under Jehoram, directly before his eyes as if it had just

transpired, at the time when Joel speaks it lies considerably

in the past, although the wounds then received still smart,

and the captives then led away are not forgotten. AVe shall

thus best put Joel's discourses in the time of Jehoash, the

second successor of Jehoram, and indeed in the first half

of his forty years' reign, as no reference is made to the

Syrians, who afterwards pressed him hard (2 Kings xii. 18 f.),

whereas they stand in the foreground in Amos. This view is

supported by the fact that in these discourses the king is

nowhere conspicuous, but only priests, elders, and people are

spoken of, which is most easily explained if these things

happened in the earliest years of Jehoash, when he was a

minor, and stood under the guardianship of the high priest

Jehoiada. At that time it is also intelligible why the prophet

has not to complain of idolatry or other gross abuse in divine

worship.

Credner was the first to vindicate such high antiquity for

the prophet (870-865); similarly Winer, Ewald (time of

Jehoash), Delitzsch {circ. 860), Hitzig (870-860), Kleinert

(875-850), Wiinsche (860-850), Steiuer, Eeuss (who, how-

ever, fluctuates), d al. Hengstenberg and Bleek come a little

further down to the time of Amos {circ. 800). But in tlie

pre-exilic age there is no period which the book would so
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well suit as that of Jelioash. It cannot have originated

during the Fjabylonian exile ; on the other hand, modern

writers think they can prove the post-exilic origin ; so Hilgen-

feld, Seinecke, Dulnii, Merx, et a!., for the most part in con-

nection with the newest Tentateuch hypotheses. But the

arguments adduced from this quarter seem to us just as little

conclusive as the post-exilic standpoint (which is very differ-

ently fixed) is adapted to elucidate and explain Joel iv.

That the northern kingdom is not mentioned, is explained by

the fact that Joel's work extended only to the southern one,

and only a couple of his discourses are preserved to us. How
the non-mention of the monarchy may be explained has been

already stated. That Jerusalem-Zion is the theocratic centre

of the land,—yea, in a sense, of the earth,—from which

deliverance and doom issue, is no proof of late origin ; for

this is not merely the view held by Isaiah from the first, but

even by Amos (eh. i. 2), yea by David ; and the representa-

tion of Wellhausen, to the effect that only long after this king

did the temple at Jerusalem raise the claim to be Yahveh's

proper abode in the land, is arbitrary ; the same may be said

of the not seldom repeated assertion, that a pre-exilic prophet

could not speak sympathetically of sacrificial rites. On the

contrary, these at least greatly exaggerated assertions of the

newest criticism must be reduced, even in view of the book

of Joel, to far more modest proportions.

Decisive evidence of the pre-exilic origin of the writing is

found in the literary references to it, Ezek, xxx. 2 f. is unmis-

takeably dependent on Joel i. 15, ii. 1 f. ; so Jer. xxv. 30 f. on

Joel iv. 11, 16. In the same way Isa. Ixvi. 18 presupposes

Joel iv. 2. Ezek. xlvii. 1 ff. expands Joel iv. 18, and Ezek.

xxxviii. 17, xxxix. 8 recalls perhaps especially Joel iv. The

dependence of Isa. xiii. 6, 9 (the age of which is certainly

debateable) on Joel is probable, whereas an inference can

scarcely be drawn from Zeph. i. 14. But the references to

this prophet incoutestably take us, not only to pre-exilic
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times, but even to the time leforc Amos. Amos i. 2 certainly

springs from Joel iv. 16 ; accordingly Amos ix. 13 also is

dependent on Joel iv. 18, Cf. also Amos iv. 9, where there

is a glance at the plague of locusts, and the expression Dn is

used, elsewhere only to be found in Joel. Amos v. 18, 20

implies that the " day of Yahveh," as the day of Israel-Judah's

exaltation, as Joel proclaimed it to be in an altogether special

way, was already current in the community in the time of

Amos, and not seldom the subject of abuse. The notion that

a later epigon compiled the book of Joel out of older prophetic

literature, is wrecked on the consideration that in Joel every-

thing is of a piece, and the language is just as fresh and

inspiring as the connection is original and unforced, which ill

comports with tedious mosaic work. Only in ch. iii. 5 do

we recognise an express reference to an older prophetic oracle,

and that Obadiah's. Ewald has rightly pointed to the pro-

phet's naive, childlike attitude to nature, his reputation among

the people, and his view of the cultus, as marks of great

antiquity {Froph. vol. i. p. 111). Also the simple, lofty, and

classically finished language testifies to high antiquity. In

point of form the book is one of the most perfect pieces of

the Old Testament ; and this perfection rests, not on technical

diligence, but on genuine poetic elevation, which spontaneously

communicates itself to the style. Prophecy and poetry are

here inseparably blended.

The writing of Joel forms a beautifully rounded and arti-

culated whole, the prophet having composed it at the close

of this episode of his life. Mark the arrangement at the

close. Only by overlooking this inner and outer unity could

any one attempt to assign chs. iii. and iv. to a different

author from chs. i., ii. (so M. Vernes). The integrity of the

writing has not been seriously contested. The opinion of

Hitzig and Ewald, that the oracle of Zion common to Isaiah

and Micah (Isa. ii. 2 ff. ; Micah iv. 1 ff.) may have originally"

belonged to a discourse of Joel lost to us (as antithesis to Joel
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iv. 10 ff.), remains a conjecture. The writing of Joel has

high theological importance because of its powerful delineation

of the day of the Lord, which is preceded by the perfecting

of the Church by the Divine Spirit. The way in which the

prophet regards the connection between material nature and

the human world, and in which he regards the government of

God in both, with a view to the perfecting of His rule on

earth, is sublime. The spiritual there takes a vivid form
;

the outward is animated by the Spirit of God, and used by

Him to inflict judgment and manifest grace.

Of literature there remains still to be mentioned as special

expositions of Joel: K. A. Credner, Dcr Proi^h. Joel, 1831.

This exposition has deservedly exerted considerable influence,

and is still always to be regarded on account of its rich mate-

rial. A. Wiinsche, Die Weiss, des Proph. Joel, 1872, in com-

parison with the same author's exposition of Hosea, shows

material improvement in method. Ad. Merx, Die Prophctie

des Joel und Hire Auslegcr. 1879, chiefly treats the history of

exposition, and furnishes in this respect the most comprehen-

sive material. Scholz (Cath.), Komm. zu Joel, 1885. Le

PropMte Joel . . . public d'apres les notes d'Eugene Le Savou-

reux par A. Baumgartner, Paris 1888.

[The difference in the numbering of chapters and verses in

the German version, according to the Hebrew, should be

noticed. The change is so slight that it does not seem

necessary to add the English references.]

I. 1. The word of Yahveh, which came to Joel, the son of

Pethuel. 2. Hear this, ye old men, and hearken, all ye

Chapter I.

Ver. 1. The heading as in Hosea, Micah, Zei)haniah, but

without statement of time. " Its simplicity testifies to its

great antiquity, and no reason is apparent why it should not

originate with the author of the oracle himself " (Hitzig).

Ver. 2. The old men are addressed first, because, in distinction
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inhabitants of the land ! Has such a thing been done in

your lifetimes, or in the lifetime of your fathers ? 3. Tell

it to your children, and let your children tell their children,

and their children the generation following, 4. What the

palmer-worm left the locust has eaten ; and what the locust

left the canker-worm has eaten ; and what the canker-worm

from the common people (of Judfea), they are not only the

most influential (which especially comes out in ver. 14), but
also because their memory goes farthest back, and they can
here bear witness that the like has never occurred. nxT ap-

plies, like T\hv, ver. 3, to what is stated in ver. 4. Ver. 3. From
the imperative iiDD a iisD''. is easily supplied to the following

clauses. Ver. 4. The extraordinary feature consists in a four-

fold locust plague, devastating everything, which is yet not

future, but has already sharply gripped the land (against the

allegorical interpretation see afterwards). Kightly Calvin

:

Putant aliqui denunciari poenam in futurum tempus ; sed

contextus satis ostendit eos errare et corrumpere genuinum
prophets sensum, potius etiam propheta hie objurgat duritiem
populi quod plagas suas non sentiat. The prophet will disclose

to the people the true meaning of this misfortune.—The four

kinds of locusts, which followed in a brief time, are not entirely,

perhaps not at all, different species, but partially, perhaps en-

tirely, different stages of the same class of these insects, which
are very destructive, even as newly-hatched larva, and then
shed their skin four times before they are fully grown and are

able to use their wings. The four names cannot be exactly

defined (cf. ch. ii. 25); we translate them after Delitzsch.

[Delitzsch : Sabler, Heupferd, Lecker, Schroter, which it is

impossible to distinguish in English. In the uncertainty of

all names, we have retained the English ones.] Dn (also in

Amos iv. 9), according to the etymon (cf. Arab, {jazama, Targ.

DTJi^ Syr.), one that saws off, is usually understood, after LXX.
{xaii-x-^, of the first caterpillar stage ; by Credner, on the other

hand, of the first swarm of migrating locusts, whose brood are

the three following.—nniN, elsewhere general word for locusts,

here used more specifically.— pi?'' (from \>'^, Ibn Ezra) is simi-

larly the name, according to LXX. (fSpou^oi), for an undeveloped
form of the insect. According to Nah. iii. 16, it is the locust,

whose wings are still together in a horny sheath, until they are

unfolded. So, after Credner, most writers.—7Dn (LXX errone-

ously ifjGi^ri, mildew), to be derived, after Deut. xxviii. 38, from
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left the caterpillar has eaten ! 5. "Wake up, ye drunkards,

and weep ! And wail, all ye winebibbers, for the new wine,

because it is destroyed from your mouth. 6. For a people

has come up on my land, strong, and countless ; its teeth lion's

teeth, and it has the grinders of the lioness. 7. It has laid

waste my vine, and broken in pieces my fig-tree ; has peeled

^DH, to devour, like rans, used generally elsewhere. These four

devastations are not to be apportioned to four years, against

which view of the ancients Bochart rightly urges in"'
;
yet the

first swarm may have come in autumn (Credner); ch. ii. 25
implies that the plague was repeated several, at least two, years.

The locusts are hatched, as a rule, in spring (March), and de-

velop up to June or July. See respecting these insects Bochart,

Hicrozoicon ; Credner, App. to Comm. ; Tristram, Natural
History of the Bible, p. 3U6 ff. ; Thomson, The Land and the

Booh (Index, under Joel) ; see the Dictionaries. Ver. 5. The
carousers, who stupefy themselves with drink in order to forget

the gravity of the times, are to awake (cf. Gen. ix. 24). If

they know no higher feeling, at least the loss of the new wine

should disturb them, as the next promising vintage, after which
their mouth already watered, is lost. D''DV, the pressed grape-

juice, sweet wine, must ; whereas ti'lTTi means the fermented

wine, from cn\ to seize, namely, the senses, the head, in Hebrew
thought the heart ; cf. Hos. iv. 11. Ver. 6. That the locusts are

represented as a hostile nation (cf. ch. ii. 2) is clear ; and this

has given rise to the misunderstanding that these insects are

always here to be figuratively understood of enemies. See on

this point afterwards. My, i.e. God's land (cf. ch. ii. 1),

a plundering, hostile host has overrun ; the description, how-
ever, at once falls back to the animal world; the dreadful

weapon of these foes is their teeth. n"iJ?7no, from the stem ybn,

Ver. 7. The suffixes here also apply to God, the speaker, and

not to the prophet. Vine and fig-tree stand here as the pride

of the land, ra I3asi7.r/.uirara (Jo.seph. Bell. Jnd. iii. 10. 8); cf. Hos.

ii. 14. For devastation, to make desolation, a poetically intensify-

ing phrase, instead of devastating, desolating. The infin. abs.

^un intimates that the action is done round and round ; the

suff. in nSB'n goes back to the vine, with which the fig-tree is

only casually associated, and whose tendrils are afterwards

spoken of.
—

i''^C'n"i, without object. The reference is to the rest

of the covering of the trees, which it scorned to eat.—The
tendrils become ^chite in consequence of the green covering

being peeled off. Cf. Tacitus, Ann. ix. 5: Ambedunt quidquid
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it round and thrown down, its tendrils are made white.

8. Mourn like a virgin girded with sackcloth for the lord of

her youth ! 9. Meal-offering and drink-offering is destroyed

from the house of Yahveh ; the priests mourn, who should

minister to Yahveh. 10. Wasted is the field, the earth

mourns, because the wheat is wasted, the new wine dried up,

the oil languishes. 11. Despair, ye husbandmen; mourn, ye

vinedressers, for wheat and barley, because the harvest of the

field is perished, 1 2. The vine is dried up, and the fig-tree

withers, pomegranate-tree, even palm and apple-tree, all the

trees of the field are dried up ; for mirth is withered from the

herbidum est et frondosum. Ver. 8. n^N*, to wail, here only

(and Aram., Syr. N^N), instead of b^N> ^^^- The population, the

community, is addressed.

—

P^ 'n, see Ezek. vii. 18. As n^ina

means virgin in the strictest sense, the lord of her youth cannot
be her still youthful husband, but her betrothed. So the most
bitter grief of the maiden, who has never been led home by her
husband. Ver. 9. ms, Hoph. with jp, like Niph. in ver. 5. The
masc. for femin., Ges. § 147a. The ceasing of these offerings

is certainly in prospect. The meat-offering consisted especially

of fine meal (Lev. ii. 1), the drink-offering connected with it

especially of wine. The priests, who minister at Yahveh's
altar (TnC'O 'n), are comfortless, not because their income is

lost, but because they can no longer exercise their office. The
interruption of the sacrificial service was to Israelitish feeling

as if death had sundered the tenderest tie. This worship of

God was a bond of love between heaven and earth. Ver. 10
gives the reason of the foregoing. In this poetically striking

verse one should notice the rhythm of the brief, broken clauses,

and the alliteration, etc., marking them. The ground and its

fruits are depicted as animated, sentient beings.— C^'^nin (l^npdvdri,

LXX), from cb^, to dry up, shows, what ver. 17 ff. confirms,

that terrible drought and heat as usual went along with this

locust-plague. Ver. 11. Here Joel, passing from nature to

consciously suffering man, again uses li^y\n as word-play ; for

here it is from C'ia, which does not always mean our " to be

ashamed," but to be startled, to lose self-command ; so in this

Hiphil form, whereas t^'"'2n is transitive. Ver. 12. As in ver. 10

the prophet transfers l^''2"in poetically to the joy itself, which in

a sense is dried up from the children of men. Yet here also

the prophet to a certain extent plays on the meaning of t)2.—
6
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cliiklreii of men. 13. Giivl you and lament, ye priests!

Wail, ye ministers of the altar ! Come to spend the night

in sackcloth, ye ministers of my God, because meal-ofl'ering

and drink-ollering is withdrawn from the house of your God.

14. Sanctify a fast, call a general assembly! Gather the

elders, all the inhabitants of the land, to the house of Yaliveli

your God, and cry to Yahveh ! 15. Alas, the day ! For the

day of Yahveh is near, and like an overwhelming it comes

from the Almighty. 16. Is not the food swept away before

nt?pr::K, perf. l*ulal of ?0^<.—The pomcgranatc-tree (2ninica grana-
tuvi, L.) with juicy fruit is still a favourite fruit-tree in Pales-

tine. The withering of the date-palm (the glory of the land
still in Pliny, Hist. Nat. xiii. 6, and Tacitus, Hist. v. G) may be
traced to another cause than mere heat and w'ant of rain. It

is the injury by locusts which causes the withering of these

trees.
—

''2 proves the cause by the efl'ect (Del.). Ver. 13. The

summons grows more definite and pointed. First the jJncsts,

then, in ver. 14, the people are exhorted to fervent prayer.

"i3n= ptJ' "ijn, according to the following words.—13D, elsewhere

especially of mourning for the dead, cf. ver. 8 ; LXX, xoVrso^e.

—^:'h 1N3, to be joined closely together : prepare yourselves to

continue day and night in penitent supplication.— \"i^x, the

God whom I serve, and in whose name I speak. Cf. ver. 9.

Ver. 14. As in chap. ii. 15 f., the priests, not the elders, are

addressed.

—

cnp, Piel, properly to set apart (from what is pro-

fane), hence to appoint a sacred day (Gen. ii. 3), ordain a feast.

—The old men (accus., not vocat.) are here the elders, the

venerable heads of the nation, cf. on ver. 2. pyr, they are not

merely to pray, call on God, but to cry to Him, impelled by
aflHction and sorrow. Yv. 15-20 is not uttered by the

prophet as the spokesman of the penitent Church (so after

older writers, Ewald, ct al.) ; for a saying follows at once,

which only the enlightened seer could utter. In ver. 19 f. the

prophet first offers priestly intercession for the pining creation.

Ver. 15. nriK, exclamation of terror with p of the ol)ject ; cf.

the dependent passage, Ezek. xxx. 2.
—

""S explains what day is

meant, namely, the " Day of Yahveh," which this terrible plague

sliows to be near at hand. The phrase 'n Di'' is not coined by
Joel, but is here assumed as already known. See on Obad.

15, and cf. on ii. If.
—

*lt:'3, the so-called cai^h Tcritatis, properly,
" in the character of an overwhelming." Isa. xiii. 6 also depends
on this j)assage. Ver. IG returns to the actual threatening sign
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our eyes, joy and rejoicing from the house of God ? 17. The

seeds are shrivelled under their clods, the granaries are

made desolate, the barns fall to ruin, for the wheat is

withered. 18. How do the beasts groan, the herds of cattle

are perplexed, because they have no pasture ; also the herds of

sheep shall suffer punishment. 19. To thee, Yahveh, I

call ; for fire has consumed the pastures of tlie plain,

and flame burnt up every tree of the field. 20. Also the

beasts of the field pant to thee, because the water-brooks

of the real judgment-day (m33, partic); "the bases of the natural

as well as of the religious life have disappeared" (Del.). Ver. 17.

^2V (here only) describes the shrivelling of the seed-grains

(nma here only), when they have been deadened, i.e. robbed of

their germinating power, by the heat under the clods ('o here

only).—The prophet, again combining the consequences with
the present distress in his view, sees the store-houses laid waste,

the barns, in which there is nothing to store, broken down (the

opposite in Luke xii. 18).—nnJOO (here only), with double pre-

formative prefixed and dagesli dirimens instead of niipo (Hag.

ii. 19) from 11J. On the other hand, Wlinsche, Steiner, derive

the former from iJO, to throw down : corn heaps.—c^"'3n applies

again in a double sense ! is withered, and to put to shame.

Ver. 18. The animal loorld also is heavily smitten.—Kead nnjX3

(Baer here).—^1^3, Niph., properly, to be bewildered, describing

the anxious running to and fro of animals, hungry and thirsty,

unable to find grass and water. The more easily satisfied

sheep also suffer. Dt^'S] (Niph. here only), to suffer hurt in con-

sequence of sin. For beasts also suffer, especially in such general

calamities, through the sin of man (cf. Eom. viii. 19-22).

Ver. 19. In view of this general suffering the prophet in-

voluntarily breaks out into supplication, making himself the

spokesnmn of the irrational creation. Everything is consumed
by the fierce heat. nniD, not desert in the strict sense (in chap.

ii. 3 ditferent), but uncultivated land, steppe, hence specially

suited for pasture ground. Ver. 20. The mc' '2, which by their

violent panting join in the piteous cry for mercy, in distinction

from those named in ver. 18, are the wild beasts in wood and
field. Akin to this verse is Ps. xlii. 1, where also the water-

hroohs are mentioned, which in the present passage are described

as altogether dried up, whereas at otlier times a number of them
continued to flow tlirough the summer. The description con-

cludes with an emphatic repetition.
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are dried up, and fire lias consumed the pastures of the

plain.

II. 1. Blow ye the horn on Zion, and sound an alarm

on my holy mount ! Let all the inhabitants of the land

tremble; for the day of Yahveh is come, for it is near! 2. A
day of darkness and gloominess, a day of clouds and black

night ! A people spread like dawn on the mountains, great

and strong; there has never been its like, and none shall

come after it to the years of distant generations. 3. Before

Chaptek II.

Ver. 1. The alarm-cry (as in Hos. v. 8) applies this time,

not to a human foe, nor merely to the advancing swarm of

locusts, although at this also the people were perhaps called

up, but to "the day of Yahveh is come" (ch. i. 15). The
second ^3 guards against the supposition that that day had

already begun : the meaning of N3 (perf., not partic), namely,

is that it has come near. Tins danger is fittingly made known
to the land from the centre of the divine government, where
the seer stands on the watch-tower. Ver. 2 is to be divided

as above, with Hitz., Del., in opposition to Massoretes. Of
that day it is first said, it is a day of darkness. Of this also,

the obscurity caused by an approaching swarm of locusts has

given a dismal prelude ; cf. Ex. x. 15. The clauses are loosely

joined together. First the seer beholds the horrible darkness

in the form of clouds emerging on the horizon ; then a strange

brightening. There lies sjyread on the mountains something

like dawn, which presents itself as a people. The comparison

of the swarm to the first glimmering light rests partly on this,

that both are first visible on the horizon or on the mountains

bounding it; i)artly on this, that these swarms are really

indicated in the heavens by a liright stripe made by the

reflection of the sun's rays from the insects' wings.—ino3, i.e.

as numerous and strong as this there has been and will be

none. f\ov (shortened imperf., according to Steiner arising

out of the scr. def. ^DV ?), sc. nrnb. Cf. as to the severity of

the plague, ch. i. 2 f., 6, and the quite similar expressions in

the Egyptian locust-plague, Ex. x. 14. Of course the expres-

sions are not to be minutely pressed. Ver. 3. I'roperly, before

it fire devours. The ejfect of the devastating march is quite

that oi Jire ; like devouring, crackling ilanie, it destroys every-

tliing where it comes, and turns a paradise in a moment into a
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it consuming fire, and behind it burning flame ' Like the

garden of Eden is the land before it, and behind it barren

waste ; nor does it let any remnant escape. 4. Like the

appearance of horses is its appearance, and like war-steeds so

they run. 5. Eattling like chariots they leap on the tops of

the mountains, crackling like fire-flame, consuming stubble

—

like a mighty people arrayed for battle ! 6. Before it the

peoples quake, all faces change colour. 7. They run like

mighty men, like men of war they mount the wall ; and they

wilderness (see Ezek. xxxvi. 35). Nothing escapes it (the

" people") N*^"D3, ne—quidem. Ver. 4. On the nearer approach

of the dreaded army-columns one perceives the singular shape

of these warriors. The likeness of the locusts to horses, more

precisely to bridled and caparisoned war- steeds (D^ii'is), is

obvious ; they resemble these in shape and movement. This

comparison leads to the figure in ver. 5. Ver. 5. The noise of the

locusts is compared to the rattling of chariots and the rustling

of flame. The accents rightly connect 'n ''ti'Xi hv closely with

inpT", as this definition of place suits only the locusts, not the

chariots driving in the plain.—hp stands elastically before any

sound or noise, 'npi'—i'ls, properly, " they leap in likeness of the

noise," i.e. with noise like that of chariots. The third clause,

'y oys, has the appearance, not the noise, as the point of com-

parison, hence without i'lp. They look like a numerous war-

like nation (here Dy, not "'iJ, as in ch. i. 6 !), set in array for

attack. Tiiy, stat. constr. with chateph-seghol, wliich the

gutturals, elsewhere K especially, love. Ver. 6. To this

corresponds the moral impression made by this army : Every

one tremUes (^Ti, Kal) and grows pale. All faces withdravj

their ruddy freshness ("inxs, as in the dependent passage,

Nah. ii. 11, properly the pretty colour; LXX, Luth. confound

with ins, pot). Ver. 7. The assault follows, which they carry

out with equal courage and masterly order, overcoming all hind-

rances. Especially wonderful is the way in which they keep

tlieir path, i.e. advance in straight line, without crossing their

neiglibour's path. This trait also is quite true to nature, the

locusts in creeping and flight preserving this uniformity of

direction, on which account Jerome on this chapter compares

them to lines of mosaic work : Tanto ordine ex dispositione

jubentis Dei volitaut, ut instar tesserularum, quaj in pavi-

mentis artificis finginitur manu, suum locum teneant et ne

puncto quidem et, ut ita dicum, ungue transverse declinent
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march every one in his ways, and confuse not their paths.

8. And none thrusts his fellow, they march one by one in

his own i)ath ; and they fall behind the weapons, they are

not wounded ! 9. They rush about in the city, they run on

the wall ; they mount into the houses, they penetrate through

the windows like a thief ! 10. The earth quakes before it;

ad alteram. A^'er. 8. nyni, they fall hchind the (outstretched)

wcajjons, thus coming to the back of the attacking phalanx
(cf. ver. 9).— Without heinrj wounded. So still the best

rendering of J?^'3 after Abulwal., IJ. Tanchum, Kimchi, from
the root meaning= to cut, here intransitive. ]\Ien advanced
with weapons of all sorts to strike and throw, such as peasants

possess, in order to arrest their march, as in later and again in

modern times real armies have been used against them (Liv.

Hist. xlii. 10 ; Pliny, Hist. Nat. xi. 29 ; Hasselquist, Bcise nach

Pallist. p. 255); but against such swarms all in vain. Of
course not all, but most of these insects came to the earth

(W), after passing unscathed the line bristling with weapons
(n^C, both missiles and outstretched weapons), and then

advanced further without check. Yer. 9. They now even
storm the city (Jerusalem), as the verse describes, ascending

in abrupt clauses to the end.

—

\>P^, root—meaning to drive,

especially to impel to run ; here already in Kal to run hither

and thither in hurry and bustle. "ty3, see ver. 8. The
windows are merely latticed, so that they are able to pene-

trate. Jerome : Nihil locustis invium est, quum et agros et

sata et arbores et urbes et domos et cubiculorum secreta

penetrant. Although tliey cannot do as much damage in

houses as in the field, still the disgusting insects are there all

the more annoying to men. Cf. also Theodoret on ver. 8

:

" One can see how the locust, after the manner of warriors,

mounts walls and marches in roads, and cannot be dispersed

even by obstacles, but carries out the attack as with a com-
mon rush ; " and on ver. 9 :

" And tliis we have often seen, not

only in foes, but also in locusts. Yov not only flying but also

creeping up the walls, they penetrate into dwellings by the

light-holes." Ver. 10. Although the vast swarm really darkens
sun, moon, and stars, still the seer goes in his description

beyond the limit of the natural phenomenon, because he sees

in it a vast system of moral causation, which presents it to

him far more powerfully as a prelude of God's judgment-day.

Hence all the stars lose their brightness, and one hears (ver.

11) the thunder-voice of Yahveh, which could scarcely be
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the heavens shake ; sun and moon grow LLick, and the stars

withdraw their shining. 11. And Yahveh makes his voice

sound before his army ; for his camp is exceeding great, yea

strong is the performer of his word. For great is the day of

Yahveh and greatly to be feared, and who can endure it ?

12. But even now, is Yahveh's oracle, turn again to me
with all your heart, and with fasting and weeping and M-ail-

ing ! 13. And rend your hearts, not your garments, and turn

again to Yahveh your God ! For he is gracious and merciful,

slow to wrath and rich in goodness, and repents him of the

heard in reality, because a mere buzzing accompanies the

sw^arm, and a storm only too far off'. Ver. 11. Who can alich

it ? Answer : None can stand on that day (cf. Mai. iii. 2),

therefore let (ver. 12 f.) all pray that God may yet turn

with His judgment (ver. 14). Ver. 12. Uven noiv still, at so

advanced an hour, when the grievous end is already approaching,

God calls to turn and repent, thus leaving the door of salva-

tion still open.—ny ntJ' as in Hos. xiv. 2.—The following ivith

your whole heart still more emphasises the necessity of thorough,

unreserved repentance, which must be j)rofoundly inward,

while also expressing itself outwardly. Ver. 13. But the

prophet at once returns to inwardness, that there may be no
mere surface-work. All turns, not on rending the garments, such

as was a sign of deepest grief, also of penitent grief, but on
rending the hearts, i.e. true contrition. They should be moved
to such repentance by the thought that God, according to the

old Torah-word, is graeious, etc., taken from Ex. xxxiv. 6, where
God would reveal His holy nature.

—

Slo2v of v:rath, iMay.p(j&\jiJ.og

(opposite 'n "ivp). In these combinations the dual (applying

to the nostrils) stands in the meaning of wrath, and so the

member for the feeling, the organ by which it is expressed.

The positive element, " rich in goodness," stands in opposition

to the negative implied in "slow of wrath." God is sparing in

anger, generous in grace. In keeping with the situation, the

prophet adds to the Torali-word : and one vjho repents of the

evil (on:, partic, despite the Massoretic note), who therefore,

when the manifestation of anger has already begun, revokes it,

and makes good the hurt. The anthropopathy lying in these

divine predicates here reaches a climax. Cf. in general, p. 59.

That God repents, suffers Himself to be grieved, appears also

in Gen. vi. 6 f. and often. Sudden turns in history show% in a

sense, a counter-command of God, which seems to point to
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evil. 14. "Who knows, whether he may turn and repent and

leave a blessing behind him ; meal-offering and drink-offering

for Yahveh your Clod. 15. Blow the horn on Zion, sanctify a

fast, call a general assembly ! 1 6. Gather the people, sanctify

the multitude, assemble the old men, gather together tlie chil-

dren and the sucklings on the mothers' breast ! Let the

bridegroom go forth from his chamber and the bride from her

room! 17. Let the priests, the ministers of Yahveh, weep

between the forecourt and the altar, and let them say :
" Have

pity, Yahveh, on thy people, and give not thy inheritance

up to reproach, that the heathen should mock them ; why
should they say among the peoples: Where now is their God?"

18. Then was Yahveh jealous for his land and spared

different streams of volition in Him. Opposite decisions of

God are just those which are made only conditionally, and do

not express His absolute will, which as such is unchangeable

;

for the correction of an idea unworthy of His dignity, see

Num. xxiii. 19 ; 1 Sam. xv. 29. Yer. 14. Who Jinovs i (2 Sam.
xii. 22) corresponds to ""bix, Amos v. 15.—Dn:i, here perf.

—

Cf. the dependent passage, Jonah iii, 9. A Ucssing, concrete in

meaning, as often : a return abundant beyond expectation, due
to His rich grace, and therefore to be used in the first instance

to His honour. Ver. 15. The blowing of the horns here calls

to the temple, like our church bells ; in ch. ii. 1 it corresponded

to our alarm bells. Cf. ch. i. 14. Yer. 16. t^^p, Piel, here with

object of the assembling (2 Kings x. 20), which is to be in-

augurated by certain ceremonies.—Even the children, down to

the least who are carried by their mothers, are to be included,

as the whole nation lies under guilt, and God may perhaps be

best moved by their prattle ; cf. Ps. viii. 2. Bridcfjroom and
hride are to leave their enjoyment and join the mourners.

nan, not a bridal cano])y, such as was in use later, but the

bridal chamber, the innermost part of the "Tin. Ordinarily

great care was taken not to disturb the first love ; cf. Dent,

xxiv. 5. Yer. 17. Ikticccn forecourt and altar, see Ezek.

A'iii. IG.

—

2 ^'J^o, elsewhere always : to rule over, which here

also is not impossible, as by the failure of the harvest the

nation became dependent on its neighbours, Amos vii. 2.

Still the immediate context (cf. Jer. xxiv. 9) suggests for

St^'0 here the meaning " to use as a derisive proverb." So
Merx, Steiner, ct at. Yer. 18 relates historically the effect
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his people; 19. and Yahveh answered and said to his

people

:

Behold, I will send you the wheat and the new wine and

the oil, and you shall be satisfied therewith ; and I will no

more make you a reproach among the heathen. 20. And
him of the north I will chase away from you, and drive him

to a land of drought and barrenness, his forepart to the front

sea and his tail to the hinder sea, that his stench may go up

;

and his ill savour shall rise, because he did such great things.

of the pilgrimage of repentance and prayer. Against Merx,

who reads SSp^l, juss., see Steiner. XJp, Piel, with p, to be

jealous for one, is used where love, having been made jealous

by misrepresentation or ill-treatment of its favourite on the

part of a third person, undergoes a strong reaction against the

latter in favour of the former. Ver. 19 if. to ver. 25 shows
how God repents of the evil (ver. 13), and makes good the

hurt. JViy ''Jjn, fut. instans : I have resolved to send to you,

properly to release the wheat hitherto kept back.—riDTn, here

concrete object of reproach. Yer. 20. The northencr. This

designation of the swarm is strange, as the locusts usually

come from the south or south-east to Palestine, and have
their home there. But the swarm in question may have come
from the north, and there are analogies for this. Hitzig, on
the other hand : 7v<po)vr/.6g ; Ewald similarly, " the Typhonian."

—The allegorists, who rely chiefly on this word, suggest a

northern people, like Assyria. But in this passage also the

reference to the physical plague is unmistakeable. The
troublesome northener God removes, so that his front is to

the eastern (Dead) sea, his rear to the western (Mediterranean)

sea, and there he perishes. This only suits such a swarm,
which is cast by a north wind, which quickens its march into

tlie Idumpean desert, where it finds nothing to feed on,

while portions of the line perish in the waters named. Often

when the wind, which has carried them, fails, deserts and sea

become their grave. So Pliny, Hid. Nat. xi. 59 : Gregatim
sublato vento in maria aut stagna decidunt. Jerome, ad hoc

loc. : Etiam nostris temporibus vidimus agmina locustarum

texisse Juda^am, quse postea vento surgenti in mare primum
et novissimum (mortuum et mediterraneum) pra:;cipitata sunt.

Quumque littora utriusque maris acervis mortuarum locus-

tarum, quas aquce evomuerant, implerentur, putredo earum
et fcetor in tantum noxius fuit, ut a.'rem quoque corrumperet
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21. Fear not, land, rejoice and be glad, fur Yaliveh does

great things. 22. Fear not, ye beasts of the field; for the

l)astures of the [)lain grow green, for the tree bears its fruit,

fig-tree and vine yield their strength. 23. And ye, children

of Zion, rejoice and be glad in Yahveh your God ! For he

has given you an instructor in righteousness, and so he

causes to come down upon you the early rain, and the latter

rain in the first (month). 24. And the threshing-floors are

et pestilentia tarn juraentorum quam hominum gigneretur.

—

njn^', stench of filth or corruption, here only.
—

'^ bnan, properly

belongs only to God (ver. 21) ; it is arrogance in the locust to

make such high pretensions, hence the merited punishment.
Here also the irrational creation is imaginatively described.

The Lord knows how to put an end to all boasting. Ver. 21.

The exhortations to rejoice stand in broad contrast with what
has preceded. Eepentnnce has made such a revolution

possible, divine grace has made it actual. The great deeds

of God are encouraging to His land and people ; cf. Ps.

cxxvi. 2 f. The perfects here and in ver. 22 are prophetic.

Ver. 22. Opposite of ch. i. 18-20. ^''n, properly power, full

strength ; here, what they are able to yield. Ver. 23. Ecjoice

in Yahveh, so that the ground of your joy lies in Him, which

the following ^3 explains.
—

'^ mion wrongly translated "the

early rain in right measure" by Ibn Esra, Kimchi, Ewald,
Hitzig, Steiner, AViinsche, Schultz, et al. Eather " the

teacher," better, " instrndor in rif/hfeoiisness" is meant
(rightly Jonath., Vulg., Eashi, Hengst., Delitzsch, Keil, Merx,
ct «/.). The key to the passage lies in 1 Kings viii. 36,

2 Chron. vi. 27, according to which the answer to prayer for

rain must be preceded by divine instruction (miD) respecting

the good way. In the present case God has vouchsafed such
a teacher, who directs to the way which God approves (np*iv),

so that He can now send also the mio DCi (word-play, l)ut

guarded against misunderstanding by the earlier word). This

instructor, therefore, is not the Messiah (Abrabanel, et al), or

a future teacher (Merx), but the prophet who has summoned
to repentance.—The earli/ rain, falling October to November,
important for the sowing; the laffcr rain in the first, namely
month, Nisan (March to April). Chald., Hitz., Wiinsche,
Dolit/.seh rightly so understood pL*'X"i3. Ewald, Hengst. differ-

ently :
" at first," which would Ije opposed to " afterwards,"

ch. 'iii. 1. Merx prefers p-'wSn^ : "as before" (?). Ver. 24
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full of grain, and the vats overflow with new wine and oil,

25. And I will restore you the years which the locust

devoured, the canker-worm and the caterpillar and the

palmer-worm, my great army, which I sent upon you. 26.

And you shall eat to the full and be satisfied, and praise the

name of Yahveh your God, who has dealt wondrously with

you; and my people shall never be put to shame. 27. And
you shall know that I dwell in the midst of Israel, and I am
Yahveh your God, and none else ; and my people shall never

he put to shame.

III. 1. And it shall come to pass after these things that I

will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and

your daughters shall prophesy
;
your old men shall dream

Opposite of ch. i. 17.—The vat (ap'') is the vessel beneath

the wine-press (ria) into which the juice runs from the

latter. The grapes being so rich, the vats overflow.

—

pW,

Hiphil, properly to drive (cf. P\>^, ch. ii. 9), press, namely over

the edge. Ver. 25. The plague might destroy the work and
fruit of many years in a few weeks

;
yet the phrase used here

seems certainly to require that the coming of the four kinds,

which are not put in exact chronological order, and hence in a

different order from ch. i. 4, extended at least over two years.

Ver. 26. The inf. abss. express the abundance of the action.

This enjoyment must, of course, if it is to be blessed, be joined

with praise of the giver, properly here of the doer. Ver. 27.

The finest fruit of the good fortune to Israel will be the

knowledge of its source, God's gracious presence amid the

Church; of. ch. iv. 17. This leads on to the spiritual gifts,

ch. iii.

Chapter III.

Ver. 1. After this, i.e. this time of undisturbed enjoyment of

God's natural gifts, a higher gift is dispensed. A long time

will Judah enjoy this natural good before the gift of the Spirit

comes, which introduces a general crisis affecting this land also.—Foitr out, an expression chosen after the analogy of the rain,

ch. ii. 23, affirms a hitherto unheard-of degree in bestowing

the Spirit, who is poured out on all. Afterwards, this is

spoken of in Isa. xxxii. 15 ; Zech. xii. 10 ; Isa. xliv. 3, and
N. T.

—

My Spirit, here not the general vital force dwelling in

man, but the supernatural one, which speaks in the prophets
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dreams, your young men see visions. 2. And also upon the

servants and upon the maids iu those days I will pour out

my Spirit. 3. And I will show wondrous signs in the

heaven and on the earth : blood, and fire, and pillars of

smoke. 4. The sun shall be turned into darkness and the

moon into blood before the coming of the day of Yahveh, the

great and terrible (day), 5. And it shall come to pass,

(Orelli, 0. T. Prophecy, p. 4), as the effect mentioned shows.

—

All fiesh, meant to indicate the greatest conceivable extent of

the body receiving (whoever is flesh, man in the lowest sense),

but in the nature of the case not (as in Lev. xvii, 14) to be

extended to animals (Credner), who have no organ for this

Spirit. According to the context, the prophet has not entire

humanity in view, which is often so called (Gen, vi. 12 f.), but

is thinking (as in ch. i. 2, etc.) primarily only of the inhabit-

ants of the land, the members of God's people, but of these in

their entirety, as the following expansion of the idea shows

:

your sons, etc. The range of "iL**2 73, Jer. xii. 12, Ezek. xxi.

4, 9, is to be similarly defined. Thanks to the universal

reception of the Spirit, all the members of the nation are

active as organs of revelation, without distinction of sex (sons

and daughters), age (old and young), station (ver. 2). But the

form in which they receive the revelation is different. Pro-

phetic dreams (Herzog, xv. 733 f.) are ascribed to slumber-

loving age, visions to youth, with its eager receptiveness to

them. Ver. 3. In those days, when the whole Church pro-

phesies, all nature also preaches the nearness of the last

judgment. God exhibits threatening phenomena, such as have
just happened, as presages, 'o in:, porrigcrc miracv.hi, as in

Ex. vii. 9. These astounding phenomena will involuntarily

remind of the terrors of the judgment ; heaven and earth will

be fiery and blood-red, as well as darkened by jiillars of smoke

(write after Massoretes, nnc'ril with ^ of "iD'' = "i»s', to tower

high). Without exact definition, the words suggest disturbing

phenomena, like darkenings of sun and moon (ver. 4), fiery

redness in the heaven, discolouring of the water (Ex. vii. 17),

and the like, in which the childlike spirit hears God's warning
voice ; cf. Matt. xxiv. 29 ; Eev. vi. 12 f. Ver. 4. In victv of the

coming of the claij of Yahveh. These portents, therefore, like

the locust-army above, presage the coming of that day, ch. i. 15,

ii. 11, which has been once turned aside by the people's

repentance, but at last must come on the world. Ver. 5. In

this universal crisis, nothing but feeling to Yahveh saves, but
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whosoever calls on the name of Yahveh shall escape. For on

Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there shall be a multitude

escaped, as Yahveh said, and among the surviving, whom
Yahveh shall call.

IV. 1. For behold, in those days and at that time, when I

bring again the captivity of Judah and Jerusalem, 2. I will

gather together all nations, and bring them down to the

valley of Jehoshaphat, and there hold judgment upon them

for my people and my inheritance, Israel, which they have

this does so unconditionally, 'n C'3 Nip, since Gen. iv. 26
expresses also acknowledgment of Yahveh, but especially xii. 8,

xiii. 4, etc.—to^DJ, properly to slip away ; LXX, aojSrjGsrai.

Here is the germ of the N". T. idea of auTr,pia (so LXX for nt2"'f'D,

Obad. 17), which, in the first instance, is preservation from
the judgment ; then, no doubt, positively like nyiB'ri, fulness of

salvation.—On the Zion-mount, as Yahveh's seat there shall be

Twyh^, which is not, in local sense, " asylum," but in personal

;

synonymous with n''"l^<t^' (Isa. xxxvii. 32), properly body of

escaped ones, saved community.
—

'n 'n "iK'XD plainly points to

a citation, and indeed not to Shemaiah's oracle, 2 Chron.

xii. 7, but Obad. 17. But the nD"'^3 extends, not merely to

those dwelling on Zion, but also to the survivors, whom Yahveh
calls. Exiles might be meant, but there is no reason why the

prophet, who has already incorporated the slaves, although

mostly non-Israelites, in the Church in the highest sense, and
at the beginning of the verse advances a quite universal,

spiritual criterion, should not have thought of heathen. That
this is, in fact, the right view, is shown by the expression

"'T'iC'2 in connection with ch. iv. 1 ff. Only scattered

survivors of the heathen world are present, because ("3, iv. 1)

the bulk of it, according to ch. iv., succumbs to the judgment.

Observe the twofold X"ip ; calling on God and God's calling are

conditions of salvation, the former more for the Jews who
already know Him, the latter appealing more among the

heathen.

Chapter IV.

Ver. 1. '^ mty in Hos. vi. 11. That last age must bring

also the deliverance of the captive Judreans (see Intr.), and this

is introduced by a sanguinary judgment of the nations in the

Holy Land. Ver. 2. For an explanation of the thought, cf.
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scattered among the lieatlien, and have divided my hind.

3. And on my people they have cast lots, and given a boy

for a harlot, and sold a girl for wine, and caroused ! 4. And
what have you also against me, Tyre and Sidon, and all ye

regions of Philistia ? Will you perchance recompense me
aught for what is done (to you) ? Or will you do aught to

me ? Quickly, swiftly, I will return your doing on your own

head. 5. That you have taken away my silver and my gold,

and carried my choice jewels to your temples ; 6. and

Micah iv. 11 f.— Valley of Jchoshapliat , scarcely a mere symbolic

designation of the judgment-valley, formed by the prophet

(Credner, Winer, d al.). Ibn Esra and modern writers suggest

the valley where Jehoshaphat (about fifty years before), almost

without striking a blow, had won a victory over the allied

power of the heathen tribes (2 Chron. xx. 16 ff.). But that

valley is called nrnn pioy, valley of praise (cf. the present ruin,

Bereikiit, west of Tekoa, east of the road to Hebron), and lies,

perhaps, too far from Jerusalem to be the scene of the judgment
here depicted. We conjecture that a valley or a plain south of

Jerusalem was so called in remembrance of the memorable
King Jehoshaphat, and in connection with his campaign of that

time to the south. Afterwards, tradition describes the Kidron
valley as the valley of Jehoshaphat, and the general judgment
was expected there. This tradition, however, is only traceable

from the time of Eusebius.—The name of the valley states

what will take place here : Yahvek icill judge ; Niph. to come
to a mutual understanding judicially, to contend. Scattering

of the peoj)le and imrtition of the land (see Intr.). Ver. 3.

Cf. Obad. 11. The victors carried on cruel slave-dealing with

the members of God's people, casting lots on them and then

exchanging them, so that they gave a free-born hoy for a harlot

and a girl for wine, thus handing them over to slavery for a

nominal price to indulge their lust or intemperance. Ver. 4.

Wliat you to mc ? i.e. What have you against me ? AVhat do

you see to attack in me or my people ? Tyre and Sidon, the

cities of wholesale trade (even with men, Ezek. xxvii. 13), and

the Fhilistincs carried on this trade with the captured Judit'ans.

See the five districts of the latter, Josh. xiii. 3. Will they

direct any act of recompense, revenge, or of provocation against

Yahveh ? In cither case retrilnition will speedily overtake

them.—^Djin with interrog. n. Ver. 5. Of stealing the temple

vessels anil jewels. Ver. G. The so7is of Javan, see Ezek.
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the sons of Judah and the sons of Jerusalem you have sold

to the sons of Javan, to carry them far away from their own
land. 7. Behold, I will stir them up in the place whither

you sold them, and will return your doing on your own head

;

8. and sell your sons and your daughters into the hand of

the sons of Judah, and they shall sell them to the Sabiisans, to

a people far off; for Yahveh has said it. 9. Proclaim ye

this among the heathen peoples : Sanctify a war ! Wake up

the mighty men ! Let all the men of war draw near and

come up! 10. Forge your ploughshares into swords and

your pruning-hooks into spears ! Let the weakling say, I am
a mighty man! 11. Hasten and come, all ye heathen

xxvii. 13 and Obad. 20.

—

To rcnioic them far avxiy, which was
the more wanton in view of the attachment of the Israelite to

his own land and temple, to which his worship was bound
(cf. 1 Sam. xxvi. 19). Yer. 7. Those sold return and become
instruments of retribution on those who traded in them, i.e.

Phoenicians and Philistines. Yer. 8. The retribution : their

children are delivered by God to the Judaans ("OD, as in

Judg. ii. 14 and often), and by them sold to the trading people of

the south {^y^, in Ezek. xxvii. 22), who carry them away to a

distant unknown people there. Yer. 9 ff. Execution of ver. 2.

Not the defensive strength of Judah is summoned, but the

entire heathen world. riNT applies to the following summons.—Sanctify a vjar ; the opening of a war, among the heathen

also, was associated with religious consecration, offerings,

auspices. Eeally, it is the Lord who kindles the war spirit,

according to ver. 2. Yer. 10. Not merely the warriors, the

peaceful country people also are to present themselves, trans-

forming the implements of tillage into weapons of war.—D'riX

or Q^ns, from nx, according to the old versions = ploughshare.

As in 1 Sam. xxx. 20 f., nt^ino is distinguished therefrom,

many prefer the meaning hoe, mattock (so Symm. already).

—

C'^n (here only), opposite of ii33, from ubn, to be limp, weakly.

Cf. Schiller :
" But war brings force to light, it raises all above

the common, even in the coward it begets courage." Yer. 11.

K'ly (here only) = cin (Ges.) : fcstinate ct tenite ^= fcstinato

vcnite. Others : come to help (after the Arabic). LXX, Syr.

:

assemble yourselves, which would anticipate "ivapil. The latter

not imperat., but perf., into which the summons passes.

—

Thither,

namely, where the foes are crowded togetlier. This prayer
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peoples round about, and gather yourselves together;—thither,

Yahveh, bringdown thy heroes! 12. Let all the heatlieu

bestir themselves and come up to the valley of Jehoshaphat,

for there will I sit to judge all nations round about. 13. Put

ye in the sickle, for the harvest is ripe ! Come, tread ! For

the wine-press is full, the vats overflow, for their wickedness

is great. 14. Crowds upon crowds in the threshing-wain

valley, for the day of Yahveh is near in the threshing-wain

valley! 15. Sun and inoon grow black, and the stars with-

draw their shining. 16. And Yahveh roars from Zion, and

from Jerusalem he makes his voice sound, so that heaven

and earth tremble. But Yahveh is a refuge to his people

recalls Judg. v. 13 (23) ;
yet the reference is not, as there, to

human combatants, but to heavenly powers, as nn:n and the

suff. in ywi: (Ps. ciii. 20) intimate. So also Hitz., Del., Keil,

Oehler, et al. On the other hand, Ewald, Wiinsche, Schmoller

refer it to the Judteans, said to be summoned in ver. 9. For
this Judg. V. 13 and Micah iv. 13 may be appealed to, but the

parallels are not decisive. Ver. 12. rhv as in Hos. ii. 2. The
judge is enthroned in calm majesty ; at His feet, without

knowing it, the madly excited crowd is assembled. Valley of
Jehosluqyliat, on ver. 2. Ver. 13. The summons goes forth to

God's heroes to discharge their judicial office. Harvest and
wine-press treading are here first used as a terribly beautiful

image of the deadly judgment; then often Isa. Ixiii. Iff.; Eev.

xiv. 15 (dependent passage). What at last is fully ripe is their

wickedness, sin, which has reached its highest measure in

quantity and quality. IFinc-j^rcss and vats, cf. on ch. ii. 24.

Ver. 14. Croimh on crowds. The word expresses properly the

confused noise of such a mass of people, then the mass itself

;

the repetition, its imnieasurableness.—)"nn, usually explained

as " something cut off," in the sense of decretum,fatum, penalty,

decision (noun, Isa. x. 22). More probable, however, after the

figure of the harvest, is the thought of the threshing-wain,

Isa. xxviii. 27 ; Amos i. 3 = 'n Jiio. So Calvin already.

Ver. 15. The darkening which, according to ch. ii. 10, took

place already in the prelude to the judgment, now first begins

in earnest in the main act. Ver. 16. Just so, the thunder and
the earthquake, cf. ch. ii. 11. The prophet does not really

descrilje the event, because seeing it would do no good, but

covers it with night and horror, and shows us at ouce God's
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and a stronghold to the children of Israel. 17. And you

shall know that I am Yahveh your God, who dwell on Zion,

my holy mountain ; and Jerusalem shall be a sanctuary, and

strangers shall no more pass through her. 18. And it shall

be on that day, the mountains shall drop down with new wine,

and the hills shall flow with milk, and all the brooks of

Judah shall flow with water ; and a spring shall go forth

from the house of Yahveh to water the acacia dale. 19.

Egypt shall become a desolation, and Edom a barren waste,

for the outrage to Judah's sons, in that they shed innocent

blood in their land. 20. But Judah shall abide for ever,

and Jerusalem from generation to generation; 21. and I

people well protected against the storm. Ver. 17. The experi-

ence of God's true nature and holy rule is here renewed and
heightened in relation to ch. ii. 27.—tiHp, properly, place set

apart for God. Here the meaning is : It shall be such an one
in deed and truth, unassailable by the nations, so that no
foreign nation dares again to tread the city with marauding
intent

;
just so, Obad. 17. Ver. 18. Glance into the promised

land of Judah, now most richly endowed witli God's blessing,

where milk and wine, according to poetical hyperbole, flow in

streams. Gen. xlix. 11. (Verbs of abundance with accus.

Ges. § 138, Anm. 2.) But Judah's poverty in water will pass

into the opposite, when all its numerous wadis obtain Avater,

and in particular a spring issuing from Yahveh's house waters

the acacia valley. The valley meant is not the one in Num.
XXV. 1 ff., which was beyond the Jordan (!), but, according to

the starting-point of the spring, and the further exposition,

Ezek. xlvii. 1 ff., a valley in connection with the Kidron valley,

perhaps a part of the present Wadi-en-Nur. Acacias still

thrive, even on arid ground. Ver. 19. The lands of the foe,

on the contrary, are punished with barrenness. This is

affirmed of Egypt, so well watered by nature and art, whose
king, Shishak, plundered the temple and palace at Jerusalem
under Eehoboam (1 Kings xiv. 25), and of Edom, which nmst
recently have shown itself hostile (see Intr.), and to which
especially the charge applies ; on account of the outrage to the

sons of Judah (genit. obj. with allusion to Obad. 10), which
outrage is perpetrated by slaughtering the Jews settled in its

land. Ver. 21rt. Of doubtful meaning. Instead of the first

^TP31, Ges. et al. would read '•ri»I?3'i^ after LXX, ex^?)5-^ffw: "I
will avenge and not leave unpunished

;

" but in this case the

7
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will regard their blood as cleansed, which I did not so regard,

—but Yahveh dwells on Zion.

Exposition.

Contents of Joel's Writing. The Day of Yahveh. 1 . First

Warning-cry on occasion of a Locust-plague, ch. i. 2-20;

2. Second Warning-cry on like occasion, ch, ii. 1-17;

3. Comforting Promise, ch. ii. 18-27; Completion of the

Community of Yahveh and of the General Judgment, chs. iii.,

iv. : a. Gift of the Spirit, ch. iii. If.; k Signs of the Final

Judgment, iii. 3-5
; c. Judgment of the Nations in the valley

of Jehoshaphat, ch. iv. 1-16
; d. Judah saved, ch. iv. 16-21.

An unparalleled locust-devastation, combined with ruinous

drought, was the outward occasion for the public appearance

of Joel, M'ho from a higher point of view explains this

" natural event " by its deeper connection with God's revela-

tion in the world. It is true, attempts have been made in

all ages to interpret the plague described in his discourses

allegorically, as if the reference everywhere were, not to

locusts, but to hostile armies which were to invade Judah. So

already Targ. Jonathan, and most of the Church Fathers, who

refer the four species, ch. i. 4, ii. 25, to four empires or

second must have run : npjN t<7l.—Merx :
" I declare their

blood a *p3, pure, which I before did not esteem ""pJ
;

" after

Jonah i. 14, Deut. xxi. 8, Jer. xxv. 29, it is said to be = I let

it not be shed with impunity, declare it inviolable.—We prefer

by DDT to understand tlie blood lying on Judah, the blood-

guiltiness attaching to it a long time (cf. Num. xxv. 27 ; Deut.

xxi. 8), which hitherto has found no expiation. The association

of np: with a material, instead of a personal, object is unusual

;

the guilt is purged away, the guilty one cleansed. Zech. xiii. 1

connects this feature with the above temple-spring, ch. iv. 18.

—nirr*), not an appended oath (Ewald), but concluding feature,

alluding again emphatically to the chief point (cf. Chad. 21),

which was already mentioned in ver. 17, but recurs here like a

refrain in Joel's manner.
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heathen rulers t^-ranuising over Judah, though certainly they

do not agree in specifying them. Yet Jerome and Theodoret,

who were struck by the natural truth of Joel's description, at

least desire to attain the natural sense alongside the political

one. The same meaning found defenders in the Middle

Ages in Ibn Esra, Eashi, D. Kimchi ; in the Eeformation age

it was approved by Luther and Calvin. Later, S. Bochart

especially (in Hierozoicon) secured it predominance by showing

the exact agreement with natural history. He is rightly

followed by most modern writers. Y6t exceptions are not

wanting. Thus, e.g., Hengstenberg, Havernick,Hilgenfeld, Merx,

have returned to the symbolical or allegorical interpretation.

Without doubt, the entire description in Joel i. and ii. is

pervaded by a prophetic symbolism. But this does not con-

sist in foreign armies, whose coming belongs to the future,

being compared to locusts, but conversely in this, that the

animals, which are only too truly a present reality, are

depicted as a terrible invading army. We cannot more

thoroughly mistake the exceedingly natural description in

ch. ii. 2-9 (Rev. ix. 3 ff. quite different !), which is also highly

poetical, and more completely rob it of its graphic power, than

by such an artificial importing of a political sense. But we

have more than poetry here. That warlike picture of the

locusts has its inner reasons and deeper right in the fact

that they are in truth Yahveh's army. The prophet would

represent them as such. Therefore he is filled, not merely

with nrief for the lost harvest, but also with terror at the

worse evils to follow (ch. i. 15, ii. 1 ff.). A sign so terrible

as this devastation announces, that the Day of Yahveh itself

is approaching, when He will reckon with the world and with

His people. Whoever thinks this occasion too trifling to be

brought into connection with the general judgment, does not

reflect that for Orientals such a plague of locusts is among

the most fearful visitations, and destroys the land more com-

pletely than the passage of a hostile army.
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Starting from this occasion of an actual devastation, the

Book of Joel then unfolds, with steady advance of ideas and

in beautifully finished form, God's thoughts of the future.

In the first discourse, eh. i., the predominant feeling is sorrow

at the withdrawal of natural blessings by the terribly obstinate

and prolonged national calamity. The whole population is

summoned to pray and cry aloud in anguish before God,

—

from the vulgar carousers, whose enjoyment is taken from

them, advancing to the peasants, who have been robbed of

the fruit of their toil, and at last reaching the priests, who

must have felt it deeply, that even the sacrificial service had

to be interrupted. Inspired with deep sympathy for the

whole pining creation, the prophet himself finally acts as

priest, and prays for them to the compassionate God.

Ch. ii. 1 ff., without joining on to what precedes, shows

how the prophet may have spoken on the approach of a fresh

swarm of the dreaded insects. As to contents, this appeal

rightly follows the one in ch. i., because it looks more from

the present to the future, advancing from the presage to the

day of Yahveh, which was only done incidentally in ch. i. 15.

All the more earnestly and piercingly goes forth this time the

call to sincere, sorrowful repentance, by which the Lord might

yet be moved to desist from His purpose and turn aside the

revelation of His wrath.

In ch. ii. 18 the information, that this day of humiliation

which the nation had willingly appointed on the prophet's

admonition, was attended with success, forms the transition

to the encouraging section. Perhaps the gracious answer of

God came on this very day of fasting, penitence, and prayer,

and doubtless by the lips of the same prophet, who previously

as God's messenger had conveyed the threat of heavy judg-

ment. This answer ch. ii. 19ff. promises in the immediate

future the richer blessing as the plague had been grievous.

Instead of drought, abundant and reguhir rain shall begin,

and the army of locusts shall be suddenly driven away. In
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the prosperity which springs up out of so terrible a time, the

children of Zion shall recognise the gracious presence of their

God. Yet this is not the consummation, but only a prelude

to it.

There follows in ch. iii. 1 f., distinguished both in matter

and time from the former undisturbed enjoyment of God-given

happiness, a rain of the Spirit, which makes the rare privilege

of divine illumination, granted always to prophets, the common

possession of the entire nation. As Joel in general sees the

inward in the outward, the beginning of the highest and last

in the immediately present, as he discerns in the locust-army

the forerunner of the last day, so in his eyes the abundant

rain, which brought the visitation to an end (ch. ii. 23), is

only a prelude to a corresponding higher blessing and gracious

manifestation, namely, the rain of the Spirit, which shall fill

the entire national community and make it an organ of

prophetic activity, so that then what Moses once threw out as

a wish scarcely to be ventured, becomes matter of fact,

Num. xi. 29. The spiritual maturity of all members of the

Church brought into direct, living union with God, as well as

the equality arising among them through this relation, beside

which all earthly distinctions vanish as of no importance, are

characteristic marks of the consummation then reached by the

people of God, ch. iii. 3 ff.—But the judgment also must be

completed, the day of general retribution must finally come,

which has only been deferred by God's longsuffering. But

when it appears at last, it has no terror for the perfect Church

of God. Deliverance from God's judgment is secured indeed,

not by dwelling in Judaea-Jerusalem in itself, not by belonging

outwardly to His people, but by personal confession of Yahveh

and by taking refuge in Him, a course open by His gracious

will even to those who are far off.

Ch. iv. 1 ff. Meantime the judgment of the nations is

preparing in this form, that the heathen, seized with martial

fury, assemble together in hostility to Yahveh's land and city.
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Their wholesale destruction in the valley of Jehoshaphat is

the antitype of the destruction of the locust-swarm (Delitzsch).

And why should such a fate now overtake the heathen

nations? Plainly after the recent suffering and anxiety on

account of the physical calamity has been turned away, the

remembrance of the outraijes suffered not loncj before from

heathen nations awakens again with painful feelings. Retri-

bution shall come on these heathen for the arrogant revels

wliicli they, the conquerors of Jerusalem, held on Zion, and

for the inhuman treatment which they dealt out to the captive

Jerusalemites, selling them into distant lands where they are

still dwelling. The judgment itself is rather mysteriously

hinted than described : while the warlike hosts of the heathen

gather in wild excitement on a plain near the holy city, the

Lord, enthroned in calm majesty above them, delivers His

judicial sentence and gives the signal to execute the judgment,

whereupon heavenly forces carry out the sanguinary sickle

and wine-press work, dark night veiling the horrible slaughter.

But the people of God, thanks to tlieir God who dwells in

their midst, are hidden safely ; and Judah, His land will

shine after the terrible storm with a beauty and fertility

never seen before, as the purified dwelling-place of a people

that shall never know trouble, because at peace with God.

On the relation of Joel iii. to Acts ii. (and Eom. x. 13),

cf. V. Orclli, Old Testament Prophecy, p. 217 ff. (T. & T.

Clark.)



AMOS.

Introduction".

The person of Amos is kuown to us only from his own

prophetic book. His name does not occur anywhere else

in the Bible. Dij:y=r burden-bearer (?). A Midrash explana-

tion interprets it of his awkwardness in speech (? ?) : rrrit:'

DIDy in'tT S"ip3 no^ miybl Dioy, see Levy, Ncuhcbr. Worterh. iii.

663. The Church Fathers, who were unacquainted with

Hebrew, took him to be the father of Isaiah, who, however, was

called P^y. See Knobel, Prophet, dcr Hcbrdcr, ii. 144, where

also the baseless rabbinical tradition is mentioned, that Amos

was brother of King Aniaziah. The heading ch. i. 1 credibly

names the village Tekoa as his home (now the ruin Tekua),

according to Jerome, situated twelve Eoman miles (south) of

Jerusalem, six miles (south) of Bethlehem, in the Judiean

wilderness, the nearest part of which is called " desert of

Tekoa," 2 Chron. xx. 20 ; 1 Mace. ix. 33. Jerome {Prol. ad

Am) : Ultra nnllus est viculus, ne agrestes quideni casa3 et

furnorum similes quas Afri appellant mapalia. Tanta est

eremi vastitas.— Et quia humi arido atque arenoso nihil

omnino frugum gignitur, cuncta sunt plena pastoribus, ut

sterilitatem terr^B compensent pecorum multitudine. Accord-

ing to ch. i. 1 and vii. 14, Amos was by calling a shepherd

and sycamore-planter ; he laid stress on this as showing that,

not his own choice, but only God's extraordinary and irresist-

ible call, which fetched him like Moses from following the

herd, led him to come forward as a prophet.
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The divine voice also sent liim to Israel, the northern

kingdom, more particularly to Bethel, the religious centre of

tliat country. This took place according to the heading

ch. i. 1, which is confirmed by ch. vii. 10 and the entire

situation implied in the book, during the reign of Jeroboam

II. and Uzziah, For the few years that the activity of Amos

seems to have lasted, the time when these two kincifs reigned

allows only too much room. True, a definite year is given

as the initial term of his prophetic work (cb. i. 1, "two years

before the earthquake"); but the exact date of this earth-

quake, which also falls according to Zech. xiv. 5 into the

reign of Uzziah, is unlmown. Amos himself foretold (ch. ii.

13 ff.) this important natural event, still memorable to a late

posterity, and perhaps attained his great prophetic influence

chiefly through the occurrence of this sign. In any case he

delivered his next discourses only after this catastrophe had

happened, referring to it already in ch. iii. 3 ff., iv. 11 (cf.

also ch. viii. 8), but scarcely long afterward. Thus in time

he is nearest to Joel, whose discourses he follows up in ch. i.

2, and also recalls at the close ch. ix. 13ff. The political

horizon of the oracles of Amos still coincides with that of

Obadiah and Joel : Edomites, Philistines, Phoenicians, have

made attacks on Israel (see on Amos i. 6), but the standpoint

has meantime advanced considerably : the Syrians stand now

in the foreground, and the Assyrians form the menacing

background. The above indications of time are supported

by the fact, that the Epliraimite land, which Amos lifes in view,

is plainly enjoying a state of great prosperity, having risen

anew to power and influence (cf. e.g. ch. vi. 13). Tliis was

tlie case under Jeroboam II., who had restored to the kinrrdom

its early splendour (2 Kings xiv. 25). But this outward

revival led only to more reckless indulgence ; arrogance,

luxury, and heathen practices smotliered all better feelings.

Tims the kingdom was hastening, without suspecting it, to

the abyss. Then God sent to the land in Amos a preacher,
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who urged to repentance with impressive earnestness. If

any one could, he would have aroused the conscience with

his powerful call. The power of his word was felt, in fact,

by the rulers, especially the high priest at Bethel. Efforts

were made by friendly as well as hostile representations to

turn him aside,—the stern, unwelcome preacher (cf. ch. v. 10),

who in his threats devoted king and people, throne and altar

to destruction. But he was not to be driven away as long

as the divine commission directed him to that land (ch. vii.

10 ff.). Knobel, Ewald, Keil, et al., conjecture that later he

returned to his Judaean fatherland and there composed his

book. Late and quite untrustworthy accounts make him die

a martyr's death under the ill treatment of Amaziah and his

son (see in Knobel, p. 146).

The contents of his discourses and visions are, with the

sole exception of the conclusion, of a menacing character.

Like Isaiah later, in Judaea, he has to charge princes and

judges with injustice and bribery, the higher classes generally

with corruption of manners, above all with unbridled covetous-

ness and indulgence, shameless licence and lust; along with

this went ill administration of justice. The rich and powerful,

in order to indulge their passions, attacked the possessions of

the weak, and found connivance and complaisance for all their

knavery and violence at the hands of the readily venal judges
;

cf. ch. ii. 6 ff., iii. 10, iv. 1, v. 1, 11 f., viii. 4 ff. No less

than against these sins against neisrhbours Amos fights against

apostasy from God, such as is seen in the image and idol

worship practised at Bethel, Dan, Gilgal, Beersheba, and so

in Israel and Judah, ch. ii. 4, iv. 3 ff., v. 5, 21 ff., viii. 14.

This pretended Yahveh-worship in its heathen perversion is

an abomination to the Lord, the Yahveh-images are idols. So

far from Amos and Hosea being the first to denounce the

Yahveh-images and requiring a purer and more spiritual

worship of God than was hitherto required by the men of

God, they, on the contrary, saw in those " calves " a heavy
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offence, of which Israel was guilty (since Jeroboam I.), an

unpardouable falling away from the former better knowledge,

such as will take the people into exile. They therefore bear

witness to the original absence of images in the worship

of Yahveh (since Moses). The retribution, which Amos

announces to the people on account of its incorrigible wicked-

ness, appears indeed partially in the form of national calamities,

like earthquakes, pestilence, drought, locust, plagues, etc.

But the last and heaviest judgment which God will soon

inflict on the land, is conquest by enemies, and in the wake

of this the exile, ch. iii. 12 ff., iv. 2 (12), v. 5, 27, vi. 7,

11, 14, vii. 9, 11, ix. 1, 4, 8, 14. The Assyrians are meant,

wlio indeed are not yet expressly named, as presently in

Hosea, but plainly float before the seer's mind as God's

avengers. For the rest, this menacing preacher is not without

an outlook to a blessed time of grace. See the close of the

book.

As to his mental idiosyncrasy, Amos stands in noteworthy

contrast to Hosea, with whom he still shares the same sphere

of work and the same task, bearing witness to the same

divine purpose. Whereas Hosea in the midst of the preach-

ing of judgment makes us look down into the unfathomable

depths of God's love, Amos is the fearless herald of the

majesty of this God and its terrors for sinners. This absolute

divine power, which he can depict so eloquently, is, of course,

no arbitrary power to which man must submit in blind

fatalism, but deals with man in perfect accord with the moral

law, which is testified to him by his conscience (cf especially

ch. V. 4, 6, 14 f ). Like an Elijah, Amos was to arouse the

reprobate nation of Yahveh from its moral perversity and

blindness. Not without reason had the Lord on this occasion

chosen a simple, unsophisticated countryman for His witness.

Such an one, unseduced by the glitter of outward greatness

and worldly culture, must needs have felt most deeply the

corruption of morals which reigned in the mansions of the
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great and the houses of the rich, and came to light in God-

forgetting luxury. If Amos denounces luxury (comparable

in his aversion to wealth with all its evil train to James, the

writer of the Epistle, Delitzsch), this is done because this

parade and luxury are the fruit of many acts of injustice, as

well as the source of unspeakable new extortions, and the

reason why so many do not see the gravity of the position

and grieve not for Joseph's hurt. That, for the rest, the

Amos of inexorable severity had a heart, not merely of human

sympathy, but of priestly compassion, he shows, not only in

the tender elegiac strain, ch. v. 1 ff., but still more in his

fervent intercessions, ch. vii. 2, 5.

As to form, the well-arranged book of Amos, which was

plainly composed by Amos himself, is marked by regularity.

It falls into an exordium (chs. i. and ii.), a first half composed

of discourses (chs. iii. -vi.), and a second made up of

visions (chs. vii.-ix.). The several parts are introduced and

indicated by analogous formulas. So in the Introduction,

ch. i. 3-ii. 5, a uniform scheme of seven parts obtains.

The uniformity, however, is not tedious, but heightens the

emphasis. Cf. further the beginning of the three discourses,

ch. iii. 1, iv. 1, v. 1, and of the visions, ch. vii. 1, 4, 7, viii. 1.

He also loves repetitions with a refrain ; so cf. vii. 2 f. with

5 f., iv. 6, 8, 9, 10. The tone, despite all natural simplicity

and strength, which occasionally tends to harshness, is often

highly poetical. In particular, the prophet can depict the

lofty and the terrible in a masterly way; occasionally he

grows quite lyrical, as in ch. iv. 13, v. 8 f., ix. 2 ff. His

images are original, frequently taken from country and

shepherd life (cf. e.g. ch. iii 4 ff., 12, iv. 1, ct al). Ewald:

" This simple range of country life has quite filled his healthy

imaginative power ; one meets nowhere else among the pro-

phets, images from country life of such pure originality and

vivacity, and in such inexhaustible abundance; this also is

evident, not merely from the numerous comparisons and
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prophetic images proper ; but this peculiarity of experience

and mode of view iu this prophet enters into the minutest

veins of conception and speech."—In regard to the integrity

of the book, particular verses indeed have been critically

attacked, but without conclusive reason, like ch. vi. 2 (see

there), ch. v. 8 f
.

; or without any tenable proof, like ch. i. 2,

iv. 13, ix. 5 f.

Of literature on Amos there is specifically to be mentioned :

Gustav Baur, Der Proph. Ainos, Giessen 1847.

Exordium, Announcement of the Judgment, Chs. l, ii.

I. 1. Discourses of Amos, who was among the sheep-

masters of Tekoa, which he saw respecting Israel in the days

of Uzziah, the king of Judah, and in the days of Jeroboam,

son of Joash, the king of Israel, two years before the earth-

quake. 2. Then he said :

Yahveh roars from Zion, and from Jerusalem he makes his

voice sound forth ; then the pastures of the shepherds wither

Chapter I.

Ver. 1. The heading (cf. Introd.) " plainly comes from an
ancient skilful hand " (Ewald), which does not preclude the

supposition that the parenthetical relative clause yipDD'it'X

may have been added later (so Delitzsch). He is right.

It is true Amos calls himself (ch. vii. 14) "ipb, properly

cattle-herd, whereas Ipb means sheep-breeder, after a special

sort of sheep called in Arabic nakad. But that Amos was
a shepherd is stated also in ch. vii. 15 (|KV, used only of

small beasts). Thus "ipa stands there generalj^ for s1ic2^herd,

somewliat like ^ouxoXoc.—Discourses of Amos, ichich he saw;
see Isa. ii. 1 (note in Orelli's Com.). The usual phrase in

the headings, 'n i3"n (sing.). But see Jer. i. 1. That the

" discourses of Amos " are divinely revealed, is implied in

nrn irs. On the indication of time, see Introd. Ver. 2. As
a starting-point, in a sense text or theme, for the introductory

survey, Amos selects a saying of his countryman Joel, to which
he gives a rural and also north-Israelite turn, Joel iv. 16.
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and the head of Carmel dries up. 3. Thus says Yahveh

:

For three misdeeds of Damascus, yea for four, I no longer

turn it aside : because they threshed Gilead with threshing-

rollers of iron. 4. So will I send fire into the house of

Hazael, and it shall consume the palaces of Benhadad.

5. And I will break in pieces the bar of Damascus, and root

them out that dwell in the sin-valley, and the sceptre-bearer

from the pleasure-house. And Aram's people go in captivity

The verse briefly characterises the prophet's preaching. It

has Zion for its inner standpoint, judgment for its content,

the kingdom of Ephraim for its principal goal. The thunder-

peal does not announce refreshing rain, but the fiery heat

of divine wrath, before which the land languishes,—even the

freshest pastures, even Carmd, which is so rich in vegetable

growth, the chain of hills cutting across the land of Israel.

Ver. 3. Damascus, the capital of the Syrian kingdom, which,

especially under Hazael, harshly afflicted Israel, and conquered
the entire land east of the Jordan (cf. 2 Kings viii. 12, x. 32 f.),

is overtaken by judgment on account of three, yea four outrages.

The numbers rise in a climax (cf. Prov. xxx. 18 ft'.), as in

Ocl^S. v. 306 : rplg fidxipsg Aavao/ xa/ nrpaxic ; Virg. ^n. i. 94 :

terque quaterque beati. Three, yea four deadly sins make
punishment inevitable ; li^^C'N vh, properly, / turn it not round,

do not cause it to return, cf. Joel ii. 14. But only the one

main offence is always mentioned, the worst. Threshed Gilead

with iron {i.e. furnished with iron spikes) threshing-sledges, see

Isa. xxviii. 27. Either this is a figurative expression (like

2 Kings xiii. 7, perhaps) for harsh treatment generally, or it

gives an example of what went on in the conquest of Gilead,

captives being so done to death. Cf. also 2 Kings viii. 12, and
the analogous reproach in the latter case, ver. 13. Ver. 4.

Benhadad (III.), son and successor of the usurper Hazael,

2 Kings xiii. 24; cf. Schrader, vol. i. 203. These kings had
adorned Damascus with splendid structures. In Josephus'

days the Dam|pcenes boasted of this, especially of Benhadad II.

and of this Hazael, Ant. ix. 4. 6. Ver. 5. Damascus succumbs
to foes, px is the name of the Syrian sun-city (like the

Egyptian), Heliopolis, Baalbec, cf. Ezek. xxx. 17. Instead of

valley of the sun-city, Amos calls it valley of the sin-city, or

rather idol-city.—The 'n nypa is the present Bekaa, valley-basin

between Libanus and Antilibanus, called also Coele-Syria.

—

He
who holds the sceptre = the reigning monarch.

—

]1V, with double

Seghol, although it has nothing to do with the Bene Eden,
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to Kir, has Yaliveli said.— G. Thus says Yahveh : For three

misdeeds of Gaza, yea for four, I no longer turn it aside

:

because they carried away captive a whole captivity to deliver

it up to Edom. 7. So I send fire into the wall of Gaza, that

it may consume her palaces. 8. And I will root out the

2 Kings xix. 12 ; Ezek. xxvii. 23 ; it is rather to he sought in

the vicinity of Antilibanus, where also Greek authors know a

'Trapabiiaoi, and was perhaps the summer palace of the Damascus
ruler. The name will allude to \'}V in the appellative sense.

The place cannot be fixed certainly. Jusieh, near Eiblah, at

the north end of that high valley, has been thought of; or the

present village of Jubadin, near Malula, east of Antilibanus.

—

Eiehm, differently, combines with Ezek. xxvii. 23, 2 Kings
xix. 12, etc., Handwartcrh. Alt. p. 176 f.

—

Kir (see on Isa. xxii. 6,

and A'olck in Herzog, i. G02), the land, from which, according

to Amos ix. 7, the Syrians came, will be the land of their exile.

This threat Tiglathpileser fulfilled, 2 Kings xvi. 9. Ver. 6. On
the uniformity of these oracles, see at the close. Gaza pre-

cedes, as representing the Philistines ; as an important place of

trade, it perhaps took a special part in the slave-trade which is

condemned ; it is still the most important Philistine place

(16,000 to 18,000 inhabitants).— Full captivity, an entire

deportation, by which an entire stretch of country was
stripped of inhabitants. TJOn as in Obad. 14. But if this

charge recalls the one raised there and in Joel iv. 4 ff". (iii. 4),

we must not, with several expositors, think of the same
events (2 Chron. xxi. 16 f.) ; for in Amos the Edomites do

not deliver up prisoners (Obad. 14), but Philistines and

Phoenicians deliver up to Edom (not to the Bene Javan).

Amos no doubt combines in this list of sins incidents from

different times, but perhaps has here chiefly in view some-

what later incidents than Obadiah and Joel. In the conquest

of Gilead by tlie Syrians (ver. 3), perhaps many inhabitants

of the east-Jordan country were first sold to the neighbour-

ing Phamicians, and through these came into the hands of

the Philistines ; both finally delivered a great number of

them into the hands of the Edomites,— who had been

especially bitter against the Israelites since Joram's days,—

a

course of twofold cruelty. Ver. 7. Gaza, as even its name, " the

strong one," says, always famed for the strength of its walls.

Ver. 8. Three other cities of the Philistine Pentapolis are

named. Only Gath is absent, which was conquered (2 Kings
xii. 18), perhaps destroyed by Hazael, and therefore may
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inhabitants from Ashdocl and tlie sceptre-bearer from Askelon,

and will turn my hand against Ekron, and the remnant of the

Philistines shall perish, has the Lord Yahveh said.— 9. Thus

says Yahveh : For three misdeeds of Tyre, yea for four, I no

longer turn it aside : because they delivered up a whole

captivity to Edom, and did not remember the covenant of

brethren. 10. So I send fire into the ring-wall of Tyre, that it

may consume her palaces !— 11. Thus says Yahveh : For three

misdeeds of Edom, yea for four, I no longer turn it aside

:

because he pursued his brother with the sword and suppressed

his pity, that his wrath and his fury may tear perpetually

—

which he keeps for ever. 12. So I send fire upon Teman,

that it may consume the palaces of Bozrah.—Thus says

Yahveh : For three misdeeds of the sons of Amman, yea for

four, I no longer turn it aside : because they ripped up the

women with child in Gilead for the purpose of enlarging their

seem to have been sufficiently humbled.

—

The remnant, i.e.

not merely those not named, but also the last remnant

;

therefore they perish without exception ; cf. ch. ix. 12 and Jer.

xlvii. 4. Not the Assyrian, but the Eoman rule, brought the

disappearance of the Philistine nationality in its train (Del.).

A^er. 9. Tyre, cf. Joel iv. 4 (iii. 4) ; but see above on ver. 6.

It is an aggravating circumstance that the Tyrians did not

remember the friendly alliance existing between Solomon and
Hiram at the time when their kingdoms were most prosperous

;

see 1 Kings v. 26 ; cf. ch. ix. 13 (''ns). Ver. 10. Tyre also was

world-famous for its strength; see Orelli on Isa. xxiii. Ver. 11.

Edom, already twice named as hostile, itself comes into the list.

The charge agrees with the one in Obad. 14 and Joel iv.. 19
(iii.) : It even drew the sword against its brother-nation, when
the latter was overpowered by foes, and so ruthlessly stifled

natural compassion. Its enmity has not yet ceased ; since the

revolt under Jehoram it has constantly bloodthirsty rage, moc^j

pausal form, with n instead of n. Ver. 12. Teman, Edomite
district.

—

Bozrah, Edomite capital, Jer. xlix. 13. Ver. 13. The
sons of Ai7imon assisted in the conquest of poor Gilead by the

Syrian power, in order to obtain a gain of territory, as later

they made use of the deportation by Tiglathpileser^ see Jer.

xlix. 1-6.

—

liijyping uj) of pregnant women ; see Hos. xiv. 1.

" Inhuman cruelty was always the characteristic trait of the

Ammonites, as a boasting spirit was of the Moabites, malicious
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borders. 14. So I kindle fire in the wall of Tabbali, that it

may consume her palaces with trumpet-blast on the day of

battle, with uproar in the day of the whirlwind. 15. And
their king shall go into captivity, he and his princes together,

has Yahveh said.

II, 1. Thus says Yahveh: For three misdeeds of Moah,

and for four, I no longer turn it aside : because he burned the

bones of the king of Edom into lime. 2. So I send fire upon

Moab, that it may consume the palaces of Kerioth, and Moab
shall die in tumult with trumpet-blast, with sound of horns.

And I root out the judge from his midst, and all his princes

I will kill with him, has Yahveh said.—4. Thus says Yahveh :

For three misdeeds of Judah, yea for four, I no longer turn it

aside : because they disregarded the law of Yahveh and did not

keep his commandments ; and their deceitful images have led

craft of the Edomites " (Del.) Ver. 14. JRahhah, Ammonite

capital; see Orelli on Jer. xlix. 2.—^m-ni (nr) for ^nn^ci.

Poetry and prophecy affect a certain interchange of w'ords in

such refrain-like repetitions.—The hostile power is represented,

not merely as a consuming fire, but also as a rushing hurricane,

which carries the people into banishment. Ver. 15. D37D, their

king, as the parallel clause (Vit^) proves, meant of the actual

king ; whereas Jeremiah, in the dependent passage (xlix. 3) is

thinking of the god of the Ammonites.

Chapter II.

Ver. 1. The division of chapters should here be quite ignored.

—Moah. The outrage charged against it of burning the hones of
the Edomitc hincj to lime {i.e. so that not even the bones were

spared in burning the corpse, but were carefully crushed, and
the dust scattered ; differently 1 Sam. xxxi. 12 f. !)—an act

altogether abhorrent to Semitic feeling, which in addition con-

demned cremation—is not related elsewhere. Probably this

misdeed belongs to the time when the Edomite king was in

alliance with Israel and Judah, and against Moab (King
Mesha), 2 Kings iii. 1 ft", 12. Kerioth, named as the Moabite
capital (cf. Jer. xlviii. 24), as in Mesha's inscription, line 13,

according to the edition of Smend and Socinus. Yer. 3. LDDVJ',

synonymous with Dl^ nmn, ch. i. 5, 8. The fem. suffixes

apply to the Moabite community. Yer. 4. DDXD (pronounce

:
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tliem astray, which their fathers ran after. 5. Lo, I will send

lire upon Judah, that it may consume the palaces of

Jerusalem

!

6. Thus says Yahveh : For three misdeeds of Israel, yea

for four, I no longer turn it aside : because they sold the

righteous man for money, and the needy man for a pair of

shoes ! 7. Who paut after dust of the earth on the head of

the poor, and twist the way of the innocent ; and a man with

his father—they go to the harlot, that they may profane my
holy name ! 8. And on garments taken in pledge they crouch

beside every altar, and wine of those fined they drink in the

mo'osdm), cf. Hos. iv. 6.—Dn"'3T3, here concretely, their worthless,

lying images. Ver. 6. In Israel's case, a similar introduction

to the others ; but not content with one reproach, a long

denunciation is poured out. Because the)/ sold the righteous man
for money, refers to the venality of the judges, or the hard-

heartedness with which they delivered up the poor innocent

man to slavery for money (which he cannot pay) ; in any case,

the second clause refers to the latter : and the "poor man for a

liair of shoes (cf. ch. viii. 4, 6) ; i.e. for a trifling matter, which
he owes, hard-hearted judges and creditors make him a slave.

Ver. 7. Who pant, gasp eagerly, does not mean that they

envy the poor man even a bit of dust, which he bears on his

head as a sign of grief (because it is still a bit of ground ; so

Hitz. et al), but that they have no rest until they have brought

the poor into trouble and sorrow.—D^l^y, properly, those bowed
down, suhmissi, the meek, harmless, and defenceless, wlio do
harm to no one

;
proudly and selfishly they cross the path of

these, and injure them in their right. With injustice and hard-

heartedness gross immorality is connected, so that father and
son meet at the harlot's house.

—

That they may profane. Such
vice is like malignant, intentional blaspliemy of Yahveh's
name, which they still carry on their lips and think they
honour. Ver. 8 describes what goes on at their luxurious

religious feasts. According to the humane law, Ex. xxii. 25,

they ought to treat pledged garments with the utmost regard

;

they lie on such signs of their harshness in their worship of

God !—ID'', recline thereon, cf. nts^, like xX/r/]

—

yJJvoj. Just so

the ivinc, with wdiich they then carouse, is extorted by their

wretched dispensing of justice. Cjy, to fine one judicially. By
DHM^S the true God plainly severs Himself from these rites,

although certainly they were celebrated in Yahveh's honour
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house of their gods. 9. But yet I destroyed the Amorite

before them, Nvhose lofty growth was like the lofty growth of

cedars, and he was robust like the oaks. And I destroyed

his fruit above, and his roots beneath. 10. And yet I brought

you up from tlie land of Egypt, and caused you to wander

in the wilderness forty years, to take the Amorite's land in

possession. 11. And I raised up from your sons some as

projihets, and from your young men (some) as Nazarites—is

it not so, ye children of Israel ? runs Yahveh's oracle,

—

12. then you gave the Nazarites wine to drink, and the

(ver. 7). Ver. 9. As Hosea often does, Amos contrasts with
this base conduct the proofs of Yahveh's love, which should

have insured Him their gratitude : /, in contrast with the false

gods whom they now serve. The Amorite (sing., in keeping
with the usual personification of the nation) stands here as the

most dreaded representative of the Canaanites (Josh. xxiv. 18,

et al.) ; in this tribe there were still giants like King Og (Deut.

iii. 11; Josh. xiii. 12); he is therefore compared to mighty
trees,—like the cedar in height, the oak in strength,—which
again gives rise to the proverbial saying : from root to tip,

or stump and stick; cf. Job xviii. 16. Ver. 10 goes back to

former benefits. Yer. 11 speaks of the spiritual powers bestowed
on the members of the nation. The northern kingdom was
especially blessed \i\i\\ 2Jrophcts—Deborah,Saniuel,Elijah, Elisha,

the " prophets' schools," etc. The Lord raised up Nazarites, who
consecrated themselves to Yahveh by a vow of abstinence

(Herzog, x. 426 ff.), by awakening in the young men (occasion-

ally in elders, 1 Sam. i. 11) a resolve of tlie kind, whereas a

proper divine call to this state (Judg. xiii. 7) remained an
exception. Our passage shows that there were not a few such
Nazarites in early days, although the historical books say
nothing of them. That they are to be combined in cmnohia

with the prophets' sons (Vatke) does not clearly follow from
this passage. Ver. 12. The tacit witness which the last-

mentioned ascetics bore to the holy C^od by their abstinence,

was just as irksome to them as the audible witness of the

propliets; hence they wickedly frustrated God's calling, and
robbed themselves of great good which should have accrued to

the community from these individuals. Wine forbidden of old

to the Nazarites ; which, indeed, is not expressly mentioned in

the case of Samuel and Samson, but in the case of the mother
uf the latter, Judg. xiii. 4, 7, 14, and Num. vi. 3. Ver. 13. As in
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propliets you ordered :
" Ye shall not prophesy ! " 13. Behold,

'

I make a shaking among you, as the waggon shakes which is|

well filled with sheaves. 14. Then refuge vanishes from the^

swift, and the strong cannot harden his strength, nor the

mighty man save his life. And the archer will not keep

his ground, nor the swift-footed escape, nor the rider on

horseback escape with his life. 15. And he whose heart is

courageous among the mighty men, he shall flee away naked

in that day, runs Yahveh's oracle.

Exposition.

Contents of the Exordium, chs. i., ii. Announcement of

the Judgment. 1. The sevenfold Prelude of the Judgment

on Heathen and Jews, i. 1-ii. 5 ; 2. Apostrophe to the most

guilty Nation, Israel, ii. 6-16.

This exordium is as distinctive of Amos as Hos. i.--iii. is of

that prophet. Amos, transported from the pure country air

into the poisonous vapours hanging bodefuUy over the great

world, sees nothing but lightning flashes of divine judgment,

and hears nothing but the thunder-peal of divine threatening.

The wrath of God, roused up by insults to His holiness, makes

the round of the horizon like a storm, until the black cloud

settles at last over the people, on whom it is really destined

to discharge itself. First, foreign and hostile peoples are

the case of the former nations, here also the sentence follows

on the accusation ; but this also at greater length. p''V^, as

explained by most, " to oppress," does not suit. Eather the

meaning to cause to shake, afterwards intransitively, is required

by the context. If we are unwilling to assign this meaning to

the word, comparing it with Arabic 'dga, 'dka, 'dka (JIJ?, piy, 11^),

with Hitz. (formerly) and Steiner, we must read P^DO, P''Sri.

The shaking of the earth is compared to that of a heavily-laden

harvest waggon (DDTinn, which is under your feet), referring to

the earthquake, as vv. 14, 15 prove; no courage, no weapon, no
strength avails then : the most courageous must flee, and even
flight is cut off, so that there is no escaping even on horseback.

Ver. 14. To confirm his strength = our : to collect oneself.
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smitten : 1. Damascus, or the Syrian kingdom (ch. i. 3-5),

the greatest and most dreaded land with which Israel came

into fatal contact in the last decades, and on which God's

majesty is to take revenge.— 2. Gaza and the I'liilistine

towns generally (ch. i. 6-8), who have anew displayed their

old hostility to Israel-Judah.— 3. Tyre (i. 9 f.), the greatly

envied, impregnable city of the world's commerce, which has

taken advantage of the suffering of Yahveh's people through

vulfjar robbers. Next in the list come three tribes akin in

blood to the Israelites : 4. Edom (i. 1 1 f.), nearest akin and

also most hostile; 5. Amnion, i. 13-15; 6. Moab, ii. 1—3;

and finally (ch. ii. 4, 5), as seventh (!), Judah-Jerusalem, His

own people in a neighbouring State, which probably Samaria

would not be sorry to see humiliated. But then, after making

the round of all the neighbours, foreign and akin, hostile and

friendly, God's judgment bursts most violently on Israel itself

(ch. ii. 6-16).

As concerns the neighbouring non-Israelite peoples which

are rebuked, the punishment announced to them certainly has

reference chiefly to the attacks they had made directly or

indirectly on God's people. But we should observe that all

the deadly sins mentioned form a violation of the most general

divine precepts well-known even to the heathen. The heathen

are judged according to the degree of their knowledge.

" Crushing with iron sledges, delivering captives to bitter foes

(Edom), forgetting the brotherly bond, killing a brother, stifl-

ing pity, ripping up pregnant women, removing boundaries,

burning the bones of a dead man,—these arc too obviously

moral outrages, trangressions of the simplest moral laws

"

(SchmoUer). The judgment on Judah, on the other hand,

proceeds on its relation to the divine Torah, to the law, which

is again a sum of individual precepts or ordinances, given

specially by God to this nation. Like Hosea (ch. iv^. 6,

viii. 12), Amos as Yahveh's representative stands on the

firm ground of a divinely revealed legislation, for the neglect of
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wliicli he has to rebuke the nation. That this Torah coincides

exactly with the present Pentateuch, is as little to be asserted

as that it contained no ritual ordinances. The relation of

Judah to this law is again like that of their backsliding

fathers, after a brief powerful reaction had begun in the first

days of Jehoash. Thus, despite its possession of divine revela-

tion, it is not spared (here already Eora. ii. 13 holds good;

cf. Amos iii. 2 !), but is associated as seventh with the

heathen nations, and smitten with the same fate as these.

And Israel ? This is not brought up last of all because it

is innocent, but, on the contrary, as the most guilty nation

to which the messenger of doom is really sent. If it has

listened to the former sentences on foes and friends perhaps

with self-conscious security, nay satisfaction, it must now learn

that its case is the worst in the Lord's eyes. In the oracle

ch. ii. 6 ff., in the accusation against this people, the limit

hitherto observed is too narrow for the prophet, who breaks

out at once into a whole series of reproaches. Above all,

it is the unprincipled administration of justice which angers

him (as somewhat later Isaiah in Judah), the oppression of

the poor and weak by legal and illegal means. In association

therewith appears next shameless lust and boundless sensuality

among the well-to-do, along with idolatry, which gives the

reins to such passions ; whereas Yahveli with His demand of

strict purity is forsaken or worshipped only in name, not-

withstanding the unique claims He has on this people. This

oracle (ii. 6 K) shows us what sort of people the prophet has

to do with, and is like a special introduction to this book.

For the rest, chs. i., ii., despite their introductory character,

form an independent discourse, as is shown by the peculiar

threat (ch. ii. 13-15) in which it ends. Here plainly a

terrible, destructive earthquake is foretold, clearly the one

mentioned in ch. i. 1. Hitzig, who explains in the same way,

certainly adds :
" But the words were probably not uttered

then, but only written afterward " (!). Cf Herzog, EncyU.
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xvi. 729 f. Conversely, we may suppose that the prophet

largely owed his great influence to the fulfilment of this threat

(see after ch. iii.), and for this very reason the heading alludes

to that event.

TiKST Threatening Discourse : the Aitroaching Judgment,

Ch. III.

III. 1. Hear this word which Yahveh has spoken

respecting you, ye children of Israel, respecting the whole

family which I brought up out of the land of Egypt, namely

:

2. You only I have known of all families of the earth

;

therefore will I visit on you all your iniquities. 3. Shall

then two meet together, unless they have made agreement ?

Chapter III.

Ver. 1. The addition respecting the irliole family, recalls the

obligation under which they stand to Yahveh in consequence

of that deliverance (cf. ch. ii. 10).

—

ion? introduces " this

word." Ver. 2. J/T", in the sense of intimate appropriation

:

known and regarded as mine. If God has entered into special

relation to this people, He will take all the more exact notice

of their trespasses ; cf. Luke xii. 48. Ver. 3 ft". The long series

of causes and effects enumerated, shows that inferences may be

securely drawn from obvious effects to the cause, or from clear

symptoms to a still concealed event. The aim is to convince

the hearers of the connection between the prophet's oracles and
the events of the time, which again leads to the higher common
author of the events and tlie prophecy. A heavy calamity has

already happened (ver. 6), probably the earthquake foretold by
the prophet two years before. Ver. 3 perhaps alludes to this.

Where two meet together ; as here the prophet's words strangely

coincide with God's dispensations, there must have been an
agreement between the two (here God and tlie prophet).

Others understand ver. 3 of God and Israel, who had bound
themselves by a covenant to go together. In that case we
should expect conversely : Will not two who have made agree-

ment also go together ? Eather in the whole series of questions

the prophet's aim is to establish his good right to speak, as this

had, without doubt, been denied to him from the first; cf.
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4. Will a lion roar in the wood, unless he has prey ? Will

a lion make his voice sound from his den, unless he has

taken (something) ? 5. Does a bird fall into the net on the

ground, unless it has a gin ? Does the net rise aloft from

the ground, unless it has certainly caught (something) ?

6. Or is the trumpet blown in the city without the people

trembling ? Or does calamity happen in a city, unless ^o'

Yahveh has done it ? 7. For the Lord Yaliveh does nothing,

unless he has revealed his purpose to his servants the

prophets. 8. If a lion roars, who will not fear ? If the Lord

Yahveh speaks, who will not prophesy ? o

9. Proclaim ye respecting the palaces at Ashdod and

respecting the palaces in the land of Egypt, and say

:

Assemble yourselves on the mountains of Samaria, and see

the many tumults within them and the oppressions in their

midst, 10. and how they know not to do what is right.

ch. ii. 12, Ver. 4. The roaring of the lion is a sure sign that

he has the prey already in his claws—to be referred to God's

voice, which the prophet made to sound forth in menace.

Ver. 5. The fall of the bird is not by chance, but in con-

sequence of an intentionally laid instrument. The suffering

of the nation does not overtake it by chance, but is prepared

by a higher will (God), 'n no, the net spread on the ground
on which the bird, caught by the gin (ti'plD), is thrown down.

The suff nb applies to the bird. The second time a net is

meant, which springs up when the prey comes within its

reach. Ver. 6. The alarm-horn is always heard with terror

as a sure sign of danger. So should the warning voice of

prophecy be heard. Or, is not every calamity God's work,

and therefore capable of being foretold by His messenger ?

Ver. 7 expressly says that this is done. Thus the prophets

are the called watchmen, who know the voice of doom, and
their threats must tlierefore be heard with terror. Ver. 8.

But if God thus speaks to the prophet, the latter must
prophesy. -He is impelled thereto as irresistibly as every one

on hearing the lion's voice is involuntarily seized with terror.

Ver. 9. The prophet calls together foreign nations that they

may behold and testify with horror the disorder and confusion

in Samaria ; on such a city judgment must come.—noinc,

uproar, tumult. We have here to picture stormy scenes of

violence. Ver. 10. The simple Amos cannot endure the lofty
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is Yahveh's oracle, who store up injustice and violence in

their palaces! 11. On this account has the Lord Yahveh

said : Distress, and all round the land ! And he makes tliy

firmness sink from thee, so that thy palaces shall be plundered.

1 2. Thus says Yahveh : Like as the shepherd snatches two

legs from the jaws of the lion, or an ear-lap ; so shall the

children of Israel be rescued, who sit in Samaria in a corner

of the divan, and on damask of the couch. 13. Hear ye, and

testify to the house of Jacob, is the oracle of the Lord

Yahveh, the God of hosts: 14, Verily, on the day when I

visit Israel's sins on it, I will visit the altars of Bethel, so

that the horns of the altar shall be broken off", and fall

to the earth. 15. And I will break in pieces the winter-

house with the summer-house, so that the ivory-houses shall

perish, and many houses come to an end, is Yahveh's

oracle.

buildings of the city, and princes (m:0"ix), and splendid palaces,

because of the injustice they conceal. Ver. 11. 'n a''aD, not
" environment of the land " (Ewald), but V is epexegetical : and
indeed. Ver. 12. If distress threatens on every side, is salva-

tion still possible? Yes, but of what kind? With trouble

one will rescue some disjecta mcmlra of the nation from
destruction, as the shepherd Amos originally and drastically

depicts. Such will be the lot of those who now lie in comfort)

on their couches.—p:ron, pronounced somewhat differently from
the name of the city, denotes the fabric made there with great

skill; as we say "damask." Ver. 13. The hearers first addressed
are to declare what they hear to the whole house of Israel.

Ver. 14. Ikthel (cf. ch. v. 5), as the chief seat of the calf-

worship set up by Jeroboam, is the scene of the worst trans-

gression of the house of Israel. That this whole system is an
abomination to the Lord, appears very clearly. "With the
horns the atoning power and tlie divine consecration of an
altar fall to the ground. Ver. 15. In the same way, the
liuililings of luxury come to a sudden end. Many respectable

people, as well as kings (Jer. xxxvi. 22), had special residences

for the cold and hot seasons. loorij-Jiouses, i.e. houses whose
rooms were inlaid with ivory. Ahab built such a house,

1 Kings xxii. 39.

—

Numerous houses, cf. Tsa. v. 8.
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Exposition.

Contents of cli. iii. First Threatening Discourse. Judg-

ment drawing nigh. 1. Its Visible Signs, vv. 1-8 ; 2. Its

Full Descent on Samaria, vv. 9-15.

There follow, characterised by the same introductory words

(ch. iii. 1, iv. 1, v. 1), three threatening discourses, explaining

and enlarging the accusations made in ch. ii. 6 ff. They fall

in a somewhat later time than chs. i., ii., as the earthquake there

threatened (cf. ch. ii. 13 ff. with i. 1) has meantime happened;

consequently two years have passed since the prophet's first

appearance. For that catastrophe is. not spoken of for the first

time in ch. iv. 1 1 as past, but ch. iii. 3 ff. (cf. especially ver. 6 f.)

is already uttered under the immediate impression awakened by

that event. According to the latter section, by the occurrence

of that terrible calamity the prophet's warning voice has

received a powerful confirmation, and his ministry an irrefut-

able justification : he has only said what he was compelled

to say under divine constraint. But that alarming event is

itself, to the prophet's knowledge, merely a sign of God's

displeasure, a prelude of worse judgment, which will bring to

a sudden end both the extravagant living in Samaria and the

God-displeasing worship at Bethel (vv. 9-15). The simple,

uncorrupted shepherd reproves here the luxury of the dwell-

ings (ch. iii. 12, 15), as in ch. vi. 4 ff. he rebukes the luxu-

rious indulgence of the table. Wanton effeminacy is to him

a sin, and not without reason ; for whoever is housed like these

Samaritans while so many are homeless, whoever revels as

these magnates did (ch. vi. 4 ff.) while the poor hunger, shows

a heart filled with utter selfishness, and without feeling for

others' need. Yea, still more : This wealth has grown so

great through extortion and oppression of the poor ; the tears

and blood of those robbed of their means cleave to it. The

reason why Amos so hates the grand buildings, is that

" injustice is stored up " in them (ch. iii. 10).
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Second Threatening Discourse : the Accusation

Aggravated, Ch. iv.

IV. 1. Hear this word, ye kine of Bashan, that are on

the monntain of Samaria ! who oppress the poor, who crush

the needy, who say to their lords. Give us to drink. 2. The

Lord Yahveh has sworn by his holiness, Verily, behold, days

will come upon you, when they shall lift you up with hooks,

and your' hindmost with fishing nets. 3. And you shall go,

forth by breaches in the wall, every one straight before itiai,^^^

and shall fling away the Eimi«tm-Tnmgg,* is Yahveh's oracle.

iiJlin O^-t) L'<^-^^ O^t ^'

Chapter IV.

Ver. 1. lync, masc. as general form instead of feminine.

Bashan-cows, fat, well-fed, such as the rich meadow-land of

Bashan produces. The prophet is reminded of them by the

luxurious, bloated ladies of Samaria, whom one only need look

at to know what indulgent lives they lead. Here also we have
rustic outspokenness, less in ridicule than anger; this luxu-

riousness costs the poor of the land dear. To satisfy the greed

of the wives, the husbands must oppress the poor.

—

Their lords,

the husbands are called in good patriarchal style (Gen. xviii. 12,

cf. 1 Pet. iii. 6), but here ironically, as the men are the obedient

servants of the masterful women. That in some circumstances

woman is harsher and more cruel than man, see, e.g. 1 Kings
xxi. 7 ff.—That we may drink. On drunkenness in Samaria, cf.

Isa. xxviii. 1. Ver. 2. The word of God announced follows.

—

By his holiness, His holy nature, God sircars, as in ch. vi. 8 by
His soul, by Himself ; He presents His holy nature as a pledge

tliat something will happen, so that the hallowing of His name
will depend on this. The inexact masc. suffixes interchange

with the fem. suff. in keeping with the freedom of Hebrew
idiom.—SC'il, Nipli. impersonal Y)assive with accus.—DIJ^* and
nn^D, properly thorns (then usually Ci;?) ; here, as the adjunct

niiT makes clear, fish-hooks, fishing-nets, nnns, not after-

growth, brood (Hitz.), but your hindmost ones, most secret ones
;

cf. ch. viii. 10, ix. 1. As ver. 3 shows, the meaning is, that they

will ])e brought out of their chambers, where they feel as com-
fortal)le as the fish in the water, and be let down over the wall,

like fish dangling on the line, in order to escape tlie investing

foe. Ver. 3. Since the gates are watched by the enemy, they

are let out at places where tlie wall is broken by the besiegers,
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\9-<^>^^^Yjl,

C>''

4. Come to Bethel/ and—sin, to Gilgal—sin still more ! And
bring your sacrinces every morning, your tithes every three — ^ «^i,

days! 5. And with that.*which is leavened kindle thank-

offerings, and proclaim freewill libations, publish aloud ; for

so indeed it pleaseth you, ye children of Israel, is the oracle

of the Lord Yahveh. 6. And yet I also inflicted on you

whiteness of teeth in all your cities, and want of bread in all

and so has lost its original height. Every one straight heforc

him, in the hope of creeping through the circle of besiegers.

Others apply njs^'D to the captives going out under escort.

The meaning depends on the difficult words 'n n^naX'ni. The
former word (longer original form for jn^'pcm) Gesenius, et al.,

read as Hoph. : you shall be cast into the fortress, liD"in (= jioiN),

which form cannot be proved to exist. LXX, xal airopf>i(pr]Ciadi

iic TO opoc TO 'PoixiMdv, aud thcrcfore inserted "i, and perhaps readj,

njisnn nnn inaT^'ni. In fact, the image of the god Bimmoni

(Assyr. Eamman) is meant, but perhaps also of a goddess of

this name. The local reference is strange, as one cannot really

believe that in such a flight these images are dragged first to the

hills. Hence it is perhaps best to strike out n instead of adding '

"I: njimn n]n3St:'ni. The idol-image, dear to the women, they

'

cast away in disgust as superfluous ballast. Isa. ii. 20 depends

on this passage. Ver. 4 f. Bitterly ironical in meaning : Go on
with your worship ; only sin comes of it

;
practise it still more

earnestly, and you sin all the more. Bethel, ch. iii. 14 ; Gilgal,

Hos. iv. 15.
—

"ip3^, with distributive b, properly always in the

morning. Instead of from time to time merely, let them slay

their freewill-offerings every morning ; instead of paying tithes

every three years (Deut. xxvi. 12), let them do it every three

days. Their zeal can only make the matter worse, as worship

in these places, and in the forms current there, is simply sin.

Ver. 5. The kindling with what is leavened is a characteristic

deviation of the Ephraimites from the Mosaic canon, Lev. ii. 11,

according to which nothing leavened should be burned. Even
in the thank-offerings. Lev. vii. 11, 13, the leavened loaves

mentioned were not desimed for burninfr. Another custom

which, with good reason, seems offensive to the prophet (cf.

Matt. vi. 2), was the publishing of the freewill-offerings of indi-

viduals before the whole congregation. So rightly Delitzsch,

whereas most expositors refer to challenges to freewill-offerings.

The indecency of these customs is indicated by this :
" So for-

sooth it pleases you." Ver. 6. There follows then (as a supple-
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your places ; but you returned not to nie, is Yahveli's oracle.

7. And yet I also withheld the rain from you, when there

were still three months to harvest ; and I caused rain to fall on

one city, and on another city I let no rain fall ; one plot was

rained on, and another plot, on which it rained not, withered.

8. Then two, three cities tottered to one city to drink water,

without being satisfied ; but you returned not to me, is Yah-

veh's oracle. 9. I smote you with blasting and mildew.

Very often your gardens and your vineyards and your fig-trees

and your olive-trees the locust consumed ; but you returned

not to me, is Yahveh's oracle. 10. I sent pestilence upon you

ment to the displays of favour, ch. ii. 9 ff) an enumeration of

divine penal visitations, which have effected nothing, and there-

fore have not proved a means of grace : 1. Famine and dear times.

DJ1 belongs to the whole sentence : this also I did, but it availed

nothing. ""jC^ with emphasis, as in ver. 9 and ch. ii. 9 ff. : I it

Avas who did it.— Whiteness of teeth, euphemism for the state

when one has nothing to bite and break.—Ty 2^^, on Hos. xiv. 2.

Ver. 7 f. 2. Want of water, days of drought, pio, cf. Joel i. 13.

The latter rain is meant, whicli comes toward the end of Feb-
ruary, properly two months before the harvest ; but the harvest

month is also reckoned in Hel)rew fashion. God's sovereign

rule is shown in this, that He made it rain on one field and
not on another. Ver. 8. Tico, three cities tottered, paints the

feeble gait of the emaciated people. The stores of one city,

which had to supply two or three, were, of course, soon exhausted.

The famine mentioned in ver. 6 may have been caused by
])lagues, sucli as those in vv. 7-9

; but it is not placed in relation

to them, but is prefixed more generally. Ver. 9. To this were
lidded—3. Failure of harvest and locusts. |^Q^t^', burning, black-

ening of the corn by hot winds. Gen. xli. 6 ff'.—np"i\ mildew,
also in consequence of drought, not of excessive moisture.

—

nmn, adverbial infinitive, stands first in a peculiar way.—DTJn,

on Joel i. 4. Tlie proplict here glances back at Joel's age.

Ver. 10. 4. Pestilence and strokes of war. Fgypt felt this

scourge of God as the last and worst plague, Ex. xii. 29 f. In
the same way God visited Israel just as heavily. Add to this

the miseries of war : Their best manliood perished ; at the same
time, they had the disgust of seeing their valualJe steeds carried

oft' as tlie victor's prey. A great field of corpses near at hand
(D3Dxm, with 1 epexeg., as in ch. iii. 11 : and indeed) must have
been in tlie mind of the Israelites, where their army was
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after the manner of Egypt. I slew your young men with the

sword, along with the capture of your horses, and caused the

stench of your camp to ascend even into your nostrils ; but

you returned not to me, is Yahveh's oracle. 11. I overthrew

you, as God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah, so that you

became like a stump plucked from the burning ; but you
returned not to me, is Yahveh's oracle. 12. On this account,

thus will I do to thee, Israel. Because I will do this to

thee, arm thyself against thy God, Israel. 13. For, behold,

the former of the mountains, and creator of the spirit, and

destroyed. The expression similar in Joel ii. 20. A victory of

the Syrians is supposed ; cf. especially 2 Kings xiii. 7. Ver. 11.

5. Earthquake. Here again a glance is cast at the earthquake,
which is to be put between chs. ii. and iii., the latest terrible
" catastrophe." The word is applied usually to the " overturn-

ing " of Sodom in Isa. i. 7. With great difhculty they saved
their bare life, were like a half-burnt log snatched from the

fire ; cf. Zech. iii. 2. Ver. 12. Because all milder means of

chastisement were useless, a severe one is now to come, which
is not expressed here, but whose gravity is all the more empha-
tically intimated. God's majesty will be revealed in this judg-
ment.—riNT points to something to follow, which, however, is

not expressed. Prcimrc thyself to meet thy God, not to be recon-

ciled to Him, but in self-defence. This time He will put forth

all His strength
;
gather thyself together ! The summons is

ironical, as the sullix intimates : prepare thyself against—thy
own God. Ver. 13. What kind of a God He is, and how sad,

therefore, it is to have Him for an opponent, tlie poetical closing

verse says. He is the Creator of the universe, the All-knowing,
who tells man His unspoken thoughts (nb = ry\y, musing, secret

murmuring).—According to the order of words :
" makes morn-

ing light darkness," we might think of this, that when God
would judge, He can again turn the glimmering day into cheer-

less night, perhaps by a swift-ascending storm, which again
swallows up the scarcely dawning day (Ewald). According to

ch. V. 8, we are rather to think of the daily miracle that God
causes the morning light to issue out of deep darkness. In
this case the usual order of words is abandoned (as in Ps. civ. 4),

perhaps to avoid the hiatus HQ'^y n^'y.—God's majesty is seen,

finally, in the beautiful trait : wlto walks . . . where the clouds,

which veil the Lord's glory, form the visible substratum of the
conception. He skirts only the lofty points of the earth, leaves
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he who tells man what his thoughts are, he who turns dark

ness into dawn, and walks on the high places of the earth

—

Yahveh, God of hosts, is his name

!

Exposition.

Contents of eh. iv. Second Threatening Discourse, the

Accusation Aggravated. 1. Apostrophe to the Ladies of

Samaria, vv. 1-3
; 2. to the Children of Israel in general,

vv. 4-13.

This second discourse opens with a withering accusation

afrainst the women in Samaria, similar to the invective

directed against the women of Jerusalem by Isaiah, the

younger contemporary of Amos, Isa. iii. 16 ff. If Isaiah

especially finds fault with the vain women of his capital

for their vanity, love of finery, and coquetry, Amos names

as the worst thing going hand in hand with those evils

—

love of pleasure, which is quite insatiable in the respect-

able women, so that, in order to indulge their M'hims,

they constantly plague their husbands with new demands

at the cost of the poor and wretched (cf. ch. ii. 6 f.).

How this world of high dames will be shaken out of the

indulgent life, in which it is sunk, when the foe invests

the city, and the pampered women will be glad if they

are able to escape with bare life at any cost of toil and

suffering ! The investing foes are certainly the Assyrians,

who are referred to in ch. vi. 14 as oppressing the whole

land, and in ch. vi. 7, v. 27, as those who carry ofif the

people beyond Damascus.

From ch. iv. 4 the reproof turns to the whole nation, and

in particular strikes at its worship, which, as Amos and after

him Hosea testifies, is already not the legal one as regards its

there His footsteps. On the form hdmothe (double plural

ending), cf. Ges. § 87, 5, Anm. 1. The form appears first in

Deut. xxxii. 13; cf. Job ix. 8; Micali i. 3.
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form (place and ceremonial), but one arbitrarily constituted

;

and in view of the mercenary and selfish spirit which they

bring to God's service, is mere sin. The bigotry with which

they multiply and enrich the sacrificial rites, makes therefore

the evil all the worse : the more they practise such worship,

the more they sin. All the divine judgments that have

fallen on them hitherto have not brought them back from

such self-willed ways to their rightful Lord ; neither famine

(ver. 6) nor want of rain (ver. 7 f), neither loss of harvest

nor locust devastation (ver. 9), neither pestilence nor the

calamities of war (ver. 10), have borne any fruit. Even the

latest catastrophe, the terrible earthquake, which they have

escaped with difficulty, has not really humbled their proud

hearts. Now, let them learn what the Almighty can do

whom they have so grievously sinned against ; let them

prepare for the worst (ver. 1 2 f.). The reference is to the

judgment announced in ver. 2 f.

Thikd Threatening Discourse : Lament for Israel,

Chs. v., VI.

V. 1. Hear ye this word, when I begin a lament over you,

house of Israel ! 2. She is fallen, she shall not rise again,

the virgin of Israel ! She lies stretched along on her land,

none raises her up again. 3. For thus says the Lord

Yahveh : The city which goes forth with thousands shall

Chapter Y.

Yer. 1. T\yp, prophetic dirge over the nation, such as Ezekiel

especially was accustomed to strike up over those against

whom he had to prophesy, and who in a sense were already

fallen victims to death. Yer. 2. '* nhn2, cf. on Isa. i. 8. Her
incorrigibleness calls for a doom, from which she will not

recover. This verse sets the key of the lament. Yer. 3.

Fearfully will the contingent of the Israelitish host be

decimated in each several city. N^, here as verb of flowing

or fulness with accus., Ges. § 138, 1, Anm. 2. '• n'2b, properly,
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have liuudreds left, and she that goes fortli with hundreds

shall have ten left, of the house of Israel. 4. i'or thus

says Yahveh to the house of Israel : Seek ye me and live !

5. But seek not Bethel, and come not to Gilgal, and pass

not to Beersheba ! For the rolling city (Gilgal) rolls thence,

and the house of God (Bethel) couies to an utter end.

6. Seek ye Yahveli and live, that he may not come into

the house of Joseph like fire, which consumes, without

there being any one to quench it for Bethel. 7. Ye who

change right to wormwood, and crush righteousness to the

belonging to the house of Israel. Ver. 4. A7id live = so shall

you certainly live, Ges. § 130, 2. The living God opposes

Himself to the idols, with whom thny seek refuge (ver. 5).

Ver. 5. Bethel, on ch. iii. 14. Gilgal, on Hos. iv. 15.

Alongside these stands here also Beersheba as the place

whither the pilgrims went (ch. viii. 14), and where the

worship was no better. Like Bethel, the place was hallowed

by patriarchal recollections. Cf. already Abraham, CJen.

xxxi. 33 ! Gilgal, the rolling city, will roll on—paronomasia,

such as Isaiah and Micah are specially fond of. Beth-El,

God's house, becomes Beth-Aven. This it is already as idol-

house, hence so called by Hosea (ch. iv. 15); but it becomes

so also in another sense of px, nothingness, utter ruin. Ver. G.

Bethel is specially named as the religious centre of the house of

Joseph, i.e. of the northern kingdom. There at Bethel also the

prophet preached, ch. vii. 10 ff. Ver. 7. Indignant apostrophe

to the bad judges, who change the right, a gift of God, into

the opposite, sweetness (Ps. xix. 10 f.) into bitterness, njy^,

probably wormwood, frequently joined with C'S"i, poison (so in

ch. vi. 12), symbolical phrase for bitter wrong. By twisting

the right, and using God's just and wholesome ordinances in

an evil, perverse way, tliey change the source of benefits into

the opposite.—The righteousness, which they should support

and enable to stand upright (ver. 15), they lay on the ground

to be trampled on. Vv. 8, 9. A description of God follows,

whereas in ver. 10 that of the unjust judges is continued. It

seems natural with Ewald to make ver. 7 follow after ver. 9

;

but ver. 8 does not well join on to ver. 6. Such a break in

the language may he understood in the prophet by supposing

that he directs his gaze alternately at the transgressors in the

land who forget all just law, and at the perfect God in His

majesty, who must punish such crimes. Wellhausen would
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ground !—8. He that created the Pleiades and Orion, and

changes darkness into morning, and darkens day into night

:

who calls the waters of the sea, and pours them on the face

of the earth—Yahveh his name ! 9. Who causes destruc-

tion to flash on the strong, and destruction comes on the

fenced city!— 10. They hate him that reproves in the

gate ; and he that speaks the truth, him they abhor.

11. Therefore, because you trample on the poor man, and take

corn-tax from him, you shall build houses of hewn stone,

but shall not dwell therein
;
you shall plant vineyards for

pleasure, but shall not drink their wine.. 12. For I knoAV,

den}^ vv. 8, 9, and in the same way ch. iv. 12 and ix. G, to the

prophet—without valid reason. Ver. 8 praises God as the

Creator of the most splendid constellations, in order to recall

the fact that He made the firmament, which is so wonderful

for its grandeur and harmonious motions.—nD"'D, little crowd,

is the distinctive name of the Pleiades, cf. Job ix. 9, xxxviii. 31,

where alongside this also is Orion. b''D3, properly the fat one,

fool, i.e. the plump Titan, who fights against God's wisdom,

but is put in chains by it. We have here perhaps among
the Semites essentially the same myth as among the Indo-

Germans, who in this constellation saw a wild huntsman,

corresponding somewhat to the Semitic Nimrod.—The shejj-

herd Amos, like the poet of Job, is familiar with the constel-

lations. Also God's conducting the regular interchange of day

and night (cf. on iv. 13), sunshine and rain, sliows His perfect

wondrous power and harmoniously governing wisdom. How
offensive the action of those perverters of right alongside this

faultless government by inviolable laws to be read in the stars !

Ver. 9 reminds of God's judicial power. Like the dawn. He
causes judgment to burst in a moment on the apparently

secure. The city of Samaria is especially in view. A^er. 10.

Cf. Hos. iv. 4. Ver. 11. The p^, of which Amos is fond

(cf. ch. iii. 11, iv. 12), is again taken up in v. 13, 16.—D3D:j'n,

vulgar phrase for DDDD13, infin. Polel of DU, to tread witli

the feet.—n«b'0. This corn-tax is scarcely a bribe (so most

expositors), rather a regularly received tithe, which the rich

wish to take illegally from debtors. Taking interest was
forbidden. The punishment is in accordance with Deut.

xxviii. 30, later Zeph. i. 13. Before they can inhabit the

houses built, or enjoy the vineyards planted, they die, or it all

goes to ruin. Ver. 12. nsb, they accept Imsh-moncy from the
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many are your sins and mighty your offences, ye oppressors

of the just man, who take hush-money, and bend the poor in

the gate ! 13. Therefore the prudent man is silent at this

time; for it is an evil time. 14. Seek ye good, not evil,

that you may live : and so Yahveh of hosts will be with

you, as you say. 15. Hate ye evil, and love good, and see

that right is established in the gate : perchance Yahveh, the

God of hosts, will have mercy on the remnant of Joseph.

16. Therefore thus says Yahveh, the God of hosts, the

Lord : In all public places wailing, and in every street

they say: Alas, alas! and they call the husbandman to

mourning ; and to the skilful in mourning (they proclaim)

mourning for the dead, 17. and in every vineyard wailing:

for I walk about in thy midst, says Yahveh.

guilty instead of punishing them and protecting the poor

whom they annoy ; here therefore it is a bribe, by which one

illegally escapes from merited punishment. Ver. 13. DDT, Kal,

to keep quiet, be silent. This also is a sign of the judgment,
that wise men no longer lift up their voice, as it is not listened

to. The prophet, of course, must speak, even when regard to

prudence ibrbids it. Ver. 14. Cf. ch. v. 4. God's assistance is

bound to the condition that they keep His moral precepts.

yT^si for yi ic>"nn i^xi. Now they wrongly comfort themselves
with the thought of His nearness and help. Yer. 15. "irvn,

opposite of "in''3n, ver. 7.
—

''bis, cf. Joel ii. 14. At most it is

now only the saving of a remnant of Joseph that can be
hoped for, as the Syrian conquests have been made at the

cost especially of the northern kingdom, in particular of the

Joseph ite tribe of Manasseh, cf. 2 Kings x. 32 f. (Hitz.).

Ver. IG makes us see into the cities, where God the Lord
(an unusual combination of the divine names) holds judg-

ment, and indeed by a pestilence after the manner of Egypt
(ch. iv. 10). in-in, as elsewhere '•in-'-in, Jer. xxii. 18.—The
husbandman busy in the field is summoned to mourn for the

dead, because death has suddenly entered his house, 'j '^ ^S

nSDCi, adapted in a very pregnant way to the previous con-

struction : "and wailing to the skilful in funeral song," i.e.

they proclaim ; they appoint tliem thereto. The mourning
women are meant, who augmented the mourning clamour;
men might also take part in it ; cf. the alXrirai, Matt. ix. 23.

Ver. 17. From the vineyards, whence otherwise only sounds of

,v^
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18. Woe to those who long for the " Bay of Yahveh !
"

How now shall the day of Yahveh profit you ? it is darkness

and not light. 19. As if a man flees from a lion and a bear

meets him ; and he comes into the house : then he leans his

hand on the wall, and a serpent bites him. 20. Is not the

day of Yahveh darkness and not light, obscurity and no

glimmer in it ? 21. I hate, I reject your feasts, and I take

no pleasure in your assemblies. 22. For when you offer

burnt-offerings to me, I delight not, and in your meat-

offerings (I delight not) ; and the peace-offering of your

fatted calves I regard not. 23. Take away from me the

noise of thy songs, and the music of thy harps I will

rejoicing proceed, one also hears wailing cries, as people are

fetched thence to the dead, or rather those who die suddenly
are lamented on the spot.

—

I go about, according to Ex. xii. 12,

of the death-dealing going about of the angel of death. Ver. 18.

mn^ nv in Obad. 15 and Joel i. 15. Those longing for the day
of Yahveh are not scoffers, who challenge it because it is

threatened so long and always delayed (so Ewald), but the

so-called religious who promise themselves gain and honour
from that day—in unhappy blindness, as that day can bring

no good to such people (D3^, emphatic : what will it be to such
people as you, namely, advantage), it can only be a day
of darkness. Already Amos interprets the darkness more
spiritually than Joel ii. 2. Ver. 19. Invoking on themselves
the day of Yahveh because of the troubles of the present,

they fall out of one danger into a worse, yea, go to meet
certain destruction, like one who, escaping from a lion, runs
on a bear ; and after he has luckily fled into the house, here,

where he thinks himself safe and (perhaps in sitting down)
leans his hand on the wall, is bitten by a serpent in it. Thus
inevitable destruction is united with the day of Yahveh.
Ver. 21 ff. Parallels to Isa. i. 11 ff.—nnn with 3, as in

Isa. xi. 3. Ver. 22. Usually DaTinioi, is wrongly joined with
the foregoing ; with ^^^^^< ah it forms a second member the

shelamim, a third, db^, here only sing., communion, friend-

ship, hence fellowship-offering, expressive of communion with
God, a third class alongside burnt and meat offerings ; cf.

Herzog, xi. 48 f. Ver. 23. God forbids in drastic fashion

the continuance of 'the musical drawl in worship : Take it

away from' me ! vyo, as a burden lying on him, cf. Isa. i. 14

J.
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not liear. 24. And now let justice flow down like water,

and righteousness like an unfailing brook. 25. Did you

then offer to me sacrifices and meat-offerings forty years

in the wilderness, house of Israel ? 26. So you shall

carry Saccutli,"^ your king, and Kewan,* your star-god,*

of the feasts, H'C': 'n'ith: muS '^y vn. Ver. 24. Not to Ije taken

as menacing (so Hitz., Konig, HmqjtproU. p. 9, Bredenk.,

(fcs. 11. Pr. 83 f. d al), but according to vv. 7, 15. Let
justice and righteousness flow abundantly {bi\, imperf. Xiph.,

properly roll) like a perpetual stream, not capriciously, soon
drying up. Instead of bringing sacrifices in plenty, let them
cause righteousness to spring forth as abundantly. Ver. 25.

Interrogative sentence (n, interrog. with dag. f., Ges. § 100,

4, Anm.), whicli without doubt expects a negative answer. It

is clearly assumed that during the forty years in the desert the

sacrificial rites were largely out of use, which is intelligible, as

the field products were wanting for the nnjJD, and even for the

sacrifices the necessary number of beasts was not at hand.

That no sacrifice was ever offered, the prophet certainly does

not mean to say. It is true nmoi DTiar may refer to all bloody
and unbloody offerings. But the prophet has especially the

freewill offerings in mind, less the D^b^V of the entire congre-

gation. Still less does he wish to describe the sacrifices as

sonietiiing recently come into vogue. Only those forty excep-
tional years, when the sacrificial service was in great part

suspended, are menti(jned as such. Why does he make this

(confession ? He would thereby prove that God can dispense

with them now as He did once before. (Cf. how God could

also dispense with a dwelling according to 2 Sam. vii. 6 f.)

They must not therefore dream that He will not reject them
because of these ceremonial services to wdiich He alludes.

Ver. 20 is to be connected with this inner motive of the

question in ver. 25, not with the question itself, as if they
had so acted then in the wilderness ; so doulitloss LXX
(Acts vii. 42), Hitz., Oehler (Alt. Theol. p. 105), Bredenk.
d al. liightly Ewald, Schrader, Konig: "So shall you then
carry away " . . . ; only thus does ver. 27 follow naturally.

rii3p, taken by Massoretes, LXX, and moderns appellatively

" case " (portable baldachin), is rather a proper name of the

Assyrian god Adar=Melech= Saturn, and to be read n^3D (not

of Semitic origin); just so \V'2, "stand," likewise no longer

understood by the Massoretes and taken appellatively, from n^.
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your images,^' which you manufactured for yourselves; 27. and

I will cause you to be carried away far beyond Damascus,

says Yahveh, whose name is the God of hosts.

VI. 1. Woe to you that are of cheerful heart in Zion, and

that are without care on Samaria's mountain, the choice ones

of the lirst-fruit of the nations, and to whom the house of

Israel is wont to come.— 2. Pass over to Calneh, and see
;

Piel, to set up, establish, is a suiname of the same god, and to be

read
|J^3,

Kaivan, Kevvan ; so the star Saturn is called in Arabic.

LXX, 'Pa/pav (a corruption of this is 'Fsfiipdv), which perhaps
arose out of 'Paifdv (so al.-^o Syr,). From the appellative view
of ri''3 follows in the Hebr. text a transposing of the original

order of the words, which we can largely restore after LXX

:

'S 'v iti's nyrD^): n3''n^x 3313 ]V3 na.) dd^^o d^bd ns Dnxk^'3"l (LXX
reads On^PpV, and puts its 'Faifdv after ro darpov rou koj v/mu/m).

See on the passage Schrader, vol. ii. 141, and especially the

proofs in T/teol. Stnd. it. Krit. 1874, p. 324 ft'.— Although
the possibility that star-worship existed in Israel even in

the Mosaic days (cf. Deut. iv. 19, xvii. 3) is not to be
absolutely denied, such worship, and indeed Assyrian planet-

worship, is still more probable in the prophet's days. With-
out doubt it had penetrated into the northern kingdom before

the time of Ahaz ; cf. 2 Kings xxiii. 5, 12 with xvi. 3. The
prophet threatens the nation that, as it bore about its gods
in procession (cf. NK^:, Isa. xlv. 20, xlvi. 1 ; Jer. x. 1), so it

must drag them into exile, cf. Hos. x. 6. Ver. 27. '^ nNi^no

properly, from farward, in reference to Damascus, i.e. in the

direction lying beyond Damascus. Plainly the Assyrian exile

is meant.

Chapter VI.

Ver. 1. The second cry of Woe, still belonging to the mourn-
ing strain (ch. v. 1), corresponds to the first, ch. v. 18. Israel

is called " first-fruit of the nations," according to ver. 2, not

simply ironically, but in rank ; it is the nobility of mankind.

But those addressed are themselves distinguished among this

people by rank and dignity. How great their responsibility

!

Their high position is indicated in the subordinate clause,

which states that the house of Israel goes to them for

counsel, justice, and help. Ver. 2. Calneh, the later Ctesi-

phon on the Tigris (cf. Isa. x. 9).

—

Ramath (Isa. x. 9 ; Ezek.
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and go from thence to Hamath the great, and go down to

Gath of the Philistines : are they better than these kingdoms,

or is their territory wider than yours ?— 3. Who would chase

away tlie evil day, and bring near the seat of injustice

!

4. Wlio lie down on couches of ivory, and stretch them-

selves on their divans, and feast on lambs from the flock and

xlvii. 10), later Epiphania on the Orontes. The translation,

" Are you better than those kingdoms, or ratlicr is not their

territory greater than yours ? " would well suit the context.

But apart from the fact that the latter could never be said

of Gath, this translation (supplying Dris) cannot be justified

grammatically, but we must translate as above, so that " these

kingdoms " (cf. ch. ix. 8) refers to Israel and Judah. In this

case it justifies CIJ JT't'N"! : they may rest satisfied that those

proud cities have no such stately kingdom as Israel owes to

its God. The mention of these three cities is intelligible, if

they had passed the prime of their strength and their king-

dom was on the decline. This applies to Gath in a high

degree, see on ch. i. 8. Calneh seems to have forfeited its

early independence, and to have been incorporated in the

Assyrian empire. Hamath, which at a later time quite gave

in to the Assyrians (on Isa. x. 9), had already lost much of

its old power (already conquered by Salmanassar II., 853 B.C.,

Sayce, Fresh Light, etc., p. 129), which is clear even from the

obscure passage 2 Kings xiv. 28, where it takes a secondary
position in relation to Israel and Judah, cf. Sayce, p. 133.

The passage does not imply that a catastrophe had fallen on
the three cities just now, so that there is no sufficient reason

for erasing the verse as an interpolation, like Schrader,

vol. ii. 144, with whom Bickell agrees on metrical grounds
(see there). Abrupt transitions are not uncommon in Amos.
Ver. 3. Form as in ch. v. 7. They abuse God's goodness and
forbearance to encourage careless security. In opposition to

the "pious" pessimists, ch. v. 18, these are the optimistic

epicureans, who expel the unhappy day of doom from
their thoughts in order to revel with greater freedom. The
farther they put off from them the throne of the heavenly

Judge, the nearer they bring that of unrighteousness.

Ver. 4. The hjincj at table (and that on divans inlaid with

ivory) appears here as excessive refinement. It only became
general among the Jews at a later time, whereas the early

Israelites sat at table (1 Sam. xx. 24). D''mD also paints the

wanton indulgence. This at least may be disturbed by the
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calves from the stall ! 5. Who troll to the sound of the

harp ; like David they have invented for themselves instru-

ments of song I 6. Who drink from sacrificial bowls full of

wine, and anoint themselves with the choicest oil, and grieve

not for the overthrow of Joseph ! 7. Therefore shall they

now go into captivity at the head of the captives, and the

laughter of those lying at ease shall cease.

8. The Lord Yahveh has sworn by his soul : Thus says

Yahveh, the God of hosts, I abhor the pomp of Jacob, and

hate his palaces ; and deliver up the city with all that is

therein. 9. And it shall come to pass, if ten men shall be

left in one house, they die. 10. And when his kinsman

and he that buries him carries him away in order to take

message of doom. Even the eating of the tenderest and arti-

ficially fattened animals of the llock without festal occasion

seems to the shepherd, who is accustomed to simple conditions,

a luxury and almost a barbarity. Ver. 5. LiiD, to twaddle,

troll, used here of empty, worthless singing.— P3Jn, see on

Isa. V. 12.

—

As David . . . ironical comparison. They invent

new singing instruments, i.e. to accompany singing, like David
the great master of Hebrew music. But their skill ministers

only to idle diversion. The notice is important, because it

shows how proverbial David's art was even in the days of

Amos. We only read of his inventing instruments elsewhere

in the apocryphal addition to the Psalter in LXX. Ver. 6.

They use large measures, diniik from goblets large and wide

enough to be sacrificial howls for receiving the blood. They
anoint themselves with the finest oils in these revels, "l3t^', see

on Jer. iv. 6 {Comm. on Jer.), the calamity fatal to the State,

the ruin which has not yet set in, but is announced in the

prophet's message. Ver. 7. 'd nnn, word-play ; st. absol. nnp

(Jer. xvi. 5), used here of yells of joy. Ver. 8. Sworn, cf. on

ch. iv. 2.—3xnD for 2yno.

—

The pride of Jacob, objectively the

object of their pride, see on Hos. v. 5.
—

"rnjoni, not " I shut

up," which would make nsbtDl needless, but " to deliver up,

hand over," as in Obad. 14. Ver. 9 f. depicts the effect of

the fearful judgment, and indeed of the pestilence, cf. ch. v.

16 f. Of ten still remaining inmates of a house none shall

escape. Ten men in a house is a great number. A numerous
family here hopes to survive the judgment, but in vain. Ver.

10. The suff. in 'is::0'i applies indefinitely to such a dead man.

According to what follows the last but one in the house is
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the bones from the house, and he says to him who is

behind in the house, " Is there yet any one with thee ?

"

and he says, " All is over "—he cries, " Hush ! " that no

one may even mention the name of Yahveh !—11. For

liehold, Yahveh will command, and the great house is

smitten into ruins, and the small house into rents. 12.

Will horses run on the rock, or will one plough the sea'"

with oxen ? For you have changed right into poison, and

the fruit of righteousness into wormwood. 13. Ye who take

delight in worthlessness, who say, " Have we not won horns

lor ourselves by our strength?" 14. For behold, I will

meant, nn, not exactly uncle, but the next of kin outside

the house, to whom the duty of burial belongs. IDiDO for

ISiti'D. In case af plague, cremation, which is otherwise inter-

dicted, must be resorted to. See on ch. ii. 1, where, however,

the emphasis lies on the fact that the bones are ground to

dust. The last one crouches still in a corner, also already

sick ; he gives the gloomy answer : D2X ! The former checks

his speech, fearing lest he should say :
" Yahveh has carried

them away," as the custom perhaps was in announcing death

of this kind. The monitor would rather not hear this name
uttered ; such sacred terror has he of it. 'b N^ ''3, properly,
" namely in order not to mention," in the sense that one ought
not to mention. The emphasis of the whole verse rests on
these last words ('on "i»si), which give a vivid sense of the

terribleness of the judgment. It takes much to inspire the

present frivolous generation with such fear of God! Ver. 11.

Y'ahveh will command and smite — at His command they will

smite ; the same construction as in ch. ix. 9. nsni, with in-

definite neuter subject.—By the great and small house, Hitzig

understands palace and hut. It is better referred to Israel

and Judah (cf. ch. ix. 11). The Assyrians, in fact, broke up
the former and shattered the latter. Ver. 12. Read D'' li^s?,

according to J. D. IMichaelis and recent writers. They have
l)etaken themselves to an element which will bring them as

little good as the rock to the rider or the sea to the plough-

man ; they have left the ground of right. Ver. 13. Thus this

hope and confidence is without object and substance. It is

put in a no-thing, i.e. having no substance, namely their own
strength, to which they think they owe the growth of the

Israelitish i)ower (the "obtaining of horns") under Jeroboam II.

Ver. 14. The ultima ratio, which God uses in chastising His
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raise up against you, house of Israel, is the oracle of

Yahveh, the God of hosts, a nation which shall distress you

from the way to Hamath up to the willow-brook.

Exposition,

Contents of chs. v., vi. Third Thi'eatening Discourse.

Lament for Israel 1. It falls a prey to destruction through

the numbers of the unrighteous, who make recovery impos-

sible, ch. V. 1-15; 2. Tiie Hypocrites will not escape the

judgment, ch. v. 16-27 ; 3. The Heads of the nation, who

revel in security, provoke the judgment, ch. vi.

This third discourse, in the beginning and to some extent

still further, is in an elegiac strain. Because the prophet

sees the ruin coming as certainly as if it were already fact,

he sings the dirge of his people. And yet even here it is no

inevitable fate which he has to proclaim. Just here, on the

contrary, the call to repent goes forth repeatedly and urgently.

If even now they would practise goodness instead of unright-

eousness, the way to life would still lie open to them (ch. v.

4, 6, 14 f.). Only first of all the shameless perversion of

right must come to an end, which is described in ch. v. 7,

10 ff., in similar terms to those of ch. ii. 6 ff. and elsewhere,

as oppression and ill-usage of the defenceless and poor, while

their defenders are hated and persecuted (ver. 13). Only on

complete repentance could they comfort themselves with the

help of their God (ver. 14), whose relation to this people is

people, is the content of a ceteriim ccnseo of the prophet ; cf.

ch. iii. 11, V. 27. A worse foe, nowhere }et mentioned by
name, but not to be mistaken, will oppress the land of Israel

in the widest extent.

—

Frovi the direction to Hamath, cf. the

similar statement in the oracle of Jonah about Jeroboam II.,

2 Kings xiv. 25 and Ezek. xlvii. 16. The southern limit is

tlie wiUow-lrook (2 Kings xiv. 25, the r^^'W^ D"), a brook falling

into the Dead Sea, probably identical with the one named in

Isa. XV. 7 ; see there.
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thus morally coiulitioned. If they persist in their present

course, ignoring God and duty, death will come on them as

a retribution, here (ver. 16 f.) appearing in the form of a

dreadful pestilence. Ch. v. 18 ff. is directed against a new

class of tlie nation, or at least against a new aspect of the

hypocrisy which has been already rebuked, ver. 14. As these

self-righteous ones boasted wrongly of a claim to divine help,

ver. 14, so without sufficient reason they comforted them-

selves with the future hopes kindled by the prophets among

God's people, which hopes will be fulfilled according to

Obadiali's hint and Joel's exposition by the Day of Yahveh,

when Yahveh will reckon with the heathen nations in favour

of His own people. The great earthquake (ch. i. 1) perhaps

led to the expectation of this day of universal judgment com-

ing speedily ; in any case, many deceived themselves with

the fervent hope that the day would soon appear ! To the

self-deceit, which had a part in this longing for the judgment,

applies the Woe ! of the seer. It was nothing but weariness

and hatred of the world, born of sickly self-love, which in-

spired them with the wish, whose fulfilment would bring

them inevitable destruction instead of the greatness and

glory they looked for. Or do they think to secure God's

goodwill by their costly worship ? How much, on the

contrary, this offends God, we learn in ver. 21 ff. as in

Isa. i. 10 ff. ; and how indifferent to Him are these acts of

homage, with which they would fain atone for the neglect

of justice and righteousness, Amos proves in ver. 25 by the

memory of the long period of desert-wandering. So God can

still to-day do without their sacrifices, and He will cause

them to go with their idols, ver. 26, beyond Damascus (into

the land of Assyria), ver. 27.

In ch. vi. 1 ff. the judicial survey turns again to the en-

joyers of life, and tliis time to the high-placed revellers in

the chief cities. One would think that, in such serious days,

when God's strict justice is making itself felt in the land in
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word and deed, the heads of the nation in Zion and Samaria,

conscious of tlieir high responsibility, would be in bitter grief

for the approaching destruction of their nation, and would

not cease prayer and fasting. So at least the plain, un-

sophisticated countryman pictured to himself the fathers of

the nation, whom he used to approach with reverence and

holy fear. And now how different their life behind their

proud walls ! There nothing is seen of sorrow for the over-

throw of Joseph. What couches in their gorgeous chambers,

what cooking, what goblets, what merry tinkling in their

never-ceasing revels ! How they riot in wine and perfume

with unbridled mirth ! If these are the heads of the God-

chosen and God-blessed nation, let them go into exile at its

head ; then there will be peace in the land.—But all the

powers of judgment co-operate in the retribution. And with

his peculiar gift for picturing the horrible, the seer in ch. vi.

9 f. gives us a glimpse into the dwellings emptied by the

pestilence and now still as death, forming a fearful contrast

to the merry chambers described in ver. 4 ff.—This will be

the fruit of the defiant self-confidence with which they have

been filled by the high position attained in the last days

(under Jeroboam II.). Under the blows of an unnamed,

powerful nation (Assyria) their newly-grown horns will be

quickly broken.

Two Warning Visions and One Threatening Vision, Ch. vii.

VII. 1. Thus the Lord Yahveh showed me; and, behold,

he formed locusts at the beginning when the after grass shot

forth,—and, behold, the after grass follows on the king's

Chapter VII.

A^er. 1. This locust plague belongs merely to the vision of

the seer ; but the prospect of it is certain, and it is only turned

aside by his intercession.—Yahveh is subj. to ivi\ Who else

could form these creatures ? Cf. also ch. iii. 6. ^nb, not plur.
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inuwings.— 2. And it came to pass, when tliey had utterly

devoured the grass of the earth, I said, Lord Yahveh, forgive,

I i)ray ! How should Jacob be able to stand erect ? for he is

small. ?>. Yahveh repented in respect to this : It shall not

take place, Yahvcli said.— 4. Thus the Lord Yaliveh showed

me ; and, behold, the Lord Yahveh called to contend by Jire,

that it might consume the great flood, and it consumed the

soil. 5. Then I said, Lord Yahveh, cease, I pray ! How
should Jacob be able to stand upright ? for he is small. 6.

Yahveh repented in respect to this : This also shall not take

place, the Lord Yahveh said.— 7. Thus he showed nie ; and,

behold, the Lord stood on a perpendicular wall, and liad a

j)himh-linc in his hand. 8. Then Yahveh said to me. What
seest thou, Amos ? And I said, A plumb-line. Then the

of 213, but collect, sing, for "53.

—

\^'pb, the late grass spiinging

up in summer, on which the peasants relied for their > own
needs, as the early mowings had to be given to the king
for his numerous horses and mules. Yer. 2. DX, here quite

in temporal sense. The prophet assumes that the plague is a

punishment.—''p as in Isa. li. 19. The blow to the diminished

power of the nation from such a famine would be too heavy.

It would be to the gain of neighbouring nations. Ver. o.

Yahveh rejjcnted, see on Joel ii. 2, which passage was probably
present to the mind of Amos. nsT refers to the visitation

intended by Yahveh. Ver. 4. As no change of mind has

taken place in Israel, Yahveh again prepares to send a

plague, as the seer knows : He calls on burning heat as an
avenging power, i.e. sends such drought that even the great

flood beneath the earth, which feeds the earth with springs

(Gen. xlix. 25), is consumed by it. Properly, He called to

contend, namely with His people, hy means of Jire. Keally

the Are is called on, but it is put in connection with the

other verb.

—

phnn (cf. the nomcn unit. ch. iv. 7), the divided,

and therefore cultivated ground. \er. 7. 2V3, partic. Niphal,

intimates the position, 'n IT'S! an important circumstance.

A\m-. 8. Question and answer led the seer to take account of

what he saw before he received the declaration thereupon.

That the latter only follows, occasionally after the seer has
expressly confessed his want of understanding (Zech. i. 8,

iv. 4 f., 12f. and elsewhere), shows that he is not the in-

tellectual author of the image, and merely clothes his own
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Lord said, Behold, I apply the plumb-line amid my people

Israel : I will not continue to pass it by. 9, And the high

jdaces of Isaac shall be made desolate, and the sanctuaries of

Israel lie waste ; and 1 will arise with the sword against the

house of Jeroboam.

10. Then Amaziah, the priest of Bethel, sent to Jeroboam

the king of Israel, and told him :
" Amos is scatterin,^

conspiracy against thee amid the house of Israel ; the land is

not able to bear all his words. 11. For tlnis hns Amos said,

Jeroboam shall die by the sword, and Israel shall certainly

go away into exile from his land." 12. And Amaziali said to

Amos, " Seer, go, flee now to the land of Judah, and there

eat thy bread, and there thou may est prophesy. 13. But at

Bethel thou shalt not continue to prophesy ; for this is a

thoughts in it, Ijut the image itself, and consecjuently the

thought, primarily stand over against him as another's.—

A

'trail of 2)lumh-line = a perpendicular wall. A plununct or

plumb-line comes into account here in regard to its use in

taking down buildings or portions of them ; cf. 2 Kings xxi. 13

and on Isa. xxxiv. 11. As the lead is used within the house,

instead of as elsewhere in actual practice in determining

certain projections outside, which are to fall, the whole is

destined to fall. "i3j?, used here, in a diflerent sense from
ch. V. 17, of p.issing by in forbearance. A'er. 9. Cf. as to the

matter, ch. iii. 14. High j^l^iccs of Isaac, as in ver. 16 house of

Isaac for variety.

—

And I arise . . . raise myself up against,

sword in hand, as avenger. Ver. 10. Amaziah was chief

priest at Bethel.

—

y\'2, Hiphil, as in Joel ii. 11. The meaning-

is : In his discourses he strikes in so sharply and touches

such tender strings that serious disturbances of peace and
loyalty are to be feared. Ver. 11. The worst thing in the

discourses is intimated in a sharpened personal form :
" Jero-

boam will die by the sword;" whereas, in ver. 9, Jeroboam's

house was spoken of. In regard to the exile the denunciation

is correct, cf. especially ch. v. 6, vi. 7, vii. 17. Ver. 12. Hat
there thy bread, find there tliy support, namely by prophesy-

ing. Ver. 13. Bethel was the chief sanctuary, and the proper

national sanctuary, of the northern kingdom. What was said

at this religious centre, where the king himself worshipped,

had all the more weight; in the present case the menaces
against throne and altar must have produced special excitement
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royal sanctuary, and it is a royal palace." 14. Then Amos

replied, and said to Amaziah, " Truly I am no pro])liet, nor am
I a prophet's son ; but I am a shepherd and sycamore-planter."

15. Tlien Yaliveh took me from behind the flock, and Yahveli

said to me, Go, prophesy to my people Israel. 16. And now

hear the word of Yahveh : Thou sayest, " Thou shalt not

prophesy respecting Israel, nor preach to the house of Isaac

!

17. Therefore Yahveh has thus said: Thy wife shall play

the harlot in the city, and thy sons and thy daughters shall

fall by the sword, and tliy land be distributed with the

measuring-line ; and thou shalt die on unclean ground : and

Israel shall certainly go away into exile from his land."

Exposition.

Contents of ch. vii. Two Warning Visions and one

Threatening Vision. 1. First Warning Vision, vv. 1-3
; 2.

Second Warning Vision, vv. 4-6; 3. The Threatening

Vision, vv. 7-9 ; 4. An Epilogue : encounter with Amaziah,

vv. 10-17.

there. Ver. 14. Like X"'33, used in an official sense, i<'?^i"|3 is

not "son of a prophet," but disciple of a prophet, such as

gathered round a distinguished pro})het as a sort of order with
a view to something of the prophetic gift passing over to them.

On the contrary, by calling he was a shepherd (see on cli. i. 1)

and sycamore-grower. These trees, flourishing on arid soil,

bear poor figs, which need to be slit in order to be of use.

This slitting is here called Dp3, denom. of a subst. D^2 ; cf.

Arabic halets, fig. Ver. 15. No resistance availed, ch. iii. 8.

He was sent by God to the people of Israel, and must therefore

address himself to them in the centre of the land. God has

the riglit to speak to the people, who are His property ; and
He will have this testified in tliat centre of the apostasy.

Ver. 16. eiDJ, Hiphil, properly to make to trickle, drop (cf. in

proper sense, ch. ix. 13), namely words, hence used of " flowing
"

discourse, along with K33n also in Ezek. xxi. 2, 7 ; cf. Micah ii.

6, 11.

—

House of Isaac, ver. 9. Ver. 17. Thy wife ... is put
to shame, perhaps by the enemy (Zech. xiv. 2).

—

On unclean

ground, i.e. in a heathen land, where even the ground, which
one wishes for a grave, lacks sacredness.
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This chapter opens the second half of the book, which is

composed of visions, as the first half is of discourses. The

visions are also of a menacing character and partially (chs.

viii., ix.) accompanied by considerable discourses, which

explain their contents like the preceding ones, until in ch. ix,

the threatening finally turns into promise.—The time, wlien

these visions were seen, is about the same as that of the

discourses. Cf. ch. viii. 8, where the earthquake mentioned

in ch. i. 1 is scarcely foretold ; rather the prophet alludes to

this event as precursor of the general judgment, wdiich will

bring yet other terrors along with it.—In ch. vii. 9 ff. it is

assumed that Jeroboam is still reiminj?.

The first two visions (ch. vii. 1-6) show the seer the

approach of the plagues, which make him anxious and lead

him to intercede earnestly for the welfare, yea the very

existence, of the nation : a locust invasion and burning heat,

both aggravated in the highest degree. At tlie prophet's

earnest intercession both are revoked by God, and the matter

goes no further than the threat.—It is otherwise with the

third vision, ver. 7 ff., which threatens a more radical judgment,

and that irrevocably ; the house of Israel itself has the Lord

doomed to destruction, as His appearance with the plumb-line

in His hand shows. In particular its sanctuaries will be laid

waste, and its royal house fall by the sword. This third,

worst visitation, which the Lord does not recall, is the same

which forms the idtima ratio also in the discourses, to which

the Lord will have recourse with His incorrigible people,

—

the Assyrian catastrophe ; cf. above, ch. iv. 2, v, 5, 2 7, vi. 7,

14, vii. 9.

This last, plainest oracle, which spared not even the royal

house, brought to a head the anger long cherished against

Amos by certain persons of high station, as is related in a

historical appendix. Amaziah, the chief priest at Bethel,

denounced the daring speaker, whose discourses were not

without effect on the people, to King Jeroboam as a traitor
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dangerous to the State, as he disturbed the peace of the land,

never ceasing to deliver injurious speeches against king and

nation, in which he threatened the former with death by the

sword, and the latter with loss of its country as a divinely-

willed fate. Jeroboam, however, does not seem to have

proceeded to violent measures, whether from fear of tlie

people (as Herod, Matt. xiv. 5), or because he thouglit the

fanatic harmless. Amaziah therefore tried to get rid of the

unwelcome guest by half-kindly, half-menacing means, giving

him the " well-meant" advice to withdraw to his own country,

where he could pursue his calling as prophet undisturljed,

and so earn his bread ; whereas at Bethel, as a royal sanctuary,

it was unbecoming to speak so openly against throne and

altar. In the first place, it is significant here with what

emphasis this sanctuary is declared to be a royal one. The

monarchy is the chief matter by which worship and prophecy

are to be controlled. Whereas David felt himself entirely

the servant of Yahveh, and never ventured to describe the

temple at Jerusalem as royal ; whereas, further, he always met

the words of the prophets, even when they rebuked him most

sharply, with tlie greatest reverence,—in the northern kingdom

the entire system of worship was from the first a State

religion governed by political considerations, and as the first

Jeroboam's religious arrangements were dictated by political

views, so they were maintained by force. Just as significant,

secondly, is the fact that the priest sees in the prophetic

office only a means of livelihood. He judges everything by

the base motives, which are all he knows, and which are

supreme to him. The idea of the true divine word, with

its sovereign power unaffected l)y liuman regards and its

irresistible constraint (ch. iii. 8), is altogether beyond him.

To these two perversities Amos replies, ver. 14f. : he is no

prophet by profession, but has found his support otherwise as

shepherd and peasant. But without his consent the Lord

has made him a prophet, and sent him to His people. It is
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not for him, therefore, to choose, whether aud wliere and

how he shall prophesy ; how could he withstand his God ?

Because Amaziah by his prohibition has exposed his utter

disregard of the divine word, whose bearer Amos is, he must

learn the power of this word in himself. He becomes the

object of a special threatening oracle which embraces also his

family, like Shebna, Isa. xxii. 15 ff., or Pashur, who ill-treated

Jeremiah, Jer. xx. 3 f. Of the fulfilment of this oracle

nothing is known ; but see Orelli's Comm. on Isaiah, p. 134.

The Fourth Vision, Ch. viii.

YIII. 1. Thus the Lord Yahveli showed me ; and behold

a basket full of siinuner fruit. 2. And he said: What seest

thou, Amos ? Then I said : A basket full of summer fruit.

Then said Yahveh to me : Eipeness is come to my people

Israel : I will no longer continue to pass it by. 3. And the

palace-songs shall howl on the same day, is the oracle of the

Lord Yahveh : many are the corpses ; in every place the}^ are

thrown down. Hush !—4. Hear this, ye that catch at the

Chapter VIII.

Ver. 1. Y''p_,
properly summer time, harvest time; here trans-

ferred to ripe fruit. Ver. 2. A word-play is intended on fp and

Y? (from f'^'P, to cut off; here a violent end) ; cf. Joel iv. 13, and,

as to the phrase, Ezek. vii. 2, 3, 6.—The end of the verse as in

ch. vii. 8. Ver. 3. The merry so7igs (ch. vi. 5 f.) of the palace

(not temple) turn into the opposite, mourning for the dead (cf.

ver. 10 and ch. v. IG f.). The idea is similar to the one in ch.

vi. 9 f., and is just as enigmatically expressed. So many are

the corpses that they are thrown down anywhere. The cry,

Hush, as in ch. vi. 10 ; here, however, the reference may be to

a feeling of languor, which will not even let one mourn, just as

in severe diseases persons fall into apathy, and have no desire

even to speak. Ver. 4. They snatch at the little gains of the

poor man, and so at his whole existence.

—

r\''2W) for n^2::'n^

;

cf. on the construction, Ges. § 132, Anm. 1.—Instead of ""lay, Keri,

Vpy, needlessly. Both words spring from n:j;, to be bowed
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poor, and go forth to destroy the still ones in the land,

5. saying, " When will the new moon be past ?—then will we

deal in corn ; and the Sabbath ?—then will we open grain : to

make the bushel small, and the shekel great, and to falsify

balances of deceit; 6. to procure the poor for money, and the

needy for a pair of shoes ; and we will sell refuse of grain for

corn."—7. Yahveh has sworn by the pride of Jacob : Truly,

I will never forget all their deeds. 8. Must not the earth

down
;
yet 'OV refers more to the physical state (poor, wretched,

slight), IJy more to the spirit (harmless, humble, meek). Yet
for the most part that class is meant which is found in a

depressed position socially, and on this account is characterised

by humility and inoffensiveness before the rich and powerful.

Ver. 5. From "iic^, corn, the Hiphil is formed. They cannot

wait till new-moon and Sabbath are past to begin their corn-

dealing again, with the intention (?) to make the bushel, with

which they measure out, very small, and the weight, with which
they weigh the money received, very great.—And to lend

balances of deceit, i.e. in a treacherous way to make the balances

wrong. Ver. 6. By such dishonest trading they would reduce
the poor to slavery. The verse runs quite like ch. ii. 6 ; only
that here the judges are outside the game, and the sellers are

referred to as creditors, into whose hands the poor fall, as they
cannot pay such exorbitant prices, and are dealt with in

strictest justice.—Here, where trade is spoken of as a means of

livelihood, it is apparent that a pair of shoes is a proverbial

phrase for insignificant value.—The refuse of corn, the chaff

which an honest dealer throws away, they measure out as

grain. All this, of course, they do not say openly, but think it

in secret. Ver. 7. The pride of Jacob, according to ch. vi. 8, is

not God Himself, as many expositors suppose, so that God
would swear by Himself, as in ch. vi. 8, iv. 2 ; but He swears
this time by that which is the highest thing to them ; see on
Hos. V. 5. Ver. 8. On account of such outrage, must not the

earth itself rise up, unwilling to bear it any longer, and then
again collapse under the fearful burden of guilt ? Its motion is

compared to the swelling and sinking of the Nile-river. Cer-

tainly the allusion is to the earthquake still vividly remembered:
It is no wonder that the earth itself rises up in indignation.

The consequence of the terrible natural event is given by 'h2'^'\,

cf. ch. ix. 5.
—

"1X3, syncopated from "ix^D
; cf ch. ix. 5, after which

passage npti'Ji also for r\]![>^:i'\ (Keri).
—

*jnj, Niphal, to be driven
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tremble for such things, so tliat all despair who dwell thereon ?

And it mounts up like the Nile-river at once, and is swollen,

and sinks like the river of Egypt.— 9. And it shall come to

pass on that day, is the oracle of the Lord Yaliveh, that I

make the sun go down at noon, and darken the earth in

bright day. 10. And I turn your feasts to mourning, and all

your songs to wailing ; and I bring sackcloth on all loins, and

baldness on all heads ; and make it mourn as for an only son,

and its remotest end as on an evil day.—11. Behold, days

come, is the oracle of the Lord Yahveh, that I send a famine

on the land ; not a famine of bread, nor thirst for water, but

of hearing Yahveh's words. 12. And they shall totter from

sea to sea, and from north to east wander about to seek the

word of Yahveh, and shall not find it. 13. On that day the

up, swollen ; cf. Tsa. Ivii. 20. Ver. 9. The day of the Lord
dark, according to Joel ii. 2, iv. 15, already. Hitzig, follow-

ing J. D, Michaelis, suggests the darkening of the sun on
Feb, 9, 784 B.C., which reached its mean soon after 1 o'clock

in Jerusalem ; and thinks that it was not orally foretold,

but that the literary revision glanced back at it. But no
mere darkening of the sun is here announced, but the day of

the Lord, accompanied with obscuring of the sun. If a recent

event of the kind affected the description, it came into

account at most as a presage, like Joel's locust-swarm. Ver. 10.

Sackcloth, mourning garb; see Ezek. vii. 18.

—

Baldness, also

a sign of mourning; see on Jer. xvi. 6.—The suff. in nTiO'ki^i

applies to the land, which shall mourn like a mother mourn-
ing for an only son (''' ^3X, genit. obj.); cf. the analogous

figure in Joel i. 8, and the same as here in Zech. xii. 10.

—

nn"'"ins, the hindmost, best protected part of the land ; cf ch.

iv. 2. On the construction it is to be noted that 3 is properly

substantival: I set her in likeness of, etc. Ver. 11. n^:;*, Hiphil,

as in Ezek. xiv. 13 and elsewhere, with general calamities as

object. Ver. 12. yi: ; see on ch. iv. 8. From sea to sea, com-

pared with ch. vi. 14, is to be understood of the western {i.e. Medi-

terranean) and the Dead Sea, which latter formed the southern

limit of the nortliern kingdom ; hence north and east are to be

added to these. They will then seek the now despised word
of God spoken by the prophets for comfort and safety, but in

vain. Ver. 13. By thirst, both physical and moral suffering is

meant. Because Yahveh no longer vouchsafes to them His
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fair virgins and the youths shall be po\A'erlcss for thirst

—

14. who swear by the iniquity of Samaria, and say: "As

truly as thy god lives, Dan ! " and, " By the way to Beer-

slieba ! " and shall fall down and not rise again.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. viii. The Fourth Vision. 1. The Basket

of Eipe Fruit, and its Interpretation, vv. l-o ; 2. Accom-

panying Discourse, vv. 4-14 : a. Accusation, vv. 4-6

;

h. Judgment, vv. 7-14.

The most simple, symbolical vision, ver. 1, which sets a

basket with ripe fruit before the eyes of the seer, and is

interpreted in brief words of the speedy reaping of judgment

in Israel (ver. 2 f.), gives occasion for a longer discourse of

the same character as the former ones, but illustrating one

point of the accusation with special vividness, and emphasising

several features of the judgment in a peculiar way. In the

first respect, in vv. 4-6, the avaricious Jewish corn-dealers

are graphically pictured, in a typical way, for many in later

centuries. The trade remained, so far as it concerned foreign

parts, mainly in ancient Israel, in the hands of the Midianites

refreshing word of life, they sink in impotence, fall victims to

death in the bloom of youthful strength and beauty. Ver. 14.

The angry apostrophe, of which Amos is fond, with partic.

—

By the iniquity of Samaria they swear, i.e. by the god or idol-

image of Samaria ; by which that of Bethel, as the chief sanc-

tuary, is meant, Hos. viii. 5 f., cf. x. 5. But they would have

done better to call this god the iniquity of the land (Hos. x. 8),

as the prophet does without ceremony.—At Dan stands the

second North-Israelite sanctuary. The " god " of that place is

also an ox-image since Jeroboam L, according to 1 Kings

xii. 29 f. ; such an image seems to have been set up there early

in the judges' time. By the way to Bcersheba (see on ch. v. 5)

is a third oath. The pilgrimage to this shrine seems to have

been in specially high reputation, and hence to have been made
an instrument of swearing, as jMohanmiedans quite commonly
swear " by the pilgrimage " (to Mecca).
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and Pha?nicians (" Canaanite," hence = merchant !). The

trade in corn and other native products of the soil was an

exception, which remained naturally in the hands of the

nation. In this trade in the necessaries of life, which even

the poor could not dispense with, that insatiable and inexor-

able avarice came to light in the prophet's day which only

too easily takes possession of this nation in such business

concerns. This sordid covetousness and hardness of heart so

ancrers the Lord that He sends down the heaviest judgments.

Earthquakes (ver. 8) and darkness of tlie sun (ver. 9)

announce His day. The whole land is cast into the deepest

sorrow for its dead (ver. 10). The unhappy state of God-

forsakenness into which they fall is described (ver. 11 f.) in

the gravest terms : God's revealing word will be found in the

land, not merely seldom (1 Sam. iii. 1), but not at all
;
so that

in the greatest straits they have no light and counsel from

above. They shall hunger, thirst, pine for the word which

now they cannot even tolerate, their hunger and thirst being

only for earthly goods. But if they should ever earnestly

long for comfort and salvation, it will be too late : God has

turned away from them because of their idolatry, leaving

them to perish (ver. 13 f.).

Fifth Vision and Final Discoukse, Ch. ix.

IX. 1. I saw the Lord standing over the altar ;
and he said :

Smite the capital of the pillars that the beams shake, and

break them in pieces on the head of all of them !
And then-

hindmost ones I will slay with the sword; no fugitive of

them shall flee away, and none that flees shall escape.

Chapter IX.

Ver. 1. The scene lies in the chief sanctuary of the northern

kingdom, therefore at Bethel, not at Jerusalem, upon which so

destructive a judgment would come too abruptly.
_

The altar

stands before the entrance of the house. Before it the Lord
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2. Tliough they break tlirougli to the uuder-world, thence

shall my hand fetch them ; and though they mount up to

heaven, thence will I bring them down. 3. And though they

hide themselves on the head of Carmel, there will I seize

them and fetch them ; and though they would conceal them-

selves from my eyes in the depth of the sea, thence will I

command the serpent, and it shall bite them. 4. And though

they go into captivity before their enemies, thence will I

command the sword that it slay them ; and will set mine eye

upon them for evil and not for good. 5, And the Lord

Yahveh of hosts, who touches the earth that it melts, and all

who dwell therein despair ; and it mounts up like the Nile-

river at once, and sinks like the river of Egypt ; 6. who

built his high chamber and his vault in the heaven—he has

stands and charges an unnamed power of destruction : Smite

the capital of the pillars, namely, of the main pillar. The D''DD

here are not the thresholds, but the cross-beams resting on that

pillar (as in Isa. vi. 4), which lose their support by its ruin,

and fall on the multitude gathered at the feast.—Dyxn for

cyys.—Their hindmost ones (as in ch. iv. 2), who are not struck

in the overthrow of the building, the enemy's sword overtakes.

Ver. 2 ff. Divine retribution will overtake them everywhere,
which is poetically expanded. Cf. the Erinnyes of the Greeks.

In Ps. cxxxix. 7 ff. is a similar description of the God who
everywhere encompasses His creatures, and cannot be eluded.

But here this omnipresence is more terrible, l)ecause pictured

with exclusive reference to the pursuit of the transgressors.

Ver. 3. Carmel, rich in wood and bush, and also in ravines and
caves, which often served eremites for shelter. Carmel and the

sea-depths correspond to heaven and Hades in ver. 2, and are

at all events accessible to man. The serpent here is a dragon
supposed to be in the sea, sea-serpent. Ver. 4. The captiirs

also can retain no hope of escaping with life. The Assyrian
judgment is in the seer's thoughts here also. Ver. 5 f. The
sentence is formed like ch. iv. 13, depicting again God's
majesty, but this time especially the terror which He inspires

into creation. He needs only to touch the earth, and it splits

and loses its steadfastness. Cf. the quite similar saying in ch.

viii. 8, in another connection and with another purpose. Ver. G.

JrhvD-nf?}}.—mjK, binding together, hence vault. The visible

heaven is meant, which forms a vault over the earth. On this
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founded it on the earth ; wlio calls the waters of the sea, and

pours them out on the face of the earth—Yahveh is his

name ! 7. Are you not, then, like the sons of the Cushites

to me, ye sons of Israel ? is the oracle of Yahveh. Did

I not bring Israel up out of the land of Egypt, and the

Philistines out of Caphtor, and Aram out of Kir ? 8. Behold,

the eyes of the Lord Yahveh are set on this sinful kingdom,

and I will destroy it from the face of the earth ; save that I

will not utterly destroy the house of Jacob, is Yahveh's oracle.

9. For, behold, I will command, and shake the house of Israel

among all heathen nations, as one shakes with the sieve ; and

no grain shall fall to the ground. 10. By the sword shall

all the sinners of my people die, who say :
" Euin shall not

reach us, nor come near us." 1 1. On that day I will set up

the hut of David, which is fallen down ; and will repair its

God has His upper chambers.

—

'ii'ipn, as in ch. v. 8. Ver. 7.

The Cushites= JEthiopia,; see on Isa. xviii. 1. That the Philis-

tines came from Caphtor is stated also in Deut. ii. 23, Jer.

xlvii. 4 ; the latter, in all probability, is the island of Crete ; cf.

Ezek. XXV. 16. See Delitzsch on Gen. x. 14 {New Comm. on

Genesis).—Aram, the Syrians from Kir ; see on ch. i. 5. As
the Israelites now are, in their character as covenant-breakers,

they stand to God in no other relation than the remote

negroes ; and when Israel appeals to the fact that it owes its

land to Yahveh's special leading, even the uncircumcised

Philistines have not come into their land without the aid of

this God
;
just so the Aramaeans. Here is the counterpoise to

ch. vi. 1 f. The divine notice is fixed on this kingdom in malam
partem, as the epithet " sinful " implies. This kingdom (Israel-

Ephraim) will God destroy, but the house of Jacob (general

designation of all Israel) not utterly ; the Davidic kingdom
shall continue in Judah. Ver. 9. Construction as in ch. vi. 11.

Israel is shaken among the heathen, mixed with them
;
yet in

this sifting only the chaff is lost : the Lord will proceed gently,

so that no grain of corn will fall to the earth. Thus a sieve is

meant which does not let the grains pass through while the

chaff remains, but a finer one, which lets only dust and refuse

pass through, while the grains remain. Ver. 11. The indefinite

" on tliat day," according to the context, refers to the time

when the judgment shall have come on the northern kingdom.
—Hut of David ; the kingdom of Judah is no longer to be
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rents, and set up his ruins, and build it as long ago ; 12. that

they may take possession of the remnant of Edom, and all the

heathen nations, over whom my name has been proclaimed, is

the oracle of Yahveh, who performs this. 13. Behold, days

come, says Yahveh, that the plowman overtakes the reapers,

and the winepress-treader the sower of seed, and the mountains

called David's house, merely a " little house " (ch. vi. 11), a hut,

and a dilapidated, half-ruined one. Joash, the predecessor of

Jeroboam II., had humbled Amaziah of Judah most deeply

(2 Kings xiv. 8 ff
.

; 2 Chron. xxv. 17 ff.) ; and under Jeroboam II.

(2 Kings xiv. 25) Israel far outstripped the sister kingdom,
which indeed flourished again in the course of Uzziah's reign,

but only under Hezekiah, on the destruction of the northern

kingdom, rose to great influence, and found itself free from
its troublesome rival.—In ver. 11& the suffixes change very

rapidly : the suff. fem. plur. in jn''^"is seems to refer, not to the

cities of Judah, but to a nii"]J implied in the verb (Delitzsch)

;

that in vriDin to n^n implied in n3D ; n''n"'J21 joins on to nsD.

—

As aforetime, as in the days of the greatest splendour of the

Davidic kingdom. Ver. 12 recalls Chad. 19 ff.; like the wicked
neighbour there threatened by the prophet, Edom is named as

an example ; see ch. i. 11, cf. ch. i. 6, 9. The remnant of Edom
to be understood as in ch. i. 8. Edom stands in place of all the

heathen nations, over whom the name of Yahveh was called, i.e.

according to Deut. xxviii. 10, 2 Sam. xii. 28 (cf. Jer. vii. 10),

who have been solemnly proclaimed by Him as His property

or subject lands, which was done in His promises to Israel and
David's house. The divine rule, having its centre in Zion, will

consequently again attain its promised magnitude. Incorrectly

LXX : oTwc Ix^riTriC'jxsiv o) xaraXwcro/ ruv avdpuiTuv, as they read,

erroneously: D"iN nnst^* tcm^ fyo^ ! After this Acts xv. 16 f.,

supplementing freely. Ver. 13. The glorious order of things

promised in the Torah, Lev. xxvi. 5, according to which the

threshinff time will stretch to the vintage, and this to the

.sowing time, is here surpassed in the flrst member by a

]>rophetic hyperbole. One will scarcely be done with ploughing

M'hen the seed shall be already ripe, and scarcely with winepress-

treading when the sowing will have to begin, which assumes as

wondruusly rapid a growth as an abundant vintage.—yiin ']J2tJ',

the sower; pro])erly one who prolongs the seed, i.e. scatters it

in long-drawn furrows. To this the same hyperbole is added
as in Joel iv. 8 : The hills melt with abundance of sap, wine.
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drop with new wine, aud all hills melt. 14. And I cause the

captivity of my people Israel to return, and they shall build

desolate cities and dwell therein, and plant vineyards and

drink their wine, and plant gardens and eat their fruit.

15. And I will plant them on their land; aud they shall no

more be plucked out of their laud, which I gave them, has

Yahveh, thy God, said.

Exposition,

Contents of ch. ix. The Fifth Vision and the Final

Discourse. 1. The Final Judgment, vv. 1-6
; 2. The Change

to Favour, vv. 7-15.

The fifth vision, a climax to the third, brings into view the

final radical judgment. Here the Lord is seen, as He com-

mands the pulling down of the national sanctuary at Bethel

(cf. ch. vii. 13); and in such a way that the crowds of people

gathered in the temple on a festal occasion perish in its ruins,

and even the fugitives from this catastrophe are pursued by

the executioners of divine vengeance over the whole world,

yea up to heaven and down to hell. The omnipresence of

God, which comforts the good, is terrible to them ; for every-

where His angry look finds them.

In ch. ix. 7-12, finally, the discourse, after the menace of

judgment has exhausted itself, passes abruptly into promise.

The thought, that in view of the glorious promises, which the

faithful God will not leave unfulfilled, this judgment cannot

be one of absolute destruction, forms the transition (ver. 8).

Certainly the northern kingdom must be completely dissolved,

and its people thoroughly sifted among the heathen; but

even then only the reprobate perish. P)Ut at the time when

this sifting process shall be finished, Yahveh will again

establish, in its pristine glory, the now half-overthrown and

Cf. 3i», Kal, ver. 5. Ver. 14. ^nan, Hos. vi. 11. They shall

rejoice in their work and its fruit ; opposite of ch. v. 11.
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dilapidated " tabernacle of David/' i.e. the kingdom of Judah

as such shall not perish, but attain to new power, and again

take possession of its once subject-lands, like Edom, and all

that the early promises assured to Israel. Thus will God

bring home the scattered ones Irom captivity, and they shall

all, with one mind, serve the house of David. Vv. 13-15

finally supplies a glimpse of the state of undisturbed peace

and rich abundance which the land shall enjoy after this

crisis, as Joel has already promised.

Thus Amos, the Judaean in Ephraim, while he can promise

no resurrection to the northern kingdom, again expressly

attaches the hopes of the future to the house of David, to

which the promises of old belong. His followers, Hosea,

—

and especially Zechariah,— Isaiah, Micah, next advance to a

personal interpretation of the Messianic hope, affirming its

realisation in a particular Davidite. This Messiah the syna-

gogue calls, after Amos ix. 11. Bar Naphli (Sanhedr. 76&);

yet in Amos himself this personal culmination is wanting.

Also in him the future Davidic kingdom (as in Obadiah) still

appears in a form of modest limitation, inferior to its past.

If Jeroboam II., in the prophet's lifetime, had restored the old

boundaries of the northern kingdom, according to Jonah's

prediction (2 Kings xiv. 25), according to the last oracle of

Amos such a restoration of its power will be granted to the

now prostrate house of David in still more perfect measure.

The fulfilment of this promise was not exhausted in the

elevation to influence and prosperity which began for Judah

in the next period under Uzziah, nor yet in the highly

significant divine arrangement by which the petty house of

Judah survived the Assyrian catastrophe in which the house

of Israel, according to the constantly repeated threats of

Amos, found its end. These were only preliminary signs that

God would redeem His word, and had designed a glorious

future for Zion. Before, however, this future could dawn,

even Judah-Jerusalem—as the predictions of a Hosea, Isaiah,
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and the following prophets soon made known—must fall a

prey to a still more complete doom of destruction and dis-

persion, in order, finally, to be built up in a purer and more

spiritual form, and to enter on a more extensive period of

empire, such as the shepherd of Tekoa was able to picture to

himself and to his hearers. Standing on the height of K T.

knowledge, James therefore (Acts xv. 16 f.) renews the claim

of Amos, to whom he was akin in spirit, while giving his

words a more universal range.



OBADIAIL

Introduction.

The author of a single oracle against Edora is called

Obadiah, nns'y = innajj = mn^ I3"y, servant of Yahveh. Aptly as

the name suits a prophet, it is improbable that Obadiah first

assumed it as a prophet because of its meaning (so August!

and Kiiper), since it was otherwise common. LXX wavers

between '0/38iov and 'A^Slov, 'A^heiov (^ns^ay). The occasion

of this oracle was the more than unbrotherly conduct of the

Edomites in a catastrophe that had fallen on Jerusalem. As

very different dates are assigned to the latter, the oracle is

regarded now as the oldest of the Minor Prophets, now as one

of tlie latest (Hitzig, 312 B.C.!). The most probable course,

no doubt, is to connect the calamitous day of Jerusalem-

Judah, which is mentioned with all the expressions of sorrow,

with the conquest and destruction by Nebuchadnezzar

(588-87 B.C.), when the Edomites in fact took a hostile part

(Lam. iv. 2 1 f. ; Ezek. xxxv. 1 ff., especially ver. 5 ; Isa.

Ixiii. 1 ff. ; Ps. cxxxvii. 7 ; Esdras Apocr. iv. 45, 50). But in

comparison with Jer. xlix. 7 ff. (see there), the nearly allied

oracle, Obad. 1-9, appears more original, as Caspari {Dcr

Propli. Ohad. 1842) has shown in detail, and most writers

since have acknowledged. Obadiah's oracle is more of a

piece, more characteristic, more graphic in language, to the

point of daring ; Jeremiaii has removed everything unusual,

and smoothed away everything uneven. As he has elsewhere

in discourses respecting foreign peoples taken up ngain early

150
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oracles, so here also he has evidently combined them, not

without changes of phraseology in correspondence with his

style. Connection and flow of speech are therefore far less

vivid. But as this prophecy of Jeremiah was spoken before
^

the destruction of Jorcmiah^ probably as early as the fourth N-^-wo-*-^

year of Jehoiakim, Obadiah, his prototype, cannot have this

catastrophe behind him ; and it will not do to refer Obad. 1 1 ff.

to the future, because in this way the entire threatening

would float in the air, and so severe an accusation on account

of something which might only take place hereafter would

seem incongruous. In order, therefore, to retain the reference

of the oracle to the Babylonian conquest and captivity, Ewald,

Graf, ct al., give up the unity of Obadiah, and make only

vv. 1-9 (Graf) or vv. 1-10 (Ewald) belong to the original

oracle, which Ewald (who, moreover, wrongly refers ver. 1 fl".

to a plundering of Petra already past) attributes to a con-

temporary of Isaiah, as he also derives the passages vv. 15,

17, 18, which coincide with Joel, from an older prophet

;

whereas vv. 11-14, 16, 19-21 are said to have been added

by an exile soon after the destruction of the Jewish State.

As, however, the well-rounded form and natural j)rogress of

the oracle by no means gives the impression that it is the

fruit of such a mosaic process, we hold fast to its unity and

give up the identity of the misfortune described in ver. 1 ff.

with the Babylonian catastrophe. Tlie latter is as little

meant here as in Joel, who in iv. 1 ff. (iii.) is plainly speaking

of the same occurrences. Also in Obadiah there is no

mention of the destruction of the city or of the temple (quite

differently in Ps. cxxxvii.), only of its conquest and plunder,

of riotous triumphal carousings (cf. Obad. 16 with Joel iv. 3),

and cruel deportation of many inhabitants as well as of the

vanquished Judaean army. The enemies consist, in any case,

of a number of heathen peoples, who are called indefinitely

Dm, n''"i33 (ver. 11), whereas the Chaldsean would have been

more definitely characterised. But the prisoners were taken
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away mostly to the north (as in Joel iv. 4 ff.) to the Phoeni-

cians, who again, in Obadiah, also to all appearance sell them

westward (cf. what is said under ver. 20 about Sepharad, and

under Joel iv, 6, or Ezek. xxvii. 13, about Javan). On the

other hand, there is no trace to be found here of a transplant-

ing of the nation to Babylon ; and nothing is said of fugitives

into Egypt. Hence, in harmony with the remarks in the

Introd. to Joel (p. 75), we come to the conclusion that

Obadiah's oracle was occasioned by the conquest of Jerusalem

under Jehoram, and arose soon after that event. Accordin^r

to 2 Chron. xxi. 16, the victorious enemies were Philistines

(in Obad. 19 also not mentioned casually) and Arabians.

The indefinite expressions in Obad. 1 1 well suit these allied

peoples, who undertook the marauding expedition. But

Edom, which then made use of the opportunity to get free

from Judah's suzerainty (cf 2 Kings viii. 20 ; 2 Chron. xxi. 8),

for the first time startled the Judaeaus by open hostility, and

so roused their indignation. Obadiah's oracle is plainly

somewhat older than Joel's prophecies, where these disastrous

events lie somewhat farther back, and Obadiah's saying,

ver. 17, is expressly cited (Joel iii. 5). If Obadiah pro-

phesied under Jehoram, it is not beyond the bounds of possi-

bility that he is identical with the " prince " of the same

name, skilled in law, who is mentioned in 2 Chron. xvii. 7

(Delitzsch)
;
yet this is not altogether probable.

Of special literature on Obadiah may be mentioned

:

Caspari, Der Proph. Obad. 1842; Fr. Delitzsch, " Wann
weissagte Obadya ? " in Rudelh. u. Gucr. Zcitschr. 1851,

p. 91 ff. ; Perowne in Cambr. Bible for Schools.

Ver. 1. Vision of Obadiah. Thus says the Lord Yahveh

to Bdom : Tidings have we heard from Yahveh, and a

Ver. 1. Vision, generally of something revealed ; see on
Isa. i. 1. Of Obadiah, see Introd.

—

Thus says . . . —also general
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messenger is despatched among the heathen, Arise ye, and

let us arise against her to war ! 2. Behold, I have made
thee small among the nations : thou art greatly despised,

3. Thy heart's arrogance has beguiled thee, thou who dwellest

in rock-clefts, his abode in the heights ;* who says in his

heart : Who will bring me down to the ground ? 4. Though

thou perch like the eagle, and thy nest be set among the

stars, thence will I bring thee down, is Yahveh's oracle. 5. If

thieves came to thee, if robbers of the night—how thou art

introduction of a divine message, as God does not immediately
appear as the speaker. This heading is indispensable, at least

as to its second part, as ^^hv (femin. personification of land and

people, as in Jer. xlix. 14) goes back to ms^ (?^ see on Jer.

xxiii. 9).—Of l3j?DtJ' (Jer. xlix. 14 the sing, more tamely) the

subject is perhaps not the heathen, but Israel-Judah, with
which the prophet unites himself (Del). Israel-Judah also is

summoned; it takes a prominent part in the avenging war
against Edom, ver. 18 ff. The content of the message (nyioi^'

and "fV about synonymous) is : summons against Edom. After

it has been received, we hear the nations forthwith encouragincf

one another to the war (cf. Jer. iv. 5, viii. 14, xx. 10, xxxv. 11).

It is Yahveh who calls them together as His vassals against

His foe (cf. Isa. xiii. 3). Therefore in ver. 2 He begins to

speak. Ver. 2. God proclaims His purpose of humbling Edom

;

it is deeply humiliated by Him, of course not yet in outward
reality. Ver. 3. Eelying on its inaccessible dwelling-places

(see Comm. on Jer. xlix. 16), Edom took every licence. IHT

from "i^T, to boil, bubble over, expressive word for pride,

arrogance, which scorns all limits.
—

''JDtJ', Ges. § 90, '3a.—
'cr Diip would be in opposition to 'D""'ijnn :

" in rocky clefts, his

lofty seat." But the lines of the verse would be cumbrous

;

rather read DiiD. Ver. 4. Wert thou far more unreachable,

God would get at thee. The image of the eagle's nest, aptly

fitting the Edomite nests of robbers, is further heightened by a

position among the stars. 13p is not indeed to be joined to

n^njn, which would be awkward, but really the lofty abode,

not the flying (Job v. 7), is meant. Q-^i', partic. pass.—On the

idea, cf. Amos ix. 2 f., and again, differently, Isa. xiv. 13 f.

Ver. 5. The prophet sees already the eflect of the divine attack
;

it is one which mocks all comparison. This is illustrated with

drastic vividness (Jer. xlix. 9 differently, see Comm.). The
conditional DS repeated, not negative (Kleinert : verily not).
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laid waste !—would they nut steal as much as they needed ?

If vinedressers came to thee, would they not leave a gleaning ?

6. How are they of Esau searched out, his precious things

searched into ! 7. All thy confederate ones have pushed

thee to the border : thy friendly ones have beguiled, over-

powered thee ; as thy bread they lay a snare under thee, iu

whom there is no prudence. 8. Shall I not on that day

make the wise men vanish from Edom, and prudence from the

mountain of Esau ? 9. And thy mighty men shall despair,

Teman, that every one may be rooted out from the

mountain of Esau by slaughter.

but also not simply interrogative (De Wette), sets forth the

conceivable possibilities, which are then put aside as out of

place, as the devastation exceeds all limits. The plunderers

settled here are, in fact, no stealthy thieves or secret night-

robbers, to whose action a limit is set ; nor are they modest

grape-gatherers, who impose a limit on themselves.—D'T is

therefore here limiting: only as much as they need or can

carry. On the other hand, Hitzig erroneously : they shall

leave a gleaning only. Ver. 6. On Edom's treasures, cf. Comm.
on Jer. xlix. 10. The verse states the Nemesis for the plunder

of Jerusalem. The expressions in Jeremiah are more ordinary.

Ver. 7. Nemesis for Edom's treachery. The confederates will

not receive the fugitives, but push them over the boundary.

The friends (cf. Judg. iv. 17) cunningly use the straits of a

neighbouring nation to overpower it, deceiving the otherwise

so clever Edom.—ilTO cannot here mean either wound or

bandao-e. The versions render it by snare, which the context

requires.—Hitzig would read "inn^ ''^3X, after Ps. xli. 10 ; this is

needless, '['orh is second accus. As thy bread, which they,

the friends, should offer thee (cf. again Judg. iv. 17), they

<Tet ready a snare, hostile ambush. — The last words are

a relative clause, with transition to 3 pers. as in ver. 3a.

Edom's wisdom, see on Jer. xlix. 7. Ver. 9. Teman, Ezek.

XXV. 13.—^£2po, not "without conflict" (Ewald), as it rather

means slaying, without which a destruction of the heroes is

inconceivable; but causative ip, as in (Jen. ix. 11. The ver-

sions (except Targ.) have joined it to what follows, wdiere,

however, it does not fit. Eather the word is a terrible

conclusion to the whole curse, opening out the prospect of a

general slaughter.
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10. For the outrage to thy brother Jacob shame shall

cover thee, that thou niayest be rooted out for ever ! 11. On
the day when thou stoodest as a foe, on the day when strangers

carried away his army, and foreigners entered his gate, and

cast lots on Jerusalem, thou also wast as one of them. 12.

And yet thou shouldst not have feasted thy eyes on the day

of thy brother on the day of his misfortune, and shouldst

not have rejoiced for the sons of Judah in the day of their

destruction, nor have talked arrogantly in the day of distress.

1.3. Thou shouldst not have entered the gate of my people

in their evil day, nor have looked with delight on his trouble

in his evil day, nor stretched out thy hand to liis wealth in

Ver. 10. Now first comes the justification of the preceding

sentence of doom, as no one could be in doubt about it after

what has been said : All this is because of the outrage to (Joel

iv. 19) thy hrother (!) Jacob. Ver. 11. Instead of standing

on Judah's side, where nature should have summoned thee,

thou stoodest over against, looking with hostile intent (2 Sam.

xviii. 13). ^^n here after nUD' in personal sense, as in ver. 20
;

differently in ver. 20. The suffixes refer to Jacob, not Jeru-

salem ; cf. "Cy "lyc, ver. 13. The three clauses rise in climax

:

Judah's army captive without, the capital taken, the people

and property found therein seized and distributed (Joel iv. 3).

Even thou (!) wast {sc. ri^\'i) as one of them, i.e. wast among
the number of booty-loving invaders, and didst act as they did.

Ver. 12 ff. More detailed enumeration of Edom's misdeeds in

ascending order.—Thou shouldst not have feasted (^^^"l with

3, to feast liis eyes on an unfortunate one, as in Ps. xxii. 18

;

also Mesha inscription, edition by Smend and Socin, 1. 4) = thou
oughtest not to have. The jussive stands by way of graphic

delineation.

—

On the day of thy brother, more precisely explained

by what follows. "13J, first of all the oft-mentioned unhappy

day (here only), the opposite of the well-known and welcome
one, a state which one casts off, abhors, wretchedness, cf. Job
xxxi. 3, "1I3J. Cf. fortitna aliena, contrary fate. The second

and third clauses refer to the audible expression of rejoicing in

evil {''22?, at their expense). To open the mouth icide, to pour
scorn on the conquered ; elsewhere often in this sense aTiin

hv ns, Ps. XXXV. 21 ; Isa. Ivii. 4; cf. however, Ezek. xxxv. 13.

—As to what day is meant, see lutrod. Ver. 13. They did

not stop at joy in the evil, and scorn ; they entered the city
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his evil day. 1 4. And thou shouhlest not have stood at tlie

crossway to destroy his fugitives, nor have taken captive his

escaped ones in the day of distress.

1 5. For near is the daj of Yahveh on all lieathen nations

:

like as thou didst, men shall do to thee ; what thou didst

inllict shall return on thy own head. 16. For as you drank

on my holy mount, all heathen nations shall drink continually,

and drink and guzzle, and shall he as though they were not.

17. But on Mount Zion shall be a multitude escaped, and

it shall be a sanctuary ; and they of the house of Jacob shall

with the foe and joined in the plunder. T'X, thrice emphatically

—elsewhere res sacra miser holds good !—n^npti'D {sc. T)^, which

may be left out), emphatic imperfect form (corresponding to

the Arabic anna, up), as in Judg. v. 26 ; cf. Ex. i. 10 ; Job
xvii. 16; Isa. xxviii. 3,— unless with Olshausen and most

moderns we read n^ ^bt^'r^ ; cf. Ges. § 47, Anm. 3. Ver. 14. Still

worse, they even attacked the men, watched for the Jewish
fugitives at the crossway (P"iQ), where they scattered and
treated them with violence, even killed them if they offered

resistance. IJD, Hiphil, here (diilerently from Amos i. 6, 9)

absolutely, means perhaps simply : to take captive, put into

custody, confinement (cf. Job xi. 10), although the meaning
" deliver up " is also admissible. Ver. 15. Cf. Joel i. 15, ii. 1 f.

—The prospect of the approaching reckoning-day of Yahveh
should have restrained Edom from its outrageous conduct.

The " Day of Yahveh," if we date Obadiah rightly, is a phrase

here used for the first time in the prophetic writings, which
indeed seems already current, and is characterised more plainly

than elsewhere by the parallel clause as the day of retribution

or reckoning which Yahveh holds.—1?03, cf. Joel iv. 4, 7.

Ver. 16. The wild drinking-bouts of the arrogant conquerors

in the captured Jerusalem (cf. Joel iv. 3), will find their re-

compense when they come to drink a stupefying, deadly drink.

—iy^, from ]X>, to swallow, unless with Del. from ny^, to rave,

after the Arabic larjCi.—X73 = N7 "it^'X3, as Vn vh as a whole is

governed in the genitive by the preposition ; cf. Del. on Ps.

xxxviii. 14. They will one day, as they once lay scattered

about drunk, lie stupefied by anotlier drunken fit, from which

they will not awake. Ver. 17. ntD^^s, see on the dependent

]>assage Joel iii. 5.

—

U^\> on Joel iv. 17. Their possessions are

the provinces and subject lands lost since Solomon's days.
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seize tlieir possessions. 18. Aud the house of Jacob shall be

lire, and the house of Joseph flame, and the house of Esau

stubble, and they shall set them on fire and consume them,

so that no remnant shall be left to Esau : for Yahveh has

said it. 19. And they of the south shall seize the mountain

of Esau, and they of the lowland the land of the Philistines :

and they shall seize the field of Ephraim, and the field of

Samaria; but Benjamin (shall seize) Gilead. 20. And this

Ver. 18. T'l:^, here not an individual person, but as in Isa. i. 9.

The house of Jacoh is here, where the house of Joseph is

distinguished from it, as already in ver. 17, Judah. Against
Edom the two will be one, one fire, from which there is no
escape. Ver. 19. How all the possessions are seized by Judah
is thus explained: the inhabitants of the Judffian south-country

(Josh. XV. 21) migrate into the Edomite land bordering on
that country, and the Judseans of the western lowland (Josh.

XV. 33 ff., where also Philistine towns are reckoned in it) into

the bordering Philistine land. In the same way they (of

course the Judctans) regain the rebellious territory of Epltraim,

specifically Samaria. But probably here also a more specific

subject stood after IEJ'T'1 and indeed "inn, the inhabitants of the

mountain-land of Judah (Josh. xv. 48 ft'.), which formed the

main stock of its tribal country, and bordered on Ephraim to

the north. The rh opoc in LXX seems to be a remnant of this

word. So Ewald.

—

Benjamin, the faithful covenant-ally, whose
territory reaches to the Jordan, goes thence to Gilead, i.e. here

across to the east-Jordan country generally. Ver. 20. In the

first clause 1t^'"l''^ still keeps its influence ; it is only repeated in

the second clause. The subject thereto is this captured army
QT\, defective for Tn, in sense as in ver. 11). The object is

the land of the Canaanites up to Zarpath, now Sarafend, south

of Sidon, somewhat inland. The recently captured army,

ver. 11, which, as every one knew, was carried away north-

ward, will there seize the Phoenician coast, which also, according

to the programme in Josh. xiii. 4-6, belongs to the Promised

Land (cf. Ezek. xlvii. 15 ft'.).—That the prophet himself, because

of nrn bnn, belonged to the army is possible, bvit not necessarily

required. From this army the multitude of captives, seized in

Jerusalem itself and dwelling in Scpharad, is distinguished.

The latter is referred by Syr. Targ. to Spain, which was so

called by the later Jews ; Vulg. : Bosphorus. Both are misled

by the sound. On the other hand, in the inscriptions of Darius
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captive Lost of the sons of Israel (shall seize) what belongs

to the Canaanites unto Zarephath ; and the captivity of

Jerusalem, wliich is in Sepharad, shall seize the cities of the

south. 21. And deliverers shall come up on Mount Zion to

judge tlie mountain of Esau ; and the royal power shall come

to Yahveh.

Exposition.

Contents of Obadiidi. lleproof of Edom. 1. Tlie Threat-

a land Qparda is several times found, always along with Jauna,

and Sylv. de Sacy early combined it with this nnSD. This is

supported by the fact that in Joel iv. 6 the Phomicians are

accused of having given up captured Judit-ans to the Javanese

(Jauna). Spharad=Cparda of the stone-inscriptions is there-

fore to be sought in the west, probably = Sardes, in vernaculai-

speech ^varda.—On the otlier hand, the conjecture of Schrader

{Cun. Inscr. vol. ii. 145), which Friedr. Del. {Paradies, 249) d
al. adopt, that TiSD refers to the Saparda of the Sargon

inscriptions situated in South-west Media, rests on the sup-

position, which has nothing to favour it in the context and in

Joel, that the captives meant are tliose carried away by
Xebuchadnezzar.— Sparta also is not to be seen in it, as

prisoners were scarcely sold thither, and no more general

meaning of this name is known (Konig).

—

The cities of the

south; the latter district already named first in ver. 19. The
cities of the same (cf. Riehm, Handivdrtcrh. p. 785a) are

eimmerated in Josh. xv. 21 ff. ; a portion of them were really

to fall to Simeon, according to Josh. xix. 1 ft"., which is here of

no consequence. Of course, the captives in Sepharad are not

found specifically in the vicinity of this district ; residing across

the sea, they cannot conquer any neighbouring territory ; but

the thouglit is that they will return to Jerusalem, and from

there enter on the campaign. Ver. 21. yi^nn and utiw' describe

the work of the early judges on its two sides, as they were

deliverers of the people, and then in consequence its rulers.

Such deliverers will arise again and fix the seat of their rule

on Mount Zion, whence they will exercise authority over Esau
and the surrounding peoples. The last significant clause

affirms that they will govern in the name of Yahveh ; but the

Lord will be the King ruling unconditionally, according to the

ideal in practice from Moses to Samuel.
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ening, vv. 1-9; 2. The lieasons, vv. 10-14; 3. The Day

of the Lord, vv. 15-21.

Ill lively indignation at tlie faithless, abominable conduct

of Edom, the prophet announces to this people (vv. 1-9) just

retribution : its pride will be deeply humbled by the nations

summoned together by the Lord, its seemingly inaccessible

and impregnable rock-fastnesses thoroughly plundered, its

physical force broken. Moreover, from its allies and friends

it will suffer base treachery, and so, despite its proverbial

astuteness, be shamefully deceived. Although it is easy to

conjecture from these threats of well-merited retribution what

Edom has done, this in the first excitement, because well

known to all, is not declared, but follows first in vv. 10-14.

In the marauding invasion of Jerusalem by confederate foreign

tribes, which has recently taken place, and in which the

Judffian army was beaten, the capital plundered, and many

inhabitants carried off captive, Edom also rejoiced at the

misfortune, and was eager for plunder ; while, on the other

hand, it lay in wait for the Judaans, taking refuge in its

territory to sell them as slaves. The motive was base avarice,

and also joy at the fall of its long - envied brother - nation,

whose misfortunes its former subjects hastened to complete.

In ver. 15 ff. the gaze expands into a vision of the Day

of the Lord. As Edom has put itself on a level with the

hostile heathen nations, it will suffer from Yahveh the same

fate as they, with whom He will reckon on that day, especially

for the crimes committed against His people. This day, of

course, as little to be limited to twenty-four hours as the day

of Jerusalem's calamity in ver. 12 ff., is the crisis when God's

righteousness, in particular His judicial retribution, attains

universal realisation. This retribution is here viewed accord-

ing to the measure of the wrong done to Jerusalem in this

way : the heathen nations, and Edom with them, again

assemble against the city of God, and are there overtaken by

divine vengeance, so that we see them lying round the mount
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of the Lord as recently after their drunken orgies, in this

case, of course, filled with deadly drunkenness. On the other

hand, as Joel already foretold, the community found on Mount

Zion will survive the judgment of the nations, and in union

w^ith the house of Joseph will destroy Edom, which has thus

been terribly weakened. But Zion remains the starting-point

and centre of the new rule of God, Judah taking possession

of the Israelitish territories which had revolted, and of the

neighbouring provinces which had been long destined to

vassalage, in which conquest even those dragged into captivity

do good service. Thus again the kingdom is completed as in

its best days (cf. Amos ix. 11) by God's champions, who will

be the deliverers and judges of their nation, but are not called

kings, that Yahveh's sovereignty may remain intact. Tor the

spiritual kernel of this promise and the germ of every future

one lies in the final clause which, as an echo of Ex. xv. 18,

ascribes to Yahveh the supremacy in this kingdom.

The fulfilment of the threat against Edom is seen first in

Mai. i. 3, wliere a complete devastation of Edom, perhaps by

the Chalda^ans, is assumed. This devastation began to fulfil

Obadiah's and Jeremiah's oracles, which had meantime been

issued, but did not exhaust them, as Malachi also contemplates

further judgments. Subsequently, the Maccaba^ans, those last

successful champions who fought with the sword for the

0. T. theocracy, real " deliverers " and " judges," waged a

triumphant war of revenge against Edom, 1 Mace. v. 3, 65;

Joseph. A7if. xii. 8. 1. First Judas defeated them; then

John Hyrcanus reduced them to complete subjection, and

even forced them to receive circumcision. They were

subjected by Alexander Jannai (Ant. xiii. 15. 4); and, finally,

the Idumajans entirely perished in the wars of the Jewish

zealots against the Komans, Bell. Jud. iv. 9. 7. The little,

which is promised about the setting up of the divine rule,

needed to be first spiritualised by succeeding prophets before

it was fulfilled.
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Introduction.

Of Jonali, son of Amittai, who, according to 2 Kings xiv. 25,

was a native of Gath-heplier, in the tribe of Zebulon (Josh,

xix. 13), probably now El Meshed, an hour north of Nazareth

(therefore a prophet out of Galilee !), and wlio foretold the

restoration under Jeroboam II. of the North-Israelite kingdom

in its former e.Ktent, who therefore perhaps lived in his days,

a series of peculiar events is here related, which group them-

selves round a divine mission of the prophet to the Assyrian

capital, Nineveh. This mission, to wb.ich the prophet had to

submit despite his resistance, had the God-willed, and to the

prophet himself certainly unwelcome, effect, that the heathen

city repented, and so escaped the threatened doom. The

booklet, with its thoroughly narrative strain, stands in this

group of the Canon quite by itself, wearing clearly the

appearance of a didactic prophetical work, written still less,

e.g., than the histories of Elijah and Elisha, in a mere

historical interest, but to give instruction on certain truths.

Hence the lack of precise information respecting the person

and former life of Jonah, as well as the abrupt conclusion.

After Jonah has received his lesson, the author does not

trouble himself about his further fate.

Jonali himself nowhere claims to be the author. The

narrator rather speaks of a past lying far behind (cf. ch. iii. o,

and Nineveh was a great city). The Jonah psalm, also,

ch. ii., is not inserted in the most suitable place, as it is a
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thanksgiving song after deliverance. The linguistic Arama-

isms might indeed be understood as North-Palestine expres-

sions from former times. Yet they rather point to a late

composition of the piece in the exile, or after it. This is

confiinied by near allinity of ideas with Deutero-Isaiah (see

below). We shall therefore do best to think of the last

ChakUean or first Persian age. Gesenius, ct al, suppose a

pre-exilic origin of the book ; Kleinert, exilic ; Ewald, Bleek,

Noldeke, Schrader, Eeuss, post-exilic. According to Hitzig,

it was only written in the Maccab?ean age, in which case,

however, it certainly would not have found its way into this

section of the Canon.

In view of this didactic purpose of the narrator, we might

conjecture that the whole is a work of imagination, the author

selecting a character at will from the past, and freely shaping

the legend in the way best suited to enforce his teaching

(Hitzig, Eeuss). But this has no support ; the fish miracle

is not the product of his fancy. Whether we regard it as a

historical fact or assign it to legend, it was certainly matter

of tradition. For it cannot easily be brought into harmony

with the didactic purpose of the narrator, as is shown by the

explanations of most of the expositors, who are unable to

extract any special moral teaching from it. A prophetic

mission of Jonah to Nineveh must also have been handed

down by tradition, and, indeed, in connection with that

adventure; in the same way, an astonishing result of his

jtreaching. In the same way, the narrator found the Jonah

psalm ready to hand. Had he himself composed it out of

fragments of other prayers, as is now generally supposed, he

would have introduced the psalm, in this case also well put

together, at a more fitting point. It springs, witliout doubt,

from a shipwrecked man, who has escaped the worst peril,

but is not yet back at home,—perhaps from Jonah himself.

The possibility is beyond question, if, with Ewald, we regard

Jonah ii. 4 as older than Ps. xlii., or make this psalm to have
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been sung before 800. That other psahns, e.g. Ps. xviii. in

any case, are used in it is no disproof of the psahn being a

prayer springing from the deepest distress ; for, in such inner

anguish as Jonah must have passed through in the belly of

the monster, even a prophet catches at short sayii)gs and

songs treasured in the mind (cf. the loftiest example, Jesus on

the cross). But in the thanksgiving of Jonah ii. just that

liuds utterance which passed through his soul in those

distressing hours. On the other hand, the vivid, drastic

delineation and colouring in detail belongs to the narrator.

But what was the didactic purpose ? Hitzig thought the

book has an apologetic meaning, namely, to justify God in

regard to unfulfilled prophecies against the heathen ; in

particular, the reference is to the unfulfilled prophecy of

Obadiah against Edoni ! But chs. iii., iv. would have sufficed

for this ; why the immense expenditure in chs. i., ii. ?

Similar, although more generally, Eiehm :
" the practical aim

of the book is to give direction about the right attitude to

the prophetic threats ; we must respect them as God's words,

which the prophet himself has to proclaim against his will

;

but we may also avert their fulfilment by repentance ; and if

this takes place, we must not be offended because God's

word is not fulfilled" {Thcol. Stud. u. Krit. 1862, p. 413 f.).

We do not see why, for such an end, the entirely abnormal

event of the sending of a prophet to the heathen world should

be narrated. Yon Hofmann also does not take sufficient

account of the peculiarity of the book, when he finds in it

instruction respecting the prophet's office, prophecy, and

fulfilment. Cf. also Volck (Herzog, vii. 85): " AVhat

happened to Jonah is characteristic of the prophetic calling.

We learn hence (1) that the prophet must perform what God

commands him, however strange it may seem to him
; (2)

that even death cannot nullify his call; (3) that the

prophet has no right to the fulfilment of his prediction, but

must leave it in God's hand."
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Although all these lossons may be drawn from the hook,

its real purpose is different. What runs like a red thread

through the wliole, and at last becomes a knot, whose

unloosing in iv. lOf. forms the glorious finale, is the conduct

of God to the heathen woild, which is here revealed as full

of goodwill and love, in opposition to the limited, narrow-

hearted notion current in Israel, and not impossible even to a

prophet like Jonah ; while the conduct of the heatlien to God,

both that of the seamen and the Ninevites, must put the Jews

to shame by their reverence for the Deity and their ready

repentance. The national limits of the Old Covenant are here

wondrously broken through ; the entire heathen world opens

as a mission-field to the messengers of Yahveh. Thus the

book, with its wide-hearted outlook on God's ways, and sharp

criticism of the selfish spirit of the Jewish people, as a

didactic work, is itself a miracle in the literature of this

people. Its purpose has been thus substantially understood,

i.e. as a rebuke of Jewish particularism, in the train of

Kimchi, by de Wette, Delitzsch, Bleek, Eeuss. But cf. also

early, Semler, J. D. Michaelis, Friedrichsen, et al. Kleinert

combines tliis explanation with the attractive hypothesis,

that this narrative is " symbolic ;

" Jonah means Israel. See

the details there, p. 1 C f. The view that it was Israel's

prophetic vocation to carry light and truth to the heathen,

would appeal to Isa. xl.—xlvi, : in the present book, the

faults of the servant of Yahveh are pointed out, which unfit

him for the mission, and also God's dealings with him.

Israel withdraws from its calling ; it mounts (in search of

gain ?) the merchant vessel, and gives up its relation to the

temple. The monster by which it is swallowed up is the

world-power (exile), which, however, must again surrender it

after three days, as the term is fixed in Hos. vi. 2. Thus we

should have here the grand missionary vocation for which the

nation was trained. Kleinert also supposes that a traditional

history supplied the material. His hypothesis, wliich would
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certainly also easily explain tlie Christological references,

perhaps goes too far, so far as it assumes an artificial clothing

of the national idea and history in personal garb. On the

other hand, it seems right to us to suppose that the narrator

wishes to hold up before his nation,—in particular, before the

bearers of divine revelation,—in this history of Jonah, which

he revives, a mirror in which it may see with shame its own

incapacity to understand God's great dealings, and to take part

in His world-embracing love, in order that it may become

more equal to its high calling to carry God's revelation to the

heathen. The exile, as Deutero-lsaiah shows, impressed the

most enlightened of the nation with these ideas.

If we reflect what an epoch-making event the first mission

of a prophet of the true God to a centre of the heathen world

was, this consideration will throw some light on the fish miracle,

which, from early days, has given much occasion for doubt,

scorn, and misinterpretation. Eationalism resorted to the

supposition that the adventure with the fish was a dream of

Jonah (so Abrabanel early), or the fish was a symbol of a

ship which received him, or an inn, etc. Gesenius, de Wette,

Knobel, et al., have seen in this history a Hebrew version of

a Greek myth, either of the story of Hercules delivering

Hesione, who was fastened to a rock, and so abandoned to a

monster (Diod. Sic. iv. 42; Ovid, Metavi. xi. 217); or the

Perseus myth, in which the hero delivers Andromeda, bound

to a rock near Joppa and exposed to the same fate, by slaying

the dreaded monster by means of Medusa's head. But the

dissimilarity of the Hebrew narrative is so great that the

two parallels lead to nothing. The only point of similarity

consists in this, that in the Perseus myth Joppa forms the

scene, from which also Jonah's voyage begins, and that in

both myths a /ctJto? is mentioned. On the other hand, the

version which makes Hercules himself enter into the monster's

body and stay there three days is of later origin, and perhaps

originated in our book.
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So extraordinary an event is rather to be understood from

the moral significance of the entire history. If Peter, in tlie

same Joppa, needed a heavenly vision before he set foot in

the first heathen house, a still stronger divine interposition

was necessary in the Old Covenant to overcome the resistance

of the spirit of national self-righteousness, which deemed the

impure lieathen fit objects of divine wrath, but denied to

them God's mercy. What moved Jonah to run away from

God's commission was not merely the presentiment which the

North-Israelite prophet might have, that from this Nineveh,

unless it is destroyed, ruin threatens his own country

(Abrabanel) ; but in the last resort, the jealousy which would

not allow that the God of Israel stands in the same relation

to the heathen as to His chosen people, a foreboding in a

sense that the heathen might take the place of the disobedient

first-born son.

The high significance of Jonah's mission to Nineveh is

evident also from the way in which Jesus looks back to it,

Matt. xii. 38 ff. (xvi. 4); Luke xi. 29 f. As Jonah found

faith in the Ninevites, so Jesus will find faith in the heathen

for a witness against this unbelieving generation, yet not

without Jesus, like Jonah going through the abyss of Hades.

Thus the mission of Jonah to Nineveh, so epoch-making in

the Old Covenant, stands in intimately close relation to the

central teaching of the New Covenant (the imparting of

salvation to all the world through Christ's death and

resurrection). From this point of view, therefore, the miracle,

which is a stumbling-block to many, appears fully justified on

religious grounds. It is not, indeed, proved with conclusive

necessity that, if the resurrection of Jesus was a physical fact,

Jonah's abode in the fish's belly must also be just as

liistoricah On this point also the saying, "A greater than

Jonah is here," holds good. But, on the other hand, how

arbitrary it is to assert, with Ifeuss, that Jesus regarded

Jonah's history as a parable ! On the contrary, Jesus saw in
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it a sign, a powerful evidence of the same divine power wliicli

showed itself also in His dying in order to live again and

triumph in the world. Whoever, therefore, feels the religious

greatness of the book, and accepts as authoritative the attitude

taken to its historical import by the Son of (Jod Himself, will

be led to accept a great act of the God who brings down to

Hades and brings up again, as an actual experience of Jonali

in his flight from his Lord. See on ch. ii. 1.

Of the extensive special literature on Jonah (see Herzog,

vii. 86) may be mentioned: Friedrichsen, Krit. Ucbersicht der

verschicdenen Ansicldcn ilbcr das B. Jona, 2 Aull. 1841 ; Franz

Delitzsch, " Ueber das B. Jona," in the Lv.th. ZeitscJir. von

Biiddhadi und Gucrich', 1840, p. 112 ff'. ; M. Baumgarten,

"Ueber das Zeichen des Propheten Jona," ibid. 1842, ii.

p. 1 ff. ; W. Bohme, " Die Composition des Buches Jona," in

the Zcitschr. f. die altt. WeissenscJi. 1887, p. 224 ff. (discovers

five authors or redactors in the book !). (Perowne, " Jonah,"

Carabr. Bible; Dale in Expositor, July 1892.)

I. 1. And the word of Yahveh came to Jonah, the son of

Amittai, as follows : 2. Arise, go to Nineveh, the great city,

and preach against it ; for their wickedness is come \\\)

before my face. 3. Then Jonah arose to flee to Tarshish

Chapter I.

Ver. 1. "'n^'i stamps the book as a narration (cf., however,

Ezek. i. 1 also). Historical matters always follow on a long

series ; hence even independent narratives begin with this T

(cf. Euth i. 1).

—

Jonah, son of A., see Introd. Ver. 2. Nineveh

is called the great city xar i^. (cf. Gen. x. 12) ; Diodorus calls

it the greatest, ii. 3. See respecting its extent ch. iii. 3, cf.

iv. 11.—S"ip, xTipusanv, with bv of a testimony against it, but

which, as Jonah at once notes (iv. 2), may also lead it to

repentance (which Del. also rightly applies to 1 Pet. iii. 19).

Ver. 3. He flees in the opposite direction ; he hastens to the

farthest west instead of the far east. Tarshish, Ezek. xxvii. 12.

—
'n 'JD^o : he wishes to get out of God's sight, that He may

not liy His presence remind him of the commission.

—

Joppa=i
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from the face of Yaliveh ; and he went down to Joppa, and

i'ound a ship going to Tarshish : and paid the fare thereof,

and embarked on it, in order to go with tliem to Tarshish

away from the face of Yahveh. 4. But Yahveh Imrled a

great wind on the sea, that a mighty storm arose on the sea,

and the ship was on the point of foundering. 5. Then the

seamen were afraid, and cried out every one to his god, and

they cast the tackling wliich was in the ship into the sea, to

make it lighter for themselves. But Jonah had gone down

to the hinder part of the ship, and lain down, and was sunk in

deep sleep. G. Then the commander of the crew came to him,

and said to him. What art thou thinking of, to sleep ? Arise,

call on thy God ! Perhaps God will remember us, that we

perish not. 7. Then they said one to another, Come, let us

cast lots, that we may learn on whose account this calamity

befalls us. And they cast lots ; then the lot fell on Jonah.

8. And they said to him. Tell us now on whose account this

'lo'Z'rn, Acts ix. 36, et al., the present Jaffa on the Mediter-

ranean Sea, a seaport even then.—nN3, partic.= on the point

of going.—The sutf. in mat' applies to n-'js, so also nzi. The

Hebrew says, to go down to a ship.—nnos, Ges. § 103, Anm. 2.

Ver. 4. ^10, Hiphil, a favourite word with the author (cf.

vv. 5, 12, 15) for casting; it is originally "to cast forward;"

cf. s/Ja/.Ev, Acts xxvii. 14 (Del.).—nncn, Piel, was minded,

purposed to founder, i.e. its foundering was within sight.

Ver. 5. The seamen, a mixed company of different nations,

had also different gods.—The tackling, axixji], Acts xxvii. 19,

not goods.—TiD")"", here the innermost and also lowest room,

cf. P^zek. XXX ii. 23. Ver. 6.^ bann, collectively the seamen, cf.

Ezek. xxvii. 8 ; whereas D'Ti^nn, ver. 5, may also embrace all

the persons on shipboard.—Properly, why (does it happen) to

thee a sleeper, namely to be ? or, " why (art thou) to thyself a

sleeper?" ntry, Hithp. (as in Aramaic), to bethink oneself of

something, here used of Divine Providence, with dativ. comm.

;

cf Ps. \\. 18: "h nC'H'' (Ibn Esra). Ver. 7. On the supposition

that so fearful a storm has not happened by chance, but must

be a divine visitation for a dreadful crime, they cast lots with

dice or other marked objects, which were shaken together

until one leaped out.
—

'O^tJ'3, properly, by the matter (^' =

iti'X) in regard to whom, i.e. on account of whose matter.

Ver. 8. The words "^h 1l"S2 ":^ 'n 'n are wanting in several
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calamity befalls us ? What is thy bu:5iness, aud whence

comest thou ? What is thy country, and of what people

art thou ? 9. Then he said to them, I am a Hebrew ; aud

I fear Yahveh, the God of heaven, who made the sea and the

dry land. 10. Then the men were exceedingly afraid, and

said to him. What hast thou done ? For they knew that

he was fleeing from Yahveh, for he had told them. 11. And
they said to him. What shall we do to thee, that the sea may
be calm about us ? for the sea grew more and more stormy.

12. Then he said to them, Take me up, and fling me into the

sea ; and the sea shall be calm about you : for I know well

that on my account this great storm has come upon you.

13. Then the men rowed in order to get back to the land
;

codices, and are not expressed by LXX, Vat. Hitzig, Grimm
reject them as out of place. But they might be omitted
because they so appear, and may be understood as indicating

that they would have a fuller explanation as to who he is, and
also whether he will confess his fault, and so confirm the
result of the lot (cf ver. 12).—DJ? nra "'S, cf. 2 Sam. xv. 2.

Ver. 9. The Israelites are usually called Hebrews by foreigners

(Gen. xxxix. 14, 17), or call themselves such in contrast with
foreigners (Gen. xl. 15), as it is the usual designation of this

people in international intercourse. In this answer the

prophet practises no reserve. Yahveh is the national God
of this people (Ex. vii. 16) ; but, as Jonah at once declares,

not a particular, limited god, but dwelling in heaven and
Creator of the world, specifically of the sea also. Ver. 10.

This unexpected announcement of the true, supreme God had
an extremely disquieting effect, as it was now only too

evident whence the storm came. That Jonah also told them
what quarrel he has with this God, is brought out without
pressure first at the close of ver. 10.—Withdrawing in dis-

obedience from the almighty Creator seems to the heathen
sailors a heinous offence, as they declare by the exclamation,

What hast thou done!=How couldst thou do this? cf. Gen.
iii. 13. Ver. 11. They show their full confidence in him by
asking, how by punishing him they may avert his sin from
themselves ; and he shows himself worthy of such confidence.

Ver. 12. I^n, partic. in meaning as in 1 Sam. ii. 26; 2 Sam. iii. 1.

Ver. 13. Instead of obeying the summons in ver. 12, the

seamen exert all their strength in a noble rivalry of good
feeling to bring the ship to land by rovnncj, as sailing is
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but they were not aMe : for tlie sea raged more and more

against them. 14. Then tliey cried to Yahveh, and said:

Ah, we beseech, Yahveh, let us not perish now for the soul of

this man, and do not impute to us innocent blood : for thou

art Yahveh, as it pleased thee thou hast done. 15. Then

they took up Jonah, and flung him into the sea: then the sea

ceased from its raging. 1 6. Tiien the men were exceedingly

afraid before Yahveh, and they offered sacrifices to Yahveli,

and vowed vows.

II. 1. Then Yahveh appointed a great fish to swallow up

impossible. "inn, properly, to break through the water

;

according to others (Keil, Steiner), to break through the

waves, to try to master, to exert one's self, "s-a^j/S/a^oi/^o

(LXX) ; according to Hitzig : to turn round, reverse. The
nautical expression cannot be certainly defined. Yer. 14.

When all was in vain they decided on the extreme step, yet

not witliout having first implored from the God, who had so

miglitly revealed Himself to them, gracious and righteous

indulgence. n3X (with accent on the last, see liaer here).

—

X3S from N3~nx, in case of importunate, fervent prayer.

—

For

the soul of this man, i.e. in recompence for his murder; cf.

Deut. xix. 21 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 7. Substantially the same in

meaning: Do not lay on us innocent (X"'p3 with pleonastic

S as in Joel iv. 19) blood, which, of course, does not mean
that they did not count him worthy of death (Hitz.), but,

on the contrary, declare that they do not think they are

thereby guilty of shedding innocent blood, and believe they

may also reckon on receiving this favourable judgment of

their action from God, as in His sovereignty He has driven

them by circumstances to this act. Of. with this : Thou art

Yahveh, etc., 1 Sam. iii. 18. Ver. 16. When the sudden

calming of the sea made Yahveh's rule still more evident,

tlieir fear was increased, and expressed itself in sacrifices,

which they oflered on shipboard, and vowed in greater

abundance (according to the custom of voyagers) when they

reached home in safety. The setting up of votive tablets

was also a part of this custom.

ClIAITKU II.

Ver. 1. n:o, Piel, a favourite word of this narrator for the

ruling of Divine Trovidence, properly= to assign, determine.

—
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Jonah : and Jonah was in the bowels of the fish three days

and three nights. 2. And Jonah prayed to Yahveh, his God,

from the belly of the fish. 3. And he said, I called out of

my distress to the Lord, then he heard me ; out of the belly

of the underworld I cried, then thou heardest my voice.

4. And thou didst cast me down into the abyss, in the

heart of the seas ; and the flood girt me round : all thy

billows and thy waves have gone over me. 5. But 1 said,

I am cast away from thy face
;
yet will I still look on thy

holy temple. 6. Waters encompassed me to my very soul

:

A great fish, LXX, X.T. x^ro;; on the other hand, Luther
wrongly, whale ; the latter does not frequent the Mediter-
ranean Sea, and the swallowing of a whole man suggests

rather the shark, which is a native there, and is furnished
with far wider jaws. Of the giant shark (squalus carcharias, L.)

it is well known that it swallows large bodies whole, so that

enormous fishes, undevoured human corpses, an entire carcase

of a horse, etc., have ])een found in it. That one who is

swallowed remains alive is certainly, where it is not a question
of a mere moment (as in the case mentioned in Keil, told by
Linne), impossible according to " natural laws," but not at all

more wonderful than that a Lazarus resisted corruption four

days, or Christ Himself rose on the fourth day. As shown by
the use of the same definitiim of time, thi'ce days and three

nights, in the latter case, it is not to be punctiliously under-
stood of seventy-two hours ; but, according to Hebrew idiom, of

a space of time reaching backward and forward beyond twenty-
four hours. Moreover, who measured the hours in Jonah's
case ? Ver. 2. See on ver. 3. Ver. 3. The imperf with 1

consec. here and ver. 7 refers to something already experi-

enced, not merely confidently expected. Yer. 7 especially

shows that the supplicant has been already delivered from
the deadly peril described ; the prayer is therefore praise for

deliverance experienced. As, however, the affliction and the
feelings it caused are minutely depicted, the psalm certainly

gives the contents of Jonah's prayer in the fish's belly.

—

''h m^, cf. Ps. xviii. 7, cxx. L—To Hades a pn is here
ascribed, which was suggested by the belly of the fish.

Ver. 4&, as in Ps. xlii. 8. In Jonah's case the floods are

literal, not merely figurative as there. Yet this does not
necessarily imply that the psalm was later than Jonah's
song, as Ewald supposes. Ver. 5, as in Ps. xxxi. 23. Ver. G,
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the abyss girt ine round, reeds were wound about my head.

7. To the roots of the mountains I went down ; the earth,

its bars closed behind me for ever : then thou broughtest

my life up from the pit, Yahveh, my God. 8. When my
soul languished within me I thought on Yahveh : then my
prayer came to thee, to thy holy temple. 9. They who

mind lying vanities forsake him who is their mercy. 10.

But I will sacrifice to thee with loud thanksgiving ; what I

vowed I will perform. Salvation is Yahveh's ! 11. Then

Yahveh commanded the fish to vomit Jonah upon dry land.

III. 1. And the word of Yahveh came to Jonah the second

time, thus : 2. Arise, go to Nineveh, the great city, and cry

to it the preaching which I shall tell thee. 3. Then Jonah

arose, and went to Nineveh, according to Yahveh 's word ; but

Nineveh was a great city before God, a journey of three

Cf. Ps. Ixix. 2. That the ^llD growing at the bottom of the sea

is wrapped round his head, shows how deep he \vas sunk and

how fast he was held there. Yer. 7. '2^?^ = V.ViPr', properly the

cuttings, i.e. extreme ends. The roots of the mountains are

thought of as at the bottom of the sea.

—

Foi' ever, in appearance

and outward circumstances. But God has worked a miracle ; cf.

1 Sam. ii. G. A'er. 9. Cf. Ps. xxxi. 7.—Dinn, cf. Ps. cxliv. 2.

Ver. 10. nnyc'', fuller, more solemn form for n]}yc'\ as in Ps. iii. 3.

Chapter III.

Ver. 2. Cf. ch. i. 2.—nsip, xi^pvyfxa. Yer. 3. A great city to

God, according to the naive custom of bringing extraordinary

things into connection with God, as if even God must perforce

acknowledge its greatness; cf Gen. x. 9.

—

A course (accus. of

amount, Del.) of three days. Expositors wrongly dispute

whether circumference (as the majority) or diameter (Hitzig)

is meant. According to the context, where the matter is one

of preaching to the inhabitants of the city, the meaning is, as

ver. 4 shows, how much time it would take to visit the

chief ])laces of the great city Nineveh (in the broader sense,

Schrader, ii. 147), which was divided into different (quarters or

towns. Its circumference, according to Jones, was almost

90 English miles, which would agree with a three days'

journey. But Jonah needed the same time to go through the

city (neither in a straight line, nor in its widest circumference).

In any case the statement gives a not inaccurate idea of the
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days. 4. And Jonah began to enter the city a tract of a

day's march, and preached, and said : 5. Yet forty days, and

Nineveh is overthrown !—Then the people of Nineveh

believed in God, and proclaimed a fast, and clothed them-

selves in sackcloth, from the greatest among them to the

least. 6. And the matter came to the king of Nineveh

;

then he arose up from his throne, and laid aside his robe,

and covered himself with sackcloth, and sat on ashes. 7.

And he made proclamation, and commanded in Nineveh : By
decree of the king and his nobles, as follows : Men and

cattle, oxen and sheep, shall eat nothing : they shall not

feed, nor drink water, 8. and shall be covered with sack-

cloth, men and cattle, and cry to God mightily ; and turn,

every one from his evil way, and from the wickedness which

is in his hands. 9. Who knows whether God will turn and

repent, and cease from his fierce wrath, that we perish not ?

1 0. Then God saw what they did, that they turned from

their evil way ; and God repented of the evil which he had

said he would do to them, and did it not.

IV. 1. But it displeased Jonah greatly, and he was angry.

2. And he prayed to Yahveh, and said : Ah, Yahveh, was it

magnitude of the city. Ver. 4 tells the first day's work.

LXX, instead of forty, only three days ! "jsn, see on Amos
iv. 11. Jonah could easily make himself intelligible to the

Assyrians; cf. Isa. xxxvi. 11. Ver. 5. Penitent mourning;

of. Joel i. 13 f.— From the greatest . . . Ges. § 119, 2.

Ver. 7. 10X, as in ch. ii. 11. The words of the crier, 'iJ Dyno,

ex decreto regis . . . announce the following edict. DVLD,

elsewhere taste, here decree. It is here the Assyr.-Bab.

tSimi, royal decision, edict.—The nobles are the ministers.

The beasts are here exhorted to join in the mourning, especially

in fasting. An analogous case is when, according to Herod.

ix. 24, the Persians after the fall of their commander clipped

their horses' hair. Cf. also Pint. Alex. 72 ; Virg. Eel v. 24 ff.

Ver. 9, like Joel ii. 14, cf. there, and in regard to God repent-

ing, on Joel ii. 13. Ver. 10. Cf. also Ex. xxxii. 14.

Chapter IV.

Ver. 1. '3 nyi adds force to the idea of VT"! ; it seemed wrong

to him, a very great wrong. Ver. 2. n^x, as in ch. i. 14. Was
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not tliis wliich I thought when I was .still in my country ?

For this very reason I was beforehand in fleeing to Tarshish.

I knew that thou art a God, gracious and compassionate, slow

to wrath, and rich in mercy, and who repents him of the evil.

3. And now, Yahveh, I pray, take my soul from me ; for it

is better for me to die than to live. 4. Then said Yahveh,

Doest thou well to be angry ? 5. Then Jonah went forth

from the city, and sat on the east of the city, and made him-

self there a hut, and sat under it in the shade, till he should

see what became of the city. 6. Then God appointed a

ricinus-plant to grow over Jonah, to make a shade over his

head to deliver him from his affliction ; then Jonah rejoiced

not this my word, i.e. my thought ? 'iJ nns ^2, like Joel ii. 13,

see there. Ver. 3. Of. 1 Kings xix. 4. This displeasure of

Jonah, as well as the distrust which he had from the first about

the mission to Nineveh, is explained, not merely from the fact

that he foresaw that on the people's repentance pardon would

follow, and so, outwardly regarded, the non-fulfilment of his

word, instead of the execution of the judgment, a result which

in the end the prophets of Yahveh perforce expected in every

utterance of doom, but chiefly from the fact that he grudged

such pardon to the heathen Ninevites. Ver. 4. God's monitory

(question, Art thou justly angry ^ is meant to bring him to

reason. It is an ignoble, unbecoming motive which makes
him angry. Ver. 5. Jonah prepares to await the end in a place

where he can see the city, and yet not be involved in its ruin.

The forty days are not yet expired. That Yahveh has given up
His purpose (iii. 10) the prophet knew; yet he hoped secretly,

perhaps the Lord will still enter into judgment with the city

(even were it on his complaint !). Ver. 6. njo, Piel here and

vv. 7, 8, as in ii. 1.—IVp^, erroneously LXX ; Itala, yourd

;

Vulg. try, is, as Jerome early knew, the ricinus-plant; Egyp-

tian, x/'x/ ; Assyrian, JaU-dnttu (usually derived from xip, to spit

;

according to Fr. Delitzsch, rather from Assyr. pip, to v.nnd

round), a common plant now with us, large-leaved, and shoot-

ing up in a few days, adapted to shade a hut consisting of a

simple wood frame (although not to be tliought of as creeping

up it), and easily withering on any injury to the tender stalk.

—Fro7n his affliction, namely, the heat of the sun beating

heavily on him, probably aggravating his ill-will, so that in

conse(_[uence of tlie surprise prepared for him by the ricinus,
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in the ricinus exceedingly. 7. But God appointed a worm

when the morning of the next day dawned ; it smote the

ricinus that it withered. 8. And it came to pass when the

sun arose, that God appointed a sultry east-wind, and the

sun smote on Jonah's head, that he languished. Then he

wished for his soul to die, and said : It were better for me

to die than to live. 9. Then spake God to Jonah : Doest

thou well to be angry for the ricinus ? And he said : I do

well to be angry unto death. 10. Then said Yahveh : Thou

art sorry for the ricinus, for which thou didst not labour, and

which thou didst not make to grow, which grew as a child of

a night, and perished as a child of a niglit. 11. And should

I not be sorry for Nineveh, the great city, in which are more

than twelve myriad persons, who cannot distinguish between

their right hand and their left, and so many cattle ?

his feelings were quite changed. Ver. 7. n33, Hiphil, used here

of a worm gnawing, as in ver. 8 of the stroke of the sun. Ver. 8.

The reference is to a scorching wind (as in Hos. xiii. 15), which

gave the last blow to the sickly plant ; therefore ''K'nn, moist,

sultry, not " cutting, sharp," which would have tempered tb.e

oppressive heat.—^1^1?, Hithp., as in Amos viii. 13.— And he

desired . . . construction as in 1 Kings xix. 4. The logical

subject of the dying is anticipated as the object of the wish ;
cf.

ver. 3. Ver. 9. Cf. ver. 4. This time Jonah thinks that, robbed

of his last comfort, he has the fullest right to complain ; hence

his confident answer, giving, however, the Lord the means in

his answer of putting him to shame. Ver. 10. The ricinus has

no claim on Jonah's affection, founded on cherished sympathy

and long-continued attention such as God had lavished on this

great city.— 13, rare conjunctive form for }3. Ver. 11. Twelve

myriads = 120,000 human beings, not knowing the difference of

right and left, therefore children of the tenderest age, who_ as

yet have done no wrong, as little as the many animals which

also would have to die without fault of theirs. The designa-

tion of child is usually extended to the seventh year of_ age

(whether rightly is questionable ; Hitzig stops at the third)

;

the entire population of Nineveh is thus reckoned at 000,000

souls, by no means an improbable number, but in comparison

with the intention of the narrator perhaps put too low.—The

much cattle being thought of shows in a touching way God's

love for all His creatures.
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Exposition.

Contents: The Mission of Jonah to Nineveh. 1. The

Miscarriage of his attempt to flee, ch. i. ; 2. Jonah in the

fish's belly, ch. ii. ; 3. His Preaching in Nineveh and its suc-

cess, ch. iii. ; 4. Jonah's Sullenness thereat is rebuked, ch. iv.

Jonah, the eminent prophet in the northern kingdom of

Israel, receives from his God a surprising commission to carry

a message of divine admonition to the heathen metropolis,

Nineveh, the ancient and well-known capital of the Assyrian

empire, which at that time was more and more coming to the

front, to the peril of the Israelites. He tries to avoid this

unwelcome mission, for the reason confessed in ch. iv. 2.

" AVhen he has to announce victorious enlargement to the king-

dom of Israel (2 Kings xiv. 25), he is Yahveh's obedient ser-

vant ; but to preach repentance among the heathen seems to

him (and his prognostication is right) a transference of Yahveh's

favour to the heathen " (Delitzsch). Although he knows and

acknowledges his God to be the Creator of the universe (ch. 19),

he does not think escape from Him impossible, as in this

prophet— a true type of the Judafsm which transfers its own

limitation and narrow-mindedness to God—a strange ignor-

ance of God's government is united with right views of His

nature, as if His presence, when revealed, was still only to be

seen at work in the Holy Land (cf. on ch. i. 3). But he is

speedily convinced that this hope of fleeing from God is a

delusion. A terrible storm overtakes him. The frightened

seamen rouse him from sleep, and exhort him (they, the

heathen .') to pray to his God, and so awaken his conscience,

although no confession of sin follows. This is only wrung

from him by the lot marking him out as a criminal with

whom heaven is wroth. Now he confesses who his God is,

and what God has against him. Thus he involuntarily be-

comes a missionary to the heathen, making them acquainted

with the true God. The fact that the sea does not cease
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raging until they, after long conflict with themselves and tbe

rebellious elements, decide to cast him into the sea in obedi-

ence to the advice of Yahveh's prophet, but is then at once

calm, confirms the impression which they receive of the

greatness and holiness of God, unknown to them hitherto.

But the disobedient prophet, who has reluctantly become

their instructor, must descend into the depths of the abyss,

not, however, to die until he has carried out God's will, since

the Lord will not allow His plans to be crossed by man.

An immense fish becomes his prison and place of safety. The

God who controls wind and waves (ch. i. 4, iv. 8), plants

(iv. 6) and beasts (iv. 7), and whom they serve, orders a

gigantic fish to swallow him, and vomit him alive on dry land

after three days. What Jonah's feelings were in the abyss and

after his deliverance from the pit of death, the psalm says (see

Introd. p. 168), in which he praises the God who woudrously

rescued him, when to all appearance he was irretrievably

lost. No express confession of his sin is found in the psalm.

But his turning to Yahveli after what he has experienced, and

seeking His help, is a sure sign of his change of mind. And

this is confirmed by the fact that, directly after his rescue, he

goes to Nineveh on God's repeated command M'ithout further

resistance. There he proclaims the destruction coming on

the imperial city by God's judgment. The Assyrians, who

were very observant of and attentive to portents and remark-

able signs, must have been powerfully impressed by this

messenger of a strange God, who, without being afraid of

mockery or violence, proclaimed to all his message of doom,

and whose whole appearance and bearing must certainly have

been impressed with the stamp of piercing earnestness by his

recent experiences. The success, in fact, was complete, at

least for the moment. The inhabitants of the heathen capital,

despite their habitual frivolity, understood quite well for what

reason such a judgment was announced to them. And every

one, from the king to the lowest subject, even to the beast in
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the stall, went into mourning and repented, in order to avert

the ruin. In consequence of this the Lord decided to spare

the city, as the prophet soon became aware.

But instead of rejoicing at this, Jonah was sullen and

angry, nay, so vexed as to be weary of life. His declaration

in ch. iv. 2, by reference backward to ch. i. 1-3, forms the

link binding together the whole book, and also showing us

the motive which pervades the whole. This very spirit, which

denies all grace to the heathen (see Introd.), must be met first

by God's mighty arm, which compels the unwilling to sub-

serve His saving purpose, and then in ch. iv. inwardly by

rebuke founded on Jonah's sympathy with a mere plant.

Fine psychological observation is shown in the circumstance

that Jonah, in the midst of his prophetic indignation, is recon-

ciled to life again by a bit of shade given him unexpectedly

by the ricinus, and again that he is in utter despair when

this slight refreshment of life is withdrawn from him. But

His servants, with their unrighteous antipathies and their

irrational lack of love, are put to shame by the Lord, whose

loving providence and heartfelt sympathy embrace even the

countless heathen, so that for the sake of their many children,

who have done no wrong, and their cattle, which are irre-

sponsible, He does not desire their death, but that they may
turn and live. Here a chord is powerfully struck, which is

frequently heard in the New Testament ; cf. beside Matt. xii.

38 ff., Luke xi. 29 ff., also Matt. xx. 15 f., xxi. 28-31;

Acts x. 34, etc.
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Introduction.

The name of the prophet, na^o (LXX : Mixala^ ;
Vulg.

:

Michisas), is an abbreviation for '"'^^''D (so he is called in Jcr.

xxvi. 18, Kethib); and this =^n'D>p (2 Chron. xvii. 7), along

with which also in^3"'p occurs (1 Kings xxii. 8). It signifies

"Who is like Yahveh ?" Cf. ^N3^p. In ch. i. 1, as also in

Jer. xxvi. 18, the prophet is called "TicriDn, indicating the

place of his birth. Without doubt the reference is to the

Moresheth-Gath mentioned by himself in ch. i. 14, i.e. the

Moresheth found in the neighbourhood of the Philistine town

of Gath. Eusebius and Jerome knew a tradition, according

to which it lay not far to the east of Eleutheropolis. No

particulars are known of the prophet's personality. Certain

Church Fathers could only identify him with the son of Imlah

of the same name (1 Kings xxii.) by a mistake in chronology.

Cf. respecting the relation to the latter on ch. i. 2.

The heading in ch. i. 1 gives as the prophet's time the

reign of the kings Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah. The similarity

of this statement to those found in Hos. i. 1, Isa. i. 1, in both

which passages certainly Uzziah precedes, raises the suspicion

that it may come from the same hand that revised Hos. i. 1.

In its last part the statement is confirmed by the remarkable

reference in Jer. xxvi. 18, according to which the threat of

Micah iii. 12 was uttered under Hezekiah. Because now the

latter passage is closely linked with the preceding part from

ch. ii. (for we do not, like many expositors, make ch. iii. 1

begin a new discourse, see on ch. ii. 12 f.), it is probable that
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Micah's activity began first under this king. But in any

case ch. i. falls, not only before the destruction of Samaria,

but also earlier than the serious beginning of Hezekiah's

reform in worship (cli. i. 5). If the latter be put, according

to 2 Chron. xxix., into the first year of this king's reign,

this first accusing discourse is, in fact, somewhat earlier, whilst

chs. ii—V. fall into Hezekiah's days, and, indeed, into the first

days after the fall, or at least the investment, of Samaria,

as its fate has been sealed, on which account it is no longer

specially noticed. That the purifying of the worship was not

thoroughly carried out is shown by ch. v. 1 1 ff. The gloomy

picture in chs. vi., vii. suggest Manasseh's days to our mind,

which ch. vi. 1 6 would suit specially well ; and it is possible

that Micah added this piece at that time. But Isaiah shows

that even under Hezekiah's rule there was occasionally much

to complain of. Moreover, an exact dating of these several

oracles is impossible, because Micah obviously wrote them

down later in consecutive form, bringing them together in a

beautifully finished book.

In regard to the integrity of the book, certainly the origin-

ality of particular sayings or of entire sections is contested by

several critics in modern days ; but, as it seems to us, these

attacks are without sufficient ground. Tlie passage, ch. ii. 12 f.,

according to Ewald, was noted down originally by Micah

himself or an old reader only on the margin. Stade regards

it as an exilic or post-exilic interpolation. That the desired

connection, however, is not wanting, see in loc. The question

of ch. iv. 1 ff., which verses coincide almost verbally with

Isa. ii. 2 ff., is of another kind. Since the majority of critics

find the form of the text more original in Micah and the

connection closer than in Isaiah, while, on the other hand,

they place Isa. ii.-iv. before Hezekiah, many (Ewald, Hitzig,

Noldeke, Kuenen, Ileuss, Cheyne, ct al.) make the oracle

originate with an older prophet, and in both places where we

find it, make it to be borrowed, which is not in itself impos-
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sible, and in any case is the most suitable expedient. This

explanation may be accepted, supposing the later Micali to

have preserved it in a more original form than Isaiah.

Others suppose that it was simply tacked on to the book of

Isaiah by the compilers ; on the other hand, it is to be regarded

as original in Mieah, and the latter as the author. So in

recent days Eyssel especially. "We cannot, however, agree

with him. The differences of style here have no great weight,

as they may be explained in favour of either side. The main

question is whether Micah iv. 4 f. was originally part of the

oracle. We are compelled to answer in tlie negative.

Ver. 4, which is said to give a conclusion indispensable to

the rounding off" of the whole (Hitzig, Keuss), on the contrary

departs from the tenor of the preceding oracle, embellishing

it with current forms of speech. If we simply ask, who is

the subject of i3ti"'l (plainly not the heathen nations as in tlie

previous sentence, but the individual Israelites, as well as in

ch. V. 3 !), we shall see that the connection is a very loose

one. In the same way, the phrase in ver. 41), 'i 'v
"'"•'

''S o,

which is not usual in Micah for the mere strengthening of

his own words, suggests the recalling of a divine saying

uttered before. Ver. 5 also departs from the thought of

ver. 1 ff., to which passage an opposition between the nations

going their own way in the name of their gods and Israel in

eternal alliance with Yahveh is foreign, whereas the briefer

admonition of Isa. ii. 5 quite corresponds with what goes

before. Micah has indeed fitted the oracle into his order of

thought, but in such a way that the independence of the

oracle is still quite clear ; and indeed he must have found it

already existing in the extent which it has in Isaiah, whether

it springs from the latter or from an older prophet.

In Micah iv. 10, Noldeke, Kuenen, Cheyne, Nowack would

strike out the words ny nsai bll as a later interpolation.

But see in loc. The entire section, chs. iv., v., is denied to

be Micah's by Stade, according to whom only chs. i.—iii.
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(exclusive of ii. 12 1'.) are said to belong to tliis prophet..

Chs. iv., V. (more precisely iv. 1-4, 11-14, v. 1-3, 6-14)

are pronounced post-exilic, and interpolated by a later writer,

Zcitschr. f. altt. Wisscnsch. 1881, p. 161 ff. ; cf. 1883, p. 1 tt".

See, on the other hand, Kautzsch, ZDMG. 1882, p. 696 f.;

Nowack in the first-named Zeitschr. 1884, p. 277 ff., and

especially Eyssel (see below), p. 248 ff. Stronger doubt is

thrown on tlie authenticity of chs. vi., vii., which Ewald

makes to have been written by a later prophet in the time of

Manasseh, who had a peculiar dramatic style. Wellhausen

(in Bleek's Altt. Einl., 4 Aufi.) distinguished between chs. vi.,

vii. 1-6, which, according to him, belong to the time of

Manasseh, and vii. 7-20, which, a full century later, pre-

suppose the fall of Jerusalem. Tlie latter view is adopted by

Nowack, Stade. Noldeke, Steiner, et al., have declared against

the cogency of the proofs adduced for a different author from

Micah. See especially Eyssel, p. 268 ft'., where it is shown

that these chapters contain nothing in form or matter which

necessitates such a critical excision. Even if they sprang

from the days of Manasseh, whicli, however, is doubtful

enough, ]\Iicah might very well be the author. But the fall

of Jerusalem, like its restoration, is a prophetic certainty to

the author ; it does not lie behind him. Nor are tliere want-

ing many points of contact between this last part and the

(jther parts of the book. The book is a well articulated

whole, certainly arranged by the autlior himself; its sub-

divisions, chs. i. and ii., iii. and iv., v. and vi., vii., grow out of

particular discourses of the prophet, not, however, without

connection among themselves, as is most plainly observable

between chs. iii. and iv.

The contents of the book show close religious affinity with

Isaiah. Like the latter prophet, Micah bore witness, in the

strength of God's Spirit, against the heathenish hill-worship

and image-worship current, not only in Samaria, but also in

Judaia and even in Jerusalem, as well as against other heathen
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practices which Hezekiah was able to suppress for a short time

only; cf. ch. i. 5-7, v. 11-13. But, in particular, he meets

with sharp rebuke social injustice, the exploiting and ill-treat-

ment of the poor by the great and mighty, to whom venal

judges were subservient, and whom false prophets flattered,

cf. ii. 1 ff., iii. 2 f., 10 f.; dishonesty in trade and commerce,

vi. 10 ff. ; treachery and irreligion in all, even the most sacred,

relations (vii. 2 ff.). While in these charges he is in perfect

agreement with his great contemporary Isaiah, there is absent

in his case the discussion of foreign politics, whereas it was

part of Isaiah's calling to call the princes to account about

their attitude to the great powers. On account of these grave

offences he predicts severe judgment through the heathen

world-power, but in doing this has to contend at every step

with false prophets, who always promise good when they are

rewarded for doing so, and therefore are more gladly listened

to by the people than the genuine, incorruptible, and inflexible

messengers of the true God, cf. chs. ii., iii. In glaring con-

trast with these self-confident praters, Micah utters in still

more precise terms than Isaiah his threat of doom (analogies

are not wanting in Isaiah, see Comm. p. 10), to the effect

that the invasion of the heathen will lead to the overthrow of

Jerusalem and the removal of its inhabitants to Babylon,

iii. 12, iv. 10, 14. His courage in doing this was unforget-

able (Jer. xxvi. 18). His not speaking of the temporary

respite by the Assyrians, or the destruction of the army of

Sennacherib before Jerusalem (as ch. iv. 11-13 is scarcely to

be referred to this) is explained by the circumstance that we

have no oracles of his belonging to that time, when Isaiah

rather stood alone in the foreground. But Micah also

announces the return from exile in Babylon, as well as the

setting up of a theocracy surpassing the old one in splendour,

having its centre on Zion and its human head in the peerless,

long-expected Davidite. Of his glorious and peace-bringing

government a most lovely picture is sketched in ch. v. 1 fT.
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The kingdom, thus purified and strengthened, will have no

need to fear the last, wildest assault of the heathen, but will

triumph over them with the help of its God, iv. 11—13. In

force of spirit, in purity and depth of religious knowledge,

Micah shows himself the equal of Isaiah, to whom also he is

not inferior in dignity of style and bold use of language. If

liis field of work is more limited, he has, on the other hand, a

skill in drawing lovely, idyllic pictures, and especially a deep

personal sympathy, expressing itself in mournful strains, which

reminds us of Jeremiah rather than of Isaiah.

Of special discussions of Micah may be mentioned : C. P.

Caspari, Uebcr Micha den Morasthiten und seine prophetische

Schrift, 1851. T. Eoorda, Comm. in vaticinium Miclicc, 1869.

L. lieinke (Oath.), Der Prophet Micha, 1874. T. K. Cheyne,

Micah, with Notes and hitroduction, 1882. V. Kyssel, Unter-

svxhnngen iiher die Textr/estalt und die Echtheit des Bitches

Micha, 1887.

Judgment upon Samaria and Judaii, Ch. i.

1. The word of Yahveh whicli came to Micah of More-

sheth, in the days of Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah, kings of

Judah, which he saw respecting Samaria and Jerusalem.

2. Hear, ye peoples, altogether ! Listen, thou earth, and

Chapter I.

Ver. 1. On the name and person of Micah, as well as on the

date, see Introd.
—

'i3 nrn "iK'N indicates, as in Amos i. 1, the
goal to which his discourses are mainly directed ; first the

capital of the northern kingdom, then the sacred city of

David. On seeing the word, see comm. on Isa. ii. 1. Ver. 2.

All yc peoples, does not apply to the tribes of Israel (so Hitz.,

Steiner, after Deut. xxxii. 8, et al.) ; for nsboi pN is a long
established form for the whole eartli, not merely the land

;

cf. Deut. xxxiii. IG ; Ps. xxiv. 1.—But Don applies, not to the
nations of the earth summoned rhetorically to listen, but to

the Israel of the present mentioned in the heading, and now
to be accused, against wliich Yahveh appears as a hostile
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that which fills it ! And let the Lord Yahveh be for a

witness against you, the Lord from his holy temple. 3. For,

behold, Yahveh goes forth from his place, and comes down,

and walks upon the high places of the earth. 4. And the

mountains melt under him, and the plains are cleft, like wax
before the fire, like water falling down a steep. 5. Because

of the backsliding of Jacob is all this, and because of the sin

of the house of Israel. What is the backsliding of Jacob ? is

witness or accuser.

—

From His holy temple, applies not to the

earthly, but to the heavenly dwelling of God, as ver. 3 shows,

which is also important for Isa. vi. 1.—As the first words of

the verse are found also in 1 Kings xxii. 28 in the mouth of

the older ]\Iicah ben Imlah (with whom several Church
Fathers confound our prophet), Hitzig, Klostermann, Kleinert

think that our later Micah took up that saying of his name-
sake, as also references to the history of the latter are found
elsewhere in his book (cf. 1 Kings xxii. 11, 22 f., 24, with
Micah ii. 11, iv. 13 f.). Conversely, Steiner holds the whole
narrative, 1 Kings xxii., to be dependent on Micah's book.

But the only word showing affinity in a striking way: lyoci'

'3 D''Dy, is scarcely original in 1 Kings xxii. 28, where it is

wanting in the LXX (so also Klost. in loc), and is first

certainly found in the Chronicles in that narrative,—there-

fore to be regarded as a gloss there, and as original in the

present passage. Similarly Eyssel, p. 219 f. Ver. 3. n}n

with partic. expresses the fut. instans. As to ver. oh, see

on Amos iv. 13. Ver. 4. The majestic appearance of the Lord
coming to judgment is described in terms borrowed from His
appearance in tempest on Sinai, which is also typical for

Judg. V. 4 K, Ps. xviii., and Hab. iii. The comparison, " like

wax before the fire " (cf Ps. Ixviii. 2), belongs to the first

member : the mountains melt. The second comparison, " like

water rushing down (cf. the active Hiphil, ver. 6) a steep,"

applies to the second member : the plains part asunder. In
consequence of heavy rain a waterfall, so to speak, is formed,

which rushes headlong down where was level, firm ground.

So everything gives way before the approach of God ; every-

where dissolution, overthrow, turmoil ! Ver. 5. So terribly

does God draw near as avenger because of sin. Jacob and
house of Israel here synonymous.—The crime of Jacob is its

chief city. Because this, the heart of the land, is all sin,

the hurt is so great.—The high places, i.e. forbidden worship-

sites of Judah, identical with Jerusalem, which is no lon^^er
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it not Samaria ? and what are tlie high places of Judah ? is

it not Jerusalem ? 6. So tlien I make Samaria a rubbish-

heap of the field, vineyard plantings ; and I throw down

her stones into the valley, and her foundations I lay bare.

7. And all her idol-images shall be hewn down, and all her

harlot-gifts burned in tlie fire, and all her carved pillars I lay

waste : for she gathered them by harlot's hire, and harlot's

hire they shall again become.

8. For these things I will wail and howl ; will go stripped

and naked ; will set up a wail like the jackals, and a lament

like the young ostriches. 9. For her stripes are desperate
;

for it reaches to Judah : it comes to the door of my people,

(Jod's favourite dwelling, but the gathering-point of idolatrous

altars, so to speak, a common idol-height. The reformation of

Hezekiah (in his fifth year) has therefore not yet taken place.

Ver. 6. Literal fulfilment: On the declivities of the hill, which
once bore the proud city, lie ruins, which bear witness to

former splendour. See Orelli, Durchs hcil. Land, p. 187.

A'er. 7. rr'jjns, which signifies, firstly, according to the con-

text, love-gifts which she gave to illegitimate gods, therefore

sacred offerings which she established for them. This fate is

justified ('3) by the impure origin of these gifts. She has got the

means for them from a harlot's rcivard, which is to l)e ex})laiiied

according to Hos. ii. 7, the Jewish propliet alluding to tlie

description of the Ephraimite one : She regarded her gain as

a gift of the gods, therefore it was a harlot's hire, and was used

accordingly (cf. Hos. ii. 10).

—

They shall become a liarlot's hire

uf/ain, i.e. fall a prey to the fate appropriate to such impure
wealth. But proljably there is special reference to tlie fact

that these treasures will be devoted again by heathen peoples

(Asshur) to their idols. Ver. 8. The irregular scriptio jjlcna

na^-x is perhaps meant to suggest the rhythm with nb"'b^Ni

;

in the same way the vocalisation ?7C' instead of hhSu^ (Keri),

which is not merel}'' barefoot, but stripped of all ornamental
attire. This appearance, a sign of sorrow, somewhat dilferent

in Isa. XX. 2, 4. Jackals compared on account of their howling,

ostriches on account of their plaintive, groaning noise ; both
together also in Job xxx. 29. Ver. 9. The stripes inflicted on
Samaria are incurable (cf. for the phrase, Jer. xv. 18) ; what
gives the prophet special ground of sorrow is that the enemy's
ravages penetrate even into Judah, up to the gate of his people, i.e.

where his people assemble; therefore, as is added in explanation

:
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to Jerusalem. ] 0. In Gath (news-city) publish it not ! At

Acco (weeping-field) weep not ! At Beth-ophra (dust-house)

I roll myself in the dust! 11. Away with you, inhabitant

of Shaphir (ornament-city) in shameful nakedness ; the

inhabitant of Zaanan (march) cannot go forth. Wailing is

at Beth-ezel (neighbouring house) ; from you he takes up

his position. 12. For the inhabitant of Maroth (bitter woe)

travails for good ; because evil comes down from Yahveh to

up to Jerusalem. Ver. 10. The prophet fears the malignant
rejoicing of the Philistines in Gath, which is near to his

native place ; the mention of Gath is suggested to him also

by 2 Sam. i. 20.—133, not infin. abs., but, according to Eeland,

for 13^2, perhaps to be read i3n {V being smoothed away to

increase the rhythm), at -4cco-Ptolemais, in which Canaanitish

city the Israelitish fugitives are not to weep, as they would
thus only excite the malignant scorn of the heathen. So

nearly all moderns, except Keil and Kyssel. mcpb ri"'3 for

nnsy^ to rhyme with "isy, is perhaps the Benjamite Ophra,

Josh, xviii. 23. The town is chosen for the sake of its name,

which suits the writer's purpose here, p in msj??, sign of the

genitive (Hitz., Eyssel). U'bs, Hithp., to roll oneself in dust or

ashes, sign of mourning. Mourners actually sprinkled their

heads with these (1 Sam. iv. 12), and also sat on the ground
in dust or ashes (Job ii. 8, 1 2 f.). Keri reads wrongly, as in

Jer. vi. 26, as if the inhabitants were addressed. Ver. 11. The
population of the town i''2C', beautiful in its name (indeed an

easy modification of y^^^, Josh. xv. 48, in the hill country of

Judah), must go forth without ornament and captive, after the

manner of Isa. xx. 4.—In nakedness, which is a disgrace.

Hitzig compares p"ii' nijj;, Ps. xlv. 5.—The population of pxv,

whose town has its name from going out, may not go out, but

must keep their gates shut. It may be the Cenan, mentioned
in Josh. XV. 37, in the Judsean lowland. PVSn n''3, probably the

village Azel, mentioned in Zech. xiv. 2, situated on the Mount
of Olives, therefore in the immediate vicinity of Jerusalem,

which Micah indeed intimates by the appellation. We read

nspp (absol.), and refer the last words to the enemy, who takes

his stand from there, namely against Jerusalem. Correspond-

ing to mnj? is l»y, Isa. x. 32. Ver. 12. The unhappy Maroth,

an ominous name, travails, i.e. looks in bitter longing (cf. else-

where the Hiphil of ^in) for some good. The locality is unknown,
and is also to be sought near Jerusalem, yi is in contrast

13
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the gate of Jerusalem. 13. Biud the chariot to the swift

steed, inhabitant of Lachish (race - city) ! Tiie beginning

of sin was this to the daughter of Zion : tliat in thee were

found the iniquities of Israel. 14. Therefore must thou

issue a bill of divorce against Moresheth-Gath ; the (two)

Beth Achsib (house of lies) become a deceitful brook to the

kings of Israel. 15. Again I bring to thee the conqueror,

O inhabitant of Mareshah (conquest). The nobility of Israel

with nit3. The gate of Jerusalem, echo of ver. 9. Ver. 13.

The motto C'D"i^ points at the name ^^"3^. The population of

this town, Lachish (according to Josh. xv. 39, situated in the

Juda^an lowland; according to Euseb. Onomast., 7 Roman
miles from Eleutheropolis, to-day Umm Lakis, half-way

between Beth Jibrin, Eleutheropolis, and Gaza), is to flee

as fast as possible, as it is threatened with retribution of

exceptional severity, because from it tlie North-Israelitish

corruption, notably idolatry and other similar religious evils

(ver. 5), have penetrated into Judah. Further particulars

unknown. Ver. 14. The daughter of Zion is addressed ;
she

nmst issue a hill of divorce (cf. Jer. iii. 8) against Moresheth

near Gath, the prophet's native town (see Introd. p. 185),

i.e. renounce authority over this border town, which without

doubt was often a subject of strife (cf. 1 Sam. vii. 14). The

prophet adopts this mode of description because of the name
ntyiiD, which has a sound of D^niNO, the betrothed (Deut.

xxii. 23), an allusion more poetical than the more obvious

interpretation "possession." The thought is similar in the

following clause, where, however, we must not with most

expositors translate " the houses of Achsib," but the (two)

Beth Achsib. Ewald is right as to the meaning. One
])elonged to the Jewish lowland (Josh. xv. 44, now Kesaba,

five liours south-west from Beth Jibrin), the other to the

Plio'nician lowland north of Acco (now Zib, in the classics

Ecdippa ; cf Ba*deker-Socin, 2 ed. 322). The latter a border

place of the northern kingdom. Hence the kings of Israel,

i.e. of Israel and Judah, suffer deception from these two

cities, as from such a brook ; cf. Job vi. 12 ff. ; Jer. xv. 18.

Ver. 15. Mareshah, according to Euseb. 2 miles from

Eleutheropolis, to-day INIerash, south of Beth Jibrin. The

name n^^no, taking possession, conquest, perhaps reminded of

the capture by the Israelites (Joshua) ; but once more the

name is to be proved true, and in a fatal way.
—

"'3X for S'2K
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will come to Adullam. 16. Make thee bald, and poll thee

for the children of thy delight ; make thy baldness broad

like a vulture's ; for they are carried off from thee.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. i. Judgment upon Samaria and Judah

:

1. The Judge's Approach, vv. 2-7; 2. The Seer's Complaint,

vv. 8-16.

This first discourse, which was spoken at all events before

Samaria's fall (see p. 185), describes first the judicial advent of

the Lord, who comes to punish the idol-worship of this city

(vv. 2-7). Moreover, Judah cannot go unpunished, because

it also is defiled with impure hill-worship, nay the cultus in

Jerusalem itself has become heathen in character (ver. 5).

Thus, then, the seer, in his prophetic lament over the fate of

his country, vv. 8-16, sees the enemy, i.e. the Assyrians,

penetrating as far as the gate of his people, to Jerusalem

(ver. 9). The apostrophes to the cities, ver. 10 ff., recall

Isaiah's manner, Isa. x. 28 ff. In Micah also there is through-

out a play on the meaning of the names, an ill omen being

deduced from them. Nay, it seems as if Micah were led to

the naming of the particular localities chiefly by the names

as in 1 Kings xxi. 29.—Up to (ny, to form a play on the

name) Adullam the nobility, the higher class of Israel, will

come. The reference is to the cave of Adullam, where David
lay hid, and bankrupt runaways (opposite to ins

!)
gathered

about him, 1 Sam. xxii. 1 f. The site of the cave is uncertain.

Tradition points to a labyrinth-like cave south-east of Beth-

lehem, near the village Charetun. Another opinion seeks it

farther west, in the present 'Aidelmiye, in the neighbourhood

of the village Shuweke (the ancient Socho, Josh. xv. 35). See

Baideker-Socin, 2 ed. 144, 212. Ver. 16. After the misfortune

of Israel-Judah has been thus described in regard to twelve

cities, the prophet turns with an apostrophe to the mother

Israel herself.

—

Shaving in mourning, see Comm. on Jer. xvi. 6.

Baldness on the back of the head is a mark of the vulture, not

thejeagle. "ic: signifies both. Iliehm, Hanclh. Altt. 28.
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easily lending themselves to such interpretations. No such

sharply defined route presents itself here as Isaiah has before

him. Yet the first towns named are some in the hill-country

of Judah which the enemy crosses in advancing from Samaria

to Jerusalem ; next follow those in the immediate vicinity of

Jerusalem ; then principally localities in the Judican lowland

bordering on the Philistine country, which district, as the

prophet's home, awakens his special sympathy. Here every

one is in flight, and the country is lost to the rule of

Jerusalem (ver. 14 f.). On the other hand, nothing is said of

a destruction of the capital. But the country must see many

of its people go into captivity.

Against the False Comfort of uncalled Prophets,

Ciis. n., III.

II. 1. Woe to those who devise mischief, and set wicked-

ness afoot on their beds : when the morning breaks, they

carry it out, for it is in the power of their hand. 2. And
when they lust after fields, they seize them ; and after houses,

they take them away : and they oppress the strong man in

Chapter II.

Ver. 1. Woe ; cf., as to form and matter, Isa. v. 8, 11, etc.

—

UT bi6 V\ to be explained, not after Hab. i. 11, but after Gen.

xxxi. 29 : it belongs to, stands within the full power (^X in this

phrase rather neuter in sense) of their hand. They are the
mighty, powerful ones, who are allowed to commit every sort

of evil in open day. Ver. 2. According to Ex. xx. 17, even
the desire that covets a neighbour's ])roperty is grievous sin

;

but they do not stop at that, hut go on at once to the act. "It
is transgression of the law made for the protection of landed

l)roperty and ancestral right (Lev. xxv. 23 11'.), by slaughtering

property and harrying peasants, which the prophet denounces
in the severest terms, like his contemporary Isaiah (ch. v. 8 ti\),

because this is the surest way to the creation of a hopeless

proletariat, to a hostile severance of those who have and those
who have not (Neh. v. 1 ff.), and, consequently, to tlie ruin of

the national wellbeing and the populace " (Kleinert). in-ni and
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his house, and the man in his inheritance ! 3. Therefore,

thus says Yahveh : Behold, I design evil against this family,

from which you shall not be able to withdraw your neck, nor

shall you walk haughtily ; for this is an evil time. 4. In

that day men will take up a parable against you, and sing a

lament. It has come to pass !—men will say—we are utterly

overwhelmed : he changes the portion of my people ; how it

vanishes from me ! He assigns our fields to the rebellious.

5. " For this thou shalt have no one to cast a measuring-line

on a lot in the congregation of Yahveh ! " 6. " Preach ye

not," they preach. Should not one preach to such ? Should

not the revilings depart ? 7. Is (this) the talk of the house

"in^mi indicate the form which the oppression of the man took.

The one is wronged in his house, the other in his field. As an
illustration, cf. 1 Kings xxi. Ver. 3. 3{^n corresponds to "'3C'n,

ver. 1.—D^'O . . . "iLTX ; the evil is represented as a hard yoke

;

cf. Hos. X. 11.—nmi, properly= loftily, so with high-stretched

neck. Ver. 4. The ^t^'0 is in the mouth of the malignant foe,

the ^'^J in that of some one belonging to the nation. "lOS also

with indefinite subject, but meant of the latter.— n'TiJ, it has

happened, befallen, the unspeakable and intolerable ! It would
be easier, instead of this, to join ^'^pIl (cf. LXX) with the next

(Vollers). But the text would be far tamer.
—

"i:ntJ'3, Niph.,

1 plur. of Ti^, therefore for m^2.—"no, Hiphil, to cause the

possessor to change, to give it to another possessor ; most old

versions read, wrongly, TD'' or TiD"" (see Eyssel, 44).

—

To the

rebellious one, i.e. the heathen. Strangers seize Ephraim's

territory; hence the later contempt for the Samaritans, who
were a mixed people.—Complete transformation of the text in

Stade, ^/^^. Zeitschr. 1886, p. 122. Ver. 5. Eightly taken by
Hitzig as a curse of the opponents against the prophet. He is

to die without offspring. Ver. 6. These optimistic opponents

are here spoken of. They would forbid Micah speaking (^ID:,

Hiphil; see on Amos vii. 16), wdiile they themselves preach:
" Preach not

!

" To this the prophet replies in the two

clauses, with S? in interrogative form : What ? Shall not one

2)reach to such, as were described in ver. 1 ft'. ? Shall not the

reproaches—namely, against the true prophets of God and His

word, of which an example in ver. 5

—

depart (JID, Niph.) ?

Otherwise Hitzig, who puts these words still into the mouth of

the false prophets. Ver. 7. A further objection, wdiich may be
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of Jacob :
" Could Yahveli be so impatient, or were these his

deeds ? " Are not my words friendly with him who walks

uprightly ? 8. But yesterday my people rose up as an

enemy : you pluck the robe from off the raiment from those

who passed by innocently, averse from war. 9. You drove

away the women of my people from the house of their

pleasure ; from their little ones you took away my mark of

honour for ever. 1 0. Up and away with you I Here there

is no rest because of the pollution which brings destruction,

yea grievous destruction.

heard in Jacob, is dismissed. The n in "ilDXn is interrogative.

Is the talk of the house of Jacob such ? Then let this serve as

answer. The talk consists in a double question, with which
they confront the prophet : Is Yahvch then so unfriendly, as

these dark threatenings intimate ? Is He not rather well

known as longsuffering (see on Joel ii. 13) ? Or, are these—
namely, forsaking His people in difficulties

—

His great deeds ?

The Lord Himself gives the answer, pointing to the indis-

pensable ethical condition on which alone, of course, His words

can produce good. H^n IK'^ in form same as in Job xxxi. 26

;

but here the art. is added to the adjective, because it more
easily joins on to it. Ver. 8f. affirms that this condition is not
found in His people, who, on the contrary, even recently have

been guilty of the grossest offences.—bironsi, usually rendered :

long before (cf. Isa. xxx. 33) ; but this yesterday points rather

to the most recent past, when misdeeds like those here related

must have taken place (so also Kleinert, Keil) : plunder of

fellow-countrymen passing harmlessly along, and driving out
widows and orplians from house and home. Hitzig prefers to

think of those belonging to the northern kingdom, who fled

from the war there and passed through Judaea, and to whom
the order was given : 13^1 iDip. The first words he then trans-

lates :
" But one (?) took his stand as foe against (^D DNi) my

people." But after ver. 7 especially, ver. 8 needs a suljject.

And the "may are not represented as fugitives. The expelled

women and disinherited children may be harslily - treated

widows and orphans, who were compelled to migrate, the

children being thus robbed of the glory of Yahveh, i.e. of the

honour of being citizens among Yahveh's people. Ver. 10. An
angry command to the criminals : 'n dnt vh, literally as in Isa.

xxviii, 12, but in this connection to be taken in a more local

sense than there; so that nsT applies to the country, which,
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11. If one pursued the wind and lied deceit: "I will

preach to thee in wine and strong drink "—this would be a

preacher of this people: 12. "Verily I will gather thee,

Jacob, together ; I will certainly collect the remnant of Israel.

I will bring it together like sheep in the fold, like a flock

in the midst of its pasture : they shall swarm with men.

13. The breaker through shall go up before them: they shall

break through and enter by the gate, and go out thereby

;

and their king shall go on before them, and Yahveh at their

head."

according to the following words, is defiled by their crimes in

a ruinous degree. Ver. 11. False prophets pursue the wind,

i.e. emptiness, nothingness (Isa. xxvi. 18), instead of being

impelled by God's Spirit. 2T3 "ipK^, no mere pleonasm. The
lying expresses the subjective attitude of the prophet to his

supposed revelation, the deceit the effect which his oracle has

on the hearers. How pithless and godless his talk is we see

from this, that it is best suited for sportive feasts, where no
serious speech, but only hilarious babble, is heard. The

apodosis to "h begins only with n"'ni : then would he be a

2:)reacher of this people, i.e. he would be welcomed as a

preacher, in contrast with the one declined in ver. 6. Ver. 12 f.

Here such an optimistic prophet of lies speaks, as J. D.
Michaelis, Ewald, Hofmann, Kleinert have rightly seen (most

recent writers differently). In any other case it would be

impossible to preserve the connection. Steiner would put

ii. 12 f. after iv. 8. Clearly the "lOXl, iii. 1, is adversative.

That the language of the false prophet is not formally intro-

duced (by 'yovh or the like) cannot seem strange after ver. 5.

It is Micah's way to make an opponent speak directly—he is

fond of dramatic alternation ; cf. ch. vii. The whole of Jacob,

and especially the remnant of Israel (what is still left of the

northern kingdom), the Lord will gather together. Samaria

had meanwhile fallen. The appellative meaning of mvn (which

is really genitive) is secured by the parallel "iiin, in which the

art. is strange (Ges. § 110, 2a). God unites His people in its

own home, like a well-tended flock. The great number is a

further point of comparison, as the last words state. Din,

Hiphil, to make a noise, used of a great crowd, has for its sub-

ject fem. the localities of the land, which correspond to the

folds of the pasture. Ver. 13. The breaker through is the

deliverer, who breaks through the enemies' fortress-walls at
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III. 1. But I said: Hear now, ye heads of Jacob and ye

rulers of tlie house of Israel ! Does it not pertain to you to

understand the right ? 2. Ye that hate good and love evil

;

that strip their skin from them, and their flesh from their

bones, 3. and eat the flesh of my people, and flay their skin

from them, and break their bones and chop them in pieces as

for the pot and as flesh for the caldron. 4. One day they shall

cry to Yahveh ; but he will not answer them, and will hide

his face from them at that time, according to the wickedness

of their deeds.

5. Thus says Yahveh respecting the prophets, who lead my
people astray, who preach peace when they have something

to bite with their teeth, and declare a holy war against him

who gives them nothing for their mouth ! 6. Therefore night

comes to you without vision, and darkness to you without

oracle ; and the sun goes down upon the prophets, and the

day grows black over them. 7. And the seers shall be put

the head of the captive Israelites and leads tliem home, next

leading them forth to conquest. The triumphal march is

painted in showy colours.

Chapter III.

Ver. 1. ''3^vpl, see Comm. on Isa. i. 10.

—

DdS, ef. Hos. v. 1.

Ver. 2 f. takes up the figure of the flock, ch. ii. 12, but in order

to rebuke the rulers for the way in which they flay the sheep.

Ver. 4. Such rulers vainly expect the saving acts of the Lord
(cf. ii. 7). Ver. 5. The lying prophets, whose pernicious con-

duct is already described in ii. 11-13, now also receive their

sentence. D'ynon, of. Isa. ix. 14 f. Who bite unth their teeth

and cry peace, i.e. according to the next contrary clause = if

they obtain something to bite, announce peace. 'JO linp, see on
-loel iv. 9. Ver. 6. Severe distress and perplexity will overtake

them, when their arts of divination will utterly fail them. The ID

are negative, na^'m is vocalised as 3 sing. fem. perf. ; but the

parallelism leads us to expect a substantive. This would at

least have had a dagesh in the 3 (choschkah) ; but better read,

with Hartmann, Kyssel: n^ji'ni. Ver. 7. The covering of the

lips and beard (Ezek. xxiv. 17), a sign of mourning, here of

shame, is specially chosen, because those in question will no
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to shame and the soothsayers confounded ; and they cover

their beard together, for there is no longer any answer of

God. 8. I, on the other hand, am filled with power, with

Yahveh's Spirit, and with right and courage to tell Jacob his

sin and Israel his transgression. 9. Hear this, I pray you,

ye heads of the house of Jacob and ye rulers of the house of

Israel, who abhor the right and pervert all equity,— 10. he

who builds up Zion with blood and Jerusalem with villany,

—

11. Her heads judge for reward, and her priests give instruc-

tion for a price, and her prophets divine for silver, and they

stay themselves on Yahveh, saying :
" Is not Yahveh in our

midst ? No evil will come upon us." 12. So then for your

sake Zion will be ploughed into a field, and Jerusalem become

ruin-heaps, and the mountain of the house high places of a

wood.

longer venture to speak—their mouth is shut.—n:yD, stat.

constr. of the substantive. Ver. 8. In contrast with these

windy, venal orators, the prophet stands forth in holy self-

consciousness as one animated by a higher spiritual force. In

contrast with their feeble nature he is filled with strength, and,

more definitely, the potency working in him is indicated

:

'n nil nx. In the same way, in distinction from their lack of

character, he is filled with the sense of right and consciousness

of right, so that he cannot, like them, call evil good and black

white ; finally, with manliness, courage, which does not, as they

do, weakly adapt itself to the judgment of the many and great,

but stands up boldly for divine right and truth. Thus he

cannot do other than bring unpalatable accusations. Yer. 9 ff.

again takes up ver. 1, briefly summing up once more what must

be laid to the charge of the heads of the nation. Ver. 10. n:3,

sing, collect., he who builds. Yer. 11. The priests had to teach

the Torah, i.e. to decide according to the written and otherwise

transmitted law in particular questions of theocratic right.

This they should do without pay ; but they make it a source of

gain, whereupon their unpartisan character, as with the judges,

is at an end. Yer. 12. The real prophetic verdict conies, an

utter contrast to ii. 12 f., predicting absolute destruction.--

Zion, according to the view ruling at present the eastern hill

of Jerusalem, on which David's palace and the temple stood

;

then used synonymously for Jerusalem, as in ver. 10. See

Orelli, Durchs heil. Land, 3 ed. pp. 78, 84. It is certainly
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Exposition.

Contents of chs. ii., iii. Against the False Comfort of

Uncalled Prophets: 1. The Misleaders of the People, ch. ii.

;

(a) the true State of things, ii. 1-4
;

(b) the Solaces of

empty Prattlers, ii. 5-13 : 2. The Word of the Lord about the

Fall of Jerusalem, ch. iii.

This second discourse, which we divide in the same way as

Kleinert, also falls into two halves, standing this time in

antithetical relation to each other. The first half describes

the moral corruption, which is aggravated to the utmost by

false prophecy, which yet promises good things. In the

second, Micah confronts this with his own foreboding oracle.

This discourse is considerably later than the first one, as

Samaria has fallen in the interval. The sharp rebukes on

account of social injustice, the avarice and violent dealing of

the great, and the venality of the judges in presence of these

things (ii. 1 f , cf iii. 1 ff., 9 ff), remind us of the similar

rebukes of Micah's contemporary and kindred spirit—Isaiah.

As a punishment for their grave offences in regard to landed

possessions, they will lose these to the heathen (ii. 4).

Hearers of an opposite spirit, however, and, indeed, such as

plainly profess to be inspired, hurl back at the prophet

the dart: he will be without posterity, and so lose his share

in this land of the Lord, which he has wished to hand over to

the heathen (ii. 5). They reject his severe preaching alto-

gether (similarly Hos. iv. 4), although there was so much

reason for it, and are only too well able to weaken its effects

by phrases of pious sound, which take well with the people.

strange that here the temple-hill is distinguished from Zion,

Jerusalem coming in between. But by JT'an in only that

portion of the ridge is meant which bears the temple.—r^y,

Aramaic form of plur. The passage is cited verbally in Jer.

xxvi. 18, but with the Hebrew form n'^V. A literal fulfilment,

certainly in later days ; see 1 Mace. iv. 38.
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They appeal to God's proved longsuffering and to His

almighty aid, which has been so often experienced. He
replies that they do not belong to those who have a claim to

this, as evil deeds of cruelty and brutal violence occur among

them. The last word (ii. 10) is the disinheriting already

threatened in ii. 4 ; but banishment is threatened more

plainly than there. This almost dramatically conducted duel

grows more excited ; a popular orator, characterised in ver.

11, sounding forth his highflying prophetic oracle. This

passage shows the degree in which such false prophets

imitated the true even in lan"uaf;fe, but "ivin" encouragement

at the wrong time and in the wrong place. In similar terms

to Hos. ii. 1 ff., this prophet of good fortune foretells the

restoration of Israel, as if the promised " remnant " were to

be gathered, delivered by God's power, and crowned with

victory at once. Similar promises are found, indeed, in

Micah iv. 6 f., v. 3 f., cf. iv. 1 ff., but with the highly

important difference that, according to him, Judah-Jerusalem

must first fall, so that the judgment, which the other

prophets suppose already past, is still impending.

Ch. iii. In striking contrast with these parasites, who

speak to please the great, and are fed by them,— before whom

the genuine prophet becomes fully conscious of his dignity

and the greatness of his calling (iii. 8),—Micah stands by

his charges in their full extent, and announces severe

divine retribution to the great, who live on the nation's life,

and to the prophets who lead it astray. Nay, he now

raises his threat to a climax, and proceeds finally to utter

the heaviest doom (iii. 12), according to which Jerusalem,

with its royal fortress and its temple, will be levelled to the

ground.
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The Divine JuDGiMENT turning to Salvation, Chs. iv., v.

IV. 1. And it shall come to pass at the end of the days:

The mountain of tlie house of Yahveh shall tower up at the

head of the mountains, and be exalted above the liil1%; and to

it shall the peoples flow. 2. And many nations shall go, and

say : Come, let us go up to the mountain of Yahveh, and to

the house of the God of Jacob, that he may instruct us in his

ways, and we will walk in his paths. Por from Zion shall

instruction go forth, and Yahveh's word from Jerusalem.

3. And he will judge between many peoples, and declare

right to strong nations afar off. And they shall forge their

swords into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-hooks.

They shall no more lift up the sword, nation against nation,

nor shall they again practise for war. 4. And they shall sit

every one under his vine and under his fig-tree undisturbed

:

for the mouth of Yahveh of hosts has spoken it. 5. For all

the peoples walk every one in the name of his god, but we
will walk in the name of Yahveh, our God, for ever and ever

!

6. On that day, is the oracle of Yahveh, I will gather that

which halts, and collect that which is scattered, and which I

Chapter IV.

Vv. 1-3 almost literally = Isa. ii. 2-4. For particulars, and
the relation of these two passages to each other, see p. 186, and
Coram, on Isaiah. Ver. 4 is found only in Micah. The con-

clusion, 'u ^D"*3, points to a longer existence of the preceding

oracle, ver. 1 ff". The proverbial phrase for idyllic peace, " to

sit under his vine and fig-tree," is found in narrative from
Solomon's days, 1 Kings iv. 25 (v. 5) ; cf. 2 Kings xviii. 31

;

Zech. iii. 10. Ver. 5 has, in Isaiah, the form of a brief

summons to the house of Jacob. Here, on the other hand,

Israel's lofty prerogative above the nations is joyfully confessed,

consisting in this, that it knows the supreme, alone true God,

and has the strength and star of its life in His revelation, if it

only walks thereby. Ver. 6 recalls the oracle of the false

prophet, ch. ii. 12, but receives a different setting from the

em])hatic temporal definition: "on that t/ay," which looks back
to 'n nnnx3.—nsDS, Ges. § 68, 2. That which is halting,

cast forth, etc., refers not to a particular animal, but the species
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have hurt. 7. And I make that which halts a remnant, and

that which is driven away a strong nation ; and Yahveh shall

be King over them on Mount Zion from henceforth and for

ever. 8. But thou, tower of flocks, height of the daughter

of Zion, to thee it shall come ; and the former rule shall come,

the kingdom of the daughter of Jerusalem. 9. Now, why
dost thou cry out so loud ? Is there, then, no king in thee,

or has thy counsellor vanished ? Tor pangs have seized thee

like a woman in travail. 10. Be in pain and break forth,

daughter of Zion, like a woman in travail ! For now thou

must go forth from the stronghold and dwell in the open

field, and come even to Babylon—there thou shalt be set

free ; there shall Yahveh release thee from the hand of thy

(collectively). Ver. 7. From ns^n (Amos v. 27) a Niphal is

formed, in whose partic. the nnn: recurs in stronger form.

—

Yahveh king, of. Obad. 21 ; Joel iv. 21. nnjJD begins, not from
the actual present, but from tlie moment of final deliverance.

Ver. 8. The figure of the flock calls up the mention of the

toiver of flochs, to which the apostrophe hill of the d. of Zion
is added in apposition, as a building perhaps belonging to the

royal palace in Jerusalem (differently Gen. xxxv. 21) is meant,
which bore this name, and is addressed as representing the

Davidic royal family, bsj? also is not purely appellative ; it is

the name of a fortified height on Zion, probably on the soutli

side of the eastern elevation (Zion). Thus the former rule will

return to the palace. Misled by the athnach, some have taken

JV^: TO. as subject of the first clause (so still Kleinert ; whereas

Luther translates, " thy golden rose (^HV) will come to thee."

The subject to nnxn rather follows first in the second clause.

Ryssel doubts the originality of the nnxn, which is superfluous

before ns3l. But strong emphasis rests on the idea, and the

language is circumstantially solemn.—As DDbj^O is stat. contr.,

we must not translate, " the kingdom to the daughter of

Jerusalem " (so 0. T. Prophecy, p. 306, after Zech. ix. 9), nor

"royal authority over the d. of J." (Hitz., after Num. xxii. 4),

but, the royal power belonging to the d. of J. Ver. 9. Now
the city sighs and mourns as if it had no king, nny denotes the

nearer future, in contrast with the definitions, vv. 1, 6. Ver. 10.

She rightly bears herself like one attacked by birth-pangs; for

a grievous, painful time of woes comes upon her before the

happy birth takes place, ''nj (from ni2), to break forth, of a
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foes, 11. And now shall many nations be gathered together

against thee, who cry, " Let her be dishonoured, and let our

eyes feast on Zion !" 12. But they have not understood the

thouglits of Yahveh, nor observed his counsel, that he heaps

them together like sheaves for the threshing-floor. 13. Arise

and thresh, daughter of Zion ! For I will make thy horn

iron, and will make thy hoofs brass; and thou shalt crush

many nations, and shalt devote their booty to Yahveh, and

travailing woman ; to bear fruit with pangs, i.e. here the new
better state of things, the future Jerusalem.—nny, as in ver. 9.

—Thou shalt come to Babylon; cf. as to form, i. 15. Aiid thou

shalt come even to Babylon. These words, like a lightning flash,

cast a strong light on what is announced in iii. 12. That there

is no mention of the capital of the Assyrians, who yet here

form everywhere the threatening foreground (see again, ch.

V. 4 f.), but of Babylon, which only attained independent import-

ance afterwards, and which was then quite subjugated by the

Assyrians, has led several moderns to erase the words riK3T

^32"ny, or even the whole section, as a later interpolation

appended ex ercntu. A better, but not sufficient, explanation

is to say that even the Assyrians might banish the conquered

Jews to Babylon (cf. 2 (Jhron. xxxiii. 11), just as well as,

conversely, Sargon (perhaps just then) transplanted many
Babylonians to Syria and Samaria (Schrader, i. 268, ii. 95).

A middle course is to suppose that the religious, typical

meaning of Babylon (Gen. xi.), which is similar to that of

Nimrod (ch. v. 5), might help to suggest it as a place of

captivity for secularised Zion. See the discussion of the

different views in llyssel, p. 224 ff. But tlie decisive reason

for the unexpected mention of Babylon in this place, which
agrees remarkably with history, lies in that living connection

of the prophetic revelation with external events of which the

local conce])tion of the promise in ch. v. 1 is also an example.

Ver. 11. nnyi applies to the time after the deliverance from
Babylon, promised in ver. 10. Ver. 12. This assembling of the

hostile nations against Jerusalem is suggested to them by the

Lord Himself, who will direct it. Ver. 13. The judgment is

here pictured as a threshing. This may proceed without

trouble when the sheaves are gathered to the threshing-floor.

The population of Zion, the instrument of judgment, is repre-

sented as a threshing bullock, hence the mention of horns and
lioofs. Ti'Dinni, 2 sing, fem., with archaic termination, taken
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their substance to the ruler of the whole earth. 14. Now
shalt thou be straitened, daughter of crowds : he raises a

rampart against us ; with the rod they smite the judge of

Israel on the cheek.

V. 1. But thou, Bethlehem Ephrathah, small to be num-
bered among the hamlets of Judah, from thee shall he come

by Massoretes for 1 sing. (Ges. § 44, Anm. 1). Ver. 14. With
nny the prophet returns to the next stage of the development
already described in ver. 9 f. Here, too, Zion is addressed, this

time by a bodeful name, which is intended to suggest the

pressure common in a beleaguered city.—The greatest insult is

done to the chief of the nation, who is here, of intention, not

called king, that this lofty name may not be dishonoured.

Chapter V.

Ver. 1. nnxi corresponds to the same word in iv. 8, advancing
on a similar line to the promise. Bethlehem, the Judtean house
of David, bore from early times also the name max, " fertility,"

fruit- field, which agrees well with the usual name (Bethlehem
= house of bread), and the fertile position of the town in barren
surroundings (Orelli, Durchs heil. Land, 3 ed. p. 131). The
form nmsx with n also in Gen. xlviii. 7, cf. xxxv. 19 ; but
there it is the n-- of direction; here, on the other hand, as in

Euth iv. 11, a fuller sounding, more solemn form. The epithet

distinguishes this Bethl.-Judah from one belonging to the

tribe of Zebulon (Josh. xix. 15). 'T'yv, masc, referring to

n'2, usually taken as predicate (so LXX early) ; but then we
should expect nns "cyv, and a copula before HOD. In our trans-

lation, Hitzig objects the absence of the article, and therefore

takes over n from nmsx ; but in such a qualifying apposition

the article is not absolutely necessary, and would not well

agree with TWrh. The fact that DVno is not used, shows that

Bethlehem is not altogether denied the rank of a country town.

It was really the seat of a ^'b'i^, the centre of a ^^. It is only

called little in regard to this, its modest rank ; and how small

it is for the dignity of being the home of the great King ! Cf.

the deviation in form. Matt. ii. 6.

—

''h marks the coming one as

a mighty instrument in carrying out God's purposes. No
subject is named ; in a mysterious way only the destiny and
dignity of the Bethlehemite are announced, and, in addition,

that He has been going forth and coming from time immeasur-
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forth to mc who shall be ruler in Israel ; and his ffoinrrs

forth are from the foretime, from days immemorial. 2. There-

fore will he give them up until the time when she that is in

travail has brought forth ; then shall the remnant of his

brethren return to the sons of Israel. 3. And he stands and

feeds in the might of Yahveh, in the majesty of the name of

Yahveh his God ; and they shall sit still : for now he shall be

great to the ends of the earth. 4. And this (man) sliall be

able.—The words can neither merely signify that His pedigree

can be traced back into the grey foretime, which was true of

every descendant of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ; nor yet is

the pre-temporal and pre-mundane existence of the Messiah
taught here with dogmatic definiteness, the Hebrew conceptions

of Dtp, DPiy being too little metaphysical for this. Cf. in oh.

vii. 20, Dip, with reference to the patriarchal promises, and

Amos ix. 11. D7"iy in a still more limited sense. The prophet
has in view the earliest preparations which God made in

prophecy and history for the founding of the Messianic
kingdom. Hofmann, " From time inconceivable the ruler has
been going forth and coming, who will finally proceed from
Bethlehem ; for, as it is He to whom the history of mankind, of

Israel, of the Davidic house tends, all advances in the same are

beginnings of His coming, goings forth of the second son of

Jesse." Elsewliere, also, the prophet shows this eye for the

history of redemption, regarding the future as the consumma-
tion of all that has transpired since the grey foretime ; see

vii. 20, cf. iv. 10, v. 5. Ver. 2. Therefore, because such great
and blessed events are coming, the surrender of Israel to

affliction can only be temporary, lasting till the point of time
when, after painful pangs, the glorious birth takes place. He
who is born for the salvation of the nation is, accordino; to the

context, no other than the ruler from Bethlehem. The m^V
is not the personal motlier of the Messiah (llengst., Hitz.,

Ewald, Keil), but the Zion lying in pangs in iv. 9 f., i.e. the

Church, whose cliildren are the several sons of Israel, wlio on
this account are called hrdhrcn of the Messiah (vns). So
Calvin, Kleinert, ct al. Cf. Hos. xiii. 13 and Comm. on Isa.

vii. 14. Ver. 3. inc'^i, properly to sit still, so be at peace, dwell
quietly, nnj?, now will be fulfilled what was long ago predicted

of the universal rule and greatness of the Messiah, Ps. ii. 8,

Ixxii. 8. Ver. 4. And he shall he peace (not, with Luther, to be
joined to what follows), comprehends in one pregnant and
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peace. When Asshur shall come into our land and tread

our palaces, we shall bring up seven shepherds against him,

yea eight princes of men. 5. And they shall eat up the land

of Asshur with the sword, and the land of Niun-od in its

gates. And he shall deliver (us) from Asshur when he shall

come into our land and tread our border. 6. And the

remnant of Jacob shall be in the midst of many peoples, like

the dew from Yahveh, like showers upon the grass, whicli

tarries for no one, and waits not for the children of men.

7. And the remnant of Jacob shall be among the nations, in

the midst of many peoples, like a lion among the beasts of

the wood, like a lion among flocks of sheep, who, when he

goes through, tramples and tears in pieces, with none to

deliver. 8. Let thy hand be high above all thy oppressors,

and all thy enemies shall be rooted out ! 9. And it shall

come to pass on that day, is Yahveh's oracle, that I will root

out thy steeds from thy midst, and cause thy war-chariots to

vanish. 1 0. And I root out the cities of thy land, and pull

blissful word what the Messiah's coming signifies for His people

and the world generally ; of. Eph. ii. 14,

—

Asshur, the foe who
was the terror of the prophet's day, is here made an example
to show that Israel, under its divine ruler, will be quit of all

hostile power of the world. Israel will meet him with seven,

nay eight princes,—a proverbial overpowering number, as in

Amos i. 3, etc.,—who will devour his land with the sword.

The land of the defiant Nimrod is properly Babylonia (Gen.

X. 10 f.), which, however, the prophet combines with Assyria,

because forming one empire with it. The Titanic Nimrod
stamps the physiognomy of the self- glorifying empire of the

world. Ver. 6. Of the heavenly dew, the first feature is its

spontaneous appearance; it is dependent on no one, whereas, con-

versely, every one longs anxiously for it ; but no less its higher

origin, its immense extent, and beneficent, fertilising effect.

Ver. 7 f. On the other hand, the resistless power of God's

people is described, to which all mere earthly power helplessly

succumbs. Ver. 9 shows sufficiently, like Zech. ix. 10, that in the

preceding context spiritual power is meant, not rude force of

weapons. The purpose of the destruction of the horses and

chariots, like the overthrow of the strongholds (ver. 10), is to

deprive Israel of all support of fleshly confidence, cf. Isa.

14
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down all thy fortresses. 11. And I root out the magical arts

from thy hand, and thou shalt have no more diviners.

12. And I root out thy graven images and thy carved images

from thy midst, and thou shalt no more fall down before the

work of thy hands. 13. And I will pluck thy Asherim from

thy midst, and thy cities will I destroy. 14. And in wrath

and fury I will execute vengeance on the heathen, who would

not hearken.

Exposition.

Contents of clis. iv., v. The Divine Judgment turning

into Salvation. 1. Zion Exalted, iv. 1-7
; 2. The Eoyal

City destined to Glory, iv. 8-14
; 3. The Prince of Peace,

V, 1-5
; 4. His People, v. 6-14.

IV. 1-7. With the glimpse given in ch. iii. 12, the threat

of judgment has reached its climax and exhausted itself.

Can the fate described there be the end of God's dealings

with His city ? This is impossible. Tlie prophet follows up

the gloomy utterance (iii. 12) with the divine oracle (iv. 1 ff.)

already long known, which we read in Isa. ii. also, thus

placing alongside the deepest humiliation of Zion its final

ii. 7, 15. Ver. 11 ff. Superstitious customs must utterly away.
— D'Sli'D, here not mere magical formula^;, which must be taken
away from the mouth, not tlie hand, but manipulations, such
as were done with rods, rings, etc., in order to obtain portents.

D''J3ij?0, in Isa. ii. 6. Ver. 13. The second mention of the cities,

alongside the "In:^'^*, i.e. the tree-shaped symbols of the goddess

Astarte, is strange. In ver. 4 also, cf. with ver. 5 at close, we
have certainly intentional repetition. Targ., liashi, Kimchi

:

" thy foes," therefore -iV=iV, if not, ^ni* is to be read. J. D;

Michaelis, y^V^V (cf. Comm. on Jer. xvii. 6), which is said to

denote tamarisks (?) as idolatrous symbols. Better still with
Steiner after 2 Chron. xxiv. 18^ T'SVi?. Ver. 14. Oii the heathen,

vjho heard not, obeyed not God's voice, when He revealed

Himself also to them through the Messianic salvation. This
assumes that a portion of the heathen world, overpowered by
that revelation, will do homage to the Messianic kingdom and
to Yahveh Himself.
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exaltation above all mountains, alongside the destruction of

the " house of Yahveh " its world-ruling central position in

the future. (See the exposition of this oracle in Comm. on

Isaiah, p. 33). Then only, when this eternal kingdom of

God begins on Zion, will the remnant of the nation be

gathered together by the Lord, the good Shepherd.

In iv. 8-14 the gaze rests upon the royal city with its

fluctuating fortunes. Evil times lie before it ; but the suffer-

ings awaiting it are birth-pangs, from which a glorious future

is to issue. These sufferings consist in investment and

confinement by powerful foes, in contemptuous ill-treatment

of the king, and deportation of the inhabitants to Babylon

(vv, 9 f., 14). In this way the city of God will sink into

the dust before the godless city of the world. But this

deepest humiliation becomes the turning-point of redemption

and exaltation. True, after it has been rebuilt, the city of

the Lord will be again attacked by heathen nations filled

with rage against it and its God (a peculiar contrast to ver.

2 ff.), as the prophecy of Joel (Joel iv. 1 ff.) must yet be

fulfilled ; but this last decisive conflict, in distinction from

the one now impending, will end with a glorious subjugation

of the foes by invincible Zion (vv. 11-13).

In V. 1 ff. the divine-human Prince of Peace of that blessed

future comes into the foreground. He will come forth, from

little Bethlehem, like David formerly, when the greatness of

the royal house has been humbled to the low position of that

shepherd-house. Cf. the analogous predictions, Isa, vii. 15 f.,

xi. 1. The high divine destiny, which has been assigned

since the beginning of human memory to the scion for whose

coming all races wait, stands in wondrous contrast with that

lowly origin. But even after He has risen, like David, from

lowliness to greatness and become a ruler adorned with

majesty and glory, He will remain a true sheplierd who,

gentle as He is glorious, will feed, i.e. tend and shield His

people under a peaceful sceptre. He will be peace, i.e. His
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rule will produce only peace ; of. Isa. ix. 5 f., xi. 1 ff, with

ver. 6 E Then the boldest hopes ever set on the Davidic

kingdom will be fulfilled, that kingdom being acknowledged

through the whole earth, so that its subjects have rest without

as well as within. p]ven an imperial power like Assyria

must then abstain from hostile acts or learn Israel's superior

might. Ver. 6 ff. The victorious superiority of this govern-

ment over all earthly authority will communicate itself even

to the people of this King, after it has become thoroughly

God's people and laid aside all worldly, carnal ways and

heathen customs. That the people will then be gathered

out of the dispersion, was said already in ch. v. 2, which

passage shows that the good promised in iv. 6 f. is

connected with the coming of the Messiah, if it is not His

work.

The fulfilment of the threatenings in this discourse was

at first delayed by the repentance of Hezekiah and his

contemporaries, Jer. xxvi. 18 f. In consequence of this

improvement Jerusalem was even permitted soon to enjoy a

foretaste of the promise of Micali iv. 11 ff. in the destruction

of Sennacherib's army (Isa. xxxvii.). But what ]\Iicah saw

(iii. 12, iv. 10) was the completion of a process which must

be completed sooner or later. Only out of the complete

dissolution of the Jewish State could a new and better

condition be developed. The overthrow of Jerusalem and the

exile actually came, and, indeed, the banishment to Babylon

(see on iv. 10), all which came similarly into Micah's circle

of vision and almost contemporaneously into Isaiah's (xxxix. 6),

only that in the former the political relation of Babylon to

the Assyrians remains obscure, the latter people constantly

ruling his horizon. Moreover, the deliverance from Babylon

took place ; and in addition the I*rince of I'eace appeared out

of Bethlehem, although the founding of the Messianic kingdom

of God did not follow immediately on the redemption from

exile, as it might seem to do according to Mieah. On the
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relation of Micali v. 1 to the N. T. fulfilment, see Orelli,

A. T. Fropheaj, p. 308.

Change from a Eeprobate State to a State of Grace,

Chs. VI., vri.

VI. 1. Hear ye now what Yahveh says : Arise, make

complaint toward the mountains, and let the hills hear thy

voice ! 2. Hear, ye mountains, the accusation of Yahveh,

and ye unchangeable ones, ye foundations of the earth ! For

Yahveh has a contention with his people, and he will call

Israel to account. 3. My people, what have I done to thee,

and how have I troubled thee ? Testify against me ! 4. I

brought thee out of the land of Egypt, and released thee out

of the house of bondage ; and sent before thee Moses, Aaron,

and Miriam. 5. My people, remember now what Balak

king of Moab consulted, and what Balaam the son of Beor

answered him from Shittim unto Gilgal, that thou mayest

Chapter VI.

Ver. 1. The prophet is summoned to stand forth as God's

advocate. The mountains, according to ver. 2, are invited as

witnesses (cf. ch. i. 2) ; hence it is wrong to translate " contend

loith the mountains," unless Dnnn ^n is to be read for Dnnn riK

(LXX). When the prophet raises his voice against the people,

the echo sounds back from the mountains, and it is as if he

contended with them. Ver. 2. n'^jnsn are here not the brooks,

which are usually so called, but, as the more closely defining

epithet shows, the foundations of the earth.—na"*, Hithp., like

Niph., Isa. i. 18. Ver. 3. God first of all calls on His people

to accuse Him if it has anything to bring forward. nx7, Hiphil,

cf. Isa. vii. 13. Ver. 4. On the contrary, God has done the

most wonderful acts of deliverance for them, yrhv^ word-play

with the opposite "I'nxbn. Moses the prophet and lawgiver,

Aaron the high priest, Miriam the leader of the triumphal

dance at the lied Sea (Ex. xv. 20), need only be mentioned to

revive the memory of those merciful dealings. Ver. 5. But
even the hostile prophet is forced to l)less Israel, so that the

base plot of Balak was rendered harmless, nay useful to Israel,

by Yahveh's influence ; see Num. xxii.-xxiv. Balaam's oracles
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know the rigliteoiis acts of Yahveh !— G. Wherewith shall I

meet Yahveh, draw near in submission to God on hisrh ?

Shall I meet hiin with burnt-offerings, with calves of a year

old ? 7. Will Yahveh take pleasure in thousands of rams,

in myriads of streams of oil ? Shall I give up my first-born

for my sin, the fruit of my body for the offence of my soul ?

are the answer to Balak's plot.—The local definition "from
Shittim to Gilgal " is not to be removed from the text (Ewald).

It is meant to embrace the further march to Canaan, Shittim
being the first camping-place of the people after meeting with
Balaam (Num. xxv, 1), Gilgal the first station in Canaan,
The local definition depends as a further object on "I3T. That
something has fallen out (so Steiner, who according to Josh,

ii. 1, iii. 1, has in view specifically the passage over the Jordan)
is not impossible, but by no means certain. The nipnv of

Yahveh are the facts which the people are to realise to them-
selves : His manifestations of righteousness, in which, however,
as in Judg. v. 11, n^n^i refers to God's loving fidelity to His
people, cf. Comm. on Isa. xli. 2. Ver. 6 f. The prophet puts
himself in the place of the nation, -which, instead of being able

to reply, ought deeply to feel its guilt, and ask itself: How can
I atone for such guilt and appease the Lord ?—nD3, with what
kind of gifts ? as in 1 Sam. vi. 2.—ei£3, Niph., properly to

bend oneself. The most natural course is to think of sacrificial

animals, by which the law permits expiation to be made, at

least in certain cases. Should I attempt it with hurnt-offcrings,

with year-old calves? The meaning, of course, is that these
animals are to be offered as burnt-offerings.— Year-old are

named, because according to Lev. ix. 3 this was the normal
age of sacrificial animals; such therefore would be most
acceptable to the Lord. Ver. 7. As, however, sin assumes
a thousand forms, far exceeding the limit of expiation by
legal methods, the question arises, whether Yahveh's favour
can be gained by greatly multiplied sacrifices, by thousands
of rams or myriads of streams of oil. The latter was added
as an accompanying libation to certain sacrifices, Lev.
ii. 1, 15, vii. 12; Ezek. xlv. 24, etc. The climax grows
in boldness : Shall I give my first-born for my sin, properly,
as my sin, but in the sense of expiation for sin, nSDH having
both significations. An example of such desperate efforts to

win the favour of the Deity, or to avert His wrath, was furnished
by heathen neighbours, such as the Moabites just named
(2 Kings iii. 27), and especially the Phoenicians. "\'cr. 8. Now
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8. He has told thee, man, what is good, and what Yahveli

requires of thee : rather to practise right, and strive after love,

and walk obediently with thy God.

9. Yahveh's voice cries to the city, and it is well to fear*

thy name: Hear ye the rod, and who has appointed it!

10. Are there still always treasures of injustice in the house

of the ungodly, and the scanty ephah which is accursed ?

11. Shall I justify* with unjust scales, and with the bag full

the prophet delays no longer in declaring what is the conduct

well-pleasing to God. The address QIS intimates the universal

validity of this rule, made known in some form to all men

;

still the saying has Israel especially in view, as the mention of

Yahveh shows. D« "3 as after a negation, because, in fact, God

requires, not the attempts at expiation enumerated before, but

the conduct indicated in what follows (cf. as to form Deut. x. 12)

:

conscientious observance of justice, " love of human kindness,"

i.e. diligent practice of it (cf. nns, Amos iv. 5, v. 15, and else-

where), and walking Imriibhj (the Hiphil in adverbial sense, cf.

Job V. 7, «liy in^ar), in relation to God.—This precept recalls,

although it is nowhere put so precisely, former prophetic oracles

like Amos v. 14 f., Hos. vi. 6, and also 1 Sam. xv. 22. Generally

speaking, it is an epitome of the moral law, given to the nation

from the days of Moses, cf. the Decalogue. Ver. 9. Second

opening of accusation.—n^y^, Jerusalem is the headquarters of

the sinful practices, ch. i. 5.—ni«i\ erroneously pointed as^if it

came from nx") : "and thy name looks out for wisdom" (so

still Kleinert^ Keil ; cf. Jer. v. 3). But this suits neither the

subject, nor verb, nor context. The versions rightly derive it

from Nn;^, and some Hebrew MSS. have "-x-iV Better Ewald,

Hitz. nxT, as iniin. joined with accus.—n^D'in signifies either

:

safety, help, or : wisdom, " which has the guarantee of its good

success and issue in itself " (Kleinert). When Yahveh's voice

sounds so threatening and His rod is already buzzing near, it is

prudent to fear His name, and to hear what is said in His»name.

Ver. 10. U'K for ^\, as in 2 Sam. xiv. 19. Are they still

always there, provoking God's wv^ilv^— Ephah of leanness,

consumption; cf. the same trade-sin Amos viii. 5; and respecting

the ephah as a corn-measure, Comm. on Isa. v. 10.—DiyT, both

cxsccratus and exsecrahilis. Ver. 11. nsTxn, rightly taken by

Vul^. in declarative sense : Shall I declare just (therefore Piel

or Hiphil), so that God is the speaker. Elsewhere, indeed, Piel

of HDT occurs only in another sense. Else the first person
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of fabe stones? 12. For her rich men are full of violence,

and her inhabitants utter deceit, and her tongue is falsehood

in her mouth. 13. So then I will also smite thee heavily,

with desolation for thy misdeeds. 14. Thou shalt eat and

not be satisfied, so that thy belly remains hungry ; and shalt

remove without carrying anything away ; and he who gets

away, him will I devote to the sword. 1 5. Thou shalt sow,

and not reap ; thou shalt tread olives, but not anoint thee with

oil, and grape-juice, but not drink wine. 16. They acted

according to Omri's statutes, and according to all the practices

of the house of Ahab, and you walk in tlieir counsels ; that

I may make thee a terrible desolation, and her inhabit-

ants a hissing; and you shall bear the reproach of my
people.

would have to be so taken that the speaker makes himself an
example. Others put the third person.—They carried stones

of deceit in the hag. Ver. 12. The fem. suff. refers to the

city.

—

Her toncjue is deceit, i.e. does nothing but deceive. Ver.

13. The corresponding recompense on God's part consists in

this, that He smites the land so that it is in evil case, and,

indeed, by ravaging foes, which, of course, is still future. DOtrn

(uncontracted, Ges. § 67, Anm. 10) : devastando. Ver. 14.

nK'\ here only : emptiness. As to the matter, cf. Hag. i. 6.

—

ion from J1D, to remove, therefore here: to carry off. Ver. 15.

Cf. Deut. xxviii. 39 f., "n^D, not of anointing in conferring office

(ns^'D), but of the ordinary use of oil for personal convenience
and comfort. Ver. 16. IDK', llithp., anxiously to regulate oneself

by something. Instead of showing such reverence to the divine

law, they follow with perverse faithfulness human examples,

and those the worst, which they imitate as if they wne sacred

ordinances, such as the policy of Omri and the conduct of the

ho2ise of Ahab. The dynasty of Omri (1 Kings xvi. 25), whose
godless spirit is seen in aggravated form in Ahab, gave in the

northern kingdom the most pronounced example of a govern-

ment liateful to God. Ahab sacrificed the property and life

of the poor to his fancies, at the same time encouraging
idolatry and persecuting God's prophets.

—

Make thee (the land)

a terrible desolation. Tlie two meanings of ^nt^*, desolation

and horror, intermingle, as often in Jeremiah and Ezekiel

;

hence joined with npitJ', as in Jer. li. 37.— The rcjyroach of
my people you shall hear, addressed to the respectable, rich

(ver. 12).
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VII. 1. Woe is me ! for I am as after the fruit-gatheriug,

as in the gleaning of the vintage : there is no cluster to eat

;

my soul longs for an early fig. 2. The good man is vanished

from the land ; and there is none honest among men : they all

lurk together for blood ; they He in wait every one for the

other with a net. 3. Their hands go out to evil, to do it

earnestly. The prince asks, and the judge is venal. The

gieat man only utters what his soul longs after : then they

turn it aright. 4. The best among them is like a thorn-bush,

the most honest worse than a hedge. On the day of thy

scouts, then comes thy visitation ; now will their perplexity

begin. 5. Trust ye not a companion, and confide not in a

friend ; from her that lies in thy bosom keep the doors of thy

Chapter VII.

Ver. 1 ff. Lyrical outburst of the prophet, who speaks here

again in the name of the Church, not, indeed, the empirical, but

the ideal Church, which has to lament over the empirical one.

Ver. 1. There is nothing left to take pleasure in. One feels

the same before as after the fruitage and vintage, when gardens

and vineyards wear a comfortless look.—As in the state of

fruit-gathering = vix the time when the fruit has been gathered.

—No early fig, for which one looks with special desire ! Cf.

Hos. ix. 10. Ver. 2 serves as explanation. Piety and honesty

have vanished. All lurk maliciously one for another. Ver. 3.

Properly, " the hands are at evil to do it well," i.e. ready to

practise it earnestly. The 'prince demands, namely, what he

will, and the judgefor reward, namely, is at its service.—ninnyi,

they wring it out, turn and twist so long until it (what the

great man wishes) comes to pass. A speaking example of

wliat is meant is the history of Naboth, when there was no

lack of venal judges (1 Kings xxi. 11). Ver. 4. n^iDOD for

n^iti'OD, worse than a hedge with thorns, p, in comparative

sense stands thus with substantives, when these have a latent

quality, as the hedge the quality of prickiness, gold that of

value (Ps. Ixxii. 15).

—

On the day of thy scouts or seers. The

genuine prophets are meant, who announce a fatal day of

doom : now shall their perplexity, bewilderment (Isa. xxii. 5),

begin. The suff. applies to the inhabitants. Others less suit-

ably take n^nn as 2 perf. Ver. 5. The briars and hedges are

deceptive. Therefore the warning follows, no one is to trust

even his neighbours ; even in them fidelity is no longer to be
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mouth. G. For the son makes a mock of the father, the

daughter rises up against her mother, the daughter-in-law

against her mother-in-law ; the foes of a man are his house-

mates. 7. But I will look out for Yahveh, will wait for the

God of my salvation : my God will hear me. 8. Rejoice not,

my foe, on my account ! For when I am fallen, I rise again

;

when I sit in darkness, Yahveh is my light. 9. I will bear

the indignation of Yahveh, for I have sinned against him

—

until he plead my cause and maintain my right ; he will

bring me out to the light, I shall behold his righteousness.

10. And my foe shall see it, and shame shall cover her who

says to me, Where is Yahveh thy God ? Mine eyes shall see

their desire upon her; now she shall be for trampling like

street-mire.— 11. It is a day to build thy walls, on that day

the boundary shall be removed far off. 12. A day it is when

looked for. Ver. 6. Cf the picture of moral depravity in

liom. i. 29 tf The hostility of friends in Matt. x. 35 f. is on
diiferent grounds. Ver. 7. Here too (differently in iii. 8) the

prophet speaks in the name of the pure Zion, the ideal Church,

which is amazed at the corruption of its children, and sets its

hope on the Lord Us God. Ver. 8. The foe of Zion is the

heathen world-power, at whose feet she will lie. It is left

indefinite, and therefore not to be identified offhand with
"iitj'S n3 ; as a city stands in best contrast with Zion, Babylon

may be supplied in thought ; see iv. 10. Ver. 9. npiv, see

on vi. 5. Ver. 11. pn, properly statutnm, definitum, hence
what is limited, limit ; cf Job xxvi. 10 ; Prov. viii. 29.

—

Ver. \\h and 12 contain a corrective to ver. 11a. To say that

the walls of God's city are to be built, does not mean that the

Church will have narrow limits. The ideal meaning of the city

here shines clearly out as in Zech. ii. 5 ff. Ver. 12. Then the city

will be the goal to which pilgrims will come from all sides, so

that Zion is the centre of a great empire. The first two local

definitions refer to exiles (cf Isa. xxvii. 12 f ), in any case also

to heathen united with them.—The river is the P^uphrates.

—

On the other hand, to sea from sea and from monntain (">n,

dependent on the near |p, Hitz.) to mountain, fixes the broad

limits of the future Holy Land : from the Dead Sea to the

Mediterranean, and from Mount Lebanon in the north to the

Edoinite range in the south. rrobal)ly the author was think-

ing more definitely of the two mountain names, Hor in the
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they shall come to thee from Assliur unto the cities of Egypt,

and from Egypt unto the river, and to sea from sea, and from

mountain to mountain. 13. But the land shall be a desola-

tion because of its inhabitants by reason of their deeds.

14. Feed thy people with thy staff, the flock of thine

inheritance, which dwells by itself alone, in the forest in the

midst of Carmel ; let them feed in Bashan and Gilead, as in

olden days. 15. As in the days when thou wentest forth

out of the land of Egypt I will show it wonders. 16. The

heathen shall see and despair of all their might ; they sliall

lay their hand on their mouth, their ears shall be deaf.

17. They shall lick dust like the serpent; like the creeping

things of the earth they shall tremble out of their close places.

They shall come trembling to Yahveh our God, and be afraid

because of thee. 18. Who is a God like thee, who forgives

sin and passes by the sin of the remnant of his inheritance ?

He keeps not His anger for ever, for he takes pleasure in

mercy. 19. He will have compassion on us again, will

south (Num. XX. 22), and in the north (Num. xxxiv. 7f.) of the

land. Ver. 13 again casts a shadow on the scene: the land

will then lie waste, namely, at the outset of the happy period.

Ver. 14. 113^ ""JDK^, to be referred, after Num. xxiii., to Israel,

which will dwell apart from the heathen. To this first definition

is added the second one, which characterises the well-guarded

position of the rich pasture, where the Lord's flock feeds.

Hitzig thinks that no careful writer would drive even figurative

sheep into a wood ; but the w^oodlands of Carmel enclosed

glorious, flowery pasture-lands. By the side of Carmel, as

representing the west-Jordan land, stand the east-Jordan

districts of Bashan and Gilead, which also furnish specially

fine pastures. Ver. 15. On the prayer of ver. 14 the divine

answer here follows. Ewald would have the imperative isxnn

;

but the people, not God, went out of Egypt. Ver. 16. Their

ears shall be made deaf, namely, by the thunder-peal of His

revelations. Ver. 17. In deepest submissiveness the heathen

shall draw nigh to the God of Israel, giving up all resistance,

trembling and yet longing for salvation; cf. Ps. ii. 11, and

especially Hos. xi. 10 f. The conclusion still further recalls

Hosea. The ground-passage, however, is Ps. xviii. 45, the

subjection of the foreigners to David. Ver. 19. The tramplincf

down of misdeeds takes place through the sovereign power of
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trample under foot our iniquities, and cast all their misdeeds

into the depth of the sea. 20. Thou wilt show faithfulness

to Jacob, mercy to Abraham, which thou didst swear to our

lathers from the days of the foretime.

Exposition.

Contents of chs. vi., vii. Change from a Eeprobate State to

a State of Grace. 1. Statement on God's part : a. God's un-

requited Love, vi. 1-5
; h. The Eight Way to please Him,

vi. 6-8
; c. What displeases Him in present conditions,

vi. 9-1 G ; 2. Statement on the Church's part: a. Self-

accusation, vii. 1-6; Ik Self-comfort, vii. 7-13; c. Confident

Prayer, vii. 14-20.

Chs. vi., vii. give in a sense the inner side of chs. iii.—v.,

the ethical passage from tlie state of guilt to that of favour,

the via sahitis, which the community that needs pardon has

to take, being expounded ; and indeed this way of grace is

set forth, first on God's part, then in the words of the com-

munity. Ch. vi. begins with accusation on God's part. His

rich love having found no response ; it closes with an accus-

ing description of the immoral state in which the nation is

found. But in the interval comes a passage (vv. 6-8), in

which tlie community is told what it has to do in order to

secure God's approval. Therein all self-willed worship and

sacrificial service are set aside, and the observance of the

fundamental moral laws is insisted on. But just as little

from this passage (ch. vi. 6-8) as from Hos. vi. 6 or Isa. i. 11 f.

can the inference be drawn, that no " Mosaic " law of sacri-

fice, like the priestly codex, existed in the time of the prophet.

For the ordained expiations of the priestly codex were

grace. The sinking of sin in the sea exhibits it, in a fine figure,

as done away for ever. Ver. 20. By Jacob here, where Abraham
follows, the patriarch is meant. God shows him faithfulness

by verifying in his posterity the promises He gave liini.
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designed and efficacious only for offences committed uninten-

tionally. Here, on the other hand, far worse offences are in

question. Penetrated by this feeling, Israel asks whether it

should multiply sacrificial gifts without limit, which, however,

the Lord deprecates, as He does not seek such gifts for their

own sake, the principal thing in His sight being tlie spirit

which must show itself in walking before God and in conduct

to men. The emphasis here, of course, is on the spiritualising

of God's service, as in 1 Sara. xv. 22, Hos. vi. 6, Isa. 1. 11 f.,

Jer. vii. 22 f., and elsewhere. AVhat ver. 8 speaks of is

certainly no proper expiation ; but it is an indispensable

condition for pleasing God and for sharing in any expiation

of sin provided by Him. Ver. 7& casts peculiar light on

the origin of human sacrifice among the heathen : the practice

is psychologically intelligible as a last refuge of the contrite

heart, which would fain appease the Godhead at any price.

On the other hand, it is a wrong inference from this passage

that in Israel itself human sacrifice was practised without

scruple in Yahveh's worship at any period after Moses, and

was universally regarded as legitimate. On the contrary, it

was always regarded by more enlightened Israelites as an

abomination, as at least a daring exaggeration and perversion

of the Mosaic law (Ezek. xx. 25 f.); whereas certainly those

who quarrelled with the pure Yahveh-worship easily fell into

this error ; so recently King Ahaz, 2 Kings xvi. 3, and soon

again Manasseh, 2 Kings xxi. 6.

In vii. 1 f. the community appears, taking the path

pointed out to it. It declares without reserve how thoroughly

justified God's accusations are by the universal corruption of

its members, and the relaxing and dishonouring of the

tenderest relations ; how well merited the hard fate under

which it lies, and in which it must needs see its just punish-

ment. Nevertheless it cherishes immoveable confidence in

God, who is now angry with it for a while, but wliose

covenant-fidelity will gloriously appear, when He shall one
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day succour those crushed by an arrogant foe and re-establish

them, that His kingdom may flourish in wider extent than

ever, and be peopled with all the exiles and fugitives in

Assyria and Egypt. In ver. 14ff. a prayer forms a fitting

conclusion of this section and of the whole book. The prayer

is to be viewed as put into the mouth of the community. It

calls on the Lord for the fulfilment of what is foretold in

iv. 6 f. and elsewhere. ]5y gathering His scattered flock as

the good Shepherd, thus proving that He has forgiven His

people the great sin which plunged it into ruin, He will win

the hearts of the nations, so that, giving up their resistance

to a God so mighty and withal so gracious, they will do Him
unstinted homage, cf. iv. 1 ff. In this way the Lord will

fulfil His gracious promises to Abraham and Jacob.



NAHUM.

An oracle, iu three parts, against Nineveh has been handed

down under the name of Nahum (Q^'"'?, properly comfort) the

Elkoshite, a prophet about whom nothing further is told us in

any other quarter. The epithet ''ki'p!?xn, i. 1, is not to be

taken as a patronymic (so Targ. early), bat refers to a country

town, Elkosh, which is certainly sought in different places.

Jerome {Prol. ad Nah.) derives it from a village, Elcese, which

was shown him in Galilee, but says nothing more definite

about the situation. Some conjecture it to be the El-Kauze

of to-day (El Kozah on the map of the Eng. Explor. Fund,

1880), directly west of Kedesh, a little to the east of Eamiah)

( = Eamah in Naphthali). Another, also ancient, tradition

transfers it, on the other hand, into the tribe of Simeon, with

the addition " beyond Jordan" (Pseudepiphanius, et al.), which

addition, however, seems to have arisen from error, so that

this opinion also has its rights, as Nestle has shown {Zeitschr.

d. deutsch. Paldst.-vereins, i. 222 ff.). On the other hand, we

must reject the favourite opinion, since J. D. Michaelis and

Eichhorn, to the effect that Elkosh, in Assyria, not far from

Mosul and ancient Nineveh, is meant (cf. still Kleinert in

Handworterh. under "Nahum"), where the prophet's grave is

shown. This site comes into notice first in the sixteenth century.

Further, the conjecture of Knobel and Hitzig should be men-

tioned, that the later Capernaum (in this case =^ 2^nj "ids) has

its name from the prophet, in which case its earlier name

would be Elkosh.

The colouring of the language is peculiar, and may perhaps
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be traceable to a Galiliean origin. Yet it is strange that

Naliuni takes no notice of his countrymen being led captive

by the Assyrians (he scarcely does this even in ch. ii. 3). As

to the time when Nahum uttered his prophecy, the oracle

itself shows that the invasion of the Assyrians under Senna-

cherib, so dangerous to Jerusalem, belonged already to the

past (ch. i. 11 f., ii. 1); but that, on the other hand, Nineveh

was still standing, and the fear of new hostilities on the

part of this empire still lives at Jerusalem, and its yoke

was still oppressive (i. 13 f., ii. 1). Ch. iii. 8 ff. gives more

definite intimation that a conquest of No-Amon, i.e. Thebes, in

Upper Egypt, had taken place a short time before. As, then,

this event is to be referred to the capture by the Assyrians,

which took place in the year 6G4 or soon afterwards (see on

iii. 10), the oracle of Nahum will belong to about 660 B.C.

(So also Strack in Ramhvorterh., 2 ed. i. 157 = 3 ed. i. 236.)

That this prophet first alluded in this way to the fall of Thebes

some decades afterwards (Steiner) is highly improbable, and

is ill supported by the statement that it was impossible about

660 to foretell the catastrophe of Nineveh with such cer-

tainty. Nahum's appearance consequently falls into the reign

of Manasseh (698-643), who figures among the tributaries of

Asshurbanipal, and somewhat later was even carried prisoner

to Babylon (Schrader, ii. 52 ff.).

In point of form Nahum's oracles are among the most

beautiful products of prophetic poetry, as Lowth already rightly

emphasised (De Sacra Pocsi Hcbr.) : Ex omnibus minoribus

prophetis nemo videtur (cquare sublimitatem, ardorem, et

audaces spiritus Nahumi. Adde quod ejus vaticinium integ-

rum ac justum est poema ; exordium magnificum est et plane

augustum ; apparatus ad excidium Niniv;e ej usque excidii

descriptio et amplificatio ardentissimis coloribus exprimitur

et admirabilem habet evidentiam et pondus. The stamp of

these oracles, in fact, is thoroughly lyrical ; the delineations are

bold, vivid, picturesque. In short, measured beats the Ian-
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guage sweeps along like a threatening storm-flood, bringing

destruction to the luxurious capital. As the judgment on

Nineveh forms the sole subject, the inward aspect of prophecy

does not indeed find such full expression as in Micah or

Isaiah ; but the grand revelation of the God who guides the

world's fortunes (ch. i. 2 ff.), who also at last avenges the

crimes of the impregnable capital (iii, 1 ff.), and trust in whom
is a source of purest peace (i. 7, ii. 1), secures to this oracle a

deeper significance than its poetical beauty. The fulfilment

which it found (see close of ch. iii.) stamps the seal upon it.

Monograph on Nahum : 0. Strauss, Nahumi de Nino vati-

ciniuni explan., 1853.

1. 1. Oracle respecting Nineveh, prophecy-book of Nahum
the Elkoshite.

1. The Tkue God and His Foe, Ch. i.

2. A God, who keeps jealousy and takes vengeance, is

Yahveh ; Yahveh takes vengeance, and is mighty in wrath
;

Chaptek I.

Ver. 1. niyj NB'D, genit. obj., as in Isa. xiii. 1. See respecting

N:^'0, solemn utterance, Ewald : high oracle, Proph. 0. T. iii. 193.

This first part of the heading is indispensable, because other-

wise the object of the threatening (ch. i. 8, 11) is not evident
;

but also the second part could not easily be absent, and awakens
confidence by the statement about the author's origin, which is

not given elsewhere. Only this second part (vision of Nahum
the Elkoshite), in distinction from the first one, will not have
been prefixed by Nahum himself, but by some other skilful

hand ; hence now a certain hiatus between the two halves.

Respecting Nahum the Mkoshite, see the Introd. Ver. 2. Xljp,

only again in Josh. xxiv. 19, alongside the more usual Wi?, Ex.

XX. 5. This beginning leans on that passage of the Decalogue,

but applies the jealousy of Yahveh to mean that He will not

allow the heathen to attack His people with impunity ; see on

Joel ii. 18.—In this sense also the thrice-repeated word Dpi

(partic. as adjective).
—

"1013, who keeps, reserves, namely, guilt

15
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Yahveli takes vengeance on his adversaries, and reserves it

for his enemies. ?>. Yahveh is slow to wrath, but great in

strengtli ; and certainly he does not allow (the guilty) to go

unpunished. Yahveh, in storm and whirlwind is his going,

and the clouds are the dust of his feet. 4. Who rebukes the

sea, when he makes it dry ; and all the rivers he causes to

dry up. Bashan withers and Carmel, and the shoot of

Lebanon withers away. 5. The mountains shake before him,

and the hills melt ; and the earth is upheaved before his

face, and the circle of tlie earth, and all who dwell therein.

6. Who can stand before his indignation, and who abide in

his fierce wrath ? His hot anger is poured out like fire, and

the rocks are split before him. 7. Excellent is Yahveh as

a refuge in the day of distress ; and he knows those who
trust in him. 8. But with an overflowing swell he makes

an utter end of its place ; and he pursues his enemies with

and vengeance. Ver. 3. \s "]"ix, as in Joel ii. 13, but joined

here, not with the usual ion mi, but n3 bnjl : He is long-suf-

fering indeed, letting the crime of Asshur go long unpunished
;

Init He is so, not because He lacks power, or treats the guilty

like the innocent, i^p:, cf. Ex. xx. 7, with personal object ; Joel

iv. 21, with material object ; absolutely in Ex. xxxiv. 7, as in the
present passage.—One's conceptions of the majesty and vehe-
ment power of the God who will take vengeance on His
enemies, can never be great enough. His wai/, walk = His pro-

ceeding.—mi;::', with ^ for D, as in Job ix. 17.—The high-flying

clouds are mere dust under His feet. Yer. 4. in^a'i for =inci'3^;i.

The mightiest waters dry up, the most flowery (cf. Micah vii. 14)
meadows wither at His rebuke. Ver. 5. God's appearance at

Sinai is a type of this description, as of the one in Micah i. 3 f.,

etc.—The earth heaves before Him (starting up in fear) : N't^'J,

intrans., as in Hos. xiii. 1 ; Hab, i. 3. Ver. 6. nn:, Niph. =
Kal, to be poured out. As to the matter, cf Deut. iv. 24.

Ver. 7. niyoS, connected with 3"it:, is no Germanism (Kleinert),

hut good Semitic; cf (4en. iii. 6.—n '•on, Ps. ii. 12, v. 12.

Ver. 8. Suddenly, like an overflowing stream. He approaches,
utterly annihilating what He lays waste. The suff. in nmpo
applies to Nineveh, in accordance with the heading. He pur-
sues His fleeing enemies with the speed of the approacliing
night, which liides vale and liill from tlie belated traveller.
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darkness. 9. What will ye devise against Yaliveh ? He
makes an utter end. Not a second time shall the distress

arise. 10. For though they be thickly woven together like

thorn bushes, and soaked like their drink, they are devoured

like fully dry stubble. 11. From thee has he gone forth

who plotted evil against Yahveh, who counselled wicked

things. 12. Thus says Yahveh: Although intact and so

numerous, yet they are cut off, and he passes away ; and

although I have humbled thee, I will humble thee no more.

13. And now will I break in pieces his yoke from thee, and

unloose thy bonds. 14. But concerning thee Yahveh will

Ver. 9. New plots proceed from Asshur against the land of

Yahveh ; but in vain, since the tribulation of the days of

Sennacherib will not be repeated. Ver. 10. Assonance and
rhythm in the final sound ; cf. already n2n3, "i^'DJ, ver. 7.—Pro-

perly, woven to the point of thorn hushes, i.e. woven as thick

as thorn bushes. Soaked like their drink, as wet as their wine
itself. The two participles intimate the state in which they

are consumed by the flames, and indeed concessively, according

to ver. 12 (Hitzig, Ewald). Allusion to the multitude of

the Assyrians and the excessive carousings at the court of

Sardanapalus.—xb», adverbially (cf. Jer. xii. 6) : in full count,

completely. Ver. 11. The great guilt of Nineveh consists

in the fact that out of it proceeded he who headed the

worst plots against Yahveh, His city, and His sanctuary,

Sennacherib ; this reference does not preclude the possibility

of similar plots being hatched at this time (ver. 9), which
the prophet has before his eyes. Ver. 12. The thought is

the same as in ver. 10, without figure, yet so that the

figure of the thorns is still present in ITiJJ (with dagesh,

according to the more exact editions).

—

W^h^, having gone

forth uninjured, unweakened from the last conflicts. The first

IP = ita ut sunt ; the second, its correlative.
—

"isyi, it is all over

with the Assyrian, he passes away from the world's theatre.

—At the close of the verse Jerusalem is addressed. Ver. 13.

vm, like nolo, Jer. xxvii. 2. Thus in the prophet's days Judah
was dependent on Asshur, paying it tribute

;
yet the relation was

a strained one ; they mistrusted each other, and so Jerusalem

continually saw itself threatened. Ver. 14. The discourse turns

again to the guilty Assyrian prince, and indeed the one reigning

at present, who inherits the guilt of his forefathers, and there-

fore receives the sentence due to them. In accordance with
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determine : there shall be no more seed of thy name. 15. From

the house of thy God I will root out graven image and molten

image. Thy grave I will prepare, for thou hast been found

too light.

Exposition,

Contents of ch. i. The True God and His Foe. 1. The

Avenging God, vv. 2-6
; 2. His Proceeding towards Friend

and Foe, vv. 7-14.

The introduction to the wliule is a thrilling anthem to

Yahveh the Lord, whose judicial action should be an object

of terror to His enemies, although, thanks to His patience, it

is often long-delayed. The obverse of this judicial retribu-

tion—salvation—coming to the faithful ones out of the

judgment on God's enemies, appears in ver. 7, but only to

pass again into menace of the judgment falling on the proud

capital, out of which once already a reckless conqueror has

proceeded with hostile plots against God's city and sanctuary,

and whence an outbreak of new hostility threatens. Nineveh

will be levelled to the ground, and the yoke it has imposed

on Judah broken to pieces by the Lord.

2. Nineveh's Fall, Cii. ii.

1. Behold upon the mountains the feet of the joyful

the accents many join 'p D''L"N to the foregoing nDDOl (and thy

molten image I make thy grave), which, however, is harsh and

against the usual conjunction of n^DDI bos (Deut. xxvii. 15, etc.).

It were better to supply y^bn ri"'a as object to D't's*, which
would then allude to Sennacherib's fate, Isa. xxxvii. 38. Still

the corresponding suffix is wanting in the verb.— Thou hast

become light, i.e. been found too light, namely, in (Jod's balance,

by which the worth of a people or man is measured.

Chapter IL

Ver. 1. The messenger, who comes over the mountains
Kurrounding Jerusalem to announce Nineveh's fall, publishes
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messenger, who publishes peace ! Keep, Judah, thy

feasts, perform thy vows : for no more shall the wicked one

pass over thee ; he is utterly rooted out. 2. A destroyer

marches up before thee : See to the rampart ! Look out on

the way ! Strengthen the loins, fortify thy strength well.

3. For Yahveil causes the pride of Jacob to return like the

pride of Israel. For the plunderers have stripped (them) and

destroyed their tendrils. 4. The shield of his mighty men
is shining red, the defenders are clothed in purple : the iron

(fittings) of the chariots spurt fire on the day when he pre-

peace and prosperity, DW, for such is the meaning to Jerusalem

of that catastrophe.—Tt will not suffer a second time what it

suffered under Sennacherib, ch. i. 9.—?yv3, here (differently

ch. i. 11) treated in a personal sense, and indeed as nomen
proprium.—n"i3J, not partic, but 3 perf. Ver. 2. Address to

Asshur-Nineveh. pso, properly the scatterer. A hostile

ruler is meant, evidently the king of Babylon.
—

"[""JS bv,

properly over thy front.—11V3, absol. infin. for imperative.

Ver. 3. 31C', transitively, as in Hos. vi. 11 and elsewhere.

—

Jacob seems to refer to Judah alongside /srac/ - Joseph,

Obad. 18. Still better, Kleinert understands by Jacob the

humbled, crippled nation of the present in need of grace, and
by Israel the complete nation of the past in possession of

divine grace. The glory of the latter becomes then the

standard for the glorifying of the former. As PP2 is especially

used of vine-shoots (Hos. x. 1), the following metaphor was
suggested : They have destroyed the fruitful tendrils (sing.

Ezek. XV. 2) of the vine, which is here= Israel, as if it were

useless bramble (ch. i. 10). Ver. 4. The shield of his heroes,

either the besieger's (ver. 2), or better Yahveh's (ver. 3),

according to the following ir^n—mxo (Pual with o instead

of u, as also in iii. 7 ; cf. Ges. § 52, Anm. 4), reddened, not

indeed with blood, as the battle is not yet begun, but with

shining metal, which, however, gleams blood-red in a fearful

way ; in the same way wvbn'o (from ypin), purple-coloured

,

applies to the martial robes. Eed, as Kleinert observes, was

a favourite colour of the Medes and also of the Babylonians

(cf. Ezek. xxiii. 14) ; on the other hand, that of the Assyrians

was blue or violet (Ezek. xxiii. 6, xxvii. 23 f.).—m^D, iron or

steel (here only), fire spurts from the iron fittings of the war-

chariots, properly " in fire of iron are the chariots."—The
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paves it, and the cypresses are brandished. 5. The chariots

bear themselves in the open places as mad things, they dash

round the markets ; to look at they are like torches, they

dart along like lightning-flashes. 6. He calls to his nobles:

they stumble in their goings ; they haste to the city wall,

when the storming-cover is (already) erected. 7. The gates

of the rivers are opened, and the palace shall be dissolved.

cypresses, i.e. spear-shafts of cypress wood. Ver. 5. 77r\, in

Hitlipo., to rage, to act madly; here to dash wildly about,

niyin and ninm are not the streets and squares within the

city, so that the chariots would be the Assyrian ones (so

I'^vald, Kleinert, et al.), as the comparison to torches and
lightnings cannot be depreciatory, but pictures the terrors of

the scene ; rather they are the open spaces lying outside the

city wall, where the hostile war-chariots can drive unhindered,

and chase off or tread down the defenders with lightning-like

speed, so that the preparations may be completed for the

proper siege and assault.—ppt^', Joel ii. 9, to run about ; here

Hithpal, stronger. Ver. 6. The Assyrian monarch, surprised

in his careless carousing, arouses himself and ealls on his

nohlcs to rush to the walls to drive back the enemy already

thundering at the gates. Half-drunk, and therefore stumbling,

as well as stumbling in fright and confusion, they reel to the

wall, where the storming-cover of the besiegers is already

erected, and so the best chance of resistance is already lost.—
"IDD, Hitz. understands it of the covering party of defenders.

Eather it is to be understood of the testudo, the stormiivj-

sheltcr, a wicker-work, under which the enemy are able to

get near the city walls. Such instruments are shown in the

Assyrian representations. Ver. 7. Tlie interpretation is diffi-

cult and various. By 'n """lytr is usually understood the city

gates closed towards the waters, which would be opened by
the assaulting enemy. But why should the enemy attack

just these gates, which would be the hardest to take ? There
also certainly exists a connection between nnn: and i)J2i. The
besiegers opening artificial sluices in order to flood the city

would suit the expression better, but would not suit the

situation, as we should rather expect the besieged to raise

the height of the water so as to keep the enemy at a distance.

Kleinert's explanation is best : The gnfcs of the streams, which
ojicn without help of man, are, according to analogy, the
windows of heaven, Gen. vii. 11, or the bars of the sea.

Job xxxviii. 10 ; and their opening is to be understood
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8. And it is settled : she is made bare, taken away, and her

maidens mourn like the sound of doves, they beat on their

breasts. 9. And Nineveh—like a reservoir are her waters

:

yet these flee away. " Stand now, stand." But no one gets

them to turn. 10. Plunder ye silver, plunder gold! And
inexhaustible is the treasure, a great multitude of every kind

of precious jewels. 11. Emptying and stripping and emptied

out ! And the heart melts, and the knees shake, and trembling

in all loins, and the countenances of all of them lose their

brightness. 12. Where is the dwelling of the lions, and that

which was a feeding-place of the young lions, where the lion

walks, the lioness, the lion's whelp undisturbed? 13. The

lion that carried off as much as his whelps needed, and

according to Gen. vii. 11. A higher hand unlooses the watery

element, by which Nineveh is almost surrounded, and that

for its destruction. These waters swell with unwonted might,

so that the towering palace goes to pieces in them. The latter

is to be conceived as terrace-shaped and of colossal size, so that

surrounded by the raging flood, according to the poetical phrase,

it melts therein. See the fulfilment in Ctesias after ch. iii. Ver. 8.

3^n, Pual of 2)i:, it is determined, decreed ; it is a settled thing.

So most simply de Dieu and Seb. Schmidt early. Elickert,

Ewald, ct al., take Huzzab as the proper name of the queen

;

but without evidence. Hitzig would read 35:n, the lizard.

The subj. of she is made hare, carried atvay (Hoph. more
violent than Niph., 2 Sam. ii. 27; Jer. xxxvii. 11), is the

queen of Nineveh, whose maidens are the subordinate towns.

—Instead of pnn^, Hitz., Stade would read jna?^. The plur.

of n^ otherwise runs ni^a^. Smiting the breast, a well-known

mark of mourning among women. Ver. 9. Nineveh is like a

vast reservoir, because in it men and precious things are

gathered from all lands ; but now they are scattered.—Eead
K-'n ''p''p (LXX, Vulg.), the waters of themselves= which are

themselves, nr^ni applies to these waters. None of the fugi-

tives turns at the cry " Stand." Ver. 10. njl^n (cf. Ezek. xliii.

11), fitting, furnishing. What the plunderers find has no limit

Ver. 11. The close of the verse is from Joel ii. 6. Ver. 12.

Lions appear very frequently in the Assyrian representations,

and attached as ornaments. They were in this respect the

favourite animal of this nation, and were therefore specially

suited to stand for the royal family. Ver. 13. The modified
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strangled for his lionesses, and filled his caves with prey, and

his dwellings with the torn? 14. Behold I am against thee,

is the oracle of Yahveh of hosts, and make her equipage go

up in smoke, and the sword shall devour thy young lions

:

and I destroy thy prey from off the earth, and the voice of

tliy ambassadors shall no more be heard.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. ii. Nineveh's Fall. The fuller description

of this catastrophe, which follows here, is beautifully intro-

duced by the joyful spectacle of the messenger bringing

the news of it to Jerusalem ; thus the comforting element

contained in this terrible event for the city of Yahveh is

first emphasised. The Horatian saying : Nunc est bibendum,

nunc pede libero pulsanda tellus, finds here a more worthy

counterpart of sanctified joy. Zion may now M'ithout fear

celebrate the feasts of its God, and perform the vows made

in time of distress, since the dreaded city, as the messenger

passing before the prophet's spiritual vision announces, is

fallen ! The deliverance experienced is here certainly nega-

tive : the overthrow of the menacing hostile world-power.

The oracle is applied already in Isa. lii. 7 to a more positive

and spiritual gospel, and then completely in llom. x. 15.

It is only after this exultant cry, which makes known before-

hand the happy issue, that the drama of Nineveh's investment

and capture opens before our eyes, awakening all the greater

sympathy. In comparison with ch. i., the scene is described

with heightened vividness, and made to stand out before the

gaze.

form vnnb instead of 1^3, elsewhere only in Jer. li. 38 ; cf.

Nah. ii. 4, iii. 7. Ver. 14. hd^x^o, rare for T]^3S^0, probably

for ^33, and this from '3^3, Ges. § 91, 2, Anm. 2. No more
will be heard the voice of the legates, whom the imperial city

sends everywhere with its commands.
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3. The Horrors of the Imperial City, and the

Judgment, Ch. hi.

1. Woe to the bloody city, all full of deceit, of violence,

which will not cease to plunder ! 2. Hark, cracking of

whips and rumbling of wheels, leaping steeds and bounding

chariots ! 3. Prancing riders and sword-flashings and glint

of spears ! And masses of slain, and a great multitude of

carcases and corpses without end, so that they stumble over

their corpses I 4. For the multitude of the whoredoms of the

harlot,—the attractive, bewitching one,—who sold nations by

her whorish arts, and tribes by her witchcrafts. 5. Behold, I

am against thee, is the oracle of Yahveh of hosts ; and I dis-

cover thy train on thy face, and show nations thy nakedness

and kingdoms thy shame. 6. And I cast filth upon thee, and

dishonour thee and set thee as a spectacle. 7. And it shall

Chapter III.

Ver. 1. Bloody city, cf. Ezek. xxiv. 9.—With K>^D^ s<^, cf. Jer.

xvii. 8. Ver. 2. Pictorial description of the advancing foe.

*7p"i, Piel ; cf. Joel ii. 5, to spring ; here of the bounding motion

of chariots on roads full of obstacles. Ver. 3. rhv, Hiphil, of the

rider ; Kal, of the horse ; Jer. xlvi. 9.—Flame and lightning

often for blade of sword and spear. Ver. 4. The cause of the

judgment introduced by JO. A seductive harlot and witch at

the same time, she lured the nations to destruction.
—

"i^D, to

sell ; here = to consign to ruin, unless, with Hitz., we assign to

the word, according to the Arabic, the meaning " ensnare." In

the whoredom, allusion is made to the enticements to impure

lust of every kind issuing from the gay, wanton city; the

magic points more definitely still to the unholy powers by
Avhich heathenism is controlled, and which it turns to profit.

By its fascinating beauty and demonic powers Nineveh exerts

a perilous influence on the nations. Ver. 5. Insulting treat-

ment such as an unchaste woman merits ; Jer. xiii. 26 borrows

from here (cf. ver. 22).
—

">i;o = nny. The desolation of the city

referred to will render her abominable to the nations who fell

victims to her cunning witcheries. Ver. 6. D^vp:^', here not

idols, since otherwise the suffix would be used (thy idols), but

more generally : abominations, filth.
—

""Xia (pausal form), like a

spectacle, warning example, Tapdhiyiia. Ver. 7. 1"I3, to slip
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coine to pass that whoever sees thee flees away from thee,

and says : Nineveh is overwhelmed. AVho will lament her,

whence should I seek comforters for thee ? 8. Art thou

better than No-Amon ? which sits on the Nile streams,

—

waters round about her,—whose rampart is the sea, and she

has her wall on the sea. 9. Cush is her strength, and Egypt,

and there is no end : I'ut and the Libyans were among thy

helpers. 10, She also went in captivity into banishment; her

children also were slaughtered at all the street-corners ; and

upon her nobles the lot was cast, and all her great men were

timidly away ; on the other hand, 113 as in Jer. xv. 5 ; Isa.

li. 19.

—

rm^, Micah ii. 4. Ver. 8. "nD^nn, for euphony's sake,

for ''3t)\'in, Ges. § 70, Anm. 2.—The city No, seat of the god

Amon (see Comm. on Jer. xlvi. 25) = Thebes, capital of

Upper Egypt ; it is used as a comparison because of its posi-

tion on so mighty a river, and especially the fate it recently

underwent, which neither the river nor its god Amon could

avert.—b^"i as in Isa. xxvi. 1. Hitz., Kleinert translate :
" who

(or where) was a fortress of the sea." The meaning rather is,

that it had its fortress on the sea, and its wall on it. Dvp,

from the sea, in form of the sea. Ver. 9. Nor were there

wanting nations who helped it. C'?(s7fc = Ethiopia (Tsa. xviii. 1),

generally stood in close relations with tlie capital of Upper
Egypt. After LXX, Syr., etc., read noyy^ without its being

necessary on this account to read nmTVD. At the close, descrip-

tion passes into address.

—

Put, here distinguished from the
Libyans, with which the versions otherwise identify them, a
people bordering on them in North Africa, where in Mauri-
tania, Josephus and the Greek authors know a river Phut,
Joseph. Ant. i. G. 2. The Put are perhaps to be located west
of the Lubini, east of the Ludim. See particulars in Eiehm's
Handworterh. 1250 (by Kautzsch). Ver. 10. This reference

to a conquest of Thchcs, of which there was so little confirmation
from history that certain scholars describe it as an interpola-

tion in the present prophecy, has been illustrated by an inscrip-

tion of Asshurbanii)al, son and successor of Esarhaddon, who
relates that he smote the army of the Egyptian ruler Urdamani
(= Paid Amon), captured and plundered his capital No. " Gold,
silver . . . garments . . . horses, men, and women . . . they took
away from it in countless multitude, ordained them to captivity

;

to Nineveh, my seat of government, they brought them in good
condition, and they kissed my feet." As this campaign seems
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"bound in chains. 11. Thou also slialt be drunken, slialt be

covered up ; thou also shalt seek a refuge from the enemy.

12. All thy strongholds are fig-trees with early figs ;
when one

shakes them, they fall into the eater's mouth. 13. Behold,

thy people are women in thy midst ; the gates of thy land

shall certainly be opened to thy enemies : fire consumes thy

bolts. 14. Draw the water for the siege, strengthen thy

fortresses, go into the mud and tread the clay, lay hold of the

brick-mould ! 15. There shall the fire devour thee, the sword

destroy thee ; it shall devour thee like the locust. Make thy-

self many as the locusts, many as the grasshoppers—16. thou

hast multiplied thy traders more than the stars of heaven

—

to have taken place soon after the installation of that Egyptian

king, and his predecessor Tirhakah died in 664 B.C., the present

oracle will have been written about the year 660. The fall of

Thebes plainly belongs to the most recent past of the prophet.

See Schrader, vol ii. 149. Ver. 11. ns DJ corresponds to

N^n DJ, ver. 10. It will happen to thee, Nineveh, as to

Thebes.—Drunkenness means here stupefying by pain and

deadly anguish. The same sense, as Steiner rightly states,

belongs to no^yj, hid, i.e. not "unknown," but poiccrlcss,

according to a figure of speech common in Semitic tongues;

cf. ^bv, etc. Ver. 12. The figure pictures the ease with which

the fortified cities of the land are overthrown. Ver. 14.

I'Vater of investment, i.e. as provision for investment.—The

walls consisted of bricks ; to strengthen them bricks are to

be made and burnt. Xen. Anab. iii. 4. 11, speaks of the

ir-khSmi Tuy^oi of Nineveh. jabo, perhaps rather hrich-moidcl

than brick-oven, the latter of' which would not agree with

the taking hold (Ewald). Ver. 15. There the fire will con-

sume thee during thy preparations, the fire bursting m a

sense from the burning brick-oven. In point of fact, the fire

is destructive to the houses of the city, the sword to the

inhabitants.— p^^3, still dependent on the preceding verb (cf.

on Joel i. 4). The point of comparison is the crowd of the

slain and the ease of their overthrow. In the former respect

the prophet takes up the figure again: Make thee ever so

numerous, multiply thyself like the locusts; in order then,

in ver. 16 f., to turn it another way, namely, to use it to set

forth the fleeing away of Nineveh's glory. Ver. 16. The

concourse of people, brought together in Nineveh by com-
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llie locust sheds its skin and is fled away. 17, Thy princely

ones are like grasshoppers, and thy commanders like swarms

of locusts—which encamp on the walls in the cold day ; when
the sun has risen, they have vanished, and one knows not the

place where they are. 18. Thy shepherds are asleep, king

of Asshur, thy nobles are quiet ; thy people is scattered on

the mountains, and none gatliers them. 19. There is no

relief for thy wound, thy hurt is deadly. All who hear the

news of thee will clap their hands at thee ; for upon whom
has not thy wickedness passed continually ?

Exposition.

Contents of ch. iii. The Horrors of the Imperial City and

the Judgment upon it.

Ch. iii. has more of an elegiac strain than the preceding

one ; it is like a mourning-song of the prophet over the deep

moral as well as political debasement of Nineveh. Vv. 2 f.

indeed picture again the siege and assault with the deepest

pathos ; but then the accusing tone, begun in ver, 1, is main-

niercial intercourse, will just as rapidly disperse, or flee away,
as the p7\ when it has cast its skin, draws its wings from the

sheath (this is the meaning of Dti'S). Thereby is not meant
here the single insect, but the entire brood of these insects,

which take to flight when they reach this stage. Ver. 17. Just
as rapidly the countless, pompous army of otticials vanishes.

Dnrjo, here only = D''Tr:, perhaps a Hebraised, originally

Assyrian, word (Ges. Handwortcrh. 10 ed.), with dagesh dirimens.

—DnD£0, see Comm. on Jer. li. 27.—^313 313 (cf. on Amos vii. 1),

genitive connection (possible, as the idea of (piality lies in the

noun) by way of climax ; cf. Hos. x. 15 ; 2 Kings xix. 23.

—

113, Pual. Ver. 18. Adeqj, euphemistic description of death

;

so also being at rest.—B^3, Niph., with tone on the penultimate
syllable, and without dagesh in :^' ; cf. Baer on the word.

Ver. 19. nna (here only), properly quenching, soothing.—nbn:,

Niphal to the Hiphil ; Micah vi. 13.—The address to the king
of Assyria, of course not merely a single individual, also rules

here still. Clapping the hands is here a sign of malicious
joy.
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tained (vv, 4-7) ; the language grows calmer. It casts a

glance, far away, at the fate which overtook the capital of

Upper Egypt (vv. 8-10), in order to suggest a similar one in

the case of Nineveh (vv. 11-1 5a). Last of all (from 15?^

on) the figure of the locust - swarm, whose countless host

vanishes just as quickly as it came, is applied under differ-

ent aspects to the dissolving multitude of the population of

Nineveh.

The fulfilment of this oracle of Nahum about the over-

throw of Nineveh is obvious. It took place when, about fifty

years after the utterance of this prophecy, tlie Medes first

formed an alliance with the Lydians, with whom they were

engaged in war, and then made common cause with the rebel

viceroy at Babylon, Nabopolassar, against Nineveh. After

varying conflicts Nineveh, the imperial capital, succumbed.

The date of its fall cannot be stated exactly, but it lies not later

than 606 B.C., perhaps some years earlier. Cf. also Schrader,

Eiehm's Handwdrterh. 1094 f. "Later (than 606) it cannot

be put, since Jer. xxv. 19—26 enumerates the nations existing

in the East in this year (or in the next ?) without saying a

word of Nineveh or Assyria. The last king of Assyria was

Esarhaddon II., called Sarakos by the Greek writers. He has

left us only a few accounts, which were written when his

enemies were gathering about him, and his people were in

vain calling on their gods for help. The Medes, the Minni,

and the Kimmerians or Gomer had united together, and were

advancing steadily on Nineveh. The border towns had been

carried by storm (cf. Nah. iii. 12) ; the enemy extended like a

flood over the entire country. In their distress the Assyrian

rulers ordered a solemn fast (cf. Jonah iii. 5 ff.) for one

hundred days and nights, and besought the sun-god to forgive

their sins. But all was in vain. The measure of Assyria's

sin was full ; the time was come when tlie waster was to be

himself wasted, and Nineveh, as God's prophet had threatened,

was to be razed to the very ground " (Sayce).
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Ctesias has told the story of the siege and capture of

Nineveh at greatest length. Many features in his account

vividly remind us of Nahum's prediction. Sucii is the state-

ment that, after several victories of the Assyrians, the balance

of fortune turned against them one night, when they had

abaudoniid themselves in careless security to luxurious enjoy-

ment, especially drunkenness (ch. i. 10, ii. G), just as the

last king of Nineveh is characterised by the Greeks as an

effeminate glutton. Thus the camp was taken, and the

fugitives driven into the city. The king now plucked up

courage, undertook the defence of the city, and gave the com-

mand of the army to Saltemenes, his brother-in-law. But the

latter was defeated, and the king shut up in the city (N"ah.

ii. 5, 6). Nevertheless, the ardent besiegers were unable to

master it. Then, in the third year of the siege, the Tigris,

swollen by extraordinary rainfalls, caused great devastation,

and carried away the city-wall for a length of twenty stadia.

The king, who had received from his forefathers an oracle to

the effect that no one would take the city unless the river

became its enemy, saw his peril, and burnt himself in his

palace. No doubt the account of Ctesias springs from a

fantastically embellished source. Yet it also contains true

tradition, to which the features just mentioned may very well

belong. In the same way it is quite probable that immense

booty was to be obtained in Nineveh (Nah. ii. 10-14), the

proceeds of so many conquests and tributes having been

accumulated there. The booty came partly to Babylon,

partly to Media. Finally, the burning and total desolation of

the city (Nah. i. 8, iii. 15-19) is universally attested.

It then suddenly vanislied from history. Strabo, xvi. 1. 3 :

t; fjbev ovu Nlvo'i 7roA,t9 i^f^avicrdri irapa-^prjfia fieTa T7]v twv

^vpcjv KaTuXvatv. Xenophon {Anab. iii. 4. 7 ff.) journeyed

past it, but found only desolate ruins, which men avoided

because a terrible divine doom was supposed to have

fallen on it. Cf. also Jerome on Nah. iii. 7 : Qui viderit
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ruinas Ninives et positam earn omnibus in exemplum,

expavescet et mirabitur. Only since 1842 have the huge

piles of rubbish been explored, and the witnesses to

Assyrian greatness been thence brought more and more

to liiiht.



HABAKKUK.

Habakkuk's name, P^P^n (LXX : 'Afi^aKov/u,; Vulg.: Habacuc),

signifies embracing (from P^n). Luther :
" Ilabakkuk has a

right name for his office. For Habakkuk means : a heartener,

or one who takes another to his heart and his arms. He does

this in his prophecy, comforting his people, and taking them

into his arms, i.e. he comforts and sustains them, as one

soothes a poor weeping child or man, telling it to be quiet or

content, because, if God will, it will be better." Certainly,

in giving the name the purpose perhaps was rather to describe

him as heartened (not heartener). More improbable, on lin-

guistic grounds, is the explanation of Jerome, according to

which Habakkuk was so called as a wrestler with God, and

that luctator fortis et rigidus, in which, no doubt, there is an

allusion to a peculiarity of this prophet. As to his per-

sonality nothing further is known. That he was an acknow-

ledged prophet in Judiea is clear from the epithet " the

prophet," i. 1, iii. 1. According to a legendary tradition, he

belonged to the tribe of Simeon, was a native of Bethzocker,

fled on the invasion of the Chaldicans to Ostracine (a town

lying between Egypt, Palestine, and Arabia), but afterwards

returned to his own country, where he devoted himself to

agriculture, and lived until shortly before the return of the

exiles from Babylon. His grave was shown in Keilah, in

the tribe of Judah ; cf. Knobel. Prophetism der Hchrdcr, ii.

291 f. What is said in the apocryphal addition to the book

of Daniel, " Bel and the Dragon," ver. 33 ff., about Habakkuk

having brought food in a miraculous way to Daniel in the
240
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lions' den, is to be regarded as an idle story. More notice is

due to the statement found before this apocryphal narrative

in the LXX (Cod. Chisianus) : eV 7rpo(^?;Teia? ^Afi^aKov/j, ulov

^Irjaov eK Trj<i (pvXrji; Aevt, as this Levitical origin would cast

light on the musical character of the prayer, ch. iii. (see

especially on ver. 19).

As relates to the date of Habakkuk's appearance, his pro-

phetic range of vision is already ruled by the Chaldoeans, who,

according to ch. i. 5, will oppress Jud?ea in the lifetime of the

present generation. Yet, according to the same passage, this

is quite incredible to the people, and therefore the probability

of such a development was not yet apparent. To go back to

Manasseh's days (Delitzsch, Messianic Prophecies, p. 172), when

certainly, according to 2 Kings xxi. 10 ff. (cf. 2 Chron.

xxxiii. 10), certain prophets announced similar misfortune to

the land, is not wise. Then d''»"'3, ch, i. 5, would not be

fulfilled. Also under this king, above all, idolatry would y^
have been named as a ground of the judgment, whereas

injustice and oppression take this place, ch. i. 2-4. If

Habakkuk himself, as iii. 19 seems to intimate, arranged his

psalm, ch. iii., in musical form for temple use, this supposes

that the temple worship, disturbed in Manasseh's days, gave

no offence to the devout. Yet the latter argument, which

would lead back to the days after Josiah's temple reform, is,

for several reasons, not convincing. That Habakkuk prophe-

sied under Josiah himself is a view shared by several older

writers (also Del. formerly), which, however, does not re-

commend itself; as, on the contrary, a promise was given to

this king by the prophetess Huldali, who then stood in the

foreground, that the land should be spared during his lifetime,

2 Kings xxii. 18 ff. Hence, with tbe majority of modern

writers, we come to Jehoiakim's days (609-598, B.C.) The

only dispute then is, whether Habakkuk's oracle is to be

placed before or after the battle of Carchemish (605). But

after that decisive battle Habakkuk could no longer describe

i6
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the approach of the Chalda;aus as incredible (i. 5); on the

contrary, it was then almost self-evident that they would

advance against Egypt, and consequently also against Jehoia-

kira, who was entirely dependent on that land. The oracle is

therefore to be placed sliortly before that event ; similarly

Jer. xlvi. So also Kleinert in his Commentary, who, however,

in Handivortcrh. p. 548, seems to come down to the time after

the battle, like, e.g., Schrader in Schenkel, Bihd-Lex. ii. 556.

Thus Habakkuk was Jeremiah's contemporary, with whom
also he shows points of contact, the originality remaining on

Habakkuk's side; cf. Hab. i. 8 with Jer. iv. 13, v, 6. He is

in touch with Zephaniah, especially in ii. 20 ; cf. Zeph. i. 7,

which Delitzsch adduces for an earlier date in Habakkuk.

But although Zephaniah doubtless borrows more than Habak-

kuk, who is on the whole original, here the relation of priority

may possibly be the reverse
; see the remarks of Kleinert in

Comm. p. 128. If we find marks of dependence even in

Habakkuk, and if in general his style is more forcible and

compact than Zephaniah's, this difference depends on the

subjective powers of these prophets, not on their date, as

in point of time they stand too near each other for this.

In point of form Habakkuk's writing has the peculiarity,

distinctive of him also intellectually, that it consists of a

continuous dialogue between God and the prophet ; see the

Table of Contents at the end. Objective revelation, and

expression of the feelings it elicits, alternate throughout.

More than others, therefore, this writing has a dramatic and

lyrical impress. Habakkuk is the suppliant among the pro-

phets. He shows the closest sympathy with those whom he

is forced to complain of. Cf. Kleinert :
" Peculiar to him is

the thorouglily lyrical strain of his language, in which Isaiah's

force and Jeremiah's tender feeling are united." The forceful,

daring style, under complete control, is rightly admired. Cf.

Be Wette :
" If Habakkuk is to be compared in prophetic

delivery with the best prophets,—a Joel, Amos, Nahum, Isaiah,
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—he excels in his lyrical piece, ch. iii., everything which

Hebrew poetry has to show of this kind ; he commands the

greatest strength and richness, the loftiest enthusiasm, along

with a due measure of beauty and clearness. His rhythm is

at once the most free and regular; ch. ii. 6-20 is strophic in

plan. The language is fresh and pure."

Of monographs there is especially to be mentioned : Franz

Delitzsch, Der Prophet H. ausgelegt, 1843. Of. his treatise,

De Rah. propli. vita utque wtate, 1842 ; and in Rudelhach and

Guerickes Zeitschr. 1842, i. : Ueber Abfassu7igszeit und Plan

der Prophctie HahaJckuks.—In later days only : L. Eeinke,

Der Proph. Hal., 1870.

1. 1. The oracle which Habakkuk the prophet saw.

2. How long, Yahveh, shall I call for help, and thou

hearest not,—(how long) cry to thee : Violence ! and thou

savest not ? 3. Why dost thou cause me to see iniquity and

lookest on oppression, and destruction and violence are before

my eyes ; while there is strife, and contention rises up ?

4. Therefore the law is powerless, and right never comes to

Chapter I.

Ver. 1. StJ'On, on Nahum i. 1.

—

Saw, on Isa. ii. 1.

—

Habakkuk,

respecting him see Introd. Ver. 2. W^, Piel, to call for help

;

cf. the noun, Ex. ii. 23.—PVI«, still subordinate to wx-ny. Per-

haps Job xix. 7 floats before the prophet's mind. Like that

patient one under his unjust fate—the living conscience of

Judah, he suffers under the unrepented iniquity done in the

land. Ver. 3 also re-echoes Num. xxiii. 21, according to which

description of Balaam one ought not to see in Israel folly,

worthless practices, immorality (elsewhere lix, especially

idolatry), and unjust plunder of the poor by the rich (POi?).

Ver. 4. p~^y, in the absence of righteous judges the best law is

of no use (Hitzig differently : because thou lookest on quietly),

not even the divine Torah, which so warmly defends the

oppressed.—JlS, properly to grow cold, to lose vital force ; it

becomes a dead letter.—With KV'' cf. Zeph. iii. 5, ilN^ }n:.

—

n^h, join with ^\ No decision, putting an end to caprice

and injustice, comes to light, however eagerly it is looked for.
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the ligbt. For the wicked besets the righteous on every side
;

therefore right comes forth perverted.

5. Look round among the nations, and behold, and be

astonished, yea, wonder ! For I work a work in your days

—

you will not believe, if one tell it. 6. For behold I will stir

up the Chaldieans, the fierce and swift nation, which traverses

the breadtlis of the earth, to take possession of dwelling-

I)laces which are not its own. 7. Terrible and fearful it is
;

from it goes forth its mandate and its majesty. 8. And

Hitzig, Ewald, Kleinert give to nv: the unprovable meaning

:

truth, uprightness, so that it = nDi6, Isa. xlii. o. mD, Piel, and

here Hiphil : to surround in hostile sense, so that the righteous

man cannot come to his rights. As evil-doers join together in

such an evil ring, exen judicial decisions come forth, ?io^ straight,

but in perverted form. In a formal sense certainly judgments

.still see the light, but so that in them right is perverted to its

opposite. Ver. 5 begins God's answer addressed to the people

:

Let them direct their gaze to the heathen v/orld, where shortly

something most astonishing (non, Hithp. and Kal, for the sake

of emphasis, as in Zeph. ii. 1) will take place, which at the

time would still sound to them like a fable, if it were told them.

Ver. 6. The chief purport of the new, surprising crisis is liere

prophetically announced : the appearance of the Chalda'ans in

Hither Asia and in Palestine.— D'Il'^, the Chaldee of the

Inscriptions (the sibilant is probably more original than tlie I,

whicli passed over to the Greeks also), the inhabitants of Baby-
lon.
—

"ID, rough, hasty, sharp, passionate, or fierce.
—

"ino, Niph.

here ; not : to tumble over ; but : to hasten, to be swift.— Which
(jocs to the breadths of the earth, i.e. traverses the earth in its

whole length and breadth. Ver. 7. 13D0, according to Hitzig,

Kleinert, et al., is used antitlietically : from himself, acknow-
ledging none higher, therefore not from God. Delitzsch more
correctly finds the thought : it prescribes laws, and sets itself up
as Lord. NV'' shows that the reference is to expressions of its

supreme will. lOD'^'D is the law whicli it makes binding on
nations, inxti', its dignity = the demands of its dignity. Ver. 8rr

recurs in varied form in Jer. iv. 13, v. 6. Iin, to be sharp,

keen ; here to move hastily, eagerly.— Wolves of the evening (cf.

Zeph. iii. 3), wolves, which in the evening twilight approach
human dwellings in search of food. f^B, to overflow, then of

horses, calves, etc. : to behave proudly, leap up, rear, dash along.

The repetition of vcns is strange. That it has a dilierent
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fleeter than leopards are its horses, and more savage than

wolves of the evening ; and its horsemen bound along, yea,

its horsemen come from far : they fly like the eagle which

hastens to devour. 9. They come all of them for violence

;

their faces stretch forwards ; and he gathers together captives

like sand. 10. And he makes sport of kings, and rulers are

a derision to him ; he laughs at every stronghold, heaps up

dust and takes it. 11. Then he marches on, a whirlwind,

and passes by—but he is guilty of sin to ichom Ids own strength

is his god.

12. Art tho7(, then, not of old time, Yahveh, my God,

ray Holy One ? We shall not die. Yahveh, thou hast

set him for judgment ; and thou, Eock, hast appointed him

meaning the second time (first horses, then riders) is not to

be supposed ; on the other hand, the repetition as a poetical

figure is intelligible; cf. pntro and pn^\ ver. 10. Ver. 9. n^ap,

scarcely (from DD3, to heap) " heap," aggregate, but probably

eager desire (cf. N03, to drink up) : their faces strive eagerly

forwards. They are all simply conceived as pressing forwards.

The sense is plain, and is wrongly made ridiculous by Hitzig,

who, on his part, by translating " eastwards," arrives at the

absurd notion that the Chaldreans are already on the march
from Jaffa, and therefore only a few miles distant from Jerusa-

lem when the prophet so spoke. Yer. 10. Ifcaps uj) dust and
takes it. The capture of such strongholds (by means of a bank)

is as easy to him as child-play. Yer. 11 is to be so divided, in

opposition to the accents, that the halving falls at layi. Then,

after effecting a great conquest, he passes on at once, with the

speed of a whirlwind, to new deeds, nn, not the proper subject,

but in apposition thereto. But in view of the unparalleled

successes, the prophet appends a warning. These successes are

full of peril for him, because, instead of giving God the glory,

he admires and deifies only his own strength, cf. Isa. x. 5 ff., 13.

Yer. 12. The voice of the suppliant prophet is again plainly

heard, speaking in the name of his nation (hence my God, my
Holy One). From the fact that God willed from of old to belong

to this nation, he draws the assurance: we shall not finally

perish ; it can only be a chastisement temporarily inflicted by

a God who is immutably faithful (iiv, Deut. xxxii. 37). Utterly

mistaken is the emendation, nion vh, proposed by Ewald and

commended by Bleek, which is to be referred to God ! Yer. 18.
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for chastisement. 13. Thou who art of too pure eyes to

regard wickedness, and canst not look on oppression, why-

wilt thou look on the transgressor, art silent when the wicked

swallows him that is juster than he? 14. And niakest men

like the fish of the sea, the worm, which has no ruler over it ?

15. lie draws up all of them with the line, sweeps them

along in his net, and gathers them together in his drag. On
this account he rejoices and exults. 16. Therefore he sacri-

fices to his net, and burns incense to his drag. For by this

his portion is made fat and his meat made rich. 17. Should

he therefore empty his net, and go forth continually to slaugh-

ter nations without pity ?

Cf. i. 3. If God has not left wrong unpunished in His people,

He will also avenge it in its oppressors, as their cause is still

more unrighteous than that of Judah.—DHJn, not " plunderers
"

(Hitzig, Kleinert, et al.), a meaning not belonging to the word
even in Isa. xxi. 2, xxiv. 16, xxxiii. 1, but betrayers, who rob

God of His glory (ii. 4, i. 11), and men of their good right.

The wicked man, here the violent conqueror, swallows the

righteous, i.e. the weaker nation, disregarding its right to exist-

ence. A^er. 14. Fishes, not merely defenceless, but without
rights ; the worm has no master to protect it ; cf. Prov. vi. 7,

XXX. 27. Ver. 15. The fisher, i.e. the Chalda^an, draws up all

(this crowd of nations, falling helplessly into his power like

fish) with the line or net. The suffixes refer to DlS.—n^yn for

n^yn—"iij, to draw, pull, drag.—Din, net in general ; mDDD, fish-

trap of thread, like the drag-net (">ODJp). Ver. 16. Because

everything succeeds with him, and he makes one capture after

another, he then deifies even his net and line, i.e. his military

power. Whether we are directly to suppose a worship of the
sword, as, e.ff., among the Sarmates proper sacrifices were offered

to this weapon (Herod, iv. 02), is very questionable, as the

prophet would then name this, instead of using another con-

crete image of military power (the net). Moreover, nothing is

known of such sword-worship among the Babylonians, but we
do know of boastful praise of their own strength and skill in

war. Cf. the language of the Assyrian, Isa. x. 13 f. Ver. 17.

Should he thercfure, because he is so skilful and lucky in this

fishing (p hv, not : despite all this), be permitted to constantly

empty his net in order again to till it ? TOD belongs virtually

also to the first clause.
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II. 1. I will stand on my watch-tower, and set me on the

pinnacle, and will look out to see what he will say to me, and

what I shall reply to my complaint. 2. Then Yahveh

answered me, and said : Write down the vision, and engrave

it on tablets, that one may read it easily. 8. For the vision

is until the appointed time ; but it pants to the end, and will

not deceive ; though it delay, wait thou for it ; for it verily

comes, it lags not behind. 4. Behold, being puffed up, his

Chapter II.

Ver. 1. The ivatch-toivcr, to which Habakkuk betakes himself in

order to receive the divine answer, is understood by Del., Klein.,

and the majority, according to Isa. xxi. 6 ff.,in a purely spiritual

sense of a state of inward preparation. But as the expression

runs here, it is probable (so also Hitzig) that Habakkuk nsed to

seek this inner disposition, which, of course, is the chief thing,

on a particular elevated place, affording a wide outlook over the

land, and so giving impulse to visions. Isa. x. 28 ff. also speaks

of such a point of observation.
—

"il^O, surrounding wall, pinnacle.—
''3, see on Hos. i. 2.—nn^in, properly reproof, here objection

to the divine government starting from a moral basis. The
phrase shows the freedom of the prophet's converse with God.

Ver. 2. Write down for preservation, and engrave (as in Deut.

xxvii. 8) on tablets, clay tablets are the most probable. These

are only determined by the context, as the article does not

denote the well-known official tablets. But perhaps the pro-

phet is to expose them, possibly in the temple. "1X31 nns, hen-

diadys, write down, engraving on tablets.— That he may run,

hasten on who reads it, i.e. any one may read it readily, go

forward in reading withovit hindrance. Cf. Isa. viii. 1, where

certainly the tablet is not to be publicly exposed, but like Isa.

xxx. 8 (cf. Job xix. 23 f.), where the purpose appears whicli

governs also in the present passage : to give to posterity (here

to contemporaries), which sees the fulfilment, a proof, not to be

forgotten or refuted, of the truth of the prediction. Ver. 3.

For luaiting of the vision for the time fixed, i.e. the purport of

the vision is still delayed, lingers till the time fixed. Tiy

(Orelli, Synon. der Zeit. 31), as in Dan. xi. 35 and 1 Sam.

xviii. 8. ms, Hiphil, to pant, hence to hasten. The LXX,

followed by Heb. x. 37, inaccurately make God or the Messiah

the subject : fav vsriprigrj, v-TTOfjjSivov aiirov, or/ spy6[Mivog v^si xai ou [in

Xpovigri. Piather the " vision " is meant, whose purport, indeed, is

a manifestation of God, as ch. iii. shows. Ver. 4a refers to the
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soul is not right in him. But the righteous,—hij his hclicving

fidelity he shall live !—5. Moreover, truly wine is a betrayer,

and a boastful warrior will not remain quiet ; one who has

opened his throat wide like the underworld, and is as insa-

tiable as death, and gathers to himself all nations, and heaps

Chaldii'an, ver. 46 to the righteous man, for whom the prophet,

in i. 13, has made intercession ; it coniirnis the moj N^, i. 12.

The contrast between the overweening heathen and the right-

eous servant of God, involving also an opposite fate for the two,

is liere set fortli in its ethical depth, n^sy, puffed up witli

l)ride, which is also treachery to God, want of straiglitness and
sincerity (cf. i. 11, 13). The just man, on the other hand, shall

live, continue in life, despite the fearfulness of the impending
judgment (cf. Num. xxiv. 23).

—
"iDJIDSa, on which the chief

accent rests, belongs, despite the tiphchah standing with it (see

Del. p. 50), to n-n', not to P'^nv. 2 introduces the actual medium
of life being preserved, as in Ezek. xviii. 22.—njiON, properly
steadfastness, moral trustworthiness, honesty, fidelity; but
liere, in keeping with the contrast, a loyal attitude to God, and
as such, according to Gen. xv. 6 (the noun here corresponds to

tiie ]''^iir] there), is to be regarded as humble trust, therefore
riffrii, faith, believing fidelity. This saves from death, because
it is the fundamental element in righteousness. LXX errone-
ously TiJiot^a (cf. Heb. x. 38), whereas Paul uses the correct

text as the basis, Eoni. i. 17; Gal. iii. 11.—Del. (p. 63) calls

attention to the fact that even the Talmud assigns a central

significance to this passage ; Gemara Makkoth f. 24a, it is said :

David condensed the G13 Sinaitic laws into 11 (Ps. xv.), Isaiah

into 6 (xx.xiii. 15), Micah into 3 (vi. 8), Amos (v. 4), or rather

Habakkuk, into the one saying :
" The just shall live by his

faith." But not merely the commands, but also the promises
of the Old and New Covenant are comprised in this saying.

Ver. 5. Now wine completes the sin, raising pride to a
climax by besotting the drinker. Tlie latter points at the
Chakhean, who, like the Assyrian (Nahum i. 10), is addicted to

intemperance, thus aggravating his impious spirit. As to

P>abylonian vice, compare tlie riotous banquet, Dan. v. (Herod,
i. 191 ; Xen. Cyrop. vii. 5. 15), and also the more general testi-

mony of Curtius (v. 1) : Babylonii maxime in vinum et quaj
ebrietatem sequuntur elfusi sunt.— To the two proverb-like
sayings respecting the toper and tlie braggart, is added a further
characteristic of the insatiable (.'haldiean, who is as greedy as

all-devouring Hades, as insatiable as death.— lt^•^3, on Isa. v. 14.
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to himself all peoples. 6, Shall not all these take up a pro-

verb against him and a parable, riddles about him ? And it

shall be said : Woe to him that gathers much which is not

his own—how long ?—and loads himself with pledged goods !

7. Shall not thy creditors rise up suddenly, and thy tor-

mentors awake, and thou shalt be for plunder to them ?

8. For thou hast fleeced many nations ; so shall the whole

remnant of the nations fleece thee for the shedding of human
blood, and the outrage to the land, to the city, and all who
dwell therein. 9. IVoe to him that extorts evil cjain for his

house, to set his nest on high, to escape the fist of misfor-

tune ! 10. Thou hast consulted shame to thy house in the

bounds of many peoples, and hast sinned with thy soul.

11. For the stone from the wall shall cry, and the beam from

Yer. 6. The nations swallowed up by him will make the Chal-

dxsLU the object of derisive proverbs and comparisons, in which
he figures as an example of fallen pride.

—
"iDS^l, impersonal.

—

The first of the five woes applies to the insatiable one, to whom
nothing will arise from his plunder but oppressors. Hoiu long

shall it so continue ? i.e. without an end being seen.—a''D3y,

pledged goods, here others' goods, seized by violence. Yer. 7.

Having so much property of others in possession, the Chaldsean

is in a sense the debtor of the nations ; they are his creditors,

and they will dun him.

—

y^'i, used frequently of usury, and
suitable in its double meaning in such a witticism. Yer. 9.

The second woe applies to the folly of the greedy plunderer,

who hoped to strengthen his house, but actually devoted it to

destruction. To huild the nest high (cf. Obad. 4), signifies here

to render his internal and military power invincible, especially

by corresponding buildings, in which the Babylonians were rich.

—This meaning is quite satisfying, and hence there is no occa-

sion to wrest this woe from all connection, and apply it to King
Jehoiakim (so Hitz., Klein.), who is no doubt similarly re-

proached, Jer. xxii. 13-17. Could the witticisms of the nations

on the conqueror be already exhausted ? Yer. 10 confirms the

reference to the Chaldasan. Instead of imperishable fame, the

latter has procured shame to himself by his scheme of plunder-

ing all nations, mvp, ace. loci: in the ends (bounds) of many
nations he is reviled as a ruthless robber, nivp, as infin. Kal (?),

" to root out," suits neither grammar nor fact ; better nii'i^, thou

hast stripped, robbed (Targ., Syr.).
—

'i<L2m, as in i. 11 at close.

Yer. 11. The house of such a robber cannot stand ; it dissolves.
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the woodwork answer it. 12. Woe to liiiii that builds a city

by bloodslied, and establishes a fortress by outrage ! 13. Be-

hold, comes it not from Yahveh of hosts, that peoples labour

for that which is fit for fire, and nations weary themselves for

that which is good for nothing? 14. For the earth shall be

full of the knowledge of Yahveh's glory, as the waters cover

There is an allusion to the different portions of the empire,

which will fall asunder. Yer. 12. The third woe applies to the

reckless builder of proud works in the godless capital. The
clauses here are proverb-like throughout, easy of general appli-

cation (cf. Jer. xxii. 13), but in keeping with ver. 6, primarily

coined for the Chaldaean, as ver. 13 also confirms. Ver. 13

applies plainly to the nations subject to the Chaldtean, who are

forced to labour in building his capital—in vain, as it falls a

prey to fire; this the prophet sees to come from God. "^12, pro-

perly, for the need of. Jer. li. 58 in similar terms.—That

Nebuchadnezzar did not undertake his greatest works in build-

ing till after the close of his wars, cannot be seriously opposed

to the above exposition. Apart from the fact that the forti-

fying and beautifying of Bal)ylon certainly began from the

moment of his accession, Habakkuk was familiar enough with

the policy of this great power to know that all its victories

must be celebrated by the building of a new Babylonian tower,

or by glorifying this centre of the world's life and movement.
This also took place on the largest scale. So Berosus relates (in

Joseph, contra Apion, i. 19. 7) :
" He himself (Nebuchadnezzar)

adorned the temple of Bel and the rest from tlie spoils of war
in the most costly style. The city, which had been from the

beginning, he renewed, and added another outside. That
besiegers, if they ever had the river behind them, might not be

able to approach the city, he surrounded the inner city with

three walls, and the outer city with three, the former of

brick and asphalt, the latter of brick. After thus fortifying

tlie city considerably, and suitably adorning the gates, he

erected, alongside his father's palace, a second palace, surpass-

ing the former in height and splendour. It would take too

long to describe it. But, though it was so vast and splendid,

it was finished in fifteen days." Ver. 14. These gigantic efforts

of the world-power at Babylon are in vain; for another king-

dom, the kingdom of Yahveh, will conquer the world. The
oracle leans on Isa. xi. 9, but extends the range of the domain
to the whole earth (cf. Num. xiv. 21). The substantive con-

ception lying in nvib is in a sense the material of the filling.
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the sea. 15. Woe to him that makes his neiglibour drink,

who ponrest in thy fury, and makest him drunk, that thou

mayest look thy fill on their nakedness ! 16, Thou art filled

with shame instead of glory ; drink now thou also, and make

thyself bare; the cup of the right hand of Yahveh conies

round to thee, and mocking smites thy glory. 17. For the

outrage to Lebanon shall cover thee, and the destruction of

the beasts which he scared away,-—for the bloodshedding of

men, and the outrage to the land, the city, and all who dwell

therein. 18. What avails the graven image, that its maker

forms it ; the molten image, which reveals deceit, that the

maker of his work trusts in it, to make dumb idols ?—19. Woe

to him that says to the wood: Awake!— Arise! to the

dumb stone : shall it reveal ? Behold, it is set in gold and

Ver. 15. The fourth woe rebukes the malignant destroyer of

the nations, who pours his wrath, in a sense, into them (as

intoxicating drink is often a figure of destruction ; cf. Obad. 16),

in order to feast on their nakedness, which they expose in their

drunken state (Gen. ix. 21 f.),— the latter an image of the

emptiness and dishonour of every kind which falls on con-

quered (countries.—nsD, Piel, to pour out ; here, therefore, to

2)our in,-—according to others, from the meaning " to add "
: to

mix. Ver. 16. biy, Niph. denom. from n^ny
;

properly to

show the foreskin, corresponds to the cnniyo, ver. 15.—Woe to

such a malignant one, for his turn comes ! The wine of wrath,

offered by enemies, ver. 15, is called here, in the retribution,

wine from the right hand of Yahveh. Ver. 17. To Lebanon.

This genit. of object applies, not to the Holy Land generally,

but to the forests of that hill-range, which the conqueror will

wickedly lay waste to get material for his buildings in Babylon,

cf. Isa. xiv. 8. The Assyrian had done the same before (Isa.

xxxvii. 24).—}n"'n;' from nnn, imperf. Hiphil for ]m\ (nn^), with

augment to supply the place of reduplication, and pausal an for

en of the suffix ; cf., however, also Ges. § 20, Anm. 1.

—

Ver. 17b = Y. 8b. But by the land and the citi/ here the Holy

Land, with its capital, is to be understood, into which the

enemy penetrates across Lebanon. Ver. 18. The discourse at

last fitly touches on the idol-worship of the Babylonian. To

him, as an idolator, belongs also the fifth and last woe, ver. 19,

to which ver. 18 is a transition. That image-worship flourished,

especially in Babylon, is evident from Deutero-Isaiah, Daniel,
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silver, and there is no spirit at all within it. 20. But

Yahveli is in his holy temple,—let the whole earth be still

before him.

III. 1. Trayer of Habakkuk tlie prophet in dithyramb-

strain. 2. Yahveh, I have heard thy fame, I am terrified !

Yahveh, revive thy work witliin the years, within the years

make it known ; in wrath remember mercy. 3. P^loah shall

come from Teman, and the Holy One from Mount Taran !

and elsewhere.—The image is called "iptJ' mio, probably because

connected with oracles, but in any case appealed to for guid-

ance (min). That the words are to be referred to the image,

not to a false prophet (Konig, Offh. ii. 148 f.), is unanswerably
shown by mv Nin, ver. 19. Yer. 20. Troni these worthless

idols the prophet turns his gaze upward to the true God in His
holy temple (Ps. xi. 4), and bids all the world in reverence

desist from their foolish talk and boasting before Him, who,
according to ver. 14, is to be well known to them. Be still

hcfore Him ! announces His coming, as in Zeph. i. 7, which
passage we reganl as the older ; see Introduction.

Chapter III.

Yer. 1. There follows again a lyrical answer to what was
revealed in ch. ii., and indeed a prayer of the prophet, who
however, according to ver. 14, speaks in the name of the

Church, as in i, 12 ff. IVJC', properly wild or Bacchic song,

dithyramhus, according to Ps. vii. (heading), a technical phrase

for a species of song, according to the present heading with
suitable strain for singing. For Habakkuk's prayer is thus

described as a song to be sung to music, as in ver. 19 at end.

Ver. 2. Thy fame, the fame of Thy coming, refers not so much
to ch. i. as rather to what is seen in ch. ii. The parousia of

the Lord as Judge over the world, especially the world-empire,

draws nigh
; then the seer is of necessity afraid. Neverthe-

less he wishes that God will call to life (Kleinert differently :

make live again, namely the work of deliverance from Egypt)
His glorious work 't:' ;:i"ip3, i.e. not in the course of years, at

some distant time, but in the midst of the years, beft)re their

lapse, before they are gone. Thus let Thy will be done, let

Thy kingdom come speedily ; only let not God in the midst
of wrath forget mercy to those who, far from defiance, wait for

Him in truth. Ver. 3. mbx, sing., the archaic solemn form.
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(Selah.) His glory covers the heavens, and the earth is full

of his praise. 4. And there shall be glory like the sunlight,

rays at his side
; there it is vi^here his strength is hidden.

5. Before him goes pestilence, and fiery plague marches

behind him. 6. When he appears, he makes the earth

totter ; when he looks forth, he makes the heathen nations

start up ; and the eternal mountains crumble to dust, the

everlasting hills sink down : he treads ancient ways. 7. I

see Cushan's tents in trouble, the curtains of the land of

Midian tremble. 8. Is Yahveh enraged at the rivers ; or is

thy wrath against the rivers, or thy fury against the sea,

that thou ridest upon thy horses, thy chariots of victory ?

9. Thy bow is made quite bare : Settled by oath, weapons of

The description of God's coming recalls that of Sinai (like

Deborah's song in Judg. v. and Ps. Ixviii.). Therefore, also,

Clod comes from the Sinaitic peninsula, or from Teraan lying

in front of it (Edom, see Ezek. xxv. 13), and the mountain
ratige qf^ Paran running between the Edomite range and
Sinai.—n'pD, also a musical expression, found regularly after

strongly emphasised sayings, which are to be solemnly

emphasised by the music.— On God's manifestation the

heaven is all covered with His glory, the earth quite filled

with the echo which His majestic proclamation finds in

creation. Ver. 4. ~ilX3, like the sun, Job xxxi. 26.

—

Rays,

according to the standing Semitic figure regarded as horns,

and therefore dual. Ver. 5. The two synonyms "im and ^U^

indicate the destructive effect which such a manifestation

has on the sinful creation on every side. Ver. 6. llCi, Pil.

of 110 = DID, to totter (so LXX, Targ.), not from llD, to measure
(Klein, et a^.).—With the eternal hills, cf. Micah vi. 2.

—

Ancient ways, how and where He walked in the foretime

(Ps. Ixviii. 24), applies to His going forth with Israel

through the Red Sea to Sinai, where He displayed His
glorious majesty; cf. vv. 8-10.

—

Cushan = Gush (Ethiopia),

represents here the peoples lying beyond the Eed Sea.

Beside it stands Midian, the inhabitants of the Sinaitic

peninsula east of the Eed Sea. Ver. 7. His tent curtains

shake, poetical specialising of the subject. Ver. 8. When the

prophet sees God march forth as of old, he sees the rivers and
the sea retreat. This is expressed by tlie genuinely lyrical

question : Is the Lord enraged against the rivers ? Ver. 9.

nny, nakedness, here instead of infin. absol. to "iiyn. By the
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the word ! (Selali.) Thou sunderest rivers into dry land.

10. When they see thee, the mountains tremble, a flood

of waters passes by. The abyss gives forth his roar, he lifts

up his hands on high. 11. Sun and moon have withdrawn

into their dwelling ; thy arrows sweep along for a light, the

ilash of thy spears for brightness. 12. In anger thou

treadest the earth, in wrath thou threshest the heathen

nations. 13, Thou hast gone forth for thy people's salvation,

for the salvation of thy anointed one ; thou shatterest the

head of the house of the transgressor, laying bare the

foundation up to the neck, (Selah.) 14. Thou piercest

with his lance the head of his princes, who advance near

to scatter me : who exult as if they would devour the

liorses and chariots, ver. 8, are meant tlie clouds as cherubim

;

the how is not the peaceful rainbow, but that with which God
shoots the lightnings (ver. 11). rr^x moD niy3*C', explained

very diversely. The words are intentionally enigmatical in

solemn menace. Oaths, rods of the word, are heard from the

Lord, i.e. He comes to execute His sworn judgments, which
issue like mighty rods from His mouth, and descend like

thunder-strokes. Selah, see on ver. 3.

—

Thou dividest rivers

into land, cf. Job xxviii. 10. It recalls the march througli

the Red Sea, ver. 10, also the tempest at Sinai. Ver. 10. As
the storm of rain pours from above, so, on the other hand, the

deep flood rises up and sprinkles tlie heaven, lashed to fury

by God's whirlwinds; cf. Ex. xiv. 21 f. Ver. 11. Sun and
vioon are darkened, retreat in fear, so to speak, into their

dwelling (cf. Joel iv. 15), so that the scene is awfully

illuminated only by lightning-flashes, which are called God's

arrows or spear-points.
—

"iix^, not " in the light," etc., but to

give light. Ver. 13. Thy anointed one (accus. dependent on
the substantive idea lying in yt^'''), not of Jehoiakim, who was
little worthy of deliverance, but was rather to be carried away
by the judgment (Jer. xxii. 18 f.), nor yet the nation (so a

reading of the LXX, roiig -^piaTov; gov, Ew., Hitz., Kleiuert), but

the God-chosen king who, according to Isaiah, Micah, and
other prophecies, will survive. In opposition to this kingdom
the workl-empire, especially tlie Chaldrean, is the house of the

(jodless one. At.cording to the plastic expression, which plainly

alludes to Ps. ex. 6, its head is shattered, and the whole body
laid bare from the ground up to the neck, so that it stands a

naked ruin. Ver. 14. VDD3, applies here to spears. With His
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defenceless in secret.— 15. Thou treadest the sea, thy

horses, the heap of mighty waters.

16.1 heard, then my heart trembled, my lips quiver

aloud ; rottenness penetrates my bones, and where I stand, I

tremble, because I shall abide in peace to the day of tribu-

lation, until he draws near to the nation who invades it.

17. For the fig-tree will not bud, and there is no fruit in

the vines ; the produce of the olive tree fails, and the corn-

fields yield no meat ; the flock goes forth from the fold, and

there are no oxen in the stalls. 18. But I will exult in

own weapons God causes the head of his princes (a'^ns after

|1T"|Q, Judg. V. 7) to he pierced through,—his, namely the i't^-

t^'S^ means the enemy's ruler. They proudly exult as if

about to devour the defenceless in the ravenous beast's lair,

where no one can snatch away his prey. Ver. 15 describes

in a stroke the majesty of the divine army-leader, to whom
feeble men must perforce give way. On the other hand,

we must not understand by the sea the hostile army (Hitz.).

Ver. 16. At the beginning of the final strophe the propliet

again casts a glance back in ''nyct^', as in ver. 2. His lips

audibly (^ipS) quiver with fear ; his bones are without strength

;

he feels as if he had no power in his joints, no ground under

his feet, where he can remain quiet until the horrible thing

happens by which his unsuspecting people is smitten. This

passage also shows that outwardly the Chaldsean judgment is

still far off. Ver. 17. The devastation of his fatherland is

imminent, and he feels it deeply. Ver. 18. But all this out-

ward evil, which is imminent, cannot move him. Althougli

his natural man is heavily smitten by his people's suffering, he

yet lifts up his head with joy, because he knows that the Lord,

who does this, has in reality gracious thoughts about this land

and people. Hence his holy joy, his lofty pleasure, his loud

praise. To walk on the high places of the earth is properly

God's way, jNlicah i. 3. Here He makes man so cheerful and

glad, that he moves lightly over the high places of the earth

without being disturbed by their steeps and dark depths.

—

'2 nV3D^, another musical direction. nv3» (see Del. on Ps. iv.,

heading) denotes the director of the temple music. By 'b

(elsewhere prefixed to the psalms), therefore, 'the psalm is

marked out as designed for public liturgical use. ni3"'J3a,

with accompaniment of strings, is found also in Ps. iv. But
peculiar here is the suff, according to which the prophet as a
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Yalivch, rejoice in the God of ray salvation. 19. Yaliveh,

the Lord, is my strength, and he makes my feet like the

liinds, and he makes me walk on my high places.

To the chief singer on my stringed instrument.

Exposition.

Contents of Habakkuk's "Writing. The Coming of the

Lord. 1. The Judgment on Judah, ch. i. : a. Complaint of

the Wrong in the Land, i. 2—4
; b. The Lord's Answer : I

Lring up the Chaldteans, i. 5—11
; c. Complaint of this ruth-

less Destroyer, i. 12—17; the Lord's Answer: the Judgment

on this violent Transgressor in a fivefold Woe, ii. 2-20.

3. Prophetic Hymn to the Lord, who appears for Judgment

and Salvation, ch. iii.

In such brief compass the book presents (a) a vivid picture

of God's future dealings with His people, before whom lies

the purging fire of grievous suffering through that victorious

host, who, however, will not succumb to it, but will emerge

as God's perfect and purified kingdom ; and (b) a deeply

spiritual view of God's attitude to man. In the foreground

stands, first (i. 2—4), the night-piece which the present time

forms to the enlightened gaze of the prophet, who is forced,

like Jeremiah, to complain of his own people, and especially

of its unprincipled rulers. This forms the introduction and

inner justification for the fateful oracle, which announces

(i. 5 ff.) the unexpected, nearly impending, visitation througli

the Chaldjieans, whose fierce hosts with ease overturn one

nation after another in rapid, bold marches, plunder one

country after another, and will not even spare Judali. Not

without hearty sympathy for the conquered in their ill-usage,

the prophet, whose sense of justice is now offended from the

Levite (see Introd.) seems to have directly bound himself to

play, Avhich in this case perhaps also included the lead of the
rendering.
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opposite side, complains of the conqueror's violent deeds,

vv. 12-17. \ Is this defiant power to triumph without end,

plunge all nations into ruin, and swallow up even Yahveh's

people ? ^ Is not tlie bearing of this avenger of an offended

God itself a grievous offence to His majesty, as the arrogant

heathen nation deifies itself, its material resources (vv. 11, 15)?

The seer has already (ver. 11) regarded the unparalleled

success of the victor with an expression of moral suspicion.

And in ver. 12, in the name of the faithful Church, he affirms

his faith in the God, whose faithfulness is of old, and who

will never give up His own to destruction, but can only sub-

ject them to temporary chastisement by means of foreign

rulers. Quoiisque tandem ? he exclaims to this Church (i. 1 7),

and also to (i. 2 ff.) the transgressors among his own people.

Faith in God's righteous government, and fidelity to His

promise, has no doubt that the Lord will check this great

robber as He does small ones. But no positive assurance

respecting the future has yet been given the prophet by such

feelings and convictions, as ii. 1 instructively shows : he has

first to look round for a divine revelation, which will bring to

an end the trial of his faith. The oracle, now to be imparted

to him, is announced as of the highest importance by the

direction in ii. 2, which provides for its being made known to

every one, and at the same time perpetuated. But instead of

the expected disclosure respecting the fate of the Chaldtean,

there follows, in ver. 4, a surprising and deeply significant

hint of the inner attitude of soul to God which is decisive of

man's worth and destiny : Inflated conceit and insincerity go

together on the one side, uprightness and confidence on the

other. The former is the inner nature of heathenism, whicli

prides itself on being equal to God Himself. Only by robbery

perpetrated on God's glory, which is also self-deception (cf.

ii. 5 and i. 13), can man climb to this dizzy height of self-

consciousness. On the other hand, an honest and true dis-

position towards God shows itself in confidence in Him.

17
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Whoever has this trustful fidelity will abide iu life, and

therefore not perish in the judgment, however fearful this

may he. If, consequently, this believing confidence in the

Lord and His word is the means of preserving life, it is the

decisive element iu the righteousness which is the condition

of God's goodwill ; cf. Gen. xv. 6, and the numerous passages

where Isaiah also has commended believing trust as the

condition of safety in the judgment, especially Isa. vii. 9,

xxviii. 16, XXX. 15. But, along with Gen. xv. 6, Habakkuk

has given most definite and pregnant expression to the truth

which attained such central importance in the N". T., and

especially in Pauline teaching. On the X. T. use of the

passage see Orelli, 0. T. Frojplucy, p. 326.

With this exposure of his inmost mind the wicked foe is

really already condemned, his fate already settled. But ii. 5

turns back to him, and in what follows his lot is indirectly

announced in the form of a fivefold woe, which is put into

the lips of the peoples oppressed by him. In the Chalda?ans

they will hereafter have at hand a standing example, by way

of terror, when it is necessary to threaten the insatiable usurer

(ver. 6 f.), or the grasping marauder (ver. 9 f.), or the insolent

founder of cities (ver. 1 2 ff.), or the traitor who mixes the

poison of liis cunning and hate for others (ver. 15 ff.), or the

silly idolator (ver. 18 f.) with his fate. But this instructive

example of divine retribution is also followed up by the reve-

lation of the divine kingdom which takes the place of the

Babylonian empire (ii. 14). From His heavenly dwelling-

place the Lord Himself is about to claim the whole earth as

His possession (ii. 20).

If in the lyrical conclusion, cli. iii., which is the echo of the

revelations just received, especially of those received in ch. ii.,

the prophet's sentiment primarily finds expression (in the

most thoroughly subjective manner in ver. 2, and at the close,

vv. 10-19), where he no doubt again speaks in the name of

the true Church (cf. ver. 14), on the other hand the prayer
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expands into prophetic discourse. While the heart loses

itself in contemplating the coming of God for judgment and

redemption, there rises before the vision a glorious picture,

which borrows its main lines from the exodus from Egypt

and the manifestation at Sinai—that fundamental revelation

of Yahveh. The whole world will behold the glory of the

Lord, when He shall lay on earth the foundation of His new

and perfect kingdom by overthrowing the earthly power, and

by redeeming and elevating His people with its God-chosen

King. Thus the suppliant has again insensibly passed into

the seer.



ZEPHANIAH.

Introduction.

Ch. i. 1 traces the pedigree of Zephaniah (n'':sv, he whom Yah-

veh hides; LXX: Xo^ovla<i; Vulg.: Sophonia) in an ascending

line to the fourth generation : his fathers are Cushi, Gedaliah,

Amariah, Hezekiah. As circumstantial genealogical lists are

not usual in the headings of the prophetical books, and the

pedigree stops at Hezekiah, as if the latter were well known,

some think that the famous king of this name is meant, and

that Zephaniah was therefore of royal blood. So, in the train

of Ibn Ezra, think Hitzig, Bleek, Keil, Kleinert, ct al.; whereas

Carpzov, Jahn, De Wette, Delitzsch, ct al., declare against this

view. The possibility of this view cannot indeed be directly

questioned, either on chronological or other grounds
;
yet it

is little probable, as we should expect a more specific predicate

(min"" i^o) with the common name Hezekiah.

No particulars are known of the personality of the prophet.

That he lived in the time of Josiah is also stated in the

heading, which is certainly to be trusted in this point also

;

the only open question is, to what period in the thirty-one

years' reign of this king (640-609 B.C.) Zephaniah's work

belongs,—whether earlier or later than that eighteenth year of

the same, when the carrying out of the religious reformation

began in accordance with the newly found law, 2 Kings

xxii. 3 ff. Delitzsch and Kleinert place it afterwards, appeal-

ing to i. 4, where only a remnant of Baal is spoken of (but

see on the passage) ; but the prophet's judgment on Jerusalem,
260
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with its various parties of Yahveh and Baal, or Moloch, or

star worshippers (i. 4 ff.), its unprincipled priests and arrogant

prophets (iii. 4), its plundering authorities (i. 8, iii. 3), and

its entire body of inhabitants who listen to no voice of truth

and accept no correction (iii. 1 f., 7),—is altogether too un-

favourable, and presupposes too much positive heathenism, to

allow us to think that that honestly meant and, at least out-

wardly, thorough cleansing of the places and forms of worship

by the pious king could have taken place in the last period.

It would be better to fix on the middle period, between the

twelfth and eighteenth year of Josiah (so Hitzig, et al.), as

according to 2 Chron. xxxiv. 3 he already made in the twelfth

year a beginning of such attempts, but cannot then have

carried them out with his later energy and consistency. But

the picture given of the miserable state of things agrees best

w^ith the first years of this reign, when the king, who had

come to the throne in his eighth year, had not yet sufficient

independence to be able to resist the corruption. The severe

language of the prophet may have helped to stir up the

king's conscience. But it is strange that in the inquiry,

related of the eighteenth year (2 Kings xxii. 12 ff.), Josiah

does not send to Zephaniah,— who, after his discourses,

would have been the most suitable for the purpose,—but

to the prophetess Huldah. Or was Zephaniah then already

dead ?

As relates to the contents of the book, the threatening of

severe judgment follows on the exposition of the above-

mentioned disorders in his own land. But from the first

the judgment is contemplated in unwonted universality

(cf. ii. 2 f., iii. 8, and elsewhere). It approaches the heathen

neighbours, the Philistines (ii. 4 ff.), Moab and Ammon

(ii. 8 ff.) ; it reaches the distant Ethiopians in the south (ii. 2),

as well as the Assyrians, with their ever-extending dominion

;

their capital, Nineveh, still stands, but will now soon

perish (ii. 13 ff.). Moreover, sinful Judah-Jerusalem cannot
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this time be spared. Devastation and destruction, dispersion

and captivity await it (i. 4 ff., iii. 7, et al.). But afterwards

Yabveh will gatiier His people and bring them back from

banishment, so far as they have become humble, that they

may dwell in peace around their King, Yahveh, in their own

land. Moreover, the heathen world, humbled by terrible

wholesale judgments (iii. 8), and astonished at the blessings

bestowed on His people, will do Him homage, so that His

name will be adored through the whole earth, and tokens of

submission will be brought to His temple from every quarter

(ii. 11, iii. 9f.).

The comprehensive character of Zephaniah's threatening

prophecies has been brought into connection with the fact,

that about the time of his appearance the Scythians (from

about 632 B.C.) had broken up from their northern seats and

invaded Media, and also appeared in Asia Minor, and at last

penetrated as far as Egypt (Herod, i. 103 ff.). These northern

barbarians, who grazed the borders of Palestine, made a deep

impression on the Israelites ; see Orelli's Comm. on Jeremiah,

p. 17. It is possible that the national movements then

beginning had a stimulating influence on Zephaniah. The

desolating of Philistia by these hordes is to be regarded as

happening after his oracle (ii. 4 f.). It formed a speedy

fulfilment of the oracle, serving to prove that in him men

had to do with a genuine prophet of Yahveh.

If, as now stated, the import of this often undervalued

book is theologically important, the form, perhaps, is less

original and attractive than, e.g., in Nahum and Habakkuk.

The stream of discourse flows along smoothly, yet gravely

;

repetitions of phrases increase the emphasis. The broader

style and the phraseology often remind of his younger con-

temporary Jeremiah. Like the latter, Zephaniah often uses

oracles of predecessors.

Monographs : F. A. Strauss, Vaticinia Zcph. comm. ilhisir.

1843; L. Keinke (Cath.), Der Frophet Zephanja, 1868.
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The General Judgment comes on Jerusalem, Ch. l

1. 1. The word of Yahveh, which came to Zephaniah, the

son of Cushi, the son of Gedaliah, the son of Amariah, the

son of Hezekiah, in the days of Josiah, king of Judah.

2. I will carry away, sweep away everything on the face

of the earth, is Yahveh's oracle, 3. I will carry away

man and beast, carry away the birds of the heaven and

the fish of the sea, and the ruins along with the evil-

doers, and root out men from the face of the earth, is the

oracle of Yahveh. 4. And I stretch out my hand against

Judah, and against all dwellers in Jerusalem ; and will

root out from this place the remnant of Baal, the name of

the idol-priests, with the priests ; 5. and them that pray

on the roofs to the army of heaven, as well as them that

Chapter l

Ver. 1. Heading just as in Micah i. 1. See Introd. respecting

Zephaniah's descent and times. Ver. 2. The absol. infin.

of fjox is added, as in Jer. viii. 13, by way of emphasis to

the imperf Hiphil of ^liD, which is certainly akin in meaning
and derivation.

—

Everything from the face of the earth in-

dicates at once the universal vision of the seer. This 73 is

expanded in ver. 3. Ver. 3. Ma7i stands first as the real

sinner. — niT^JDn, not synonym of PC'3?p, (sxavhaKov, so that it

would apply to the idols, but after Isa. iii. 6 : tottering ruins.

All dwelling-places are but ruins, which easily tumble down
and bury the unrighteous inmates. The last clause re-

peats emphatically, that sentence of destruction is passed on
mankind. Ver. 4. This judgment is turned also against the

nation and the city standing in the foreground at present.

The remnant of Baal may be taken as meaning, that Baal-

worship had been already limited in Judah-Jerusalem in com-

parison with former days (certainly not rooted out) ; but the

parallel :
" even the name of the idol-priests " (in the sense of

Hos. X. 5), favours rather an emphatic sense, as in Amos i. 8,

ix. 12 : up to the last remnant.—The jmesfs ("'jno, in contrast

with the others, the usual name for the ministers of Yahveh)

are combined in one sentence of condemnation with the

ministers of foreign cults (anna in Hos. x. 5, and cf. 2 Kings

xxiii. 5) ; so little better are they than the others. Ver. 5 con-
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pray to* Yahveh* of* hosts* ; them that swear to Yahveh, as

well as them that swear by their Melech ; G. and them that

have turned aside from following Yaliveh, as well as them

that never sought Yahveh, nor asked after him. 7. Be still

before the Lord Yahveh ! For near is the day of Yahveh.

For Yahveh has prepared a battle-feast, has hallowed his

invited ones.— 8. And it shall come to pass, on Yahveh's

sacrifice-day, that I will punish the princes and the king's

templates the community as a massa perdita. Thereto belong

those who busy themselves with the semblance of Yahveh-
worship, as well as those who have openly given themselves up
to crass heathenism. This is expressed in three antitheses, of

which the first and second are certainly now strangely mixed
up. As the arrangement in Zephaniah elsewhere is so clear, I

conjecture that one or several words have dropped out. Thus

(1) star-worshippers (cf. Jer. xix. 13) and Yahveh-worshippers

;

read : niS2V mn"*!? D'^int^'oni. A'ery instructive here is the passage

2 Kings xxiii. 5 along with 2 Kings xxi. 3. (2) They who
swear by Yahveh and they wlio swear by Moloch. They
swear by the god whom they most regarded ; the swearing was

therefore a confessing to a god, hence the first time with p.

D37P, name of the god, as in Jer. xlix. 1, 3, where certainly the

appellative meaning might determine the form. Yer. G. There
follows still (3) an antithesis embracing the entire population

of Jerusalem : apostate believers and unbelievers. The Yahveh-
worslii])pers (ver. 5) are also D^JIDJ, inwardly, morally apostates,

traitors, which explains their rejection. In contrast with them
are those who always stood altogether aloof from Yahveh.
^sypa, with p raphatum, should be read. See Baer-Del., Ausg.

p. 79. Ver. 7. Be still ! lieverential, trembling silence becomes
the dwellers on earth, for the Judge of worlds will soon come

;

cf. Hab. ii. 20.

—

Near is the day of Yahveh; cf. Joel i. 15, and
on Obad. 15.—Yahveh has ap]iointed a slaughter: the sacrifice

is the Jewish nation. The invited guests, whom He has invited

thereto and " hallowed," i.e. suitably prepared for the sacrificial

feast, are the wild foreign warriors, who will fall on the sacrifice.

Cf. the kindred passage, Isa. xiii. 3. Ver. 8. The ih^n ''22 are

not specidcally the sons of the king at present reigning,

.lelioiakim and Jelioahaz ; the sons of Josiah were at this time

I)erhai)s very young, even if they were born. Del. sees in the

mention of them a sign of the later date of the oracle.—The
wearing of foreign attire, such as was common about this time
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sons, and all who clothe themselves in foreign attire. 9. And
I will punish all who leap over the threshold, on that day

;

who fill the house of their masters with violence and deceit.

10. There shall be on that day, is Yahveh's oracle, loud

crying from the fishgate and howling from the new city, and

great crashing from the hills. 11. Lament, ye inhabitants of

the mortar, for all the inhabitants of Canaan are destroyed,

among the rich, showed a heart alienated from the nation and
its God. Ver. 9. Comparison with 1 Sam. v. 5, according to

which leaping over the threshold was a practice in the Dagon
temple at Ashdod (a custom occurring elsewhere, as the sacred

threshold was not to be trodden on), would lead to worshippers

in foreign lands mimicking such superstitious heathen conduct

in the temples of their idols (in the " house of their masters "),

which they, moreover, enriched by deceit and violence. But
the latter phrase makes it probable that here servants are

added to the masters, ver. 8, and that leaping over the thresJiold

was a proverbial phrase for breaking into others' houses,

attacking others' property. Eightly Calvin, Ewald, Keil, et al.

But Dn^jix is not to be taken as singular ; at least not to be

referred to the king (Josiah ?). Ver. 10. Here is heard already

the cry of despairing anguish from the beleaguered, almost

vanquished city. The howling on one side of the city is

answered by the shriek on the other ; as was actually the case,

in a heartrending way, at the capture of Jerusalem and the

destruction of the temple by Titus. The Jishgate (leading

northward) belonged to the new city (n:t:'»n, properly second

city, ^^}i''^'^ I'V), which extended northward from ancient

Jerusalem, partly westward from the temple-site. In hostile

invasions this was first and most severely threatened, as the
" second " wall (of Hezekiah), surrounding it, was not so strong

as the innermost one, and, moreover, on the north-west a hill-

range commanded this quarter. According to 2 Kings xxii. 14,

the prophetess Huldah dwelt in this new city in the days of

Josiah.—iac' = "iatr npyr, Isa. xv. 5, noise of destruction from

the hills, the higher parts of the city, temple-hill, etc., where
the walls likewise give way before the instruments of destruc-

tion. Ver. 11. The mortar is here, perhaps, a portion of this

outer city, namely the hollow formed by the upper course of

the tyropoeon. The name of this vessel "stamping" may
allude to the buzz of this industrial quarter. See on the topo-

graphy, Mlihlau, Handworterl. pp. 685, 688.—The people of the

Canaanites is the trading class (according to well-known
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all who load themselves with silver rooted out. 12. And it

shall come to pass that I search Jerusalem with lanterns,

and punish the people who are settled on their lees, wlio

say in their heart :
" Yahveh does neither good nor evil."

13. And their possessions are a prey, and their houses a

desolation : and they build houses, and inhabit them not

;

plant vineyards, and never drink their wine. 14. Near is

the great day of Yahveh, near and very swift. Hark, the day

of Yahveh—the mighty man cries bitterly. 15. A day of

displeasure is that day, a day of distress and anguish, a day

of barrenness and desolation, a day of gloominess and dark-

ness, a day of clouds and mistiness ; 16. a day of the trumpet

and trumpet-call upon the fenced cities and upon tlie high

turrets. 17. And I will bring distress on men, that they

phraseology), certainly, for the most part, of Jewish blood.

The designation is carefully chosen in order to indicate the

spirit of the people, on whom the judgment does not come by
chance (cf. Hos. xii. 8) ; so also the periphrasis the " laden with

silver," who carried this metal about in great quantities, in

order to make interest with it or to carry home their gains.

Ver. 12. With Icmteriis, such as watchmen carry in seeking

suspected persons ; i.e. so exactly that none will escape wliom

God means to punish.— Who are settled, are congealed, like

wine on its lees not drawn out (cf. Jer. xlviii. 11). The petty-

minded people of Jerusalem, insensible to everything divine,

are here inimitably sketched : seated on their money, and
refusing to be shaken out of their ruts ; while they do not deny
Yahveh, they credit Him neither with good nor evil. Yer. 13.

They must be separated from their beloved mammon ; cf. on

Amos v. 11. Yer. 14. "iTO not partic. for inpo ; but tlie origin-

ally verbal and then adverbial word has acquired adjectival

force. Already the thunder of the judgment-day is heard,

w^hen the mighty man cries bitterly for pain and grief.

Yer. 15 f. The cumulative description is meant to depict the

horrible gloom and distress of that day. The root-passage,

Joel ii. 2 (cf. Amos v. 20), is here surpassed.—niSi::'Di nsL",

united as in Job xxxviii. 27, xxx. 3. Yer. 17. 'n'l^^i^l, viilra, to

be read according to Baer-Del. p. 79. DDnh (o raph., Baer-

DeL), their flesh, in contrast with flowing blood. Fleischer

has shown the primary meaning of the stem urp to be : to

be firm ; hence the noun Dn^, firm food, in contrast with milk,
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shall go like the blmd, because they shmed against Yahveh
;

and their blood is poured out like dust, and their flesh like

dung. 18. Nor is their silver and their gold able to save

them in the day of the displeasure of Yahveh, and in the fire

of his zeal the whole earth is consumed ; for an end, a sudden

end he makes of all the inhabitants of the earth.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. i. The General Judgment comes on Jeru-

salem, a. Introduction : The General Judgment, ver. 2 f.

;

h. Judgment on the Parties and Classes of Judah, vv. 4-9
;

c. Fate of Jerusalem, vv. 10-13; d. The Day of the Lord,

vv. 14-18.

The general judgment, standing menacingly in Zephaniah

in the foreground, is quite universal, as announced at once at

the beginning (ver. 2 f.). The whole world can continue no

longer, when the holy God draws near to reckon with it.

The close of the chapter (vv. 14-18) also depicts, with plain

allusion to Joel, this day of retribution as one coming on all

the children of men (ver. 17). But the real aim of this first

oracle is directed to Jerusalem, which is threatened in the

middle of the oracle. There, indeed, by the side of adherents

of Baal, Moloch, etc., there are to be found also worshippers

of Yahveh ; and these parties seem at the time to be pretty

plainly contrasted with each other. But Zephaniah, Yahveh's

representative, can scarcely distinguish between them, so little

are the spirit and walk of Yahveh's worshippers in harmony

with their creed and worship. On the contrary, in their

Hebrew : bread ; Arabic, on the other hand : flesh ;
so here the

form ninb. Ver. 18. T|K, nothing but, not to be confounded

with PlK. n^nnj, partic. Niph., with force of noun: terrible

destruction ; synonymously .\^n3, which also gains the meaning

of terror from this sense ; cf. isa. Ixv. 23.—On the construction

with nx, cf. Comm. on Jer. v. 18.
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godless hearts and wicked life they are nearly akin to the

partisans of the heathen gods, and are placed with these

under one sentence of condemnation, as the true God is not

to be bribed by the credo of the lips and outward zeal for

His cause, when holy obedience to His word is altogether

wanting. In the same way, according to ver. 9, the servants

at Jerusalem are no better than their masters, who deck

themselves in foreign plumes. Therefore the whole of Jeru-

salem is given over to the judgment.

Humble youkselves befoke the great Judgment, Ch. ii.

Ver. 1. Crowd together and crouch down, thou nation that

cannot be ashamed ! 2. Before yet the decree brings forth^K

r»the time flies past like chaff—before yet the fiery wrath of

Yahveh comes upon you, before yet the day of Yahveh's

wrath comes upon you. 3. Seek Yahveh, all ye meek of

Chapter II.

Ver. 1. t;"J'p, Kal and Hithpoel combined, as in Isa. xxix. 9
;

Hab. i. 5. The Poel signifies elsewhere as deuom. of K'i?, to

gather stubble ; hence here the versions, to gather themselves.

Yet it is not to be understood merely of inward " collecting,"

but more strongly, to crowd together, stoop together. Instead

of stretching forth the neck and holding the head high, let

them crouch down, as tlie mighty judgment that descends on

all would otherwise infallibly smite them. Thou people of

insolence in the whole earth, for not merely Judah is meant.

That ^IDD, Niph., has the meaning "to be ashamed," is clear

from Talmudic usage. On the other hand, it is a question

what the root of the meaning is, whether the notion of growing

j)ale or being cut off, etc. Ver. 2. pn, datntum, the divine will

already settled (here concerning tlie sinners), which has only

yet to bring fort]I, i.e. to make manifest its realisation. Ver. 3.^
Only tlie humble, the meek, are exhorted, because nothing can

be done with the rest. The former are to strive after Yahveh's

favour. Tliey are such as have in general kept His commands.
But even tliey must still strive after complete righteousness in

God's sight, and especially meekness. Such people are

assumed to exist not merely in Judah ; there may also be
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the earth, who have kept his commandment ; seek after

righteousness, seek after meekness !—perhaps you will be

hidden in the day of Yahveh's wrath.—4. For Gaza shall be

forgotten, and Ashkelon a desolation ; Ashdod — at clear

noonday they will drive it out, and Ekron shall be ploughed

up. 5. Woe (to you), inhabitants of the region by the sea,

nation of the Cretes ! The word of Yahveh (goes forth)

against you, Canaan, land of the Philistines, and I cause you

to perish without inhabitant. 6. And the region by the sea

shall be pastures with shepherd's plains and sheepfolds.

7. And it is a possession for the remnant of the house of

Judah, that they may feed thereon. In the dwellings of

Ashkelon they shall lie down at evening, when Yahveh, their

God, shall visit them, and he brings back their captivity.

heathen, who have followed the divine ordinances known to

them (cf. Isa. xxiv. 5 ; Eoni. ii. 14 f.), and humbly seek to draw
nearer to Him. The glance then falls first on the Jieatheii

neighbours, who are smitten by the judgment. Ver. 4. "Word-

plays in 'y nry and "ipyn pipy, literally Ekron will be rooted

out. — Four Philistine towns are mentioned, as in Amos
i. 6-8. Ver. 5. The Philistines are called, after the geo-

graphical position of their country, inhabitants of the region

hy the sea (^2~, properly line, piece of land measured off),

according to their descent, pco^le^ of the JJretans, as one section

of their population, at least, had emigrated from Crete

(=Caphtor, Amos ix. 7). Canaan^ i\\Q\x land is called, not

merely because it lies at one end of Canaan, but because this

name, " lowland," originally belonged to the Hat coast-land,

especially the Phcenician, but also, as it seems, to the Philistine.

^— nc^'V pxo, see Comm. on Isa. v. 9. Ver. 6. niJ, taken by the

Massoretes as stat. constr., would be properly pastures of

shepherd's plains (according to others, shepherd's cisterns, cf.

Gesen. Handworterh. 10 ed.); the latter ma, instead of the usual

D''")3 from "13, for the sake of the rhythm, perhaps also with

allusion to the DTiia, ver. 5. The Philistine land, abounding
in towns and also in vegetation, is to become a land of

shepherds, and, moreover, according to ver. 7, to fall to the

Judceans. Ver. 7. Dn"'!5y, on those plains.—Elsewhere the

Hiphil of pi stands in the case of shepherds.—Dtt'l oniaB' in

Hos. vi. 11. The Keri, JT^aK^^ gives a form certainly often

interchanging with the former. Judah is expressly spoken of.
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8. I have heard Moab's reproach and the Ammonites'

revilings, who reproached my people, and talked proudly

against their territory. 9. Therefore, as I live, is the oracle

of Yaliveh of hosts, the God of Israel : Verily, Moab shall be

made like Sodom, and the Ammonites like Gomorrah—

a

nest of nettles, and a salt-pit and desolation for ever. The

remnant of ray congregation shall spoil them, and what is left

of my people inherit them. 10. This happens to them for

their pride in reproaching and talking proudly against the

people of the Lord of hosts.

11. Yahveh is terrible to them, for he makes all the gods

of the earth vanish, and they shall worship him, every one

not merely Israel, which had been already carried away.

Consequently, the worst judgment still impends over Judali,

which, however, is followed by deliverance. A^er. 8. This

Tiyoc' recalls Isa. xvi. 8 ; cf. Jer. xlviii. 29. See the accusa-

tions against Moab, and cf. on Ammon, Jer. xlix. 1-6. By the

destruction of the Ephraimite kingdom, to which Moab had
been tributary, and the decline of the Judrean monarchy7'the

insolent pride of these eastern neighbours was raised to the

highest pitch, and they uttered great tilings against the territoivj

of the people of Yahveh, as if it were property without an

owner. The reference is not merely to arrogant language, but

to attacks on that territory, of which, after every calamity of

the Israelites, they tried to get a piece for themselves. ^-»Ver. 9.

The solemn introduction of Yahveh with His full title, which

aftirms His covenant with Israel, is a counterstroke to the

blasphemous behaviour wliich dishonours God in His people,

cf. ver. 10. It will fare with their territory as with the cities

which were overthrown in the days of their ancestor Lot, and

which have lain waste ever since : a place of nettles and salt

(cf. Jer. xvii. G), like the district on the Dead Sea, which

embodies the very idea of desolation. Cf. also the symbolic

custom, Judg. ix. 45, which shows how closely the idea of

barrenness is connected with salt.-^The remnant of the people

of Yahveh, it is also liere emphasised, shall inherit the heathen
;

in its present state, it must first fall a prey to the judgment. I'ia,

a rare mode of writing ^Ma. Ver. 10. This comes in place of

their pride hitherto, i.e. this lot of shame and disgrace.

Ver. 11. One ivho makes himself terrihle is Yahveh against them,

i.e. He compels them to acknowledge Him as a God to be

served with high reverence, by making . . . all the islands in
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from his place, all the islands of the heathen. 12. You also,

Ciishites,—the slain of my sword are they! 13. And he

will shake his hand against the north, and cause Asshur to

perish, and make Nineveh a desert, a dry land like the steppe.

14. And herds shall lie down in her circuit, every wild beast

in swarms
;

pelican and hedgehog shall lodge under her

capitals. Hark, the whistling in the window-space ! Desola-

tion on the threshold, for the cedar panelling is torn off.

the interminable west to vanish, see Comm. on Isa. xl. 15 ; their

inhabitants shall worship Him, every one from his place, i.e.

every one in the place where he lives, so that Yahveh's worship

becomes universal. The pregnant explanation of Kleinert,

Keil, et ah, as if it were said : Every one shall go from his place

(to Jerusalem) in order to worship (there), artificially imports

something which it is thoufiht must have been said. Cf. also

again DrT'^S ^"^ NiiJ. The worship in all places does not

exclude special acts of homage at the central sanctuary, such

as are presupposed in ch. iii. 10. Ver, 12. Cushites stand as

representing the remotest south, as in Ezek. xxxviii. 5 ; see on
Isa. xviii. 1. The second person is given up, because the slain

are no longer to be addressed. Ver. 13. After the minores

gentes have been disposed of, the Lord prepares for a blow
against the chief power of the world in the north : Asshur,

with its capital Nineveh, lying at the time proudly and grandly

on the banks of fertilising streams ; Nineveh shall be left dry

and comfortless. Ver. 14. The herds (D'^ny), more fully

explained by the following clause as wild beasts of the desert.

Every tvild beast (in""!!, stat. constr., with archaic ending, as in

Gen. i. 24) of a nation, applies not to wild tribes like the

Scythians, but to the wild beast which is a nation (cf. Joel i. 6
;

Prov. XXX. 25 f.), dwelling in hordes in such desert places.

Pelican (read nxi^, according to Baer-Del.) and hedgehog stand

together as in Isa. xxxiv. 11. The capitals are to be thought of

as lying on the ground, so that even the hedgehog (according

to others, lisp would be the bittern ?) can choose its hiding-

place among the desecrated ornaments. The seer has such a mass
of ruins in view as Baalbec presents to-day : the giant capitals,

which encircled the buildings, lie like broken corn stalks

;

on the other hand, the walls still stand in ruin, with desolate

threshold and window, through which the wind whistles.

—

The Pilel l^iK', intensified Kal of T'K', to sing. There may also

be an allusion to the moaning of the owls, etc., which nest
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15. This is the city, the reveller, which dwelt in security,

which said in her heart : I am, and none else ! How is slie

become a desolation, a camping-place for wild beasts, that

every one who passes by her hisses, shakes his hand !

Exposition.

Contents of ch. ii. Humble yourselves, for judgment comes

on all the world : a. Exhortation to Humility, vv. 1-3
;

h. Judgment on the land of the Philistines, vv. 4-7
; c. on

Moab-Ammon, vv. 8-11 ; d. on Cush, ver. 12 ; c. on Asshur-

Nineveh, vv. 13-15.

The only means of escaping the judgment already tlireat-

ened, and shortly happening, consists, according to Zephaniah's

warning, in meek self-abasement and submission to the holy

majesty of God. As Isaiah and Habbakuk especially

emphasise faitli, believing confidence in God's gracious help,

as the condition of safety, so Zephaniah emphasises the

humility which has a natural inward connection with the

sincere devotion of faith, the humility which feels its own

demerit in God's sight, and, therefore, is inseparable from

there.—npx, cedar-work, here only, my, Piel, to strip, with

impersonal subj. (not God, Kleinert). Observe the picturesque

cadence, representing the cracking of the wainscoting as it

broke oft'. Ewald, Hitz., take nns verbally as synonym of

my ; in this case ^'pv, Hiphil of r^'n, is to be read (with K for

n). Ewald renders boldly: owls ( = b"ip ?) will sing in the

window, crow (3"in = any ?) on the threshold :
" cut up, smashed

up ! " Ver. 15 contains a sort of n^ip or ^rb, a lament or rather

satire, such as was sung of the vanquished. What the birds

sing in the ruins is this: This, then, is tlie city revelling in its

sense of strength (cf. adj. vhv, iii. 11), thinking itself so safe

behind its ramparts of rivers, and so incomparable in its

greatness. / am, and none else, see Comm. on Isa. xlvii. 8,

where it is put in the mouth of Babylon.—The sigliing, or

hissing, in sign of horror, as in Jer. xviii. 6, similarly haml-
shakin;/; cf. Nab. iii. 19, hand-clapping. Kejoicing over mis-

fortune is also included therein.
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repentance. The best of men need such humility if they are

to escape judgment ; nay, the most humble possess it not in

sufficient measure (ver. 3). It alone is of service both to the

self-righteous Jews and the proud heathen, whose kingdoms

are specially referred to in what follows, and indeed, first, the

neighbouring peoples, whose punishment is at the door, and

whose possessions, moreover, are to fall to contrite Israel

(vv. 7, 9). Among them, the Philistines are specially noticed

for the reason given in the Introduction, p. 261; then Amnion

and Moab, as the eastern neighbours, whose pride went

beyond all limits. Ver. 11 is here of great importance

;

according to it, Yahveh, after bringing all the gods into

discredit by His judgment, will be worshipped to the ends of

the earth, so that He will be adored everywhere (see on

passage). This is a great declaration, going beyond the

prospect of a pilgrimage of nations to Jerusalem {e.g. Isa.

ii. 2 ff. ; Micah iv. 1 ff.) : Yahveh will be found of His

worshippers everywhere on earth. This view is so little in

contradiction with the other one, where Zion appears as the

centre of Yahveh - worship, even for the heathen, that

Zephaniah himself also has that other view, iii. 10; as already

Isaiah, alongside ii. 2 ff., also knows of an altar of Yahveh in

Egypt, xix. 19. The worshippers of Yahveh in the heathen

world are, therefore, like the Jews in exile, to be regarded as

having their faces turned to Jerusalem. The strongest 0. T.

statement, in the line of this oracle, comes later in Mai. i. 11.

But the completion of the great idea that the whole earth is

designed to serve as a place of prayer to the true God, and

that the fulfilment of this design depends on the spirit of the

worshipper, not on the place, we learn first in John iv. 21—24,

from the lips of Him who has also insisted in significant

terms that salvation is of the Jews (ver. 22), thus acknow-

ledging the central mission of the Jewish nation in conveying

salvation to the whole world.

After the positive fruit of the judgment on the heathen has
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been indicated here in a significant way, the awful survey

proceeds and concludes, after passing mention of the Cushites

as the southern nation, with a severe threat against Assyria

and its capital Nineveh, which still forms the centre of the

heathen world. As to the fulfilment of this fateful oracle,

see what is said on p. 237, after Nahum.

Jerusalem Purified and made God's City ; the World
MADE God's Kingdom, Oil in.

III. 1. Woe to the rebellious and polluted, the violent city !

2. She listened to no voice, accepted no correction, trusted

not in Yahveh, drew not near to her God. 3. Her princes

within her are roaring lions, her judges evening wolves, who

leave nothing till morning. 4. Her prophets are windbags.

Chapter III.

Ver. 1. The rebellious (partic. of H'ro) city, namely, against

its God, and j^olluted with heathen practices, violent (partic. of

ny, in the sense of the Hiphil, as in Jer. xlvi. IG), is Jerusalem,

as ver. 2 puts beyond doubt. Ver. 2. It has shown itself incor-

rigible, however God spoke to it. Because it had an evil con-

science, it was also without confidence in God; because it

refused to repent in earnest, it would not draw nigh to Him.
Ver. 3. The nobles in Jerusalem must also, according to i. 8,

have acted ill, probably encouraged by the king's minority.

They are true beasts of i)rey, greedy after prey, like roaring

lions or hungry wolves (evening wolves, cf. Hab. i. 8), which
swallow their prey, skin and all, and do not dream of leaving

anything till morning. Yer. 4. Moreover, they who should be

God's niessenffers, bearers of His word, and guardians of His
temple, are reckless corrupters of the nation, rns, properly to

over-cook, here to be carried away by overpowering desire ; cf.

Comm. on Jer. xxiii. 32. Hitzig :
" Instead of undertaking their

duty in humble self-denial as mere bearers of divine commands,
they try to assert their own subjectivity alongside or against

God's words, and to assert their own subjective opinions as

revelations." Such prophets are dishonest, and incur the guilt

of treachery. Just so the jjricsfs desecrate what should be holy,

treat it as profane and common, according to their own fancies

and interests. This was certainly written before the religious
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treacherous allies ; her priests have profaned the holy things,

outraged the law. 5. Yahveh is righteous iu her midst,

he does no evil; morniug hy morning he brings his judg-

ment to light without fail, but the reprobate knows no

shame. 6. I have rooted out nations, so that their street

corners are desolate. I have made their streets waste, that

none passes by ; their cities are devastated, without men,

without inhabitant. 7. I said : that thou wouldst fear

me, wouldst accept correction ! Then destruction would not

come on her dwelling-place, all that I have decreed concerning

her : truly the more earnestly they carried out all their mis-

deeds from early morn.

reformation of Josiah. Ver. 5. In striking contrast with this

perverse conduct of the dwellers in Jerusalem is the righteous

government of the God who also dwells there. He does nothing

morally perverse. On the contrary, every day anew He makes
manifest His righteousness (differently from the human judges,

Hab. i. 4), i.e. reveals His holy, righteous will, without ever

permitting it to fail. But certainly the corrupt reprobate

knows no sliame, liowever plainly God's Avord may convict him.

Perhaps the allusion is to the prophet's unwearied preaching,

in which God's LDDC'O is daily held up before the inhabitants of

Jerusalem. But not only in words, but in mighty deeds, God
reveals His justice. Samaria, Philistia, and other neighbours

had been, or were now being, smitten by it. Yer. 6. niJD, here

not (as in i. 16) the high turrets, but street corners, where

most of the people congregate. On ''P3D and rxo, as in ii. 5, see

Comm. on Isa. v. 9.—mv, in Aramaic and Syriac : to devastate,

seems different from m^* = niv, to seize (Steiuer). Yer. 7. TnrDX

corresponds to TiiDn, ver. 6. Although God judged the nations

so terribly, He said to His people : Only fear me, etc., and no
ill shall befall thee. All those judgments, as examples of

God's strict justice, should only lead them to repentance.

—

Her
clvxlling-place is the temple, as the dwelling xar ig., which is

Jerusalem's diadem.— All that I have decreed concerning her

(Jerusalem), joins on in meaning to the preceding x?l. A more

complete statement would have been : and all should not hap-

pen. . . , pS denotes strong position, and that in adversative

sense : even then ! In such a state of things they gave them-
selves the more to iniquitous acts. They rise early, thus going

early to work every morning like the Lord, in defiance of Him.
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8. Therefore wait ye for me, is Yahveli's oracle, on the day

when I rise up as a witness*. For my decree is to gather

together nations, that I may assemble kingdoms to pour out

upon them my indignation, all my fierce wrath. For in the

fire of my zeal the whole earth shall be consumed. 9. For

at that time I will turn to the peoples a pure lip, that they

may all call on the name of Yahveh, serve him with one

neck. 10. From beyond the rivers of Cush, my suppliants,

the congregation of my scattered ones, shall bring my offering.

Yer. 8. "'^"lan, not ironically (Hitz.), but addressed to the quiet

ones in the land, who might despair because of the general

ungodliness and wrong. They are not only to M-ait for judg-

ment (ver. 8), but especially for the salvation which will issue

therefrom (ver. 9 ff.).—iy^, understood temporally (="'i'^), would

yield no sense. Kleinert, Keil :
" for the prey," is little

relevant ; Ewald :
" for the attack," a meaning without warrant.

Ptead after LXX, Syr. ivb. After Yahveh has been long

despised and neglected, He will arise before the world as an

accusing witness, and also judge.
—

'*£2DD*0, my judicial decision,

sentence,containing liere not merely the judgment, but especially

the mode of its execution, 'o "'^'SP^, for my gathering together

the kingdoms, is subordinate to the, in itself neutral, ^onh; and

again the final IZi'ch, indicating most plainly the judicial deci-

sion, is subordinate to the former.—It is God's purpose to make
the whole earth feel the full power of the divine anger against

sin ; cf. i. 2 ff. The root passage is Joel iv. 2 ff., both in wording

and conception.

—

''^Vl, Baer needlessly with dagesh dirimens.

—

Iti the fire of my zeal, etc., as in i. 18.—This ver. 8, according

to the IMassoretes, is the only verse of the Bible in which all

the letters of the alphabet, even the final letters, occur. Ver. 9.

The judgment is merely a means in order to purify, as ipn

already intimated to hope.—isn witli 7X, literally, " to turn to;"

but the word implies the change (1 Sam. v. 9) which (lod will

work in tliem, when He cleanses their lips and language ((ten.

xi. 1), hitherto stained by godless speeches, that with one mind
they may call on the name of Yahveh. The sing, nstr stands

in contrast with the plur. D'cy, although it is not expres.sly said

that they will outwardly speak but one language. The cliief

matter is that all will call on Yahveh's name (cf. ii. 11), and be

subject to Him. Bearing one and the same yoke, they serve

Him, in a sense, with one shoulder. Ver. 10. As in ii. 12 the
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1 1. On that day thou shalt no more he ashamed for all the

misdeeds which thou comniittedst against me, for then will

I remove from thy midst thy arrogantly exulting ones, and

thou shalt no more be haughty on my holy mountain.

1 2. And I leave in thy midst a poor, needy people ; and they

hide themselves in the name of Yahveh. 13. Those remain-

ing of Israel shall do no evil, and speak no lies, and in their

mouth no deceitful tongue is found. For they shall feed and

lie down, and none shall make them afraid.

14. Sing, daughter of Zion ! Shout, Israel! Eejoice

and exult with the whole heart, daughter of Jerusalem !

farthest southern country is mentioned, where God will still

have worshippers. To '•inj? is added, as an explanatory apposi-

tion, ''V1Q na, tny daughter of the scattered ones, i.e. diaspora.

Yahveh then has worshippers in spirit and in truth in the

farthest heathen lands, and regards them as His diaspora. His

scattered Church. These will bring gifts of homage (first-fruits,

etc.) in solemn procession, namely, to Jerusalem (cf. on ii. 11).

Some explain the passage differently, according to the later

Isa. Ixvi. 20, in the sense that the worshippers of Yahveh and

His scattered ones are the object of the offering of the heathen

:

as my meat-offering, or at least ''^*13 ni, as accus. in this sense.

But the two expressions are most naturally understood as co-

ordinate nominatives, and in this sense Isa. xviii. 7 already

spoke of the same people. Ver. 11 is addressed to the Church
on Zion, which will also have gone through a purifying process.

Then the sense of guilt, the torment of self-reproach, ceases.

As a transitory stage certainly this internal self-condemnation,

of which at present they are, alas ! incapable (ii. 1, iii. 5), is

indispensable ; cf. Ezek. xvi. 61, 63, etc. But in the state of

blessed acceptance, which God introduces, this self-condemna-

tion will have no place. The past is done away (ver. 15

;

Micah vii. 19), and—to which the language here at once passes

on—by destroying the transgressors the Lord has provided

at that very time that in the future sins of arrogance shall

be no more seen.— nnaj^, infinitive, Ges. § 45, 1&. Ver. 12.

The poverty and need of the survivors will preserve them
humble, and lead to trust in God. Isa. xiv. 30 is similar in

tone. Ver. 13. As regards equity, truth, and peaceableness,

that people of the Lord will present the opposite of what the

Jerusalemites are to-day. In keeping with its innocence it is

viewed as a nation of shepherds, as in Isa. xiv. 30. Ver. 14. Cf.
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1 5. Yahveh has taken away thy judgments, purged out thy

i'oe. King of Israel is Yahveh in thy midst, thou shalt no

longer have to fear evil. 16. On that day it shall be said to

Jerusalem : Fear not ! Zion, let not thy hands be slack

!

17. Yahveh, thy God, is in thy midst, a mighty one able to

save. He delights in thee in love, is silent in his joy, exults

over thee with singing! 18. The anxious ones far from the

assembly I will gather ; they are thine ; upon her the reproach

is a burden. 19. Behold, I will deal with all thy oppressors

at that time, and will save that which is lame, and gather

together that which is scattered, and set them for praise and

the later passage, Zech. ii. 14, and also Zech. ix. 9.

—

Dawjhter

of Zion, cf. as to form Comm. on Isa. i. 8. Ver. 15. If God has

removed the judgments, and purged away the enemies guilty of

such deeds. He has taken away the burden of guilt which made
the judgments necessary.

—

Yahveh, King (cf. Obad. 21 already)

of Israel ; the entire nation is then again gathered round His

throne on Zion. Yer. IG. b ">on* means, in Hos. ii. 1, directly :

to give one a name, which would well suit the first clause here

(cf. Isa. Ixii. 11 f.); but then \\q should expect jrvh instead of

the vocative.

—

Lettiiuj the hands hang doicn, a sign of despond-

ency. The final Church, on the contrary, is decided and full of

energy. Yer. 17. The God, who dwells in Zion, is a mighty one

(cf. Isa. ix. 5, of the divine-human Messiah), strong enough to

fortify against all evil.

—

'2 'v ^''^'^, like a bridegroom who finds

nothing but rapture in his bride.

—

Is silent in his delight, bor-

rowed Irom the same relation. The lover is absorbed with

quiet joy in the object of his affection. To explain the silence

of ceasing from divine rebuke is too weak, although such
rebuke, of course, is over. The reading c^'-in^ (LXX) does not

suit the context ; it would mean : he will do a new thing (Hitz.),

or renew his youth (Ewald).—The silence of the lover turns

into loud singing. Ver. 18. The anxious ones (for \3i3, partic.

Niph. of ni^) avMij from the assemhlg, i.e. who grieve because

they are cut off from the place and feast where God meets with

His people.—100, of thee, belonging to thee.—rr'^y, Hitz. et ai,

refer to the nSia, the congregation of exiles; it is better applied

to the congregation addressed, on which the captivity of many
of its members lies as a reproach. Ver. 19. ncy, absolutely,

according to the context, in malam ^lartem ; to be supplemented
as in Micah v. 14 ; Ezek. xxiii. 25.

—

That which is lame, etc.,
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renown in the whole earth, where their shame was. 20. At

that time I will bring you in, and at the time when I gather

you together, for I will make you a renown and a praise

among all nations of the earth, when I bring home your

captives before your eyes, Yahveh said.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. iii. The Judgment purifies Jerusalem and

makes it God's city, and makes the World God's kingdom.

a. The corrupt Jerusalem of the present, vv. 1-7
;

h. the

Transforming of the Heathen, ver. 8 f. ; c. the Transforming

of Israel-Judah, vv. 10-13 ; d. the Final Happiness of Zion,

vv. 14-20.

After, in chs. i., ii., the salutary aim of God's dealings with

regard to Israel and the heathen world has been cursorily

indicated, in this final oracle the gracious purpose which God

has in view, even in His judgments, finds full expression.

That we may rightly measure the distance between His people

as they actually are, and as they ought to be, and also will

be under God's wondrous leading, vv. 1-7 once more set

before our eyes the disorganised Jerusalem of the present.

But although its princes are thieves instead of protectors, its

prophets bold jugglers instead of God's witnesses, its priests

despisers instead of guardians of holy things, there is yet one

in the city who could teach all that is right, if men would

only attend to His word and His visible reign in the outer

world. But He finds no attention. He must therefore make

see on Micah iv. 6.

—

For a praise and a name, or renown. . . .

According to Deut. xxvi. 19, this was Israel's destiny of old.

The same found undreamt-of fulfilment when the dispersion

issued in redemption, and redemption in the acknowledgment

of its God in the whole earth. DrrJ'n )nsn ^3, contracted mode

of expression for D^ nti'n it's or n3. The genitive relation is

therefore a loose one, and the article may intervene. Of. Phi-

lippi, Status Constr. p. 38. Ver. 20. Of. Deut. xxx. 3 ff.
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the world feel the wliole weiglit of His judicial decree, and

pour out the entire fulness of His wrath on the nations. The

effect of this will be a blessed metamorphosis ; the nations

will call on Him as with one mouth (ver. 9), and send their

gifts of homage from the farthest regions (ver. 10). And

His own people will go forth from the heavy judgment, to

which it falls a prey, reconciled and purified from its evil

ways. There will be left a simple, poor, unostentatious people,

dwelling quietly, piously, and peacefully in the land. These

humble ones, whom the prophet sees in vision, are in the

fulfilment the poor in spirit, the meek and peaceful, to whom
the Preacher of the Mount promises the kingdom of heaven.

As matter of fact, at the coming of Christ pride was the worst

hindrance to men becoming partakers of salvation. Pride

condemned itself when it scornfully refused to enter by that

lowly gate by which the poor and ignorant found admission.

In that last time of which Zephaniah speaks, and in which

also the captive and scattered are to return home, the Lord

will rejoice with unalloyed delight in His Church, standing

in the closest, most loving fellowship with it. Ver. 17, de-

scribing this, is one of the boldest sayings in the Bible. It

would have been simply criminal to speak so of God, had not

the prophet, like Hosea, seen deeper than all human reason

into the mystery of God's love to man.

Thus this small prophetic book is not wanting in lofty

spiritual vision. True, it does not speak specifically of the

person of the divine-human King as the mediator of that new

kingdom and fellowship of God ; its oracles are not Messianic

in this sense. But its predictions are entirely eschatological.

They point on directly to the blessed goal, and depict the

Lord's dwelling in His Church with mysterious fervour. His

rule over the nations, with the extension of His Church to all,

so that differences of language and creed are abolished, and all

as with one mouth call on His name, while His elect Church

is raised above every gulf separating it from the holy God.



HAG GAL

Introduction.

The prophet Haggai ('3n, the festive one, perhaps born at a

feast ; LXX : 'Aj<yalo<i ; Vulg. : Aggteus) is mentioned, along

with his companion Zechariah, also in Ezra v. 1, vi. 14;

according to these passages the two prophets, by their

prophecies, were the means of the temple - building being

undertaken, and they helped on its completion. Further

particulars about their lives we do not get there. That Haggai

was older than Zechariah is rendered probable by the fact

that he is named before the latter, and also, according to the

dates of the oracles, began to prophesy before the latter, and

then soon vanishes. From Hag. ii. 3, Ewald and others

have inferred that Haggai himself saw the old temple ; in

which case, as seventy years had passed since its destruction,

he must have been of a very advanced age. All the more

precisely is the date of his appearance indicated in the case

of each of his oracles. These all belong to the second year of

Darius (520 B.C.), and, indeed, to its sixth, seventh, and ninth

months, whereas the earliest oracles of Zechariah belong to the

eighth and eleventh months of the same year ; so that for a

long time the two prophets spoke alternately to the people.

All this happened in the decisive year when, at their

instance, the building of the temple, which had long been at

a standstill, was at last taken in hand with energy, and

brought to the conclusion which it reached in the sixth year

of Darius. According to Ezra iii. 8, indeed, the foundation
281
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of the temple was already laid under Cyrus, in the second

year after the return of the exiles. But the obstacles they

encountered, the inadequate means at their command, and,

above all, anxiety for their own dwellings and support, soon

caused their zeal to cool and the work to come to a standstill.

It has recently been contended, on grounds which are not

altogether without weight, that nothing at all was done in

that second year after the return (534), in which Ezra iii.

puts the laying the foundation of the temple, as according to

Hag. ii. 18, Zech. viiL 9, the founding of the temple is first

taken in hand in the second year of Darius, and Ezra v. 2

also speaks, not of a resumption, but of the beginning of

the building, etc. So Schrader, Thcol. Stud. u. Krit. 1867,

p. 460 ff-, with whom Steiner, ct al., agree. See, on the other

hand, the defence of the historical character of Ezra iii. by

F. W, Schultz in Lange's Comui., and Oettli's proof of the

interruption of the building on Ezra iv. 5, v. 16, and in the

excursus to ch. iv. The supposition of an unhistorical

account in Ezra iii. is contradicted, not only by the fact that,

according to Hag. ii. 14, sacrifices were offered at a holy

place before the appearance of Haggai,—and therefore the

first part of Ezra iii., which relates the erection of the altar of

burnt-offering, is shown to be no mere castle in the air,—but

also by the assumption implied in Hag. ii. 3, that the temple

was already visible in its outlines and partial beginnings,

which gave intimation of its future importance. So appar-

ently the idea of ic, like, as is well known, that of n33 (to

build, finish building, etc.), should be taken elastically, and

understood here of a relative beginning.

However this may be, in any case it was Haggai's mission

to stir up and encourage tlie colony for the work which, from

indifference and want of faith, it had all too long neglected.

His discourses move entirely around this temple-building. The

first one rebukes the indolence of the people, which seemed to

bim untimely (i. 2-11). The second one encourages to the
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work by the assurance of the almighty help of God, who will

bring His house to honour (ii. 2 ff. ; cf. already the saying

i. 1 3). The third one, on the " foundation-day," when they began

again to lay stone on stone, announces a complete change in

the mind of God, who, instead of evil, will now dispense good

(ii. 10-19). The fourth oracle (ii. 20-23) speaks of the high

dignity and importance of Zerubbabel, the royal builder of the

temple and heir of the old Davidic promises.

These discourses were, of course, first delivered orally before

all the people and its leaders, then written down in substance,

and that by the hand of the prophet himself. In form they

do not exhibit the poetical fervour and original wealth of

thought and figure which we admire in pre-exilic prophets,

but bear on their face the impress of the poverty of the age.

The phraseology is awkward, diffuse, and abounding in repeti-

tions ; the latter, however, make the prophet's language all the

more penetrating and emphatic. Nagelsbach well remarks :

" Under a large, thick shell, he usually conceals a small but

highly valuable kernel." To the power of his language the

issue gives the best testimony. On the spirit pervading his

words, see after ch. i.

Special works : Aug. Kohler, Die Wcissagnnffen Haggais,

1860; L. Reinke (Cath.), Dcr proph. Sagged, 1868; Willi.

Pressel, Hag., Sack, Mai, 1870.

First Discourse : Address youkselves to work,

ye indolent ones !

I. 1. In the second year of King Darius, in the sixth month,

on the first day of the month, came Yahveh's word, through

Chapter I.

Ver. 1. D^nt^• nri^^a, Ges. § 120, 4—cvti^; old Persian form:

Darjawusch (from Zend, dar, Sanscr. dhar, to hold together;

hence Herod, vi. 98 : k^e/ri;) ; cf. the Babylonian form, Schrader,

ii. 63 ; Darius, son of Hystaspes. The reckoning by this Persian
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Haggai, the prophet, to Zerubbabel, tlie son of Shealtiel, the

governor of Judah, and to Joshua, the son of Jehozadak, the

high priest, as follows: 2. Thus speaks Yahveh of hosts, say-

ing : These people say : It is not yet time to appear, the time

of the house of Yahveh to build it. 3. Then came the word

of Yahveh, through Ilaggai, the prophet, as follows : 4. Is it

as king stamps the low state of the Jewish nation at this time.

The second year of his reign is 520 B.C. ; the sixth month

:

Ulul, falling mostly in September.

—

On the first day, therefore

new moon, when the people assembled for worship, and the

want of a proper house of God must have been the more
strongly felt. T'a, see Comm. on Jer. xxxvii. 2.—On the person

of Haggai, see Introd.—i^nmi from ^22 jnnr, sprung from

Babylon ; Schrader, ii. 66. Son of Shealtiel (contracted from
i. 12, ii. 2), and therefore grandson of Jechoniah = Jehoiachin,

who was carried captive to Babylon, according to 1 Chron.
iii. 17, which passage certainly derives Zerubbabel from another
son of Jehoiachin; see 1 Chron. iii. 19. Zerubbabel is also

called "isr^^'tJ' ; see Ezra i. 8. This Davidite was appointed by
Cyrus governor (Jer. Ii. 23) of Judah, Ezra v. 14.

—

Judah,
the land is here called ; for it, as for the nation, the
tribal name is now gradually becoming the ruling one.

<Ecolampadius here recalls Gen. xlix. 10.—The ecclesiastical

appears alongside the secular ruler ; but in the second place,

as Ibn Ezra early points out.

—

Jchozadalcs father, Seraiah, had
been killed by Nebuchadnezzar, 2 Kings xxv. 18 ff. ; Jer.

Hi. 24 ff. ; he himself was carried into exile, 1 Chron. v. 41.

Ver. 2. It is not yet time {fh for " not yet," as in Gen. ii. 5),

i.e. the right time (Orelli, Synon. der Zeit, p. 48 fif) to come, to

present oneself, namely, to build the temple ; cf. 1X3''l, ver. 14.

The words : the time of the house of Yahveh, are added by
way of explanation.—In Haggai, whose style is generally
difficult, the awkward phraseology ought not to cause much
surprise. LXX ignore the first ny and read nn, but at any
rate give the text inaccurately. Hitz., instead of the first ny,

reads riy for nriy (Ps. Ixxiv. 6). Ewald, Keil, Keinke also

retain the Massoretic text. Ver. 3. The words of the people
have made the author forget that he has already put them
into the mouth of Yahveh, on which account he again
introduces Yahveh's words. Ver. 4. ny, as in ver. 2, the fit

time, nm, Ges. § 121, 3.—D^:idd (see on Jer. xxii. 14),

without article, which is seldom absent after substantives
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then time for you yourselves to dwell in your wainscoted

houses, whereas this liouse lies waste ? 5. And now, thus

says Yahveh of hosts : Lay to heart your ways : 6. you have

sown abundantly and brought in sparely, have eaten and were

not satisfied, drunk and were not filled, clothed yourselves

and there was none warm ; and he who hired himself for

wages put it in a bag with holes. 7. Thus says Yahveh of

hosts : Lay to heart your ways ! 8. Go up into the hill-

with suff., follows loosely and the more emphatically : in

your houses, wainscoted = " and that wainscoted." Jerome :

ornatis atque compositis, et qua3 non tam ad usum sunt

quam ad delicias. Cedar-wainscoting was also an ornament

of the temple, 1 Kings vi. 9, vii. 3 ! Ver. 5. 3n^ C'J^, as in

ver. 7 and ii. 15, 18, anivuon (337, the mental organ of per-

ception) adirrtere. The summons directs their attention to

the slight result which rewarded their toil in so self-seeking

a spirit, therefore to the merited divine punishment.— Your
v:ays = how you have fared. Jerome : considerate et in

memoriam redigite qute feceritis et quse passi sitis. Ver. 6. A
curse was on the labour, on meat and drink and clothing,

on the hard-earned money. The absolute infinitives, which
heighten the liveliness of the enumeration, are governed by
the preceding DnjJir. The meaning is not that they did not

venture to eat enough (Hitz.), but that the satisfaction as

little corresponded to the amount eaten as the harvest to the

quantity sown. Similarly Micah vi. 14 ; cf. also Hos. iv. 10
;

Lev. xxvi. 26.
—

"i^U' (of which infin. here) applies often not to

immoderate enjoyment, but to a satisfying state of repletion.

—

Of 7 Dn (I am warm ; cf. 1 Kings i. 2), the infin. stands here.

—

The day-labourer 0''3b') hires himself, pledges his person and

strength for wages ("i^b') ; but his wages go into a bag with

holes—is gone before it is put to use. Ver. 7. This fresli

allusion to their experience leads on to the summons, ver. 8.

Laying to heart their experience should determine them to set

to work. Ver. 8. Wood needs to be fetched from the hills

;

there was plenty of stone near at hand.—As long as the temple

lies waste, God can delight on nothing on earth, cannot let His
eye rest on anything with pleasure, and does not see Himself
glorified. So Ew., Hitz. :

" and feel myself honoured." Others :

" and glorify myself, namely, in my temple and people, and
so bless it." Keri, with paragogic n, which, however, may be

dispensed with ; Baer-Del. : 133K1. The lacking n ( = 5) the
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country, and get wood and build tlie house, that I may take

pleasure therein and know myself glorified, has Yahveh said.

9. You looked for mucli, and, behold, it came to little ! and

you brought home, and I blew it away. Wherefore ? is the

oracle of Yahveh of hosts. Because of my house which lies

waste, whereas every one of you runs to his own house.

10. Therefore have the heavens held back the dew above

you, and the earth held back its fruit. 11. And I called for

drought upon the land, and upon the mountains, and upon the

wheat, and upon the wine, and upon the oil, and upon what

the earth brought forth, and upon men, and upon cattle, and

upon all that the hands had worked for.

12. Then Zerubbabel, the son of Shealtiel, and Joshua, the

Babyl. treatise Yoma, 2lb, exi)lains of the five things lacking

in the second temple : 1. the ark, with cover and cherubim

;

2. the holy fire ; 3. the Shechinah ; 4. the spirit of prophecy

;

5. Urim and Thummun. Ver. 9 resumes the description of

the painful experience, ver. 6. The infinitive is from there.

n33, easily intelligible : to turn toward something with the

secondary idea of hope, joyous expectation.—In consequence

of the divine curse the stores vanished in a moment.—CVi

pictures the speed with wliich they ran after their private

business, whereas the temple was forsaken and solitary. Hitz.

:

" whereas, for every one among you, his own house is the aim

of his zealous efforts." Yer. 10. Hence the drought, from

which they had plainly to suffer much in the last years.—N73,

to shut up, hold back, is transitive ; but the first time tlie con-

struction takes a different turn, with privative p. The dew,

which in the summer months replaces the rain, will be as

grievously absent as the latter. Over you, in local sense, as in

Deut. xxviii. 23. Ver. 11. a^n is in retribution for the ^nn,

vv. 4, 9. So already Ibn Ezra, Abrabanel. Here it is not

devastation (still less 3^n, LXX !), but just the drought spoken

of already in ver. 10.— Wheat, wine, oil, as in Hos. ii. 10 and
often. On men and beasts, also, this plague is invoked, because

they have grievously to suffer by it ; cf., in regard to the latter,

Joel i. 18.—All the labour of the hands is added here, as in

Ps. cxxviii. 2, in reference to products of the earth, in order

to recall how much human labour is frustrated thereby.

Ver. 12. J?DIJ', with 2, to hearken to = to accept obediently,

intimates that they showed themselves willing to obey, although
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son of Jehozadak, the high priest, and the whole of the rest

of the people, hearkened to the voice of Yahveh, their God,

and to the words of Haggai, the prophet, as Yahveh their

God had sent him ; and the people feared before Yahveh.

13. Then spake Haggai, the messenger of Yahveh, in a divine

mission to the people, thus : I am with you, is Yahveh's

oracle.—14, Then Yahveh stirred up the spirit of Zerubbabel,

the son of Shealtiel, the governor of Judah, and the spirit of

Joshua, the son of Jehozadak, the high priest, and the spirit

of the rest of the people, that they came and carried on work

in the house of Yahveh of hosts, their God, 15. on the four

and twentieth day of the month, in the sixth (month), in the

second year of King Darius.

they did not yet set to M'ork ; afterwards, with the more
unusual ^y, in the same sense (as in Jer. xxvi. 5).

—

The entire

remnant of the jieojile, as in ii. 2, the rest of the people beside

the leaders enumerated = " the entire people of the land," ii. 4.

On the other hand, Hitz. explains it difterently, according to

Zech. viii. 6, where, however, the context is different.—The
prophet's words are to be listened to like Yahveh's, in keeping

with the fact that {~\Uii2) the former was sent by the latter.

LXX, Syr. add :
" to them." Dn''^x may certainly easily have

dropped out; cf. Jer. xliii. 1. Ver. 13. ']i6'0; the prophet is

here called messenger, because it is his office to convey divine

messages ; also of the priests, Mai. ii. 7.

—

In divine mission, in

the capacity of a ']i6^2, not by his own judgment = 'n 1213,

1 Kings xiii. 18. / am with you, brief but pregnant

assurance, promising them in the work, for which they show
themselves ready, divine assistance, protection, and honour.

Ver. 14. niiTiN i^'n denotes often, in later books, the divine

incitement of man's spirit to God-pleasing action, e.g. Ezra

i. 1, 5; 1 Chron. v. 26. Qicolampadius :
" So much are our good

works the Lord's, that even the willing and venturing proceeds

from Him." Ver. 15 gives another date indicating the moment
when the work was taken in hand ; for it cannot be joined

with ch. ii., where a new date at once follows. As the words

stand, " carrying out the work in the house of Yahveh,"

ver. 14 must be understood of preparatory labour,—removing

rubbish, collecting material, etc...—as the first stone is laid,

and the proper beginning of the building made, exactly three

months later (according to ii. 10, 18). But the precise agree-
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Exposition.

Contents of ch. i. First Discourse of Haggai : Address

yourselves to the work, ye indolent ones ! 1. Indolence

rebuked, vv. 2-4 ; 2. Description of the evil it caused, with

summons to action, vv. 5-11; 3. Effect of the discourse,

vv. 12-15.

The first discourse, the practical issue of which is the

summons, ver. 8, is addressed primarily to the two heads of

the Jud;ean community, the representatives of the monarchy

and the priesthood, whose offices were just as indispensable to

the Israelitish commonwealth as the temple itself, and who

must lead the way with counsel and act in the building of

the temple. Yet the sharp rebuke running through this

discourse is plainly not directed against these two, who had

perhaps long been impatient for the continuance of the work,

but against the nation, which had left them without support,

and excused its laziness and worldly spirit with the favourite

excuses in such cases : The undertaking is not timely (ver. 2),

the circumstances are still too unfavourable, God's hour is

not yet come, which did not prevent them providing for their

own comfort, despite the unfavourable time (ver. 4). On the

contrary, Haggai assures them at once of the divine assistance,

as soon as they are willing to do anything in God's honour,

instead of putting Him off with fine language. He gives no

ment with that date, ii. 10, 18, suggests the conjecture that an
aiinotator has taken the words, which are appended very loosely

in i. 15, from there and inserted them here: on the four and
twentieth day of the month, in the ninth, etc. ; but a later

writer, instead of ninth, put: in the sixth, because in ch. i.

elsewhere the sixth month is found, and in ch. ii. 1 the seventh

follows.—At any rate, it M'as not merely three weeks before

the proper work of building could begin, but three montiis

before consultings, organising tlie people, removing the rubbish,

etc., were finished. Keadiness to work was certainly expressed,

and preparations for it were made, which is also assumed in

ii. 1 ff.
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intimation that he draws this assurance from Jer. xxv. 11 f.,

because the temple has now lain waste almost seventy years,

or that the change of government in the Persian capital gives

him hope, but he takes his stand simply on the word of the

Lord which has come to him.

The rising of Yahveh's house out of its ruin was now the

primary condition of the continuance and revived prosperity

of Yahveh's Church ; and in the greater or less willingness to

bring offerings for the purpose the greater or less attachment

to Yahveh Himself was reflected. Hence the zeal which

Haggai and Zechariah display for the work ought not to strike

us as unprophetic. De Wette {Einl. ins A. T., Aufl. 7) finds

fault with Haggai. " He rebukes without enthusiasm, exhorts

and promises on the principles of a common doctrine of

retribution and the suggestions of a mean patriotism (ii. 6-9),

along with unprophetic zeal for the restoring of the old

cultus." But as concerns the idea of retribution in God's

blessing and anger taught here (and in ch. ii.), it is only

common in so far as it rests upon a view of divine control

even in the dispensing of natural gifts and blessings common

to the prophets and the Torah. One thing certainly must be

conceded : Haggai assumes no enthusiasm in his countrymen

for ideal blessings, nay, he scarcely regards many of them as

capable of it ; therefore he appeals first, not to their patriot-

ism, their sense of honour, their love and gratitude to God

(cf., however, the honour of God, ver. 8), but to tlieir keen

sense of their own interest ; he reckons up to them liow little

they have gained by their miserable saving and toiling. A
selfish generation, poor in higher aspirations and devoted only

to material gain, must be convinced what great losses it incurs

even outwardly by departing from God, the giver of all good

things. This reference to the bitter experiences of recent

days must have had a piercing effect on the hearers. Their

conscience woke up, and there were expressions indicating

their change of mind (ver. 12), on which Haggai was able at

19
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once to follow up his rebukes by a word of comfort (ver. 13).

Ver. 14 f. remarks by way of preliminary that action also

followed.

Second Discourse : Be of good Cheer !

II. 1. In the seventh (month), on the one and twentieth

(day) of the month came Yahveh's word through Haggai, the

prophet, as follows : 2. Speak now to Zerubbabel, the son

of Shealtiel, tlie governor of Judah, and to Joshua, the son of

Jehozadak, the high priest, and to the rest of the people as

follows : 3. Who is left among you that saw this house in its

former glory, and how do you see it now ? Is it not as

nothing in your eyes ? 4. And now be of good cheer, Zerub-

ChAFTER IT.

Ver. 1. In the seventh (month, i.e. Tishri, corresponding for

the most part to October), on the twenty-first (day) of the

month; thus about seven weeks after the festival-address in

i. 1, Haggai delivered a second, again on a feast-day, the seventh

of the feast of Tabernacles ; of. Lev. xxiii. 24 ti"., 39. Ver. 2. Tlie

prophet is addressed as if it said, ver. 1, 'Jn ^s. The address as

in i. 1, but with "the rest of the people" added (i. 12, 14).

Ver. 3. "ixii'in. The article expresses a definition of quality:

such an one as is left. The singular form certainly intimates

that those in question were only found here and there, whereas

fourteen years before, at the stone-laying, there were many of

them, Ezra iii. 12. — This house, etc. According to the

Israelitish view there was not a Solomonic, Zerubbabel,

Herodian temple, but only one house of Yahveh in different

forms on Zion.

—

Et rjiudcm earn nune videtis? no, as in Num.
xiii. 18.—Eespecting the twofold 2, see on Hos. iv. 9.—The

mean look of the present temple will refer, not so much to its

dimensions (those stated in Ezra vi. 3 would even surpass the

Solomonic), as rather to the style of building and equipment,

which in view of the scanty means and the absence of irre-

placeable treasures like the ark, etc., must have had a poor and

unfinished appearance ; cf. Zech. iv. 10. The prophet does not

hesitate to concede the difference in order the more brightly to

illustrate the promise. Ver. 4. pTn, expresses the firm, con-

iident state of mind, when a man, sure of his cause, can
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babel !— is tbe oracle of Yahveh,—and be of good cheer,

Joshua, son of Jehozadak, thou high priest ! And be of good

cheer, all ye people of the land !—is Yahveh's oracle—and

work ! For I am with you, is the oracle of Yahveh of hosts.

5. The word, which I covenanted with you, when you came

out of Egypt—and my spirit shall abide continually in your

midst. Fear ye not ! 6. For thus says Yahveh of hosts

:

There is yet one time, a short one, then will I shake the

heavens and the earth, the sea and the dry land ; 7. and I

will stir up all heathen nations, and the most precious things

of all the heathen shall come, and I will fill this house with

prosecute it with energy. This inward strength rests here, as

in Josh. i. 6, 7, 9, on the consciousness of divine assistance.

Ver. 5. The accus. "lann nx, very diversely explained, depends
on an unexpressed transitive verb, corresponding to the intransi-

tive rilJD])
;
perhaps Hiphil of Dip, in the sense of Isa. xl. 8 : The

word, which I settled with you ("Tiia, stipulated, Ges. § 44,

Anm. 6), I will keep ; the word shall be observed ; the verb

was not expressed, because that of the second clause is akin in

meaning : That word shall have permanent validity, the Spirit

shall permanently abide. The reference in that word is to the

promise of mutual possession, Ex. vi. 7, xix. 5, to which
Jeremiah and Ezekiel so often allude.

—"im niD, to settle a

word by agreement, formed from the phrase nnn m!3. God's

Spirit, who dwells in their midst (not : in their heart) as a spirit

of revelation and power for all God-pleasing work, is the best

security for their union with God and the success of their

work ; cf. Zech. iv. 6. Only this promise is not to be limited

to the building of the temple. Cf. the similar, Isa. lix. 21.

—

Fear ye not, warns against loss of heart, as if the work were
hopeless. The prophet is fond of condensing the chief thought
in a brief final saying ; therefore not to be attached to what
follows. Ver. 6. nnx liy, LXX erroneously: "once again"

(after which Heb. xii. 26) ; cf. rather as to the meaning of liy

Comm. on Isa. x. 25 and on Hab. ii. 3 ; also Ex. xvii. 4.

Properly, one (neuter= a section of time) yet lasts, and that a

brief one,—then will I . . . —The shaking, wliich Yahveh
then effects, embraces the whole creation. Ver. 7 indicates the

aim of this universal convulsion.—'n 'd mon, the delicicc of all

nations, the most costly things they have, in which they find

their highest delight ; not directly personal, " the noblest of the

heathen " (LXX, Hitz. et al.), as little as ^Ti in Isa. Ix. 5 ; the
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glory, lias Yahveh of hosts said. 8. Mine is the silver and

mine the gold, says Yahveh of hosts. 9. Greater shall be the

after glory of this house than the former, has Yahveh of

hosts said. And in this place I will give peace, is the oracle

of Yahveh of hosts.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. ii. 1-9. Second Discourse : Be of good

cheer! 1. Consolation for the poverty of outward circum-

stances, vv. 1-6 ; 2. Promise of undreamt-of glory in the

new Temple, vv. 7-9.

This discourse falls about seven weeks later than the first

one, and therefore at a time when preparations for the build-

ing were being earnestly urged on. If it was said there,

Work ; it is now said. Be of good cheer ! This appeal to

such as were obedient, but timid and of little faith, is sup-

ported by glorious promises. This timidity, which the

prophet wishes to check, has its ground, as appears from the

discourse itself, in the scantiness of means and resources

which had troubled the hearts of many even at the first

stone-laying. The reference is not merely to poverty in gold

and silver, but also to the want of the divine insignia and

reference is rather to what they bring to the temple by way
of homage.—Vulg. : et veniet desideratus cunctis gentibus

;

Luth. :
" then shall the comfort of all tlie heathen come." But

this personal Messianic interpretation is wrecked on the plur.

1N31.

—

Ifill this house vnth glory, applies in this connection to

the glory which Cod will cause to come out of the world into

His house in the form of gifts of homage (cf. i. 8), not to the

heavenly gifts with which He will fill it from Himself (1 Kings
viii. 11). Ver. 8. What is called silver and gold, this is at my
command. Ver. 9 gives tlie complete answer to the complaints
challenged in ver. 3.

—

In this place, applies to the temple. As
the most precious things gather here, so God's most precious

gift proceeds from here, peace in the strict sense, such as pro-

ceeds from Zion, Isa. ii. 3 f., xi. 6 ff. ; and in the wider range

:

undisturbed inward and outward wellbeing, prosperity.
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jewels, which could not be replaced. The fear of resistance

on the part of envious opponents (cf. Ezra v. 3) might still

perhaps have a discouraging influence, but is here less con-

spicuous. Let it comfort them for the present, that the Lord

is with them with His spiritual gifts, which should be more

highly valued than all gold and silver (ver. 5). Yet this

outward insignificance shall not be permanent. On the

contrary, there is near at hand a complete inward and out-

ward transforming of the world. By God's powerful inter-

position the temple, despite its poor appearance, shall draw to

itself the attention and reverential desire of all nations.

They will bring thither in homage the noblest and most

precious things, obtaining there a treasure which they do not

possess : the peace of God, embracing in itself all salvation

and all happiness.

This oracle of Haggai was in the circumstances of the age

of astounding boldness, and if the prophet had not been

illuminated for it from above, we might judge of it as de

Wette does (p. 289). But it was not fantastic "patriotism"

which moved him thereto, but God's unerring Spirit. This is

shown by the fulfilment. Even in outward respects the

fulfilment was not wanting. The after glory of the house

was greater than the former. Not only in the course of time

did many non-Israelitish princes show it honour and accord

it their favour, like Darius (Ezra vi. 6-12), Artaxerxes (Ezra

vii. 12 ff.), and later ones (2 Mace. iii. 2 ; Joseph. Bell. Jud.

ii. 17. 3); but, in fact, this post-exilic temple was more

gloriously adorned by Herod than ever the pre-exilic one had

been (Joseph. Ant. xv. 11). But certainly all this was at most

a prelude to the fulfilment. The prophecy was far from being

exhausted in it. The world-embracing transformation here

set before the view, was brought about by Jesus Christ,

who opened His Father's house to the heathen. In this the

chief point is not, that within the precincts of this temple,

founded by Zerubbabel, Jesus sounded foith the peaceful
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message of the gospel, and by His presence adorned this

house more gloriously than all the sacredness of the Old

Covenant had done, although even this was important in the

carrying out of prophecy and fulfilmeut ; the most important

point was, that in Israel and from Israel, Christ established

for all nations the most glorious scene of the worship of the

true God. Of course the temple of stone had to give

place to a spiritual one. To Haggai the temple of stone is

still identical with the dwelling of the true God, as Zerulj-

babel for a time takes the place of the Messiah. In

Zechariah, on the other hand, the more ideal temple of the

future and the priest-king of the time of consummation are

severed from their representatives of that day.

Finally, as relates to the brief time which Haggai allows

for the beginning of that epoch, ii. 6, whereas half a millennium

intervened before the birth of the Messiah, we should not

forget that the history of a temple must be measured by

another standard than that of a man ; and, moreover, 2 Pet.

iii. 8 applies to the stages in the growth of God's kingdom.

But with the restoration of the theocracy after the exile, the

last stage was reached before its complete transformation, and

the great national movements soon to begin paved the way

for that state of the world, which by a wise arrangement was

destined to precede the entrance of the kingdom of God.

Third Discourse : Comforting Disclosures REsrEcxiNO the

Effects of the Templk-building.

II. 10. On the four and twentieth (day) of the ninth

(month), in the second year of Darius, came Yahveh's word
through Haggai, the prophet, as follows: 11. Thus has

Ver. 10. The ninth montli, Chisleu, falling in the second
half of November and December: the time of the early rain
and the sowing of winter crops following thereon. Ver. 11.

min ba^, to ask legal advice. It was the office of the priests

to give this in individual cases ; cf. Deut. xxxiii. 10; Mai. ii. 7.
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Yahveh of hosts said : Seek now of the priests instruction

in the law as follows : 12. Suppose a man bears sacred flesh in

the skirt of his garment, and he touches with his skirt bread

or cooked things, or wine, or oil, or any meat, will this be

sacred? Then the priests answered and said. No. 13.

Then said Haggai, But if one unclean from a dead man
touch all this, will it be unclean ? Then the priests

answered and said, It will be unclean. 14. Then Haggai

answered and said, Such is this people, and such this nation

before me, is Yahveh's oracle ; and such all the labour of

their hands, and what they offer there—this is unclean.

15. And now, I pray you, lay to heart from this day back-

Beside the written law they knew also the legal usage, by
which the law was interpreted and supplemented. Ver. 12.

)n, see on Jer. iii. 1; = DX, ver. 13.

—

Holy fiesh (Jcr. xi. 15),

i.e. flesh of a victim offered to God. The garment itself,

brought into contact with sacrificial flesh, according to Lev.

vi. 20, is holy. Yet its holiness, according to the declaration

of the priests, who possess a more detailed tradition, does not

extend farther. That the prophet actually asked them accord-

ing to the direction received, is passed over as self-evident.

Ver. 13. In the same way it is assumed here that the second

question was dictated to Haggai by the Lord.—t^'S3 NfDD, as in

Lev. xxii. 4, one made unclean by the soul of a dead man

;

= trQ3b 'd, Lev. xix. 28, Num. ix. 6 f
.

; more completely no trs:,

Lev. xxi. 11. As death is repulsive to the living and holy

God, whoever touches a corpse or comes near it is made
unclean by the outgoing soul of the dead person ; cf. Num.
xix, 11 ff. and elsewhere.— The affirmative answer agrees

Avith Num. xix. 22, according to which one defiled in this

way makes everything he touches unclean. Ver. 14. He
ansivered ; he addressed this apostrophe not only to the

priests, but, of course, to the people themselves.

—

]'3 = talis.

As they are just as much polluted in God's sight by neglect

of holy things as a man defiled by a corpse, so they pollute

everything they touch.— '•'iJn, contemptuously: this people

living without God like the heathen.

—

"':d^, before me, in my
eyes.—The product of their labour is unclean ; so also what

they offer there (on the altar already standing, Ezra iii. 3)

;

therefore their offering is displeasing in the highest degree.

Ver. 15 is again resumed in ver. 18, where also the date is
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ward, when yet stone wa.s not laid on stone in the temple of

Yahveh : IC. At the time one came to a corn-heap of twenty

(measures), and there were ten; one came to the winefat to

draw out fifty measures, and there were twenty. 17. I

smote you with blasting and with mildew and with hail, all

the labour of your hands ; and you turned not to me, is

Yahveh's oracle. 18. Lay now to heart from this day

backward, from the four and twentieth day of the ninth

(month), as from the day when the temple of Yahveh was

stated.—n^ym, properly = and upward, i.e. backward in time,

wlien. . . . The stream of time is here viewed as flowing

downward; differently 1 Sam. xvi. 13.—Ver. 16. Corresponds

in contents and in antithetical form, descriptive of the illusion,

to ch. i. 6, 9.—IP in DnrriD in temporal sense, and that parti-

tively : from their being = at the time when these days were.

—

One came to a corn-heap of twenty, which one estimated at

twenty,—but in threshing it yielded only half. The usual

measure must be supplied to the numbers ; here, in keeping

with the supposed size of such a heap, perhaps seah = a third

of an ephah (see Comm. on Isa. v. 10).—m^ia, elsewhere " wine-

press " (Isa. Ixiii. 3), here a measure, probably as much as was
pressed at one time. LXX, /xsrpjjr^j;, therefore = bath (on

Isa. v. 10). Ver. 17. Like Amos iv. 9; even the 'ps^ has

arisen from recollection of that refrain.—The second accusa-

tive, " all the labour of your hands," appositionally defines the

first one more exactly ; according to others, accus. of local

reference : in all the labours. . . .—Instead of D32*S the

resolved form with rix, which here also does not express the

nominative (Ges. § 1 17, 2), but accus. of the adverbial

object, Bottcher, Lchrhuch, § 516r?. Ver. 18. The present

day, whose date is to be observed, is called the day when
the temple was founded, or when they began to lay stone on

stone (ver. 15). \'gh joins on in like sense to the chauses with

(P ; it is not meant to indicate the opposite term, i.e. the

foundation day of the year 534 emphasised in Ezra iii. 10 ; cf.

1 ntrod. See, on the contrary, Zech. viii. 9.—JpS is synonymous

with IP and opposite of lyi (Hitz.). Even apart from Ezra iii.,

it may certainly seem strange that the time of uncleanness
and displeasure is said to reach to this date, and here first the

founding of the temple is spoken of; whereas work at the

temple had been going on for three months according to L 15
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founded, lay to heart. 19. Is the corn yet in the barn?

moreover the vine and the fig tree, and the pomegranate

and the olive tree have not brought forth : from this day I

will bless.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. ii. 10-19. Third Discourse: Comforting

Counsel respecting the results of the Temple-building. 1. A
Double Question of Law, vv. 11-13; 2. Its Symbolic

Application, vv, 14-19.

The fact that the prophet, on the day when the work of

building began anew (which doubtless took place with certain

solemnities), joins the promises, which according to the first dis-

course were to be then expected, to two rules of the ceremonial

law, which he gets the priests to state, shows how general

maxims bearing on the mutual relation of God and man

underlie such definitions of the Torah ; hence they apply to

other relations than the Levitical. Here the principle comes to

view that the attribute of impurity in God's sight in general,

is transmitted further than the character of holiness, of con-

secration to the Lord. In the latter respect it is not enough

to touch things with a holy skirt in order to hallow them.

No fragmentary, self-willed service, such as was previously

to be seen among them, would make them and their whole

life holy and consecrated to God. Conversely, a high degree

of Levitical impurity is transmitted to everything touched by

one impure. So long as they are burdened with the guilt of

disobedience and disloyalty in one important particular, their

But see on the latter passage. Ver. 19. Once again the

nufortunate circumstances, due to the divine displeasure, are

referred to, in order then in a sentence to point out the

transition to blessing.—yir, here as in Lev. xxvii. 30, corn

in distinction from fruit.—Even already, before the middle of

winter is reached, the corn is all stored in the barns.

—

Pomegranate, Joel i. 12.—Nl^'J xb intelligible even without VIS.

—Bless, used often of bestowing fertility ; cf Deut. xxviii. 8;

Mai. iii. 10.
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entire life and doings arc utterly displeasing to God ; in His

sight they are as tlie unclean, who may not draw near to

Him. On this day, this prophetic oracle begins to say, the

threatening curse, resting on them because of the neglect of

the building of the temple, is taken away from them. The

blessed consequences of this will become just as visible and

conspicuous as formerly the consequences of the divine dis-

pleasure had been.

Fourth Oracle : Divine Distinction of the Prince

OF David's House.

ir. 20. And the word of Yahveh came the second time to

Haggai on the four and twentieth (day) of the month, as

follows: 21. Speak to Zerubbabel, the governor of Judah, as

follows: I will shake the heavens and the earth ; 22. and will

overturn the throne of the kingdoms, and destroy the strength

of the kingdoms of the heathen ; and will overturn the

chariots, and those that ride therein ; and the horses and

their riders shall fall down, every one by the sword of his

comrade. 23. On that day, is the oracle of Yahveh of hosts,

Ver. 21. 'JD "JX, futur. instans as in ver. 6. Ver. 22. The
God-caused convulsions (ver. 21) will have for their effect the

overthrow of powerful thrones and kingdoms.—SDD refers, not

to a definite throne, in which the world-power would confront

the people of God, but is as general as Pin. The armies of

the heathen have their strength and pride especially in their

dreaded chariots and cavalry (Ps. xx. 7 ; Zech. x. 5).—Ti\ to go

down, sink= 7S3; cf. Isa. xxxii. 19.

—

One by the sword of his

brother, comrade, fellow. God causes the heathen to destroy

one another; cf. Judg. vii. 22 ; Ezek. xxxviii. 21, and elsewhere.

Ver. 23. Tnps ; np7 used witliuut special emphasis to prepare

for important actions which are to be undertaken on any
object, Deut. iv. 20 and elsewhere.—My servant, an honourable
epithet, especially of David; cf. in particular Ps. Ixxviii. 70;
1 Kings xi. 13, 32, 34, etc. ; Jer. xxxiii. 21 f., 26; also of the
future David, Ezek. xxxiv. 23 f., xxxvii. 24 f. Hence Hitzig's

distinction, to the effect that this is said about Zerubba])el, not
as a descendant of David, but as tlie then ruler of the Jews, is
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I will take thee, Zembbabel, son of Shealtiel, my servant,

—

is Yahveh's oracle,—and set thee like a signet-ring : for I have

chosen thee, is the oracle of Yahveh of hosts.

Exposition.

Contents of eh. ii. 20-23. Fourth Oracle: God's Distinc-

tion of the Prince of David's House.

As the promise of the third discourse applied to the whole

land and people, so the prophet on the same auspicious da}',

M'hen the building was begun anew, was permitted also to

convey a gracious message of the Lord to his prince

Zerubbabel. The impending catastrophe, ch. ii. 6, whicli

is expounded ver. 21 f., more on its political side, will

result in the exalting of Zerubbabel as well as in the

glorifying of the temple. When all thrones are over-

turned and all armies fall, the Davidic throne will stand

out all the more gloriously as chosen of God. Thus what

is said in 2 Sam. vii. is in a sense repeated here. To the

prince, anxious to honour the Lord by building His house,

the Lord promises the greatest honour hereafter. This

honour is briefly but significantly indicated by the symbol

of the signet-ring. This expresses primarily the high esteem

shown by carefully preserving anything in an honourable

position as near as possible to the possessor. But the figure

intimates, further, an intimate, personal relation of the Lord

to that prince, as the signet-ring by bearing the initials of

the possessor, who thus marks it as his, receives its ideal

value, which is far greater than the real value. But von

Hofmann extends this further than could occur to the mind

of the prophet himself and his contemporaries, when he

quite without warrant. On the contrary, the throne of David

stands here plainly in contrast with the sinking world-empires

(ver. 22).—D^C, used so absolutely, not : to put on, wear, but to

place, make into something ; cf. for the rest Cant. viii. 6 ; Jer.

xxii. 24; Eccles. xvii. 17, xlix. 11.
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interprets the words thus :
" This not merely means, that

lie will preserve him or hold him in honour like a signet-

ring, but that He will give him the place of a signet-ring

and use him as one ... in the sense that only tliat and all

that has existence and value before God, which has the seal

of His acknowledgment and the stamp of His approval, by

being submitted to Zerubbabel " {Schriftbeweis, ii. 2, p. 600).

Only the fulfilment could bring out such a range of meaning

in this mysteriously indefinite, but certainly from the first

astonishingly magnificent, oracle. That this promise is

attached to Zerubbabel's person, with which Ezek. xvii. 22 f.

should be compared, is to be estimated in the same way as

Haijfjai's statement about the world-embracimi significance of

the temple now to be built. Here also a step in advance is

seen in Zechariaii, in that he expressly distinguishes between

the present bearer of office and the future Messiah. Haggai

keeps to the present prince, but to him as the representative

of the Davidic race and heir of the " unchangeable mercies of

David" (Isa. Iv. 3),—certainly not without a consciousness

that he was but an imperfect representative of that divine

kingdom, which should attain perfect form in Israel in the

person of a scion of David. The circumstance, that the two

genealogies of Jesus contain the name Zerubbabel, points

to the true fulfilment, Mark i. 12 f
.

; Luke iii. 27.



ZECHARIAH.

Introduction.

i. zechariah, chs. i.-viii.

Zechariah (!^^"]?f = •"'
"i^l, lie whom Yahveh remembers, a

common name; LXX: Za^apia<i; Vulg.: Zacharias), contempo-

rary of Haggai, according to Ezra v. 1, vi. 14, in common with

the latter promoted the building of the temple, which is con-

firmed by his prophecies contained in the first part of the book

(chs. i.—viii.). In the passages of Ezra just referred to he is

simply called xnyin, whereas the present heading and i. 7

make him appear as son of Berechiah and grandson of Iddo.

It has indeed been suggested that rT'Dia'p in the present book

is a later addition ; this has been most acutely defended by

Bleek (Altt Einl; cf. Thcol. Stud. v.. Krit. 1852, p. 310 ff.),

who thinks that the author of chs. ix.—xi. was Zechariah, son

of Jeberechiah (mentioned Isa. viii. 2) ; but the compiler, who

identified the two, transferred this rTiiia p from the heading

of ch. ix. and combined it with nv p. Similarly Knobel,

Ortenberg. But this explanation has little probability. Eather

the not uncommon circumstance may be assumed (cf. Gen,

xxix. 5 ; 2 Kings ix. 20), that in the Ezra passages the

prophet is named after the well-known grandfather, his father

being passed by, perhaps, for the very purpose of avoiding

any confusion with the Zechariah mentioned in Isa. viii. 2
;

perhaps, also, because the father had died early. As the

Zechariah and Iddo mentioned in Neh. xii. 4, 16 are also to
301
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be regarded as identical with the men in question here, it is

clear from that chapter that they belonged to a priestly

family ; and also that Iddo, the grandfather of Zechariah,

returned from exile with Zerubbabel, and was the head of a

jiriestly house, in which dignity he was followed by Zechariah,

who must himself have been still young at the time of his

prophetic appearance, as his grandfather was still living after

the return from exile. Of his life we know nothing in detail,

and just as little of his death; as what is said in Matt,

xxiii. 35 of the murder of a Zechariah, son of Berechiah,

cannot apply to our prophet, of whose violent death there is

no hint, but must be referred to Zechariah, son of Jehoiadah,

2 Chron. xxiv. 20 ff.

The time, circumstances, and occasion of the appearance of

Zechariah were much the same as in Haggai's case (see there).

Zechariah's oracles, also, belong mostly to the second year of

Darius (520 B.C.), when the united efforts of the two prophets

succeeded in again setting on foot the work of temple-

building. The last oracles of Zechariah preserved to us bear

a date only later by two years (vii. 1)—fourth year of Darius

(518 B.C.). The purpose of his prophecies is also the same

as in Haggai. They are meant to encourage to that work,

and to inspire confidence in the future of the nation and of

(Jod's kingdom. But the contents are richer, as well as the

form. The latter consists, in great part, of visions. In chs.

i. 7-vi. visions in the proper sense of the word, imparted to

the prophet, are related, i.e. sensuous pictures of high spiritual

significance which a higher power placed before his soul, and

over against which he stood at first as recipient, until, by the

help of the divine word, he gradually saw their significance.

It ought not to be asserted that this form of vision sprang

from foreign (Persian, Babylonian ?) influences. It is found

already in Amos, Isaiah, Jeremiah. On the other hand,

the influence of foreign elements is seen in the awkward

style of Zechariah, and in the use of the Chalda^an names
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of the mouths. The language is pretty free from

Aramaisms.

The obscurity of the visions was complained of in early

days (Jerome, ct al.), and has been blamed in modern days.

Yet the nature of a vision implies that, like a parable, it

leaves something to reflection ; and does not express itself in

simple thoughts, but gives scope for the play of imagination.

The main thoughts are clear ; and the complaint of Jerome is

just as exaggerated as the criticism of de Wette, to the effect

that the symbolism of the prophet shows no inventive genius,

is unwarranted. To contemporaries the pictures—simple, yet

grand and stately in form—must have appeared still plainer

and richer in meaning. They are, to some extent, of poetical

beauty ; but always appropriate to the lofty subject which

they seek to set forth. The theological gain is not slight.

After a preliminary exhortation to repentance (i. 1—6),

there follows, in i. 7—ch. vi., an account of seven visions which

Zechariah saw in one night, and to which shorter or longer

oracles are attached. The purpose of the pictures and words

is, in general, a consolatory one. The punishment of the

heathen nations that despise Israel's God is imminent (i. 8 ff.,

ii. 1 ff , vi. 1 ff.) ; Jerusalem, lying in abasement, will, by

God's grace, rise to a height of prosperity and power never

before reached or dreamt of when Yahveh comes to dwell

therein (i. 13 ff., ii. 5 ff.). The priesthood there has a glorious

future, and expects a wondrous consummation in the days of

the Messiah, when God shall establish perfect reconciliation

between Himself and His people (ch. iii.). Side by side with

the priesthood, in God's sight, stands the sacred monarchy

;

both together convey perpetually God's Spirit to the Church,

so that, like the candlestick in the temple, it makes its light

shine to His glory (ch. iv.). First, of course, the land must

be cleansed from its sins (false swearing, sins of trade !),

ch. v.

The conclusion is a symbolical action enjoined on the
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prophet, representing the union of the high-priestly with the

regal dignity in the Messiah's person.

A longer discourse of the prophet is preserved from the

fourth year of Darius (chs. vii., viii.), which he delivered on

occasion of an inquiry, in the days of Jerusalem's misfortune,

concerning the necessity of fasting, and in which he sheds

li'dit on the conditions of a favourable turn in the fortunes of

the city. If only the inhabitants of city and country will

not fail in keeping the God-commanded duties to neighbours

(vii. 9 f., viii. 16 f.), as already required by the early prophets,

God fully intends to turn their fast-days into feast-days, and

to make Jerusalem the much-frequented centre of the earth,

and the channel of salvation to all nations.

II. ZECHARIAH, CUS. IX.-XIV.

While the authorship of the Zechariah named in the head-

ing, and the contemporary of Zerubbabel, in regard to chs.

i.-viii. is acknowledged without question on the part of

criticism, strong objection has been raised for a century past

against ascribing chs. ix.-xiv. to the same period and the same

author. The first impulse to such doubts was given by the

citation in Matt, xxvii. 9 f., by which passage the Englishman

Joseph Mede felt himself compelled to ascribe Zech. ix.-xii,

to Jeremiah ; so with the Englishmen Hammond, Kidder,

Whiston, et al. The proper critical attempts, however, begin

only in 1784, when the Hamburg preacher Fliigge published

his anonymous treatise, in which he referred chs. ix.-xiv. to

pre-exilic days, but split them up into nine fragments of

different dates. Less arbitrary were the contemporary pro-

posals of Bishop W. Newcome, who in 1785 published a

commentary on the Minor Propliets, in which he also made

Zech. ix.-xiv. arise in pre-exilic days—chs. ix.-xi. before the

fall of the kingdom of Ephraim, chs. xii.-xiv. in the time

between Josiah's death and the overthrow of Jerusalem. This
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hypothesis, iu its main features, has found most acceptance

with critics down to recent days. In his wake, in addition

to the pre-exilic origin, the twofold division was accepted

(with exception, e.g., of liosenmliller, who supposed but one

author in the time of Uzziah), chs. ix.—xi. being generally

placed in the Isaianic age, chs. xii.—xiv. in the days of

Jereniiah. So, with deviations in details, Bertholdt (Introd.),

Knobel, Ewald, v. Ortenberg, Bleek, E. Meier, Diestel, Schrader,

Steiner, et al. Hitzig, Reuss, in the case of chs. xii.—xiv.,

rather suggest Manasseh's days. Over against this entire

group stands another, which transfers chs. ix.—xiv. to late

post-exilic, post-Zecharian days. So Eichhorn, who, after long

vacillation {Introd., ed. 4), assigned these pieces to different

epochs of the Greek-Maccabsean period (332 B.C. to 161 B.C.),

So also Corrodi, H. E. G. Paulus, Bottcher (Neue JEhrenlesc,

ii. 216). Vatke does not come quite so far down (fifth

century). On the other hand, B. Stade has recently sought,

in lengthy investigations, to show that the entire Second Part

of Zechariah (chs. ix.—xiv.) is the work of one author writ-

ing in the first decades of the third century B.C. Still, also, the

unity of composition of the entire book, according to the

traditional view, is defended by eminent advocates of different

schools. So by M. J. H. Beckhaus {Intcgritdt d-cr propli.

Schriften, 1796), Jahn {Einl.), F. B. Koster, Hengstenberg,

de Wette {Einl., ed. 4, whereas in ed. 1-3 he accepted pre-

exilic origin), Stahelin, Havernick, Umbreit, Hofmann, Kohler,

Burger, Keil, Kliefoth, Lange, Bredenkamp, C. H. H. Wright,

ct al.

Against the unity of the author, and of the date of the

entire book, criticism alleges

—

a. The great diversity of literary

form and manner existing generally between Parts I. (chs.

i.-viii.) and II. (chs. ix.—xiv.). This is not to be denied,

although it would be a mistake to let this formal element

alone decide. In Part II. are wanting those careful headings,

with indication of author and date, which are found in

20
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Zecli. i. and Haggai. Clis. ix. 1, xii. 1, have a different

character, apart from the fact tliat their origin is doubtful

(cf. on xii. 1). The style in Tarts I. and II, is very different,

both as relates to the phraseology in particular, and the tenor

of discourse generally. Common phrases (such as ac^l "lay,

vii. 14 and ix. 8) cannot be cited as between other prophetic

writings. The peculiar expressions of Part I. (cf. a catalogue

of these in Kohler, ii. 27) are not found in Part II., and

conversely (cf. ibid. iii. 303 f.), which certainly, as Kohler

rightly points out, is closely connected with the diversity of

contents. The different tenor of the whole is of still greater

importance. Whereas Zech. i., in the visions, indeed, presents

an abundance, even in an resthetic aspect, of noble, lofty

figures, but elsewhere offers a somewhat awkward, prosaic

style ; Part II., on the other hand, where visions proper do

not occur, exhibits in the discourses a spirit and a fire of

enthusiasm, such as one meets with elsewhere only in early

proplietic writings, but there all the oftener.

—

h. As to con-

tents, the circle of thought is also quite different in the two

parts of the book, and where passages of similar sound occur

{e.g. ii. l-I and ix. 9) they stand, looked at closely, in an

essentially different connection inwardly. However, this, too,

cannot be conclusive against the unity of the author, as, e.g., we

cannot demand that Zechariah, in his later discourses, should

use again the entire angelology of the visionary part, the figure

of Satan, the seven eyes of God, etc.—c. A much more im-

portant point is, that the outward historical and political

situation, presupposed in chs. ix.—xiv., is not tliat of the age

of Zerubbabel. In the First Part, among the heathen nations

hostile to God's people, Babylon is prominent, and almost alone

comes into view ; on the other hand, in chs. ix.-xi., Syrians,

I'hcenicians, Philistines appear ; then as great powers,

swallowing up the nation, Assyria and Egypt, finally Javan

in the distance. The single cities of the Syrians, Phoenicians,

and Philistines still enjoy a certain independence ; Gaza, at
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any rate, still has its own king (ix. 3). In Zerubbabel's time

these countries (with the exception of Egypt) scarcely any

longer come into serious account as political powers. That

the heathen powers in question were only named in virtue of

an " archaic schematism," as traditional types of the foes of

God's kingdom, is little probable, in view of the inartificial

vividness of these oracles.

—

d. As relates to the circumstances

of Israel in chs. ix.—xi., captives of the nation are found in

foreign lands (ix. 11 f.) ; but a more general exile is still to

come (x. 2, 9) ; the temple at Jerusalem is still standing

(xi. 13), despite ix. 8, which glances back, not at a destruc-

tion, but at the various levyings of tribute that had occurred.

Nay, even Ephraim has not gone into exile. This northern

kingdom is not only often mentioned (as, in any case, in

viii. 13), but is presupposed as a still existing power

(ix. 10, 13, x. 6 f., xi. 7, 14). In distinction from this, chs.

xii.—xiv. certainly are occupied with Judah-Jerusalem, which

is severely threatened.— c. The chief moral and religious

faults, presupposed in Part II., are pre-exilic. This part still

contends chiefly against idolatry (x. 2), and regards the

extirpation of the false prophets as yet future ; their number

must still have been great at the time when Zech. xiii. 2-6

was written. On the other hand, in ch. v. nothing is heard

of these pollutions of the land. Generally speaking, after the

exile there is no complaint about idolatry, and little about

false prophets ; cf., at all events, Neh. vi. 14 ; the incantatorcs,

Mai. iii. 5, are of a different kind. The explanation that by

idolatry is understood that which is opposed to God's will, is

again too artificial.

The elements adduced under c. and d. seem to us especially

to be decisive for diversity of age and author ; and, at the

same time, many of the points dwelt on are strongly in

favour of the pre-exilic origin of the Second Part.

To be more definite, it seems right to see in Zech. ix.-xi. a

prophecy of a later contemporary of Hosea. The northern
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kingdom still stands, but it is threatened with an invasion of

the Assyrians from the north-east (xi. 1 f.), and exile in

Assyria and Egypt (x. 9 f
.

; cf. Hos. xi. 11). The prophet

who, in ch. xi., appears as a shepherd of the nation in God's

stead, even seems to have worked in the northern kingdom,

])erhaps a JiuUean like Amos (cf. on xi. 13), who, during the

last tumults which, after the decease of Jeroboam II., pre-

ceded the destruction of that kingdom, had to discharge the

desperate mission of again joining the country to Judah, and

saving it from destruction,—an attempt which, after he had

acquired influence for a short time, at least with a portion of

the community, failed for want of deeper insight and good

disposition even on the part of the more receptive (see on

xi. 4 ff). If this date of the oracles is the right one, the

description of the Messianic king, ix. 9, forms a transition

from the more general promises of Hosea to the more definite

ones of Isaiah.

In Zech. xii.-xiv., on the other hand, the scenery is notably

different. Ephraim is no longer thought of. Jerusalem is

severely threatened by the enemy, and will also, according to

xiv. 1 f , first succumb to him ; but not for ever, as, on the

contrary, it is destined to survive all attacks of the heathen,

and, as the holy city of God, to triumph over them. The

period from the death of Josiah at Megiddo (xii. 11) to the

fall of Jerusalem suggests itself as the date of origin, therefore

the time of Jeremiah. That this unnamed prophet at

Jerusalem belonged, on account of xii. 1 ff., to the body of

prophets opposed to Jeremiah, who held out vain hopes to

the citizens, would be a perverse conclusion, as he by no

means regards Jerusalem as impregnable ; but, on the contrary,

in xiv. 1 f. announces its capture, xii. 1 ff. consequently speak-

in<' of a more remote future. Also, like Jeremiah, he finds

himself in utter opposition to the vagrant prophets (xiii. 2 ff.).

The often attempted proof of the unmistakeable literary

dependence of these two sections on the last pre-exilic
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prophets has not been established. Doubtless, if Joel were

late post-exilic, the section, Zech. xii.-xiv., which is plainly

dependent on him, would have to be placed still later ; see,

however, Introd. to Joel. What, on the other hand, has

recently been alleged, especially by Stade, to establish the

dependence of these chapters (ix.-xiv.) on Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

etc., rests on subjective combination, and leads to the

unsatisfactory conclusion that the author of these pieces was

no prophet, but a scribe, who patched together an " eschato-

logical compendium " out of earlier prophecies. For this,

however, his oracles, differing so widely from their supposed

bases, are too original. The mention of Javan, also, does not

compel us to come down to the Greek period (third century),

as little as Joel iv. 6, which passage explains its mention

in Zech. ix. 13. This late period, recommended by Stade,

has against it, apart from the fact that the second part of

the Canon was then certainly closed, the circumstance that

there the historical and political conditions for these oracles

are wanting. To understand by Egypt and Assyria the

Ptolemaean and Seleucid kingdom is very bold. That the

latter would scarcely be described by Assyria in this age, see

Kohler in Herzog, xiii. p. 182. In the same way, the

explanation of the house of David and the house of Levi, in

ch. xii. (at end) of the Jerusalem nobles and priests, who are

said to have sat together in a court and condemned an

innocent man to death, is foreign to the text. But especially

in that period is the ground wanting for the entire appearance

of the prophet (not scribe !) in God's stead, as is related in

xi. 4 ft". The dilution of this vivid delineation into a

"rhetorical turn" (Stade, i. 26), is much like a renouncing of

explanation. In the same way, the interpretation of the

three shepherds (xi. 8) as heathen powers, especially the three

empires of the Assyrians, Babylonians, and Persians (Stade,

i. 71), which dissolved one the other, only shows the impossi-

bility of getting a meaning out of the words suitable to that
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period. No better is the desperate explanation of xi. 14 :

The people ridiculed the future (!) reunion of Israel and

Judali, as well as the Messianic hopes attached thereto, of

which the author prophesied in chs. ix., x. (Stade, i. 28)!

Little as, in face of the wide discrepancy in the results of

criticism, we can reasonably consider the question as settled,

we, meanwhile, see no more acceptable historical position for

these sections than the one advocated above. In Zech. ii. as

in Isa. xl.-lxvi., we have to do with prophecies which are not

expressly ascribed to any prophet. Hence the controversy

turns, not on the genuineness, but only on the correctness of

the traditional view respecting the composition, and does not

lessen the intrinsic value of these oracles. If we are asked

how the tradition which we regard as erroneous could be

formed, or how these prophecies could be added to Zechariah's

book, it is conceivable that they stood anonymously at the

close of the Minor Prophets, and afterwards, when Malachi

was added, lost their independence and were joined to

Zechariah. (So also Strack, Handiudrterh., 2 ed. i. 174 f. ^^ 3

ed. i. 255.) The similarity of the passages, ii. 14 and

ix. 9, miglit contribute to the supposition of a Zecharian

origin, as also xi. 17 and xiii. 7, in Tart II., invited to the

combination. Because of the commonness of the name

Zechariah, two authors of the same name have been suggested,

and therewith in reference to chs. ix.-xi. the Zechariah

mentioned in Isa. viii. 2, who even had a father of the same

name as the post-exilic Zechariah. See the further hypothesis

at the beginning of this Introduction.

Eecent literature on Zechariah specifically : M. Baumgarten,

Die Nachtgesichie Sacliarjas, 2 Bde., Brauuschw. 1854—55 (on

chs. i.—vi., from realistic standpoint, with practical aim, well

done in particular parts). AV. Xeumann, Die Wcissagunfjcn

di'S Sakharjah, Stuttg. 1860 (little objective, occasionally

suggestive, often fantastic). August. Kohler, Die Weissa-

(jungen Sack, 2 Bde., Erlangen 18G1-63 (distinguished by
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completeness aud moderation, the most probable on tbe

situation ; cf. also his article " Sacharja " in Herzog). Th.

Kliefoth, Dcr Froph. Sack., Scliwerin 1862. C. J. Breden-

kanip, Der Proph. Sack., Erlangen 1879. C. H. H. Wright,

Zcchariali and his Prophecies, London 1879. W. H. Lowe,

The Hebrew Student's Commentary on Zechariah, London,

1882.—On the critical question concerning Zech. ix.—xiv.

:

B. G. Fliigge, Die Weissagitngen, welche den Sehriften des

Proj^h. Zacharias leigcbogcn sind, Goetting. 1818. Hengsten-

berg, Die Authenti^ des Daniel u. die Integritdt des Sacharja,

Berlin 1831. J. D. F. Burger, Etudes sur Ic 23^'oph. Zacharie,

Strassburg 1841. V. Ortenberg, Die Bestandtheile des B.

Sacharja, Gotha 1859. B. Stade, " Deuterozacharja," in

Zeitschr. f. alttcst. Wissensch. i. 1 ff. ; ii. 151 ff., 275 ff.

First Discourse of Zechariah : PiEpent ! i. 1-6.

LI. In the eighth month, in the second year of Darius,

came the word of Yahveh to Zechariah, son of Berechiah, son

of Iddo, the prophet, as follows : 2. Yahveh was exceedingly

wroth with your fathers. 3. Thus therefore shalt thou say

to them : Thus says Yahveh of hosts, Beturn to me, is the

Chapter L

Yer. 1. In the eighth month, called formerly Bui, in post-

exilic days ]\Iarcheswan, answering for the most part to

November. Contrary to custom the day is not stated; in

view of the indefinite expression (Hag. i. 1 different) it is not

probable that the new moon is meant.—This date falls between

the time of the second and the third discourse of Haggai.

—

On the second year of Darius, see Introd. to Haggai.—On the

person and descent of Zechariah, see Introd. Yer. 2 ff. The
style here is similar in emphasis to Haggai. Cf. the often

repeated msnv 'n. Yer. 3. 2"lt^•, on man's side of turning to

God, N. T. iMirdvoia, is not to be limited to the work of temple-

building, for which they were already prepared. They are to

turn from aversion to God in general. Then will God again

turn in mercy to them. Cf. 2 Cliron. xxx. 6 ; Jas. iv. 8.
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oracle of Yahveh of hosts, and I will return to you, says

Yahveh of liosts. 4. Be not like your fathers, to whom
the former prophets cried thus :

" Thus says Yahveh of hosts,

Turn now from your evil ways, and your evil deeds
:

" but

they heard not and hearkened not to me, is Yahveh's oracle.

5. Your fathers, where are they ? and can the prophets

live for ever ? 6. But my words and my decrees, with

which I entrusted my servants the prophets, did they not

overtake your fathers, that they turned and said : Like as

Yahveh of hosts thought to do to us, according to our ways
and our deeds, so he dealt with us ?

EXPOSITIOX.

Contents of ch. i. 1-G. Lay to heart the fate of your

fathers and repeut I

Zechariah also opens his prophecies with a call to repent.

Let the present generation hear him and not act like its

fathers, who were smitten with the penalty of exile, because

they were always deaf to the exhortations to repentance

!

Ver. 4. The fathers are the pre-exilic generation, the former
prophets the pre-exilic, whose preaching of repentance remained
without effect, on which account the exile came of necessity.

The words put into their mouth especially recall Jeremiah

;

cf. Jer. iii. G-iv. 4, vii. 3, 5, xviii. 11, xxvi. 13, etc., and also

Ezek. xxxiii. 11. Kethib DS-.^'H;)? from rhhv, of which else-

where the plur. as in Zeph. iii. 7. Keri has the usual 03"^^'^

(as in ver, 6) from S^yo ; also from the stem ^^y. Ver. 5.

Your fathers, where are they? not triumphantly, as in Jer.

xxxvii. 19, but according to the next clause : Would they
were here ; but they can no longer come to tell how they
fared. Even those prophets died like other men ; they can no
longer show liow their tln-eatenings were fulfilled. Ver. G.

IX, limiting, alludes to the certainly obvious state of things.

The tvo7'ds of Yahveh are, according to the context, threaten-
ing (Jer. xxxix. 16), His decrees ('pn), judicial decisions (Zeph.
ii. 2).

—

Overtaken. The divine threats form a pursuing force,

which finally overtakes the sinner.

—

As Yahveh (according to

His words) thought to do to us, alludes to Lam. ii. 17. The
prayer of Dan. ix. 4 ft", also is in the mind of such penitent
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In tliis preliminary saying the prophet shows himself anxious

to preserve to his generation the fruit of a hundred years'

experience. The fathers, indeed, were brought to reflection by

punishment ; but they are no longer present to bear witness

to the gravity of God's words, and so the lessons which they

learned by grievous experience might easily be lost to the

present generation. That in point of fact heathen practices

were abandoned in the exile, as the people were taught

wisdom by suffering, is shown in general by the spirit and

bearing of the people during that time, and especially by its

progress in post-exilic days. But it was due to the labours

of the post-exilic prophets that the restored generation, which

soon showed a strong leaning to worldliness, was preserved

from falling back into its old ways.

Zechaeiah's Night-Yisions, I. 7-Ch. vi.

1. 2%e Divine Company of Horsemen, i. 7-1 7.

7. On the four and twentieth day of the eleventh month,

which is the mouth Shebat, in the second year of Darius,

came the word of Yahveh to Zechariah, son of Berechiah, son

of Iddo, as follows : 8. I saw in the night, and beheld a man
riding on a red horse, who kept among the myrtle-trees, which

are in the hollow : and behind him red, bay, and white horses.

exiles. Yer. 7. This date falls exactly two months later than

the last oracles of Ha^gai. The month Shebat answers about

to our February. Yer. 8. In that night, the night from the

23rd to the 24th, as the Hebrew makes the day begin with

sunset. The ^vord of Yahveh, ver. 7, general statement of

divine revelation, as no words of God follow immediately in

ver. 8.—/ sa^v, prophetically, I received divine visions. These

words, like those of ver. 7, apply to all visions up to vi. 8,

which accordingly belong to one night.—njni introduces the

first thing he saw.—n^voa (without dagesh in the h ; so not

from 9?)i, but = n^^vp, Micah vii. 19), i?i the hollow, applies to

a locality in the immediate neighbourhood of the temple,

then known under this name, one of the ravines at the foot
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9. Then I said, "What are tliese, my Lord ? Then the angel

mIio spake ^vith me said to me : I will show thee what these

are. 10. Then the man who kept among the myrtles began

and said : These are they whom Yahveh sent to go to and

fro in the earth. 11. And they answered the angel of

Yahveh who kept among the myrtles, and said : We have

gone to and fro in the earth, and, behold, the whole earth lies

of the temple-hill, as in vi. 1, whence the chariots start.

According to this passage LXX here and ver. 10 f. Dnnn
instead of D''Dinn, which, however, is to be rejected.

—

Horses,

of course with riders.—D1K, red, frequently used of blood

or red wine, but also of lentils, Gen. xxv. 30 ; so also

reddish-brown, hrown ; so commonly, if of horses.—P'lb (here

only apart from Isa. xvi. 8) bright red, sorrel, of horses (like

Arabic asclikaru), tail and mane also red. Instead of this,

LXX -vj/apo/ xa) rrcixiXoi, asheii grey and speckled. Accordingly,

Ewald so supplements the text as to make four colours, as in

vi. 2 ff. But there also the colours are different, and in vi. 3

one colour is expressed in LXX by these two adjectives.

Ver. 9. In regard to the question, see on Amos vii. 8.—By
"•ilX, not ''3^X, he addresses an angel, plainly distinguished in

his eyes from God ; this angel speaks to him (2 "lan, see on

Hos. i. 2), and is the medium of the revelations he receives

(ver. 13, ii. 7, iv. 1 ff'.). / ?/;/// shoiv thee, the further course of

the visions will show thee. Ver. 10. The leader of the horse-

men is also their spokesman. He announces them before the

dwelling of God as those who were sent forth to traverse the

earth, pnnn, with the purpose of exploring, reconnoitring, as

in Job ii. 2. Ver. 11. The mir/d of Yalivcli is shown by the

clause "'Dinn pa ir^vn to be identical with the leader of the

horsemen. The discovery of ver. 10 makes clear that all the

horsemen are divine messengers, i.e. angels ; but in this case

their leader must be """^ "1X70 y.ar l^., in whom God is mani-
fested most directly, and by whose mission He has again and
again distinguished His people; cf. Ex. xiv\ 19; Josh. v. 13 ft'.,

ct al.— They answer (n^V), like the choir to the choragus,

announcing the result of their mission. In vv. 12, 13 also

T\iV applies to a discourse which is not properly an answer to

the one who has just spoken. In no case is the " angel of

Yahveh " identical with the angdus interpres (against Hitz.,

Ew.). Lather one may, with Kcihler, Hofmann, Baunig., Keil,

d at., distinguish the angel of Yahveh from the leader of the
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at rest and still.— 12. Then the angel of Yahveh answered

and said : Yahveh of hosts, how long yet wilt thou not

have mercy on Jerusalem and the cities of Judah, with

which thou hast been wroth now seventy years? 13. Then

Yahveh answered the angel who spake with me good words,

comforting words. 14. Then the angel who spake with me
said to me : Cry thus. Thus has Yahveh of hosts said : I burn

for Jerusalem and for Zion with great zeal; 15. and I am
exceeding angry against the careless heathen : because when

I was a little wroth, they helped on the evil. IG. Therefore

thus says Yahveh : I turn again to Jerusalem in mercy : my

horsemen also, and contrast him with the latter, which, how-
ever, is scarcely permitted by the twice-used, exactly similar

clause, " who stood among the myrtles." For the identity of

these two Drus., Eosenmiiller, Umbreit, Hengst., Neum.,
Bredenk. et al. also.—nc"", to lie peacefully, cf. Micah v. 3.

Ver. 12. Dyr with accus. as in Isa. Ixvi. 14; Mai. i. 4.

—

Seventy years, emphasised with reference to Jer. xxv. 11,

xxix. 10. There certainly the starting-point and end are

different from here (see on Jer.), where plainly the final

conquest by Nebuchadnezzar, having the overthrow of the

city and temple for its consequence, is regarded as the begin-

ning of the seventy years' desolation. Since then almost seven

years have now elapsed. Ver. 13. God's answer to the com-
plaining question is imparted to the angelus intevpres, because

designed for the prophet. The latter perceives at once that

they are words of comfort, but cannot understand the purport

until the angel imparts them to him, ver. 14. Cf. also Jer.

xxix. 10 on the good, salutary words.—ni"'pn3 (to be read with-

out dagesh), properly consolations, as in Isa. Ivii. 18, therefore in

apposition : words which are consolations, comforting things.

Ver. 14. ^'\\> = -A.rip{jG6itv, as in i. 4. i^2p in Joel ii. 18. Ver. 15.

"iU>s=:jworf, oTi.—oyo, applying, not to the time, but the degree

of the anger. The wrath of Yahveh against His people was
still only moderate ; they acted wilfully, and did more than

He commanded them. Thus throudi their fault the retributive

suffering was greater than it should have been according to

the measure of God's anger. Thus the heathen, instead of

acting merely as instruments of God's judgments, went much
further of their own will ; as to the matter, cf. Isa. xlvii. 6.

Ver. 16. P^, on account of the present injustice.

—

T\)p, the

unusual form replaced in Keri by the later usual mono-
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liouse shall be built in it, is the oracle of Yahveh of hosts

and the measuring line shall be stretched out over Jerusalem.

17. Cry again thus : Thus has Yahveh of hosts said, My
cities shall yet overflow with good ; and Y^ahveh will again

show compassion to Zion, and again choose Jerusalem.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. i. 7-17. First Vision: The Divine Band

of Horsemen. 1, Introduction to all the visions, ver. 7

;

2. Announcement respecting the state of the earth, vv. 8-11

;

3. Comforting prospects, vv. 12-17.

The visions, of which the prophet saw an entire cycle in

one memorable night, are no dreams, still less figurative

coverings, invented by himself, of his own thoughts, but

genuine prophetic visions. These being imparted to him by

night, is the consequence of the night being more favourable

for still contemplation than the busy day with its distractions.

The visions, which follow here, have in iieneral a comforting,

hortatory purpose. They are meant to encourage Yahveh's

faithful ones to willing endurance and earnest furtherance of the

work of the Lord, by assuring them of the blessed future of that

kingdom of God which grows out of such slight beginnings.

The first vision, i. 7-17, brings before us an animated

scene transacted before the eyes of the seer at the foot of the

syllabic form (ii^), as in the kindred passage, Jer. xxxi. 39.

The measuring-line stretched over Jerusalem, i.e. its extent
is marked out for rebuilding. The figure is again surpassed
by ver. 17, and especially by ii. 5 ff. Ver. 17. "IW, thrice tlie

return of the best, golden age of Jerusalem is emphatically
promised.—p3 (read n^yisn without dagesh in i), to spread,

scatter; here of the wealth of good things, which the city

walls are unable to contain ; cf. ii. 8.—DTO, on account of the
accus. to be regarded as Piel, but here has same meaning as

Niph., not exactly to comfort, but to sympathise.

—

To choose,

as in ii. IG, iii, 2. God had first chosen Jerusalem under
David, 2 Kings xxi. 7 ; 2 Chron. vi. 5.
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temple-hill. As appears also from Hag. ii. 6-9, 21, no

restoration of Jerusalem, its temple and monarchy, worthy

of the old prophetic oracles, could be conceived otherwise

than as connected with mighty convulsions. The sluggish

calm of the inhabitants of earth, who cared little for Yahveh's

dwelling, lay therefore like an Alp on the soul of His zealous

servants. What Zechariah here says is the first lightning-

flash of the divine wrath against this careless world, which is

hostile to His people, or at least indifferent to His cause.

The horses which he sees assembling from all sides before

the dwelling of Yahveh, which is conceived to be on earth,

are not post-horses (so the majority of modern writers, with

allusion to the Persian imperial post, Herod, viii. 98, iii. 126
;

Xen. Cyrop. viii. 6. 17), but war-horses; those who ride on

them are the Lord's diverse war-host, which He has sent

forth to make a survey of the scene of their future operations.

Their going about the whole earth has not, indeed, God's

plagues, war, etc., for its immediate consequence (as in

Rev. vi.) ; but is a preparation for attacking the world, of

which they meanwhile report that it lies in careless security.

Even the colour of their horses is menacing, as their leader

rides one of the colour of blood, and red is predominant.

The bright red may point to fire ; the white, which appears

last, is the colour of victory and triumph. That the angel of

the Lord Himself,—for as such the leader appears,—who in

the old days of the wars of Yahveh led the celestial and

earthly hosts to victory over the heathen, has already

mounted his blood-red steed, is a sign of the near outbreak

of the Lord's judgments, which are to save His people.

Moreover, from the lips of this angel the prophet hears

eloquent complaint of the long subjection of Israel, and

receives through his angel, who communicates to him the

revelation subjectively (whereas the angel of Yahveh presents

them objectively), the comforting, positive assurances, vv. 16,

17, which are really the end aimed at. According to these.
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Jerusalem shall remain the city of God, which the Lord of

heaven and earth has chosen for His seat, and will be seen

with its temple in a form, even in outward appearance,

worthy of this high distinction.

2. Four Horns and Four Smiths, ii. 1-4.

II. 1. Then I lifted up mine eyes and saw, and behold

fours horns ! 2. Then I said to the angel who spake with

me. What mean these ? Then he said to me : These are the

horns which have scattered Judah, Israel, and Jerusalem.

3. Then Yahveh showed me four smiths. 4. Then I said,

What come these to do ? Then he said as follows : These

are the horns which scattered Judah, so that no man could

lift up his head ; these then are come to terrify them, in

order to cast down the horns of the heathen, which have lifted

up the horn against the land of Judah to scatter it.

Chapter II.

Ver. 1. The lifting uj) of the eyes introduces a new vision (as

in ii. 5, v. 1, vi. 1 ; Dan. viii, 3, x. 5) , but following closely in

time on the first.

—

Horns, symbol of power; cf. Amos vi. 13;
Jer. xlviii. 25, ct al. These horns, indeed, are viewed in con-

crete form ; but as they are used symbolically, a political

character may at once be ascribed to them in ver. 2. That the

seer beheld them planted on heads of animals, is not to be

supposed, l:)ecause there is no intimation of it. Ver. 2. Israel,

without •) after Judah, is not to be understood of the Ephraimite
kingdom, but of entire Israel. Last, its centre, Jerusalem, is

named, in whose destruction the arrogance of the heathen
culminates. Yer. 3. Suiifhs = b^'^2 'n (Isa. xliv. 12), as the

horns were perhaps of iron (cf. Micah iv. 13). LXX differently :

carpenters. Yer. 4. As the smiths come with all their tools,

Zechariah asks their purpose.—^D3, properly, in keeping with
tlie way that none. . . .

—

To frighten them out of their con-

fident rest and reliance on their own strength (cf. i. 15). The
phrase does not so well suit the horns as tlie heathen, who are

meant by Dms.

—

'^\> NK'J (stronger than ti'X") 'j) implies pre-

sumption (cf. Ps. Ixxv. 5 f.) and (with ^K) also hostility.
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Exposition.

Contents of ch. ii. 1-4. Second Vision : Four Horns and

Four Smiths.

The first vision contained both threats of judgment against

the self-conscious heathen and promise to the subjugated

people of God. These two aspects of the first vision now

take shape in two independent visions, ch. ii. 1-4 exhibiting

to the seer the judgment on the world-powers, ch. ii. 5 ff. the

benefits of God to Israel. The number of the horns—four

—

is to be explained substantially as in Ezek. i. The entirety

of the world-powers is meant to be set forth exhaustively.

Four successive empires, which have done violence to Judah

in the past, are not to be seen, and are also not to be sought.

In distinction from Daniel, Zechariah is fond of a simultaneous

survey, not the presenting of a succession. Still less are the

four smiths to be interpreted of four historical personalities.

Their acts only are asked about ; who they are, is indifferent.

The main thought accordingly is : From whatever side a

world-power rises against the authority of Yahveli and His

people, it will find its master in a stronger one, whom God

has already appointed against it.

3. The Glorious Uphuilding of Jerusalem, ii. 5—17.

II. 5. Then I lifted up mine eyes and saw, and behold :

A man who had a measuring line in his hand ! 6. Then I

said. Whither goest thou ? And he said to me : To measure

Jerusalem in order to see how great its breadth and how great

Ver. 5. A man, indefinite introduction, as in i. 8. The angels

appearing in the vision are first so named according to their

appearance. Ver. 6. The prophet then also does not hesitate to

address them as they pass by.

—

To measure Jerusalem, thus to

begin the realisation of i. 16.

—

To see how great . . . i.e. how
much it still lacks of the right measure. There is not the least

suggestion here of the rebuilding of the still ruined city-walls.
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its length. 7. And behold, the angel who spake with me,

went forth, and another angel went out to meet him. 8. Then

he said to him, liuu, speak to the young man there thus

:

Jerusalem shall lie wide open for the multitude of men and

cattle within it. 9. But I will be to it, is Yahveh's oracle,

a wall of fire round about, and I will be the glory in its midst.

10. Alas, alas, flee ye then from the land of the north, is

Yahveh's oracle
;
yet have I scattered you to the four winds

of heaven, is Yahveh's oracle. 11. Alas, Zion, save thyself,

who dwellest with the daughter of Babylon! 12. For thus

Ver. 7. After the first has departed, tlie aiujchis intcrpres also

comes into view (NV^, prodibat), comes on the stage, so to speak.

And indeed the context shows that he comes from God, where

he has received a new message, w^hich again surpasses the

revelation received in i. 13-17. He is sent to the prophet, but

delivers the charge (ver. 8) to an angel whom he meets (ver. 7 h),

on which occasion the prophet learns the new message.

Ver. 8. To that young man there, the measurer seen still in the

distance. The designation points to his inexperience. He is

not yet initiated into God's higher counsels.

—

tS"i for nr^n, Ges.

§ 34, Anm. 2.

—

As open land, i.e. without walls (cf. Ezek.

xxxviii. 11), Jerusalem will lie (3K^, properly sit), because the

multitude of inhabitants will not bear such limitation. Thus,

there can be no question of fixing limits.—3'"ip like 3it3p, i. 17.

Ver. 9. Despite the absence of walls, there need be no fear as

to security. The Lord Himself will encircle it better than

walls and ramparts, as He is also the pledge and source of its

glory, as He takes up His abode in it (cf. ver. 14). A wall of

fire, in harmony with God's holy nature, one that consumes
everything approaching it with hostile purpose ; cf. elsewhere

Isa. XX vi. 1, xxxiii. 21. Ver 10. The exalting of Jerusalem
has for its reverse the punishing of the heathen : Jlee ye from
the land of the north, i.e. Chalda-a, according to the sequel : see

Tntrod. to Comm. on Jer. and Ezek. xxi. 2.—tjns, to be under-

stood in accordance with Ezek. xvii. 21 (against Hitz.).

—

To all

the four quarters of heaven, like the four winds of heaven. The
verifying chiuse first shows that the summons to flight has

goni^ forth to the scattered people of Yahveh. Ver. 11. Zion,

understood here, of course, of the community of Yahveh, the

f)opulation of Jerusalem, in opposition to which appears the

daiKjhtcr of Babyloyi in the accus., because 732 nn is just as well

the city itself; cf. Comm. on Isa. i. 8. Ver. 12. The speaker
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has Yahveh of hosts said : He sent me after glory to the

heathen who plundered you ; for whoever touches you touches

the apple of his eye. 13. For behold, I shake my hand

against them and they shall be a prey to their servants, and

you shall know that Yahveh of hosts has sent me.— 14. Sing

and rejoice, daughter of Zion ! For behold, I come to dwell

in thy midst, is Yahveh's oracle. 15. And many heathen

nations shall join themselves to Yahveh on that day, and

shall be my people, and I will dwell in thy midst, and thou

shalt know that Yahveh of hosts has sent me to thee.

IG. And Yahveh shall take possession of Judah as his

here is Yahveh Himself, more precisely, as the sequel shows
(he sent me), " the angel of Yahveh " (i. 11), who expresses

God's most peculiar nature and imparts His revelation to the

world, especially to His people. Cf. his appearance, i. 8 ff.

Sent after glory, i.e. to procure it (meant as in Hag. ii. 7). The
Lord is exceedingly sensitive to the wrongs inHicted on His
people. Whoever attacks them touches the aj)2ile of His eye

;

cf. the similar passage, Deut. xxxii. 10. The pupil is mentioned
as peculiarly sensitive to a mere touch.—Instead of '^yv, some
codices read ^TV, which is also possible, and is even said by the

Massoretes to be original, the third person being declared a

tiqqun sophcrim ; see Baer, and Strack, Dikdvke Hateamim, p. 45.

Ver. 13. The vxiving of the hand to strike, like Isa. xi. 15. The

better attested Massoretic reading is Dn''n2y^, not 'nay^.

—

A^id

you shall hnotv, that Yahveh of hosts sent me, as in ver. 15, iv. 9,

vi. 15, not with Targ. to be explained : you shall know by the

fulfilment, that Yahveh sent me to prophesy. This angel's

mission consists, not in mere words, but in deeds. When he

has transformed the world and introduced the kingdom of God,
they shall know that Yahveh is present in him. Ver. 14 turns

again to the happiness coming to Zion. All its glory, according

to ver. 9 and also Ezek. xliii. 9, xlviii. 35, etc., will have its root

and summit in Yahveh's abode in it ; cf. also Zech. ix. 9, where
certainly the Messiah is referred to. A^er. 15. Tins adhesion

of the heathen to God's people, by which His community will

be enlarged, is stated also in viii. 20 f. ; cf. xiv. 16 ff. and Hag.
ii. 7. In this way the many D''1J will become one Dy. The

significant w'ords repeated from ver. 13 f. Ver. 16. This

widening of the community does not preclude Yahveh still

acknowledging (^n:, to take as a possession, as in Ex. xxxiv. 9
;
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heritage in the lioly land, and shall again choose Jerusalem

17. Be still, all flesh, before Yahveh ! For He has risen up

out of his holy dwelling !

Exposition.

Contents of eh. ii. 5-1 7. Third Vision : The Glorious

Upbuilding of Jerusalem. 1. The City of God without

limits, vv. 5-9 ; 2. Recompense to the Heathen, vv.

10—13; 3. Happiness of Jerusalem, vv. 14—17.

Jerusalem of the present lacks much of its ancient great-

ness and glory. This third vision presents the consummation

of God's city, showing with dramatic vividness how not only

the empirical present, but even previous prophetic conceptions

will be expanded and spiritualised in the fulfilment. If

after i. IG we might think that a restoration of the city in its

early magnitude is meant, the eager youth, who would fain

set to work and begin with the measuring line, is taught that

there can be no measuring at all, as the growth of the richly

blessed city of God cannot be impeded by such fixing of

limits. They need not provide for its safety by building

walls, as the Lord will be as much their powerful guard with-

out as their internal source of inexhaustible glory. Here, as

in Isa. xxxiii. 21, the idea abandons the image of a city con-

ceivable to antiquity, and struggles after a more spiritual

conception.

A twofold prospect attaches itself to this revelation : first,

of the judgment on the heathen, who must yield up their

treasures to glorify Zion in punishment for their plunder of it

(vv. 10-13); and secondly, of the happiness of the city,

where Yahveh will then take up His abode. The judgment

Ezek. xxii. IG) Judah as his inheritance (cf. Deut. xxxii. 9),

which He causes to dwell in its God-given land of Canaan as a

holy land.

—

Again chooses Jerusalem, see i. 17.—Ver. 17, accord-

ing to Zeph. i. 7 ; Hab. ii. 20.—Announces the parousia : God
has already set out from His heavenly abode.
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on the world, like the dwelling of Yaliveh in Jerusalem, is

mediated by a messenger, who alternates with Yahveh

strangely in the discourse, vv. 12—15 : It is the angel

of Yahveh, in whom the divine natiire and will is most

directly revealed, wlio has received this double mandate.

His first mission was announced in i. 11. Moreover, the

dwelling of the Lord in Zion is mediated by him. It is

significant in the latter promise that the heathen also receive

a positive share in the benefits issuing from this most glorious

union of God with men. Many of them will do homage to

the Lord, who has anew made His land and people His own

inheritance, and so the centre of His rule upon earth.

4. The Hopeful Priesthood, ch. iii.

III. 1. And he showed me Joshua, the high priest, stand-

ing before the angel of Yahveh, while Satan stood at his

right hand to accuse him. 2. Then said Yahveh to Satan

:

Yahveh rebuke thee, Satan
;

yea, Yahveh, who has chosen

Jerusalem, rebuke thee ! Is not this a brand snatched from

Chapter IIL

Ver. 1. And he showed me, namely Yahveh (ii. 3), more pre-

cisely the angel communicating the visions (i. 9, iv. 1).

—

Joshua, of. Hag. i. 1.

—

Standing before, applies here, not to the

position of a servant or minister, but that of one accused

before his judge. The a^igel of Yahveh, as in i. 11 ; cf. ii. 12 ff".

According to ver. 5 also, he is to be thought of as standing.

—

Satan, i.e. the adversary, especially accuser, as the verb here

shows ; cf. Job ii. and Eev. xii. 10.

—

At his, i.e. Joshua's right

side. This may have been the usual position of the accuser

before the court. Ver. 2. Here also Yahveh and the angel of
Yahveh interchange. Yahveh speaks, but more exactly the

medium of His revelation mentioned in ver. 1 ; hence also the

spokesman speaks of Yahveh in the third person as of a higher

authority, of whose assent, however, he is certain.
—

"ij?:, to

rebuke, to put to silence by a sharp correction, as in Jer.

xxix. 27.—The rebuke is repeated in order to add to God's

name the character in which he could not do other than reduce
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the tire ? 3. But Joshua was clothed in fiUliy garments,

while he stood before the angel. 4. And he began and said

to them that stood before him as follows : Take the filthy-

garments off him ! And he said to him : Behold, I have

taken away thy guilt from thee, and festive garments shall be

put on thee. 5. Then I said : Let them (also) put a clean

Satan to silence: He has anew chosen Jerusalem, cf. i. 17,

ii. 16.—And in this (Joshua) has He not done a miracle of

grace, saving him from certain destruction? Cf. Amos iv. 11.

See the fate of his grandfather and father in Hag. i. 1. Ver. 3.

Supplementary circumstantial sentence. Filthy garments do
not merely denote the state of accusation. As with the

liomans the vcstis sordida (Livy, ii. 54, vi. 20) in this case is to

be thought of, not as filthy, but simply as dark-coloured ; so the

Israelites when accused wore at most black garments (Joseph.

Ant. xiv. 9. 4) as a sign of grief, and perhaps also of the stain

to be removed. Filthy garments, on tlie contrary, point to

actual guilt, see ver. 4. But Joshua, whom the two prophets,

Haggai and Zechariah, elsewhere highly honour, can scarcely

be thus marked out as a specially wicked sinner. Nor can we
take into account that he is supposed to have married his sons
to heathen women (Targ., Jerome, IJashi, Kinicbi). Of his

iamily in the wider sense, certainly such unions are related

(Ezra X. 18 ;
Neb. xiii. 28) ; but this falls at a considerably later

point.—Nor can the reference be to the entire guilt of the nation

(cf. Hag. ii. 11 ff., its uncleanness because of the leaving off of

the temple-building), Hitzig, Kohler; but the transgressions

and olfences, belonging in various forms to the administration

of liis predecessors and its interruption, as well as the defects

adhering of necessity in a Levitical respect to a high priest who
had grown u]) in a heathen land, nn'ght give rise to doubt of the

existence of a high priesthood valid and acceptable in the eyes

of Yahveh. Ver. 4. Then he began (the angel of Yahveh) and
said to those who stood as servants before him, the angel

(1 Kings X. 8). py vayn, as in 2 Sam. xii. 13. God's arrange-

ment in the perfect as commonly; cf. also. Isa. vi. 7.—The
infin. ca^ni, is still governed by the imperative.

—

Festive gar-

ments, strongest antithesis to the filthy garments, symbolise, not

merely righteousness, but honourable distinction from God.
Ver. 5. Instead of ">0N1, Ewald needlessly requires "iDN'i. LXX
omit it. According to the Hebrew text, the prophet, who is look-

ing on, joins in the action with the prayer, that the last article

of dress still wanting may not be forgotten, but given him in
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turban on his liead ; then they put a clean turban on his

head, and put garments on him, while the angel of Yahveh

(still) stood there. G. Then the angel of Yahveh testified to

Joshua as follows : 7. Thus says Yaiiveh of hosts : If thou

walkest in my ways and regardest my ordinance, and thou

both rulest my house and regardest my courts, then will I

permit thee to walk amoug them that stand there. 8. Hear

now, Joshua, the high priest, thou and thy colleagues, who

sit before thee—for men of a divine sign are they. For

behold, I will bring my scrcant Shoot. 9. For behold, the

clean form ; and his wish is complied with.

—

^''Ti, general expres-

sion for turban ; the high priestly one is called specifically naiya.

Ver. G. niy, Hiphil with 2, to solemnly testify to some one, Gen.

xliii. 3. Ver. 7. mJDD'O, the observance = what is to be observed.

The suff. applies to the author.—The apodosis does not begin

with DJ1 (so the majority), but only with the impressive Tinai.

So the accents rightly, Kimchi, v. Hofmann. The two DJi,

remind more precisely of his obligations.—D''D7nn cannot be

partic. It is plural substantive, to be derived either from Tjpn^

in which case perhaps D'^bno should be read (Hitz.), or from

"Tj^np in the same sense (E\v., Kohler). These ivho stand there

are, as in ver. 4, the angels before God's face. Among these

the liigh priest has the right to go in and out, and so has free

access to God's throne ! Ver. 8. Thy colleagues, who sit before

thee, not now but in the priestly conclaves. It is a designation

of the whole college ; cf. 2 Kings iv. 38, vi. 1, the disciples

sitting before the master.

—

Men of a divine sign (cf. on Isa.

viii. 18), i.e. who have a miraculous prophetic significance.

r\^^ applies first to the colleagues ; but self-evidently this is

true of the high priest in the first instance. To what this

priesthood, itself wondrously delivered, points, the conclusion

says : for behold, I bring in my servant Shoot. This mysterious

name of the Messiah was formed from oracles like Jer. xxiii. 5,

xxxiii. 15 ; but cf. also already Isa. iv. 2, xi. 1, with liii. 2. It

is used in Zechariah as a proper name, vi. 12. Ver. 9. The
stone lying before Joshua, as it seems, in the vision, cannot be

the foundation-stone (Hag. ii. 18) laid two months before

(against Rosenmiiller, Hitz., Neum.), nor yet the topstone of the

temple spoken of in iv. 7 (against Ewald), as one does not see

why this should lie before the high priest; just as little is

precious stone meant, adorning the high priest's breastplate
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stone which I have laid before Joshua—upon one stone are

seven eyes set—behold, I will engrave its inscriptions, is the

oracle of Yahveh of hosts, and I will take away the guilt of

this land on one day. 10. On the same day, is the oracle of

Yahveh of hosts, you shall invite, every one his neighbour,

nnder the vine and under the fig-tree.

Exposition.

Contents of eh, iii. Fourth Vision : The Hopeful Priest-

hood. 1. Joshua justified by grace and confirmed as High

Priest, vv. 1-7
; 2. The Perfect Priesthood of the future,

vv. 8-10.

This fourth vision reveals God's gracious thoughts with

(Bredenk.), which ^it^h |n3 would not suit. What lies before

the high priest otticiating in full attire, is rather an altar, better

a substitute for the ark as an instrument of propitiation, cf. the

close of the verse. But it is easily possible that sucli a stone

not merely existed in the vision, but after the manner of the

rock now prominent in reality in the Sachra mosque, it once
took the place of the Most Holy Place ; as, in fact, Mishna Yoma
V. 2 relates, that in the Holy of Holies of the second temple, a

stone of the time of the early prophets, called foundation-stone,

rose three fingers above the earth, on which the high priest

used to set down the incense-vessel. Volck also (Herzog,
ii. 79G) brings the present passage into connection therewith.

This stone appears here as one placed by God, not prepared by
human hands. Further, God's gracious regard is fastened upon
it; cf. with the seven eyes, iv. 10; Ilev. i. 4, v. 6. And the
further elaboration of this sacred thing God reserves to Him-
self.—D^nna are ordinary engraved inscriptions, such as are put

on gems, seal-rings, etc. (Ex. xxviii. 11, 36, etc.), as figures,

whose outlines are cut out (1 Kings vi. 29). On the present
stone the Lord will imprint His as yet unknowable character,

like the divine inscription ])ut on the tables of the covenant,
Ex. xxxii. 16.—With this will ho, connected a divine act, by
which 011 one day ( = itparru'^, Heb. vii. 27) the sin of the land is

removed, expiated. Ver. 10. The effect of this expiatory act

again will be, that the land will then enjoy the long-promised

untroubled state of peace (see especially Micah iv. 4).—l^i'"]^,

better attested than inj?T^N.
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respect to the priestly office. Zechariah sees this dangerously

imperilled, as Satan, the spirit envious of God's Churcli,

accuses (ver. 1) the present representative of the high priest-

hood of being unworthy of such a high position among the

angels of the Lord (ver. 7). As the accusation is not really

personal, but applies to the office, which has fallen into

discredit through the fault of Zerubbabel's predecessors as

well as through the circumstances of the time, and presents

weak points enough to the evil eye of the accuser, so also it

is not merely Zerubbabel's personal position, but the continu-

ance of the office itself, that is threatened by the accusation.

The accusation is therefore a highly perilous one. With the

office, which is the medium of intercourse with God, aud

especially of reconciliation, the whole position and greatness

of the covenant people would also collapse. But this serious

assault is averted by a decree of divine grace. Not for this

has the Lord wondrously preserved this people and His priest

—in order, finally, to reject them for sins and imperfections

cleaving to them ! He has still more glorious purposes in

view respecting them. The present priesthood is but a type,

pointing to the greater One to come, God's servant Shoot, by

which hieroglyph Zechariah designates the Messiah who

grows wondrously out of deep obscurity to the highest, most

beneficent greatness. With His advent will be connected the

formation, already begun by God, of the yet incomplete and

enigmatic system of expiation in the temple ; with this again

the perfect, final expiation of the transgressions at present but

imperfectly taken away by many single acts ; and with this,

finally, the beginning of the peaceful, blessed final state, when

one will invite another to enjoy the riches of blessing lavished

by the Lord. The relation of the future Son of David to the

high priestly office is indeed not expressly stated. But at all

events, in his days the system of expiation and work of the

high priesthood will be completed by divine action, God

Himself establishing an entirely new and far more perfect
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kind of expiation. And tlie priosts being called a divine sign,

because the Messiah comes, is most easily exjdained by

supposing tliat they are types of his person ; lie will there-

fore unite tiie })riesthood with the kingly office, which we

shall find expressly said in vi. 12 f.

5. The Golden Candlestick, ch. iv.

IV. 1. Then the angel, who spake with me, returned, and

waked me up, as one is awakened out of his sleep. 2. And
he said to me : "What seest thou ? Then I said : I saw, and

behold, a candlestick entirely of gold ; and it had its bowl

above it, and its seven lamps upon it; and seven* pipes went

Chapter IV.

Ver. 1. More exact description of the transition to prophetic

seeing; the sensation was similar to that of waking up. It

was not an ordinary waking up, as the seer was not asleep

;

but he experienced a heiglitening of the perceptive powers,

such as one has in waking. To judge by the language, in the

])ause a certain lassitude had seized him. Cf. Ed. Konig,

Offcnharungshrgriff, ii. 19 ff. and 55 ff. Ver. 2. Kethib IDXV,

mistake in writing from the preceding. Eead with Keri iDNi.

—/ saio (cf. i. 8, ii. 5), i.e. I entered into the state of seeing.

The picture is still l)efore his eyes. To the genit. of the

material (3nT) is added an aceus. of the degree (np3).—nbi for

nrijiai, cf. Hos. xiii. 2.—The second nj?3C' is to be erased, accord-

ing to LXX, as neither forty-nine (Keil, et al.) nor fourteen

i\\6\\\ev) pipes, but only seven are intended. So Ewald, Ilitzig.

The seven-l)ranched candlestick is copied from that of the

tal)ernaele, Ex. xxv. 31 ff., xxxvii. 17 ft", wliich was represented

tenfold in the temple. But it is distinguished from the latter

by the oil-holder by which the several lamps could be fed ; see

what is said in vv. 3, 11 f. How tliis holder could be attached

to the seven lamps it is hard to say; but tliis makes no diffi-

culty to the vision. That the lamps had a quite different

position than in the ordinary candlestick (Kohler : circular in

form) is not to l)e supposed.—The pipes, also, are not to be

confounded with the branches (C^j^) of the candlestick ; the

latter are not mentioned, because they had nothing unusual in
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to the lamps, which were upon it. 3. And two olive-trees

(stood) above it, one on the right of the bowl and one on its

left. 4. And I began and said to the angel, who spake witli

]ue, as follows : What mean these, my lord ? 5. Then the

angel, who spake with me, replied and said to me : Knowest

thou not what these mean ? Then I said : Xo, my lord

!

6. Then he answered and said to me as follows : This is the

word of Yahveh to Zerubbabel, namely : Not by martial force,

and not by strength, but hy my Spirit, has Yahveh of hosts

said. 7. Who then art thou, great mountain before Zerub-

babel ? To a plain ! And he shall bring forth the topstone

Avith shoutings : Grace, grace unto it

!

8. And the word of Yahveh came to me as follows : 9. The

hands of Zerubbabel have founded this house, and his hands

shall complete (it) ; and thou shalt know that Yahveh of hosts

has sent me to you. 10. For who despises the day of little

them. Ver. 3. Details respecting the connection of these trees

with the candlestick, see ver. 11 ff. Ver. 4. npx refers not

jnerely to the trees, but also to the candlestick. Ver. 5. This

question implies that, to the pious Israelite, versed in the

symbolism of the temple, the interpretation could not be

difficult. Ver. 6. Apart from figure, the saying states the

quintessence of the meaning of the vision, certainly a saying

in need of supplement : hy my Sjnrit, namely, is accomplished

what might and military power cannot effect. In the vision,

also, the chief emphasis lies on the contrivance by which the

oil, the symbol of the Spirit, is conveyed to the candlestick.

Ver. 7. This divine word of rebuke breaks into the scene in a

graphic way (cf. iii. 2) : To a plain, namely, turn ! {'b T]^_>]),

The great mountain, which stands in the way of the building-

prince, is the hostile, or at least unfriendly world-power. The
topmost stone is the keystone crowning the building. nL""N"in,

added by way of apposition.—niNcn, accus. of accompanying
circumstance. They are congratulatory cries of the multitude.

Ver. 9. ^Yhether the founding Hag. ii. 10, 18, or the former

one, Ezra iii. 10, is meant, amounts to the same : Zerubbabel is

the founder in both cases.

—

And thou shalt perceive, etc., to be

understood, after the analogy of ii. 13, 15, not of sending to

prophesy, but to active help in building. Ver, 10. Who despises,

who is willing to despise ? A similar disapproving question

Isa. xliv. 10.—The day of small things, limited circumstances.
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things, while with joy they see the iJummet in the hand of

Zerubbahel—these seven, the eyes of Yahveli, which sweep

over the whole earth ? 11. Then I answered and said to

liim : What are these two olive-trees, on the right of the

candlestick and on its left? 12. And I began the second

time, and said to him : What are the two tufts of the olive-

trees, which are beside the two golden funnels which pour

out the gold from them? 13. Then he spake to me thus:

Knowest thou not what these are ? Then I said : No, my
lord! 14. Then he said: These are the two sons of oil,

which stand by the lord of the Avhole earth.

In God's sight the building is a joyous sight and of universal

significance !

—

yiin, specialising apposition.

—

2%ese seven, more
precisely explained by sequel. That the eyes in the vision

were visible does not follow from the demonstrative, which,

however, is not to be rendered :
" those ; " cf. ii. 9. These eyes,

commanding the whole earth in their range, concentrate and
rest with joyous delight on this one point. How presump-
tuous, then, to ridicule the work ! Yer. 12 repeats, and also

specialises, the question put in ver. 11. His special attention

is attracted by two tufts into which the branches of the tree

run out, and from which the oil flows into the bowl, "'^ac*,

elsewhere D''^3w', ears, here tufts on the branches. The nnniv

(here only) in any case convey the oil from the branches to

the bowl. They will therefore be funnel-like cups (others

:

noses) to hold the oil which runs openly from them, on which
account they are to be considered as fastened to the bowl.

—

Which pour the gold, i.e. the oil, so cnlled because of its pure
i»riglitness, and symbolically yjrecious as gold. Thus in the

candlestick everything is golden, worthy of God. Ver. 13 as

in ver. 5. Ver. 14. Sons of oil (cf. as to the free use of p, Isa.

V. 1) = anointed with oik These are the king and the high
priest in virtue of oflice ; cf. Lev. xxi. 10 ; 1 Sam. x. 1.—They
are the two dignitaries who, equal to the angels in their office

(cf. iii. 7), stand before (on *ioy with ^y, see on Isa. vi. 2) the

Lord of the world as His ministers. Their office has also

universal significance, cf. ver. 10. ^More definitely, the trees

apply to these two offices, the two tufts to their then occupants.

Ver. 13 f. has the latter specially in view.
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Exposition.

Contents of ch. iv. Fifth Vision : The Golden Candlestick.

1. The Completion of the Temple by the Spirit of the Lord,

vv. 1—7
; 2. Monarchy and Priesthood as Channels of the

Divine Spirit to the Church, vv. 8—14.

As the previous vision recalls to mind the lost palladium

of the temple (the ark), so the present one presents a signi-

ficant ornament of the temple, the sacred seven-branched

candlestick,—not a symbol of God (Hitzig, Ewald erroneously

identify the seven lamps with the seven eyes of God !), but a

symbol of the Church filled by God's Spirit, and letting its

light shine to His glory on earth. It is the old symbol, seen

early in the tabernacle of Moses, and afterwards multiplied in

the temple. But a new element is added : the lamps are no

longer fed with oil by human care, but this pours in spon-

taneously by means of the bowl which is placed above ; and

especially the two olive-trees, which cause the pure, golden

liquid to run unceasingly into the bowl. In a striking

manner this calmest, most solemn vision is addressed to the

representative of worldly power, Zerubbabel, who is charged

with the temple-building. Everything in the building is

done, not by force of arms and force of work, but by the

action of the calm, gentle, peaceful Spirit of God, whom the

oil represents. But the hindrances, lying in the way of the

building from without, are swept aside (iv. 7) by a decree of

the Lord, as in iii. 2 the opponent of the high priest is put to

silence in a similar way, Ver. 9 promises most definitely

that the building will be carried through by Zerubbabel, who

began it, which was fulfilled in a few years. Certainly this

outward work was insignificant, but not therefore unworthy
;

on the contrary, it was highly worthy in God's sight, as

ver. 10 declares, according to which God's watchful eyes are

concentrated on this small beginning, out of w^hicli will issue

the glorious end spoken of in iii. 8 ff. ; according to the latter
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passage a distinction must be made Ijetweeu the outward

building by Zerubbabel and the glorious consummation by the

jMessiah. That consummation, also, is to be expected through

the Spirit of the Lord, who will govern purely and righteously,

wisely and strongly, calmly and steadfastly, and fit the Church

for the pure worship of the Lord, This Spirit is mediated

and secured to the Church by the two anointed dignitaries

standing before God, or the two offices of the monarchy and

the high priesthood.

6. The Curse-roll and the Sin-hushel, ch. v.

V. 1. And again I lifted up mine eyes and saw, and behold,

a flying loolc-roll ! 2, Then he said to me : What seest thou :

Then I said : I see a flying roll, whose length is twenty ells,

and its breadth ten ells, 3, Then he said to me : This is the

curse, which goes forth over the whole land ; for every one

that steals is purged thence as it is, and every one that swears

Chapter V.

Ver. 1. The book-roll is supposed to be opened out, hence

its length and breadth are visible according to ver. 2. Ver. 2.

Twenty in the ell, a common construction ; Ex. xxvi. 8, xxvii. 9,

etc. The twofold statement of magnitude shows how colossal

the roll is, and also of a proportion common in Levitical things,

20 : 10, such as is seen in the holy place of the tabernacle or

the courts in the Solomonic temple, 1 Kings vi. 3, without any
specific allusion to these rooms being intended. Ver. 3. The
reference is to the cleansing of the entire Holy Land, not of the

whole earth (so Hofm., Klief., Bredenk.), as nro shows (cf. Gen.
xxxvii. 17; cf. also ver. 11).—The roll is to be conceived as

written on with an active curse.—Every stealer, common thief,

the whole tribe of thieves. ni03, according to Jerome, in

accordance with the roll ; more precisely, in accordance with

the curse written on it (Kohler); better, on account of the

order of words (after nto), like as it (Ewald), i.e. as it flees away,
it carries the incorrigible sinners with it. npj, Niph., here to

be purged away, removed.—The swearer, to be explained,

according to the more precise statement of ver. 4, of one

accustomed to swear falsely ; not, according to Matt. v. 34 ff.,
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is purged thence as it is. 4. And I have caused it to go

ibrth, says Yahveh of hosts, that it may enter the house of

the thief, and the house of him that swears falsely in my
name, and dwell within his house, and consume it with its

beams and its stones.

5. And the angel, who spake with me, came forth and said

to me : Lift up thine eyes now, and see what goes forth !

G. Then I said : What is it ? Then he said : This is the

bushel, that goes forth. And he said : This is their trans-

gression* in the whole land. 7. And behold a plummet was

lifted up, and there was a single woman sitting within the

bushel. 8. Then he said : This is wickedness ; and he cast

as if swearing in general were sin (against Hitz.). Ver. 4. njSi

for mh, from \^h, to pass the night. Where God's curse dwells

in a house, it inflicts fearful devastations.

—

)rh^) from ^nn^si^

Ges. § 75, Anm. 19. The suff. refers to the house, like the

following ones. A^er. 5. X!f'', here both times as in ii. 7 ; see

there. Ver. 6. More precisely corresponding to the question

would be the answer :
" that which goes forth is a bushel," or

tlie bushel ; the curse governs, as in ver. 3.—The ephah, corn-

measure ; see on Isa. v. 10. Why this appears as a vessel

of unrighteousness appears plainly from passages like Amos
viii. 5 ; Micah vi. 10. It recalls the very common and aggra-

vated sins of trade.—Instead of D^^y read Diiy, after LXX, Syr.

—Differently Ewald : their appearance ; similarly Kohl., Bre-
denk. et al., which is faulty, because the ephah was not at all

suited to give a sight of what was in it. The suff. in DJiy is

explained by the addition 'n 733 = the guilt of the inhabitants

of the whole land. Their guilt is gathered together in this

vessel. Ver. 7. In order to show the seer the contents, the

lead cover is lifted a moment, "i^d, round disc, as the ephah
also is to be considered round. Beside the measure, a weight
is thus named in order to allude more definitely to sins of

trade.—nsn, properly = and she, namely, who was to be seen
therein, was a single looman.—We are not to ask Iiow a woman
found room in a bushel, as the ephah certainly, like the roll,

was of unusual size. Not the size, but the form of the bushel,

is here chiefly in view. Ver. 8. This is unrighteousness or

ungodliness personified ! This, being feminine, is represented

by a woman. He threw her violently back, that she might not

escape. She is finally shut up, that she may not again defile
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her down into the midst of the hushel, and cast the plummet

on its mouth. 9. And I lifted up mine eyes and looked, and

behold there came forth two women, and wind was in their

wings ; but they had wings like storks' feathers, and bore away

the bushel between earth and heaven, 10, Then I said to

the angel, who spake with me : Whither do these carry the

bushel? 11. Then he said to me: They would build her

a house in the land of Shinar, and when it is erected they

will set her down* there in her place.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. v. Sixth (double) Vision : Twofold Cleans-

ing of the Land. 1. The flying Curse-roll, vv. 1—4; 2. The

Sin-bushel carried away, vv. 5-11.

Comforting as these night visions are in general to Judah,

there is not wanting an earnest monition, that if the land is

to enjoy its honourable and blissful future, it needs a

thorough cleansing. This takes place here before the eyes of

the land. The leaden cover
;
px, synonymous with "i3D, ver. 7.

The suff. in n''D refers, of course, to r[Zi''iin ; cf. Gen. xxix. 2 f.

(against Pressel !). Ver. 9. Corresponding with the first figure,

two more women appear to carry the sin-bushel as fast as

possible away out of the land. They are furnished with wings

of storks, because a flight to a distance is necessary. The wind

helps their flight. These two genii have no independent

significance ; their significance, as with the four smiths (ii. 3),

lies in what they do. Kohler goes beyond the right limit of

interpretation in emphasising the uncleanness of storks ; Neu-

mann still more so in conversely idealising the two-winged

carriers into gracious messengers of love.—n3::'ni, Ges. § 74, 3,

Anm. 4. s^c: involves lifting up, bearing and carrying away.

Ver. 11. nV (with weakened n for n?) applies to the woman.

The larid of Shinar recalls Gen. x. 10, xi. 2, according to which

the God-opposing empire was there from of old, with its capital

Babylon, which was also the centre of dishonourable commerce,

Ezek. xvii, 4.—nn^iini, rare hybrid form between Hoph. and

Hiph. Eead, with Klostermann, after LXX : nn>3ni (Ges. § 72,

Anm. 9). In nni3D has passed into u because of the advancing

tone.
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the seer iu a double vision contained in two closely-connected

figures. A great curse -roll flies over the laud, which,

wherever it comes, carries away the gross sinners, and over-

turns their houses, which are built by wrong and enriched by

fraud. As special examples of such sinners, thieves are

•mentioned—in the selfish, covetous generation of the present

time, dishonesty in regard to mine and thine was especially

widespread—and false swearers, as avarice easily led to false

swearing, a sin which, most of all, provoked God's wrath.

But this punishment of the worst sinners is not all ; the

sin itself, which pollutes all more or less, must be done away

out of the land. Zechariah sees this in this form : a corn-

bushel, containing the wickedness of the whole land, is carried

away to a distant region. In this form, dishonesty in the use

of weight and measure—again an expression of avarice as a

bosom sin of Israel—is exhibited as a specially widespread

evil. This sin must not remain longer in Canaan, the land

of the holy God ; it is carried to Babylonia, the land of

godless empire and the seat of dishonest commerce, where it

may further carry on its practices. The two cleansing acts

of this chapter are complementary, like the two goats on the

Day of Atonement, Lev. xvi., of which tlie first must give its

blood as an expiation before the Lord, while the second

carries away the guilt of the people, and the impurity spring-

ing from it, to the region of the impure desert-demon. The

cleansing judgment, despite the terror, is a benefit to the land,

which is thus purified and fitted to receive the blessing

pictured in the former visions.

7. The Four War-chariots, vi. 1—8.

VI. 1. And again I lifted up mine eyes and saw, and

Chapter VI.

Ver. 1. Forth between the two mountains; probably out of the

hollow, i. 8. The two mountains are also well known, there-
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behold, four war-chariots, whicli went forth between the two

mountains,—and the mountains were mountains of brass.

2. In the first chaiiot were red horses, and in the second

black horses, 3. and in the third chariot white horses, and in

the fourth streaked, bay. 4. And I began and said to the

angel, who spake with me : Wliat mean these, my Lord ?

5. Then the angel answered and said to me : These are the'

four winds of heaven, which go forth, after presenting them-

selves before the ruler of the whole earth. G. The chariot

fore, perhaps, the temple hill and Mount of Olives (Keil,

Bredenk.). They seem of brass in the vision, because immov-
able as Yahveh's mountains. The dwelling, from which He
moves the whole world, is itself unmoved.—The chariots are

war-chariots, answering to the horsemen, i. 8 ff.—On the

nmnher four, cf. ii. 1. Ver. 2. Hed horses, as in i. 8.

—

Blade,

here only, in any case a colour suggesting evil, reminds of

sorrow and death. The more specific interpretation of Eev,

vi. 5 f. does not govern here. Ver. 3. White, as in i. 8, see

after i. 7-17.—1^3, as in Gen. xxxi. 10, 12, spotted, speckled

;

properly, covered with hail, marked with spots.—D^^'DX, strong

(from J'bx, adj.) ; Aquila, -/.apripoi, Vulg. fortes, is unsuitable.

We expect a colour. LXX, ^a^o/; see on i. 8. liather it is

bright red, sorrel, X standing for n (Isa. Ixiii. 1). This would
then be the ground colour, the spots white. Cf. DV^t^', ver. 8.

Ver. 4. Like iv. 4 Ver. 5. The four winds, here conceived as

judicial powers of God, traversing all the four (juarters of

heaven. In form and matter, cf. Job i. 6, ii. 1. The winds
have come to make report, as they convey, in a sense, to God
everything taking place on earth, and then go forth furnished

with new commands and powers. That here merely the four

winds, in the usual sense of the word, are not meant, is clear

from the freedom with which, in ver. 6, several are despatched

to the same side, by which a specially intensive exercise of

God's power is intimated. Ver. 6. To the north belong the

most considerable world-powers, like Babylonia, Assyria, Persia,

etc. Here, primarily, the first one is meant ; it has not yet

felt God's wrath; cf. ver. 8 with ii. 10. The black team of

death is followed by the white one of victory, as God will

completely triumph in that region, where the world-power has

done most wrong to His people, and is still the most powerful.

Differently, Ewald : Dnnns ^X, " towards behind them," wliich

is said to mean westward (?); then the east would be the more
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with the bhick liorses goes forth to the north country, and

the white went forth after them, and the streaked went forth

to the south country. 7. And the red* went forth, and sought

to go in order to wander to and fro in the earth. And he

said : Go, wander to and fro in the earth ! Then they went

to and fro in the earth. 8. And he cried to me, and said to

me as follows : Behold, they who have gone forth to the

north country have quieted my spirit in the north country.

Exposition.

Contents of vi. 1—8. Seventh Vision : The Four War-

Chariots.

This last vision (the seventh, if we combine the two

pictures, ch. v., as one twofold vision) stands in close relation

to the first one. If, at the beginning of the night, the seer

saw the divine bands of horsemen, who had swept through

the earth, assemble before the dwelling of Yahveh to make

report, now towards morning he sees these chariots, in which

God's martial power is embodied, go forth, charged with God's

commission to the world, in a sense charged with His judicial

necessary.—In vv. 6, 7, the language of the angel passes insens-

ibly into the prophet's narrative.—The spotted go to the soidh

land. In the south were a number of peoples that came into

account, so Edom, but especially Egypt (see Isa. xxx. G ;
Dan.

xi. 5), then farther away Cush and others. Ver. 7. c^ioxm is

very strange ; as in ver. 2, this is only an adjective to charac-

terise the spotted horses already sent to the south, and the

first team of ver. 2 has not yet been used. Hence it is best,

with Cresen., E\v., instead of this, to read D^oism. These go

forth full of eagerness for a goal and field of action, but receive

none, but must' at first be content awhile with a roving mission

(l!?nnn, as in i. 10 f.). The expression is more general in

ver. 1h, where it applies to all four chariots, which have received

the divine command to wander over the eartb. Ver. 8. They

have scarcely departed, before the angel, with a cry of excite-

ment, bids the seer observe how those that went to the north

have already quickly fulfilled their mission.—mi, here the

spirit of wrath, the longing for vengeance (cf. Isa. iv. 4, and
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wrath. The colours of the horses have the same meaning as

\n ch. i., p. 317. The all-embracing character of this divine

]>ower is shown in its controlling the four quarters of the

world (cf. the number four in ii. 1 ff.) ; its inexhaustibleness

is finely seen in this, that, after the north, where God has

most to punish, has received two chariots in excess, and one

lias been sent to the south, where the danger is at present

less, one is still left over, which seeks employment in vain.

Thus, for a foe arising in the east or west God has beforehand

ample store of punishment in readiness. Here also, as in

i. 8, ii. 1 ff., the circle of vision is geographical, not historical,

yet with recognition of the political circumstances existing at

the time.

Conclusion: Crowning of the High Pkiest, vi. 9-15.

VI. 9. Then came the word of Yahveh to me as follows

:

10. Take at the hand of the captives, of Heldai, of Tobiah,

and of Jedaiah—and, indeed, thou shalt the same day go into

the house of Josiah, son of Zephaniah, whither tliey have

come from Babylon,—^11. and thou shalt take silver and gold,

the Greek ^y/xo'j).—n"':n, as in Eztsk. v. 13, properly to settle,

bring to rest, so to pacify wrath by wreaking it on some one.

y Ver. 9. The mode of introduction shows that the visions are at

an end, and another form of revelation is beginning, namely,

that of simple divine speech, but this time summoning to a

symbolic action. But, on the other liand, the opening joins on
so closely to what precedes, botli as to form and matter, that it

is heard in the same night as an appendix to the visions.

Zechariah was, of course, to carry out the command the next

morning. Ver. 10. nip?, absol. infin. for imperat, is again

taken up by nnpbi, ver. 11. n^un, the boily of exiles still

dwelling in Babylon, who, through the men named, have sent

gifts, gold and silver, to adorn the temple.—The style is here
es])ecially cumbrous and loose, perhaps the text is corrupt,

'n DV2, properly on that day, i.e. the day belonging to the night

in which the revelations took place.
—

"iLJ'N, whither, as in

1 Kings xii. 2. Ver. 11. Here first comes the object to " take,"

ver. 10.—And make, i.e. get made, as in Ex. xxv. 11 ff. c^ al.—
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and prepare a crown, and put it on the head of Joshua, son

of Jehozadak, the high priest; 12. and thou shalt speak to

him as follows : Thus has Yahveh of hosts said, namely,

Behold a man whose name is " Shoot" and he shall shoot up

from below, and he shall build the temple of Yahveh. 13.

Verily, he shall build the temple of Yahveh, and he shall

wear the insignia, and sit and rule on his throne ; and he

shall be priest on his throne, and the counsel of peace shall

niioy, the plur. does not refer to a plurality of crowns (Jerome,
Eosenm., Hitz., Ew., Bredenk. et al.), but to the various silver

and gold hoops forming a crown; cf. Job xxxi. 36.—Ewald
arbitrarily transforms the action altogether in rej^resenting

Zerubbabel also with a crown. He inserts t^'Xim ^nniT, " on the

head of Zerubhahel, and on the head of Joshua," and in ver. 12

changes ivX into UTvh^ ! Hitzig the same. Wellhausen also

supposes a " correction " with a purpose, for Drr'JtJ' pn, ver. 13,

is far from justifying this. Bather the significant feature is

that the high priest is crowned according to custom. Thus is

announced that union of the two dignities which was already

intimated in iii. 8, where also priesthood (not kingship) is the

starting-point, as a type of the Messiah. Ver. 12. Behold, a

man whose name . . . ; Joshua is not declared to be tiiis man,
but njn points, as in iii. 8 and often, to the future, when such

j

an one will appear. See respecting tiie name Shoot on iii. 8.

The next clause brings out the significance of the name : he
will shoot up from that which is beneath Him, thus grow up
from the ground out of obscure lowliness. Perversely Ew.,

Hitz., after LXX, Luth. : under Him it will shoot up = every-

thing be green ! A^er. 13. That Ae and none else will hitild the

temple, i.e. finish, complete it, is repeated with emphasis ; so

also it is declared that he will bear the royal insignia, to which
the crown refers as the symbol of royal greatness and glory.

Cf with mn, Dan. xi. 21 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 25.—jns n\m does not

introduce another dignitary :
" and there shall be (beside him)

a priest on his (special) throne " (Hitz.), or on the same throne

of the Zemach (LXX, Biehm), as was supposed because of the

last words of the verse : both would have needed to be

expressed differently. LXX, to whom Biehm appeals, have also

put VA. hi^iuiv ahro\J instead of the second 1SD3 hv. But in this

way the emphasis is lost, which the symbolical action lays on
the fact that it is the high priest who is crowned and set on
the throne. Bather '3 nTii is certainly a further predicate to
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Tiile between them both. 14. But the 'crown shall be for

]Ieldai,* and for Tobiah, and for Jedaiah, and for the friendli-

ness of the son of Zephaniah for a memorial in the temple of

Yabveh. 15. And they that are far off shall come and build

in the temple of Yahveh, and you shall know that Yahveh

uf hosts lias sent me to you ; and (this) shall be, when you

hearken in truth to the voice of Yahveh, your God.

Exposition.

Contents of vi. 9—15. Concluding Symbolical Act: The

Crowning of the High Priest.

The conclusion of the night visions is a symbolical act,

the subject stated in the preceding with all emi)hasis. No
doubt, then, Dn"':^' p is difficult, as two dignitaries, officiating

side by side, are not named in the foregoing. AVe explain it

in this way, that two offices or dignities are mentioned, whose
occupants hitherto stood uniformly side by side (cf. especially

iv. 14). Between these two, the btf'iD and the jnb, a perfect

counsel of peace will first obtain, the most unreserved agree-

ment exist, when the two offices are nnited in the person of

the One who is coming. Similarly Hengstenberg, Hofmann,
Iveil, Kohler, Bredenkamp, et al. As to the matter, cf. Ps.

ex. 4.—Ewald inserts : and Jo-s/»<a shall be priest, which has

this incongruous effect, that his priesthood would be described

as something new ; his throne, on the other hand, assumed as

well known ! Ver. 14. The crown is to remain in the temple

as a memento of the donors.—Instead of obn!?, read "•nbnb, as in

ver. 10 (and 1 Chron. xxvii. 15) and Syr. here, jnh, not to be

taken as proper name (for which Josiah, ver. 10), but for the

favour, kindness of the hospital)lc son of Zephaniah, which also

deserves a permanent memorial. Yer. 15. These messengers

coming from afar with costly presents is a significant prelude

of what will be done again on a larger scale. Those afar off

refer to the heathen, according to ii. 15, viii. 20-23; Hag. ii. 7f.

The building is the glorious building up in the time of the

Messiah (ver. 12).

—

And you shall know, etc., according to

ii. 13, 15, iv. 9, to be understood of experience of God's

assistance, so that the one sent is here also not the prophet

(Kohler), but the angel of the Lord.—The close of the verse

adds an ethical condition in the sense of i. 1 ff , vii. 7.
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wliich Zecliariali is to perform on the next day, and in which

also the import of the visions comes to a final climax. He is

to adorn the head of Joshua, the high priest, with a crown

made out of the silver and gold sent by the exiles for an

offering to the temple. It was something new and unheard-

of in Israel to see the high priest with a royal crown on his

head. But this act was so far from representing a flattering

distinction of the person of Joshua, that, on the contrary, it \

was meant to be a type of the advent of that wondrous

Branch, which, according to iii. 8, was the goal of the whole

priesthood—the Messiah. What that passage teaches of the

significance of the Messiah for the high-priestly function of

expiation, which is to find its consummation in Him, is here

supplemented and confirmed by the prophecy, that that Shoot

will accomplish the glorious building of the temple, and him-

self, along with his priestly character, wear the highest honour

of royalty. The fact that the completion of the building is

ascribed to Him, in distinction from the Davidic prince ruling

at present, is in seeming contradiction with iv. 7, 9, where the

completion of the undertaking is ascribed to Zerubbabel.

But Zechariah plainly distinguishes from the present building,

which the living prince will complete in a few years, a more

glorious and spiritual structure, which will be the work of the

^Messiah alone, and at which ver. 15 also glances. Thus,

n)ore definitely than before, by the crowning of the high

priest, the personal union is expressed, in virtue of which the

royal and the high-priestly office will be united in one hand.

Only then will there be perfect harmony in the use of the

office for the good of the people, when this union of powers

has taken effect in the most worthy representative. Then

will be seen a king who lives entirely for the temple, a priest

who has always in view the wellbeing of throne and people.

This royal priest will insure peace and prosperity within and^

without.
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' The Question of Fasting, Chs. vii., viii.

VII. 1. And it came to pass in the fourth year of King

Darius, that the word of Yahveh came to Zechariah on the

fourth (day) of the ninth montli, in Cliisleu. 2. Then Bethel

had sent Sharezer and Regem Melech with his people in order

to pacify the face of Yahveh, 3. with the question to tlie

priests belonging to the house of Yahveh of hosts, and the

prophets, as follows : Shall I weep in the fifth month with

fasting, as I have now done already so many years ? 4. And
the word of Yahveh of hosts came to me as follows : 5. Speak

to the whole people of the land, and to the priests, thus : If you

Chapter VII.

Ver. 1. Here also the style is somewhat disjointed, but it is

not necessary on this account (with Kohler, Keil) to join

nyn"iN3 to ver. 2. The ninth month, in which two years before

the building of the temple was resumed, Hag. ii. 10, 1<S. This
date falls at the close of the year 518 B.C. Ver. 2. Bethel (not

accus. of direction :
" to God's house," as the temple is not so

called), name of the well-known town lying north of Jerusalem,
whither, according to Ezra ii. 28, Neh. vii. 32, a great number
of exiles had returned. Sharezer (Isa. xxxvii. 38) and Ticejcm

Melech are also Assyrian names. They are to be taken as

accus. for "nx. So Keil, ct al. As rix is wanting, Hitz., Ew.,

Kohl, would co-ordinate the men in apposition with the city

as its prominent citizens—a course not to be recommended.

—

'•"'' 'D"nx npn, properly to stroke the face of Yahveh (cf. mulcere,

demulcere cajmt, to caress), thus to appease, make gracious, used
often of appearing before God with gifts (cf. 1 Sam. xiii. 12),

with which a special request or prayer, as here, easily connects
itself. Ver. 3. In the fifth month= Ah. The reference is to

the fast-day of this month, the tenth, on which city and temple
were committed to the flames according to Jer. Hi. 12 f. (on the

other hand, 2 Kings xxv. 8 f., the seventh). The later Jews
lasted on the ninth Ab.

—
"ii:n, construed as absol. infin., Ges.

§ 51, 2, Anm. 1. The Niph. to separate oneself, devote oneself,

abstain from, here= fast, in opposition to eating and drinking,

ver. G.

—

/Vow already so many years, contains perhaps an
allusion to this thought, that the seventy years of captivity

and mourning must at last be past ; cf. ver. 5, i. 12. Ver. 4
coincides in import with ver. 1. Ver. 5. The inquiry made
on a certain side calls forth a rrcneral instruction. As the
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have fasted and mourned in the fifth and the seventli (month),

and this now already seventy years, did ye fast at all for my
sake ? G. And if you eat and drink, are not ye rather they

who eat and drink ? 7. Is it not rather necessary (to do)

the words, wliich Yahveh proclaimed by means of the former

prophets, when Jerusalem was yet inhabited and lay in

peace with her cities around her, and the south and the plain

(in like manner) inhabited ? S. And the word of Yahveli

came to Zechariah as follows : 9. Thus has Yahveh of hosts

said as follows : Practise sterling righteousness, and exercise

love and mercy every one toward his brother. 10. And the

widow and the orphan, the stranger and the poor do not

oppress ; and do not devise evil, one against another, in

question is not a mere ceremonial one, requiring priestly

e.xposition of legal enactments, the prophet as the highest

authority is to address the people and instruct the priests.—
In the seventh month also there was a new fast-day from the

Chaldean catastrophe, the day of Gedaliah's murder (2 Kings

XXV. 25, according to tradition the third day of the seventh

month), since when now in like manner seventy years have

passed. Instead of ':no\' we should expect "h nr.ov, Ges.

§ 121, 4. Y^et the sulf. is not properly dative (cf., however,

Ezek. xxix. 3) ; rather it signifies : did you touch me with your

fasting ? Neither their fasting nor their eating affects God.

They must therefore know themselves, whether they may eat

or not, whether it is useful to them to fast or not. Yer. 7.

What they are to do instead of this is now put in the

front with pregnant brevity and emphasis. If anything

is to be supplied to the accus., we should supply :
you

shall hear and do (Hitz.). Be diligent in this, instead of in

mere ceremonies. A similar reminiscence follows to that in

i. 4. Had Judah, which was then populous and happy,

hearkened to those words, it would have been spared all

misfortune. Alongside Jerusalem, situated in the hill country,

and its cities are placed two other thickly-populated districts,

the south and lowland; cf. Obad. 19. Yer. 8 seems to be the

gloss of a reader who did not observe that ver. 9, "inx n:3, is

historical, and the contents of the '"i^n, ver. 7, here follow.

—

't< nsc'tt, as in Ezek. xviii. 8.
—

'm inn, as in Hos. ii. 21.—Every

one in inteicourse with his neighbour.—Thus the old prophets

always pressed the two great demands, righteousness and love,

on the people. Ver. 10. These demands are negatively stated;
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your hearts. 11. But they refused to ubey, and offered a

.stuljborn neck, and made heavy their ears in order not to

hear. 12. And they made their heart adamant in order not

to hear the hiw .and the words, which Yahveh of hosts sent

by his spirit by means of the former prophets ; then was

there great wrath i'rom Yahveh of hosts. 1 o. And it came

to pass, like as he called and they heard not, so they shall

call and I will not hear, has Yahveh of hosts said. 14. And so

1 drove them away over all nations, which they knew not, and

the land was laid waste behind them, that no one went tlirough

and returned ; and so they made the precious land a desert.

VIII. 1. And the word of Yahveh of hosts came thus :

2. Tlius says Yahveh of hosts : I am on fire for Zion with

cf. Jer. vii. G; Isa. i. 17; Ex. xxii. 21 f., xxiii. G f
.

; Deut.
xxiv. 17 f., etc. Properly, let not every one muse on the evil

of his neighbour; i.e. let no one meditate wliat would injure

his neighbour ; cf. viii. 17 and the law of Lev. xix. 17 f.

Ver. 11. They offered an ohstinate shoulder. The figure is

taken from a stubborn ox, that will not submit to the yoke
(such is the law of God); cf. IIos. iv. IG, where one plainly

sees the original meaning of this niD. Then Neh. ix. 29
came from the present passage.—Their ears they made heavy,

dull, deaf, cf. with Isa. vi. 10, lix. 1. Ver. 12. Adamant, still

stronger tiian the "stony" heart, Ezek. xi. 19, xxxvi. 2G.

The diamond is the hardest stone, cf. Jer. xvii. 1. Pliny,

Hist. Nat. xxxvii. 15 : duritia (adamantis) inennarabilis est.

They made their heart, the inner organ of perception, quite

unsusceptiljle to the impressions of God's word. The divine

Toiah is here distinguished from the prophetic words ; the

written law is therefore meant; cf. Hos. viii. 12.—^ivp, cf. i. 2.

Ver. l.'J. From the account respecting God's words the prophet
passes gradually to Goii's direct words, and the latter pass
from the standpoint of the past to that of the jiresent.

Ver. 14. D-iypsi, Piel, strangely vocalised ; cf. Ewald, Gr.

§ 235i. For the rest, with Hitzig the narrative vav consecut.

should perhaps be read.
—

'i "i3j;d, as in ix. 8 and Ezek. xxxv. 7.

—The subject to ICC^l is the fathers, wjio by their guilt have
brought about the devastation of the beautiful land.

ClIAITKll VIII.

Ver. 1 ff. Here, as in ver. 18, there is only a new phase of

the same discourse, passing into promise. Ver. 2. "los n3,
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great zeal, and in great fury I am zealous for theui. 3. Thus

says Yaliveh : I will return to Zioii, and dwell in the midst of

Jerusalem, and Jerusalem shall be called " the city of faith-

fulness ; " and the mountain of Yahveh of hosts " the holy

mountain." 4. Thus says Yahveh of hosts : Again shall old

men and old women sit in the open places of Jerusalem,

every one his staff in his hand for multitude of days.

5. And the open places of the city shall be filled with boys

and girls playing in its open places. 6. Thus says Yahveh

of hosts : If things happen too wonderful in the eyes of the

remnant of this people in those days, should it also be too

wonderful in mine eyes ? is the oracle of Y^ahveh of hosts.

7. Thus says Yahveh of hosts : Behold, I will redeem my
people from the land of the rising and from the land of the

setting of the sun; 8. and bring them, that they may dwell

in the midst of Jerusalem ; and they shall be my people,

and I will be their God, in faithfulness and righteousness.

repeated ten times in this chapter; always introducing com-

forting assurances.
—

'P TiXJp, as in i. 14. Ver. 3. T\2U, pro{)hetic

perfect of assurance. riDSn T'V (cf. Isa. i. 21): citi/ of faith-

fulness. This implies both that it preserves faithfulness to its

Lord, and that in consequence of this it enjoys true security.

Ver. 4. Thus through the blessing and preserving care of God
as many old people will be again seen in Jerusalem as in the

most peaceful days of the city ; cf. the still stronger saying in

Tsa. Ixv. 20. Ver. 5. In the same way a numerous and cheerful

youthful population, likewise a sign of divine goodwill. Ver. 6.

S^3, jSTiph., to look wonderful, incrediljle, impossible.—D3 f(jr

DJn (1 Sam. xxii. 7). Hitz., Kohl, differently, but not better.

The right understanding depends on the consideration, that the

judgment of this reynnant of the people, as to conceivable and
inconceivable, belongs to the present; on the other hand, the

object of this judgment (the fulfilment of this promise) to the

luture (Dnn W'ty'l)] thus = " if that which shall take place in

those days seems too wonderful to this remnant of the nation."

Ver. 7. My people ; observe the title of honour, Hos. ii. 3, 25.

—Rising and setting, embrace here the whole world, Ps. I. 1

;

Mai. i. 11. Ver. 8. On the mutual relation of God and Israel,

see Conim. on Jer. vii. 23.

—

Iii faithfulness or truthfulness and

righteousness, intimates that the newly-confirmed covenant will

now be faithfully kept on both sides, especially by the people,
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9. Thus says Yahveh of hosts : Let your hands be strong, who

in these days have heard these words from the mouth of the

prophets, who (appeared) on the day when the house of

Yahveh of hosts, the temple, was founded, in order to be

built. 10. For before these days there was no hire for man,

and the hire for cattle came to nothing ; and whoever went

in and out had no peace for the oppressor : and I set all men
one against another. 11. But now I am not as in former

days to the remnant of the people, is the oracle of Yahveh of

hosts. 12. But the seed is sure*; the vine shall yield its

fruit, and the earth give her increase, and the heavens dis-

pense their dew ; and I cause this remnant of the people to

inherit all this. 113. And it shall come to pass, like as you

were a curse among the nations, house of Judah and house

of whom hitherto this was not true ; cf. Hos. ii. 21 f. Ver. 9 it

In import parallel to Hag. ii. 15-19.

—

'Letyoitr hands be strowj,

confident, and active, namely first of all in the temple-building

;

they still need encouragement to carry on this work steadily

and diligently. In these days, namely of the temple-building.

The iirophets are Haggai and Zechariah.—TJ'X, without verb

:

those then present, on the foundation-day, i.e. the day so

named in Hag. ii. 15, 18, and distinguished by a double

discourse of Haggai. Ver. 10. As in Hag. i. 6, 10 f., ii. 10-19,

the unfortunate state is conceded prevailing before that epoch,

whicli now already belongs to the past. At present the

improvement is marked. The hire of man, i.e. the product

of his work and toil ; hire of beast is its fodder earned by its

labour; this, too, was wanting, Hag. i. 11. n^rx, with fern,

suff., is strange, conceived more generally : there was nothing.

—God also caused dissension among the people. —"i^'n, pausal

form for "i^*n, personal (Syr.), not abstract, " distress " (LXX,
Vulg.).— n^:;', Biel, as in 2 Kings xxiv. 2, sent one after the

other, inflamed one against another. Ver. 11. Present and
futuie, represented by nnyi, are in contrast with the former

days, before the building began. Ver. 12. Dlbt^'n i;nj *D, dillicult.

To take it as a prefixed ajiposition to tlie next, so that the

vine would be described as a growth (?) of peace (Hitz. et a/.),

is too harsh. Better Targ., Syr. : The seed will be sure, which,

however, requires a change in the text, at least Dl^t' Viin.

Heaven and earth shall display God's goodwill, recalls Hos.

ii. 23 if. Ver. 13. A curse is the unhappy one, whose evil fate
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of Israel, so will I save you, and you shall be a blessing

:

fear ye not, let your hands be strong. 14. For thus says

Yahveh of hosts : Like as I thought to do you evil, as your

fathers had provoked me, says Yahveh of hosts, and did not

repent; 15. so again I have thought in these days to show

good to Jerusalem and the house of Judah : fear ye not.

16. These are the things which you shall do: Speak uprightly

every one with his neighbour : practise sterling and peaceable

righteousness in your gates. 1 7. And devise not evil every one

against his neighbour in your hearts ; and love not a treacher-

ous oath : for all these things do I hate, is Yahveh's oracle.

18. And the word of Yahveh of hosts came to me as

follows : 19. Tlius says Yahveh of hosts: The fasting of the

fourth, and the fasting of the fifth, and tlie fasting of the

seventh, and the fasting of the tenth (month) shall be to the

house of Judah pleasure and joy, and cheerful feasts. But

love faithfulness and peace. 20. Thus says Yahveh of hosts :

(It) yet (comes to pass), that peoples shall come, and the

inhabitants of many cities. 21. And the inhabitants of one

one wishes his bitterest enemies; a Ucssing is one whose

happy lot we wish our best friends as the most worthy object

of desire; cf. Jer. xxix. 22; Gen. xlviii. 20. Ver. 14 f. Cf.

Jer. xxxi. 28. ^^0^: ah), cf. Jer. iv. 28. Ver. 15. The second

opposite purpose will just as certainly be accomplished as the

first one was irrevocable. Only Jerusalem-Judah shall one

day share in these benefits, whereas to Israel (ver. 13) the

same shall open, only later, on the completion of the deliver-

ance. Ver. 16 f. Cf. vii. 9 f. Yer. 17. '« ^3 rm, accus., dependent

on the following Msrc^ ; still the construction is departed from.

Ver. 19. Here all the fast-days, springing from the Chaldtean

catastroplie, are named. In the fourth month falls the capture

of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, Jer. xxxix. 2, Hi. 6, on the

ninth day. For the rest, at a later date, the seventeenth of

Thammuz was kept as a fast. Of the Jifth and seventh month,

see above on vii. 3, 5.—In the tenth month fell the begmning

of the siege, on the tenth day (2 Kings xxv. 1).—For delight,

i.e. merriment and >?/= festive joy, occasion of mirth.
—

'i3 cnyio,

good, good-signifying, so joyous feasts.

—

Love for faithfuhicus

and peace, again enforced.. Ver. 20. D^cy, entire peoples.—

Numerous, i.e. populous cities. Ver. 21. "iL-s liy, a time yet
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shall go to another with the words, Up ! Let us go to pacify

the face of Yahveh, and to seek Yahveh of hosts :
" I will go

also." 22. And many peoples and strong nations shall come
to seek Yahveh of hosts at Jerusalem, and to pacify the face

of Yahveh. 2o. Thus says Yahveh of hosts: In these days

(it comes to pass), that ten men out of all tongues of the

heathen shall take a Jew by the skirt, with the words : We
will go with you, for we have heard God is with you.

Exposition.

Contents of chs. vii., viii. The Question of Fasting.

1. The Occasion of the Discourse, vii. 1-3 ; 2. What has

been lacking hitherto, vii. 4-14; 3. How Grace and Joy

enter Jerusalem, viii. : a. The Happy Jerusalem of the

future, viii. 1-8
; h. Encouragement and Admonition to

the Jerusalem of the present, vv. 9-17; c. The Future

Centre of the World, vv. 18-23.

At the time of this discourse (fourth year of Darius) the

temple-building, which was completed in the sixth year of

tliis monarch (Ezra vi. 15), must have been already far

advanced. This fact, and the lapse of seventy years since

the ruin of the old temple, suggested the question, whether

the overthrow of the latter should be lamented any longer as

was done on certain fast-days. Such an inquiry from the

people coming to Jerusalem was the human occasion to the

prophet of an extended discourse on the past, the present,

and the future. Starting from the question proposed, he

comes when, or it shall come to j^ass that.

—

"Il;'X, as in ver. 23.— "•""• *2S DN m!?n, see on vii. 2.—D3 nn^s 'jn is the answer of

the single city or population addressed. This does not refer

merely to festal pilgrimages, although the heathen will take

part in these (Zech. xiv. 10), but generally they will seek the

way to the God of Israel, as ver. 23 confirms. Ver. 23. "ikJ'N,

as in ver. 21 : It shall happen tliat. ip'TH'' again resumed by
ip'inm.—The number ten, as opposed to one, denotes the greatest

conceivalile number in this case as in Lev. xxvi. 20.
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insists that the question does not hear on what is most

essential in God's sight, and in opposition thereto expounds

what is necessary in order to secure God's approval and the

nation's welfare. In regard to fasting, the good evangelical

doctrine is taught in ver. 6, that it has no value in itself in

God's sight, and therefore its effect is not on God, but simply

on man, who has to consider whether it will be useful to him

to fast or to eat. (Jerome early well compares on the wliole

Isa. Iviii. 5 ff.) In a significant way, therefore, the real

question how this custom should be dealt with in the near

future, is not even answered, because God does not wish by

His representative to prescribe anything on the subject. On
the other hand, God's abundant revelation of grace is promised

for a future not more precisely defined in point of time, which

will transform fast-days into feast-days, for which, above all,

ethical conditions are laid down. Only if the people keep

the commands, whose neglect once brought their fathers into

disfavour (vii. 7 ff.), the commands of justice, faithfulness,

peaceableness, love of man (viii. 6 f., 19), can and will the

Lord bring in Jerusalem's wondrously glorious future. The

blessed state of this city is charmingly pictured in ver. 3 ff. :

In it, the true city of God, lofty age and playful youth will

be found united; the former a sign of good, lasting peace, the

latter a pledge of divine blessing and hope for the future.

Ver. 13 passes from the promise, that this nation will be an

example of God's favour as it has been previously of His

displeasure, to the importance which Jerusalem's happiness

will have for all nations, of which ver. 18 ff. speaks explicitly :

The heathen will be so affected by the divine salvation there

enjoyed, that, full of impatient longing, they will set out for this

city of God's presence ; nay, ten men will assault a Jew, who

has lived with them in exile, with the prayer : Let him take

them with him that they also may have part in that treasure

of grace. As to matter, cf. Isa. ii. 2 ff., Ixvi. 23 ; Jer. iii. 17
;

Zech. xiv. 16 ff. In this delineation, especially ver. 23,
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strong expression is given to the longing of the heathen to

break away from tlieir empty fancies and come to the true,

living God. Tlie fulfilment is given in the N. T. But the

preceding discourse, like the book of Zechariah in general,

closes here auspiciously, the antagonism between Israel and

the heathen world, which has pervaded the whole, being

harmoniously settled. This is done by Jerusalem, which is

now reconciled with God, becoming the centre of the

heathen world which is turning to God.

The Messianic Kingdom of God after the Judgment

ON God's People, Chs. ix.-xi.

IX. 1. Oracle, word of Yahveh concerning the land of

Hadrach, and on Damascus it settles down— for Yahveh has

an eye upon men, and upon all the tribes of Israel,— 2. And
Hamath also, which borders thereon, Tyre and Sidon, because

Chapter IX.

Ver. 1. SCO, see Oomni. on Jer. xxiii. 33 ; here with the

appositional addition ''"'' "inn (as in xii. 1 ; Mai. i. 1), by which
it is still more definitely marked out as a word of the Lord.

—

"imn (here only), explained symbolically by the Rabbins from
in and tj"} : sharp-mild ; so still Hengst., Klief., Keil, in allusion

to the Medo-Persian empire, which was made up of hard and
soft parts (?). The word is not known as the proper name of

a king ; we might rather think of a god, T>*T^', ])an. i. 7. So
Ew., Kohl., who compare Adrammelech.—But as the context

rather favours a geographical name, so it has now been dis-

covered in the list of Assyrian governments (Schrader, ii. 153
;

Piiehm, Handwortcrh., § 551), wliere a land of Hatarika is men-
tioned, and indeed once after an account about Damascus,
and another time before an account al)out Arpad. We must
undoubtedly think of a Syrian district, which cannot, however,

be more closely defined.—The sulK in inn^D refers to nm, cf.

Isa. ix. 7 ; Zech. vi. 8.

—

XV, genit. ohj., cf. iv. 10. God as little

leaves the heathen world out of sight as any tribe of Israel.

Ver. 2. Hamath borders on Damascus, Ezek. xlvii. 16.—Tyre
and Sidon, see Ezek. xxvi. 2, xxviii. 21, as to their renowned
wisdom, Ezek. xxviii. 4. Their wisdom and craft, on whicli
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she is very wise. 3. And Tyre built herself a stronghold, and
heaped up silver like dust, and gold like mire of the street.

4. Behold, the Lord will conquer her, and smite her power by

the sea, but she herself will be consumed by fire. 5. Ashkelon

shall see it and be afraid, Gaza also, and tremble greatly, and

Ekron, because her confidence failed. And the king vanishes

from Gaza, and Ashkelon remains uninhabited. 6. And the

bastard dwells at Ashdod, but I will root out the pride of the

Philistines. 7. And I will take away the blood from his mouth,

and his abominations from between his teeth : and he shall

also be left over for our God, and be as a chieftain in Judah

they pride themselves so much, provokes the judgment. Ver. 3.

"iiVD, stronghold for defence and offence, chosen here on account
of the paronomasia, applies to the island of Tyre ; see Ezek.

xxvi. 2. As to the wealth of Tyre, cf. Ezek. xxviii. 4f. Ver. 4.

!?^n suggest chiefly the fleet, in which the wealth as well as the

power of the Tyrians lay ; otherwise the fortifications also

might be so called (iivo, ver. 3). Ver. 5. Tyre being overtlirown

by an enemy coming from the north, terrifies the Philistine

cities greatly, as they hoped that tliose fortresses would pre-

vent him penetrating to the south. These cities, Gath being

omitted, as in Amos i. 6 ff. NiTil Nin, assonance. These words
are to be supplied in part to the following city-names. Ver. 6.

"iTOD, according to Deut. xxiii. 3, one born out of marriage,

bastard; here LXX (Vulg., Targ.) : aWoyiMric, foreigner, seem-
ingly no equal of the proud Philistines. Yet the meaning is

not really that strangers come in, but that only people of the

most wretched class, of doubtful origin, dwell there, after God
has destroyed the pride of the Philistines, i.e. the noble races.

Ver. 7. The suffixes, like the following KirrDJ, apply to the

remnant left behind in Philistia ("iTOQ). God will wean it from
heathen modes of life. The expression X^\>'y points to idolatry,

liesh offered to idols, which it partakes of; in the same way its

eating of blood contradicts the ancient precept, Gen. ix. 4, im-

posed afterwards even on proselytes of the gate (who at least

were not allowed to eat pieces of living animals, Herzog, xii. 300),

as on Gentile Cliristians, Acts xv. 29.

—

Like a chieftain in

Judah; the surviving king of mean blood is incorporated in the

kingdom of Judah as a subordinate prince.

—

Like the Jebusites,

who perhaps stood to the Jerusalemites in a similar relation of

service and alliance to that of the Gibeonites according to
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and Ekron, like the Jebusite. 8. And I will encamp as a

<:uard* to my house against those that go through and return,

and no oppressor shall overrun them any more ;
for now have

I seen with mine eyes.

9. Eejoice greatly, daughter of Zion ! Shout, daughter

of Jerusalem ! Behold, thy king comes to thee—just and

having salvation is he, lowly, and he rides on an ass and on a

colt, the foal of asses. 10. And I will root out the chariot

Josh. ix. Ver. 8. In nnvD the INIassora takes n for X : as a

guard against hosts. Better read n3i*D.

—

For mine house, i.e.

land, as in Hos. viii. 1. Ver. 9. Cf. Zeph. iii. 14; Zech. ii. 14.

"h^, as Massora observes, exceptionally with tone on the last.

—p"'i'~n3, see Comm. on Isa. i. 8.

—

Tliy king, no foreign ruler,

hut the one appointed thee by God.

—

"p = T|^7X^ not dat. comm.

—

P'lV, fundamental attribute of a good ruler; cf. Ps. Ixxii. Ill

—

J?n:, not active = cou^wv (LXX, Targ., Syr., Vulg.), which would
liave been expressed by Hiphil, as in Isa. xlv. 21 God is called

ymoi P''Ti. The part. Xiph. means : to Him help, deliverance

comes (always) from God ; to Him is imparted that which the

liosanna asks for the Messianic king from God. As the

[recipient of blessing, He also imj)arts it to men.—"31? on Amos
viii. 4. The lowliness, yea poverty, shown in His outward
appearance, is a pledge of His condescension to the ppor ; the

animal on which He rides, a pledge of His peaceableness and
condescension. The ass is in contrast with the horse, the

animal used by kings in riding and driving, Jer. xvii. 25, xxii. 4,

but espccuilly adapted for war; cf. ver. 10. The eye rests with

pleasure on the young ass, hence the pleonastic description

:

and on a foal, a colt of she asses ; the latter a plur. of the class :

a foal sucli as she asses bear; cf. Gen. xlix. 11. Ver. 10. LXX,
Stade, ri'''i3m^ to smooth. Destruction of all war implements,

as in Isa. ix. 4. Still here and in Micah v. 9, which perhaps

arose from this passage, the disarming of God's people is em-
])hasised, and indeed first of Ephraim, which therefore at the

time apparently rejoiced in considerable military strength.

—

"im, not properly to command (Hitz.), which it never signifies.

His mere word suffices to make peace, cf. Isa. ii. 4.

—

From sea

to sea, etc., springs from I's. Ixxii. 8. The gaze stretches from

the Mediterranean, forming the western boundary, to the other

eastern end of the earth, where it was regarded as also girt by
ji sea ; then from the Euphrates, the eastern limit of the Solo-

monic kingdom, to the western end of the earth. In this way
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from Ephraim, and the horse from Jerusalem, and tlie battle-

bow is rooted out ; and he will command peace to the heathen

nations
; and his dominion shall be from sea to sea, and from

the river to the ends of the earth. 11. I will also, as con-

cerns thee, because of thy covenant-blood send forth thy

prisoners from the pit, wherein is no water. 12. Eeturn to

the stronghold, prisoners of hope ! I also announce to you
to-day: I will repay thee double. 13. Fori have stretched

Judah for me as a bow, I have filled Ephraim ; and I stir up
thy sons, Zion, against thy sons, Javan, and make thee

like the sword of a mighty man. 14. And Yahveh will

appear above them, and his arrow shall go forth like the

lightning. And the Lord Yahveh will blow the trumpet and
march in tempests of the south. 15. Yahveh of hosts shall

shield them, and they shall consume, treading down the sling

stones, and drink, raging as with wine, and shall be filled like

really all limits are abolished. That this, in fact, is the meaning,
is shown by Ps. Ixxii. 11, 19. Ver. 11. By nx Israel is addressed.
DJ belongs, according to the sense, to the verb : I will also, as
concerns thee.

—

In virtue of the blood of thy covenant, because,
of the covenant ratified by blood, which I once made with thee,
Ex. xxiv. 3 ff.—Waterless cisterns often used as prisons, Gen.
xxxvii. 24. The reference is to prisoners of war (Dn^DX, ver.

12) in strange lands, such as Obad., Joel, and Amos knew
already, Obad. 20 ; Joel iv., and Amos i. Ver. 12. |nv3, strong
towers where they are safe against foes, here means the land.—Prisoners of hope, in hope, as members of the covenant-people,
cannot remain prisoners for ever.—DJ here also, according to

the sense, belonging to the verb (T'Jo).—A twofold recompense
is promised the community (1^, as in ver. 11) for its loss and
suffering ; cf. Isa. Ixi. 7. Ver. 13. Yahveh, as a man of war,
takes revenge.

—

Ephraim is the quiver, the object filled, as in

Ps. cxxvii. 5

—

Javan, as in Joel iv. 6, directs to the west, where
the most distant captives were.

—

Zion his sword, Ver. 14.

nrrhv refers to the covenant-people, as the following verse shows.—Storms from^ the south in Palestine are specially severe, be-
cause rushing from the broad southern, more precisely south-
eastern, desert ; cf. Job xxxvii. 9. Ver. 15. They consume,
namely, their foes, whose blood they drink, while they press
forward without halting under Yahveh's protection, and trample
under foot all the weapons hurled against them. They roar in

23
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sacrificial bowls, like corners of an altar. 16. And Yaliveh,

their God, will save them on that day as the flock of his

people, for (they are) stones of a diadem, glittering on his

land. 17. For how stately it is, and how fair it is! The

corn makes youths and the wine maidens flourish.

X. 1. Ask ye of Yahveh rain at the time of the latter

rain : Yahveh it is who prepares lightnings, and will give them

torrents of rain, to every one grass in the field. 2. For the

teraphim speak emptiness, and the diviners see falsehood, and

they tell vain dreams, they dispense windy comfort. There-

fore they shall break up like a flock, shall sufler, because

wild excitement with the drink, as witli wine, are filled with

blood like. . . . Klostermann (Theol. Liter. Ztg. 1879, p. 564),

instead of ibsi, requires uh^^ (cf. LXX, Targ.) ; Dm instead of

"ion ; iK'nai instead of ID'aDI, they, the stones, miss their aim,

—

clear improvements, but also weaker forms. Ver. 16. He will

save them as the fioch of His i^cople, i.e. because they are His

people, His flock, whom He succours as the good Shepherd (the

figure used in ch. xi.).— DD3, Hithpo., to be elevated, raise

oneself up; of precious stones glistening on a dark ground.

The diadem set therewith is the Holy Land. The suff. "inmjc

may apply to Yahveh, but, according to ver. 17, is perhaps to

be referred to tlie nation. Ver. 17. The suffixes refer, not to

God (Ewald), but to the nation, which God causes to flourish

with youthful vigour and beauty by richly blessing its country.

The young men draw their strength from the excellent wheat,

the maidens tlieir blooming appearance from the fiery wine.

Chapter X.

Ver. 1. Latter rain, as in Joel ii. 23. The promise of ix. 17
leads the prophet on to the exhortation of x. 1. Only from
Yahveh are they to expect and ask blessing. The false gods

only deceive.—Dt'J'iOD, abundant rain, as in Job xxxvii. 6.

—

Wrh\ the address has come to an end. Yer. 2. Tlie tcirijihivi,

Ezek. xxi. 36, and Ed. Konig, Uffcnharungshegriff, ii. 149.

—

Soothsai/ers, who practise the difierent branches of divination

or oracle-giving ; cf. DDp, Ezek. xxi. 26. This soothsaying is

plainly still in vogue, whereas little is heard of it after the

exile.—yoj, used especially of the shepherd with the flock (Jer.

xxxi. 24), here of involuntary departure into exile.—n:y, liere

to be bowed down, cf. "py. ^Ve refer these two verbs to the
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there is no shepherd. 3. Against the shepherds my wrath is

kindled, and the goats I will punish ; for Yahveh of hosts will

visit his flock, the house of Judah, and make them his stately

horse in battle. 4. From him shall go forth the pillar, from

him the nail, from him the battle-bow, from him every ruler.

5. And they shall be like mighty men, who stamp down
street-mire in the battle, and fight, because Yahveh is with

them, that they may be put to shame who ride on horses.

6. And I make the house of Judah strong, and save the

house of Joseph, and I make them return ; for I have mercy

on them, and they shall be as if I had not cast them off; for

I am Yahveh, their God, and will answer them. 7. And they

of Ephraim shall be like a mighty man, and their heart shall

rejoice as witli wine, and their children shall see it and rejoice
;

their heart shall exult in Yahveh. 8. I will hiss for them,

future. A catastrophe is advancing, which is unknown to all

the soothsayers who promise good fortune. If the reference

were to the past, it would have to be understood of a partial

banishment, as under Tiglath-pileser, 2 Kings xv. 59, with
which then Zech. x. 10 must be compared.—ny~i px recalls Hos.

X. 3, 15, xiii. 10 f. Ver. 3. The shepherds and goats are the

princes and mighty ones in the nation, who neglect their duty
and abuse their authority, of course not heathen princes, as

Hengst., Klief., Kohler supposed, because the description does

not fit Zerubbabel's days.—nps, the second time in lionayn partem.
— God makes Judah His proud, high-spirited battle-horse,

reminding altogether of ix. 13ff. Ver. 4. 1300, according to

Hos. viii. 4, to be referred to Yahveh : From Him proceeds all

power, in opposition to the revolutionary arrogance of the

present, when those who are not called soar to power.

—

Pillar,

see on Isa. xix. 13.

—

Nail, synonymous figure : one on whom
others depend ; cf. Isa. xxii. 24 f.—The hattlc-how = military

power.—Every driver, bailiff who overlooks the work. Ver. 5.

D^DU, instead of D''Da, cf. Q'-oip, 2 Kings xvi. 7. What they

tread down like street-mire are the foes, reminding vividly of

ix. 15. Ver. 6. DMnc'im from 2^'' or 2)^1 In the former case

n^'natinn (Hos. xi. 11) should be read, in the latter D''nnc'ri, as in

ver. 10, cf. Ezek. xxxvi. 11. The latter is to be preferred.

Ver. 7. Ephraim, now so weak and abject, will be like a hero

in strength, and full of joy and energy.—r''""iDD, cf. ix. 15.

Ver. 8. Hissing, as an alluring call, Isa. v. 26. Ver. 9 shows
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and gatlier tliem, because I have redeemed them ; and tliey

shall be numerous as they were. 9. And I will scatter them

among the nations, and they shall remember me in the far

countries, and shall continue in life with their children, and

return. 10. And I cause them to come back from the land

of Egypt, and from Asshur I will gather them together, and

to the laud of Gilead and to Lebanon I will lead them ; and

it shall not suffice for them. 11. And distress covers the sea;

and he smites the waves in the sea, that all the depths of the

]^ile-river dry up, and the haughtiness of Asshur comes down,

and the sceptre of Egypt shall yield. 12. And I make them

strong in Yahveh, and in his name shall they walk, says Yahveh.

XI. 1. Open thy gates, Lebanon, that fire may consume

thy cedars ! 2. Howl, cypress, because the cedar is fallen,

because the stately ones are laid waste ! Howl, ye oaks of

Bashan, because the forest, the inaccessible one, is fallen down.

that in the main the exile is still future. Yer. 10. l^gypt and
Assyria are mentioned as lands of the exile, just as in Hosea
(xi. 11). The land of Gilead and Lebanon, as the districts

most exposed to the foe, will be first depopulated.— XVO, Niph.,

like Kal elsewhere (Num. xi. 22 ; Judg. xxi. 14) : The land will

not suffice for them when they return with their numerous
(jilspring. Yer. 11. The bringing home of the captives, as else-

where, is described in similar terms to the departure from Egypt
through the Eed Sea. The sea is restricted, its waters dried

np, that they may pass through, and the power of the enemy
sinks, as in Ex. xv. 5. The Nile-stream is mentioned as repre-

senting Egypt, deviating from the historical type.—Klosterm.,

Stade would read niv instead of mv, " troes throu<di the sea
T T ' '-'

~

to Tyre"(?). Yer. 12. (Jod speaks of Himself in the first per-

son ; nevertheless nin^n is added (as in Hos. i. 7) in order to

insist emphatically in whom they shall find their strength.

Chapter XL

Vv. 1, 2. Lebanon surrenders of necessity, and is stripped of

its beauty like the east-Jordan land (ver. 2); cf. on x. 10. The
proud trees poetically bewail their fate. They are not to be

allegorised offhand, as if Lsraelite magnates were meant thereby;

cf. Isa. xxxvii. 24 ; Hab. ii. 17. "i^van, to be read with Kethib

:

tlie inaccessible wood, really wood cut off; it is a partic, used
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3. Hark, lamenting of shepherds, because their splendour is

laid waste ! Hark, mourning of young lions, because the

pride of Jordan is laid waste !— 4. Thus has Yahveh, my God,

said : Feed the sheep of the slaughter-bench, 5. whose buyers

slaughter them without having to suffer penalty, and their

sellers say :
" Blessed be Yahveh, that I am rich ! " and their

sliepherds spare them not. 6. For I will no longer spare the

inhabitants of the land, is Yahveh's oracle ; and behold, I

will cause the men to fall every one into the hand of his

neighbour, and into the hand of his king, and they shall break

the laud in pieces ; and I will not deliver out of their hand.

7. Then I fed the sheep of the slaughter-bench, verily the

most miserable of the sheep ; and I took me two staves : the

one I called " Wellbeing," the other I called " Treaty ; " and

adjectivally. Just in such a case the article is often wanting
with the substantive (Ges. § 111, 2a). Ver. 3. Already the

prophet hears men and beasts lamenting, because heavily

smitten by the invasion : the shepherds (not to be understood

allegorically, as in the secondary passage, Jer. xxv. 34 f.), whose
glorious pastures (Dnms) in the east-Jordan land are devastated;

and the young lions (also meant literally), which have been

scared from the high undergrowth (pXJ) of the Jordan. Ver. 4.

The prophet receives from God the charge to be a shepherd

of the people, which is called a flock of slaughter, because,

according to x. 3, it was simply plundered and devoured by its

shepherds, as ver. 5 explains. Ver. 5. The suffixes, plur. fern.,

only once masc, apply to the sheep. Ver. 6. The Lord will

enter into judgment with the inhabitants of the land in general

;

therefore He gives His flock to the prophet to feed. The rest

will not be spared. Others understand by those destined to

judgment, the inhabitants of the earth, in distinction from the

nation of Israel, which is entrusted to the keeping of the good

shepherd. But ver. 11 shows that in this nation itself only

a portion formed the prophet's flock. Ver. 7. I?^, here not =

therefore, but = in truth, properly = this being so, in reality.

Stade, )S^*n '']'3y3pp; just so ver. 10 (cf. LXX: ?/'; r^v Xama^Tnv

and 01 XavavaToi): the " Canaanites of the -flock" are the bad

rulers (??).—nns^ for imb, not stat. constr.—D^:, loveliness,

grace, favour. His aim is the comfort, wellbeing, advantage

of the flock. How different with the bad shepherds !—Q'pin,

plural of abstractness (from hin, to turn, twist, join together)

:
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SO I fed the sheep. 8. And I cut off the tliree shepherds in

one month. Then was my soul impatient with them, and

their soul also was weary of me, 9. Then I said : I will not

feed you—what is to die, let it die ; and what to perish, let

it perish ; and they that are left, let them devour each one

the other's flesh. 10. And I took my staff" Wellbeing " and

broke it in pieces, to break my covenant which I had made
with all peoples. 11. Then it was broken on that day ; and

therefore the most miserable of the sheep, which regarded

me, knew that it was Yahveh's word. 12. Then I said to

them : If it is pleasing in your eyes, give me my hire ; and

if not, let it be ! Then they weighed my hire : thirty silver

alliance. The special reference, according to ver. 14, is to an
alliance with Judah, a good understanding with the sister

kingdom. Ver. 8. The tliree shepherds must be three well-

known kings who, on tlie menace of the prophet, were carried

away in the brief space of a month by a higher power. Post-

exilic events furnish scarcely any satisfactory explanation.

On the other hand, the most probable reference is to that one
month during which Shallum, the murderer of Zechariah, son
of Jeroboam II., reigned ; 2 Kings xv. 13. In this case,

Zechariah and Shallum are two rich shepherds removed by
prophetic direction ; but in this case ]\Ienahem cannot be the

third (against Hitzig), as he reigned ten years (2 Kings xv. 17).

We must then rather suppose that yet a third pretender arose

in that month without success. So also Ewald, Bleek.—The
sheep were so little complaisant that the prophet-shepherd lost

patience, and they too were soon weary of his strict yet loving

control. Ver.JX He will feed tliem no longer, although he
knows thattmis ho gives up to destruction those whom he has
preserved by his guidance. Ver. 1 0. As the prophet worked
in place of God, he had been able, by a covenant with the

nations (in tlie same way as in Hos. ii. 20), to secure to the

flock unbroken outward prosperity (0^3). In his plenary
authority he now broke this staff, i.e. declared the covenant or

ban, which kept the nations quiet, abolished. Ve r. 1 1. The
effect was very obvious at once, the nations soon begnming to

.attack Israel. This is an allusion to political events of the

most recent time. Hitzig refers to the invasion of the Assyrian
Pul, 2 Kings XV. 19. Ver. 12. As the impression of this coin-

cidence on the prophet's flock was no slight one, he left it to

thera whether, and how, they would at least suitably reward
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shekels. 13. Then said Yahveh to me: Cast it into the

temple-treasure * the splendid price ut which I was rated by

them. Then I took the thirty silver shekels and cast them

into Yahveh's house, into the temple-treasure.=^ 14. And

I broke in pieces my second staff "Treaty," to break the

brotherhood between Judah and Israel.—15. Then said Yahveh

to me : Take thee once more instruments of a shepherd, a

careless one. 16. For behold I will make a shepherd arise

in the land who will not go after the lost, nor seek the

scattered ; and will not heal what is broken, nor support what

him for the service done them. How different was his conduct

from that of the former shepherds ! But they weighed to him

thirty shekels of silver. Hofmann : because he had fed them

thirty days. Others refer to Ex. xxi. 32, according to which

this was the value of a slave. Yet this passage would not

explain the origin of the number. Eather must some fact have

taken place. But in any case the reward given him was com-

paratively poor; see ver. 13. Ver. 13 . yb^-n, contemptuously,

because the reward was so mean ; they would have given it to

none but their God. ip^n ins, ironically.—n^'Vn bx, accordmg

to what follows, is a particular place in the temple. Massora

sugf^ests the potter (LXX : slg rb yoin^jT^fiov, into the melting-

furnace), which would imply that the money was to be app led

to the meanest service in God's house, the preparing of earthen

pots (Zech. xiv. 20) for the sacrificial seasons. But we should

expect to find this more definitely stated. Better read n>Tn =

1^-ixn (cf. rn for axn, 1 Sam. xxii. 18), the templc-treamre ;
ch

Mariii 10. So Syr. and most moderns; whilst Targ., Kinichi

take it personally : treasure-keeper. That a collecting-place

for monev-sifts existed in the temple, like the yalo^-o7.ay.m

(Mark xii. 41) in later days, is quite probable. In any case

the temple-treasure at Jerusalem is meant. If our prophet

laboured in the northern kingdom, the supposition is probable

that after that dismissal, he withdrew to his own country.^ On

the 'reference to the passion-history of Jesus, Matt xxvn. 9 t.,

see Orelli, 0. T. Prophecy, p. 250. Ver. 15. As to the form, ct.

Hos. iii. l.—'h^^, foolish in the moral sense, forgetful of duty,

loose • in ver. 17 he is called b'h\^, worthless, useless. AVhat

the implements of such a man consist of is not said
;
perhaps

^taves with opposite names are referred to. But the vagueness

shows that the action was not carried out. Ver. 16. nyjn, not
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is sound ; and will feast on the flesh of that which is fat, and

tear their hoofs in pieces. 17. "Woe, thou good-for-nothing

shepherd, that forsakes the flock ! A sword on his arm and

his right eye ! His arm shall be utterly withered, and his

right eye utterly blind !

Exposition.

Contents of chs. ix.-xi. The Establishing of the Messianic

Kingdom of God after the Judgment on Israel -Judah.

1. The Triumph of Zion over the World-powers, ch. ix.:

a. Punishment of the Heathen Neighbours, vv. 1-8
; h. The

Godly and Humane King of Zion, ver. 9 f
.

; c. Deliverance

and Prosperity of Israel, vv. 11-17 ; 2. The Divine Eestora-

tion of the House of Judah and Ephraim, ch. x. ; 3. The

liejection of the Good Shepherd and the Judgment, ch. xi.

As to these three chapters, which clearly belong to one

that which is "young," as it is never used of animals,—and
otherwise, also, this meaning would be unsuitable,—but from
iy3, to shake, subst. scattering, abstract, pro concrcto; Hitz.

reads part. Niph. ~\V}J} for ">J?pjin.—That which is sound, is the

healthy in contrast with the broken and fallen.—The tearing

of the hoofs scarcely refers to eating the hoof-fat (Kohl.,

Hitz. formerly), or to driving through stony tracts, which
injures the hoofs (Ew., Hitz.); but to an outrage of bad
shepherds, who perhaps maimed the hoofs of the sheep, that

they might not wander far, and so grow fat and give the

shepherds no trouble. So Neumann. The neglect of the bad
shepherd is pictured in the form of climax : The sheep in peril

he saves not by incurring danger himself ; the lost he seeks

not, because this would fatigue him; the injured he does not

lovingly care for ; for the sound there is not the slightest

regard ; the fat he even feeds on ; and the lively he maims,
that he may keep good eating for the future without trouble.

Ver. 17. ^in, suit'., because God set the bad shepherd over the

people that deserved no better. Others take Chirek as in ^3Ty,

(ies. § 90, 3.— ^"'bsn, see above on ver. 15.

—

'bv 3in, impreca-

tory clause, whose verbal idea is implied in ?V. The right eye
is mentioned, in keeping with the right arm, as the more
precious.
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author, not being the work of the post-exilic Zechariah, but

rather of pre-exilic origin, see lutrod. p. 304 ff. Their many

points of contact with Hosea, and what is said in ch. xi. of

the prophet's appearance in days of anarchy, suggest that he

was a younger contemporary of Hosea, and prophesied under

Menahem in the northern kingdom. Yet he may, like Amos,

have been Judrean in origin. At all events, he regards the

southern kingdom, his sacred capital and royal house, with

peculiar sympathy as the starting-point and centre of the

blessed future. Although at present the ill-disposed neigh-

bours in the east, north, and west rejoice at Israel's weakness,

the tables will be turned. Their power will perish, whereas

Israel's glory is only about to dawn under the sceptre of a

great Son of David. Whilst Tyre, which is apparently im-

pregnable, falls, and all the Philistine cities are seized with

terror, nay, only a despised population remains there, which

will be glad to be allowed to live under Judah's sceptre

(vv. 1-8), its king enters Zion amid all the signs of peace

and divine favour. If the above date is correct, here for the

first time the personal form of the Messiah, i.e. of the perfect

Son of David of the future, is sketched, in whom God will

complete the revelation of His gracious counsels to Israel.

Amos and Hosea referred in general terms to David's house

and its auspicious future. But here (as soon by Isaiah and

Micah) the ruler of the days of grace, predicted in Hos. iii. 5,

is more precisely delineated as a Prince of peace, full of loving

condescension, setting up by His mighty word a kingdom of

peace, which will far surpass the Solomonic one in extent

(ver. 9 f.). Then the captive Israelites return home to their

brethren. The foes are subdued, which is depicted with great

vividness, Yahveh Himself as a warrior leading His people

to victory over the farthest heathen, who have done Him

violence. We are at once forbidden to think of an ordinary

war, fought with gross weapons, in presence of the picture in

such strange contrast with this warlike scene, ver. 9 f.
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AVhereas in ch. ix. the seer found liinisolf transported to

the luminous heights of the blessed future, in ch. x. he stands

from tlie first nearer to the present, to which he plainly turns

in ver. 1, Just on this account, here the hindrances and

difficulties opposing the work of the Lord among His own

people, are discovered. It is true, the promise of the eleva-

tion of Israel to undreamt-of God -given power is here repeated.

Ver. 3 ff. are parallel to ix. 13 ff. But the judgment is here

more conspicuous in the foreground ; this must be consum-

mated on tlie two kingdoms, Ephraim and Judah, before the

hour of redemption can strike, when the Lord will gather

and bring them back from Egypt and Assyria.

Finally, ch. xi. speaks entirely of the present and recent

past, on which account accusation and threats of doom pre-

dominate. The fact that the land is lost beyond remedy, has

brought home to the prophet his own experience with the

people. In stormy days, probably during the confusion fall-

ing on tlie northern kingdom after the decease of Jeroboam II.,

when no dynasty stood firm, and the defenceless in the nation

came like sheep for slaughter from one ruler to another, and

were ill-treated and fleeced by every one, the prophet him-

self by Yahveh's direction assumed the shepherd's staff, i.e.

the guidance of the portion of his people that accepted his

word. What shape this theocratic government took, we know

not. But it is plain that by the command of his God the

prophet set himself two ends : the wellbeing of the ill-used

people and the alliance of Ephraim with Judah ; as in regard

to the former, according to the revelations given in chs. ix.

and X., the condition of salvation lay in adhesion to tlie

Davidic kingdom. The prophet worked with energy for this

end, so that in one month he removed three rulers or pre-

tenders, who blocked his efforts, i.e. put a stop to them by

the power of his prophetic teaching. But he had evil experi-

ences with his own flock, even the better disposed in such

days of universal corruption often showing themselves incap-
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able with the Lest guidance of forming a nucleus for a better

community. Their opposition made the shepherd weary of his

office, as they on their part had enough of his holy, earnest

control. He withdrew, thus abandoning them to the judg-

ment which, without his intervention, would have burst in

long before. First of all by a symbolical action, probably

embodied in outward form (ver. 10), he declared the covenant

with the nations which guarded Israel broken, and thus gave

the heathen full authority to attack, which they at once did.

Since this coincidence certainly made some impression on his

community, he demanded of the latter a sign of recognition of

his services, and received from it—thirty silver shekels

!

Thus have they in every form—but basely enough, when one

considers who spoke and acted through him—dismissed the

man of God. That the Lord Himself regarded Himself as thus

paid off and sent away, is shown by a further symbolical

action, the casting of the money into the temple-treasure.

After this painful experience, which was also a grievous wrong

against his God, the prophet broke his second staff, thereby

putting an end to the brotherhood between Ephraim and

Judah. This circumstance denotes an advance in the judg-

ment, in comparison with ver. 10, as hereafter the two

brother-kingdoms will tear each other to pieces. In fact, a

few years later. King _Pekah of Israel turned his weapons

against Ahaz of Judah, and the latter again called in the

Assyrians against the house of Israel. The bad shepherd,

announced in ver. 15 ff., will be this Tekah, unless it is

Menahem himself, under whom the prophet uttered and

wrote this.

To think that everything related in ch. xi. of the shepherd-

work of the prophet is mere literary embellishment or a

visionary occurrence, is untenable. This chapter must refer

to actual occurrences between him and his community, so that

he really did for a time assume political control, although in

a limited sphere. Even the two staves may have served as
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symbolical insignia in this matter, and have been broken at a

given time before the eyes of the community. In the same

way, the ])aying off' of the prophet with thirty silver shekels

is matter of fact. But the prophet's appearance as a national

leader plainly did not continue long, and left no trace behind

in political history,—a highly significant type that in the future

the truly good Shepherd, in whom the Lord most perfectly

offered Himself as a leader to His people, would fare no better.

JuDAH AND Jerusalem of the Future, Chs. xii.-xiv.

XII. 1. Oracle, word of Yahveh concerning Israel: Thus

says Yahveh, who stretched out the heavens and founded the

earth, and formed the spirit of man within him : 2. Behold, I

make Jerusalem a cup of reeling to all nations round about

;

and also against Judah it shall come in the siege against

Jerusalem. 3. And it shall come to pass on that day, that I

Chapter XII.

Ver. 1. The heading as in ix. 1 seems to have been formed
on the model of the latter by the compiler of the book, who
then sought to indicate by iiX"):^'' ^y that here, in chs. xii.-xiv.,

not so much the heathen as the covenant-people are the subject

of the prophecy. The prophecy is occupied only with Judali-

Jerusalem, whereas the northern kingdom has vanished from
sight.—The speaker is the God who has all power in heaven
and on earth, because everything, the highest as well as that

which is most secret, goes back to Him as its source. Ver. 2.

Gu}^ of reding, i.e. full of stupefying drink. The nations round
about snatch eagerly at it ; 1)ut under G(jd's governance it will

turn to their hurt: they drink their own death. Cf. on the
figure, Obad. 16 and elsewhere.

—

Also against Judah it (the

distress) will come in the siege of Jerusalem, i.e. in this invest-

ment of the capital the country will not be spared. Hitzig

differently: the judgment will also come on Judah, which,
partly from compulsion, will join in the attack on the city

;

but this is imported from a misunderstanding of xi\^ 14.

Stade: "and Judah also will join in besieging Jerusalem,"
must first change the text to obtain this unsatisfactory mean-
ing. Ver. 3. A stone of burden, on which all who try to lift it
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make Jerusalem a stone of burden to all peoples : all that

would lift it up shall be grievously wounded, and all nations

of the earth shall gather together against it. 4. On that day,

is the oracle of the Lord, I will smite every horse with stupor

and his rider with madness
;
yet upon the house of Judah I

will keep mine eyes open, but every horse of the nations I

will smite with blindness. 5. And the chieftains of Judah
shall say in their heart : The inhabitants of Jerusalem are a

means of strength to me through Yahveh of hosts, their God.

6. On the same day I will make the chieftains of Judah like

a pan of fire in the midst of a wood, and like a burning

torch in a sheaf ; and they shall consume all peoples round

about on the right hand and on the left ; but Jerusalem shall

henceforward be inhabited in its place at Jerusalem. 7. And
Yahveh shall save the tents of Judah first, that the pomp of

the house of David and the pomp of the inhabitants of

Jerusalem may not grow too great against Judah. 8. On

will be hurt, corresponds to the cup of reeling, ver. 2, with which
all will be drunk. The allusion is perhaps to a stone raised

and thrown by young men in athletic exercise, as was observed
by Jerome in Palestine, and may be seen in Syria to-day;

Orelli, Durchs lieil. Land, p. 247. Ver. 4. History supplies

examples of such wild panics in cavalry forces, c.<j. Ex.

xiv. 24 f.; Judg. iv. 12; cf. Hag. ii. 22.—On the contrary, on
the house of Judah the Lord will fix His loving, protecting eye,

cf. Zech. iv. 10, ix. 1. Ver. 5. The chieftains of Judah, dwell-

ing in the open country, hitherto often filled with envy of the

capital (cf. ver. 7), will learn that it is guarded by higher power,

and therefore will not succumb to the besiegers ; tiiey will thus

be encouraged and stimulated to bolder action (ver. 6) by the

powerful protection by which they see the defenders of

Jerusalem encircled.—In nvn5< the vocalising varies, see Baer

here.—LXX, Targ. seem to have read ^2'^'\'h instead of '^
"h, and

Gesenius and others approve
;
yet the Massoretic text is more

emphatic. Ver. 6. With this knowledge and in God's strength

the Jewish princes will fall on the foes, in the midst of whom
they stand. These foes will perforce leave Jerusalem unmoved
in its place, suits ver. 3 well. Ver. 7. By this heroic courage

on the part of the princes, the country will be first delivered

from the foe, that the city and the royal house may not boast

against the country. Ver. 8. P\ as in ix. 15. A wondrous
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that day will Yahveli shield the inhabitants of Jerusalem
;

and he that stumbles among them shall in that day be like

David and the house of David like heavenly beings, like the

angel of Yahveh before them. 9. And it shall come to pass

on that day, that I will seek to destroy all heathen nations

who have come against Jerusalem.

10. And I will pour out upon the house of David and

upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem the spirit of grace and of

strengthening of the inhabitants of Jerusalem will intervene

:

The weakest, not strong on his feet, will be as David, the hero,

whose ankles shook not (Ps. xviii. 36).—cn'psa, like divine,

superhuman, heavenly beings. The sense is as appellative and
comprehensive as in Ps. viii. 5. The language is further

specialised and also intensified by the clause : like the angel of

Yahveh, ivho goes hefoi^e them in battle; i.e. the angel of the

divine presence, in whom the Lord reveals His peculiar nature.

Ver. 9. Cf. Joel iv. 9 ft'. While God destroys the hostile heathen,

according to ver. 10 He shows favour to Judah ; but in such a

way that, first of all. He produces in the latter the penitence

and contrition indispensable to salvation. Ver. 10. 'i IS'C', as

in Joel iii. 1 ; Ezek. xxxix. 29.

—

Spirit of grace, who works
grace on God's part, but on man's part supplication for grace,

the indispensable condition for becomiug partakers in it. This

supplication again implies as its postulate insight into the

enormous offence they have committed.—Deeply affected, they

shall look on me as him luhom they pierced. On "it's ns, cf. Jer.

xxxviii. 9 (Kohler). To avoid the offensive meaning, which
makes God Himself the object of the murderous act, many
codices read V^s instead of vS, which, liowever, is decisively con-

firmed by the older reading and also by the versions (LXX,Vulg.,

Targ., Syr.). Also John xix. 37, Rev. i. 7, prove nothing for

V^x, to wliich Ewald, Bunsen, Stade give the preference. The

reading \^x (J. D. Michaelis, Bleek) would at least require the

erasure of ns, but is otherwise altogether too tame. Finally, in

order to escape the offence, '\-\\n has been changed into npi (so

LXX, Targ.), or its meaning so weakened, as if it meant
" wounded by revilings ;

" so Theodore of ]\Iopsuestia, Calvin :

metaphoricc hie accipitur confixio pro continua irritatione.

Similarly Grotius, liosenmliller, Gesenius. But "ipT nowhere

has this transferred sense, and why there should be funeral

mourning on account of such revilings, is incomprehensible.

—

We must rather accept the idea of a wrong done to Yahveh
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supplication, and they sliall look upon nie as him whom they

pierced, and shall mourn for him as one laments for an only

son, and be in heaviness as one is in heaviness for a first-

born. 11. On that day the mourning in Jerusalem shall be

great, like the mourning for the dead of Hadad-Fdmmon in

the plain of Megiddo. 12. And the land shall mourn by

Himself after the close analogy of xi. 12 f. : They murdered, in

His representative, the Lord Himself, who would fain have
shown them the greatest love. Therefore, after discoverin<4

their infatuation, they begin to mourn for Him as for the

dearest friend. The distinction of Yahveh from the murdered
one, on the other hand, is intimated by the transition to the

third person, vbv.—nrD, Hiphil intrinsically transitive, unless

"•pn is to be supplied. Ver. 11. The mourning for the dead of

Hadad-Rimmon, not for the sun-god Hadad-Eimmon, Adonis
(Hitz.). To the objection, on grounds of language and the

history of religion, raised by Baudissin {Studien, i. 295 if.)

against the latter explanation, should be added, that it would
be most incongruous for a prophet to use the Adonis-mourning,
which was an abomination to all earnest Israelites (Ezek.

viii. 14) because of its heathen character, as an example of deep
effectual sorrow for sin.—On the contrary, in correspondence

with the city of Jerusalem, Hadad-Eimmon is a place in the

plain of Megiddo, where, G09 B.C., the favourite king, Josiah,

was defeated and mortally wounded ; he was mourned as few
kings were, 2 Chron. xxxv. 20 ff. ; 2 Kino;s xxiii. 29 f. This is

conlirmed by the fact that, according to the statement of

Jerome, Adad-remmon in his days was a city in the neigbour-

hood of Jezreel, then called Maximianopolis ; and that still

to-day this place can be pointed out under the name of

Eummaneh, a little to the north-west of Tannuk ( = Taanach,

Judg. V. 19), south-east of El Lejjim, which from Eobinson's

time has been taken for Megiddo. Thus the present passage

states more exactly than the historical books the place within

the plain of Megiddo where the catastrophe took place. The
king dying, according to Chronicles, in Jerusalem makes no
change in the fact that the mourning took its rise in Hadad-
Eimmon. Even if its yearly repetition, which is certain from

2 Chron. xxxv. 25 (cf. also Jer. xxii. 10, 18), took place, not on
the battlefield, but in Jerusalem, it might easily be designated

the mourning of Hadad-Eimmon, because the king lamented

fell there with his people. Ver. 12. This mourning will not

merely be a national one, but also by families, as every famili/,
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families apart : the family of the house of David apart and

their wives apart, the family of the house of Nathan apart

and their wives apart, 13. the family of the house of Levi

apart and their wives apart, the family of Shimei apart and

their wives apart; 14. all the other families by families

apart and their wives apart.

XIII. 1. On that day a fountain shall be opened, for the

house of David and for the inhabitants of Jerusalem, for sin

and first the Davidic one, will lament the violent death of the

one in question, as if he were its own beloved head. The
women also are specially named, not merely as taking a pro-

minent part in all funeral mourning, but because they will feel

tliemselves involved in the guilt of what has taken place. The
house of Nathan, not that of the prophet, as though his disciples

or followers were meant, as here families in the proper sense

are meant, and the prophets formed no such distinct body,

liather a particular branch of the Davidic house is meant,

which took its rise from the son of David mentioned in 2 Sam.

v. 14; Luke iii. 31. Why this branch is specially named it is

impossible to say, because of our defective knowledge of the

circumstances of the royal family then. The same npplies to

the distinction of the Shimei family from the chief iamily of

Levi, which is brought forward alongside the royal family as

the priestly one. For the first one certainly does not mean the

posterity of the Benjamite, 2 Sam. xvi. 5, but that of the

Levite named in Num. iil 18 as there in iii. 21. nnsro signi-

fies usually tlie subdivision of the tribes, but is also used of

the whole tribe ; the word, like the thing, indeed, is capable of

differences of extension. Ver. 14. The rest, according to

families apart, Ges. § 124, 2, Anm. 1.

Chapter XIII.

Ver. 1. On that day, applies to the point of time in view in

xii. 10 ff". The first two b = for the use of the house, etc. ; the

two following ^ =^ for the removal of sin, etc.—nxDH (stat.

constr. ; of. Ges. § 116, 4), actual sin ; m:, the state of im-

purity or sinfulness resulting from it. Cf. the Levitical use of

these ])hrases. Num. xix. 9. Just as, according to that passage,

an ethical background is assumed in the outward impurity, and
therefore a removal of sin may be spoken of, so in the present

passage, and very frequently, sinfulness is considered as a state

of impurity ; Ezek. xxxvi. 25 ; I's. li. 3, 8, etc. Ver. 2a, after
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and uncleanness. 2. And it shall come to pass on that day,

is the oracle of Yahveh of hosts, that I will root out the

names of the idols from the land, and they shall be mentioned

no more ; and I will also cause the prophets and the spirit of

impurity to depart out of the land. 3. And it shall come
to pass, when any one shall yet profess to be a prophet, his

lather and his mother, they that begat him, shall say to him :

" Thou shalt not continue to live, for thou hast spoken deceit

in the name of Yahveh ; " and his father and his mother, they

that begat him, shall thrust him through, if he shall prophesy.

4. And it shall come to pass at that time, that the prophets

shall be ashamed, every one of his vision, if he would prophesy
;

Hos. ii. 19. Along with idols the 'proijhets can only mean false

ones, as the old versions recognised. The predicate added to

their sipirit in the parallel clause confirms this : sinrit of im-
purity, proceeding from impure, God-opposing powers. Ver. 3.

Hitzig, Kohler remind us that, according to Joel iii. 1, Jer.

xxxi. 34, in the Messianic age there will be no more need of

special prophets ; thus every one assuming this character will

show that he is a false prophet. Yet this is scarcely the course

of thought here. Ver. 2 refers only to the disappearance of

false prophets, who plainly were the rule at that time. These,

in that time of severe conscientiousness and divine enlighten-

ment, will be unmasked and punished by their own parents.

But the parents do not discover their guilt from their prophesy-

ing merely, but from their prophesying falsely, impni, men
will do to them what was done previously to the men of God
(xii. 10). The severe law, Deut. xviii. 20, will be carried out

on the guilty one by his own parents, with perfect disregard of

all human considerations. Yer. 4. The consequence of this

will be, that tlieii no one will thrust himself into the prophet's

ofhce, as so many do now, uncalled. AYhereas now the honour
stimulates men to pretend visions and wear the prophet's mantle,

then the shame and peril will deter therefrom : they will be
ashamed to have visions, will disclaim them.—ins33na (passing

over from n'"? to r\"\>, Ges. § 75, Anm. 20, 21), if he would fain

pass for a prophet, i.e. if the thought occurred to do so, fear

of reproach would deter him.

—

The mantle of coarse hair, of

undressed skins, was Elijah's token, 2 Kings i. 8 ; and from his

days the prophets, up to John the Baptist, seem often to have
worn this garb ; but in the time of our prophet the outward
attire seems mostly to have supplanted the inner calling, and

24
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and shall not put on the hairy mantle in order to deceive.

5, And one will say : I am no prophet ; I am a man that

tills the earth ; for some one has bought me, from my youth

up. 6. And if one say to him : What mean, then, these

wounds between thine hands ? he shall say : So was I smitten

in the house of my friends.

7. Sword, awake against my shepherd and against the man
of my fellowship, says Yahveh of hosts ; smite the shepherd,

that the sheep may be scattered; and I will turn my hand

against the little ones. 8. And it shall come to pass in the

whole land, is Yahveh's oracle, two parts therein shall be

rooted out, come to an end ; and the third part shall be left

in this way the people were often deceived. Ver. 5. The sub-

ject of "lasi is the first, best one. No one will wish it said that

he belongs to the order of prophets ; rather he will assume the

most despicable position, and profess to be a slave that was
never free, in order to escape the suspicion of occupying him-
self with prophecy.

—

r\:p, Hiphil, herc = Kal, to buy, not to sell.

Ver. 6. But the inquirer has good reason for discerning a
prophet in the individual addressed : the scars which he bears

on his breast (^T P3) betray one. These plainly arose from
self-mutilations, after the manner of 1 Kings xviii. 28. He
will then allege a common brawl (certainly little creditable !)

in order not to be taken for a prophet.—it's, properly, until

vjhich I was smitten.
—

'•anso are not the parents (he professes

even to have been sold already as a boy), but friends. If the
wounds actually sprang from piercing by his parents, ver. 3
(Hitz.), we nnist sujjpose that their blows, aimed at his life, did
not prove fatal (?) ; but the one meant in ver. 5, whom the fate

of ver. 5 overtook, is not of this kind. Ver. 7. "•"iiy, Milra,

contrary to rule, like ''Vi in ix. 9, for the sake of greater vivid-

ness. The appeal to the sword, as in xi. 17 ; which, however,
must not mislead us into confounding the shepherd in question
here, intimately one with Yahveh, with the dissolute one there.

So Ew,, Stade, et ciL, who put vv. 7-9 after ch. xi. On the
contrary, as to matter, the killing of the one mourned in xii, 10
is parallel—n'oy, elsewhere concretely for comrade, here in

the original abstract sense : fellowship, society.—nn, for fem.,

the sword being addressed.—The iwor sheep had their protec-

tion in this good shepherd, as in xi. 7. Ver. 8. ns, properly

mouth, mouthful ; here used as a quantitative unity, by which
the parts of the whole are reckoned,—a primitive way of
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tlierein. 9. And I will bring the third part into the fire, and

melt them as silver is melted, and purify them as gold is

purified. He shall call on my name, and I will answer him.

I say : He is my people ; and he shall say : Yahveh, my
God!

XIV. 1. Behold a day comes for Yahveh, when thy booty

shall be divided within thee. 2. And I will gather all

heathen nations against Jerusalem to battle, and the city shall

be taken, and the houses plundered, and the women ravished

;

and half of the city goes forth into captivity, but the remnant

of the people shall not be rooted out of the city. 3. And
Yahveh shall go forth and fight with these heathen as in the

day when he fought, in the day of the battle-throng. 4. And
his feet shall stand on the same day on the Mount of Olives,

which stands before Jerusalem on the east side ; and the

Mount of Olives shall divide from its midst to the sunrise,

and seaward, into a very great valley ; and half of the moun-

tain shall remove to the north, and the other half to the

south. 5. And you shall flee into the valley of my moun-

expressing fragments. Ver. 9. Cf. the same figure, Jer. ix. H

and often. 9b in Hosea's manner^ cf. Hos. ii. 25. Nin refers

to the remnant of Israel.

Chapter XIV.

Ver. 1. Thy hooty, taken from thee, is divided in thy walls,

—a sign of Jerusalem's complete conquest, as ver. 2 confirms.

Ver. 2. Instead of nj^JKTi, Keri puts the less obscene n:33C'n.

Despite xii. 8 ff., the conquest of Jerusalem by the heathen and

exile are here foretold. Yet a remnant shall remain in the

city. Ver. 3. Then only, by Yahveh's appearance, will the

victorious course held out to view in xii. 8 f. be traversed.

—

As on the day when He fought, in the time of the renowned
"'"•' ninnbro. Ver. 4. The Lord will take His stand on the Mount

of Olives, commanding Jerusalem, cf. Ezek. xi. 23 ; this hill

range, lying east of the city, retained its name into K T. days,

plainly because it was thickly studded with olive trees.—But

this mountain will open in the parousia, so that a wide valley

will arise in its midst, a protecting citadel to the terror-stricken.

—VVHD, from its half, i.e. from its midst. Ver. 5. The valley,

so arising, will be a place of. refuge for the congregation of the
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tains,—for the valley of the mountains shall reacli to Azel,

—

and you shall flee as you fled before the earthquake in the

days of Uzziah, the king of Judah ; and Yahveh my God

shall appear, all the saints with thee .'— 6. And it shall come

to pass on that day, it shall not be light, the lustrous stars

veil themselves. 7. And it shall be a fixed day, that is

known to Yahveh, neither day nor night ; and it shall come

to pass : at the time of evening it shall be light.

8. And it shall come to pass on that day, living waters

Lord.

—

Into the valkij of my mountains, i.e. enclosed by the

mountains of the manifested Lord. The Mount of Olives has

multiplied into many by the cleavage. The difficult words,
" for the valley of the mountains shall reach," etc., seem to

show the possibility of fleeing from Jerusalem into that guarded

valley. Svs seems a name of place, and, indeed, perhaps =

S-i'sn rr-a, Micah i. 11. According to Cyril, it is a village lying

at the foot of the Mount of Olives.

—

oh. So precipitately, without

halting and without reflection, will the entire population of

Jerusalem stream out thither, as in the earthquake under Uzziah

(Amos i. 1), that terrible catastrophe, which lingered in the

memory for centuries as the most terrible thing seen in

Jerusalem.— be. It is the day of the terrible, but yet welcome,

parousia of the Lord the God, in whose name the prophet

speaks ("n^s), and to the invocation of whom he involuntarily

passes over ("i^^y). The Lord is then accompanied by all His

angels (D-'jnp, as in Job v. 1 ; cf. Dent, xx.xiii. 2 ; Matt. xvi. 27,

XXV. 31). Ver. 6 f. describes the dismal appearance of that

fateful day ; cf. Joel ii. 2, iv. 15 ; Amos v. 18 ; Lsa. xiii. 10

;

Matt. xxiv. 29 ; Rev. vi. 12. Kethib to be retained: niiiT

pSSj?^, the lustrous ones (stars ; cf. Job xxxi. 26) withdraw

themselves, draw in their brightness (cf. Joel ii. 10, iv. 15), are

darkened (according to others, Kal, to congeal, vanish away ?).

Keri, less well, niij^ f^^^py, cold and frost. Ver. 7. DV ins, one

single, definite ilay; vshieh is settled, known to the Lord.

—

N'ot

day and not night, like the mysterious light when day and
night are contending together, until at last, toward evening,

the light con([uers,—the light of salvation breaking its way
through the night of judgment. Ver. 8. The idea of Joel iv. 18

appears again in richer form ; cf. afterwards, Ezek. xlvii. 1 ff.

Fresh flowing waters stream through the arid wadis of Judah
to the/;wi^ (eastern = Dead ; Ezek. xlvii. 18) and to the hinder

(western = Mediterranean) sea. These brooks stream summer
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shall go forth from Jerusalem, the half of them to the front

sea and the other half to the hinder sea ; in summer and

winter it shall be. 9. And Yahveh shall be king over all the

earth ; on the same day Yahveh shall be one and his name
alone. 10. The whole land shall be changed, like the Jordan-

plain, from Geba to Piimmon in the south of Jerusalem. And
she shall tower aloft, and dwell peacefully in her place, from

the Benjamin gate to the place of the former gate, to the

corner gate, and from the tower of Hananel to the winepresses

and winter (Gen. viii. 22) without drying up,—are therefore not

merely present in the rainy season,—which really lends them
their value. Ver. 9. What Deut. vi. 4 f. enjoins on Israel will

then become known to the whole earth : the siqjremacy of

Yahveh, who is one in His nature and His revelation (cf. Dr).

psn here is not to be understood, with Stade, of the "country"
according to ver. 10, as in the last verse only the residence of

this king is spoken of ; on the other hand, ver. 15 ff". show that,

in consequence of the heavy judgments falling on the heathen

(ver. 12 f.), His rule will be acknowledged over the whole earth
;

see in ver. 16 f. especially the homage rendered to the king !—
By the unity of the name of Yahveh is to be understood

primarily unity of designation, which is important, as the

plurality of designations of the one God has led, in various

ways, to plural conceptions of the Godhead. But in the name
a definite revelation of God is expressed, so that the unity of

the divine name on earth assumes agreement in views of reve-

lation. Hosea already is conscious of the danger of diverse

designations of Yahveh (ii. 18). It is therefore quite un-

warrantable to discover in this passage a mark of a Hellenistic

age (Stade, ii. 169), as thougli a protest were made against the

view falsely imputed to Malachi (i. 11): that the heathen

merely worshipped Yahveh under other names ! Ver. 10. The

U'hole land of Judah ivill he transformed (imperf. Kal in masc.

instead of fem., because a prefixed predicate) into the likeness

of the nniy, which is here, as often, the proper name of the

deep valley on the lowermost Jordan, which was distinguished

by the most luxuriant vegetation. The extent of tliis land of

Judah is described by the definition : from Gchah (in the tribe

of Benjamin, Josh, xviii. 24; mentioned also in 2 Kings xxiii. 8

as a Judiean border-place) unto Rimmon, south of Jerusalem.

There was a rock Eimmon in the hill-range of Benjamin (Judg.

XX. 45, 47), and a town of Eimmon in Galilee (Josh. xix. 13).
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of the king. 11. And they shall tlwell in her, and there

.shall be no more curse, and Jerusalem shall dwell in safety.

12. And this shall be the plague with which Yahveh smites

all nations which have taken the field against Jerusalem : he

makes his flesh rot while he yet stands on his feet, and his

eyes shall decay in their sockets, and their tongue decay in

their mouth. 13. And it shall come to pass on that day,

the discomfiting of Yahveh shall be mighty among them.

14. And they seize every one the hand of his neighbour, and

the hand of one is raised above the hand of the other. And
Judah also shall fight at Jerusalem ; and the riches of all

heathen nations round about is collected : gold and silver

The place meant is the border town toward Edom, mentioned
in Josh. XV. 32.— 2X1 = 011: it will proclaim itself a royal city

by its towering position ; cf. Isa. ii. 2 ; Micah iv. 1 ; Ezek. xl. 2.—
'n ^3:^''"l, as in xii. 6. As formerly of the land, here also the

full extent of the city is given, as to gates, towers, etc., which
can no longer be all identified.—The Benjamin gate, lying on
the north ; see Jer. xxxvii. 13, and on Jer. xvii. 19.

—

Corner
ijate and tower ofJIananel,a8 in Jer. xxxi. 38 (see Comm. there)

;

the king's winepresses, lying certainly in the king's garden, south

of the city. On the other hand, '^ ]^^'ii^\n, probably the former

(now no longer accessible) gate.—|Jp^ must be supplied before

?"13D. By the last line, therefore, without doubt the extent from
north to south is measured ; by tlie first two, that from the

Benjamin gate to the north-west. To this line also belongs,

perhaps, the former gate. The north-east corner, on the other

hand, is taken up again in the last definition. Ver. 11. Din,

ban, sentence of destruction. This no longer occurs, because the

sins wliich provoked it have vanished (cf. xiii, 1 ff.). Ver. 12. pp^,

Hiphil, here only, in causative sense, so that God is subject.

—

The ])hrases, chosen as drastic representations of the horrible

end, are not to be prosaically pressed, as ver. 13 already shows,

wliere the destruction is traced to the attacks of the heathen
on each other. In the first kind of death the pestilence is

intimated. Ver. 13. Confusion or stupefaction of Yahveh, i.e.

panic caused by Yahveh; cf. xii. 4. One will fall on the

other's arm, and try to raise iiis hand in order to strike higher

than liis adversary's hand. Ver. 14. Most render, " and even
Judah will war against Jerusalem," which is entirely against

the context. Kohler as above, which well agrees with xii. 6 ft".

Tlie camp of the heathen before Jerusalem falls, with rich
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and garments in great abundance. 15. And so shall be the

plague of the horse, mule, camel, and ass, and all cattle that

shall be in those camps, answering to the same plague.

16. And it shall come to pass, every one that is left of all

heathen nations that came against Jerusalem, they shall go

up year by year to do homage to the king, Yahveh of hosts,

and to observe the feast of tabernacles. 17. And it shall

come to pass, whoever goes not up of the families of the earth

to Jerusalem to do homage to the king, Yahveh of hosts, upon

them no rain shall come. 18. And if the family of Egypt

go not up and present not itself, upon them the plague shall

(not) come with which Yahveh smites the heathen who go

not up to observe the feast of tabernacles. 19. This shall be

booty, into the hands of the Judseans. The combination of war

and booty as in Judg. v. 19, where the latter, indeed, is wanting.

Ver. 15. The same plague which, according to ver. 12, smites

the men of the hostile host, comes on their beasts.—The noun

ni3nD is gen. comm. Ver. 16. The fruit of the judgment, as

already announced in ver. 9, is universal homage to the uni-

versal ruler, Yahveh.—nn ; cf. 1 Sam. i. 7. By n the amount

of " year to year " is summed together ; \0 does not indicate

the starting-point, but is properly partitive.

—

The feast of taber-

nacles in autumn was principally an agrarian feast, and comes

into view as such here. Ver. 17. Whoever does not present

himself at this thanksgiving-feast gets no blessing in the next

year, i.e. no rain for his land. The early rain fell soon after

the feast of tabernacles. Ver. 18. I!gi/pt is specially named on

account of its peculiar conditions of climate. Although appar-

ently not dependent on the rain, as it is watered by the Nile,

its river will not exempt it from going to Jerusalem. Most

supply the words umn n\nn to Dn^i?y i^) ;
but this would be

harsh, and not suitable to the conditions, as Egypt itself needs

little rain. Others according to Targ. :
" so the Nile will not

mount (over them)," which, however, could only be obtained

by a greater change in the text, e.g. by nn'bv il^'n S3 i6\ by

which, however, the connection w^ith what follows would be

lost. Hitz. : i6'\ = vhn\ not to be accepted, Erase the second

ah), which easily crept in before Dn^^y from the previous line

;

in the same way the Athnach should be removed. The mean-

ing: the plague (of want of water) will overtake them also.

Ver. 19. nsDn, here the penalty imposed, the punishment of
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the punisliment of Egypt, and the punishment of all nations

who shall not go up to celebrate the feast of tabernacles.

20. On that day shall there be on the bells of the horses,

" holy to Yahveh," and the pots in the house of Yahveh shall

be like the sacrificial bowls before the altar. 21. And every

pot in Jerusalem and in Judah shall be holy to Yahveh of

hosts ; and all that offer sacrifice shall come and take of them

and cook therein, and no trafficker shall be any more in the

house of Yahveh in that day.

Exposition.

Contents of chs. xii.-xiv. Judah and Jerusalem of the

future. 1. The Deliverance of the imperilled city by God's

Judgment on the Heathen, xii. 1-9
; 2. Penitential Mourn-

ing in Jerusalem, xii. 10-14 ; 3. The Divine Cleansing of

the People, xiii. 1-6
; 4. The Preliminary Judgment of

Purification, xiii. 7—9 ; 5. The Day of Yahveh in Jerusalem,

xiv. 1-7; 6. The New State, xiv. 8-21 : a. City and Land

made young again, vv. 8—1 1 ; &, Judgment on their Op-

sin. Ver. 20. The whole of Judah-Jerusalem will then be

mnctified: Even the most worldly and profane things (hence

symbolically threatened with destruction, ix. 10), the horses

then wear on their hells (on which the names of the owners are

usually put) the signature of the Holy One. And what pre-

\iously had the least degree of holiness, the earthen vessels, in

whicli the sacrificial meals were cooked, will then possess the

liighest degree of holiness, like the bowls into which the blood

is poured on the altar. Ver. 21. Nay, the vessels in tlie whole
land of Judah, even those at present wholly profane, will then

be as holy as those used in the house of Yahveh ; so that the

strangers, who come in crowds, may use them without fear,

and need not themselves buy vessels in the temple. To this,

])erhaps, tlie clause applies : and there shall no more he any
irafficker, etc.

—
''JJ/J3 we take, with Hitz., in the commercial, not

national, sense ; cf. Isa. xxiii. 8 and often. The trafficking in

sacrificial animals and vessels in the precincts of the temple,

condemned in John ii. 14fl"., Matt, xxi, 12 f., was already an

eyesore to the prophet. He rejoices at the time when this

shall cease.
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pressors, vv. 12-15 ; c. All Xatious must worship Yahveli in

Jerusalem, vv. 16—21.

Eespecting the relation of this section to the rest of the

book, its author and date, see Introd. p. 304 ff. These oracles

turn entirely on Jerusalem-Judah, and, indeed, on its strait-

ness and siege by heathen nations. The situation is that of

the time of Jeremiah, with which, also, the reference to the

catastrophe of Hadad-Eimraon, xii. 11, agrees; but the pre-

cursor, from whose beginnings the author especially starts, is

Joel, whose eschatological outlooks undergo here an original

development.

The certainty, already expressed by other prophets, that

the city of God cannot perish through the heathen, comes first

in xii. 1 fP. Although all nations conspire against it and try

their strength on it, they shall only in drinking from this

cup imbibe deadening stupor, and in lifting this stone incur

mortal injury. During the siege the Lord will come to save

His people, and involve the besiegers in massacre and utter

destruction. Peculiar in this respect is the distinction of the

Judrean country-people above the cities, ver. 7, a sign that

the Lord's favour is not tied to the walls of the city and the

stones of the temple. Noteworthy, also, is the increase of

power (ver. 8) which the dwellers in Jerusalem receive at

God's hands. The weakest among them will be a hero like

David, who " leaped over a wall " in the strength of his Lord

(Ps. xviii. 30); and the house of David like those celestial

champions (Ps. ciii. 20) who execute God's deeds,—nay, like

the Angel of the presence who led Israel to victory in the

days of Moses and Joshua, and in whom God's most distinc-

tive attributes are seen (Ex. xxxiii. 2 ; Isa. Ixiii. 9). Thus

the Church, in all its members, is pervaded by divine power
;

and its head is a king of David's house, in whom the divine

leading is embodied in a way unheard of before.

But before Judah can be raised to this height it must

be plunged in the depths of most painful humiliation and
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anguish. Before tlie Divine Spirit can breathe power into

the nation and royal house, He must work repentance in head

and members. In particular, the guilt it has incurred in the

Lord's sight, by audaciously attacking and killing its chosen

representative, must be the object of bitterest confession and

unqualified self-reproach. Who is this, in whose person the

nation attacks God Himself with its murderous steel ? Is it

a king of David's house, perchance the great Davidite pro-

mised in ix. 9, as well as in Isaiah and Micah ? This may

be favoured by the fact that the sorrow for him is compared

to that for King Josiah, the best of David's successors

(ver. 11), and that the same man of God is called shepherd

of the people, xiii. 7. Yet Zech. xi. 4 ff. shows that this

designation may also suit a prophet ; and that parallel is

rather in favour of one, as the house of David appears here

before God simply at the head of the penitent ones (cf. also

xiii, 1). The prophet may have pictured to himself the man

of God, whom he leaves mysteriously indefinite, as a prophetic

national leader, who incurs at the liands of princes and people

the fate prepared, according to tradition, by Manasseh for

Isaiah, by Jehoiakim for Uriah (Jer, xxvi. 20 fif.), and by

several rulers almost for Jeremiah. But he is not thinking

of a prophet's murder already committed, but simply foresees

(as in Isa. liii.), in the light of experience, that the most

devoted Servant of the Lord will experience at the hands of

the leaders of the nation the most hostile treatment, and even

death. I>ut this dreadful fact itself will lead the nation, after

the Spirit of the Lord has been bestowed on it, to reflect on

its transgression against the Lord. Deeply moved, they will

look up to God and mourn for the man of God as universally

as if the land had lost its favourite king, and withal as

sincerely and bitterly as if every house were lamenting its

first-born, nay only son. That this Shepherd of the people

by God's grace, was in fact the noblest scion of the seed of

lAbraham and David, the perfect Messiali announced by Zech.
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ix. 9, Isaiah, Micah, et al., was first shown Ly tlie fulfihiient,

which also first perfectly justifies the bold anthropomorphism

(ver. 10) transferring the man's fate to God. With the

mourning of Judah described in ver, 10 ff., and produced by

the Spirit of God, for the murdered one, of., as an initial

fulfilment, the account of Pentecost in Acts ii., where Peter

cries to the dwellers in Jerusalem : rovrov Slo. %ei/309 avofKcv

irpocr7n]^avTe<i aveiXare (ver. 23), and on this accusation their

heart was pierced {KarevvyriGav rrjp KapSiav, ver. 37).

Ch. xiii. is closely connected with xii. 10—14. The open-

ing of a fountain of cleansing and forgiveness is the conse-

quence of sincere repentance, and both together a condition

of the new salvation. To that subjective side of complete

repentance the objective provision of an expiation on God's

part must be added in order to the setting aside of the great

guilt. It is described symbolically, as in Ezek. xxxvi. 25.

Put whereas there a mere sprinkling with clean water is

spoken of, Zech. xiii. 1 speaks of a fountain, always open for

cleansing or justifying ; so that a spring of righteousness,

opened by God, renders the previous inadequate means of

cleansing superfluous. This spring is not more precisely

defined. According to Isa. liii., it would spring from the

suffering and death of the great Servant of God, which, how-

ever, is not stated here. On the other hand, the prophet is

probably thinking of the temple-spring promised in Joel

iv. 18, which is certainly considered there in its fertilising

aspect (cf., however, Joel iv. 21), which Zechariah only refers

to in xiv. 8. In xiii. 2 ff. justification is followed by sanctifi-

cation, i.e. the cleansing of the act by the cleansing of the

acting, which is also God's work. In particular, the two

chief sins polluting the land in God's eyes are done away,

—

idolatry and false prophets,—xiii. 7 ff. As the nation will

not at present give up these sins, the time of grace must be

preceded by severe judgment. God will allow His chosen,

gracious instrument, the good Shepherd, who is most closely
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united with Ilim (to be combined with xii. 10, not uilli

xi. 15 ff. !), to fall by murderous hands, and so give over the

better ones, who still adhered to Him, to destruction. The

judgment, bursting in irresistibly after His fall, will leave

only a third of the nation, and even this must be thoroughly

tested and refined before the Lord can make it His possession.

Ch. xiv. 1 f. glances at the near future, in which a siege of

Jerusalem by the heathen is preparing. Despite xii. 1 ff.,

the siege will end in the capture of the city, wliicli is dis-

honoured by the sinfulness of its inhabitants. But in this

way the vision of xii. 1 ff. is verified, as, in the first place, a

remnant of population is left in Jerusalem ; and, secondly, the

universal but futile attack of the nations on God's city fore-

told by Joel, which leads to the judgment on the world,

follows later, on the real " day of the Lord," xiv. 3 if, when

Yahveh comes with His heavenly hosts, ver. 5. The descrip-

tion here is visionary in a high degree,

—

i.e. it is all seen in

drastic, sensuous colours, but it is not to be understood in a

grossly sensuous way. The nations gather in great multitudes

near to Jerusalem, especially in the Kidron valley (cf Joel).

But the Lord opens a place of refuge to the distressed

inhabitants of Jerusalem,—the Mount of Olives, where His

glory is to be seen, pushing forward its cliffs, like guarding

walls, to the four quarters of heaven, and receiving the

fugitives into its bosom (ver. 4 f ). How the hostile heathen

fare, with whom the Lord fights (ver. 3), is afterwards painted

in dreadful colours, ver. 12 ff. They })erish rather by the

hand of the angel of death and their own weapons than by

those of the Jews, leaving rich booty to the latter. Examples

of such an overthrow are not wanting in history. Cf especi-

ally, Isa. xxxvii. 36 as to corruption in the living body; on

the nmtual destruction, e.f/. Judg. vii. 22 ; 2 Chron. xx. 23.

The fruit of such a revelation of the majesty of Yahveh is

described in ver. 8 ff. The land, now conceived as purified

according to xiii. 1 ff., will be intersected by fertilising
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waters (see above) ; Yaliveh will be acknowledged as supreme

sovereign in the whole earth (ver. 9). The perfectly restored

city of God (ver. 10 f.; cf. on Jer. xxxi. 38) will form, accord-

ing to ver. 1 6 ff., the goal of the pilgrimage of all nations
;

for from His sanctuary there Yahveh will dispense blessing

to those wlio visit it, whilst those who remain far from the

place will perish unblessed. But Jerusalem itself, with its

surroundings, will be so permeated by the divine holiness that

nothing at all profane will be left there, but the most secular

things in themselves will be consecrated and fitted for God's

service ; everything profane (temple-trade) is kept aloof, and

the most insignificant things in the temple will be altogether

holy. This holiness of things corresponds to the enhancement

of divine power affirmed of men in xii. 8. The fulfilment of

the oracle is to be regarded like that of the national pilgrim-

age, Isa. ii. ; see Comm. there. Zech. i.-viii. also has a similar

conclusion.



MALACHI.

InTKODUCTIOxN'.

The name Malachi(*3S^jD; LXX: M'aXa;^ta?; Vulg: Malachias)

is by many not acknowledged as the historic proper name of

a prophet on account of its signification (cf. iii. 1), and

because it occin-s nowhere else in the Old Testament. Misled

by the frequent meaning of the word (angel), several Fathers

even took this prophet for an incarnate angel, as also they

did Haggai (on account of Hag. i. 13), which Jerome on

Hag. i. lo disclaims. Xay, even LXX seem to have so

taken the word, translating Mai. i. 1, iv %et/3t ajyeXov

avTov. Others see in '•axi'O a name of dignity and office

which the author of the book assumed. So the Targumist

Jonathan, who takes him for Ezra ; similarly several Kabbins

;

among moderns, Hengstenberg, et al. Others again assert

that the writing appeared anonymously (Ewald, Eeuss, et al.)
;

a compiler, perhaps the same who atlded the similar headings

in Zech. ix. 1, xii. 1, first picked out from iii. 1 the catch-

word '3K^» (according to Ew. anrjdicus ?). But whoever

wrote this heading plainly assumes l>y his simple l"!, that

]\Ialachi is a real proper name, and its bearer well known to

the readers. The name is to be explained as an abbreviation

of n»3X^o, like '?>«, 2 Kings xviii. 2, of n'3S*, 2 Chron. xxix. 1.

See further in Caspari, Micha, p. 27 ff. So also Hitzig,

Kohler, Keil, Niigelsbach, et al., who acknowledge the

historicity of the name. Still, certainly, the possibility

remains open, that ]\Ialaclii did not bear this name among
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the people from his birth, hut only from his call to be a

messenger of Yahveh (of. Hag. i, 13); he plays on the

name in iii. 1, see there. Respecting the prophet's person-

ality nothing is known but what can be learnt from this

book. Because of the prominence given to the priesthood

in the book, it has been conjectured that Malachi belonged

to it ; but there is no certainty on the point. See traditions

of no importance in Kohler, p. 10 f.

The time, in which the present discourses of Malachi were

delivered, was in general the post-exilic, and indeed incon-

testably later than the time of the labours of Haggai and

Zechariah. The temple had been completed a considerable

time, the sacriticial service was in full force, although the

first zeal for it was greatly abated, Mai. i. 6 ff., ii. 1 ff.,

iii. i. 10, etc. The moral and religious offences, calling forth

Malachi's sharp rebuke, are different from those censured by

Haggai and Zechariah, showing on the other hand close

affinity with those opposed by Ezra (returned to the home-

land in the year 458 B.C.) and Nehemiah (came back in the

year 445). The state of things presupposed in Malachi is most

nearly akin to that found by Nehemiah, ch. xiii. ; he opposes

(ii. 11) the marrying of heathen women like Neh. xiii. 23 ff.

(cf. already Ezra ix. 1 ff., x. 1 ff ), and rebukes in different

ways the defective offerings (i. 7 ff.) and imposts (iii. 10), as

Nehemiah does partially, xiii. 10 ff. Nagelsbach rightly calls

attention to the fact that these reproofs do not suit the early

days of Ezra, when the government met the expense of the

temple-service (Ezra vi. 9 f., vii. 20 ff.), but presuppose the

voluntary obligation of the nation to do so, Neh. x. 33.

And indeed some time had elapsed since the obligation was

assumed. As also Mai. i. 8 makes it highly improbable

that Nehemiah was governor at the time when the prophet

so spoke (see on the passage), we must suppose that this

took place during Nehemiah's temporary absence. Twelve

years after taking up that office, i.e. in the year 433 B.C.,
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lie returned for an indefinitely long period to the court of

Artaxerxes (Neh. xiii. 6), and in oh. xiii. describes the evils

which on his return to Jerusalem he found newly broken

out, and then thoroughly reformed, so that no prophecy of

Malachi is probable after the reformation described in Neh.

xiii. That, consequently, Malachi's discourses are to be placed

in the middle j)eriod between Nehemiah's first and second

presence in Jerusalem, is also the opinion of Nagelsbach,

Kohler, Schrader, ct al. This brings us to the years 433-424

(death of Artaxerxes), consequently Malachi's writing is about

a hundred years later than that of Haggai and Zechariah.

The aim of Malachi's discourses is directed against sluggish-

ness and want of interest in the worship of Yahveh, and

irresponsible laxity in the observance of theocratic and

ethical precepts. The priesthood especially is called to

account in regard to this decay of the fear of God and the

sense of duty. In particular, Malachi protests, as already

mentioned, against marriages with heathen women, which

imperilled the theocratic character of the commonwealth

(ii. 11), but still more against the repudiations, going on

with ever- increasing lightheartedness, of legitimate wives

(ii. 14). And as Malachi had to contend with externalised

work-service, which seems to have been carried on chiefly by

the elders after the manner of the later Pharisees, so he has

to contend with naked unbelief, by which the young genera-

tion was perhaps especially infected. But tlie prophet's aim

in his addresses of reform and rebuke is neither to serve mere

morality nor the theocratic system, but to prepare for the

coming of the Lord, which the early prophets as well as

Haggai and Zechariah had described as approaching, but

which the impatient and unbelieving had called in question.

This coming of the Lord is certain and near ; but so severe

is its import, that the sifting and purifying, which His

entrance into the temple will bring with it, must inflict

destruction on priests and people, unless the Lord in His
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mercy will send a true Elijah to carry out this work of

preparation, wliich meets with such strong resistance, and

to convert Israel to His service. Bolime (Zcitschr. f. d. edit.

Wisscnsch. 1887, p. 210 ff.) has indeed denied the character-

istic conclusion, iii. 22-24, to be by the author of the book.

But neither the linguistic arguments seem to us to be con-

clusive, nor the actual relation of iii. 2-4 to iii. 1, so soon as

in the latter passage one does not erroneously understand the

angel of Yahveh by the preparer of the way.

The writing of Malachi is perhaps a compilation of oral

addresses, which followed each other at no great intervals.

The manner of writing is prosaic, the language slightly

Aramaic in form, the description in many respects original.

It is especially surprising that here first, instead of the old

poetic and rhetorical mode of speech, a dialectic form of

teaching appears, which is much cultivated in later Judaism.

Malachi usually prefixes a general proposition, provoking

contradiction, and then, after interweaving the counter-

statement, specialises and so also justifies and expounds it

see i. 2 f., 6 ff., iii. 8 f., 13 f., and elsewhere.

Special literature on Malachi : C. Vitringa, Ohscrvationes

Sacrcc, Ivi. Eeinke (Cath.), Der Proplid McdeacM, Giessen

1856. A. Kohler, Die Wcissagiingen Maleachis, 1865.

jSTagelsbach-Volck, art. " ]\Ialeachi," in Herzog.

1. 1. Oracle, the word of Yahveh to Israel by the hand

of Malachi.

First Discourse : Complaint respecting Neglect of

THE Lord, Ch, l

2. I have loved you, says Yahveh. And you say,

Chapter I.

Ver. 1. On the heading see the Introd.—Ta, see Comm. on

Jer. xxxvii. 2. Yer. 2. First the Lord's love for His people is
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" Wherein hast thou loved us ? " Is not Esau Jacob's

brother ? is Yahveh's oracle : and I loved Jacob ; 3. and

Esau I hated, and I made his mountains a desert, and

(gave) his inheritance to the jackals of the wilderness.

4. If Edom says :
" AVe are broken in pieces indeed, but we

will build up the waste places again
;

" thus says Yahveh of

hosts : They may build, but I will pull down : and men shall

call them the " border of wickedness," and " The people with

whom Yahveh is wroth for ever." 5. And your eyes shall

behold it, and you shall say, " Great is Yahveh beyond the

border of Israel."

exhibited in order afterwards to accuse them of want of love in

return. The proof of His love is given in the opposite example,

Esau ; the latter, though Jacob's equal by birth, found no

favour with the Lord. On the line of thought see the Introd.

]). 384. The hearers, who do not seem to know that the Lord

loves them, may study that contrast.

—

Jacob and Esau is a

designedly personal designation of the nations, as the question

is God's attitude to them, which took its beginning in relation

to their ancestors. Ver. 3. The Edomites must have felt God's

displeasure in their land in the shape of hostile devastation.

—

m^n, as elsewhere D"'3n (cf Isa. xxxiv. 13, against Edom) ; on

the other hand, LXX, Syr., dwellings, which modern writers

would support by the Arabic stem tanaa.—This devastation

was probably the work of the Babylonians, with whom, indeed,

the Edomites made common cause at the fall of Jerusalem, but

who later, under the same Nebuchadnezzar, again touched the

territory in a hostile way (see on Jer. p. 342 f ). Others suggest

the wars waged between the Persians and Egypt, as the, devas-

tation of Edom belongs plainly to the most recent past. But
the latter is not certain. The text merely assumes that Edom
has not yet recovered from the spoliation, and especially

declares that Edom will never again attain prosperity. Ver. 4.

"loxn, not to be taken as 2nd person, as Edom is not further

addressed, but 3rd pers. sing. feni. of the general community.

—

Because Edom's misfortune depends on God's disposition, it

will never (quite differently from Israel!) recover from it.

That this divine displeasure, however, is not without moral

reason, is shown by \Vi'>y^
'3 (cf Zecli. v. 8).—nyi, as in Zech.

i. 12. Ver. 5. Jacob is addressed. It shall be witness of the

displeasure of Yahveh against Edom, wliich continues ever the

same, and in its fate will see a palpable proof of the divine
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6. A son will honour his father, and a servant his lord :

but if I arn a father, where is my honour ? and if I am
dominion, where is the fear of me ? says Yahveh of hosts

to you, ye priests, ye despisers of my name ! And you say

indeed :
" Wherein have we despised thy name ?

" 7. You
offer now polluted food on my altar ; and you say :

" Wherewith did we pollute thee ?
" In that you say :

" The

table of Yahveh is contemptible." 8. And when you bring

rule beyond Israel's territory. By P '?yo Yahveh is described

as the God reigning over this land, but thence ruling over the

earth. Ver. 6. If only the close relation of God to His
people were duly regarded by the latter ! But although He
chose, as is well known, Jacob for His son (Ex. iv. 22 ; Hos.

xi. 1. ; Jer. xxxi. 9, and often) and servant (Isa. xli. 8 and often),

this nation is wanting in the simplest tokens of reverence due
to a father or master. In particular this reproach applies to

the priests, who should be penetrated with the holiest rever-

ence for God, but are chiefly responsible for the disregard of

Yahveh, which has led to the decline of divine worship.

—

nm ( = n3), opposite of 133, Piel, also 1 Sam. ii. 30. This

accusation again needs proof, which ver. 7 gives by pointing

to the decay of God's worship. Ver. 7. K'JJ, Hiphil of offering

(3''ipn) the sacrifices, as in Amos v. 25.—^N3, in late books in

the sense of bv^, to be unclean ; Pual partic. defiled. This also

they will not have said, that they had offered polluted sacri-

fices, and so defiled the Lord Himself, inflicting a stain on Him.
Bu.t this is attested by their own words. The table of Yahveh

is nT33, contemptible, despicable, may be despised. And how
they say this appears from ver. 8. Ver. 8. If one offers

defective animals, according to their language it matters

nothing. J?") px, il n'y a pas ch mal. And yet this is

strictly forbidden in the Mosaic law. Lev. xxii. 20-25

;

Deut. XV. 21. This indulge'nce of theirs, by which they

encouraged the indolence of the people in holy things, is

therefore an inexcusable disregard of the Lord. If it is right

to offer such gifts to a great lord, let them attempt it with the

governor, nna (see on Jer. li. 23), as in Hag. i. 1, the Persian

governor ; and indeed this was, of course, no longer Zerubbabel,

and also at the time scarcely Nehemiah, who could boast of

having renounced the gifts belonging to him as governor

(Neb. V. 14 f.), perhaps even a Persian. In the Mosaic law

it was forbidden to the judge to accept presents, and so regard
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the blind for sacrifice, " tliere is no evil in it," and when you

bring the lame and sick, " there is no evil in it." Offer it

now to thy governor, (and see) whether he will be pleased

with thee, or show thee favour ? says Yahveh of hosts.

9. Come, pacify now the face of God, that he may be

gracious to us. From your hand this came (to him)—will

he through you show himself favourably disposed ? says

Yahveh of hosts. 10. Would only there were some one

among you to shut the doors, that you might not kindle

my altar in vain ! I have no pleasure in you, says Yahveh

of hosts, and I will not accept an offering at your hand.

11. For from the rising of the sun to its going down my

persons (D"'JD NC*:) ; but this corrupt practice crept in every-

where in the East, almost like something beyond question.

If one did not directly wish unjust judgments to creep in,

one still made sure of the governor's favour and goodwill in

this way. Ver. 9. So they shall now see whether God is

pleased with such things. D"':d rhn, as in Zech. vii. 2. The

challenge is ironical, not an exhortation to repentance.—D30,

from your side, states the quarter from which He might be

moved to show favour. Ver. 10. Better no worsliip at all

than such negligent, cold worship.—Who is among you and
he shuts = would that tliere were among you some one who,

moreover, would shut, that they might no more invain (without

effect, because without God's approval) kindle the altar, i.e.

kindle sacrifice thereon (cf. Isa. xxvii. 11). Ver. 11. Rising

and seiting stand for the farthest ends of the earth, Zech.

viii. 7; Ps. ciii. 12.

—

My name is great among the licathcn, i.e.

my revelation is acknowledged and held in honour.—Dpo,

properly, partic. Hoph., then used substantivally : incense.

Others take both partic. as co-ordinated asyndetically in the

sense of predicative sentences : incense is burnt, sacrifice is

offered. That Yahveh receives pure, acceptable worship

throughout the world, as His name is everywhere known
and honoured, is adduced as the reason why He will not

really be won liy the impure, reluctant service of His people.

He everywhere finds more zealous and faithful worshippers.

It is disputed whether this refers to the present or future.

In the former way Hitzig, Kohler (formerly in Comm.), Stade

(see on Zech. xiv. 9) think that the prophet regards the

heathen sacrificial service as oilered in reality to Yahveh, for

whom Aliuramazda, Zeus, etc., were but other names. But
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name is great among the heathen ; and in every place incense

is offered to my name, and a pure offering ; for great is my
name among the heatlien nations, says Yahveh of hosts.

12. But you profane it in that you say: "The table of

Yahveh is polluted, and its fruit, its eating, is contemptible."

1 o. And you say :
" Behold, what a weariness !

" and you

puff at it, says Yahveh of hosts ; and when you bring what

was stolen, and the lame, and the sick, and so bring an

offering, should I accept it at your hand ? says Yahveh.

14. And cursed (be) he who deceives, if in his flock (is) a

it would be unheard of that a prophet who holds such strict

views of the law, and abominates foreign wives on account of

their heathen deities as a pollution of the holy nation (ii. 11 f.),

would apply the predicate pure to heathen offerings, and, more-
over, contradicts the definite assertion, that knowledge of the

name of Yahveh forms the postulate of such sacrifice. And
the view which Kohler recently prefers (Herzog, xiii. 185),

namely, that the saying applies to the offerings brought by
l^roselytes among all nations of the earth (Pressel suggests the

Jews of the diaspora), the incense of praise and the sacrifice of

humble, trustful self-surrender, would be too little intelligible

to the hearers. These could only think, although nothing

formally points to the future, in the reference of the Lord to

His numerous (still invisible) Church in the heathen world, of

the future. So Luther, (Ecolamp., Calv., Hengstenb., Keil,

Delitzsch, et al. Ver. 12 repeats, in contrast with the honour

which Yahveh finds among the heathen, tlie contempt witli

which the Jews treat Him (the divine name). So badly is

the table of the Lord served, that even the eating of its fruit,

i.e. of the portions of the sacrifice falling to the priests, is

despised and reviled. Ver. 13. ns^no (from 'n np), they cry

out : What a nuisance, weariness, to be obliged to eat this

!

But for God it is said to be good enough.—nsj, Hiphil, properly

to puff at, disparage, "inix refers to the fruit of the altar

designed to be eaten ; to eat of this ought to be the greatest

honour.— What is stolen. Thus, in the procuring of offerings,

they are not particular about mine and thine.—Of such defects

God does not say J?"i ps*. On the contrary, such half ofterings,

in which He is robbed of His own, bring curse to the offerers,

ver. 14 Ver. 14. In freewill offerings the sex of the animal

was not prescribed, Lev. iii. 1, 6. But when the most perfect

was vowed, it was deceit, instead of it, to offer afterwards a
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male, aud he has vowed (it) and slays for the Lord a wretched

beast ; for I am a great king, says Yahveh of hosts, and my
name is feared among the heathen.

Exposition.

Contents of ch. i. First Discourse : Complaint of Neglect

of the Lord. 1. The Lord's Love for Israel, vv. 1-5
; 2. Ne-

glect of Yahveh by Priests and People, vv. 6-14.

The discourse seeks, first of all, to awaken the feeling, how

much Israel owes to the free grace of its God, who chose it

for His covenant-people before other peoples, apart from its

merit ; and next, especially to arouse conscience, as the love

due in return is so wanting, yea, even reverence itself (ver. 6).

Neglect of the Lord appears chiefly in the careless way in

which the people offered defective sacrifices, as well as tithes

and heave or consecration offerings. For this the priests are

mainly to blame, who in their indolence, perhaps also from

desire to please, do not declare the most imperfect animals

unfit for sacrifice, and countenance any infringement of the

Lord's rights among the people, so that the entire sacrificial

service has fallen into decay, and threatens to become a laugh-

ing-stock. Cf. the good resolutions come to under Nehemiah,

Neh. X. 30 ff., 38 ff., and the decay which ensued notwith-

standing, Neh. xiii. 10 ff. That a prophet here is so earnestly

concerned for the normal outward character of the sacrificial

victims, may seem strange. But this indignation is to be

explained in the same way as the zeal of Haggai for the

temple building. The indifference just expressed the want of

all sense of fear of God, yea, of all knowledge of the divine

wretched animal (n^t^•o, the correct reading; part. Hoph.

corrupted), or a sick female one, instead of the more valuable

male one.

—

A7id my name, etc., ver. 11. The king, to whom
tlie heathen pay deep reverence, will not let Himself be treated

by His own people with contempt.
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holiness and glory. Thus, destitute of all true fear of God,

they as good as let the whole sacrificial worship fall to the

ground (ver. 10). This leads the prophet to the grand utter-

ance, peculiar in any case, which sees an acceptable worship of

the true God spread over the entire world. Eeferring formally

neither expressly to the present, nor definitely to the future,

the central point of the oracle is, that it declares all nations

better fitted in holiness for God's priestly service than Judah

was then, and the whole earth worthy of being Yahveh's place

of sacrifice, as Jerusalem alone had been hitherto. There-

with the two limits essential to the 0. T, covenant, the

national and the local, fall away, and the way is opened to

Jolm iv. 23 f. The reception of the heathen into God's king-

dom was certainly announced, long before Malachi, as ap-

proaching ; but only isolated intimations of the hallowing of

the whole earth, making it everywhere the equal of sacred

Zion, are found, Isa. xix. 19 ; Zeph. iii. 10. It is significant

also that in the present passage this universal priesthood

and universal sanctuary of Yahveh appear already in a con-

nection admitting the possibility of the rejection of the Jews.

The Lord can repudiate their degenerate worship in Jerusalem,

as He everywhere finds altars and priests. The new covenant

brought the fulfilment of this vision in its spiritualising of

the Church, which had the rejection of carnally-minded Israel

for its obverse. The Eonian Church gives Mai. i. 11 a more

definite reference to the mass-sacrifice, for which this passage

has even to do duty as a chief proof {Trident. Sess. xxii.).

But such an application of the language, which has been

especially defended by Reinke in modern days, is invalid. The

" incense " and the " pure offering " by no means point spe-

cially to the mass-sacrifice, which is so specially distinctive

of that Church. Also in Malachi the question remains open,

how far even the sacrificial practices of the Gentiles are to be

regarded as spiritualised, after the holy space and holy per-

sonelle have undergone so unusual a spiritualising.
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Second Discourse : Tkeaciiery of the Priests and the

People, ii. 1-1 G.

II. 1. And now, this ordinance comes to you, ye pi'iests :

2. If you hear not and lay not to heart, to show honour to

my name, says Yahveh of hosts, I send the curse upon you,

and will curse your blessings, yea, I have even cursed you,

because you lay it not to heart. 3. Behold, I rebuke pos-

terity for you, and scatter dung on your faces, the dung of

your feasts, and men will bear you to it. 4. And you shall

know that I sent this ordinance to you, that it is my covenant

"with Levi, says Yahveh of hosts. 5. My covenant was with

Chapter II.

'Ver. 1. This ordinance, the order or decree contained in the

following words : if you are not concerned for my honour, curse

and shame will fall on you instead of blessing and honour.

The Lord puts a categorical dilemma before them. Ver. 2.

Yoiir blessings, not : the benedictions uttered by the priests

sliall turn to the opposite (Ew., Keil, Pressel, ct a!.), nor yet

are their incomes meant (Hitz.), but more generally and ideally

the blessings which God has conferred on their tribe and order,

called in ver. 5, after their contents, life and peace ; cf. also

posterity, ver. 3.
—

's DJI, and I have even (in fact) cursed them,

not mere repetition, but affirming that the decision is already

made, because as matter of fact they show no honour to God's
name. Ver. 3. "lyj (cf. Zecli. iii. 2), including the idea of

repression, bringing to an end.—jn^n, not to be changed into

yiTH, " the (blessing and sacrificing) arm," after LXX, Aquila,

Vulg., which Ew., Eeinke, Keil, Kohler follow ; but applies to

the posterity promised to the tribe in sjiecial measure in devout
service of the Lord as a blessing from Him whom they served

(cf, ver. 5, D"nn, and Jer. xiii. 18, 22). To this is added dis-

honouring treatment of their own person. This is drastically

represented as casting into their face the dung left in the fore-

courts by the sacrificial beasts at the feasts.

—

\X'C'y\, indefinite

t^ubj. : one shall hear you to it (to the dung, i.e. the place where
it is left). Hitz. : Dung shall be cast on them, and they on the

dung. Ver. 4. When these things befall them they shall know
that the Lord has really sent them this categorical mandate,
ver. 1 f., that it may henceforth determine His relation to Levi.

Ver. 5. His earlier numdate, covenant-making with Levi, aimed
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him life and peace, and I gave them him, that he might fear

;

and he feared me, and he trembled at my name. 6. Truthful

teaching of the law was in his mouth, and no wickedness was

found in his lips. In peace and integrity he walked with me,

and he recovered many from transgression. 7. For the lips

of the priest shall keep knowledge, and men expect teaching

in the law from his mouth, because he is a messenger of

Yahveli of hosts. 8. But you have turned aside from the

way, have caused many to fall by instruction
;
you have

corrupted the covenant of Levi, says Yahveh of hosts. 9. So

then I also make you contemptible and common to all the

people, even as you kept not my ways and regarded persons

in teaching the law.

at life and peace, i.e. peaceful wellbeing. These were the bless-

ings which that covenant brought to the tribe, Num. xxv. 12 f.—And I gave them to him, that he might fear, i.e. as a motive

and means to promote fear, which was effectual : They in fact

feared me, and had a holy dread of me (nra, Niph. of nnn).

Ver. 6. 'x min, upright, truthful instruction in the law; oppo-

site of those false sayings, yi px, i. 8.—His icalk was in harmony
with the blameless language of the lips ; and the effect of both

was the conversion of the erring, whereas the present priests

lead the nation into evil, and confirm it therein. Ver. 7. This

(ver. 6) is the normal state, such as corresponds to the divine

will about the priestly order, to which so high dignity is given,

and so useful an office is entrusted of being the channel of God's

messages to men. 'n "l^bo, the priest is called here in this

sense like the prophet, Hag. i. 13. Ver. 8. The present priestly

order, which has turned aside from God's ways, and leads the

nation astray, is an antithesis to the worthy priestly order of

ancient days.

—

Has caused many to fall, by false exposition of

the law ; cf. the opposite, ver. 6 : D-nm pya T::'n. By such per-

version of the Torah they make it a bbop, ffxavSaXov, instead of

its being a light to the feet (Hitz.).—The auspicious covenant of
Levi (not : of the Levite), i.e. of the tribe, they have turned

into mischief,' such a metamorphosis as was threatened in ver.

2 f. Ver. 9. The jws talionis is carried out on them, cf. i. 6 f., 12.

—They are reproached with partisanship in judging. D''32 Nl"j,

the preference of persons, forbidden in the law in legal disputes,

which often came before the priests as administrators of the
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10. Have we not then all one Father? Has not one God
created us ? Why should we deal treacherously one with

another to profane the covenant of our fathers? 11. Judali

has dealt treacherously, and abomination has been com-

mitted in Israel and in Jerusalem. For Judali has profaned

the temple of Yahveh, which he loves, and has married the

daughter of a strange god. 1 2. Yahveh will root out for the

man who does so him that calls and him that gives reply

from the tents of Jacob, and that brings an offering to Yahveh

holy law. Ver. 10 passes on to wrong not j)unished by the

priests in consequence of their Tpocwro/.jj^'/a. Among brethren

such injustice should not occur. But the entire nation is a

nation of brethren ; for it has one Father, one God.—Malachi
does not allude to Abraham or Jacob as the one progenitor, but
to God (i. 6) ; hence he adds the second question for clearness.

Certainly this God has not created the Jews only, but all men.
But only they know Him as their Creator, and consequently

He is their Father. nJ33, in any case to be taken as 1 plur.,

although Massora would perhaps read it Niph. (therefore not

*1J33), to avoid the offence of the prophet including himself.

—

Just because the not merely pliysical but spiritual kinship of

the Israelites is emphasised, tliey should not act treacherously

to one another, as this is a breach of the holy covenant made
with the fathers and embracing the whole nation. Ver. 11

gives the example of such treachery involving a breach of the

covenant, which is specially in view : the marrying of foreign

women, heathens, the prophet regards as treachery and abomina-
tion—a profaning of the sanctuary of Yahveh, Le. of His people.

The foreign woman is the daughter of a strange god, therefore

belongs not to the community, whose Father is Yahveh. What
was done, according to Ezra ix. 1 ff., x. 1 ff., Neh. xiii. 23 ff., by
many members of the community, even priests and Levites, is

affirmed of the whole land or nation, which is stained by this

abomination. See on the matter at tlie close. Ver. 12. njyi ly,

obscure double phrase to descril)e an entire body, and indeed

here of a household. It seems to be an antithetical pair : tluit

calls ("iiy, partic. transit., like Niph. elsewhere ; cf. Job xli. 2),

and that makes reply ; i.e. all active in the liouse. Hitz. dif-

ferently :
" that is awake and speaks," which would both denote

the living. Other explanations are still less satisfactory.

—

And
that offers sacrifice ; this clause applies specifically to the priests,

whose every sin was doubly evil on account of their near rela-
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of hosts. 13. And this you shall do the second time; you

cover the altar of Yahveh with tears, with weeping and groan-

ing, because there is no more inclination to (your) offering and

to acceptance of what is well-pleasing at your hand. 14. And
you say :

" Wherefore ? " Because Yahveh was witness be-

tween thee and the wife of thy youth, with whom thou hast

dealt treacherously, as she is yet thy partner and the wife of

thy covenant. 15. And not one has done this, while yet a

tion to the Lord ; of. iii. 3. From such a polluted house none
will proceed, bold enough to present offerings to God. Ver. 13.

Expositors translate wrongly :
" and this you will do in the

second place," which means : this is the second offence you will

commit, namely, " cover the altar of Yahveh with tears," which
is said to refer to the lamenting of the repudiated wives.

pxo TiJ? will then mean : so that you turn no more. Eather trans-

late as above. Utter God-forsakenness is denounced against

them for the second time, such as preceded the destruction of

the temple, and had it as a consequence. This menace also

applies to the priests.

—

\'\T\, abstr. pro concrcto. Ver. 14. If

they ask why they again fall into such utter disfavour, the

answer is: because of their unfaithfulness to their wives, or

the lighthearted dismissal of them. Yahveh is witness, who
avenges the violation of the holy covenant made in His sight.

Although nothing is heard of a religious marriage in early days,

this passage makes it highly probable that in the delivery of

the bride to the bridegroom God was invoked as witness, as by

Laban on the departure in Gen. xxxi. 50.
—

'l3 X''m emphasises

again the cruelty of casting off a partner to whom one has

vowed fidelity, and with whom one has shared the finest joys

of youth. Ver. 15. One feels the holy indignation under the

power of which the prophet speaks, in the style, which is

abrupt and obscure. The verse is a criuv interpretum. We
take nns s^ as subj. to n::'j; : no one has done this, who yet had

anything of divine spirit. So most expositors, nn denotes

here the noble, God-related vital power, which gives him his

moral dignity. And what the One ? How was it with the one

man of God, who was cited as putting away a wife ? Abraham,

who put away Hagar, is meant, but he sought godly posterity

;

i.e. for the sake of the God-pleasing seed, which he wished to

preserve intact and untainted, at God's bidding (Gen. xxi. 12)

he sent away the maid who was not included in the covenant

of God. That Hagar was not his wife entrusted to him by

solemn covenant, comes, of course, into account in judging his
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remnant of spirit was in liiu). And how (did) the one so ?

In seeking a seed of God. So then take heed to your spirit,

and deal not treacherously with the wife of thy youth.

16. For I hate putting away, says Yahveh, the God of Israel

;

and one covers his garment with outrage, says Yahveh of

hosts. So then take heed to your spirit, and deal not

treacherously

!

Exposition.

Contents of ch. ii, 1-16. Second Discourse: Treachery of

Priests and People. 1. Levi once and now, vv. 1-9
; 2. Viola-

tions of Faith in Marriage and Divorce, vv. 10-16.

The discourse, ch. i., already sought first of all to awaken

the conscience of the priests (i. 6), because they tolerated, and

so were guilty of, infringements of the law of sacrifices and

offerings. Here now, still more specifically, the priestly order

is threatened with curse instead of the blessing once promised

to it, if it dishonours the name of the Lord, as has actually

been done, instead of honouring it, like the old priesthood of

blessed memory, by unsullied and impartial administration of

the divine law. The description, ii. 6 f., is ideal, like the one

conduct. Hitzig would even hold that his conduct is taken as

a pattern :
" The wife of his youth, Sarah, he did not cast oft",

but afterwards his second wife, the Egyptian Hagar." But the

intention rather is to justify the one exception by the high

motive which determined it : 's yiT trp3».—iDt', Niph. with 2,

Jer. xvii. 21. That spirit can be lost, and whoever in such a

course has yet a remnant of it nnist thereby damage it.

—

One
shall not deal treacherously wich the wife of ihy youth, is one

of the strangest changes of person in one sentence
;
perhaps

liin should be read after LXX, Targ., Vulg., and many Hebrew
codices.—The meaning of the verse becomes essentially different

if one translates with Ewald, Reinke :
" And has not One

created them (man and wife), cf ver. 10, and the entire (?)

spirit belongs to him, and what does the One (God) seek ?

Divine seed." But this is more forced. Ver. 16. '3iK is to be

supplied to N3b' (verbal adjective, like "Sn, iii. 1); cf. Zech.

ix. 12.—n^t*, infin. Piel. The word is commonly used of putting

away wives, and was therefore unniislakeable in this connection.
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ill Isa. i. 21, 26; but at times the reality certainly corre-

sponded to it, and the reputation of the priestly tribe rested

in great measure on its former spiritual greatness and its

unselfish zeal for the service of Yahveh. Conversely, the

present despisers of the holy God will reap the greatest

disgrace (iii. 9). It is characteristic that the priestly

order, which hoped, by the readiness with which it surren-

dered the precepts of the divine law, to acquire popu-

larity and honour among the people, and sought, by accom-

modating exposition of the legal ordinances to secure itself

favour, will have nothing but scorn from the people as its

reward.

In the second part (vv. 10-16) such moral and religious

evils are exposed as the priests do not prevent, although they

form gross infractions of the covenant- law (ii. 10 f., 14).

The two worst current vices of this kind are mentioned

:

marrying foreign, heathen women, and casting off Israelitish

wives. It is a question whether these two points of accusa-

tion are independent of each other, or the second is in causal

connection with the first, as the marrying of foreign women

would have to be more severely condemned, if it led to the

casting off of Israelitish wives, and their dismissal was all the

worse if it took place in order to make way for heathen

women. Certainly, such a connection would exist in many

cases. When heathen women were received into families,

lieathen laxity in regard to loosing and breaking the mar-

riage covenant might easily find entrance. But these two

accusations have yet a certain independence. The prophet

disapproves the mixed marriages and the divorces absolutely,

as Kohler rightly insists. In the former respect the law,

doubtless, expressly and absolutely prohibited only to the

—He covers (namely, he that does so) his garment with wanton
violence, i.e. he stands before all the world as a violent trans-

gressor. The metaphorical explanation of tJ'137, as if it meant
wife, after Arabic analogies, as Schultens, Gesen., Hitz., Ew.,
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Israelites the marrying of Canaanite women, for wliicli occa-

sion offered itself most frequently, Ex. xxxiv. 16 ; Deut. vii. 3 f.

Malachi, like Ezra and Nehemiah (see on Mai. ii. 11), more

generally condemns marriages with non-Israelites, and threatens

them with destruction of offspring by the avenging hand of

God, as such preference of foreigners, and their introduction

into the holy nation, was treachery to that nation, ii. 10 f. It

cannot be denied that these post-exilic reformers are stricter

than the old law and the common practice. But this is

intelligible, when one considers how earnestly the little, new-

born commonwealth was bound to guard its peculiar character,

so as not to be lost in heathenism. Also the reasons of the

prohibition, Ex. xxxiv. 16, Deut. vii. 4, gave these men a

virtual warrant for its furtlier extension. As concerns

divorce, the law, Deut. xxiv. 1, assumes its possibility under

certain circumstances. But here let us read the saying,

which expresses God's real intention : / hate putting away

(ver. 16), which Jesus Christ confirms. Matt. xix. 8 f. and

elsewhere. Our prophet lays the chief stress on this second

accusation, foretelling God's complete departure from His

temple, such as had been seen once already in the destruction

and exile, on account of this offence.

Third Discourse: The Day of the Lord, ii. l7-iii. 24.

II. 17. You have wearied Yaliveh with your words.

And you say :
" Wherewith have we wearied ? " In

saying :
" Every evil-doer is good in the eyes of Yahveh, and

he takes pleasure in them ; or where is the God of judg-

think, must be rejected. Ver. 17 introduces to the following

section. The censure here is, first of all, on moral laxity in

judgment, connected with a morally wurthless conception of

God, as if He did not judge wickedness so severely. This
latter conception believes that it is supported by experience,

as little is seen of judgment on sinners ; or (if it is otherwise)

where is the God that judges ? Cf. iii. 14 f.
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ment ?
" III. 1. Behold, I will send my messenger to

prepare the way before me, and the Lord, whom you seek,

shall suddenly come to his temple ; and the covenant-angel,

whom you desire, behold, he comes ! says Yahveh of hosts.

2. And who can endure the day of his coming, and who can

stand at his appearing ? For he is like the refiner's fire, and
like the fullers' soap. 3. And he will sit, a refiner and
purifier of silver, and will purify the sons of Levi, and purge

them like gold and silver; and they shall offer to Yahveh

Chapter IIL

Ver. 1. But this judgment conies only too quickly. Yet
before the advent of the judge on the day of the Lord, God's
grace provides that a forerunner shall remove the hindrances
which an unholy nation would offer to the coming Lord.

—

"SXPD, in allusion to the name of the prophet, who is conscious

of being such a precursor, while certainly looking for a still

mightier one, ver. 23.

—

That he may clear the way before me ; cf.

Isa. xl. 3 ff". This is urgently necessary, as the Lord, whom
they challenge and long for, will come suddenly to judgment.
This, perhaps, refers less to scornful denial of the day of

judgment, although, no doubt, such enlightened mockers were
not wanting in Malachi's days, and such are glanced at (ii. 17

;

cf. iii. 13 ff.), than to blinded souls, after the manner of Amos
V. 18, 20, who fancied, in their weariness of life and theocratic

ambition, " the parousia of the Lord would bring honour and
glory to them along with their nation ; why, then, should they

not expect the coming of that day ? The judge is called pisn,

the Lord = God, and in the parallel clause nnan "ix^o, the

covenant-angel. Thus, as in Zech. ii. 15, the appearing of the

Lord to dwell on Zion, and the judgment connected therewith,

are conceived as mediated angelically by the angel who
represents God's presence, and conveys God's special revela-

tions to the covenant-nation, Ex. xxiii. 20 ft*,; cf. xxxiii. 15,

Isa. Ixiii. 9, etc. This angel is God's self-revelation, and is,

perhaps, to be distinguished from the preparatory forerunner.

Ver. 2. In the condition of priests and people at that time

none of them could endure that day, when the Lord separates

everything impure as strictly as fire the dross (cf. Isa. i. 25),

and purges away what is unclean as sharply as the lye of the

fullers. Ver. 3. And he shall sit, alludes to the judge. Here,

too, as in the whole book, the priests stand in the foreground.

They must yet go through a due melting and cleansing before
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offerings in righteousness. 4. And tlie offering of Judah and

Jerusalem shall be acceptable to Yahveh, as in the days of

the foretime, and as in years long past. 5. And I will come

near to you to judgment, and will be a swift witness against

the sorcerers, and the adulterers, and the false swearers, and

those who wrong the hireling in his wage, widow and orphan,

and crush the stranger, without fearing me, says Yahveh of

hosts. 6. For I, Yahveh, have not changed, and you, sons of

Jacob, have not finished."* 7. From the days of your fathers

you have turned aside from my statutes, and have not kept

them. Pteturn to me, and I will return to you, says Yahveh

of hosts. And you say, " Wherein shall we return ?

"

8. Will then a man overreach God ? For you overreach

me. And you say, " Wherein do we overreach thee ?

"

Tithe' and heave offering ! 9. You are smitten with the

they can serve the Lord in an acceptable way. Yer. 4. Of.

ii. 5 f. Ver. 5. As a swift icitncss. He will appear only too

quickly as a witness against their sins, as His coming is long

delayed, or does them no hurt.

—

^^'2, Piel partic, sorcerers, who
practise heathen arts, such as necromancy, etc., which occurs

in Israel in every age; cf. Ex. xxii. 17.

—

Adultery (cf. Ex. xx. 14;

Lev. XX. 10 ; Deut. v. 17, xxii. 22) was the more common, the

more lightly the marrying of heathen wives (ii. 11) and divorce

(ii. 14) were treated. False sicearing, cf. Zech. v. 3 f.—pt:'y, to

oppress, here with actual object, the wage of the labourer, of

course= to oppress the labourer in regard to his wage ; cf.

Deut. xxiv. 14 f.; Lev. xix. 13.—nt33, Hijihil, to bend, as in Amos
V. 12, with personal object in the sense of 'd DD:^•D non. Yer. 6.

/, Yahveh, have not changed, I am still the old, strict (Jod of

judgment, and you have not all come under my judgment, you

are still the old sinners. Better read Piel, on^ps, you Imvc not

completed your sins, not brought them to an end, but ever con-

tinue. The author is fond of elliptical phrases. The ordinary

explanations are unsatisfactory ; so Luther : you shall not come
to an end. Keil : you perish not, etc. Yer. 7&, as in Zech. i. 3.

In what respect shall we turn ? Here and elsewhere already

the obstinate Jewish self-righteousness, which we see in the

N. T., finds utterance. Ver. 8. V^^), akin to ]*ap, to gather

together, carry off, keep back.—"3 adduces a reason why the

prophet so inquires.—The tithe and It care-offering (nom., not

accus.), namely, are the points in which you rob God. Here
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curse because you overreach me, the whole nation together

!

10. Bring ye the whole tithe to the treasure-house, that there

may be food in my house, and prove me now herewith, says

Yahveh of hosts, whether I will not open for you the windows

of heaven, and pour you down a blessing to overflowing.

11. And I will rebuke the devourer for you, that he may not

destroy for you the fruit of the earth, and your vine shall not

miscarry in the field, says Yahveh of hosts, 12. And all

nations shall pronounce you blessed, for you shall be a land

of delight, says Yahveh of hosts.

13. Your words are too strong to me, says Yahveh. And
you say: "What have we spoken against thee?" 14. You
have said :

" It is vain to serve God, and what profit does it

bring, that we have observed his ordinance, and that we
walked in mourning apparel before Yahveh of hosts? 15.

And now we praise the arrogant ; they are built up, who

also the language is elliptical. The accusation is like the one
in ch. i., in the matter of sacrifices. Cf. on tithes. Lev. xxvii.

30 ff.; Num. xviii. 20 ft". ; Dent. xiv. 22 ff. ; on the heave-offering,

Ezek. xliv. 30 ; on both, Neh. x. 38 f. Ver. 9. You are laden

ivith the curse (n"iK, Niph., cf. ii. 2), the second clause states the

cause.—1?3 ^un ; the profane expression is used contemptuously.

Ver. 10. The vjhole tithe, not merely a part thereof, whereas

you embezzle the rest.—The treasure house, here storehouse of

the temple to receive offerings in kind, 2 Chron. xxxi. llf.;

Neh. X. 38 ff., xiii. 5, 12 f.

—

Support for the ministering priests

and Levites (Num. xviii. 21 ; Neh. x. 38 ff., xiii. 5), and the

supply of requisites of worship (Neh. x. 33 ff.).—In the blessing,

which God pours down from the windows of heaven, the rain

is the material basis.—n 'bl IV, not—so that vessels will be

wanting, but to overflowing
;
properly, until there is no (more)

need. Ver. 11. ~\Vi, again (cf. ii. 3), to check the action of any-

thing by a command, to restrain one.—The devourer ; so the

lion is called, Judg. xiv. 14, but in this passage, without doubt,

the dreaded locust, which consumes the produce of the ground
(Kinichi, llashi).

—

?2C\ Piel, elsewliere used of animals ; to have

a miscarriage, here poetically of a vine, which fails to bear,

bears uneatable fruit. Ver. 12. Cf. on the matter, Zech.

viii. 13, 23. Ver. 13. PTn, to be strong, too strong, intolerable.

Ver. 14. -IOC imn::'D, Zech. iii. 7.—n':mp, in black, in funeral

attire, clotlied in a P'J. Ver. 15. ClT, the arrogant, completely

26
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practise wickedness, and have tempted God and escaped."

16. Then the God-fearing spake one with another, and

Yahveh hearkened and heard, and a book of remembrance was

written before him for the God-fearers, and those who honour

his name. 17. And they shall be my possession, says

Yahveh of hosts, in the day which I determine ; and I will

spare them, even as a man spares his son who serves him.

18. And again you shall see the difference between the

righteous man and the wicked, between him that serves God
and him that serves him not. 19. For behold, the day comes,

burning like a furnace ; and all the arrogant, and whoever

practises wickedness, shall be chaff, and the day which is

coming shall consume them, says Yahveh of hosts, so that it

destitute of the fear of God, insolent freethinkers. The heathen
are not meant ; rather there were such already among the

Jews. The blasphemers call such happy, as they had done
well in not troubling their life with God's service. Even these

godless and wicked ones prosper, they grow into a house.

This is the meaning of n:2, Niph., Jer. xii. 16. Their daring

tempting of God does not bring destruction on them. Ver. 16.

Those manifestoes of unbelievers have caused all who fear God
also to join together. The import of their conversation is only

to be inferred from the context : they took counsel to avoid

such offence, and to preserve themselves and others from such
unbelief. Yahveh hearkened, and marked well their names in

order to recompense them. This is expressed in the words : a
hook of remembrance vms written hcforc him. This, of course, is

as invisible as the book of life, Ps. Ixix. 28, etc. Perhaps tlie

I*ersian custom had intiuence of entering in a book of memora-
bilia those who had merited well of the king (Esth. vi. 1). On
the meaning of DCn, cf. Isa. xiii. 17. Ver. 17. These faithful

ones, on the judgment day, when they will be mercifully

spared, will stand as the true Israel, God's people of possession

(Ex. xix. 5), whom He acknowledges. Ver. 18. p3, as object of

nx"i, shows still its original substantival character. See again,

such judgments as were reported numerously from old days,

whereas at present no such distinction in the lot of the

righteous and wicked is visible, which led to the blasphemies

of ver. 14. Ver. 19. The day of melting and sifting (ver. 2 f.)

is for such persons a day of consuming fire; cf. Gen. xv. 17
with Isa. XXX. 27.

—

Root and branch, the two extremities of the

tree, to denote the whole. Py t'P is to be understood, not the
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shall leave them neither root nor branch. 20. And for you,

who fear my name, the sun of riffhteousness shall rise with

healing in his wings, and you shall go out and leap like

calves from the stall. 21. And you shall tread down the

wicked, for they shall be ashes under your feet in the day

which I determine, says Yahveh of hosts.

22. Eemember ye the law of Moses, my servant, which I

commanded him on Horeb respecting all Israel for statutes

and laws. 23. Behold, I will send you the prophet Elijah,

before the coming of the day of Yahveh, the great and terrible

stubble left on the field in the harvest, but the chaff tossed

aside by the wind in threshing, and then burnt; cf. Matt.

iii. 11 f. Ver. 20. /S'tm o/ ?'i^7i^eo2^s7iess, i.e. divine righteousness,

which is for them as full of promise, as rich in salvation and
joy, as a sun newly rising in their life. The light and the warmth
of this sun are exceedingly beneficent, giving healing for all

earthly pain and hurt. In its loinrjs, i.e. rays.—C'lQ, cf. Jer.

1. 11. In the joy which the sunny day of the Lord brings

them, " they shall be like calves, which are forced to stand

through the winter in narrow stalls, but in early spring, when
the sun comes forth from the wintry cloud-veil, are again

driven into the open, and therefore leap and skip with unre-

strained joy " (Kohler). Ver. 21. Doy, trample to pieces (cf.

D'oy, wine, properly what is stamped, pressed) ; cf. the expres-

sion, not, of course, to be taken literally, in Micah iv. 13.

—

They will, perforce, let themselves be trodden down as helplessly

as ashes. Ver. 22. The doctrine which they are to draw from

all this is : they are to give themselves to the conscientious

observing of the old laiv of Moses, and, indeed, of all its several

precepts ; cf. Neh. x. 30. Ver. 23. In order to bring them back

to such obedience to Moses' law, God will send a special

monitor, as iii. 1 already foretold. Here the prophet Elijah is

named as the way-preparing messenger to be expected ; not in

the sense that the actual Elijah was to come back, as Ew., Hitz.,

take the passage after many ancients. So, indeed, the people,

for the most part, perhaps, understood, to which the circum-

stance contributed, that Elijah did not die (2 Kings ii.), but

was taken up bodily to heaven ; cf. Matt. xvii. 10 ; John i. 21.

See the notions of Eabbinical learning agreeing therewith in

Eerd. Weber, System der altsynagog. paldst. Theol. p. 337 f.

Rather this sending of Elijah is to be understood after the

analogy of the raising up of David, Jer. xxx. 9 (see there,
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(day), 24. that he may restore the heart of the fathers to the

sons, and the heart of the sons to their fathers, that I may
not come and smite the land with a ban.

Exposition.

Contents of ii. l7-iii. 24. Third Discourse: The Day of

the Lord. 1. The Purifying Judgment, ii. 17-iii. 12 ; 2.

Justification of the Divine Eighteousness, iii, 13-21 ; 3. The

Torerunner of the Judgment, iii. 22-24.

The nation is utterly lacking in moral earnestness. Some,

by superficial adherence to the outward service of God,

w^herein, however, they are not afraid of even cheating God

of His share (iii. 8 ff.), others, in open rebellion, making light

of Ilis commandments (iii. 13 ff., cf. ii. 17), provoke the

judgment. The former, in blind self-righteousness and foolish

p. 377), and Ezek. xxxiv. 23, xxxvii. 24 : the Lord will send
one endued with Elijah's spirit and power to complete Elijah's

work among the people. As Elijah, by word and sign, had
brought back Israel from utter apostasy to obedience to its

God, so this messenger, coming before the judgment day, wdll

effect a saving transformation in Judah. Ver. 24 describes this

transformation more fully as a reconciliation between fathers

and sons. It thus appears that a religious gulf existed gener-

ally between the older and younger generations. The latter had
broken with the law which the fathers still held outwardly in

high esteem ; the former, on this account, were estranged from
the young. When that Elijah turns the nation to God, he wall

do away with this gulf. In again teaching the sons to fear

God, he will again win the hearts of the fathers for them : and
in again breatliing into the fathers a fatherly spirit, he will

again awaken in the hearts of the sons confidence and goodwill

to the fathers.

—

:b y'^yr), therefore not to be rendered " to turn

to," as then we should justly expect that first of all the young,

who have wandered farther, would be turned to the old, before

the converse took place.

—

"ih is rather to be taken as the seat

of love, goodwill, confidence, as in Judg. xix. 3; Hos. ii. 16.

—

And such a change is necessary, that the coming of the Lord
may not prove an annihilating judgment to the whole land.
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illusion, long for the judgment, as though it would bring

them honour ; the latter deny that it will ever come. The

former we must suppose, according to iii. 24, to have been

especially numerous in the older generation ; the latter

represent in general the youth, who, not without the fathers'

guilt, have become sceptical and freethinking. All alike are

here told (iii. 1 ff.) that the appearing of the Lord, or of His

angel, who is the organ of His presence, will take place only

too soon for them, as His coming will be united with a

thorough melting and sifting of His people, first of the priestly

order, which shall serve him. Only a small remnant,

remaining faithful in the severe temptations to unbelief and

assaults of wickedness, shall be revealed on that day as the

true Israel, the possession of the Lord (iii. 16 f., 20 f.). Here

the community is transformed from a national corporation to

a moral and religious fellowship. The righteousness of God

in the distribution of awards, which many now fail to see, will

then leave nothing to be desired for clearness and sharpness

(iii. 18 ff.). But since, in view of the all but universal

unfaithfulness of the nation, the Lord's coming must, in the

main, tend to its destruction, the Lord in His mercy purposes

before that day to send a powerful prophet in the manner of

Elijah, who will prepare His way, and blessedly do away with

the gulf between the holy God and the disobedient nation, as

well as between the members of the nation. The last prophet

of the old covenant here introduces the forerunner of the

new.

FINIS.
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' An unusually interesting work for the critical student ... it possesses that intrinsic

quality which commands attention and inquiry such as scholars delight in.'

—

Clergyman's

Magazine.

In crown 8vo, price Is. 6d.,

THE SIX INTERMEDIATE MINOR
PROPHETS.

OBADIAH—ZEPHANIAH.
By Rev. Principal DOUGLAS, D.D., Glasgow.

' Inti'oductions and notes are alike clear, compact, and suggestive.'

—

Baptist Magazine.
' Reverent, scholarly, comprehensive, and practical.'

—

Chriitian.

In crown Svo, price 2s.,

THE POST-EXILIAN PROPHETS-
HAGGAI, ZECHARIAH, MALACHI.

By Professor MARCUS DODS, D.D.

' When the Books of the Old Testament are treated in this way, there is some hope

that the standard of popular teaching will be sensibly raised. . . . We can only cou-

gi-atulate the rising generation in having guides like these.'

—

Literary World.
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APOLOGETICS;
OR, CHRISTIANITY DEFENSIVELY STATED.

By Professor A. B. BRUCE, D.D.,

AUTHOR OF

'THE TKAINl.VG OF THE TWELVE,' 'THE HUMILIATION OF CHRIST,' 'THE KINGDOM OF GOD,' ETC.

' In this noble work of Dr. Bruce, the reader feels on every page that he is in contact
with a mind and spirit in which all the conditions for a genuine apologetic are fulfilled.

... At the end of Dr. Bruce's work the reader is uplifted with a great and steady
confidence in the truth of the gospel ; tlie evangel has been pleading its cause with
him, and he has felt its power.'

—

British Weekly.

No. II. of the Series. Second Edition. Post Si'o, 10s. 6d.

,

CHRISTIAN ETHICS.
By NEWMAN SMYTH, D.D.,

PASTOR OF THE FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, NEW HAVEN, CONX. ;

AUTHOR OF 'old FAITHS IN NEW LIGHT,' 'THE REALITY OF FAITH,' ETC. ETC.

' There is not a dead, dull, conventional line in the volume. It is the work of a wise,
well-iufonued, independent, and thoroughly competent writer. It removes a reproach
from our indigenous theology, fills a glaring blank in our literature, and is sure to
become the text-book in Christian Ethics.'—Professor Makcus Dods, D.D., in The
Bookvmn.

' It is so beautifully clear, devoid of dulness, and has so many " bursts of eloquence,"
that it will take the reader who considers Christian Ethics for the first time under his
tuition literally by storm.'

—

Methodist Times.

Xo. I. of the Series. Fourth Edition. Post Svo, price 12.s.,

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

By Professor S. R. DRIVER, D.D., Oxford.

' The service which Canon Driver's book will render in the present confusion of
mind on this great subject, can scarcely be over-estimated.'

—

The Times.

* By far the best account of the great critical problems connected with the Old
Testament that has yet been written. , . . It is a perfect marvel of compression
and lucidity combined. A monument of learning and well-balanced judgment.'

—

The
(iuardian.
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Apologetics; or, Christianity Defensively Stated. By Alesaxder
Eaoiain Bruce, D.D., Professor of Apologetics and New Testament

Exegesis, Free Church College, Glasgow. In post 8vo, Third

Edition, price 10s. 6d.

'Dr. Brucellas won for himself the foremost place among living- apologists. . . . There
does not exist in our language so satisfactory or original a treatment of the historicity
of the Gospels, the claims of Jesus, and the significance of His appearance ; nor have
we so just and informing a criticism of the theories of primitive Christianity. . . . The
Church at large will inevitably recognise Di-. Bruce's "Apologetics" as a volume of

great and permanent value.'

—

Exjwsitor.

Being the Third Volume of 'The Ixternational Theological Library.'

St. Paul's Conception of Christianity. In post 8vo, price

7s. 6d.

' A li-^-ing book, candid, clear, and supremely able ; a book worthy alike of the author
and the great subject with which it deals.'

—

Review of the Churches.
' There need be no hesitation in pronoimcing it the best treatment of Paulinism we

have ... A book of first-rate importance.'

—

Ex]}ositor.

The Kingdom of God ; or, Christ's Teaching according to the

Synoptical Gospels. In post 8vo, Sixth Edition, price 7s. 6d.

' To Dr. Bruce belongs the honour of giving to English-speaking Christians the first

really scientific treatment of this transcendent theme . . . his book is the best mouo-
grapii on the subject in existence.'—Eev. James Stalker, D.D., in The British Weekly.

' The astonishing vigour and the unfailing insight which characterise the book mark
a new era in biblical theology.'—Professor Marcus Dods, D.D.

The Training of the T"welYe; or, Exposition of Passages in

the Gospels exhibiting the Twelve Disciples of Jesus under

Discipline for the Apostleship, In demy 8vo, Fifth Edition,

price 10s. 6d.

' A volume which can never lose its charm either for the preacher or for the ordinary

Christian reader.'

—

London Quarterly Revieu\
' An elaborate study of the teaching of Jesus, which after twenty-five years is still

unsurpassed.'

—

British Weekly.
' A great book, full of suggestion and savour*. It should be the companion of the

minister.'—Mr. Spurgeon in Sicord and Trmvel.
' That minister who has not read " The Training of the Twelve " betrays an indiffer-

ence to modern thought which is unpardonable.'— President Harper in The Biblical

World.

The Humiliation of Christ, m its Physical, Ethical, and Official

Aspects. In demy 8vo, Fourth Edition, price 10s. 6d.

' These lectures are able and deep-reaching to a degree not often found in the religious

literature of the day; \rithal, they are fresh and suggestive. . . . The learning and the

deep and sweet spirituality of this discussion will commend it to many faithful students

of the truth as it is in Jesus.'

—

Congregationalist.
' We have not for a long time met with a work so fresh and suggestive as this of

Professor Bruce. . . . We do not know where to look at our English Universities for

a treatise so calm, logical, and scholarly.'

—

English Independent.
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' The greatest Scandinavian, perhaps the greatest Lutheran, divine of our century.'— Expositor.

Christian Ethics. In Three Volumes, 8vo, price 10s. Gd. each.

Volume I. GENERAL ETHICS.— II. INDIVIDUAL ETHICS.—III. SOCIAL ETHICS.

' As man is a member of two societies, a temporal and a sjiiritiial, it is clear that his

ethical development only can go on when these two are treated side by side. This
Bishop Martensen has done with rare skill. We do not know where the conflicting

claims of Church and State are more etiuitaVilj- adjusted. . . We can read these
volumes through with unflagging interest'

—

Literary World.
' Dr. Martensen's work on Christian Dogmatics reveals the strength of thought as well

as the fine literary grace of its author. . . . His chief ethical writings comprise a system
of Christian Ethics, general and special, in three volumes. Each of these volumes has
great and singular excellence, and it might be generally felt that in them tlie author has
surpassed his own work on " Christian Dogmatics.""—Eev. Principal Caikxs.

Christian Dogmatics. In One A^olume, 8vo, price 10s. 6d.

'The famous "Dogmatics," the eloquent and varied pages of which contain intel-

lectual food for the laity no less than for the clergy. . . . His " Christian Dogmatics"
has exercised as wide an influence on Protestant thought as any vohmie of our century.'—Expositor.

' We feel much indebted to Messrs. Clark for their introduction of this important
compendium of orthodox theology from the pen of the learned Danish Bishop. . . .

Every reader must rise from its perusal stronger, calmer, and more hopeful, not only
for the fortunes of Christianity, but of dogmatic theology.'

—

(Quarterly Reviexo.
' Such a book is a library in itself, and a monument of pious labour- in the cause of

true religion.'

—

Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette.

BY DR. C. VON ORELLI, BASEL.

TiiAxsL.vTED EY Pkofessou J. S. BANKS, Headingley College, Leeds.

The Twelve Minor Prophets. In demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d.

' It is rarely ,that a commentary is given us so scholarly and yet so compact.'

—

Olasrjow Herald.
' A very valuable and trustworthy compendium of the latest results of critical research,

written in a sober and devout sjiirit.'

—

Christian World

The Prophecies of Isaiah. In demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d.

' The characteristics of this admirable commentary are brevity, separation of the more
gi-ammatical from the more expository notes, and general orthodoxj' combined with
first-rate scholarship.'

—

The Record.
* Characterised by consummate ability throughout, this work will undoubtedly take

high rank among the expositions of the "Evangelical Prophet."'

—

The Christitin.

The Prophecies of Jeremiah. In demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d.

'Will be found a must trustworthy aid to the study of a book that presents many
diflBcult problems.'

—

John Bull,

The Old Testament Prophecy of the Consummation
of God's Kingdom. Traced in its Historical Development.

In demy 8vo, })riee 10s. Gil.

'Cannot fail to be regarded as a standard work upon the subject of Old Testament
prophecj-. '

—

Sword and Trowel.
'An unusually interesting work for the critical student . . . it possesses that intrinsic

quality which commands attention and inquiry such as scholars delight in.'

—

Clergyman's
Magazine,
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History of the Development of the Doctrine of the
Person of Christ. By Dr. I. A. Corner, Oberconsistorialrath,

and Professor of Theology, Berlin. In Five Volumes, 8vo, price

£2, 12s. 6d.

' The stupendous work upon The Person of Christ lia^? now become iu Great Britain
and America, what it had been in Germany from its publication, a chissic in Christology.'

^Kev. Principal Caa'E, D.D.

A System of Christian Doctrine. In Four Volumes, 8vo,

price £2, 2s.

' Had it been the work of an entire lifetime, it would have been a monument of
marvellous industry and rare scholarship. It is a tribute alike to the genius, the learn-
ing', and the untiring perseverance of its author.'

—

Baptist Magazine.
' The work has many and great excellences, and is really indispensable to all who

would obtain a thorough acquaiutance with the great problems of theology. It is a
great benefit to English students that it should be made accessible to them in their own
language, and in a form so elegant and convenient."

—

Literary Churchman.

System of Christian Ethics. In demy 8vo, price 14s.

' This noble book is the crown of the Systematic Theologj^ of the author. ... It is

a masterpiece. It is the fruit of a lifetime of profound investigation in the philo-

sophical, biblical, and historical sources of theology. The system of Dorner is

comprehensive, profound, evangelical, and catholic. It rises into the clear heaven of

Christian thought above the strifes of Scholasticism, Eationalism, and Mysticism. It

is, indeed, comiirehensive of all that is valuable in these three types of human thought.'
—Professor C. A. Briggs, D.D.

' This is the last work we shall obtain from the able pen of the late Dr. Dorner, and
it may be said that it fitlj' crowns the edifice of his manifold labours.'

—

SjJectator.

BY PROFESSOR BERNHARP WEISS, P.P., BERLIN .

The Life of Christ. By Dr. Bernhard "Weiss, Professor of

Theology, Berlin. In Three Volumes, 8vo, price 31s. 6d.

' The authority of John's Gospel is vindicated with great fulness and success.

Altogether the book seems destined to hold a very distinguished, if not absolutely
unique, place in the criticism of the New Testament. Its fearless search after truth,

its indej)endence of spii-it, its extent of research, its thoughtful and discriminating tone,

must secure for it a very high reputation.'

—

Congregationalist.

'A valuable treatise. . , . A thoroughly exhaustive work; a work in which learning

of the most severe type, combined with a perfect knowledge of the languages drawn
upon for the elucidation of his purpose, is aj^parent in every page.'

—

Bell's Weekly
Messenger,

'From the thoroughness of the discussion and clearness of the i\Titer, we anticipate a
very valuable addition to the Great Biography.'

—

Freeman.

Biblical Theology of the New Testament. In Two
Volumes, 8vo, price 21s.

' Written throughout with freshness, vigour, and perfect command of the material. . . ,

This is a field which Weiss has made his own. His work far excels the numerous
works of his predecessors in thoroughness and comideteness.'

—

Methodist Recorder.

' A work so thorough as this, and which so fully recognises the historical character of

the science of Biblical Theology, was well worth translating.'

—

Academy.
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THE LATE PROFESSOR FRANZ DELITZSCH, P.P., LEIPZIG.

'Probably no commentator of the age brought so many gifts to the interpretation of the Bible

as did Franz Delitzsch. . . . Walking hand in hand with such a guide through the garden of the
Lord, one can not only gather its ripened fruit, but also breathe the fragrance of its flowers and
gaze upon their loveliness. '—Vrofe^sor J. F. M'Cirdy, Toronto.

A New Commentary on Genesis. By Professor Franz
Delitzsch, D.D., Leipzig. In Two Yulumes, 8vo, price 21s.

Note.—While preparing the translation, the translator was favoured by Professor
Delitzsch with numerous improvements and additions. It may therefore be
regarded as made from a revised version of the New Commentary on Genesis.

' We congratulate Professor Delitzsch ou this new edition. By it, not less than by his
other commentaries, he has earned the gratitude of everj- lover of biblical science, and
we shall be surprised if, in the futiu-e, many do not acknowledge that they have found
in it a welcome help and guide.'—Professor S. E. Driver in The Academy.

' The work of a reverent mind and a sincere believer, and not seldom there are touches
of great beauty and of spiritual insight in it.'

—

Guardian.

The Prophecies of Isaiah. By Professor Franz Delitzsch,

D.D., Leipzig. Translated from the Fourth and last Edition. The

onlij Authorised Translation. "With an Litroduction by Professor

S. K. Driver, D.D., Oxford. In Two Volumes, 8vo, price 21s.

' Delitzsch's last gift to the Christian Church. ... In our opinion, those who woidd
enter into the meaning of that Spirit as He spake long ago by Isaiah, words of comfort
and hojie which have not lost their significnnce to-day, cannot find a better guide ; one
more marked by learning, reverence, and insight, than Franz Delitzsch.'—Professor
W. T. Davison in The Eicpository Times.

A System of Biblical Psychology. 8vo, 12s.

' Still the best book on tlio whole of the subjcrt."— Princiijal Cave, D.D.

Franz Delitzsch: A Memorial Tribute. By Professor S. I.

CuRTisy, D.D. In crown Svo, with a Portrait, price 3s.

This work is based on an intimate acquaintance with Professor Delitzsch, which
began in 1873 ; on a careful examination of original documents not previously brought
to light ; and on personal interviews with tliose who Avere acquainted with him.

' A highly interesting little monograph on the personality of the great theologian,
and on his work.'

—

Spectator.

BY d. d. VAN OOSTERZEE.P.P.

The Year of Salvation: Words of Life for Every Day. A
Book of Household Devotion. Two Vols, large crown Svo, price

6s. each.

' This charming and practical book of household devotion will be welcomed ou
account of its rare intrinsic value, as one of the most practical devotional books ever
published.'

—

Standard.

Moses : A Biblical Study. In crown Svo, price 6s.

' Our luitlior has seized, as with the instinct of a master, the great salient points in

the life and work of Moses, and portrayed the various elements of bis character with
vividness and skill."—Baptist Magazine.
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BISHOP HEFELE'S COUNCILS OF THE CHURCH.

A History of the Councils of the Church. From the

Original Documents. By the Right Rev. C. J. Hefele, D.D.,

Bishop of Rottenburg. Four Volumes now ready, demy 8vo, price

12s. each. Vol. I. To a.d. 325. Vol. 11. a.d. 326 to 429.

Vol. III. A.D. 431 to 451. Vol. IV. a.d. 451 to 680. (Vol. V.,

completing the series, in the Press.)

' To all who liave the slightest pretension to the name of scientific theologians it

must afford the greatest satisfaction, to receive a new volume of Bishop fiefele's

standard work on the Councils. It is quite unnecessary to commend this great and
learned book. No one would think of studying the subject of the Councils without
consulting it.'

—

Church Bells.

'A thoi'ough and fair comijendium, put in a most accessible and intelligent form.'

—

Guardian.

Declarations and Letters on the Vatican Decrees,
1869-1887. By Ignaz von Dollinger. Authorised Transla-

tion. In crown 8vo, price 3s. 6d.

Dr. Alfred Plummer says:— 'This intensely interesting collection of Declarations
and Letters gives us in a short compass the main historical facts which Dr. Dollinger
considered to be absolutely fatal to the truth of the dogma respecting the infallibility of

the Pope, and the reasons which for nineteen years prevented him from " submitting"
even to the Pope with the whole of the Roman episcopate at his back. . . . Indispens-
able to every one who would have an intelligent grasp of the infallibility question.'

Hippolytus and Callistus; or. The Church of Rome in the

First Half of the Third Century. By John J. Ign. von

Dollinger. Translated, with Introduction, Xotes, and Appendices,

by Alfred Plummer, Master of University College, Durham. In

One A^olume, 8vo, price 7s. 6d.

' "We are impressed with profound respect for the learning and ingenuity displayed in
this work. The book deserves perusal by all students of ecclesiastical historj'. It

clears ujj many points hitherto obscure, and reveals featm-es in the Roman Church at

the beginning of the third century which are highly instructive.'

—

Athent'Mvi.

Christian Charity in the Ancient Church. By G.

Uhlhorn, D.D. In crown 8vo, price 6s.

' A very excellent translation of a very valuable book.'

—

Guardian.

'The facts are surprising, many of them fresh, and the truths to be deduced are far

more powerful as weapons for warring against infidelity than scores of lectures or
bushels of tracts.'

—

Ecclesiastical Gazette.

Handbook of Church History: From the Reformation. By
Professor J. H. Kurt/, D.D. In demy 8vo, price 7s. 6d.

' A work executed with great diligence and care, exhibiting an accurate collection of

facts, and a succinct though full account of the history and progress of the Church, both
external and internal. . . . The work is distinguished for the moderation and charity of

its expressions, and for a spirit which is truly Christian.'

—

English Churchman.
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PROFESSOR SCHAFF'S CHURCH HISTORY.

History of the Christian Church. By the late Philip

ScHAFF, D.D., LL.D., Professor in the Union Theological Seminary,

New York.

Six 'Divisions' (in Two Volumes each, 21s.) of this great work are now ready.

Each Division covers a separate and distinct epoch, and is complete in itself.

1. APOSTOLIC CHRISTIANITY, A.D. 1-100. Two Vols. Ex. demy 8vo, price 21s.

2. ANTE-NICENE CHRISTIANITY, A.D. 100-325. Two Vols. Ex. demy 8vo, price 21s.

3. NICENE AND POST-NICENE CHRISTIANITY, A.D. 325-600. Two Vols. Ex. demy
i<vo, iirii-e "Jls.

4. MEDI^ffiVAL CHRISTIANITY, A.D. 590-1073. Two Vols. Ex. demy 8vo, price 21s.

5. THE GERMAN REFORMATION. Two Ynls. Ex. demy 8vo, price 21s.

6. THE SWISS REFORMATION. Two Vols. Ex. demy 8vo, price 21s.

'Dr. Schaff's "History of the Christian Church " is the most valuable contribution to Ecclesias-

tical History that has euer been published in this country. When completed it will have no rival

in point of comprehensiveness, and in presenting the results of the most advanced scholarship

and the latest discoveries. Each Division covers a separate and distinct epoch, and is complete in

itself.
'

'No student, and indeed no critic, can with fairness overlook a work like the present,

•written -with such evident candour, and, at the same time, with so thorough a knowledge
of the sources of early Christian history.'

—

Scotsman.

' No feature of the book has struck us more than the way in which it combines learned

accuracy with popular writing. Students can relj' on the volume, and will find what
they want in it. . . . The reader is all along in contact with a Hveh-, various, progi'ess-

ive story, full of interest and of movement.'—Principal Robert Eainy, D.D.

SCHURER'S HISTORY OF THE JEWS.

History of the Jewish People in the Time of our
Lord. By Emil Schureh, D.D., ]\I.A., Professor of Theology at

the University of Gtlttingen. Xow complete in Five Volumes, 8vo,

price 10s. 6d. each.

1st Division, in Two Vols., Political History of Palestine, from B.C. 175 to A.D. 135.

2nd Division, In Three Vols. , Internal Condition of Palestine In the Time of Chi'lst.

*»* Professor Schurer has prepared an exhaustive INDEX to this work, to which he attaches

great value. The Translation Is issued in a separate volume (100 pp. 8uo). Price 2s. 6d. net.

' Eecognised as the standard authority on the subject.'

—

Critical Review.

' Evei-y English commentary has for some years contained references to "Schiirer"

as the great authority upon such matters. . . . There is no guide to these intricate

and diihcult times w-hich even approaches him. We can assure our readers that

nowhere will tliey find such accurate and minute, an<l s" convenientlj' arranged

information on this period as in Schiiror's volumes.'

—

The Record.

' Under Professor Schiirer's guidance, we are eualjled to a largo extent to construct a

social and political framework for the Gospel History, and to set it in such a light as to

see new evidences of the truthfulness of that history and of its contemporaneousness.'
—English Churchman, .
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